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SIMURY 

From the time of its foundation at Kibwezi in 1891 
I 

venture, the Scottish mission was intimately involvc 

1kropean interests and influenoes in Kenya* It was 

work of the Imperial British East Africa Company, and to testify to tl; e Chrisýian 

earnestness and patriotism of William Mackinnon# one of Scotland's foremost, 

merchant-imperialists of the 19th century* Bat the early venture was a failureq 

X_ 
both in terms of missionary results and of its original objectives,, The staff 

of the mission were inexperienced, and the home committee were indifferent 

after Maokinnonto death in 1893; the Company retired in 1895t and the mission 

was stranded in the interior until the first large wave of Diropean settlers 

arrived soon after 1900* 

The Scottish mission was transferred to Kikuyu in 1698 and to the Church of 

Scotland In 1901, in the frontier conditions which prevailed in the early years, " 

of the century, David Clement Scott attempted through an ambitious agricultural I'll 

experiment to bring European and African development firmly under Christian 

influence* For a few years, the mission was closely involved with the beginnings 

of European commerce and politics* Clement Scott's sucoessorg Henry Edwin Soottg 

preferred to work more closely with Government. thansettleral and concentrated: 

on'the more practical and immediate task of establishing e ducation as the 

foundation of the mission's' work. 

During Henry Scott ts years at Kikuyut-a', policy was established which aimed 

at educating Africans to, take their placeýas loyal, industrious and Christian 

labourera in aýwhite man's-country* Clement'Scott had been criticifledfor being 

impractical and visionary; but his views on the capabilities and future of 

Africans were liberal'and progressive byý comparison'-'and far in advance Of his 

time* 
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The Church of Scotland mission quickly became a leader amongst missions 

in Kenya* 'Both Henr7 Scott and his successort John Wo Arthur, were able and 

ambitious men* Cooperative schemes in educationt language study and towards 

a United African Church owed much to their initiative. Bat in the final analysisy 

the opportunity to influence Africans in a deep and meaningful way was sacrificed 

through committment to the ideal of a white colony. 

By 1923, when Arthur was in London defending European interests against the 

Indians, Africans had already begun to draw away from their missionary tutoree 

The failure to recognise that Africans desired a more dignified and independent 

place in their own country than had been set aside for them by Scottish mission- 

aries had disastrous consequences in 1929* 
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INTRODUCTION, 

The objective in writing this Thesis has been to present a detailed study 

of an important, but largely neglected mission, and to use the study as 

a medium for imparting fresh insight to problems encountered in Kenya during 

the early colonial period. An attempt has been made to strike a balance 

between the history of a mission and the history of a country and its peoples. 

'While the general miesionar7 background in East Africa during the 19th 

Century provides the setting for chapter onel attention is paid to the 

characters and motives of William Mackinnong Alexander Low Bruce and James 

Stewart - the mission's principal founders, Of the threel Mackinnonto was 

the dominant personality, and hits word was law in planning and policy. 

The second chapter examines in depth the experiment which was made at 

Kibwezi of combining missionary work with imperial commerce. The East African 

Scottish Mission is seen to have been too-amýitious for the conditions of life 

in British East Africa which prevailed during the 1890se Subsequentlyl an 

account is given of David Clement Scott's efforts to make agriculture the means 

of salvation for Africans and to capture commerce for Christ, The conclusion 

is drawn that however eccentric Scott might have seemed to hie contempgrariesp 

his scheme was based upon the sensible principle that the successful mission 

was'the one which made money from its land and opportunities in agriculture. 

FrOm. 19089 the Soottish mission wan redireoted in its objeotive by Henx7 

Scott* Chapter four is devoted to new bearings in General policy and methodg 

the history of the mission in relation to its land, early labour problems, and 

the foundations of an educational system in cooperation with Government. on 

the eve of war in 1914, the struggle between missionaries and officials to 
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control African education had entered its first round. 

The theme of the fifth chapter is the attempt to form a United African 

Church in Kenya. A survey is made of cooperative ventures in language study 

and education# and it is noted that the need for unity was inversely propor- 

tional to the sucoess of missions within their own spheres. 

Political troubles in the post-war years are the major focus of the final 

chapter. A study is made of the reaction by Scottish missionaries to the 

emergence of the independent and politically conscious African, to the demands 

of Indians for equal status in Kenya with Europeansp and to the vacillating 

policies of Government in education* As a postsoriptq the chronology of events 

is given down to the cruoial year of 1929 when a former Scottish mission pupilq 

JOhr'StOne KenYattas was speaking for the Kikuyu in London. 

In the period since research began on the history of the Scottish mission 

in Kenya, the author has incurred numerous debts; most of these are acknowledged 

at the end* There are, howeverl several persons to whom the author owes a 

special debt of gratitudet Professor George Shepperson of Edinburgh University$ 

for his inspiring scholarship, guidance and supervision; Christopher Fyfe of 

the Centre of African Studies at Edinburght for his understanding and kind 

duPervision; Derek L. D. Morgang a generous friend, whose assistance in the 

mechanics of assembling this Thesis on the eve of submission is greatly appreo- 

iated*s Susan K. Matthews# the author's Secretary, who put his interests before 

her own; and abovo allq Valerie Ann McIntosh, for her faith, encouragement and 

herse 



Chapter One 

KACKPTNONIS MISSION 

In October 1891 something out of the ordinary occurred in the lives of the 

Kamba of Hzee 1 Kilundule district, A party of seven white men arrived whichg 

instead of hurrying onwards to the north-west like its predecessorst declared 

its wish to stay and to build huts near the Kibwezi river. Its leader had a 

strange message about a new seer whose power was greater than that of W 

the people had ever known* More importantly, he had popular trade goodsl 

and he had guns which would discourage further Xaasai raids from the west* 
2 

The white man were the founding party of the private East African Scottish 

Mission, planned and financed by Sir William Mackinnon, Alexander Low Bruce 

and their families and friends* The partywas led by the Rev. Dro James Stewart 

of the Lovedale Mission in South Africa. The other members included Dre 

Robert Unwin Moffat# superintendent-eleot and medical missionary; Thomas 

Watson, evangelist and teacher; John Greig and John Lintong artisan missionariesi 

Cornelius Abdul Rahmanq storekeeper and assistant teacher; and Georce Wilson$ 

late of the Imperial British East Africa Company's servioel as guide, With 

them were two hundred and eaventy-three Swahili porters whose services Stewart 

In Ukaraba at this time each district had a council of Vlazee (elders)* One 
FZ08"Was regarded as head of the district and acted an its. principal spokes- 
man* (Foreign Office (FO) 2/57t John Ainsworth to Imperial British East 
Africa Company (I&B#E. Ae Coo) Administrator, 30th Deoember. 1892*) See also 
B. Ge ITOIntosh, 'The Eastern Bantu Peoples# in B. A. Oeot, and J*A. Kieran (Eds)jý 
Zanani* A Purvey of East African HistoEZ, (? J1airobij 1968) 211-12. 

The subject of Maasai raids in the Kibw4z 2 '1 district is examined below, Pp. 95-8e, , 
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had obtained in Zanzibar and Mombasa only by a free distribution of bribes. 3 

Sir William Ylackinnon and AoLe Bruce had not intended the mission to 

settle at Kibwezio They had envisaged a mission to the Kikuyu and Maasai 

situated at Dagoretti, or at least at MachakosG4 Ironically, it was the 

activities of the I*B*E*Ao Coot in which they were President and Director 

respectively, that made it impossible for Stewart to establish a mission at 

either of these two places, 

Shortly before leaving Lovedale, Stewart heard from Moffat at Mombasa the 

news of the evacuation of Fort Dagorotti following'George Wilsonlo armed 

clash with the Kikuyu5o Wilcon had been dismiss4d from the Company's servicet 
6 

3 Stewart Papers (SP)j Stewart to AeLs Bruce, 21st September 1892* Stewart 
had had-to resort to bribes because of the critical shortage of porters 
at the coast in August and September 1891s The Company alone had 11300 
at different points in the interior* The Germans were employing 1#000 on 
railway work in their sphere. The Church Missionary Society had 300 in 
the interior* Captain Stairs had just engaged 265 for his Katang'a exped- 
ition. Moreovert the Congo Free State was using Zanzibar as its principal 
recruiting grouhdp and there were even labour recruiters from Natal active 
on the island., (FO 84/2148# C. S@ Smith to Wisb=7l llth WV to 31st 

4 
July 1891, and F0 84/2149, Portal to Salisbux7l 12th September 1891. ) 

James Stewart, 'Report on the Establishment of the East African Scottish 
Mission in*the Territories of the I*B*E*A, Coy. 0 (Glaegowl 1892) 7-8- 
(There are five reports on the missione Hereafter they are referred to as 
E9A. S#M& Report Iq Up III, etc*) 
Mackinnon Pa: pers, School of Oriental and African Studiest London (MP/SOAS)j 
'Precis of Mail from Mombasaq 10th and 17th July 1891t 3/272# Dagorettill 
and copy of letterg E*L. Bentley to Foreign Office, 23rd July'1891* Wilson's 
own version of what happened is recorded in 14, Perhamland M. Bull (Els. )q 

6 
Diaries of Lord Lugardt 4 Vols- (1959-63)-11,469-73t 111# 386093- 

Wilson was engaged by Stewart for service with... the mission in August 1891 
b=eoause Stewart believed he had had no option but to fight his way out of 
Dagorettis and because of his usefulness to the mission party as'a man who 
knew the interior well. (Free Church of Scotland Foreign Mission Papers 
irj the National Library of Scotland-(FCSP/NLS) 7877P Stewart to Mrso Stewartj 
12th November 1891. ) 



andy on meeting Moffat and learning'of the intention to establish a mission 

at Dagoretti# had warned him that DaCorettj could only be reached by a large, 
7 well-, armed caravan which was prepared to fight, In these conditions, to 

Stewart's mind, an attempt to settle the mission at Dagoretti would have 

been to revive the "old Middle-Age European Mission" situated beyond the 

I military or administrative lines where its function,. was to act an a buffer in 

the occupation of the countryo And he was not prepared to do thise 

At Machakos too there had been fighting between the CompmW and the 

surrounding people. One Company askari (soldier) had been struck on the 

head with a simi (sword) by a Mukamba in a dispute over the cutting of trees* 

In retaliation, the, officer in charge of Machakos# G. C. Leithp had mounted a 

punitive raid in which two hundred huts had been destroyed$ six men had been 

killedp several villages had been fined a hundred goats eachl and over two 

thousand pounds of ammunition had been expended*9 When he heard about the 

raid just as the mission party-was preparing to leave Mombasag Stewart decided 

that it was pointless to'establish the mission in proximity to a Comp=y 

post where the people would be unwilling to learn the difference between 

Company men, and missionaries& After reaching Kibwezij Stewart and Wilson 

travelled on alone to Machakoc. At the fort they found Leith oalling the 

roll in his pyjamaso Stewart rebuked him for hie actionat telling him 

bluntly that he was responsible for the delv in starting cissionary work in 

the Machakos district. 10 

7 'SP, Moffat to Stowartl_13th'July, 1891, '' 
8 SP, James Btewartj *E*A*S0'14* Statement on the Past of this Missionts 7th 

Januax7 1893* 
9 MP/SOAS, tPrecis', of Mail from Mombasat 6th November 1891,3/363, Mr, Leith"s 

. Collision with the Wakambael 
10, SPj Stewart to Diary i enAx7 for 12, th November 1891. See also below Fýp* 92-93, 

and n. 99. 
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,, 
In this wayg the East African Scottish Mis3ion began its life at Kibwezi. 

On December 7th 1891 an agreement wan signed by Hzee Kilundu and Stewart in 

which -'300,, - acres of land on the Kibwezi river were exchanged for one hundred 

and sixty yards of calico cloth and several coils of brass wire, 
11 Stewart's 

decision to remain at Kibwezi seemed to be justified at the time* The area 

had plentiful wood and water* It did not appear then to be unhealthy* And 

the people were friendly and seemed to be nettled in large numbers in the 

vicinity, The founders of the mission were not displeased and took pains to 

reassure Stewart of their confidence in his judgement* 12 

With the exception of the mismions in Bagandal the East African Scottish 

Mission in 1891 lay at the forefront of missionary penetration of the British 

sphere. It was the creation of wealthy merchants and philanthropists who 

believed in the doctrine of legitimate commeroeq Christianity and western 

civilisation as the remecýy for African suffering and as the means of extending 

British commerce and imperial influence. And, as a private mission with no 

formal affiliation to arq Church or Missionary Society, it was unique amongst 

African missions in 1891. 

Ig The Missionary Background 

missionary developments in the northern Part of East Africa during the 19th 

Century m-V be said to have had three phases* There was an initial phase of 

exploration and experimentation in-which-J. Lewic Krapf and his fellow 

See-Appendix Ifor full text of the Agreement. 
12 SPI Mackinnon'to Stewartf 2nd Deoember 1891. - 
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missionaries of the Church Missionary Society publicised northern East Africa 

as a sphere for European activitys Although unsuccessful in their broader 

aims, they pioneered missionary work in East Africa and set certain goals 

which were still being pursued after 1900* There followed a second phase, 

one of fixed preoccupationsp during which missionary attentions were concen- 

trated on Buganda in the far interior and on the freed slave problem at the 

coast* The third phase coincided with the extension of commerce and admin- 

istr4tion in British East Africa and witnessed the effective occupation of 

the interior between the coast and the highlands of modern Kenya. 

The first phase of missionary developments in northern East Africa 

began with the arrival of Krapf at Mombasa in 1844* Krapf desiredl above 

all else to evangelise the Galla of southern Ethiopia# He regarded them as 

a fine peoplep untainted by "degenerate Abyssinian Christianityff, 13 
whose 

geographical situation as a bulwark against the expansion of Islam made them 

a top priority for the attentions of Christian missionaries. Having involved 

the C. M, S, in the attempt to reach the Calla from the southl Krapf was 

responsible for bringing the United Methodist Free Churches Miscion to East 

Africa in 1862 for the same purposes Other missions inspired by Krapf in 

the 1850a and 1860s to reach the Galla included the Hermannsburg Mission of 

Hanover and the'Swedish Evangelical Missionary society@14 

Another of Krapf to main objectives was to plant a chain of stations 

westwards from Mombasa across Africa* In 1850 the C*M*So approved this 
I 

13 J. L. Krapf, 
Eiphteen Yea 
72-3s 79- 

14 R*C. Bridge; 

WC113 
I ROB London, 2nd Ed*, 1963) 

'Introduction to the Second TA, ition*l Krapf, 'op, '61I. M-5a 
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objective and asked him to begin by establishing a station in Usambara and 

another on the Yata plateau in Ukamba. 15 In thiel as in the Galla questf 

Krapf failed. In 1868, the year of his retirement from East Africal there 

were only two mission stations in existence - the C*M,, S,, station at Rabai 

and the Methodist station at Ribe. 

,, The record of the first phase of missionary developments would not 

I seem to give Krapf a olaim to the title of father of Kerqa missions. But 

while it is true that later advances in the missionarY field were inspired 

by David Livingstone to ideas, there are a number of ways in which Krapf 's 

influence on subsequent developments can be emphasised, He had discovered 

the north-eastern interior, as a missionary sphere of great scope and potential. 

He had established two important missionary societies in East Africa* And 

just as Livingstone's death called forth now missionary ventures, so Krapfts 

death in 1881 resulted in the formation of the LVangelioal Lutheran Missionary 

Society of Herebruckj Bavaria (later merged with the Leipzic Evangelical 

lutheran Society), and the setting up of stations at Mombasa and in Ukamba., 

, 
Language study and the translation of the Gospels was "ýbegun by Krapf. He 

was the first to favour the industrial aspect of missionary work, as shown 

by his arrangements to have a carpenter, an agriculturalietp and a Smith 

, 
-acconpazqing him on his travels to settle mission Stations in the interior 

. 
"So thatwith the Gospel the Africans might be offered the blessings of 

ChristianIcivilication"s 16 

His. leoumenicalt associationst as a southern German Lutheran pietist, 

Krapf op cite"p 210e 
Idem 
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with Anglicans and Methodists in East Africa were the starting point for 

the missionax7 desire for cooperation and united action which has distinguished 

the histor7 of, miesions in Kenya, 17 

It wast however, his two major objeotives - the proselvtizing of the 

Galla and a chain of stations across Africa - which had the strongest influence 

on subsequent missionary efforts. The influence of the first objective in 

demonstrated most clearly in the numerous attemptc'made in the 1880s to 

establish missions to the Galla on the Tana River. Such attempts included the 

Methodist mission established at P-olbanti in 1884 and abandoned in 1886 after 

the =rder by Naasai of the Rev* and Mrs. Houghtonj 18 the private Swedish 

Mission of Mil Eric Redenstr8m and Frank Palquemist established in 1883 at 

Kulesa; 19 the stations at Hola and Ngao established in 1888 by the German 

Lutheran Ilission sooiety of Neukirchen; and the Holy Chost Fathers' station 

at Kosi Ndera established in 1889 by Fathers Le Roy and Charles Go=enginger 

and abandoned a year later following the flooding of the Tanae 20 

Still later, in the 1890s and in the first decade of the present century 

17 Gerhard Jasperp 'The East African Church Union DiscussionIg Africa 

18 
Theological Journall It 1968t 49- See also Chapter V. 
The methodists later returned to the Tana with a station at Kibusu. in 
1894* They and the German Lutherans shared the work amongst the Pokomo 
of the Tana River until the Germans were interned in 1939* (Seep T. W. 
Bonival 'The Young Buu-1asociation, 1944, -561# B*G. MoIntoth (Ed. ) IT ano. 
Studies in Traditional and Yodern East African History (Nairobi, 1969 . 19 The Swedish mission was later taken over'by tho. German Lutherans. (See 
Research Project, Archiveop University College Nairobi (HPA/UCN) D/l/2(2), 
Agreement for sale of Mission station at Kulesa signed by 1hil Iledenstr6m 
for the Swedish Mission and Preidrich Fink for the Neukirchan Misciont 
26th Marchl 1902. )' 

20 AoT. Matcon, 'The Holy Ghost Mission at Kosi on the Tana Rivertp'The 
Bulletin of the Society for African Church History, 11,21 1966l 174-79-, 
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Krapf's objective of reaching, Gallaland was still being pursued. The East 

African Scottish Mission at Kilairezi was to have received sixty Calla freed 

slaves for training as evangelists for a Scottish mission to Gallalando The 

Galla slaves had been rescued in the Red Sea by Captin Gissing of 'HeMaSo 

Ospreyt and after a brief stay at Aden had been transferred to Dro Stewart 

at Lovedaleo 21, Stewartts promise to send them to Kibwezi was never fulfilled. 

But after the East African Scottish Ilission had moved to Kikuyu and had been 

transferred to the Church of Scotlandg Dro David Clement Scott kept alive the 

Scottish desire to reach the Galla until his death in 1907* 22 

missionaries of the C*M*S. working in the Fort Hall district in 1904 

expressed a similar wish for an extension to Gallaland and Abyssiniao 23 one 

mission which was created specifically for the task of reaching the Galla 

from the south was that of the Consolata Fathervo Its founderg Canon Joseph 

Allamanot had planned in 1891 an assault upon the Galla from British East 

Africaq leaving the Capuchins to make the attempt from within Abvcsiniao 24, 

The Consolata Fathers began work in the Fort Hall District in 1902* Like 

other missions they became preoccupied with the work at hand; but a glance at 

the map of miesions in KwWa indicates the seriousness of their purpose in 

21 EeA*3*11. Report It 20-21* A faller account of the Uyvedale Gallas and 

22 
the'East African Scottish Mission is given below in Appendix II, 

"His great desire was to see ton stations established between KikVu, and 
Abyssinia before he died*" J*Wo Arthur Papers(AP)l Arthur from KikWu 
14th October 19071 and Presbyterian Church of East Africa Papers (PCEAJ 
A/1, Arthur to Dro Kollurtrie, 23rd October 1907* 

23 ' Proceedings of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East 

24 
(PrOO* C-1-1-S-), 1904 - 19051 83- 

Co=emoratiVa Book for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Missionary 
Institute of Consolata, Conquest for Christ in_Xenya (1952) 7-230 
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establishing a chain of stations stretching northwards towards Galialand. 25 

In the last two decades of the 19th Century the influence of Krapfle 

scheme for a chain of missions across Africa w4s still visible, Alexander 

Ifackvp writing in the 1880a from the C*MSo mission in Buganda, and drawing 

parallels fromlhio engineering knowledge, callad for a chain of inter-connecting 

26 
and adequately supported educational missions between Freetown and Freretown* 

His idehýsf it should be noted, influenced Stewart when he established the 

East African Scottish Mission at Kibwezi, 27 Another missionaryl similarly 

influenced# was Peter Cameron Scottf pioneer of the Africa Inland Hissiong 

who came to East Africa in 1895 with plans for "a chain of stations planted 

fro6 Mombasa along the highlands of East Africal stretching westwards to Lake 

Chad'in ilrench Equatorial Africa* 9j28 But Scott's plans in the same manner as 

th'6se'of others who attempted to achieve the goals set by Krapf, fo=dered on 

25 See Mp 2p Pp. 308-309. 
26 Mackay of U, - - anda, By his Sister (Londonj 1891) 462, Kackay, in a paper 

. entitled 'The Solution to. the African ProblenIq coi: ipared the current 
structure to a giant suspension bridge where the span between the pillars 
at Freetown and Freretown was too Great a burden for the fewl, weak inland 
links, 'He invinaged a chain, of regularly spaced teacher-training missions 
in which the growth, of otaff,, in the field was balanced by a growth of 
financial support for them amongst friends at home. African trainees, 
, going out, to teach amongst, their own people, would. thus-become the girders 
connecting the arms of the mission cantilevers. 

., 
27 After-a'cinowledging his debt to Mackayl. Stewart wrotel 'Meginnina there 

(Kibwezi) and extending an outstation shortly'to Machakos into 
a considerable plan, which occurs toýmej`and, which might-bo'graduallv 
wrought out, and on a larger scale than of one station only. " WSP/M., 
7877i'stewart to Mras Stewartj 12th November-1891o' See also E. AX. M. 
Report 1,21. ) 

28' 6aiheirine^S. Millar, The Life of Peter Cameron Scott* The Unlocked, 
Door (London, 1955) 25. ýSee below, Pp. 137-38. 
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the harsh realities of immediate missionary work in the north-eatern interior. 

To this ext6ntl therefore - and this a major difference between Krapfts 

influence and that of David Livingstone - Krapf's schemes were visionax7 and 

impractical* 

As was indicated earlierp missions in the north-eastern interior at the 

and of the 1860s were confined to the vicinity of Mombasa. They were also 

stagnating for want of an attainable purposeo This lack of purpose was 

remedied in the 1870s and 1860a during the second phase of missionary devel- 

opments by the growth of the freed slave probleme In East Africa as a whole, 

thin problezý growing from the 1880s in proportion to the effectiveness of the 

British anti-alavery campaign, attracted the Holy Ghost Fathers to the coast, 
29 

revitaliced the C*IIS*j and provided the Univercities' Miscion to Central 

Africa with an alternative opening following its abortive mission to Lake 

Hyasa. 30 In the southern interior it led to the penetration by missionaries 

to areas where Islam had taken root and where the slave trade was believed to 

be in'operation* In northern East Africal besides giving a new purpose to 

the missions around Mombasa and leading to the establishment of Preratown,, in 1874, 

it did not lead to the occupation of the interior* 

Buganda wan the exception# Its existence had been discovered in the 

glare of publicity given to the controversial search for the Nile source* In 

EarOPean eyes its le%rel of oivilication as a centralised kingdom was virtually 

unequalled anywhere else in eastern Africa* Its fuler was willing to allow 

29 For a study of this mission see J, A* Kierang 'The Holy Chost Fathers in 
East Africa, 1863 to 1914't University of London, Ph. D* Thesie, 1966. 

30 'Roland Oliver, The MissionarZ Factor in East Africa (London, 1952) 
16,26. 
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Christianity to be taught to his people; but he had already embraced Islame3l 

Hence, Holle Stanley's appeal of 1875 for Christian missionaries to Kutesals 

32 
court I published in the Daily Herald and New York Times and coming at a 

time of publio emotion in the aftermath of Livingstone's sensational death# 

received a ready response in Britain* 

The second phase of missionary developments in northern East Africa was 

thus distinguished by fixed preoccupations: with freed slaves at the coast 

and with Buganda in the far interiorb These preoccupations alone do not, 

howeverg account for the neglect of the intervening area during this phaseo 

Fear of the Maasai by Arab trader and missionary alike is frequently given in 

explanation of this negleot, 
33 

But the threat-posed by the Naasai, has been 

overstated and largely misinterpretod*34 The true Maasaij the purely pastoral 

11aasai. of the Rift Valleyq were probably more peaceful and enjoyed better 

relations with their neighbours than is commonly believed* The true predators 

appear to have been peripheral groups, frequently Bantu in origint who imitated 

the Kaasai way of life and adopted their war ornaments and styles* Such a 

group were the Wa-Arush of the Mt* Meru region in northern Tanzania#35 In 

31, See D*Ao Low 'Religion and Society-in Buganda, 1875 - 19001's East African 
Studies# No*6j ýKAmpala, 1956). 

32--See HoRt, Stanley, Through the Dark Continentj 2 vols (Londonj 1878) Ij209-10. 
33ý. For example: "It, beoame clear from the writings of Krapf and Burton that the 

north-eastern interior of the hinterland, comprising most of-modern Kenya_ 
and the northern province of Tanganyikat was the least suited to peaceful 

-penetration, since it was the theatre of the Masai and related Kilo Hamitic 

. tribes, nomadic, pastoral and predatory, whose country even the armed caravans 
of the Arabs feared to entere" Oliver, The Missionary Factor, 28. 

ý34 The author is grateful to his colleague# Dr, A*H. 'Jacobal Research Directorl 
of the Cultural-Division, Institute for Development Studies, Univorsity 
Colleger Nairobi, for guidance on this subject, - 

35 
-, 

See elso below, Pp. 95-98. 
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season they raided across Mcamba into Calla territox7; and it was their 

activities# and the fear of them expressed by Kamba to early Baropean travellers, 
36 

that to a large extent coloured western views about the north-eastern interior 

for most of the 19th Century* It seems unlikely that the results of current 

and future research on the Maasai will uphold the view expressed by one 
37 historian that the Haasai were the "hinge of Kenyallo 

More significant than the Naasai dangert real or imagined, was the low 

intensity of coastal trading activity by comparison with that of the southern 

interior# 
38 Part of the reason for this may have been obstruction by the 

jdaasai; but of greater significance was the fact that the northern half Of 

the East African coast had not, sharod in the economio exPansion which -took 
39 

place as a result of Swid Said's settlement at Zanzibar in 1840. The 

ý, effective Arab occupation and development of African inland trade routesp which 

began from about 1825g received a major stimulus from the growth of Zanzibar 

as the. principle entrepcttfor trade, Hence it was Bagamoyo and Kilwa and 

36ý To Krapf, for example, on his first journey through Ukamba: Travels, 287- 
-. 37 DoA, Laws 'British East Africa: The Establishment of British Rule, 1895 -* 

191219 V, Harlowg E. 14o Chilver and A. Smith (rds. ), History-ofEast Africa, # Vol. II (Oxfordl 1965). 
38 Ivor7 and'slave-routes did exist in the north-eastern interior and were 

still in use in the 1890se See To Wakefield, 'Routes of Native Caravans 
from the Coast to the Interior of East Africall Journal- of the Royal 
GLeo a hioal Sooietrl XL, 1870; Joseph Thompson, Through Manailand (London#- 

Lak 1687 
M126t 

314v338; L. Von Ohnell Discovery of es Rudolf and Stephanieg 

-2 
Vole (London, 1894 edo) 111 240; C9W. Hobley, Kerxya from Chartered-Company 

to Crown Colorxv (London 1' 1929) 29o 
39 Ahmed I. Salim 'The Swahili-Speaking Co=. -unitioll of the Kenya Coast# 1895 

196501ýUhiversity of London, Fh., Do Thesis# 1968l 21.. 
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the inland areas west of them which enjoyed a concentration of development., 

And it was to the southern interior, where several decades of Arab and 

Swahili activity had made for nore peaceful penetration and more detailed 

knowledge of'promisizig'fields# that missionaries directed their initial efforts. 

In addition, Krapf's Travels had less of an impaot than the works of 

such chari=atic figures as Burtofi and Livingstone, 40 
with the result that 

missionary interests were directed south of KrapfOa sphere of worko Zanzibar, 

moreover, as the centre for European diplomacy and co=ercel and as the 
I 

startina point for journoys to the interiorl also served to detract attention 

from the north-eastern interior* When the era of international African activity 

beeang following -the Brussels Geographical Conference of 18761 it was the 

southern coastline and'hinterland which engagod the attentions of Leopold 

of the Belgians and William Moki=on&41 

The third phase of missionary developments, in which the interior between 

Mombasa and Kikuyu was effectively occupied, followed from the Anglo-German 

Agreement of 1886 and the creation of a British sphere of influence in the 

northern half of. East Africa, Tentative steps towards the occupation of týe 

interior had taken place in the 1880s, with the, eatablishment of a C-ý*S* 

station at Sagalla in Taita in 1883 and with the numerous attempts made I: v 

missions on the Lower Tana to reach the Gallas The Tana$ howeverl did not offer 

an effective route to the interiort either for, the Galla-inspired missions or 

for the German missiona and traders based on Lamu and 'Witus -It was along the 

route to the interior via Machakon and Port Smitht opened by the Imperial 

40. Bri(ýes, 'op., oit. l . 64. 
41 See belowt, Pp. 27-8,31-32o 
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British East Africa Company and followed by the Uganda Railway that during 

the 1890a missionaries beg= to occupy the north-eastem interior*42 

Daring this phase, the East African Scottish Mission#43 first at K'ibwezi 

in 1891 and again at KijýLý in 1898t played a pioneering role, Although 

, eparate from the Compan. 44 designed as something quite r yj the Soottish 

Mission wan managed and financed by ComparW men who believed in Livingstone's 

formula for Afrioa#45 and who looked to the mission to further their personal 

and imperial ambitiona. 

29 14ission Architects 

The three men most closelv associated with the formation of the E*A. Sellej 

as prime moverl adminiatrator =cl con=ltant respeotively, were Sir 

William Mackinnon, Mrs Alexander Low Bruce and the Rev. Dr., James Stewart. 

The idea for a mission originated with Mackinnon, 46 Bruce was 

42 The chronological occupation of the north-eastern interior, 1891 to 1900 
Was as follows: 
1891, Kilvezi East African Scottish Mission 

. 
1891 Ikutha Leipzig Evangelical Wthern Society 
1891 Bura Ho1Y Ghost Fathers 
1892 Tavota, 'Chm--ch 11issionary Booie 
1893 Ngelani Stuwt Watt (Indepandentl 
1895ý Nzaui Africa Inland Mission 
1896 Kilungu Africa Wand Hission 
1896 Kangundo Africa Inland Mission 

1898 Kikmyu East African Scottish Riesion 
1899 Nairobi lIoIY'Ghost Fathers 
1900 Xabete Church Missionary Society 

43 Hereinafter referred to an the EeAsSoMoo 
44 For the relationship between mis'sion and Comparqt see below, PP- 113-28. 
45 See belowl 25ý6,36 and n--103. 
46 P. L-, McDermottf Br , itish East Africa or I*B. E. A-.. A History of the 

I 
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appointed first s6cretary to the mission committee and was given the task 

of translating Mackinnon's idea into action. A missionary with African" 

experience was required to establish the mission and act as advisor on method 

and organisation; James Stewart was Mackinnonts choice for this purpose* But 

while leaving the mundane tasks of planning and organisation to the others, 

it was Mackinnon who made the final decisions concerning the character and 

direction of the mission* Even after hie death in 1893, Wwkinnon's views 

continued to influence the mission's development* 

William Mackinnon's life is a classic example of the manner in which a 

Scotsman of humble originst'but with a flair for commerce, could achieve great 

personal wealth and public esteem in the service of imperial trade. 47 Iftokinnon 

, was born in 1823 the eleventh child of poor peasant parents from Arran who had 

settled at Campbeltown in ArCyll* After a brief period of service in the 

trading house of a Portuguese merchant in Masgowt he went to India in 1847 

to become waager of a sugar mill at Cossiporoj near. Calcuttae Before long 

Mackinnon had entered into a trading partnership with a fellow Campbeltonian 

and general merchant at Chazipurg Robert Mackenzie. 

47 SOme-few facts about Mackinnon's early life and career in India may be 
gleaned from the following: J* MacMaster Campbelll Sir William Mackinnon, 
Bart.,, An cadftesa to Kiel School Dumbartong reprinted from the Campbeltown 
UOurieýj'n*do but oo 19261 George Blake# Bol. Centenar-1.1056 - 1956 

London, 1956ý1 Woý. Coates, The Old Countr y Trade of the East Indi6s 11, 

ondon, 
- 
1895 ; Jo Martineau, Tho Life of Sir Bartle Frere (Liondon, 1995); 

Margaret HacDougallg Me Empire Builder from Argylllp Glaýgow-Heraldj 
6th March 19651, Obituaq notices in The Times and, the, Sootsman, 23rd Juneq 
1893; and E. Irving Carlyle in the Dictionar7 of National Bio aphV9 19019 
Supplement*, Volume, 111,127* The present writer acknowledgeal in addition, 
information about Sir William Mackinnon supplied by the latter's descendants,, 
among themt Mro Duncan, Mackinnon, Hro Angus Mackinnon, Mrse Go Pollock, 
and, Mrs, Eo Shanno 
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Mackinnong Mckenzie & Cool known as 'free traders' in contradistinotion 

to merchants of the East India Co, -, npany, traded in any commodity which could 

be bought and sold at a profit, During the Gold Rush of 1853, cheap brandy 

for the Australian market was one of their most rewarding items of trade* 48 

Havinga,,, witnessed come of the first successful ventures in steam-propellod 

shipping in the Clyde estuaz7 during their youth, the partnern were quick to 

exploit the potential of steamship trading in eastern waters* At first they 

chartered steamships and ran them between Masgowg Liverpoolp Calcuttag Chinese 

and Australian portsl and the U. S*Ao* In 1857 Mackinnon, Mackenzie & Coo won 

the contract to ship British troops to India during the lbitinyo And as the 

East India Company deolinedg Mackinnon's volume of trade in India substantially 

increased_., 

Mackenzie had died at sea in 1853s Mackinnon, as head of the tradling 

organisation, brought out his own nephews and marW men from his native couniy 

in Scotland to join him in India*49 In 18569 with the establishment of the 

Calcutta, and Burma Stean Navigation Company, Mackinnon beeame a ship owner in 

his own rieht. In 1862 this Company was renai; d the British India Steam 

Navigation Comparq* By the end of the 1860s, with his enormous trading empire 

firmly established, Mackinnon retired permanently to Britain to manage his 

affairs from Glasgow and London4 

48 "Any quantity of, Brandy will find the market,, Itis a faotj 'though an 
amucing one that, if Brandy be drinkable, all you have to Look to is 
a flashy label and a. tall bottle. " Robert Mackenziet letter from 
Melbournel, 15th April 1853* (Blake, oPooito'l 20s) 

49 
It is important "'to 

streas the family and parochial Highland Scottish 
nature of the staff of Mackinnon's commercial ventureso Hundreds of 
shares in 

, 
his companies were, purchased by fellow Highlanders from 

Kintyre. In return, malt whiskey, from Campbeltown was* served exclusively 
on Mackinnon's passenger shipa'ý, Birth in, or association with Kintyre 
was the passport for hundreds of man to service in Mackinnon's offices 
in Calcuttal' Glasgow and London, 
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India had given Plackinnon'a personal fortune and an enthusiasm for and 

broad perspective of Imperial interests# His services to India earned him 

public recognition and the gratitude of his Government*50 India# moreover, 

had groomed him for a position in British society# far removed from that -of 

hie earlier life* Now the gracious host to rcWaltY# members of the aristooracyt 

and to men in leading positions in national and international affairs; the 

generous patron of the church and its missionary enterprizesi the munificent 

laird of his reepeotful tenants at Loup and Balinikall in Kintyre, and. Strathaird 

in Skye; and the businessman whose interests circled the world - I-lackinnon was 

to find the status in society and in national affairs whichg as a man of 

humble beginningel he deeply craved. 

Naokinnon was described by one of his contemporaries as "a leetle, dapper 

upright man, with an acrailine nor. ()# side whiskers, a po-iting mouth, and a 

strutting manner of walking and holding himselfs"51 From the same source there 

has endured the notion that Mackinnonts deep, religious piety made him narrow 

and unattractive in his personality and manner of living, 52 An examination 

of his connections with the Free Church of sootiand tends to bear this out* 

At the impressionable age of twentyl Mackinnon had witnessed the greatest of 

50 Upýon, his return from Indial'in addition to receiving valuable gifts of 
silver plate, Mackinnon was offered a knighthood by the Prime Minister, 
Lord Palmerston* For reasons unspecified Mackinnon declined the knight- 
hooda In'1832# however, he was made a Companion of the Indian lhpirop and 
in 1889 the Qaeen conferred a baronetcy uponýhim for his services to the 
E4iree Ue Maol-fastor Campbell, OP-cit--t 31 8-) 

51 Hello, Johnstong The Story of 1, tr Life (Indianapolis, 1923) 137- 
52 Ibidt 137-8* 
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all the seoessions. in the Church of Scotland - the Idisruprion' of 1843.53 

He joined the emereent Free Church and remained, to the end of his life, a 

most ardent cupporter of the principles on which it had been formed. For 

himself, his familyj and the tenants of his estate at Balinikallf Mackinnon 

chose a form of worship and SundV. observance which he felt most closely 

interpreted the spirit of the Idisraptiont. 54 In the church at Clachan, 

which he built and endowed, no instrumental music or singing was permitteds 

The incumbent minister's tenure, moreover, was only secure so long as he 

remained loyal, in Ifackinnonfi; termsq to the Idisruption' principles. 
55 In 

business too Mackinnon was guided by his religious principles. On Sundaysg 

no telegrams or letters were opened; and wherever possible no cargoes were 
56 loaded or unloadedo 

53 
The immediate issues which led to the breach were those of patronac. e and 
the relationship between Church and State, The ministers and congregations 
who ranked themselves on these issues in opposition to the 'Moderates' 
in the Church were those who in 1843 seceded to form the Free Church of 
Scotland. Some of the ablest of Scottish'theologians and ninety-nine 
per cent of foreign missionaries joined the Free Church* (For further 
informationt see# inter alia, J* Buchanan and Adam Smith, The Kirk in 
Scotland 1 0-1 2 (Edin 9 1930) an A. J., C=pbellg Two Centuries 
of the Church in Scotland, *707-1929 jLondonj 

1930)9 and W*L. Mathieson# 

54 
Church and Reform in Scotland 17 7-1 1 (Glasgow, 

_1916). 
) 

Johnstong in his irreverent portrait of Mackinnon and his Sabbath house- 
holdk, 'desoribed Mackinnon as belonging to a"Idivergent sect of Presbyterians 
who had invented a form of Penal Servitude to take the place of religion", 
and felt that the service in Claohan Church was more akin to "Devil Worship", 

55 
(Johnsto 

' 
n, op. cit-j 138. ) 

Private Mackinnon Papers, PMP)j Trust'Disponition and Settlement of Sir 
William kinnon " Bart* 

ýWith 
Codicils)j 21st &ril 1884, ýýtioles 19 

and 29 (See Appendix 111*)4, 
56, MaoDougall, op. cit.. 
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Mackinnon's loyalty to what he considered to be the essentials of the 

'disruption' led him to oppose the movement towards the union of the Free and 

United Presbyterian Churches, If ouch a union were to take place on anything 

other than the 'disruption' principles of 1843# Mackinnon would fight agbAnst 

it* Henoej in the closing years of his life, he devoted a considerable part 

of his time to a public defence of the 'disruption' Church and to public 

denunciations of union champions such as Professor RairW657 Two months 

before his deathg as a mark of protest against a movement which he considered 

would have "a baneful eff eot upon the Church Is future usefulness", he canoelled 

every bequest he had made in hie will to the Free Church, 58 

57 SPI A., L, Bruce to Stewarto 4th December 1892, Rainy was one of those who# 
in Mackinnonts viewp were "willing to eat Free Kirk chops althol (13io) 
they do not preach Free Church doctrines, " (SPI Bruce to Stewartq 16th 
Januaz7 1893-) Rainy was born in Glasgow in 1626. Ordain6d as a minister 
of the Free Churohp he was appointed Professor of Church History at Now 
College, lainburgh, in 1862, and Principal in 1874- He was Moderator of 
the Free Church in 18879 and first Moderator of the United Free Church 
after the Union of the Free and United Presbyterian Churches in 1900* 
Rainy was one of the most powerful Free Church leaders of the 19th 
Centux7o He was also an important figure in the Scottish liberal party* (The author is indebted for this information to the Rev* Dre Andrew 

58 
Rosa of New College# Minburghe) 

, See Appendix IIIt 'Codicil to rV Trust Disposition and Settlementlp 
k-the by William Mackinnon, 29th April 1893- See also Fp*129-36)fo 1. 

effects which this action had on the E*A. S. M., and Appendix II for its 
effect upon the fortunes of the Galla ex-slaves at Lovedalep South Africae 
Mackinnon, before his death in 1893, was among those who gave active 
Support to union opponents in the Highlands who in 1904 went on to win an 
appeal to the House of Lords to remain outside the union and to be called 
the $historic' Free Church. It is interesting to note that in the Cape 
Province of South Africa, the African congregations of the Free Church 
of SCOtlandts Lovedale Masion, like Maokinnont were opposed to the 
impending union between the Free and United Presbyterian Churches "as 
if it threatened ecclesiastical purity".. (Sixty Seventh Report on Poretio 
Missions to the General Ansembly ofthe Free Church of Scotland (Eclinburgb 

. 
14V 18951 5- ) 

le 
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A conservative member of the Free Church, a total abstainer from alcoholt59 

and a sworn enecW of the "advance of Papacy" in Scotland, 
60 

Mackinnon was 

nevertheless no religious biCot. To many of his contemporaries he was an. 

old-fashioned Presbyterianj yet they recognised that his religion was a purely 

personal affair and that it had no narrowing effects on his character or 

career* Unlike Harry Johnston, the young African explorert who found the 
61 Mackinnon household on the Sabbath cold and depressing, another visitor to 

Balinikall noted that "hilarity and sobriety, humanity and piety prevail - 

a thoroughly healthy atmosphere"s 
62 

And the writer of Xackinnonts, Obit=7 

in the Scotsman of 23rd June 1893 observedt 

"In come quarters he was supposed to be ecclesiastically narrow, but 
he looked upon subscrip*t-ione to creeds in the same way as he looked 
upon. subscribing to a'charter party or making a business contract - 

. 
something to be honourably adhered to# and to be interpreted in the 
sanse, originally intended. He was far more catholic minded than he 
wa. s given credit for being. " 

59 'At-th'e 
time of the West African Conference of Berlin# Mackinnon urged the 

American Minister in Brusselsi Goneral-H. S., Sanford, to assist in 
securing to King Leopold's International African Association the right 
to prohibit the importation into Africa of spiritous liquors - "a 
scourge to all people and particularly to the poor AfricansiV (USP 
127/V, Mackinnon to Sanfordl 12th December 1884, ) Kacki=on! s sentiments 
on alcohol did nott howeverg prevent him from entering into partnership 
in. commercial and humanitarian undertakings with A, Le Bruce who was a 

60 
successful Edinburgh brewer* See below PP- 35-36- 
FCSP/WLS 7856l Xackinnon to George Smith, 13th March 1893- Mackinnon 
offered E500 for the beat histor7 of the Scottish Church from the 
Reformation-to 1843 to be used as a standard, text in all Scottish 
schools. 

61 Johnston# oPeoilot 137-38- 
62 

The visitor, in this instance was Professor Blackid of Edinburgh 
University* He was on a fund-raising tour in 1075 for a Chair of 
Celtic at Edinburghs Mackinnon'gave hiM'L2OO. (J. -IllacHaoter Campbellj 
opecitot 80) 
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In establishing the E. A,, SHl Mackinnon acted in concert with like-mindoct 

friends, regardless of their church loyalties* His first missionary stafft 

moreover$ comprised four Froe. Churchmong one United Presbyterian, =6 Baptist 

and one Congregationalist* 

Autooratio in mannerl Mackinnon often inspired affectiong always respeot., 

He was famous for his generosityp often miodirooteds to hie friends and 

acquaintanoesq 
63 

and towards the welfare and advancement of his follow high- 

landers* 64 
Mackinnon had no children by his marriage to Janet Jameson of 

Glasgow, but wao an affcotionate and indulgent godfather to his namesake, 

Willhelmina, the dauGhter of his friend Henx7 Shelton Sanford# the Amorican 

Minister in Brussels* 
65 

63 
The explorert Hcnx7 11orton Stanley, remarked of Mackinnon that he was 
"too generous at times and parsimonious where I would have boon almost 
lavish b,, " (Lady Dorothy Stanley (M,, )$ The ýutobio, ýTaphy of Sir Henly 
Morton Stanl (London# 1909) 4490 Dro Roger Anstey in his Britain 
mid the Congo in the Nineteenth Century (O*U. Pe, 1962ý 68-91 cites many 
examples of Mackinnon Is generosity from the Mackinnon Papers in London 

64 
and the Straunoh Papers in Brusseloo 

Amongst the 
' 
many bequests in his will for Highlanders# Mackinnon provided 

L5#000 "to assist the'children of poor but respectable Highland parents 
belonging to, or brought up or resident in or near Campbeltown to obtain 
**** the advantages of a higher class school education@" (Appendix Mp 
Artiole, 23-) Posthumouslyg Mackinnon. was the principal benefactor of 
Keil Schoolt Dumbarton - the present bite-of his statue which until 

65 
1963 stood in the Treasux7 Gardens at 116mbasao 
When Sanford died in 1891 baving lost most of his money# Mackinnon 

to provide liberally for the'upkeep of Mrso Sanford and her 
children. 
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In 1885 Mackinnon tried to further his public career by standing for 

Parliament as the Liberal candidate for Argyllshire. Concerning his prospectsl 

he wrote to his friend Sanford on October 23rd 1885l 

"As far as I can judge from present appearances I dhall have a very 
cordial support from at all events the respectable people in the County, 
including nearly everyone of the landowners, but nobody can tell yet 
what the result of the i=ense addition to the electorate will be#t, 66 

Mackinnon lost the eleotion# but being vigorously anti-Gladstone, went on to 

give his full support to the Liberal Unionist cause in the Home Rule controversy 

of 1886. 

Above all else Mackinnon wasl until the last years of his life, a 

shrewd and successful businessman who derided the "watchful spirit" of many of 

his contemporaries and who was fond of saying that he would invest in any 

schemel however slow to pay dividends, which contained the see" of commercial 

succese" 
67 

Railway and Steamship companies were his special interest. He 

held shares in the Netherlands Steam Navigation Companyt the Amazon Steam 

Navigation Companyt the Assam Railway and Trading Companyg the Euphrates 

and Tigris Steam Navigation Companyq the Compagnie du Chemin de Fer du Congo# 

and in 1879 was involved in negotiations for linking Goa to India by a railway 

line from Bellanny to New Hublie. 
68 

Mackinnon held Foundersq Privileged and 

other shares in the Suez Canal Company and sat on its Board of Direotorsq In 

66 ESP 127/vi. The addition to the electorate were the agricultural labourers 
, who with the miners were enfranchised with the extension to county oonst- 
ituenoies of Household Suffrage under the Third Reform Bill of 1884, passed 

67 
during Gladstone's second Ministryt 1880-1885. 
HSP 127/1'1 Mackinnon to Sanfordl nod. but c. 1880, and 127/iit Mackinnon to 
Sanfordt 29th JulY 1879- 

68 PMPq - 'Sir William Mackinnon's Trust'l Vol. II and HSP 127/iit Mackinnon to 
Sanfordq 28th October 1879* See belowq po 289 note 819 for a full list of 
Congo Companies in which Mackinnon held shares. 
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1883 he and others were 
iighting the monopoly claimed on behalf of France by 

de Leasdps and were pressurizing the British Government to build a new canal 

under British control -a 'Palestine Canal' from the Mediterranean to the 

Wf of Aqaba* 69 

American political and commercial affairs alco attracted Mackinnon's 

interest and involvement* This in revealed in the correspondence between 

Mackinnon and General Sanford#70 But before meeting Sanford# Mackinnon had 

been involved indirectly in a financial arrangement with the Western Union 

Railway between Racine and Mississippie The Masgow City Bankj of which 

Mackinnon was a Director between 1858 and 1870, had advanced considerable 

cums of money to the American railway company at a time when the state of the 

company0s account did not warrant the loans. The losses incurred thereby were 

71 - amongst the causes of the Bank's collapse in 1879o An action against 

Mackinnon for the recovex7 of -these losses was brought in-llay: ý1880. in. 

69 HSP 127/iYt Ilackinnon to Sanford, 24th July 1884; and National Library of 
Bootland, (NLS), Manuscript Colleotiong Aco-4031i Correspondence between 
Ilackinnon. and General Gordon, 1880-18841 Gordon to Mckinnon, 15th July 
and 12th August 1883- Gordon was touring Palestine in 1883 and wrote 
enthusiastically to Mackinnon about the proposed now canal. as, la means of 
freeing'Britain from her troublesome involvement in Egypt and the Sudan* 

70 Of'itsýcommercial prospects* Mackinnon wrote, "America seems to grow 
, everything the world wantsl" (HSP 127Av, Mckinnon to Sanfordt 5th 

, 
July-1881. ) In the political fieldl Ilackinnon considered President 
Garfield, assassinated in 1881, "one of the best if not the very best 
man who has been elevated by his country to tho-high dignity of President*" 
(Ibid') 'Several of Mackinnon's letters to Sanford reveal detail s,, of_ his 
at=ts'to use Sanford to exert pressure on the United StatesýGovernment 
to rocognise King-Leopoldle Congo claims* (For examplej-127/vt Mckinnon, 
to Sanfordo 24th July 18830 

71 Jo I-lacRaster Campbell, 
_OP-cit-, 

7-3* 
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the High Court in Edinburghe The liquidators hoped that Mackinnon would 

cattle out of court, to avoid publicity; but in demonstration of his integrity 

in business matters, Mackinnon answered the case in Court and was completely 

exonerat, eV by four senior judges*72 With Sanford$ howeverl Mackinnon's , 

American business dealings were less controversial* He acted as financial 

adviser to Sanford and advanced him more than OgOOO - in addition to 

purchasing many shares - to take up a one million acre concession for speculation 

in land and real estate in Florida# It is doubtful whether Mackinnon received 

exq dividends from his investmentsJJn Sanford Is F lorida Land and Colonisation 

Eýrndicate since Sanford proved to be a poor businessman and incapable of 

maintaining cordial relationships with his Belgian and British chareholderse 

But it was a case of Mackinnon's generosity to a friend and his interest in 

a scheme which seemed capable of commercial suocess073 

72 Esp 127/111, Mackinnon to Sanfordl 27th KV, I lst June and loth September 
18800 

73 Letters concerning the Florida comparq, too numerous to mention individuallyo 
are to be found in RSP 11A-xx and 127/1-xo it should be noted that 
relationships between Mackinnon and Sanford had become a little strained 
towards the end of the 1880so There were a variety of reasons for thise 
One was that much to Mackinnon0s embarrassment, Sanford alienated most of 
his partners in the Florida CompW* From 1887 Mackinnon was deeply 
involved in the British sphere in East Africa with the'launching of. the 
IoB*E*A* Company and had less time to spare to help and advise Sanford* 
This'and his declining health made him wish to withdraw from the Florida 
Company'a affairs# Finally Sanford had quarrelled with Leopold over the 
latterts decision to impose duties on imports in the Congo Free State* 
Sanford objected to this principally because it affected his profit from 
another of his ventures - the Congo Ivory Companyq financed by American 
and, Datch investors. Mackinnon sided with Leopold and wcpressed the view 
. to Sanford that all new states required to impose import taxes* He urged 
Sanford to mend the breach with the Kingo Mackinnon declined to invest 
in Sanford's Ivory Company - it sold 14,000 lbe. of ivory in London for 
97,000 which it purchased in the Congo for L710 - and declined in addition 
SanfordIs GuZaestion that the Ivory, Company be affiliated to the IoB*E*A. 

, 
Comparqo Another of Sanford's suggestions which Mackinnon opposed was that 
of 1890 to settle large colonies of free American Negroes in the Congo* 
Mackinnon believed that this would be "most detrimental to the proppeots of 
the Free State*" (IISP, Mackinnon to Sanford, 127/viii 14th Mzkv and 5th July 
18371 127/viiii 18th and 26th October 1888; and 127AXI 24th March and 27th 
xv l8go,, ) 
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Iff after his retirement from India, Mackinnon achieved social and commercial 

eminence in Britain, his ambition was for still greater thingse He wished 

above all to connect his name with spectacular and enduring enterprises on 

behalf of the Empire*74 In the Empire east of Aden, particularly through the 

expansion of the British India Steam Navigation Companyq he had partially 

succeeded in realicing his ambitions But there he was only one amongst ma? W 

who had contributed to Britain's ascendancy. His ambition drew reason and 

strength from what he considered to be Britaints decline in commercial pre- 

eminence in the world at largo. Other nations were overtaking Britainj and 

this, to Mackinnon, waal: h no small way the concequence of the "shrinking policy" 

of British Govemmonts*75 An opportunity to fulfiL, his ambition and to rescue 

Britain from her eoonomio deoline appeared to Mackinnon from the 1870s onwards 

to exist in equatorial Africa* 

Mackinnon's view of Africa was fashioned after that of a fellow countrymang 

David Livingstone* Africa was suffering and its people were downtroddeno 

The remecly, for the slave trade and Africa's other illso as offered by 

Livingstone, hold a special appeal for men of 14ackinnon's interesto co=ercep 

Christianity and the capitalist civilisation of the west,, 
76 Livingstone, 

in the tradition of the 18th and early 19th century Went African Evangelicals, 

74 M-1 - .1- 
Itl 'r ý- vpý ----I ý 11- --. * --- -- I-- V- --- @? Tl -. L-- -A% Lt-- --k 

75 

76 

. LAA. L'J AID JL"*%P* CLO A4eWeIT4'8 VIOW UIS CJWreSISeCL In nOr '=13140ry Oz Týau 4zwurla-L 

British East Africa Compnnyll University of Londong Ph. D. 7hesial 19559 
17-18* 
NLS 2633t Mackinnon to Professor Blackiet 13th Aucust 18791 and HSP 127/viis 
Macki=On to Sanfordl 29th September 1887* 
"Those tWO Pioneers of civilication - Christianity and co=eroe - should 
ever be inseparable 00*" David Livinastone's-64dress to the Cambridze. 
Senate Houset 4th Deoember 18579 David Livingstone and Cambridpoi A 

*A*9 
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stressed the mutual benefits for Africa and Britain of the extension into 

Africa of British commercial and missionary aotivity*71 The Bishop of Oxfordt 

at the time of the formation of the Universities' Mission to Central Africa$ 

and taking the single case of cottont stated the case succinctly: 

'ILVer7one who knows much of the manufacturing interests of this country 
ýmot be aware that one of the greatest problems which has to be solved 
is, how those interests are to cxtend themselves, nay, oven maintain their 
present eminence# whilat they are so absolutely dependent f6r'their cotton 
supply on the growth of the slavo-oultivated plantations of America* It 
seems to me that God is as distinctly calling us by our necessities as 
a nation and by our want of this commodity for our home manufactures to 
open new grounds for its cultivation by the civilisation of Africa# as 
if a voice from Heaven speaking in our material ears told us that the 
pr6sp'erity of England was bound up with our doing His Will in that great 
continent of Africa4,1178 

In Africa Mackinnon ranged himself alongside philanthropists and fellow merchants 

from Manchesterl Glasgow and London, blessed by churchmen and missionary leaderal 

in the extension of Britain's economiog imperial influence* And over Africa he 

would write his own name large and boldly6 

4 Mackinnon's first contaot with East Afrioa occuml in 1872 when through 

the'interoession of his friend, Sir Bartle Prerp, the Bri#sh. India Steam 

Navigatio - n, CoinpW was offered an annual Government subsidy of L8,000 to 

77 
ýSee C*P. Groves. The Planting of Christianity in Africa (4 Vols, (Londonj 
1948-58) It 186-: 9-51 111 1-13 and Thomas Fowell, ]3uxtonj The Slave Trade 
and its Reme& on 1 01 3092 "The advantages which would accrue 

-- . 
(Lond 9 84 

. 
to Africag-'in the development of her resouroesl; the civilisation of-, 
her peoples, and the destruction of one of the greatest evils which has 
ev er affected or disgraced mI ankind - not I less than the benefits which 
would be secured to Europe in the opening of now marts for her produce 
and'nivr'fields for her commercial enterprise - would be incalculable*" 

78 Report of the Senate House 14eetingt lst November 18591 David Livingstofie 
and Cambridne, -op. cit., 44, 
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carry the mails between Aden and Zanzibar*79 But his close involvement in 

Africa arooe from his first meeting with Leopold, King of the Belgiansl at the 

Brussels acographical Conference of 1876*80 A partnership developed between 

the two men in African economic imperialism which was to last some saventeen 

79 Mackinnon had met Frore, a civil servant in Calouttal in 1862s In the 
following year, when Froro had 1, ýbocome the Governor of Bombay, he arranged 
with Lord Canning, the Viceroy, a Government subsidy for 14aokinnon's 
atea. mers to carry the mails twice monthly between Bombay and Karachi and 
eight times a year between ports up and down the Persian Gulf, together 
with a contract to transport troops between Britain and India* The 
B. I4 Steam Navigation Company owed its early expansion to these contracts* 
When Frore arranged the subsidy for Mackinnon's ships in 1872 he was at 
Zanzibar on a mission connected with the suppression of the slave trade 
and the choice of a site for a C*M*S. mission for freed Glaves* In 
1874 Mackinnon added to his public standing by transporting David 
Livingstone's body free of charge from Zanzibar to Aden in one of his 
mail ships, (Blake, OP-cit # 31-21 33t 144-51 154-54 In his will# 
Mackinnon left a legacy of E109000 to Frere Vin remembrance, of marq 
kindness4s received by me at his hands. " (PINP, Trust, Disposition and 
Settlement of Sir Williým Mackinnon, Bart.. op. cit., Article 15-) 

. 
The agency at Zanzibar which served th4 B*I* steamers was staffed initially 
'by 11ýckinnonls men from Calcutta and Masgow and became in 1877 Smith, 
Mackenzie and Company* (See N*Jo Robinson# The History of Smith Mackenzie 
A Co. 'Ltd. '(Londonj 1938) 9-111 and The Inchcape Groupo, inel din 

'Inchnape & Co. Limited and Subsidiaries Pund Ascociated Compan 
-on 

Londong 
PrivateCirculation only, 1963) 25-9s) In 1874 Nackinnon was urged by 
the Legislative Council of Natal to run his steamers from Zanzibar to 

'Beira and'Durb=so that he might transport Tonga labourers to the, 
ýSouth African mines, Mackinnon tras agreeable to the proposition but was 
, prevented from extending the Aden-Zanzibar run by. the monopoly, north 
and south respectively, hold by the ; 'Peninsular and Oriental, Line and 
the 

, 
Union Steam Shipping Company* (MP/SOAS, 'Erx-olutions, Relative to 

the -Introduction' of Labourers'from the East Coast of Africa, passed 
by the Legislative Council of Natal on 10th September, 18740, And 
BlakovP_Ncit-t 145*) 

80 I'Lo Rod. eut"Voccasion dty appr6cier ca connaissance des affaires 

. coloniales, son vues largest son enthuciasme pour lea grandes, entre- 
prises, son ardeur dans tout action humanitaire. " (M. Coocemana, note 
on Mackinnon in Bioaaphie Coloniale Belge (Brusselsi 1948) It 628s) 
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81 
years, It was a partnership, finanoed large3, y ty Mackinnon and sustained 

by his lasting sense of gratification at being the friend of royalty, which 

led to the formation of Leopold's Congo Free State in 1885 and Mackinnon's 

Imperial British East Africa Company three years later. 82 Leopold succeeded 

in realicing his personal ambitionj but Mackinnon died a disappointed man*83 

If it can be said that Itackinnon wished merely to add a sizeable part of 

81 
Mackinnon hold founderall privileged and ordinary shares in the Compagnie 
du, Conco pour le Commerce et l'Industrie, Compagnie du Katanga, %mdicate, 
Compagnie du Chomin do For du Congot Societe Anonyme Belge pour le 
Commerce du Haut Congo; and shares in Compagnie des MaCasins Generaux du 
Congo and Compagnie du Produits du Congo. (P14PV 'Sir William Mackinnonts 
TrustlIvol. I. ) 

82 
Space does not permit a detailed treatment of either the Mackinnon- 
Leopold partnership or the I,. BoE6A* Company. Mackinnon and the Congo 
are treated adequatelv in Dr. Roger Anstey's Britain and the Congo in 
Lhe 19th'Centurye Dre AnstW did not, howevert have access to the 
illuminating. correspondenoe between Mackinnon and General Gordon (Aoce 
4031)'in the National Library of Scotland, Edinbirghg and General 
Sanford (HSP Box 127) in the Henx7 Shelton Sanford Papers, General 
Sanford Memorial Libraryj Sanfordt FloridaO' The best single work on the 
I, B*E*Ae Company (not discounting P. L., MoDermottts British East Africa or 
I. B. B. A. is M*. Te, do Kieweitle 'The History of the Imperial British East 
Africa Companyol Anglo-Dolgian relations are also examined in Iain Ro 
Sm, ithls' Word Ph. D. Thecis, 'The Min Pasha Relief Expedition' (forthcoming, 

makes the interesting point that Ilackinnonts revival of 
the idea of a chartered company for East Africa took place at the came 

-time as the formation'of the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition# in November- 
December 18861--not February 1887 as stated by de Kieweit and otherso 
In connection with'Mackinnon's first attempt in 1817ýto win a concession 
from'SeVyid Barghash of Zanzibar to administer and develop the latter's 
mainland territories by means of a private compwWt therelo, the interesting 
possibility, that the original idea for such a venturo'was not Madinnon's 
but, that of General Gordons, In a letter to Mackinnont dated 5th Februar7 
1830 (XLS 4031), Gordon reminds Kaokinnon that in 1877 he sent him a 
memOrandum'of. his ideas' for'a "Hudson's Bay Comparq'I in Africa* While 
this is obviously. the' background against which Mackinnon's efforts to' 
secure (; Ord0l*&Os services for the International'African Association's 
African schemoo'chould be Viewed, it also sheds now light on Mackinnon's 
early attempts to secure a foothold in East Africa. - 

83 Stanley, opecit, Ii 448-49o 
11 
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East Africa to the formal territorial Ebpirep then he was a successful man. 

Protectorates were declared over Uganda in 1894 and British East Africa in 

1895* It is clear, howeverl that this was not Mackinnonts aime' He had 

hoped for many years'of enlightened CompwW rule, extending the economic 

influence of the Empiiet and bringing to East Africaý the blessings of 

Christianity and civilisation, But the I., B*E. A. Coqpanyýl the commercial 

success of which was intended to beaý testiMOny to Mackinnonts own greatnesso 

ended ignomidmsly in 1895 having realized very little of its founderts 

dream*84 

Mackinnon wan an ambitious'mans Hio ambition led him beyond the field 

of co=eroet in which he was undoubtedly an expertl into the reblms of political 

diploma6y and international rivalx7o Other, equally embitioun men of -the timeg 

with a co=eroial background - Cecil Rhodeop for example - succeeded in 

similar circumstances* Some of Mckinnon's contemporaries felt that Mackinnon 

failed'either because he had no talent for African affairs or because in his 

closing years he hid lost his grip on'these affairs and had become increasingly 

ý85 impractical# Others, such as H. M* Stanley or P. L. McDermott (the I, BsE*A* 

84 see C-7646 (1895)t Correspondence Respecting the Retiienent of the Imperial 
British East Africa Company, April 1895., Note that the inscription on, the 
CoMwWls official badge was Inheritors 

85 Lord Salisbury in 1890 believed that Mackinnon bad lost his grip on African 
affairs*- (Lady Gwendolen Ceoilt Life of Robert Marquis of Salisbury (London, 
1931) 11r, 280-1*) 'Kitchener in the same year felt more strongly and urged 
that llaOdnnon should be removed from the Company lost Britain's future,, work 
in, Africa should become the laughing stock of Europe. (Kirk Papers# Rhodes 

-House, Oxford, Kitchener to Kirkj 12th ýuly 1890. ), Kirkj one of the founders 
-of the ComPanyg, was-by 1892 tryina to sever his associations with it. He 
confided to FeD, 'Lugard'that "Sir William in one-of the most impractical men 
1, have overýhad'to do with and with'all his rucc'ss'in India he is ignorant, 
6f Africa. 11, (1bidj, Kirk to Lugardl, 20th January l892*) (bioted in, AnstiZr,,. 

.- 92ocito't 69,, an_d notes 2 and'3-, 
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Companyto Secretary) laid the responsibility for Mackinnon's failure 

squarely on the shoulders of an unscrupulous Foreign Office which deceived 

14ackinnon into believing that he could expect moral and financial support 

for his time and capital expended in rescuing Witu and Uganda - areas 

which lay outside the original territorial Concession of the CompWW - 

from German occupations 
86 

Historians in recent years have tended to be 

Eqmpathetic, Anstcqj in his Britain and the Congo in the Nineteenth Century, 

sees Mackinnon as an assertive, Uirustful businessman whose failure mV'y be 

explained in terms of rapidly declining health in his last few years*87' 

Oliver# in The Minsionary-Paotor in &st Africa$ places Maokinnon amongst, 

the small group of philanthropists who risked capital in East Africa 

. etý t1sa "which could have been more gainfully employed elsewhex . 

A less charitable but more realistic note ic struck by Me de Kieweit 

in her 'Hictory of the Imperial British East Africa Comparq* where she sees 

Mackinnon as a man, not particularly horrified by the slave tradeg but so 

86 31anlwt 0P-0i*-t 446-471 and McDermott, opoit,, See also H. M. 
Stanleyj letter, to the Scotsman, 19th Dec; =er 1894- Alexander 
Low, Bruce expressed a similar opinion in his 'Cape to Cairot or 
Britaints Sphere of Influence in Africalg African Reviewl No- 5,, 1 
SUPPlementl-23rd December 1892* George So Mackenziel I*B,. E*Ao 
COmPaAYIS Administrator also felt that "political exigencies and 
national rivalries forced a moTe extended policy" upon the Companyo 
(Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Societies' Papers (APS) 118. 
Brite&p. 8*22/G., 6 'Scottish 11ission1p Mackenzie to T. P. Buxtont 
28th-*. January 1892,, ý 

87 
Mackinnon suffered from chronic infl3wnation of the lungs. This 

- disease steadilyývapped his energies from 1887 to his death in June 
1893- (HSP 127/viis Mackinnon to Sanford, various letters of, 1837; 
and FCWNLS 7856, Mackinnon to Rev. Gs Smithl 13th March 1893-)ý, nsteyr opicit, 69, - 

W Oliver# op*6its, 89'. 

10 
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anxious for fame and recognition that he embarked upon a series of Afrioan. 

ventures which were wholly inconsistent with his earlierl cautious and 

secure investments. 89 But while agreeing with do rxwoit on the point of 

Mackinnonto craving for fame and recognition, the present writer finds no 

evidence to support her view that Mackinnonto African commercial schemes 

were intrinsically less Commercially sound than his earlier ventures* It 

appears certain that to the end of his days Mackinnon continued to be bold 

and far-sighted in his investments, and consittently refrained from asso- 

ciating himself with an enterprise which did not appear to him to contain 

the elements necessary for commercial success. This is true of the LB. E*A# 

Company where Mackinnon had a responsibility to his shareholders to make 

the Company eoonomioally viable* 
go 

'The clue to an understanding of his failure would seem to be in deficiencies 

in Mackinnonts character and experiences Mackinnon# as mentioned earlierg was 

a man of humble origine who delighted in his fraternity with royaltyl titled 

personst and men of important affairs* Nothing offered Mackinnon greater 

pleasure, than his association with King Leopold ofthe Belgians. - 91 Considering 

the methods by which the Kingfs personal empire in the Congo was won# and 

89 De Kieweit 
I 

ý, 
OP-cit- o'17-18- go -''' "'' " '' I The. I*B*E,, Ao CompazWfa Prospectus, dated 14th August 188g. contains 

the, following'stat, ement:. "The Director 
'a anticipate valuable results 

from, tho Companyto contemplated trading operations in the interior 
*#to areat opportunities will arise for-utilising capital in the 
development of. the vast territories which come under the*management 
of the Company and'are comprised within the sphere of British influence* 
(NLS'Aco*802l*)"'See also similar statements in II. B. E. A. Company 
Report of the oi3 t of Directors to, the Founders of the Co=anv. let 
June. lbd9o, ý (aide), 

91 There is a special clause in Mackinnon's Will concerning the*disposition 
of the portrait presented to him of King Leopoldo . 

(See Appendix III, 
Article 7-) 
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considering also the subsequent histor7 of the Congo Free State under 

Leopold*s management, it in significant to note that in 1885, referring 

to the French threat to Leopold's Congo designs, Mackinnon warned the 

Foreign Office that Leopold would lay upon the Governments of Europe 

"the entire responsibility of allowing France to destroy the noblest and 

most self-sacrificing scheme for Africats development that has ever been or 
92 

will be attemptedr, I Mackinnon was no judge of character,, This is also 

revealed in his relationship with General Sanford, whose friendship 

Mackinnon cultivated largely because he was the American Minister in 

Brussels and because he provided a channel of communication to King Leopoldo 

But Mackinnon was to find that his precious friendship with Leopold and 

the effectiveness of the Florida Land and Colonisation EýMdicate suffered 

as a result of Sanford's angular personality. 
93 While status was a major 

consideration with Mackinnon in choosing his friends and associates, he 

could also, with an almost perverse disregard for arW consideration other 

than that of luckless circumstances, befriend, sponsor and often employ 

younger men. Undoubtedly this reveals the generous aspect of Mackinnon0a 

nature; 'but it also reveals a blind spot in his faculty for chýraoter 

Judgement. 94 

92 HSP 127 1' - Mae 
93 . 

/VI kinnon t-o Clement Hi4lo 5th Januar791885* 
See abOvet P-24l note, 7ý- 

94 
, 
The best example of-this is Mackinnon's patronage of Corneliua, Abdul 

-Rahman#, one ofAhe firet'missionaries at the EoA*S6Moq Kibwezit who 
., was ). ', kembved. 7- from its' 

, service by Dr. R. U. Moffat in 1892 for mis- 
conduot. and incompetence,, See below$" Pp. 76-81. 
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W experience, Mackinnon was ill-equipped for the political manoeuverings 

in which he became involved throug 
., 
h his African schemes6 However shrewd and 

competent in business affairs# he was nevertheless strictly an amateur in the 

field of diplomacy. He believed himself to be adept at influeýoins African 

affairs* At the time of the Berlin West African Conference, 1884-85, Mackinnon 

believed that he was exerting this influence by sitting in his suite at the 

y and Sanford, at Berlin, Burlington in London and giving advice by wire to Stanle, 

bY conducting an intelligence network to keep himnelf informed of the views of 

Lord Granville and othersq and by walking round to the Foreign Office to glean come 

confidential information from his contaots. 
95 "Wire me" he wrote confidently to 

Sanford #'if you think I can do wqthing at any moment here. I have as you know easy-- 

i , 96 
access to all at the Foreign Office* It is, howevert in the histox7 of the 

IeB. E. A. Company that Mackinnonts lack of experience and ability in politics is 

most clearly revealede He made the fatal error of assuming that the Foreign Office 

shared his view that the IB., E*Ae CompW was carrying on the work of the 

Empire* The decision of the British Government to consolidate Mackinnon's 

work by declaring a Protectorate over Uganda in 1894 prompted Leonard Woolf, 

v in Economic lmperialism,. ýo in his P7, pire and Commerce in Africa* A Sti4, 

depict Mackinnon as the prime example of the Capitalist imperialist - "a 

95 "At crucial moments Sir William Mackinnon could walk round to the Foreign 
Office or the Treasux7 with the son-in-law of Queen Victoria as a certificate 
of his Comparq's character, a E7mbol of philanthropic patriotism, or an ' 
expert on-finances" (Leonard Woolf, Rvire and Commerce in Africa* A Stu&v 
in Economic-ImDerialism (Published by the Labour Research Bureau, London) n. d., 
but co-1918. ) 

96 HSP 127/vi'mackirmon'to Sanford, 12th December 1884* Mackinnon was not above 
using a mild form of bribery or blackmail to Got information from the Foreign 
Office* In the early 1880a, for example, in return for information about the 
progress of negotiations for an'Anglo-Portuguese African treatyg he paid the 
debts of a Foreign Office Official* (Anste7g pp-aoit , 68*) Mrs Ansteyt ,I however$ takes the liberal view that there was nothing in this to suggest an 
improper understanding, He sees it as another example, only slightly, 
questionable, of I-Tacki=on's generositys 
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human being who has yielded to the tyranny of his: own desirea and of the 

social and economic system in which he blindly believes" - who by masquerading 

as a philanthropist is able to m=on support from influential and respeotable 

quarters in his tahk of influenoing the Government to follow the path of 

eoonomio iraperialism*97 Mackinnon# howeverl does not quite fit this picture. 

In the final analysis he emerges as a naive, rather pathetic figurej striving 

outside his true medium and with limited capabilities for fame and recognitione 

It wan only at the end of his life that he realized that he had misinterpreted 

official thinking on Africa and that he had been the unwitting instrumentf 

not the instigator or manipulator of Foreign Office policy* 

Mackinnon's oharactert ideas and ambition determined the basis for the 

establishment of the East African Scottish Mission in much the same way as 

they influenced the nature and direction of the I,, B. E. A. Companye As a 

devout Christian Mackinnon believed that foreign missions alleviated the 

sufferings of ignorant and downtrodden peoples* As a man of his time, he 

supported miesions as essential aids to the furtherance of Brilaints imperial 

pur . Pose. 
98 But as one wh'o sought to associate his name with enduring services 

on behalf'of the1hpirej Mckinnon saw the need to establish hie own mission. 

It would be. separate from the 1, B, EsA,, Comparq but would play a comlementary 

role in creating his personal empire in East Aýrica. 

97 Woolf, OP-cit. f 321* 
98 H' Lambert-'Playfair, former British Consul in Zanzibar, remarked in 

1ý90 that Macki=on believed'that commircial undertakingsp when combined 
with missionary enterprises, were the only sound basis for Africats 
political and social progress and for the expansion of the Empire's 
economic and civilising influence. (FCSP/NLS 7856s Plvyfair, to Rev* 
SmAth, 23rd January 1890. ) 
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There was no need for Mackinnon to follow Stewart of lovedalele miegestion 

of namina the mission after himself , He insisted, instead that it should be a 

private undenominational venturet free of control tV W church ormissionary 

society, and restricted in its subscription list and committee membership to 

his own family and closest friendso Henool in the minds of his oontemporariess 

the E. A. S. M# was always regarded as Maokinnon's mission. And although he had 

little to do with the routine affairs of the missionts inauguration and manage- 

mentl Mackinnon succeeded in imprinting hie autocratic personality firmly upon 

the new micsione No decisions as to its constitution and development were taken 

without reference to Mackinnonts attitudes and proferencese Some of the first 

missionaries at Kibwezi resented the influence of "the great Sir William Mackinnon"; 

99 but th4 either accepted it or resicned, l-I 

Chief amongst those to whom Mackinnon delegated responsibility for managing 

the E*A*S X. was Alexander Low Bnxoo, 100 Bruce was born into a respeotablej 0 

middle-class Edinburgh family in 1839- After leaving the Minburgh, High School 

he entered the Leith Office of the Edinburgh brewing firm of William Younger & 
101 Compaw. Soon afterwards he was sent to London whore he spent fifteen yearal 

rising eventuallv to the position of manager. In 1874 he returned to Edinburgh 

and accepted a partnership in the Company* 102 

99 This resentment, displcqed in particular by Dr. RoU. Yoffatg is treated more 
fully, below, Pp. 66-82, 

X0 The author is crateful, to Profeesor Georee Shopperson of Edinburgh University 
for arranging aocess to the Bruce family papers -a limited but useful source 
of information concerning Bruce's early life and business career. There is, 
in the National Library of Scotlandl Minburphp a vol=e*of obituary messages 
and articles entitled#, A*L. Bruce. In Memorluni (privately publishodt Minburgh 
1894)s 

IM 
1%, See Do Keir, The Younger Centuries (privately publichodl Minburgh, 1951)* 

102 'Obituaries in the Scotsman and The Times, 28th November 1893- 
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Bruce became interested in Africa at approximatelv the same time as 

Mackinnonj but in a much more personal way* His first wifel Catherine 

Greenlees of Campbeltownj had given him four children but had died during 

their period of residence in London# At the time of David Livingstone's 

death, and following a business trip to America, Bruce met Robert 11offat 

and Livingston61-Is daughter$ Agneso Two years later Bruce and Agnes were 

married6 lnspireý by Livinastonevs life and ideas, Bruce turned his attentions 

towards Africa* 103 And since William Younger and Company enjoyed a thriving 

beer market in South Africa, Bruce was able to combine business with his 

personal interests on several visits to southern and central Africa., By 

1893 he was the owner of large estates at Magomero in the Shir6 highlands of 

ILvasaland, of which hie eldest sont Davidl was the m=ager*104 

In hio native Citr of Elinburgh, Bruce became a leading citizen* Having 

been brought up in the United Presbyterian Church, but having no deep loyalties 

to its rsooessionist, prinoiples, he demonstrated his belief in the nececsity 

for tge reunification of the Churoh in Sootland by joining the Established 

103 During their courtship Bruce eipressed the view to Agnpa Livingstone 
that by her father's death "a now era in the history of that wonderful 
continent takes its date* The national life of IDagland has been 
enriched by hie labours and the whole world has received-a mighty 
impulse forward by his exampleo" (Alexander Bruce Papers (ABP), 
Bruce to Agnes Livingstoneo letter no-3,4th January 1875*) 

104 Scotsman, 22oCitel Bruoe's Idst visit to south-central Africa took 
place in 1888, He had planned to revisit, tho continent shortly 
before his death in 1893* The estates in'17yacaland of which David 
Bruce was 'the, manaGer xereý the setting for the abortive John 
Chilembwe uprising of-1915# (See G, Shepperson and Thomas Pricel 
, Independent African (Elinburgh University Press, 1958) 80-81- 
Another of Bruce's eons, Robert$ was st. Ving in 1883 with Rev* Dre 
James Stewart at Lovedaleg South Africa. (SP, Bruce to Stewartr 
29th February 1888. ) 
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Church of Scotland while contihuinp, to be an active unofficial member of 

the United Preabyterian Church. 105 Bruce waa a principal contributor to 

the endowment fund for a Chair of Publio Health at Minburgh Universityq 

and was a founderl and subsequently the Treasurer of the Royal Scottish 

Geographical Society. 106 In business he was reoognised at home and abroad 

as being an eminent financier of rare executive ability*107 In politics# 

Bruce wao an ardent Liberal whol like Mackinnon and many othere, moved to 

the Liberal-Unionist side over the issue of Home Rule for Ireland* After 

1886 Braoe was a leading member of Minburghte Liberal Union Clubg andt 

although deolining the invitation he was asked by Goschen and other prominent 

Unionists to stand for Parliament, 108 Shortly before his death in-November 

1893 he was nominated a Justice of the Peace. 

105 "14r. Bruce was no scotariang and in religious as in other matters he 
had wide sympathies and many friends in every denominations" 
(sootsman# 28th November 1893-) "In reeard to the Church Question in 
Sootlandp 11r& Bruce was decidedly opposed to Disestablishmente He 
desired to maintain the National Church, rooognising its great services 
to the people, and hoping for reunion amongst Presbyterians*" 
(Scotsmant 4th December 18934 See also, SPO Bruce to Stewart, letter 
of 1892* 

lo6 Scotsman, 28th November 1893- 
107 New York Daily Tribunet 7th December 1893. Besides being a Partner in 

William Younger & CompazWj Bruce was Deputy Chairman of the Abbey and 
Holyrood Breweries$ and a Director of the Loondon and Edinburgh Shipping 
Company and, the Edinburgh Investment Trust Compary. In 1838 he became 
a Director of the I. B. E*Ao Companyg and 1889 a Director of the African 
Lakes Corporation*' He was also a Director of the Scottish Exploration 
ComparW Ltd. of Glasgow. (ABP, envelope containing correspondencet 
1889p of the Secretary of the Scottish Exploration Comparq Ltd. j William 
Wngo concerning the transfer to Cecil Rhodes by Bruce of one hundred 
one pound Company shares. ) 

108 Scotsmanj 28th November 1893- 
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Apart from charitable and often eulogistic obituarieot there is a pauoity 

of contemporary writing about Bruce's character or pers3onality, He was less 

of a publio figure than Mackinnon; yet at the same time he waa well-known, 

widely respected and generally regarded as an authority on African missionary 

and commercial concerns, 
109 It is significant that in his main obituax". r in 

the Scotsman of 28th November 1893 it is emphatically stated - as though to 

distinguish him from men like Mackinnon - that Bruce consciously avoided 

publicity# self-praise and recognition for his cervices& Unlike Mackinnon 

who was a man of humble social origins and experienced the need to assert 

himself, Bruce was born into that section of Minburgh society which made a 

sober virtue of commercial success combined with good works on behalf of the 

City, the Churchy foreign missions and the Empire. 

In his attitude towards Africa, Bruce was a more aggressive imperialist 

than Mackinnon. Maokinnon may have been content to operate within an area of 

the informal Empire of paramount British commercial and political influence 

such as East Africas 110 Bruce# preferred direct territorial annexationso 

The two were in agreement that the 1hpire had to find new markets for its 

produce, in order to sustain its powers 
ill But Bruce did not have Maokinnonlo 

109 Ibid, - 
110 For an , analysie of the informal# non-territorial British Empire of the 

19th Centux7, ''see R*E* Robinson and Jo Gallagherg 'The Imperialism of 
Free Trade', Economic Hintory Review, VII, is 1953, And for the change 
in the'official mind of the Foreign Office to a policy of formal terri- 

, 
torial annexations, see by the same authore, with Alice Dennyj Africa and 
the VictorLAIls (Londont 1961). o 
Bruce opposed the Manchestor school of thought. on free trade, ý' and the 
undesirability of adding further territories to the Empire, on the grounds- 
, 
that since the 

' whole world could not be, oonverted to a system of free 
trade a contraction of Empire would mean a contraction of markets for 

_, 
British manufacturers*, (Bruce, 'Cape to'CairOj opecite) 
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faith. in chartered. companies an a means of achieving this goal where there was 

no established trade to offset the cost of administrative duties* 112 He 

preferred to think that trade followed the flagG113 His philosophy of the Ihpirej 

more outspokenly racialistic than Ilackinnon's, revolved around the notion that 

through her genius for colonization - mercifull civilising and economically 

rewarding in its effects - Britain had a world mission of the highest moral 

responsibility, And it was necessax7l he thought, to consolidate the Rnpire so 

that this world mission, and indeed Daropean civilisations might be safeguarded: 

"WIly have we encouraged confederation in Canada, in South Africa and in 
the colonies of Australia, but so that it may lead to a closer union 
between the colonies themselves# and we hope ultimately with the mother 
countryl so that the English race mcq go forward to fulfil her (sic) 
great mission in the world, oso We are vitally interestod in the 
advancement of all the white raoest or those inhabiting the temperate 
zone, unless we are prepared to see the Mongolian and black rages eose 
overshadowing and ultimately stiamping western civilisatione"114 

In Africa# Britain's ipperial, missiont as Bruco saw itj was to establish 
315 

comnerce, Christianity and civilication from the Cape to Cairo* CeOil 

112 Unlike the Royal Niger Compary which was already a trading comparq at the 
time of receiving its Royal Charters and 'the British South Africa CompwW 
which offset its administrative costs by revenue from mining and land sales, 
the loBeEsAo CoqpwWj Bruce felto was, from, the outset forced to concentrate 
wholly on administration and on saving Witu end Uganda from German controlo (Bruce, pp, cit, ) 

113 Scotsmanj 3rd December 1893o 
ý44 SOOts'"-an, 8th July 1893# report of an address by AoLo Bruoe, to the 

Edinburgh Liberal Union, Clubs 
115 "1 hope to see all-three Companies - Impl. East Africa, African Lakes & 

Southern Coo amalgamated and Railways and trading posts and mission 
stations right through the heart of Africa from the Cape northwards 
towards Cairo" (vic). (SP, Bruoe to Stewart, 8th November 1889*) 
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Rhodes, he felt, was tryiz6m to wreck this mission* In a paper entitled 

$Cape to Cairo: or, Britaints Sphere of Influence in Africalt' Bruce gave a 

warning that since Rhodos depended for his political support at the Cape on - 

the pro-Boor party, Cape colonial policies and influencest particularly with 

regard to African land and labourl would spread to Central Africa*116 In 

his private correspondence, Bruce claimed that Rhodes wished to become master 

of southern Africa*117 

The, ambition dipplVed IV Ceoil Rhodos was partioularlv offensive to 

Bruce because it affected Iýyasaland - the countr7 which Brucato father-in-low# 

David'Livingstone, had marked out as an area of special Scottish intereotp and 

from which he had made his famous and inrpiring appeals to the commercial wid 

philanthropic sectors in Britain# With ; thin personal, family interestl, and 

as a Director of the African Lakes Corporation#118 Bruce was at the forefront 

of those who called for a British Protectorate to cave Itrasaland from the 

lig 
PortuZuese =d from Ceoil Rhodea* 

116 Bruce, anciteo This paper was originally written for the YolleCeA., 
THInburgh in 1892. Together with, another paperg 'Christian Responsibilities 
of Empire. 1l, read to the Youth Fellowship of St. Cuthbettle Churchl, rdinburgh 
in 1893, it reveals brucets deep soncern that the Christian youth of Britain 
should be educated on the subject of its imperial responsibilitiess 

117 SP, Bruce to Stewart, n*d*'but 1892* 
ns --I,,,, The, African Laken Corporationg based on- Glasgow, was, never, a chartered 

ComPwW*' It was first established in conjunction with the Livingstonia, 
Mission-under the name'of the Livingstonia Central Africa Trading Compa? W. 
Sabsequently, it wan ri6amed the Afftcan Lakes Company, than the African 
Lakes Trading, Comparq, and'finally1the-African'Lakes Corporation, (see 
inter al a L. Miri,. 'The Stox7 of the African,, L3kon CorporationIg Leo 
Weinthal The Story of the CqýiobAo Cafto Rallya I-And'River Route 

ý(L'LonFdloýnj 

1922) 1*) 3 Volso 
119 Besides lobbying influential men in an attempt to force Gladstcno to change 

his 
, 

'non-involvement' African' policy, Bruce it 1891 war, en&agged in resisting 
the attempt made by Cecil Rhodes to take over the African Lakes Corporation. 
A judgement was givenagainst Rhodes in the Bill Chamber - a'now defunct 
Fdinburgh Court --on the technical point that the African Lakes Corporation 
was incorporated under Scottish and not English Law. 
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In Mackinnon's view Bruce had impeccable qualifications for the task of 

organicing and managing the propocel East African Scottish MicEdono I-laokinnon 

had never visited Africa; and, apart from contributing to the fund of the 

Livingstonia Central African missiongl2o had no connections with the missionary 

field in Africa. Bruce, by contrant, was related by marriage to-the families 

of two famous Scottish minsionariesp David Livingstone and Robert Floffati. 

And having visited, southern Africa he was well acquainted with African missionce 
121 

It is not on record how and when Mackinnon and Bruce first met. But it is 

reasonable to assume that they had known each other since the 1870s through 

their common interests in commerce$ African exploration and philanthropio 

causes* ThV shared many common sentiments concerning the imperial purpose in 

Africa and were closely associated in the formation of the I*B*E*Ao CompazW 

from November 1886.122 

120 'A Twenty Years' Review of the Livingstonia Hission'l Sixty-sixth Report 
on Porelm Missions to the General Assem. blv of the Free Church of Scotlaj 
(Minburgh) Ray lb961 10o 

121 Bruce was particularly well acquainted with the Free Church of Scotlandts 
Lovedale mission at the Cape and with the Church of Scotland0s'Blantyre 
mission in Nyasaland, It is interesting to note that the Bruce family 
connection, with Blantyrel'and with the Church of Sootland mission at 
Xikuyu in Kenya, continued until as recently as 1956"- the year'in which 
Bruce's daughter b3r his first wife, 

. 
1-liss Agnes B. Brucel died at the age 

of ninety-one. (Sooteman, March 19561 obituax7 on Miss A*Be Bruce', ', ) 
122 *: II_ See above. -p., 28, note 81* Bruce was one of tho, original subscribers to 

the I. B. 'E, A, Company in April 1888 and became one of its Diveotorse 
With Mackinno4 James F. Hutton# R& rqrio and George S. flackenzieg Bruce 
represented commerce on a Board otherwise composed of noted philanthropists' 
and'hich4ankinal retired officers of the Indian Arrq and the Foreigný 
and Colonial Seryioeso (See De Kieweit, oP. oit, 9-Ch. IV. ) 
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Bruce had two further qualifications for the proposed missionary venture 

which recommended him to Mackinnon* Mackinnon intended the new mission to add 

to his personal status as a great pioneer of philanthropic and imperial works* 

Bruce was less interested in personal fame than in helping to further Britain's 

world mission by promoting missions as part of the Cape to Cairo scheme* He 

would therefore be content to assume the responsibilities of secretary and 

treasurer to the mission while leaving to Mackinnon the greater share of the 

credit for its formation* Bruce's other qualification was hie friendship 

with the Rev* Dr* James Stewart, M*Dej DeDej of the Lovedale mission -a man 

and a mission greatly admired by Mackinnon. Stewart had the experience, and 

the reputation as a pioneer missionary in Africa necessary to lend respectability 

and a greater chance of success to Mahkinnon's missions Through Bruce# it výas 

arranged that hie services were secured as leader of the founding expedition 

and consultant on missionary affairs* 

James Stewart had known Bruce since the time of the latter's marriage to 

Agnes Livingstone. Agnes# he had known since she was a child& In 1862 he 

had travelled on the same ship as her cother, flax7 Livingstoneg to join David 

Livingstone on the Zambesi,. * Hencel within the-Bruoe fami3, vl Stewart was venerated 

as the companion of David Livingstone in Central Africat the man who had 

comforted Mary Livingstone on kbr deathbed at Shupanga in Ayril, 18621 
123 

and 

the missionax7 hero who in promoting the establishment of the Livingstonia 

mission in Itrasaland had created a lasting memorial to David Livingstone's work. 

123 George Beaver, David Livingstonet Hic Life and Letters (London, 1957) 411- 
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, But while this was the basis of a close relationship which secured to the 

E*A. S*Mo the services of a leader amongst missionaries in Africa, it is 

interesting to note that Stewart had little real claim to the good opinions 

of Agnes and Alexander Bruce, They were unaware, as were all of their contem- 

poraries save a fdwl that Stewart had been one of Livingstone's most -Vicious 

criticu in the early 1860a or that he had caused Livingstone much pain by 

paying indiscreet attentions to Mar7 Livingstone# 

Stewartl as a Young man# 
124 had drawn his inspiration for missionary work 

in Africa from his reading of David Livingstonefs Missionary Travels and Researches 

in South Africa* 125 Together with some friends he had established the New Central 

Africa Committee in 1861 - an amateur body not formally recognised by the Free 

Church - the purpose of, which was to found a mission in Central Africa* 126 

In 1862 his Committee raised funds to send him to consult Livingatone on the 

plan for a mission near Lake 1, ýyasa. Mary Livingstone was at thia time proposing 

to rejoin her, husband in Afrioa and asked Stewart to delv his Vo7aGO bY OtO 

month co that ahe might travel with him* 127 She wao a lonely womanj given to 

laPsee of religious faithl who in twentY years of married life had lived with 

124 Stewart was born in Minburgh on 14th Februax7 1031, the con of a prosperous 
cab proprietor6 His family were strong supporters of the Pree Church after 
the 'disruption# of, 1843., Stewart studied at Sto Andrews University and 
at New College, Elinburcho In 1860 he was licensed as a preaoher in the 
Free Church of, Scotlands (See ReH. W* Shepherd, Lovedalet The Story of a 
Cantui7 (Lovedale Press# 1941); and James Wells, Stewart of-Lovedale, 

125_ 
The Life of James Stewart, DeDet M. D. (Londonj 1909). ) 

Pablished 1857. bzr John Marray; London* 
126 

, 
Shepher4l pp. cit., 169-70. 

127 Stewart and Mary Livingstone had been friends for sometime before travelling 
together to-Africa., In Glasgow Stewart had been tutor to Max7ls sont Thomace 

W. Go'Blaikie' The Personal Life of David Livingstone, LL. D. 
-, - 

D. C, L*, P, R*S,, JI, 
ondonj 1882ý 
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her hasband in a home for only four of them#128 In Stewartp she found an 

attentivet rympathptio friend to whom she could turn for companionship and 

religious counsel* 

On arrival at CapetqWnt Stewart discovered that he was the subject of 

suspicion and critioismý Ric mission to Central Africa was not officially 

recognised by hie Church and-his true intentions were a matter of considerable 

speculation, The Portuguese Consul was convinoed that Stewart was a trader 

in missionary guise who carried with him large quantities of beads for sale to 

the Africans living along the Zambesi-P'29 In church circles too he was suspect* 

The Bishop of Capetoiin tried to dissuade him from proceeding with his Journey# 

warning him that Livingstone wolild not be pleased to see him*130 At Durbant' 

Stewart encountered the same opposition from Portuguese agents and Anglican 

churchmen. But by then a new problem confronted him* Rumour was rife that 

he was enjoying an improper relationship with Mary Uvingstone - the rumour 

apparently having originated with a fellow passenger, Bishop Mackenzie's 
. 

elderly sister. 
131 Mary Livingstone's protective attitude towards 3tewarto 

and in particular her, flat refusal to continue her journq7 if wything were 

il3ioubtless done to prevent. Stewart from accompanying her onwards to the Zambes 

128 Beaver, Opocit., 407* 
129 WOllso PP-ciýsj 43-4# 
130 Ideme 11 Wells '' gives as a re4son for this attitudo, on the part of Episcopalians 

a jealous desire to keep Central Africa as a cphere exclusively for the 
Universities' Mission to Central Africal whose leaderg Bishop Mackenziel 
was already in the Shirg highlands of Nyasaland* 

131 George Shopperson(rd, ), David Livingstone and the Rovumae A Notebook 
(Minburgh University. Press, 1965) 31., 

132 Wellso bPecitot 43* 
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served to lend credence to the suspected soandal. 
133 

Livingstone gave Stewart a cordial greetine when his chip arrived at the 

Z=-bezi delta in Februax7 1862, That he continued to display a friendly attitude 

after he had heard the ramours is an indication of Livingstonele understanding 

of his wife and of his generous nature* Bat the incident served to mar the 

happineas of his reconciliation with his wife; and when she died at Shupariga 

two months after her arrival Livingstone*s grief must have ', been increased by 

self-reproach at their prolonged and frequent separations., 

The r=oure of a scandal were effectively stopped by Mary Livingstone's 

death and by Livingstone's apparent indifference to them. The matter was soon 

forgotten and it in no way affected Stewart's later career as principal of the 

L*vedale mission at the Cape*134 Dut the incident does vuegest a lack of 

133 The degree of familiarily in the relationship between Stewart and 11=7 
Livingstone is revealed in the following extract from Stewart's private 
Journal: "(on beeing Livingstone for the first time) I could not help 
remarking to Mrs* Livingstone that the Doctor seemed to be a great swells 
She gives me a gratified slap for so speaking of the great pioneer sooll (Wellst op. citet 60*) It is interesting to note that in an article entitled 
'Reoollectiona of Bre Livingstone and the Zambezi' in the Sundm Kwazine, 
November 18741 Stewart gives a censored version of the same exchange: "This 
was Dre Livingstone# and I said to his wifel Mere he is at lastlo She 
looked brighter at this announoement than I had seen her do arW day for 

134 
seven months before. " (Blaikiel op*cit-as 246-7-) 
Until recently it has been the fashion amongst historians of the Zambezi 
expedition to omit to mention the rumoured scandal* Reginald Couplandp 
for example, does not refer to it in hie Kirk on the Zam-bezi (Oxford 1928) 
despite numerous references in Kirk's Zambezi journal* 

. 
(Shepperson, op. cit., 

30-310 'Wells and Shepherd, Stewart1s biographers, mention neither the 
scandal nor the criticisms made by Stewart of David Livingstone* Blaikie, 
Livingstone's first serious biographer, made only fleeting references to a Islander' to the: 'effect that the marriage between Livingstone and his wife 
was not entirely happye lie did not mention Stewart except as a kind friend - 
and valued counsellors (Blaikie, o2ocito, 255-58-) Professor Shepporson 
puts the alleged scandal in its most reasonable perspective thus: , liar 
Livingstone, during the frequent and prolonged absenoes of her husbandl 
cought what solace she could obtain in the society =d attentions of others - and if these sometimes seemed indiscreet, it reflects on Victorian narrow-, 
mindedness rather than her own lack of standardsO (Shepperson, 9p. cit., 31' 
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sensitivity and judgement on Stewart's part* He was thrity-two years old at 

the time and might have been expected to be conscious of the dangers of 

encouraging the emotional responses of a mature, lonely and possibly frustrated 

woman, He appears to have been flattered by the growing affections of the wife 

of a public figure such as David Livingstone* And reflecting upon the animosity 

which he attracted to himself at Capotown and Durban in 18629 and surveying 

his subsequent career# there emerges a picture of Stewart as a man who aroused 

criticism as a result of his considerable self-esteem, his overbearing attitudej 

and his dislike of opinions inconsistent with his own. 6 Of all Livingstone's 

detractors# both during and after the controversial Zambezi Expedition# the 

busiest and harshest was James Stewart, Historians have shown an understanding 

of the'difficulties which Livingstone faced and an appreciation of the political 

significance of the &pedition*135 Stewart's viewpoint was perronal. 
136 He 

had been inspired by reading Livingstone's Missionary Travels in 1857 to establish 

an indistrial, mission ih the Lake Nyasa region. But having witnessed the failure 

of 'the Universities Mission at Magomero, and the disturbed state of the interior 

of Central Africa# Stewart had reached the conclusion that Livingstone, through 

his "accursed lies"t 137 had suppressed the truth about Central Africa and 

misled him and others into believing it to be a promised land for Christianity 

and commerc 
138 

oe. In conversetions and by private letters he circulated the 

135 For example, Couplandl o ecitof oppe con, op*cit, q Seaverl 22ocitol 
Pi Debenham, The Way to Ilain (L*ndont 195ý)* 

136 "Stewart's Journal of eighteen months in Africa reveals him as the 
introspective observer of a tragic scene, pro-occupied in soul-disseotion 

13T 
and petulant self-grieving. to -(Seaverjýi; -cit-, 435-) 

Stewart, Zambezi journall 17th September 1862, quoted in Seaver# opecitet 
435-36* 

138 Stewart apparently paid, little heed to the explanation given'by the Reve 
Horace Walker that the Lake Nyasa region had altered greatly as a result of, the ravages of the slave trade,, since Livingstone visited it during the 
early 1850s. 
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the r=our that in spite of all that Livingstone had written and continued to 

claimo the Shire highlands south of Lake 11yasa were unfit for the cultivation 

of cotton* 
It is a mark of the cliff erenoe between the two men that in spite of this 

attack on hie ddarest project, Livingstone maintained a friendly attitude towards 

Stewart. Ile had tried to assist Stewart's mission by offering his own servioes 

when he should be freet and by offering to pay Stewart's salax7 from his own 
I 

recources*139 He know that Stewart was doing much that was harmful to his 

reputation but remained generous and forgiving to the last, 

In London in 18749 at Livingstone's funeralg Stewart was present to claim 

his share of the great hero's reflooted glory by showing himself as the sorrowing 

former companion of the deceased,, Never slow to seize an opportunity rewarding 

to himself, Stewart now embarked upon a task in which he cant himself in the 

role of Livingstone's sucoessorol40 He raised Glasgow merchant moneyp a staff, 

and secured the o fricial. blessing of the Free Church for a new Scottish mission 

in Central Africa to be called Livingstonia*141 . It is ironical that Stewart 

139 Blaikie, op. cit. t 266. 
140 "The man and the hour had comes Stewart was a true Elisha on whom the 

inspiring mantle of Elijah had falleng and he went straight from that grave 
to take up his mastorla work* He caught and responded to 'the wink of 
opportunityV, **11 (Wells, op. cit,, g 124. ) 

141 Stewart was unable to go with the Livingstonia e3peditionary parV to its 
first site at Cape Maolear in 1876* Later in the yearg however# he joined 
them and was responsible for the choice of site for the second station at 
Bandame in Tongaland, (Cfi Bandawe, see Norman'Long, tBandawe Mission Stations 
azid Local Politics, -1878-183619 Rhodes-Livingstone Journal, No# 32*9 December 
1967. ) While in Ryasalandl Stewart assisted the Church of Ecotland missionaries 
at their Blantyre station to settle the problems arising from their over-zealous 
disoiplinar7 measures. (For manuscript material on. the disciplinary issue at 
Blantyre# see Scottish Record, Officel H*M* Register House# FAinburght Hopet Todd 
and'. Kirk Paperol Box 44/2*)' Stewart's cousing, Charles Stewart, CtEep. left hie 
engineering work on the Sirhind Canal in the Punjabi to join Robert Laws at the 
Livingstonia Mission, He died shortly after hie arrival in 1877, while working 
on a road leading northwards from Karongao (Sixty-Sixth Report on Foreifm Missione 
to The General'Assembly'of the Free Church . of Scotland (Edinburgh), 1,14y 1896,11*7 
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should be remembered mainly as the originator of a lasting memorial in Iýrasaland 

to a man whose ideas and opinions he had scorned, and whose reputation he had 

done much to damages In the same way as Mary Livingstone0a death overshadowed 

the gossip concerning Stewartts indiscreet attentions# Livingstone's death and 

the period of public adulation which followed it, relegated to the dim recesses 

of memox7 the words and actions of his chief critics 

The fitting sequel to this unpleasant narrative of Stewart's ranoour and 

hypooriEW is to be found in the history of the establishment of the East African 

Scottish Mission. By a superb twist of fate, positions were reverseds Stewart 

was the leader in 1891 of an expedition in iittle-known territory; his companions 

were younger men charged with the responsibility of establishing u new mission; 

and acting as chief critic of Stewart's methods and ideas - David Livingstone's 

nephewt Dr. Robert Unwin Moffat. 142 As will be showt. iin greater detail below0143 

Moffatýwith better reason in 1891 than Stewart had in 1862, criticised hie leader 

for suppressing the truth about conditions in British East Africa and for exae- 

gerating hij3'own achievements an well as the mission's prospects of quick success. 

When Stewart was approached by Ale3iander Bruce in 1889 with a request to 

assist in forming tho, East African Scottish Mission, he bad boon Principal of 

the Lovedaleldissionary Institution at the Cape for nearly twenty yearso He 

had joined the staff of1ovedale in 1866 and succeeded Principal William Govan 

142 Robert Unwin Moffat was the grandson of the noted missionaryl Robert Moffat. 
His aunt was Mary Vloffatp Robeit's daughter, who married David Livingstone. 
His couoinwas Agnes, the daughter of Mary and David Livingstone who married A*L, Bruce* 

143, See below, Pp, '81 and, n- 56. 
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in 1870. Within a few years Lovedale was cynorqmous with Stewart* Blythawood, 
144 145 in the Transkoi# the Gordon Memorial Mission at Umsinga in Natal and the 

Livingotonia Mission in Cettral, Africa were all Stewart's creations. In 

agreeing to asairit Ilackinnon-and Bruce-it might be said that Stewart wished 

to enhance his already-considerable reputation as a pioneer founder of African 

missionsl or that he hoped for generous contributions to Lovedale's development 
146 

, plan. Bat his primar7 motive was much more ambitious. Another link would 

be forged in the chain of mission stations - Lovedaleg Blythewoodl Livinastonia# 

the E*A. SoMe and possibly a. mission, to the Galla of AbypciniJ47 -a possible 

federation of which, under his control at Lovedalet would constitute the missionary 

counterpart of the 'Cape to Cairo' scheme. 
148 

144 B3, ythawood, so named after a Transkei magistrate, Captain Blyth# was 
established by Stewart in 1873 at the request of the Fingo peoples# 

145 Stewart established this mission in Zululand at the request of the Countess 
of Aberdeen in memory of the missionar7l the Eon. James Gordon, who was the 
brother of the Earl of Aberdeen and who had died in 1868. Both this and 
the Blythswood Mission were associated with the Free Church of Scotland* 

146 Stewart's main ambition for Lovedale was to develop it into an inter- 
tribal, inter-otate and inter-church African University. (Wellst oT). Oit. 1 106. )', 

148 "In his own sphere he (Stewart) was at least as great an imperialist as 
Rhodes ... 11 (Wells, op. cit. 9 105-6*) This is true of Stewart in tho wider 
sphere as wells But Stewart, like Bruce, was greatly concerned to check 
Rhodes' ambitionst especially where thcy affected 17yasalando In 1892l-- 
for exam-pleg Stewart was urged by his brother-in-law, John Stephen of Alex 
Stephen & Sonst Glasgow, a Director of the African Lakes Corporation and 
a subscriber to the E. AeS*11*0 to persuade Mackinnon to buy up the African 
Lakes Corporation as an auxiliary of the IoB. E. A. Comparq, The advantage 
of Duch an'aotionl, if Nyasaland were connected with Uganda by steamers and 
a railwoyg would'be a much more effective blow to the slave trade than 
Mackinnonto proposed East African railway. But the necessity of the action 
was created by Rhodes"intention to sell his shares in the African Lakes 
Corporation to Lord Gifford, the Chairman of Rosenthalla Comparqj and to 
incorporate Itrasaland into a wider South Africa of his own making* (BPI 
John Stephen'to Stewart, 30th April 1892e) 

347 See Appendix M 
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Mackinnon, Bruce and Stewart were the architects of the East African 

Scottish Mission. The first two were dead within two years of the missionto 

establishment,, Only Stewart witnessed what was to become of their efforte. 
149 

In designing the mission, each had had his own purpose. Mckinnon regarded it 

as complementary to the I&B,, E. A. Compnny - the two in combination earning him 

lasting fame as the volunteer pioneer of British interests in %st Africa. 

Brucel who believed that Britain had a genius for colonization and who saw missions 

as a major aspect of Britain's world missiont hoped that the mission would prove 

to be an important link in the Cape to Cairo scheme,, Stewart# typicallyl acted 

out of complex motives, but had a design for the mission of comparable dimensions 

in the form of a Lovedale-based missionary Federation. In 1889l when the idea 

for the East African Scottish Mission was conceived, the fufaro had seemed 

promising, But by 1891l before the planning stage of the mission wan completedg 

it no longer seemed certain that the original purposes of the founders would 

be achieved. 

149 Stewart died in 1905 - four years after the mission had been handed Over 
to the Foreign Mission Committee of the Established Church Of ScOtlando 
He returned to Scotland from East Africa in 1892, andl after a visit to 
America in 1893, returned to Lovedale in 1894 after an absence of four 
years* In 1899 he visited America again and attended the Seventh Gwwa 
Council of the Alliance of Reformed Churches. From 1899 he was Moderator 
of the Free Church of Scotland* Thereafter, he returned 

* 
to Lovedalee 

One, year before his doath he presided over the First General Missionary 
Conference in South Africa. In 1903 he published his most ambitiou's 
workj Dawn in, the Dark Continentf described in his typically hagiographioal 
biographies as a "missionary classio"o (See Wellst 22-cit. 9 315-) 

0 

k -' , 
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3* Plans and roundations 

The planning stage of Mackinnon's mission began wilh a misunderstandingo The 

Foreign Hission Committee'of the FVee Church, having been asked by Bruce on 

September 9th 1889 to release Dr* Stewart so that he might assist with the 

establishment of a new mission on Lovedale lines in East Africa# assumed that 

they were being offered a control of a new mission at Nombasa at the expense 

of the I*B*E*Ao Compary* On October 22nd the Committee unanimously resolved 

to lend their cupport*150 Providing that they wore not asked to bear any part 

of the coatt theV were willing to supply the staff for the now miesion 

(beginning with two medical missionaries) and they were in agreement that 

Stewart should be asked to visit Mombasa to report on its suitability as a 

micsion site*151 There wan another reason for their reacLy response to Bruoeto 

requeste The Pree Church Deputy-, ý-, Dro Lindsa7l had recently cumested that 

Mombasa would be a more suitable home for the sixty-four Galla ex-slaves 
152 

currently at the Free Church Keith Falconer Mission at Sheikh Othmanj Aden 0 
It wan indeed a happy coincidence that their miegested. home was to be the site 

of a new Lovedale, 

By the end of October the mia=derstandi" had been removed* Aotine on 

Mackinnon's inctruotionst Bruce informed the ForeiGn Kiesion Committee that 

150 Free Churoh of Sootland Foreign Mission Committee Ilinutes, 22ad Ootober 
1889. 

151 nSPAILS, 77749 Secretary George Smith to 103tawarts 23rd Ootober 1839* 
152 See Appendix II* 
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nothing was being asked of th= except that they should agree to the temporary 

release of Dr. Stewart. The proposed missiong it was pointed outt was independent 

of the Free Churbh as well. Barely concealing his disappointments the Committee's 

Secretary, the Rev. George Smith, wrote to Stewart on October 31st advising 

him that a decision had been taken to send the Galla children to Poona in Indial 

Stewart could come home via Mombaoa if he wished, but he should bear in mind 

that owing to a current deficit the Free Church would be unable to spend money 

on a new mission at Xombasa*153 

Stewart did not share the Committeels sense of disappointmente He was 

unwilling to loss the opportunity of establishing a mission on the Lovedale 

model in East Africa,, And knowing that Bruce did not share Ilackinnonlo objection 

to the idea of FTee Church management, he decided to accept the invitation in the 

hope that he could persuade Mackinnon to see the advantages of association with 

an experienced miesionary Church. 154 Nor was Stewart willing to lose sight of 

the Callas. Through his wifel who was currently recovering from an illness in 

Edinburghq he persuaded the Foreign Mission Committee to defer any decision as 

to the future of the Gallas until he arrived home on furlough in the following 

year, 
155 A plan was already taking shape in hie mindt the Callao would come to 

Lovedalej at some appropriate point in the future they would be transferred to 

Mokinnon's mission in East Africal and from therej under his own directiont 

they would go out as the vanguard of a new mission to the Call& or Alqssiniaol56 

153 nSP/xL3 7774t Smith to stewarto 3181 Ootober 1639* 
154 SPj Braos to Stewart, 8th November 1839* 
155 FCSP/NLS 7774t Smith to Stewart, 7th January 1890., 
156 See Appendix II. 
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Stewart arrived in Minburgh in June 1890P Within a few weeks Bruoe 

presented him with a rough blueprint of the proposed missionO157 Starting 

with a station at Xachakoo in Ukambap the mission would operate four depart- 

mento of work - religious, educationalg industrial and medical* Of these, 

the last tdo were to receive particular attention* Hedical work would be 'the 

most effective means of winning the confidence of Africana and would strengthen 

the administration of the I*B*E*A. Companye The dominant characteristic of 

the micsiong would, howevert be its industrial work* In a disparaging reference 

to missions which neglected this principle, Bruce pointed to the Church Ilissionary 

Society at Mombasa %tho teach the natives to sit and sing themselves awayl but 

do nothine for the education of their hands ... 
458 Mackinnon's mission would 

train heart, head and bands and aim at getting the "whole man" for Christ* 

And cinoe the micsion's industrial teaohing would bo mainly aariculturalp it 

was proposed to ask the I*B, E*Ao Company for a grant of fifty to a hundred 

squ, are miles of adjoining land*159 As to the miscionto religious charaoter# 

157 SP, Bruce to Stewart, 14th July 1890- 
158 Ibide The CoMeSe view on the emphasis which should be given to the 

industrial principle in missionar7 work was given &a follows by a 
leading member of its Committee in Iondon: "I am entirely in favour of 
the IW rVanaelist, the Medical Evangelist, whenever Gospel-preaching 
is the substantive work; but when it in proposed to have a pious 
Industrial Superintendentl or LVangolical tile-4nanufacturerg Or a Ime. - 
Church brooder of cattle or raiser of turnipol I drad rq line*" 
(RoN, Custg An Maly on the Prevailing Nothods of Uvangellaing the non 

159 
Christian World (Iondon, 1894) 16 - quotod. in Oliver, opocit-l 25o) 

SP, BruOe to Stewart, 30th September 1890* Ono of the earliest proponents 
of the industrial mission ideal - independent, self-supporting and calf- 
propPeating institutions - wan William Careys the founder of the IhSlish 
Baptist 1118sionary Sooiotyj who in 1792 published his views in a book 
entitl0dq An 1h(Tuiry Into the Obligations of Christians to use Yeans for 
Conversion of Heathens. (Facsimile from the 1792 ad* published Icndong 
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it was Ilacki=onlo deolared wish "that the religious teachine rliall always 

be in accord with Bible truth and with the evangelical teaching of the 

Westminster Confession of faithe"160 In short, the mission was to be undenom. - 

inationall yet'at the came time to be understood to be Presbyterian* 161 There 

would be no formal affiliation with the missionary committee of any Church* 

The mission would be managed by a committee of laymen consintinC of Sir William 

Mackinnong Bruce himself an Secretary and Treasurerg Sir WilliamIn nephowl Peter 

Mackinnon, and James Haoalistor Hall -a CampbolUnin man who since 1849 had 

boon a major partner in Mackinnonta business empire and who was also a Director 

of the I*B*E*Ao COMPWW0162 

In August 1890g Stewart prepared for Xackinnon a document entitledt 

419morandum on the Proposed Hicsion 90163 Little more than a summax7 of Bruce's 

points, it is noteworttq for two roasonse First, it contains the statement 

that Stewart had devoted the years 1861 to 1863 to the establichment of the 

Livingstonia Mission in Central Africa -a remarkable aVerration of memor7g 

but nevertheless consistent with Stewart's pout-Livirgetone image of himself* 164 

Secondly, the Memorandum shows that Stewart had bogun his campaign of persuading 

Mackinnon to drop hie objection to an affiliation with the Free Churcho He 

stated that in its "origin and proposed purport" the mission occupied "a somewhat 

16o SP, Peter Mackinnon to Stewart, 6th November 1894- 
161 SP, Bruce to Stewarto 30th September 1890. 
162 For information on the businees career of J911, IIallj see Blake, opocitee, 
163 SP, Stewart to We )Iackinnong 20th Au, "ust 1890* 
164 Ibido In makine thin point Stewart wan adviainC Mackinnon that whereas in-1861-1863 he had worked without a valaz7I now he would have to be paid 

hia Lovedale valary of L380 per annum. 
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unique position" - the implication being that this wau not without its dangers 

for a emall committee of inexperienced laymen. And to reinforce this pointg 

Stewart drew Mackinnonts attention to the fact that however co=andable the 

fourfold scheme of religious, educationaIg industrial and medical work might 

be# the majority of missione had yet to accept such an extensive combinatione 

Mackinnon was not impressede Other members of the committeep Bruce and 

Hallf tried to influence him along similar lines by pointing to the advantages 

to be obtained from drawing upon the missionax7 ciperience of the Free Church* 165 

But he remained obdurate - not out of prejudicep as Hall believedp 166 but 

because he profoundly distrusted Rairy and other Free Church leaders over their 

attitude towards the question of church reunion, 
167 

and because he wished to 

maintain his personal stamp upon the mission. 

That Stewart was disappointed, is bq7ond doubt. There followed a period 

of some eight months during which little was done to further the plans for the 

missione Stewart began to show signs of impatience and a declining enthusiasmg 

since he had not expected to spend so long in preparation for the project to 

which he had committed himself* IUring this interval of inaotivityg Mackinnon, 

Bruce and Wl were preoccupied with the grave probleme which the loBsEeAs 

Company was faoing in East Afrioa* 

Almost since the Companyto inoeptiont Mackinnon had aimed to control the - 

lakes region in the hinterland of the British sphere* At first It haid seemed 

possible to achieve this aim from a base in the Equatoria Province of the southern Iý- 

165 SP, Bruoe to Stewartj 24th November 1890* 
166 - -1 SP# Stewart to Bruoo, lot September 1893- 
167 See above, pslg, and note 57- 
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Sudan. 168 But when Hall. Stanley's Elain Pasha Relief Expedition ended in the 

evacuation of Equatoria and the removal of its Governor, Dr. niing to Zanzibar$ 

Mackinnon in 1809 had turned his atientiono towards the prosperous and strategically- 

situated Kingdom of Buganda. 169 Cn'July lot 1890 GermwW rcoogniced British olaims 

to Zanzibar and Buganda and reoeived in return the North Sea island of Haligoland; 170 

by Decemberl Captain FeDe LuCard was in Bug-anda to establish the infrantruoture 

of the CompwW#o administration and trades Early in 1891 it was apparent that 

lhjj? anda was overtaxing the CompwW's resources# War between Catholic and 

Protestant Baganda was still in progrese, 
171 

and Lugard's attempts to secure 

peace created a diplomatic incident involving the Governments of France and 

Gr eat Britain*172 Ibr this time, the Comparq wan well launched on its campaign 

to raise a subsidy from the British Government for the building of a railway 
I 

from the coast to Lake Victoria* 

168 Mackinnon's intentions regarding EcVmtoria are treated in I*Re Smithp opteit.. 
169 On September 2nd 1839 Mackinnon received a letter from the C*H*So missiOnax7 

to Buganda, Alexander Mackay, urging him on political and economic grounds 
to incorporate BuCanda into the CompwWln territories. (HP/SOA. S. ) It 
should be noted that Mokinnong like Rhodes and Brucep was a supporter of the 
Cape to Cairo cohemeo In 1889-1890 he had been eneaCod in attempts to secure 
a corridor of territory - to link British Centralp with British East Africa - first through the German sphere in East Africa and then through Leopoldle 

176 
Congo Free State* (De Kieweitp OP*Oit*l 204-5-) 

171 
&alo-German Agreement, July lot 1890o 
See DoA. Low, R liplon and_Society in anda 1875-19001 (East African- 

172 
Studiesg No.. 6-op Kampalap 1956. ) 
See Documents Diplomaticruee Francalses. emiere Serie. 1871-1900 
VOI*IXt NOook7lt 320,322p PP, 393-99 4549 456# correepondenoe between 
Ribot and Waddington, April-Mly 1892o For a recent interpretation of 
Ineard'a Uganda administration see J*A. - Rowel flugard at Xampalax A 
Reassecswmt'# paper read at the University of East Africa Social Sciences 
Council Conforenost Makerere, December 30th 1968 to January 3rd 1969* 
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My April 1891 Stewart had succeeded in diverting the attention of the 

miscion's principal foundera temporarily away fron ComparW and Bueanda affairso 

It was ncarly a year sinoe he had left Lovedale to amsist in the planning of 

Maokinnon's mission; he was prepared to waste no more time* An 'Agreement 
W 

Reapeoting the Eotablichmcnt of the Mission' was hastily prepared and issued 

by the Committee on April lst*173 It was a brief doc=cntl stating rothing 

more than that it wan intended to establish a mission in the Compazq's territories, 

that Dre Stewart had been asked to make a preliminary expedition to choose a 

eite, and that the Committee and other subscribern guaranteed an initial capital 

of E109000,174 Shortly afterwardep Stewart sailed for South Africa, intending 

to spend come weeks at Lovedale before proceeding to Zanzibar to recruit porters 

for his initial surveying eipeditionOI75 When he left, Stewart was asked , 

173 The full text of the Agreement appears as an Appendix to ELM, Report It 
op*citse 

174 The Committee and Subscribers to the E*A*S, M,, in 1891 comprised the following 
(an asterisk denotes that the person named was also a Director of the 
I*BeE*Ae Comparq)i 
Committee Subscription 
Sir William Mackinnon (Charman)*. eo* E2,000 
Mr., Alexander Low Bruce (Hon* Soo* and Treasurer)* e 11000 
Mr* James Maoalister Hall* * 10000 
Hre Peter Mackinnons ae** 19000 

General Subscribers 
Sir Thomas Fowell Iluxton* 10000 
Mr. Duncan Maoneill (W, Mackinnon's nephew). 11000 
Ilre John Usher * 4, *9e9e*o*****e 

19000 
Mr. John Stephen (Stewartte Lrother-in-law)q, 1,0 000 5W 
11r* J*C, White **a****. * *ee* 500 
Mies Hall (J. H. Hall's minter) **** 500 
Lady Janet Mackinnon (Wo Xackinnonts wife) 250 
Mien Jameson (W, Mackinnon's sister-in-law) 250 

L10,000 

175 On April 2lut 1891 the Foreign Mission Committee of the Free Church gave 
ite formal assent to Stewart's temporary employment with the EeA*S*Moo 
(Minutesp 2let April 1891. ) 
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by Mackinnon to spend onel if not two years in East Africa to ensure that the 

mission was firmly astabliched,, 
176/ Stewart's response was that he had already 

wasted too much time at the planning stagel he did not say exactly how long 

he would steq with the mission, blit by the time of his arrival in Mombasa he 

had decided to spend no more than three months in East Africa*177 At the time 

of Stewart's departure a decision had not been taken as to the exact title of 

the mission,, Something approaching OThe East African Scottish Mission$ was 

contemplated; but Mackinnon wished to stress the missiontu industrial charactere 

He was therefore annoyed when thin title was fixed by the publication of Stawartts 

Report'on the mission in 18929173 and complained that he would have preferred 

the title to read Me East African Scottish Tnductrial Ilission', 179 

The haute with Wilch the final planning stage was conducted is revealed 

in the choice of a staff for the new missione None was ordained nor had Wq 

of them had previous miscionary experiencee Most were youna men noi yet thirty 

years of age. Posts were not advertised nor was there a proper eppointmento 

committee* Mackinnon chose one mang Bruce anothert and Stewart the remainderl 

solely on, the, basia of friendship or recommendatione Soant attention was paid 

to characterg health or relicioum conviction - an-tominsion which in several 

oases had unfortunate consequencen, The overridina4apression obtained from 

a perusal of the sources for thLs aspect and period of the micsionts histoI7 

in that the Committee suffered frým'inexpirienoe in the dql4cate task of choosing 

176 EIMI Report ll IS& 
177 Robert Unwin Moffat Letters (RUL), 14th September 1891* 
178 ELSXj Report 11 published GlasGowq 18929 
179 SP, Maokinnon to Stewartl 22nd July 1892* 
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minsionarieop and that the initial staff wan hurriedly assembled at a late hour*180 

The only missionaz7 appointed in advance of the last, hurried preparations 

was Robert Unwin Hoffat* 181 In 1890 lbffat had concluded his medical studies 

at Minburgh University and had been asked Iýjr Bruce to accept the post of head 

of the proposed mission's medical department,, His was a family appointment 

since he was cousin to Bruce's wife, Agnece 182 He accepted the post and sailed 

for South Afrida late in 1890 to ViEit his parents at the Cape before proceeding 

to M. mb=6 It was reoogniced that he would arrive in Eaot Africa well in advance 

of the other missionaries* Honoel for a few months he ýwould be stationed -at 

Railwv Pointj Nombasap as a medical officer in the service of the I*BeE*A* 

CompWj and would have an opportunity of leaming Kiewahilie But even in the 

case of Moffat's appointesmil apparently efficiently arranCedl there was present 

the s=o degree of haph&zard planning which charaoterised the final arrangements* 

When 11offat left Britain he was under the imprencion that the proposed mission 

wan a part of the I*B*E*Ao Companyl and it came as a great shook to him when 

, he wan informed by Stewart during the preliminary ezpadition to the interior 

180 The contracts drawn up for the staff were vague in the extreme and 
contained few of the provisions and insurances against contingencies 
found in contracts issued by Foreign Mission Committees of the Scottish 
Churches* One clause designed "to prevent waste of time from huntinag 
when cuoh in not neceasary to procure foodl or from e2ploration of the 
country without specific object see" demanded that all ivoryp mineralal 
"or anything I mV shoott find, acquire or have presented to me *99" 
should remain the property of the mission* (PCEA P129 fKamorandilm of 
Agroement between To Watson and the Mission to the Torritories of the 
IrTerial and British East Africa CompuzWO nodes) 

181 The author intends within the near future, to edit and publish the East 
African letters of Dr. RsUo 4toffatt 1891-1906o 

182 Coo abovel P-47# note 141o Koffat was born at Kurumanj South Africa in 
1866t the third son of the'Rev. John Smith 14offat* He was known to Stewart, 
having been a pupil at Lovedale for a short period* His medical studios at 
Blinburgh were financed larj; ely by the Blinburgh Medical Xiscionary Society. 
Moffat was appointed to the E*A*S,, Mo for an initial three yearn at a salary 
of C250 per annum* (RML, 23rd February, 1891e) 
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that it was intended that he - at the Me of twenty-five - should be Superintendent 
183 

of the mission when Stewart departed. 

Ilackinnon's choice of a missionax7l as storekeeper and assistant teacher, 

was Cornelius Abdul Fahmane The origins of this person are a matter of 

speculation: he was a Christian and wastemisedg but Iloffatl in his letterap 

refers to him as "the Indian chap", 
184 He was recommended to 11ackinnon by a 

Hro Thomas Paterson of Clasgow as a young, mzm of good character who nWed a 

kindly, and generous patrons His appointment is a good exa. LVla of Mckinnon's 

compaccion for young men in need of assistanoe at the start of their carecruo 

But it in questionable whether Mackinnon was wise in giving him a chance to 

prove himself in an undertaking so important an a Christian mission in Africa* 

Rahman was coon discovered by his colleagues to be querulcusp weak and given 

to bouts of drunkennessp and of brutality towards his African servantso Stewart 

recogniced that his appointment had been a cardinal error of judgement on Mckinnon's 

partl but there was very little opportunity for COMPlaint since he was Mackinnon's 

favourite and the only one at Xibwezi in whom Mackinnon took a personal interest*185 

The remainder of the staff was appointed by Stewart in or around April 1891* 

Thomas Watson wan chosen an evangelist and teacher* He was born in Djzdee in 

18591 and had atudiod. for an M*A* Degree and part of a Divinity course at 

MacE: ow Univercity - pvqinl; hie own fees by working so a carpenter during the 

183 RML, 14th September 1891. 
184 T'lem. 
185 M-ffat did not endear himself to Mackinnon by dismicsina Rahman for 

misconduct in 1892* Rahman's activities after 1892 are unknown to the 
author* It is ponsiblel howaverg that he returned to*Eaut Africa an a 
settler, since there in a letter in the FAst African Chronicle of Jung 
25th 1921 on'the Indian Qiestion written by a Mrs' Abdul Rah-man. 
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vacations* 
186 A quiet$ modest manj Watson was the only one of the original 

party of missionaries who was still with the mission in 1900* Of John Linton, 

appointed as artisan missionaryg little is known* He was a young manj apparently 

a somewhat oolourless personality, who suffered from ill-health frCO, the moment 

he reached East Africa* The principal artisan missionax7 was John Craig* 

Stewart's brother-in-law in Masgowt John Stephen had recommended him, Craig 

was older than the otherol having worked in tea factories in India# ana at the 

time of, his appointment he was working in Glasgow as an engineer on a tea-leaf 
187 

drying machine, It transpired that he was a la2Zrp conceited man whose 

, an&nilar pcroonality prevented him from enjoying companionship with any of his 

188 
. Colleagues# Stewart wan very quickly disenchanted with him* Like Lintonj 

Groig, was deacl within, eighteen months of the mission's establishment at 

Kibwezi. 

Geoý, Ge Wilson was added to the staff in Mombasa in AuCacto He had been 

dismissed from the Compary's cervical in )IacY4innonls wordsp for failing "to 

opnoiliate the natives"189 during his time as captain of the Company's fort 

190 
at Dagorettis Stewart met him on a chip botvieen-Zanzibar. and Mombasa and 

pqrs 
, 
uaded him to accept an appointment as caravan leader and guide to the mission 

party for three months; and if he wished to remain with the mission Stewart 

would pay him a salary 
I 
equal to his own* 

191 
Wilson accepted the appointment - 

186 
r EiMl Report 1, ; 2* 

187 SP, Stephenlt 101 Stewartl 6th 1114y 1891, 
188 SP, Stawar .t to Bruoe, 27th September, 1891* 

'189. SPI W Mackinnon to Stewartp 6th Ootober 18919- 
190 See above ps'2g and notes 5 and 6. 
191 

-ST, Stewart to'Wilsont 3rd, September 1891* 
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Stwaart having permtaded Mackinnon that he was a man of good character who 

had not been personally responsible for the fighting at Dagoretti - and ct. Ved 

with the mission until 1894* 192 Wilsonts appointment to the mission was a 

shrewd move on Stewart's part. Already disillusionedp and impatient to be done 

with a task at hand, Stcuart was able to use Wilcon's extensive knowledge of 

the interior as an excuse to save time by ignoring the Committeetc instructions 

that h6 was to make a preliminar7 Journw to choose a site before the remainder 

of the staff arrived* 

In April 1891, when the IA&Teement Respooting the Establishment of the 

Mission' was signed, the question of the exaot situation of the mission in East 

Africa remained undecided, Originally# Mombasa had been named$ but by June 

1890 Mackinnon had decided that Machakos would be more saitable*193 Laterp 

the neighbourhood of Mt, Kenya was miggestedg but this was droppedwhen. it 

became evident that the Tana river did not offer a viable means of communication 

between Ilt, Kenya and the coast*194 At the time of Stewart's departure for 

Africal Vackinnon changed his mind once again and recommended Dagoretti in 

Kikiwu country. 

Dagoretti, an wan shown earlierll95 was known to be unsuitable before 

Stewart arrived in Zanzibar. But Stewart's reasons for rejecting Machakos are 
196 

questionable# There had been fightiýg between the Company and the local K=bal 

192 Wilson's m, ain work was the doný'struotion of the 'Mackinnon Road' from Kibwezi 
to Nombasae He joined the Uganda Administration after leaving the mission 
and hold several positions of high responsibility - Deputy Commissioner 
after 1902g for example - before retiring in 1909* He died in 1943* 

- (For biographical notes see Perham and BuI19 op. cit , 1111 423-) 
193 Sp 
194 . 1, Bruce to Stewartl 14th July 1890* 

BPI Stowart, tp Mackinnon, 'First or Interim, Report on the E. A. S. 11.! j 3rd June 1891. 
195- see abovel Pp#2-3 and notes 5-8* 
196 See aboveg P-3. 
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but the fort at 14achakos had not been abandonedt and it could be argued that 

the planting of the mission in the neighbourhood would have been the best me=3 

of restoring the confidence of the local people in white men in generalq and 

in the Company in particular* Officiallyl Stewart gave an his reason for 

rejeoting Maohakos the absenoo of wood and water in proximity to the major 

Kamba settlements#197 This was totally untrue, 
198 Stewart and Wilson did 

visit Machakos, but more for the sake of appearance than with any intention 

of settling there* It is entirely possible that Stewartg with his overriding 

desire to spend as short a time as possible in East Africal had decided to 

establish the mission at Kibwezij a mere 150 miles from the coast, before he 

set off from Mombasa* He had read the Companyts correspondence and reports 

concerning the exploration of the interior and had been struck by a recommendation 

of Frederick Jackson's that Mbuinzau Hill near the Kibwezi stream was an ideal 

site for a mission*199 In additiong he had discussed the Kibwezi area with Wilson 

who knew it well, having built the Company's fifth stockade there in 1890* 200 

It was possible, thereforeq for Stewart to argue convincingly against Xachakos 

and in favour of Kibwezi, 33y October 1891 Mackinnon was too engrossed in 

the Com 
. 
Pany's problems to give more than a passing thought to Stewartla 

'97 EASK Report I, 
198 John Ainsworth, in charge of the fort at Machakos, wrote to the Company 

Administrator in mombasa praising the Machakos district as being abundant 
in woodt water and dense settlements of people - all in close inter- 
proximity. (FO 2/579 Ainsworth to'Administratort'30th Dccember 1897-) 

199 SP, F*J* Jackson to Buchanan# 30th. Januaz7 1889* Copies of, the Company's 
exploration reports and ocrrespondence are to bi, found in the Stewart Paperso 

200 Perham and Bull, PP-oit 9 Is 185- 
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decision to remain at Kibwezi* 201 It was not until after Stewart's departure 

from the mission in I-larch 1892 that it became apparent that, Kibwezi was probably 

the worst site he could have chosen* There was wood and water in abundance* 

But the area was extremely unhealtbyl and, after their curiosity had worn off, 

t he Kamba returned to their permanent settlements some considerable distance 

away and proceeded thereafter largely to ignore the mission* 

The East African Scottish Mission was the creation of a small Group of 

imperially-mindedl and for the moat part personally-ambitious men who were 

devoted to Livingstone's brand of religious and economio imperialism* It was 

conceived at a time when the ambitions of its founders seemed possible of 

achievement; but by the time of its establishment in 1891 events had shown that 

the thinking which lay behind it was outdated and impractical* Yet in another 

sense the presence of the EeAeSeMe in the interior of East Africa was premature* 

Stranded at Kibwezi in the interval between the collapse of the Compary and the 

arrival of the colonial administration and settlers, less aggressively evangelical 

than static and institutional, surrounded by peoples indifferent to education 

and the gospels, and lacking the advice and management of an e3perienced Rome 

Committeep Mackinnonto mission slowly declined into a state of inertia. Mackinnon 

died in June and Bruce in November 1893# Stewart maintained'a conneotion with 

the mission until 18941 having tried once moreg unsuouesefullyt to persuade the 
II 

Committee to transfer the mission to the Free Church* M-okinnonla relatives, 

201 In October Mackinnon advised Stewart that he had no objection to 
Kibwezi, adding that current events made it seem likely that the 
Company would shortly retire from Uganda and fall back to Machakont 
or even to the coast. (SP, - W. Mackinnon to Stewartt 6th October 1891. ) 
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through loyalty rather than through enthusiasm for the mission$ maintained 

the E. A. S. M. until 1900 as a memorial to a man and his ambitions which had 

failed. 
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Chapter Two 

THE KIBWEZI EXPERIMENT 

1. The Personality Paotor 

The dominant feature of life in the early years of the East African Scottish 

Mission was the abrasive rubbing of personalities* Although by no means a 

unique experience, 
1 it was particularly serious in the case of this mission 

and acco#nted largely for the long delay in the starting of effeotive work. 

In the beginning the two incompatible egos in conflict belonged to James 

Stewart and Robert Koffat - the onel a pioneer missionary of proven ability, 

pridefull jealous of his reputation and accustomed to obedience; and the otherl 

a young man of high idealsp irreverent towards authority# intolerant of human 

weaknessl and iconoclastic towards established missionary practices. Within 

a month of their meeting in East Africa they had recognieed the marq profound 

differences which separated them; and each knew that in whatever followedl'one 

woUld be Justified and the other condemnede 

Robert Moffat had been-in Mombasa for three monthe before Stewart arrivedo 

During this period, as a doctor in the service of the I#B#E*A. CompaTWl Moffat 

had been lonely and bored, He disapproved of the looset irresponsible lives 

led by his fellow officers, and since the Company's affairs were in disorder, 

2 he had little medical work to keep him occupied. For a time Hoffat had considered 

See, for e=plej the case of missionaries in Northern Rhodesia illustrated in 
R, I, Rotbirgt Christian Missionaries ant the Creation of Northern Rhodesia 
(Princeton University Press, 1956) 156. 

2 RML, letters to hie parentst 22nd April and 2nd June l8gle 
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befriending the C*M*S* missionaries at Freretowne But he found them to be 

narrow in their outlook, hasty to condemn all Company men - Moffat inoluded - 

for immoral living# and heartily disliked by the Company for the trouble thegr 

caused by encouraging and harbouring fugitive claves*3 

Moffat was anxious to make a start on the work which had brought him to 

East Africa* He looked forward to Stewart's arrival, expecting that together 

they would make a preliminary survey of the interior to choose a suitable cite* 

And when Stewart had returned to Scotland, Moffat and one companion would operate 

the mission on a modest scale for a preliminary two yearso It was with great 

surprise that Moffat learned of the decisions taken by Stewart at a late hour* 

There was t6tbo no preliminary surveys Instead, Stewartj with a party of six 

missionaries, two hundred porters, vast stores and equipment and with little of 

his time to devote to the enterprise, intended to establish an elaborate indus- 

trial mission in one operationo After his departure Moffat was to succeed him 

4 
as general Superintendent# 

None of this was known to Noffat before Stewart, and the other missionaries 

arrived in Mombacas Koffat was furioue that decisions concerning his future 

had been taken without hits agreementl and felt that he was being made a victim 

of Stewart's impatience to discharge his responsibilities towards the wission 

in the minimum possible time. Before the expedition which left M-mbasa on 

September 19th 1891 had proceeded very far inland, Moffat informed Stewart that 

For the Company and the problem of fugitive slavest see P,, L. IbDermottj 
British East Africa or I. B. E. A. A Ilistorv of the Formation and Work of tha 
&: WVAACbý -. L-L_%,. LQAL X. 03tjjo 

4 RMLl' 14th Selbtember 1891. An account of Stewart's role in the establichment 
of the East African Scottich 11ission at Kibwezi is given in James Wells, 
StaRart of Lovedaleý 

_The 
Life of James Stewart, 

--M. 
D., D. D. (London, 1909) 

ý31-241* 
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he considered the venture to be misconceived and that he woulý on no account 

accept the post of Superintendents Stewart attempted to mollify the younger 

man by sving that there had been no time to inform him of the now plans since 

evex7thing had been arranged hastily at the last moment - the responsibility 

for this, according to Stewart, lying with the promoters of the mission., Koffat 

was, unimpressed by this half-truthl and noted that Stewart had been so impatient 

to teturn to Lovedale in April that he had left moot of the final arrangements 

to John Greigs The result was that the mission was provided with a massive 

quantity of equipment - collapsible boats, new patents to test and other useless 

items - amongst which there were few drugs or dressings and no medical instruments95 

On pressing Moffat to give his reasons for refusing to accept the post of 

Superintende. nt, Stewart was astounded to learn that his chosen successor had a ý -X" 

jaundiced view of missions and missionary methods. Moffat had found much to 

criticise in what he observed at Preretown and Rabai. He doubted whether work 

of any value was being done, scorned the m6thod as being "too theatrical"l and 

despised their African converts* 
6 He made no secret of his view that the E,, A,, S*Mo 

was not like3, v to do azW better* But his strongest reason for declining the post 

of Superintendent was his inability to see himself as the conventional missionary 

leader observing conventional missionary forms. 

5 RMLj 14th SePtember 1891. In addition each member of the party was issued 
with a revolver bmd several rifles: "We are really, most warlike', wrote noffat: 
"Dre Stewart says to be well armed is an almost sure guarantee of having 
peace*" ' 

6 RMLj 17th September. 1891. Koffat0s view of missionaries was reinforced when 
he found that the porters who deserted the'mission were Rabai Christiana, not 
the Zanzibar Swahili: "I must confess to be getting verysoeptical of the 
ordinar7 waye of teaching the Gospel and making Christians of these people.... 
I would, rather have twenty Zanzibaria - followers of the Prophet, than a 
hundred of these so-called Christians#" (Ibid# 9th November 1891, ) 
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Moffat informed Stewart that he repudiated John Knox0s view of the Atonement 

and that he saw little utility or value in collective, spoken pra 
7 

yer, His view 

of prayer was serious since in missionary practice great importance was attached 

to being seen by Africans in communal and vocal prayerg and to inviting Africans 

to participate in the rite6 Moffat confessed to being a "strong Qaakerll, in this 

matter, and announced that he would never agree to lead prayersl he believed that 

only one man in a hundred had the special gift for this and that men should not 

be called upon to pray unless they felt inspired. 
8 

These revelations provided Stewart with a weapon to be used against the man 

who had already emerged as his most damsq,,, ing critics Stewart made no attempt 'to 

nympathise with Moffat and was not prepared to admit the validity of his vial's 

on method and personal faith even in a mission which was designed as private vild 

undenominationale Henceforth, Stewart found it possible to deflect charges made 

IV Moffat against him by reminding the Committee that as a missionax7 lbffat had 

been found wantingo Stewart's reaction to 11offatts confessions was to advise 

him to resign from the mission as soon as a more suitable replacement could be 

found's He wrote to the Committee advising them to replace Noffat at the earliest 

opportunity# saying that he had no wish to see any "unorthodox representation of 

Christianity" handed out to the Kamba at the start of the mission's life*9 

The reaction in Edinburgh wa'3 one of conaternation, Bruce was dictressed, 

7 SP, Stewart to Bruce, 27 th September 1891o 
8 RMLI 15th February 1892. Bruce and Stewart thought this attitude strange in 

a man who was the son of a oler(, 7man and gTandson of Robert Moffat, a famous, 
London'Xissionary Society missionary in Bechuanalande ýBut his attitude was 
the result of what he referred to as "cy, Georae Square experiences" at 
IHinburgh University - his deep friendship with certain eminent Qu*ers. 
(SPt' Bruce to' Stewart, 29th'April 1892*) 

9 SP, Stewart to Bruoeq'27th September 189le, 
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and his wife hurriedly sent religious books to Noffat to fortify his flagging 

spirit and to reverse his apparent "eclipse of faith". 10 That Bruce and hie 

wife should have thought that Moffatfs opinions constituted an eclipse of faith 
11 

was entirely due to Stewart's misrepresentations. Moffat had followed Stewart's 

advice Pand had written to the Secretary of the IsBeE. Ae Company advising him that 

he would resign on personal groundol and requesting permission to return to his 

post of Company doctor, preferably in Uganda. 12 Brace had no desire to see his 

wife's cousin leave the mission under such regrettable and dicereditable circum- 

stances. He wrote two letters to Moffatt one as a Director of the Company informing 

him that an appointment in Uganda was improbable since the Company's current policy 

was one of retrenchment; and another as Secretary of the mission's Committee 

advising him to withdraw his resignation*13 He warned 11offat that by resigning 

he was breaking his contract and might havq-to pay the cost of sending a replacement 

to Kibwezij and that the Edinburgh Medical ? 4issionax7 Society might ask to be 

repaid the grants it had made towards his medical studies at Edinburgh Universly. 

The first contingency was imaginary since Moffat had never signed a contract with 

the missiontl4 and the second was improbable since the Minburgh Medical Missionary 

Society had no connection with the E@AoS*M** But the warning had its effect. 

Moffat withdrew his resignation and agreed to, accept the post of Superintendent 

for one year. 

10 Ibidt Bruce to Moffat, 26th January 1892; and Bruce to Stewart, 29th April 1892o 
11 In his 

' 
letter to Bruce, informing him of Moffat's confessionst Stewart merely 

stated that Moffat had expressed repugnance to prayer - omitting to add the 
qualification that M-ffat was distinguishing between personal prayer and 
comminall vocal prayer. ý(SPI Stewart to Bruce, 27th September 1891') 

12 SP, Moffat to Secretaryt I*B*E*Ao CompW, 28th November 1891* 
13 Ibidy Bruce to Moffat, two letteral-26th January 1892* 
14 RML, 6th March 1892, 
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Another reason, for Moffatfs reluctance to become Superintendent was his 

growing dislike for the other missionaries and his fear that in time there would 
15 be serious trouble at Kibwezio Greigo he regarded as "all gas and jaw", an 

utter failure who was unpopular with all* 
16 Rahman was a "dandy and an ornament" 

and a "little low sneaking humbug",, 17 Watson he could tolerate as a "good-hearted 

chaptil but regretfully he lacked "the taste and evidences of a gentleman", 
18 Of 

them alll the only, person with whom Moffat found any common Ground was Georce 

Wilson. They were both youngo viGorous and capable meno They shared, moreover, 

a growina dislike for Stewart's autocratic manner and refusal to entertain the 

opinions of younger men* In this alliance l. V another source of conflict between 

Stewart and 14offate 

The onýy portrait of Stewart at Xibwezil from September 1891 to March 1892f 

is found in Moffatts letters to his parents* Stewart is represented as an absurdly 

vain figure, pathetic in his lack of self-controlt and mainly responsible for the 

deplorable staff relationships at the missione, Koffat himself emerges from these 

letters as possessing in full measure youth's idealistic anddnoompromiaing attitude 

to the ephemera of truth and right - aghast and outraged to discover that the 

once-imagined missionar7 horo is mere3, v human, 19 

15 Stewart was no better pleased than Ploffat with the first missionaries at 
Kibwezi* ýWithin a month of the mission's establishment he had-decided that 
several of them would have to be replaced by, "men of different stamp% 
(KSP/NLS 78771 Ste-wart to Itrij. Stawartf-17th November 1891-) 

16 RML#' 14th - Septomberl 189; *,, 17 Ibid. 14th Uptember 1891; and 10th April 1892ý 
18, RVILl' l8th February, 18920 ,II 
19 Moffat wrote sorrowfully to his mother that Stewart had shown "surprising 

weakness". "He would never again - 
be able to regard him with the old respect* 

His mother$ ho'knewt: would be'shooked to learn this of her old hero; but 
Roffat, assured her, "there is vex7 little haroio about Br, S. at core% 
(RMf4 - 3rd Ja=ax7.. 1892. ) 
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To understandg but not to excuse Stewartl it must be stressed that, he was 

working against time. For his own private reasons he did not wish to spend more 

than three months in the field, But before leaving he wished to see the grass- 

thatched houses and church completed# 
20 The short rains had beg=; Greig and 

Linton were permanent invalids# and the two ablest men on the station appeared' 

to be joining forces to oppose and obstruct him* His shortage of time led him 

to supervise olose3, v every aspect of work, He interfered and directed, brushed 

aside the opinions of others and insisted that everything be done in his own way* 

It is not surprising that on occasions he submitted to bouts of rage and inveetiveg 

21 knowing that Koffat at least disapproved of all he was doing* 

Mach of the trouble at Kibwezi might have bee'n avoidod had Stewart been 

prepared to spend a year with the missione Doubtless he felt justified in spending 

a shorter time since the Committee in Minburgh had kept him idle from June 1890 

to April 1891* But the fact remains that his return to L*Vedale was not a'matter 
1 22 

of urgency,, He had leave of absence for four years. Stewart must therefore 

bear the greater part of the responsibility for what happened at Kibwezi since 

it was by his own deciikion that he ignored the Co=ittee Is instructions to make 

a preliminar7 curvey for a site and attempted to establish the full mission in 

one short operation. 

20 FC'SP/XLS 7877i'Stewart to Am, Stewartq 12th November 1891* 
21 When Stewart addressed gatherings of'Africans on the purpose of the mission#'' 

Moffat felt that he either spoke far above their understandir4-9 ors when he 
tried,. to be simple he wan "Ifearfully abstruse". (RMLj 15th Februar7 1892,. ) 
The houses which Stewart was buildingg 11offat regarded as too large, and 
with ridiculously high'roofe., ý The. Church was "a vez7 swagger affair" and 
prematures Koffat made no secret of his belief that not a word about religion 
need be'addressed to the Kamba for a ýeartl "First got the language and influence 
with then, and show them tho_fruits of our religion# and then if the fruits attract 
them ý they will be ready - to - accopt the, religionI 'o' (MILt 6th March 1892o) 

22 In the-interval between leaving Xibwezi (March 1892) and returnIng, to Lovedale, 
Stewart lectured to'Divinityýstudents at the Universities of Minburgh, Glasgow, 
and Aberdeenl'accepted an Honorary Doctorate of Divinity of Glasgow University, 
=d_went_on a tour of North America. '- 
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The compression of work into a short space of timet and in adverse conditionsl 

made Stewart unpopular with most of his staff, John Greig so detested Stewart 

that even when on his deathbed he would not allow Stewart to approach him. 23 

Thomas Watson wan not a man to voice his opinions$ but he demonstrated his disgust 

at Stewartts handling of staff relationships by eating alone and avoiding contact 

with his colleagues wherever possible. 
24 Rahman, who was heartily disliked by 

all at Kibwezio took care to remain on good terms with Stewart* Wilson$ who wan 

popular with the mission's African staff, 
25 

was angered by Stewart's accusations 

that he was undermining his leader's cuthorityl and later confided to his friend, 

Captain F*D* Ineard, that Stewart had made his life a misex7e 
26 Moffat and Stewart 

were implacable enemies. 

When Stewart announoed. in March 1892 that he would shortly be returning to 

Scotlandp the sense of relief at Xibwezi was profound, A letter was sent to Stewart 

by those who would remain# suggesting that past differences be forgotten and that 

in honour of services rendered, the mission should be named Stewart-Ville* 27 To 

an ext4nt, Stewart was prepared to meet the gestureo To Watsong he gave fatherly 

23 RMLj 20th December 1891* Greig died of dysentery on December 18th, leaving 
a wife from whom he wan estranged and three small children. 

24 NLS 8015, David Charters to Peter Mackinnong 23rd Februaz7 1894.6 
25 RMLI 15th Februar7 1892e Wilson had tried to impress upon the Swahili 

labourers on the mission that it wan Stewart and not he who was the conior 
man; the labourerel reply was jocular and irreverent. When in one unguarded 
moment Moffat praised Wilson's influence with Africanst Stewart became 
extremely =M. 

26 11. Perham and M, Bull (]Us*), Diaries of Lord Lugard, 4 Vols- (Londonj 1959- 
63) 1119 394. Lucard was returning from Uganda in August 1892 when he met 
Gooree Wilson south of Kibwezi at work on the Mackinnon Road* 

27 RDILI Kibitezi, staff to Stewartj llth March 1892s Stewart could not permit 
the mission to be named after him since its purpose was to give credit to 
its principal founder - William Nackinnone 
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advice and good wishes. 
28 To Rahman, he was indulgent to the endl remembering 

that hits patron was Sir William Mackinnon. To Wilsonj he displayed an attitude 

of forgivenessl knowing that it would not look well to return to Scotland bearing 

a grudge against a man whom he had appointed in defiance of Mackinnonts wishes. 
29 

Linton had been constantly ill with dysentery and was to be repatriated when 

sufficiently strong to traveL But to his last day at Kibwezig Stewart refused 

to mend his breach with Moffat. He maintained that Moffat had been disloyal and 

uninterested in the progress of the missioni3o On reaching Edinburghq Stewart's 

first task was to persuade the Committee to ask Moffat for his resignation "as 

a first step towards progress". 
31 

The Committee yielded to Stewart to pressure and began to search for a medical 

missionary to replace Hoffat*32 But it proved to be a hollow victory for Stewart* 

28 "Work humbly, patientlyg perseveringlyl mindful of what it is that alone will 
appear valuable and give satisfaction at the close of life* Strive to be a 
trusted man rather than a popular man. Keep up* the forms of a religious life, 
even if you do it alone* In teaching and preaching be brief, be simple; 
remember that in the mind of the native there are but few ideas and ver7 little 
power of sustaining attention. In your relations with your follow-workers be 
sincere and frank; if trouble ariseag calmly and fully ive and seek such 
explanation as will in all likelihood clear it awayvvl'ý11 

fftrdot 
from Thomas 

Watson's Diary, 8th March 1892, quoted in Wells, op. 6it. 9 240-41-) 
29' SPI Stewart to Wilson, llth March 1892* Forgetting their differencesg Stewart 

assured Wilson that he had always found him to be the most energetic and 
pleasant of co-workers. 

30 SP# Stewart'to Moffat, 4th March 1892# Stewart could not forget the incident 
over whicý he and Moffat had had a violent public quarrelo A large gathering 
of Kamba elders and villagers had been summoned early in January to be lectured 
on their responsibilities as prospective Christians, Stewart called upon Moffat. 
as Superintendent-eleot to address the gathering in the customary missionary _ Style* Moffat refused, since he would not lead public prayers and since he did 
not believe in the necessity of forcing Christianity on the K=ba at so early 
a stage in the missionOs life. 

31 SP# Stewart to Bruce, 25th'June 1892. Stewart had been pressing for Moffat's 
removal since Aprilf: and had already won from Bruce an assurance that a suitable 
replacement. would be found, (; bid, Bruce to Stewartj 29th April 1892*) 

32 - In April, Bruce finally agreed that Moffat had to go* He expressed a keen 
disappointment that Moffat had shown no inolination to follow his grandfather's 
example in spreading the faith* (SP, Bruce to Stewartj 29th April 1892e) 
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Moffat had anticipated #e, move and before being tionp asked for his resigna 
33 announced that he would leave the mission iit the end of the year* The 

confrontation between Stewart and Moffat was not ended#, Stewart sensed that 

Brace was unwilling to believe that Moffat was evil#,, Ind Itnowing that'Noffat 

had written critically of him to the Committeo, 34 Stewart perceived that he must 

continue to show that Moffat Is appointment to the mission had been a cardinal 

error of judgement. 

The firstýstep was to wean George Wilson from his close friendship with 

Moffat., Stowart found little difficulty in this respect since Wilson for finan- 
35 cial reasons could not afford to'lose his position with the missions Knowing 

that Moffat was in trouble with the Committeet Wilson found it adviedbleto 

dissociate himself and to court Stewart's favour. For his own reasonst Stewart 

decided graciously to forgive Wilson from his pact miedomeanours , 
36 Wilson 

recponded by acouring Stewart that lie had always admired him, and hastened to 

add that he was in total disagreement with, Moffat's "ultra-quixotic" ideas on 
37 missions. And to'enaure that after his'departure Wilson and Moffat would remain 

estrangedp Stewart created a tension between the two younger men by allowing Wilson 

to think. that there was a possibility of his being recommended to theýCommittee 

33 RML* I 10th April' 1892. Moffat had decided to leave mainly because there was 
no: medical, work at Kibwezi which sq7e him W7 opportunitY to practice his 
okillo'-Ile wanted to go to a good London Hospital for further training, But 
since that was-finanoially outwith hie reach in 1892j: he decided to work for 
two years with tho I. B*E, A. Comparq in Uaanda* 

34 Stewait wýas`awar'e that', Mffat hadrinformed Bruce that'when he left Kibwezi 
i- March theý- "buildines had not been, completedf that none of the n mission 
departýents of work was'functi6ning properly# and that the vite was proving 
unhealthy, 

35 Perham-and'Bull, I OP-cit 91111 394- 
36 SPI': Stow'art To'Wils'on'j lith I-larch 1892* 
37 Ibid. Wilson to Stew artf ý7th Iley 1892s, 
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as a core suitable Superintendent thaft 110f; ato Stewart knew that Mackinnon would 

never aaree to this; but the, exercise had the desired result of making Wilson 

resentful of having Moffat plaoed in authority over himO38 

A means of scrutinizing lloffat! s evex7 move at Kibwezi recommended itself 

to Stewart in -the form of Cornelius Abdul Rahmano Knowing that M. ffat detested 

Rahmanj, and that Rahman reciprooated, the sentimentl Stewart, maintained a corres- 

pondence with Rahman from which he obtained further evidence to use against 

11offat* He learned$ for example, that Moffat had abandomda the daily prayer 
39 

moetings in favour of a single# weekly service. And it was through Rahman 

that Stewart heard of Moffat's twelve-dv absence from the mission while visiting 

Nzaui#40 This wan information out of whioh at l4offatis expense Stewart hoped 

to make much capital in Minbargh., 

In t%y it, appeared that Moffat had finally disgraced hiMselfe Rahman 
I 

resigned from the mission without notice# claiming that Koffat had forced him 

to leave&41 Recalling that Rahman was Mackinnon's own choice for the mission, 

38 "" C. IL -- -- ,, -- ýo ...... A-- . ... - 

39 

40 

41 

QZ-9 QIUWUrTj -co, Drucep ; ýo,; n Apri. L -Lovz; and vilison to stewarto 7th 114Y 1592o 
Although unable, to secure for Wilson the post of general mission Superintendent 
Stewart"ensured that Wilson's appointment with the mission continued by 
placing higt in charge of the builling of the road betweezý Xibwesi and Mombasa. (See below, P. O-. 103-104,122-127-) 
SPt Rahnian to Stewartf 25th April 18921 "1 hope to write to you from time to 
time without keeping aVthing back and hope your feelings towards me remain 
unchanged.!,. 
Stewart affected'great indignation at 1.1offatts action in deserting his post 
at the mission and told Bruce'that this was but one more example of his 
"perver6ity'of mind and'spirit". (SP# Stewart to Brucet 25th J=6 1892. ) 
Roffat hacl in fact'g'one'to ITzaui to recuperate from a bout of malaria and to report. to the dommittee on the suitability of the site for a future 
outstation. , 

(PJILp lat May 1892*) 

BPI Rahaa'00 BteWart, 18th Iloy 1892s 
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and that Mackinnon had requested that he be shown special kindness and conciderationF42 

Stewart wrote hastily to Mackinnon assuring him that he had no cympatby with the 

charges made by Moffatt and recommending that Rahman should be cent back to 

Kibwezi - Koffat having first been dismiesed*43 l4ackinnonts reaction to the news 

of Rahman's resignation was one of near apople-Vo For a time, there was talk of 

action being taken against 11offat* 

lbr rushing to defend Rahmanj Stewart had made a false move which he was soon 

to regrets He wrote severe letters of reprimand to Moffat and Watson which prompted 

in return a public indictment$ not only of Rahman's conduotj but of his own part 

in the affair* Watson revealed that during 14offat's absence at the coast Rahman 

had been suspended temporarily by Wilson for mismanaging the mission's store, and 

then again by Watson himself for removing goods from the store for his own use 

without permission* 
44 Moffatp in his letters, took up the narrative from Watsone 

Ile had returned fromllombasa to fird Rahman in a defiant mood. His suggestion 

that Rahman should relinquish his responsibility for the store was met with abuse 

and a declaration of resignationo Floff at a&Teed with Rahman that it would be 

better if he loft the mission. He warned Rahman that he was obliged to give three 

months notice but was unable to prevent him from leaving immediately, 45 

42 Ibidl We Mackinnon to Stewart, 6th October 1891* Shortly before the news of 
Rahman's reeignation reached the ComrAttee, Mackinnon had received a long 
letter from Rahman in which , 

he claimed that the Earopeans at Kibwezi were 
iGnoring him., (SP, Mackinnon to Stewart# 22nd July 18920) 

43 SPp Jamee Stewart', IE, A*SJIe Private Reportt# 15th July 1892* 
44 RIM, 24th July 1892, 
45 EP, Moffat tp Stewartj 2lat July 1892; and RIM, 9th September 1892s 
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Stewart claimed that Moffat should not have agreed to Rahman's resignation 

for the simple reason that it was Mackinnon's wish to keep his protege at Kibwezi, 

Moffat retorted that his own conscience came before the wishes of Sir William 

Mackinnon. Rahman had done no useful work for the mission. He was brutal in his 

treatment of the African stafft and on, -one occasion had been involved in a fist 

fight with a porter, In Mombasal while waiting for a ship to Iýtjglandj Rahman 

had spent all his money on a drunken spree and had been arrested for assaulting 

an Indian*46 

Moffat took care to aoquaint the Committee with the details of Rahm='s cob'duoto 

There was little that Stewart could do to refute the charges. Worse stillg he was 

reminded by Moffat that while at Kibwezi he too had expressed disouat with Rahman 

and had recommended his dismissal. 47 Stewart could not deny this since he had 

comr=icated these sentiments to Brate and to his wife late in 1891.48 But he 

did tz7 to excuse himself by saying that when he had suggested that Rahman should 

leave the missionj he had done so out of anxiety for the man's health*49 

Stewart's attitude to the Rahman affair was determined - as Moffat clearly 

saw - by a desire to avoid offending Mackinnon. 50 For several months Stewart had 

been aware that Haokinnon was not entirely Pleased with him. Mackinnon had been 

46 SPI Moffat to Stewartj 21st JU17 1892; and RML, 9th September 1892* 
47 RML, 24th July, 1892* 
48 FCSP/VLS 7877t Stewart to Fx's. Stewaftj 12th November 1891; and SP, Stewart 

to Bruce, 27th September 18919 
49 RML9 27th October 1891* 
50 f1hat old Dr. S. is an arrant old humbue. He knows which wv his bread is 

buttered and takes care to keep on good terms, with the people who, have the 
monqy, He ought to have taken Rahman back with him, on3, y he was afraid to 
offcnd the Great Sir William Mackinnon. So he left him behind hnd left me 
to reap the whirlwind*" (RML, llth August 1892. ) 



polite, but pointedly reproachful when he learned in December 1891 that Stewart 

had decided to spend less than a year in the field. 51 But Stewart had a m6thod 

of dealing with his employers' displeasure. In his letters to Mackinnon and Brace 

he would dwell at length on an issue which was causing him grave anxiety; then 

he would show how he proposed to solve the problem& Me final touch was an expression 

of grief that his employers did not seem pleased by his efforts, This approach 

invariably yielded the desired response - an affirmation that the Committee, 

collectively and an individualsl had the greatest faith in his ability and judgement. 52 

Shortýy before it beo=e known in Edinburgh that Rahman had resigned his post 

at Kibwezir Stewart found that Mackinnon was showing new signs of displeasure* 

The occasion was the publication in June 18P2 of Stewartts Report on the establish- 

ment of the E. A*S*M*&53 Stewart had ordered a lavish format for his publication 

and had painted a glowing PActUrG of the mission and its prospects in order to 

enhance his reputation aIsa pioneer of missions in Africa, 54 
and to attract a wide 

51 SPj Wo Mackinnon to Stewartp 2nd December 1891* 
52 For exa4le: in December 1891, conscious that he was likely to be critioLsed 

'for attempting to establish the full mission in a ver7 short space of timej 
Stewart wrote to Bruce expressing anxiety at the mounting costs at Kibwezie 
Bruce responded correotlyj as is revealed in a letter to one of the missionts 
subscriberst "I am sorry he is worx7ing about the expenditure* I have told 
him that he should remember that it is not the hard earnings of the working 
classes he is spending but that it is some of the abundance of w6ll-to-do 
people who have enough to spares I don't want him to be pinching himself 
believing that the subscribers to the Mission do not desire thieg especially 
with ouch a conscientious and wise administrator as I believe Dr. Stewart 
to be. " (ASP9 S*22/ G, 6t Bruce to Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, 28th Januax7 1892s) 

53 EASN Report L, 
54 The chapter dealing with Stewart's association with the E. A. S. M. in James 

Wellsj Stewart of Lovedale (op. cit. )l is based entirely upon this Report. 
Its hagiographical approach may thus be more readily understood. 
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range of subscribers to the mission* Mackinnon was displeased for two reasons. 

First, he had wanted the mission to be known as the East African Scottish Industrial 

1.1issionj but the'report had fixed the titlej omitting the word industrials His 

second complaint concerned Stewart's bid for publicity and a broader base for 

subscriptions: 

"I am not at all anxious for subscriptions as I should prefer maintiining 
(the mission) on its present basin. If we get subscribers to come in with 
E500 or E19000 there uill be no objection to thatl'but' the general subscrip- 
tions will involve a staff and an organization at home which we desire if 
possible to avoid*" 

Andl as if to put Stewart's mind at rest on a point which they had disagreed upon 

before, Mackinnon concluded: "I have no wish whatever to have it managed by the 

Foreign flissiona Committee in Blinburgho"55 

Oonscious of mounting disfavour, Stewart saw the necessity of supporting 

Rahmants case against Moffate The situation seemed at first to present a fortunate 

coincidence of opportunitiest by supporting Rahman he would not only appease 

Mackinnon, but would strengthen his defence against toffat's criticisms and prove 

once again to the Committee that they had chosen badly* 

The initiative had in fact passed to Mffato Angered by the knowledge that 

Stewart was concealing the truth about his own view of Rahman in an exercise of 

character defamationg Moffat launched a counter-attack. -' Having publicised the 

5ý SP, Mackinnon to Stewartt 22nd July 1,892* Mackinnon 
'also 

registered his 
displeasure with'Stowartts efforts to 

, 
secure for the'misSion the'Arthingto'n 

Bequest to the'Preedman's Mission Aid Society. The New York Committee of 
the Society wanted the E10#000 bequest for Pick University; the London Com- 
mittee supported Stewart's application on the grounds that themoney was given 
for miscions in Africa* Had Mackinnon not, objected, Stewart intended to use 

, 
the 

money to send the Galla ex-slaven at Lovedale to Kibwezi'for training as mission- 
a. ries to Abyssinia. (See Appendix II*) Parthbr. sources of Mackinnonle die- 
pleasure were the appointments by'Stewart of George Wilsong and of Andrew Dick 
as temporar7com 

, 
mercial agent to the mission, Dick had been dismissed from his 

post of accountant with the I. B. E. A. Company. (SP. Stewart to WOP. Alexamlerg 
June 1894-) Dick was killed in a fight with come Maasai at Kedong in November 
18950 
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the truth about Rahman, he proceeded to criticise Stewart for publishing false 

information Ln the Report on the E. A. S. M. 56 Noffat described the Report as 

reading, like "a prospectus of a cyndioate which relies on the gullibility of 

its readeraffs 
57 

ana claimed that Stewart had "stretched veracity to its utmost 

limit" and entered "in some oases .. * the realms of fiotionV'058 In a complaint 

reminisoent of a similar one made by Stewart abcýut Livingstone thirtV yearI3 

059 -ue earlier Moffat'charged Stewart with exaggeration and with conoealing the ft 

facts about the mission and its prospecto, No less than Mackinnong Noffat recognisod 

Stewartts bid for a broader base of subscriptions; but more than Mackinnong ISoffat 

saw that Stewart was telling the Committee and subscribers only that which he 

thought they wanted to know, 

Moffat's counter-attaok against Stewart had the desired effoot upon the 

Committee# No attempt was made to send Rahman back to Kibwezi. 
60 

By November 

Moffat had already noticed Stewart4a tendency to publish false information* 
Referring to an article for the Misaionarv Iývazine which Stewart wrote before 
leaving Kibwozit and in which he claimed that on Sundays the mission hold 
three services - ofie'in IhSlichp one in Kicoahili ind one in Kikamba - Moffat 
pointed, out that they had never had a service in Kikambal since no Mikamba 
had ever attended their religious gatherings. (RML, 24th August 1892*) 

57 RIILj 27th October 1892a 
58 Jbid, 16th October 1892., For example: Stewart gave the distinct impression 

that the large'meeting he hold shortly before his departure with the local 
Kamba was a great service in the church - two hundred people being present, 
including thirty-four women, (EASIA Report 1,10. ) ý 

59 See above PP- 46-48. 
60 Rahman caused Mackinnon great distress by armouncir4" , that if he were not to 

be allowed to return to tho"mission he would'do to-Central Asia t6 lead a 
pastoral life*- But in 1894 he was still in London. ''(SP, Na0kinnon to. Stewartj 
3rd FebruarY-1893; and'Stewart to W*P* Alexanderl'June 1894e) See also above'. 
p! 60 ' n. 185- 
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the issue had been closed and Mackinnon had decided to take no action against 

Moffato 
61 

Stewartj me=whilet was endeavouring to extract from Mckinnon an 

assurance that he was still in good favoure 
62 

Bruce asked Moffat to remain 

at the mission until March 1893; thereafter; if the Compary were still in Ugandal 

he would secure for Moffat a post as medical officere 
63 

But Moffat was by this 

time thoroughlýy disenchanted with the E*A*S*Mso He had the satisfaction of 

knowing that he had successfully defended his reputation before the Committee., 

When on Deoember 14th a letter arrived at Kibwezi, offering him the post of 

Medical Officer to Sir Gerald Portal's Uganda expedition he made a hurried 

departure from the mission&64 In later life he spoke little of the institution 

and the experience which he bitterly regretted. 
65 

By November 1892 Bruce and Stewart had agreed upon a cucceesor to Moffat. 
66 

This was David Chartero# twenty-eight years old, a Glasgow-trained doctort and a 

61 WIL, 18th November 1892* 
62 SP9 Mackinnon to Stewartg 28th November 18929 
63 R14Lj 20th November 1892., 
64 MP/SOAS, 'Precis of Mail from Mombasas 5/19 A. G., 9'Gcneral Acknowledgement"I 

Ilth January 1893.1 For 11offat in Uganda, see RML, letters 1893 to 1896. 
See also Sir Gerald Portal, The British-Miscion to Uganda in 1891 (London, 
1894-) 

65 In 1941 Dr- J-W- Arthur, former head of the Church of Scotland Mission, 
Kikuyup was collecting material for an article to mark the fiftieth anniversary 
of the founding of -the E*A., SoM,.,, He wrote to R. U. Moffat, then living in 
Rhodesia, asking for information, but was informed bluntly that Moffat had 
no desire to recollect hie experiences at Kibwezie (AP, J. W. Arthur to 
H. R. A. Philp, 3rd September 1941-) 

66 SPI Wo Mackinnon to Stewartp 28th November 1892e 
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former Baptist missionaz7 on the ConUO* 67 
In 1890, at the recommendation of the 

explorer, Henry Horton Stanley# Charters had been offered an appointment with the 

I*B*E. A. Company as leader of an expedition to launch a steam boat on Lake 

Victoria* 68 
Although this expedition was scrappedl Bruce in 1892 remembered 

Stanley's description of Charters as "one of those good Scotsmen, qualified to 

be entrusted with duties"t69 and offered him a post with the East African Scottish 

Mission* 

In the eyes of the Committeel Charters had good qualifications for a post at 

Kibwezie He was a practical man with some, training as an engineer. He had been 

a missionary in Africa and was a qualified doctor. But above allf he was a 

vigorous Christian evangelist, 
70 The Committee were agreed that the evaneelistio 

67 David Charters was born in 1864 into a Glasgow working class familv* His 
parents were Congregationalists who in 1879 became metibers of the Baptist 

-Church, Possessing a keen interest in engineeringg Charters took two diplomas 
in mechanical engineering in 1883s and in 1885 was appointed engineer mission- 
ary in charge of the steamer, Peaoeg at the Baptistfs Arthington Congo Hission, 
Stanleypool, In 1888 Charters returned to Gla w to study modioinel intending 
to go back to Africa as a medical missionary. Victoria T. Coats, David Charters, 

68 
Engineer, Doctor and Missionary (London, 1925) 1-43-) 

At the beýinning of the Emin Pasha'Rolief Expedition, Stanley had mot Charters 
at StanleVpocl and had been transported some distance up the River Congo by 
him in the Peace* (Ccatty, or-cit-j 35#) Although impressed by Charterst 
Stanley was most'annoyod with the Baptist Missionaz7 society for failing to 
place entirely at his disposal their two steamersl Peace and the Henr-v Reid, * (HSP 127/vii, Mackinnon to Sanford# 30th May 1887-) Amongst Charters' 
contemporaries cn'tho Congop 1885-1838 were John Ainsworth, later the I*B*E*A. 
Company District Superintendent at Machakos and'subsequently'Sub-Cor-missioner 
for Ukamba with the Administration of the British East Africa Protectorate, 
and Roger,. later. Sir Rogerg Casement* (F. He Goldsmith# khn Ainsworth. 

69 
Pioneer Kenya Administrator, 1864-1946 (London, 1955) 1-2s) 
Coats# 02-01te, 45, - 70 Before joining the E*A*S*Me Charters had been lay assistant to Mr, Oliver 
Flett of the Baptist Church in Paislcor -a founder of the Baptist Theological 
College in connection with the Baptist Union of Scotlande (Coats, op. cit 
41-429) 
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71 
side of work at Kibwezi had been grossly neglected* Bruce and Stewart felt 

that Charters would attend satisfactorily to this aspect of the mission's iiorkg 

but Mackinnon insisted that Charters be appointed on3, v as'. Acting Superintendent 

so as to permit the appointment in-due course of an ordained miosionary*72 

Onoe more, as it transpired, the Committee had aoted unwisely, Ordained 

missionaries were scarce, 
. 
and those who wero available . for Africa belonged to 

formal missionary churches or societies# Thomas Watson at Kibwezil a Free Church 

Probationerg h, -A been given tounderstand, that he would succeed I'loffat as Super- 

intendent*73 Sabsequently the Committee decided to place Charters-abovo him, 

Watson, wao offended; and although cooperative in his dealings with Chartersp he 

remained morose and withdrawne, 
74 The appointment as Acting Superintend6nt was 

no more satisfaotory to Chartera* He was to find that he had the full responsi- 

bilities of the Saperintendentship but without the executive authority which the 

position carried. The result was a continuation of the staff conflicts and 

frustrations which had distinguished the mission during its first year* 

For the first nine months of his appointmentl Charters succeeded in infectin& 

a now -life and person into the missione He arrived at xibwezi in March 1893 to 

find that of the original group of missionariesl Watson alone remained. Wilson 

71 Bruce was of the opinion by December 1892 that the, success of the mission 
depended'upon the extent to which the primary, aim of conversion was kept in 
View'- but without unduly developing the emotional side of evangelism. 
(SP, Brace to Stet; artt 4th, Deoember 1892. ) Stewart v,, -,, reedp pointing out that 
although the I C. M. S. in Uganda had neglected medical and, industrial worko it 
was their concentration on evangelism which gave them their stronghold over 
the Baganda* *(rbid, 'Stewart to Bracet llth July 1893-) 

72 SP, Wol-lackinn6n to'Stewart, 6th December 1892* 
73 RtILj 27th Octob I er. 1899. 
74 NLS 8015t Charters to W. P. Alexandert 19th March 1894- 
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by then was pemanently engaged in the road project and on January 3rd John 

Linton had died of dysenter7*75 But Chartera had brought with him an amiable 

and industrious artisan missionary# John Paterson of Dundee,, 76 By the end of 

the year, the three men had cooperated to make the station at Kibwezi more 

habitable and permanent than it had ever been. In January 18949 Charters 

reported to the Committee: 

"I must be careful'to remark here, that though our religious influence 
over the natives may be piýt down as nil at present, the Wakamba are not 
altogether indifferent to us and what we have done**, * As to the staff 
I cannot apehk too highly of the good feeling and general hearty good 
will with which Watson and Paterson have cooperated with me* Truly we 
have worked happily together and our work has prospered. "77 

This spirit of optimism and achievement had all but disappeared by the end 

of January, Progress had been made# but tensions and frustrations were growing. 

Each missionary at Kibwezi suffered periodic, debilitating attacks of malarial 

fever, All hands were constantly at work improving and maintaining the station 

without the services of a carpenter and without heavy machineryl and little time 

was left for learning Kikamba or for allTessive efforts in preaching and teaching. 

75 
Mo 

, 
ffat and Portal passed through Kibwezi on their way to Uganda late in 

. 'January 1894, (See Portalq 02-cit, -v 59-60,236.. ) Watson recounted the 
cause of Lintonts illness and described how he had worked unaided and alone 
through'the night of Januar7 3rd making a coffin for Linton's body. Moffat 
was stricken with guilt for having left the mission only eighteen days before 
Lintonts-. 'death; but he comforted himself by the thought, that the Committee 
had had ample notice of his intention to leave the mission in December and 
should have senta doctor to the mission before he left* (RML,, 3rd February 
18931) 

76 No information has been discovered which gives any details about Paterson's 
early life. 'Ile stayed with the E*A*S*M,. until its transfer to the Church of 
Scotland in 1901, and remained at the Church of Scotland Mission at Kikuyu 
until, 1904, After leaving the mission he became a planter at Chania Falls, 
Thika, where he was still to be found in the 1920as (See BeG. MoIntoshq 
'John Patersont , The Bulletin of the Scottish Institute of Missionary Studies 

. 
3, June 1968, -111-712. ) 

77 NLS 8015, Charters to Co=ittee, 25th January 1894* 
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Servicesq as supplied to the mission by the 1, B, E, Ae Comparyl were both costly 

and inefficient,, 78 And since ComparW caravans regularl; y passed close to Kibwezi, 

Y-amba, trade was attractod away from the mission's store. 

Staff relationships were boooming strained* Watson was threatening to 

resign unless he were permitted to open an outstation in a more populous district. 

Mr. =d 11m. Viotor Hill had joined the mission in November 1893, the one to take 

oharge of women's work and the other to assist Watson in the school*79 But before 

long Hill had quarrelled with Watson and Chartere. Watson refused to have Hill 

as his assistant# either on the station or in the proposed outstation. Charters 

and Hill quarrelled violently because Hill refused to soil his hands with industrial 

work, insisting that he had been sent to Kibwezi to teach, not to saw planks or 

mend roofs*80 The incident demonstrated to Chartors that as Acting Superintendent 

he had full responsibility but no power* He could not force Hill to assist in 

dýiiy tasks, nor could he dismiss him* At this point, Chartere, began to regret 

that he had ever come to Kibwezi, 

This was a period in the life of the mission when rqmpathy, encouragement, 

additional funds and full cooperation were required of the Committees In January, 

however, news was received of Bruce's death, together with a rumour that the 

mission might be transferred to a church or society. 
81 

The prospect of now 

management and new objectives, after groat labour and two lives had boon expended 
82 

in lkying the foundations of one designg was not well received at Kibwezi* 

78 For more detailed treatment of the relations between mission and COmPWWq 
see below, Pp. 113-28p 

79 Nothing is known about the background of this couple* It appears that Bruce 
vetoed their appointment but was overruled by Stewart and Peter Mckinnon. 

80 
(SP, Peter Mckinnon to Charters, 13th April 1894-) 

NLS 80151 Charters to P. Hackirmong 15th February 1894- 
81 

The effect upon the home base of the deaths of Mckinnon and Bruce in discussed 
belowp Pp*128-36. 

82 Coats# OP-cit-p 118t letter by Charters, 21st January 1894- 
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There followed a period of acute v=iety during which little was known of the 

deliberations in Britain over the future of the mission* 
I I. 

Charters believed that it would help'the missionts supporters to reach a 

decision if he wrote frankly about his problems and about the condition of work 

at Kibwezio In a strongly phrased letter to Peter Mackinnon he spared no one, 18 
83 feelings. In relation to Africans, the E. A*S. X* -was none of the things which 

it claimed to be# Certain improvements could be made; but the only guarantee of 

achieving the aims of -the mission*s founders - the training of Afrioans as 

Christian artisans and as missionaries to their own Peoples - was to have the 

Galla, ex-slaves, currently at Lovedale, transferred to Xibwezi * 
84 

This letter earned Charters a sharp rebuke from no less a person than Hen%7 

Morton StanleyO85 Mortifiedo but in'no way deterrodo Charters continued to 

write in uncompromioinf: terms about the mission. To add to his, problemsp he had 

received instructions from W*P* Alexanderf an old business associate of William 

Mackinnon's who was now acting on behalf of the promoters# to reduce expenditure 

and to refrain from starting any new work* &hausted both in body and spiritl 

he turned the full force of his invective upon Jamen Stewart. In March Stewart 

had written to him from Chicago suggesting that he spend leas time on the station 

and more on making contact with the Kabba. This was sound advice but for the 

83 XLS 80159 Chartern to P. Mackinnong 15th Februazýr 18749 
84 See Appendix 114, 
85 Coatsq P£. cit., 1439 - 
86 IMS 80159 Chartern to Alexanderp lgth 1, -larch 18940' 

f 
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fact that Stewart had left his successors with a station only half-completod 

which required constant attention and left little time for other work* It 

seemed to Charters that all his problems had their root in Stewart's mistakes., 

It was Stewart who had established the mission on too ambitious a scale and who 

had left it in the hands of men who were not true missignarieq# ptewart lud 

chosen a poor site for the mission and had encouraged the sending of a lady 

missionar7 when Kibw6zi was no more than a frontier otation*87 It was he who 

was responsible for allowing Victor Hill to believe that he would be left alone 

to teach when every other missionary ýerformed common tasks. And above all, by 

refusing to send the Gallas to Kibwezij Stewart was withholding the very life- 

blood of the mission* In Aprill Charters submitted his resignation from the 

post of Acting Superintendent and begah to investigate the posbibilitar of 

serving as medical officer in Ugandae 

Charter's complaints brought some relief to Kibwezi. Alexander promised to 

appoint'a carpenter without, delaýr and to raice the matter of the Companyle 

treatment of the mission with the Board of Direotoru in London, 4atson was 

authorised to proceed with the opening of an outstation, and Charters was asked 

to withdraw his resignation. 
88 Less satisfaotox7 was the news that expenditure 

still had to be kept to a minimum# and that Stewart# having taken Great offence 

at Charters ý criticisms and at the attitude of -the Mackinnon family to the Free 

Church, had no intention of releasing the Gallas for Kibwezi*89' 

87. Ibidj I Charters to Alexander, lith April 1894- In. 1892 Stewart had reco=ended 
that lady missionaries be sent to Kibwezi: "Their presence will greatly increas4 

-the confidence of the native peoplest extend the influence of the mission, and 
make a wonderful difference on the life of the station in a great varieIV of 
wagm, " (EASH Report 1,16. ) 
SP# Alexander to Charters, 8th June and 2nd Aucust 1894; and MS 8015# Charters 
to Dre ? 4ao3)onaIX9 Yombasa, 25th July 1894- 

89 SP9. Stewar It to Alexanderg-Juno 1894; and to Chartersp 6th June 1894- 
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In September 1894 Charters went on a hunting trip to Illbuinzau Hille Ho 

failed to return to camp on the evening of the 26th,, on the following day the 

two Ilaasai schoolboys who had accompanied Charters and his companion returned. to 

Kibwezi to raise the alarm., Search par-ties were organised IW Hill and Patersonj 

but by October 8th the search was abandonedso ` The bodies were never found and 

the circ=i3tances of death remain a n7ster7 to thia day, go 

Following the disappearance of Charteral Thomas Watcon'was forced to abandon 

his p1lang for an outstation at Kcaul, and to return to Kihiezi as Superintendent. 

In January 1895 the Hills totumed to Scotland, but in the following April 

reinforcements arrived* These were Dr. Mathew Wilson of'Burnfoot, Bo'Ness, and 

11r, John Iundie vfA)undee- the latter as artisan missionax7* Watsong Paterson$ 

Wilson and Lundio worked well together but were agreed that Kibwazi would have to 

be abandoned*. Britich East Africa became a Protectorate in 1895* The Uganda 

RaiLoy was under construction* Already it was clear that the focus of development 

would be in the'interior boyond Kibwezio Early in". 1896 Watson and Paterson 

go Various opinions were hold as the cause of death* Some thought that the two 
men might have been murdered by Haasai; others believed that they had fallen 
prey to lions* In 1914 a patrol of the British Expeditionax7 Force operating 
from Voi found human remains and a water bottle near the Chyulu Ranges There 
was some speculation that the remains were those,, of Charters and his companion, 
but it wan thought more likely that they were the remains of a Greek trader 
who had disappeared in the distri6t come months earlier. (Coatel op-citel 
158-171; and. EASM Report 1111 4-) Charters' companion was Franois Je Colqhoun, 
a former member of the British Freeland Association's expedition to found a 
"Oommunistic" settlement in British East Africa* The main party of Preelanders, 
headed bY, the Germang 3)r., Wilhelm# had landed at Lanu with the intention of ., _ navigating the Tana and incorporating the Mto KerWa region in their socialist 
states The Freeland Expedition had collapsed, by the time of dolqhoun's arrival , in Mombasa. He decided to join, another Preelanderl Dre Xolbj on an expedition 
to Mte KenYao When their porters deserted at Ikuthaj Coolqhoun decided to 
return to the coast. He was a guest at the E. AeSeMs and was invited by Charters 
to join him on a hunting expedition before proceeding to Mombasa. (See McDermott, 

cit 361--64; SPq J, Piggott to Secretax7l I*B*E*A. Coo, 25th October 1894; 
CtP X 7857t Do Douglas Maclagan to Rev, Go Smith, 19th November 18941 and 

PIP/SOAS# 'Precis of flail to Mombasat "Communistic Settlemont near 11te Xenya", 
4/357 A*G, g 30th December 1892# and 5/5 D. I#j 21st Januar7 18930 
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e3plored Kikvyulancl and found it' to be a healtbv and populous area for missionar7 

work. When Watson went home on furlough in July 1896 he took with him a unanimous 

appeal for permission to transfer the E*A#SoMa to Kikuyue 
I In 18971 the now Rev., Thomas Watson returned to Kibwezi with instructions 

to i3ell the mI ission Station and to begin work afresh at Kikuyu* 91 In June 1898, 

when arrangements for-the transfer were complete, Mathew Wilson died of blackwater 

fever& A month later Lundie wan invalided homes Paterson was on furlough* Just 

as the Uganda Railw. V, reached Kibwezi Watson left the mission for a new frontier* 

In January 1899 Paterson retulmed to East Africa to rejoin Watson on the now 

cission cite a few miles from Fort Smith which had been purchased from IXuWual son 

of tho, late Waiyaki wa Hinga* 92 Short], v afterwards they were joined by Dre Thomas 

Homer of Blinburgh and Alexander Walker of Dundee. Homer and Walker were the last 

micsionaries to be appointed 1: ýr the independent Co=ittee of the MeSollso They 

proved to be as unfortunate a choioe an come of the first missionaries appointed 

by the Committee#93 Watson was forced to request their dicmissal - Homer for 

refusing to acoept his authority as Superintendent$ and Walker for frequenting 

the barn of the, railway enoampment on the site of*dern, NairolA. 94 In December 

1900# Watson, the last and most fc-dthful of the missionaries who arrived at 

Kibwezi in 1891 l died of pne=oni. a at, Kilcqut, having only a few conths earlier 

been married in Mombasa to Miss Minnie Cummings of Dundee* 

91 EASH Report 111,8; and Report IVs 7-81 12* The transfer to Kiku, 7u is treated 
more fully belowl'PP*136-51. 

92 See below# Pp. 99-101, 
93 Referrine'to"the unsuitability for missionary life of both Homer and Walkerl 

Watson delivered the following gentle rebuke to the Committeet -"If I may do 
so without presuming, I would state most earnestly that it concerns tho very 
life of the mission that every member of the staff should be sincereby Christian 
wid truly micsionazTýqiinded. " - (US 8015, Watson to Committee, lot September 1900. ) 

94 jaS 8015, Watson to 'Committee# 23th September 1900o 
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At theýriak of understatement it m. V be concluded that the East African 

Soottir-h Mission was for tho most part unfortunate in its choice of missionaries,, 

Stewartj to an extent, was responsible for this since he tried to do too much in 

too short a time and was unable to work harmoniouslywith his colleagues, The 

Committee, too, for failing to pay cufficieni attention to the suitability and 

health of its candidates for missionary work, must bear a part of the responsibility* 

In a broader sonsol however# the histox7 of the staff at Kibwezi appears t6 

have been conditioned by the, faot that missionaries were in short supply in the 

late l9th centuryo The common ascumption that David Livingstone and othersinspirecl 

large numbers of their countx7men for service in Africa moy be false* It seems 

more likely that until well into the present centuryl such missionaries as were 

available found a greater attraction'in India and China* If this is true, then 

it is more readily appreciated that the E. A. S. 11., a poor coqpetitor with established 

missioAary. churchea and societies, had little choice amongst the few who were 

willing -to go to an undeveloped field in virtually unknown territory* 

. 
FinaUýy, when reviewing the perconality clashes and the poor performances of 

some. of the Yibwozi missionariest it must not be forgotten that work was carried 

put in difficult and sometimes dangerous conditions where loneUness and mental 

and physical depression were common experiences. With a-lay Co'mmittee, inexperienced 

in mission managementg the men in the field carried a'far greater burden of 

responsibility'and initiative than was the case with missionaries who were directed 

by professional'bodiese 
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2* Contact with Africans 

- 

When the expeditionar7 party of the E. A, S*I-I. left Mom. baca in Septamber 1891, 

it carried sixty rifles hired from the LbBsEoAo Companyo95 Mauai, war parties 

were reported to be active and there had been news of fighting at Dagoretti and 

Machakose The mission party did not have to use its rifles acainst Afric=-s 

either during the expedition or at wW subsequent time.. But the ironic post- 

script is that several of the missionts Hartini-H=7 and Winchester rifles were 

cold by Stewart to Captain Richard Nelson of the CompwW in March 1892 - rifles, 

that were used a few months later in a brutal and unprovoked punitive raid on 

tho TaitaQ96 

On its arrival at Kibwezit the mission party was asked by Nzee Xilundu to 

stay in his district* Stewart reported that Kilundu wished for protootion 

against the Maasai who had raided his people a few days carlier*97 What Stewart 

did not report publio3y was that Xilundu had also asked for protection against 

the personnel of Company caravans who were fond of pillaging and raping in dis- 

tricts through which they passed, Stewart extracted a promise from Xilundu that 

if the mission guaranteed the good behaviour of Company caravans he would instruct 

95 Wellris PR-cit., 237-38- 
96 SPI Stewart to Bruce, 18th July 18921 and 11JI. L. j 15th Moy-24th July 18920 

Moffat met Nelson shortly after the raid when Nelson was critical3, v ill and 
had to be moved to the mission for treatment* Helsong noted by Moffat to be 
a near-alcoholics had carried out a punitive raid on the Taita after come 
of his Taita porters had deserted his caravan* 

97 ELSH Report Is 6* See also FGSP/KLS 7877# Stewart to Brucel 14th Septemýar 
18919 Moffat makes no mention of-a. recent Maasai raid in his letters for 
this period* There is a strong possibility that Stewart exaggerated the 
Haasai danger to the Kibwezi districts us well as the appeal for protection 
by Kilundul in order'to cuppok his decision to settle the mission at Kibwezi 
and not further inland, In a letter to Bruce Stewart claimed that he had 
mediated for peace between the Maasai. and Kamba at a cost of two donkq7e., 
(FCSP/NLS 7877, Stewart to Bruce, 22nd December 1891. ) 
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his people to cease their retaliatory practice of shooting at Company porters 
OA 

with poisoned arrowsol- 

After paying a bridf visit to Machakos, 99 Stewart returned to Kibwezi in 

November to choose a site for the missione He found that Kilundu was not entirely 

cooperative. For mW weeks he procrastinated about the land he was prepared to 

sell, and withheld until December his agreement 'to Stewartfs choice Of a sites 
100 

On December 7th, throe hundred acres on the south bank of the Kibwezi stream 

were exchanged for several rolls of cloth and brans wires 
101 There appears to 

have been little mboequent, contact between Kilundu and -the missione 

98 BPI Stewart's Diaryt entry for 29th October 1891* 
99 At Machakoo Stewart pzt as marW elders as, ponsible, told them about the 

mis6ion, andt in return'for presents of wire and beads, secured their agree- 
ment to his plan of opening a station in their district at soma future time* 
Stewart's plan was to, begin at Kibwazil and to extend in due course to 
Machakool thus'occupying Ukamba from both ends. (See abovep p. 9 and n*27*) 
One of the elders contacted by Stewart wasjIzibo who had, met lagard in 1890* 
Lugard*waa so impressed by Nzibots porb6nility that, ho decided against asking 
him to sign one of the Company's paper treaties-,, (Parham and Bull# opocits, 
11 24-27th 1,1arch 18901 161-629) Stewart gave Nzibo a red flannel dressing- 
gown which caused him, groat delights (FCSP/NLS 7877, Stewart to Mras Stewartt 
12th November 1891#) 

100 Moffat noted +. hat, Stowart had 'bade a goat of himself with the locals", and 
that he had made "a fearful fuss over the patty chief here and'treat6d hini 
as though he was a most precious persons Already he has repented of that 

101 
and found that it was casting his pearls away. 11 (RMLI 29th November 1891*) 

See Appendix X for text of the Agreement with Kijundu, In August 1893 David 
Charter 

,s 
secured a small strip of land upon which stood the old I*B*E*Ao 

ComPanr-wo#5 stockades (See plan of mission station at end. ) Possession of 
this land gave the mission control of its water supply -'the fountainhead of 
the Kibwazi stream* The AGreementg concluded 12th August 1893 was signed by 
Charters, and by the seller, Mndiq witnessed by two Swahili workmeng Nzola 

-and 
Soniena Livingstone. (KLS 80150 
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Ukamba during the 1890s extended from the Tsavo River northwards to the Athif 

and from the Kaputiei plains in the west, eastwards to the area between the Tiwa 

and Tana Rivers. 102 Its peoplet Bantu-opeakine, acephalous but with village and 

district elders (ILazee) and councils of elders (azama-)# monotheistic (IMulungul 

was God) but worshipful of ancestors (aiLmul), 103 lived mainly in settlements in 

hill countx7 and near running water. Some districts were densely populated as 

in Ulu between Nzaui and Machakos and Kik: umbulyu, south of Kibwezi. 
104 Subsistence 

cultivators in the main, they had a surplus of food in Good seqsons to sell to 

passing caravans, and were substantial keepers of Goats and sheep. Cattle were 

scarce - possibly as a result of the great rinderpest epidemic which began towards 

the end of the 18Ws*105 

102 A detailed contemporary description of Ukamba waz made by Captain J. R*L* 
I'llacDonald, R, Eo , of the Company's Railway Survey Expedition., Soo IIPAOAS, 
tPrecia of Mail from Ilombasa, 18th April 1892's enclosing MacDonaldts reports 
to the Secretary of the I. B. E. A. Company, 5th March 1892; and J*R*L. MaoDonaldt 
Soldiering, and Survoyinj-, in British F., mt Afrioa, -1891 to 1894 (Londong 1897) 
26-! -35 - 103 See inter alia, JeLo Krapfl Travoln, 'Researches, and Missionar-sr ours (2nd 
EdsL. 0 London 1968) 141-45; C. W* Hobleyj R=tu Beliefs and io (Eo--ndon; 
1922)1 and G. Lindblom, The Akamba in British East Africa (2nd r4not Uppsalas 
1920). The most recent work is that by K, Jackson in his forthcoming Ph. D. 
Thesis for University of California, Los Angeles entitlcdl 'Traditional History 
of K=ba Peoples'. 

104 Within a seven mile radius of the mission at Kibwezi the Xamba did not number 
more than about, 19200 - most of whom lived too far away to be ezpeoted, to 
attend the mIssion regularly or frequently. (SP9 Watson to Alexandert 23rd 
May 1895*) The K=ba avoided low-lying areas like Kibwezi in part 'because 
of the ravages of the tsetse fly. 

'05 See R'. W. 14. Mettam, 'A Short Hiator7 of Rinderpest with Special Reference to 

-Africall 
ULranda Journal V, 1,, 1937. George Wilson, in his earlier journeys 

through Ukamba in 1889 and 1890 had seen large herds of cattle in Xamba 
lands, but by 1891 most of them had disappeared in the cattle sickness which 
spre-nA from 11aasailand to the coast. The Rev. J. Burness of the CO-IoSe 
Station at Rabai lost his seventy head of cattle in the epidemic. (SPI Stewart's 
Diary, entr-j for 7th November 1891. ) 
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The Kamba practised domestic slavery and on occasions 

from 110mbasa*106 But. slavery did not constitute a problem 

to gain resident converts - for missionaries in Ukamba. 107 

was there any conflict between missionaries and slave trad, 

cold slaves to caravans 

- or an opportunity 

Norg as in Nyasaland, 

era* 
108 The E*A*S*Mo 

in 1891 purchased the freedom of a few slaves, 
109 

and in 1893 there is on record 

a case of some f emale domestio slaves taking refuge at Kibwezio When one of the 

owners called to recover his propertyp David Charters gave him a "sound thrashing" 

lo6 In 1887 the Austrian explorers, Von Hohnel and Teleki met the caravan of a 
Mombasa Arab called Abdullahl and were informed that slaves had been Aought 
in Ukamba and Kikvyu. (L. Von Hohnel, Discovery of Lakes Rudolf and Stefanie 
Trans, by No Belll 2 Volue(London, 1894) 11# 2480 In his Report for April 
1892 the District Superintendent Of theý Company's fort at Machakos, Jcýn 
Ainsworth, stated that Swahili traders periodically entered the Machakos 
district to buy donkcqs and slaves* (14P/SOAS, 'Precis of Mail from Mombasal 
4/340 D*I-9 17th June 1892s) The Kamba, evidently, raided on occasions for 
slaves in Kilikyu coýntry and even in Maasaj settlement areas when the warriors 
were temporarily absent* (John Ainsworth, Report on Ukamba Province from 
July 1905 in Cd. 2740 (1905)g Reports Relating to the Administration of the 
East African Protectorate, October 1905,29) 

107 At the coast, missionaries specialised in keeping rrunaway slaves* In 1893, 
for example, the United Methodist Mission at Ganjoni near Mombasa was rep- 
rimanded by the Company for harbouring a fugitive slave* The same mission 
had been in similar trouble in 1889* The Hothodists# like the Coll*80' 
missionarieop continued to ignore the instructions issued in February 1884 
by HeRs Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs through the British Consul 
in Zanzibar to all missions that# having no legal right to harbour slavesp 
they were, obliged to secure the release of alaves, by paymeht through the 
Company to the owners (F0 2/5T9 EA6 Bentley# Ag. See# I*B*E*Ao Compariyj 

108 
to Revo C*T* Wakefield, 24th April. 189 

, 
3. ) 

For the conflict between micsionarien-and slave traders (Mlozi and others) 
in K yasalandt see inter alia, W*J. Jackj DvIbroak in Livinr,, stonia (Elinburgh) 
1901. ) 

1ý09 EASDIj Rep6rt-1; 'Statement of Expenditure . Ig 271 and PCEA F/21 Watson to Brucal 
30th Jan=7 1893. p George Wilson purchased the freedom of a number of slaves 
and'employed them as "tractable and, grateful"personal servants, (SPj Wilson 
to Stewarts' 7th lkq_1892*) 
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and sent him on his wzq* 
110 

To contemporary oboemers, Ukamba in the early 1890s appeared to be plagued 

by Haasai raidso That Naasai - 'Wakaafill as Krapf'called. them - had been active 

in the area since mid-century, is beyond doubt* ill It is unlike1yj however, that 

later in the century relationships between Maasai and Kamba were as bad as Daropeat 

observers believedk 112 It in abundantly clear that the so-called Mammil whose 

warpaths crossed Ukamba at several points# were not true Masai; rather, they were 

Bantu imitators from the Xts Hera region of northern Tanzania known as Wa Arush or 

Wa Arusha&113 Basically, the Wa Arush were Chagga and Meru tribesmen, agricultural- 

iets who had adoptod-the customs and accoutrements of the purely pastoral Masai of 

the Rift VallcV* In the dx7 seasonj April to November, they raided across Ukamba 

into Calla cauntry# taking advantage of the decimation of People and cattle suff(wed 

110 Coats# pp. #_ejitoj 144-52, letter by Charters, llth Auzuat 1894- Itasaland 
missionaries were , unable to deal as summarily with slave owners,, The Church 
of Scotland Mission at Blantyre caused Great offence to Chief Chikumbu, in 
1887 by employing a number of hiss Chipeta slaveos Chikumbu, protestod to 
Consul Hawes, who reported the matter to the Foreign Offioeo The Church of 
Scotland Foreign Mission Committee in Edinburgh received a stern warning 
from, the Foreign Office* The, issue'waz finaly'resolved by the payment to 
Chikýxmbu of five trusses of calioo cloth as ransom for the slavese (Ctn=h 
of'Sootland Foreign Mission Committee Minutes, ? Aarch 18371 17-18; and 20th 
November 1883,150ý 
On his first ýourneVýto Ukamba at the end of 1851, Krapf heard, of a 'Wakmail 
party having been at the River Tsavo and having killed several Kamba en route 
to Calla country., (Xrapf, opeoito, 2870 Professor R*C. Bridges, in his 
'Introduction to the Second Edition' of Krapf's books draws attention to a 
civil war between Groups of Kwavi )laacai, in 1854-1855'and'indicates that the 
'11ombasa reSion itself was threatened in 1857 with attacks by refugees of this' 
wara,. (Ibidt' 3T-38i 41-42*) 

112. The I*BeEaA*'CompiuWi, for example# believed that 
* 
its duty was to keep in check 

11the. marauding, and bloodthirstyMasai tribe who at present lay waste large tract 
of larid and who are*the terror of-the %"K=ba people,.,., (NLS'8021* Report of the 
Court of-Directore'to the Founders of the Company ist June 1889o) See also 

, C. W. Hobley# Kenya from-Chartered Company to Crown Col2. M (London, 1929) 45- 
113 see above, Ppoll-12* Contemporary observers were aware that their Maasai came 

from the Wa Arush tribe. (MP/SQAS, tPreois of Mail from 14ombasat 3/622 D. It 
Miasai Raid"# 28th August 1891; and SPj Wilson to Stewartj 24th August 1892. ) 
The Wa Arushl tooether'with the HokoGodo north of Xanyukit were Good examples 
of the outer rina of 1wbrid or bastardized Maasai who were responsible for most 
of the 

- 
11-laasail raiding of the late 19th century. (Personal communication, Dr. A. Ho Jacobst Universitr Colleges Nairobi, 22nd JU1. v 1968. ) 
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by the Maasai-proper in the great rinderTýeat epidemic. 

Clearly, their presence was sufficient to cause great alarm in K=ba villages. 

Many eye-witness accounts have survived to bear testimony to this. Bat the more 

astute observers of the time recognioed that there existed an understanding for 

mutual peace between the K=ba and the Ila Arush - an agreement which both sides 

frequently ignoredl but which was adqquate nevertheless to ensure that there were 

no major wars between the two tribes. 
114 

George Ifiloon of the EsAoSexog when 

working on the road to the coast in 1892# reported that"come twenty miles OcAth of 

Kibwezi many Wa Arush had settled down as cultivators amongst the K=bas 

"I have met them and they seem to be quite reconciled to the change# though 
they still retain the superior characteristics of their race, and are very 
discernible from the Wakamba, They are in communication with their own tribe# 
and act as middlemen in securing supplies for it. There is seemingly perfect 
confidence between the two peoples, the Manai telling me freely of the honourable 
treatment they receive from the Wakamba in this part, in contrast to that 
by those at the Kibwazi and Mazole, 11115 

A situation appears to have prevailed that where the Ila Arush habitually crossed 

Ukamba on their way to Galla country - at Mtito Ndei in the south# and between 

Kibwezi and Nzaui to the north - the K=ba tended to be'norvous of attacks and 

sparsely settled* Elsewhere there were sizeable concentrations of people and 
V& 

only ver7 infrequent skirmishes. 

114 XacDonaldo Soldierina and Surveying$ Pp. cit. 9 26-35, On oocas'ionst howeverg 
the Xamba carried out retaliatory raids on the Wa Arushe In August 1892 
come Wa Arush raided the southern Machakoo district and Kilunauls. Two 
thousand Yqunba were reported to be preparing to meet the raiders on the Athi 
plains. (MP/SOAS, 'Precis of Mail from Mombasa, lot November 18921, enclosing 
August report by Superintendent J* AimBworth at Machakos, ) It appears that 
in the maing the Wa Arush were provocateurs, the Kamba raiding only in ret- 
aliation. (FO 2/57, Ainsworth to I. B*E. Ao Company Administratort 30th 
December 1892. ) 

115 IIP/SOAS, Wilson to Bruce, 23rd August 1892, Wilson'also reported that the 
area southýof Kibwozi was once densely populated. ILW people had died in 
the great famine of 1884-85. Within a few years the area became populous 
again only to encounter a large influx of Wa Arush, -At first the people 
fled to the east; but finding that the immigrants were peacefull returned 
to settle and to live in harmony with them* 
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The taxCet of Wa, Artwh attacks, waa often not so much the X=ba as caravans 
I 

passing to and from the coast. It wen in this area of activity that the E*AS, 14, 

came into contact with the Wa Arush* Captain J*R. L. MaoDonaldl the railway surveyor 

who visited Kibwezi early in 1892l claimed that on one occasion the Scottish mission 

was threatened with an attack* 
116 This was an overstatement*117 Since April 1892 

caravans belongine to the mission and the Company suffered periodic attacks of a 

few days march north and couth of Kibwezi. 118 In August Koffat reported raids 

for cattle around Nzaui* 119 Early in October a Swahili caravan capped at the 

Kiboko - stream was attacked by Wa Arusho A thousand goats were captured and only 

four survivors of the caisavan escaped to the mission at Kibv: ezi* A mail party 

with despatches for Uganda saw the dead at the Kiboko and returned to Kilmiezi to 

ask Moffat for protection. Seizing an opportunity to'do something for Uganda, 

Moffat organised an armed escort to conduct the mail runners past the Kibokoe 
120 

Koffat Gtayed with them until they met another Swahili caravan at the Danye rtreame 

He returned to Kibwezi, having covered eighty miles in two days, only to learn 

116 "The Masai *** threatened to attack the mission station, where a few cattle 
has been collectede This was a real danger to the now settlement* Dro 
Moffatg however, showed an undaunted attitude, and made no elaborate prepar- 
ations for dofencel thus Infusing a confidence into the Wakambal and dis- 
couraCing the enemy. For some months, the position was one of gravityg but_ 
ultimately, the war clouds-passed, away, and the mission was left to pursue 
its own avocations inpeace. " (MacDonaldt op. cit., 35-36. ) 

117 It is. most'likely that Macbonald, who wýas not at Yibwez 
,J 

during the supposed 
period of dangerl based his account upon letters written for the press by 
A. Le Bruce - letters which greatly annoyed Moffat for their exaggeration 
of the danger. (RML9 3rd February 1893*) 

118 RML, 10th April 1892, 
119 Ibid, 24th August 1892. 
120 At the Kiboko Moffat encountered "the most, gruesome sight" of mutilated 

bodies being fed upon by lions and hyacnaq, (nXLq 16th October 1892*) 
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that another mail party, which carried the orders for the retention by the 

ConVarq of Uganda, had been wiped out at Kinani to the south* 
121 This was 

a particularly heavy period of raiding by the Wa Arushq but at no time was 

the micsion station itself threatened. 122 

The last recorded raid by the Wa Arush in the Kibwezi district took place 

in Februax7 1893- 123 Thereafter the mission continued to encounter the Wa 

Arash - not an raiders but as squatters on the mission's land* In September 

1893 a few families of Wa Aruch settled close to the mission buildingal within 

a month they had become a substantial village. David Charters gave the man 

the choice of working for the mission for several days each week or paying 

rent in the form of one Coat per family evex7 three months. 'The squatters 

considered the conditions too harsh and moved away. Charters did not regret 

their departure since thqr had refused to work, preferring instead to buV cloth 

and ornaments from passing caravans by selling their women as prostitutess 

One of their number Leikere, had offered to work but died at the mission* 

Charters was certain that he was poisoned by the others* 
124 

121 Bishop Tacker of the CoMeSe was at this time camped at Tsavol en route 
for Uganda* He witnessed the results of the attack, learned that the 
mails had been destroyed, and noted that the Wa Arush had proceeded 
eastwards to Galla country. (A. Re Tacker# Einhteen Years in Uganda 
and British East Africa 2 Volse (London, 1908) 1,201-204-) 

122 The only recorded case of a mission in Ukamba having been attacked by 
Wa Arush wan that of July 1891 involving the German Lutheran mission at 
Ikuthaj twenty-five miles north-east of Kibwezio (See Map I. ) An 
attack by six-hundred warriors forced the missionaries to take refuge 
on a nearby hill, When the missionaries returned to their station they 
found that it had been looted - not by the Wa Arushg but by the local 
Kamba. (XP/SOASq 'Precis of Mail from Rombasal 3/622 D. I*g "Masai Raid", 
28th August 18911t enclosing a report of the incident by 11r, Hoffmann 
of Ikutha. ) 

123 PCEA F/21 Watson to Bruce, lat March 1893., It is interesting to note, 
howeverl'that in October 1894 a caravan some few miles north of Rabai was 
attacked by Maasaio Unpublished Diary of Florence Deed, C*M*S., missionary at 
Rabail 9th Vovember 1893 to 26th January 18951 entry for 29th October 18ý4-) 

124 NLS 80159 Charters to Wýlson# 26th January 1894. A diluted version of this 
episode is given in a letter by Qharters to his friends, dated 5th October 18 31 in Ccýkto, q2ecit, j 109-110,9 
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The Co=ittee in Eclinburgh were displeased to learn that the squatters 

had gone* 
125 Stewart#! Vhen he heard of it, was furious and aocused Charters 

of neglecting a valuable opportunity to evangelise the Maasaie He was 

undisturbed by reports of immoral behaviourl saying that this was common 

throughout heathen Africa and that the splendid characteristics of the 11aasai 

race permittedone to overlook their occasional lapses from grace* 
126 

, 

Late in 1894 Wa Arush eqtiattera returned to settle at Kibwezi* Re'callinC 

the Comittee's attitude on the previous occasion, Watson did not send them 
I 

avray in spite of the fact that thcy continued to provide a brothel service 

to passine caravans. 
127 On thin occasion# the Co=ittee's reaction was different* 

Having been informed that the mission was earning itself a bad name in East 

Africal they ordered Watson to disband the colony immediate . 
128 

After 1895, ely 

no further squatters came to the mission, 

In 1892 there arrived at Kibwazi a Kikuyu who was to become the first 
I 

martyr in the Kikuýru political strugglej and of whom it was widely believed 
129 during the 'Kau Maul Bnorgency that Jomo Kenyatta is the reincarnation*,. 

125 SP9 Alexander to'Charters, 2nd Au,,,,, ust 1894- 
126 
127 

Ibideg Stýwart'to Alexander, 20th July 1894- 

128 
SPr Watson't6 Alexander, 29th December 1894- 
Thid, Alexander-to Watson, 15th Februax7 and 5th June 1895- 

129 See Appendix IV, Xbugua Kjamal Mahoya. ma WaiYaki (PrWers of Waiyaki) 
(Nairobi', 1952) translated by James Ngugi* Ilany praise-sones for Walyaki 
were suna in Xikqyuland during the Bmergency* Some of these are to be 
, found in-JJ': Gakaara, The Creed of Gikuyu and IIumbi (Nairobil 1952) trans- 
lated by, ý; 

i ence 1huaGais A good example is as follows: 
"Waiyaki died a longtime ago 
FiGhtine for his country against the foreigners. 
Waiyakiýwas'tortured a long time ago 
Fighting for our country so that we might have a place to settle. 
When Waiyaki was arrestedt he prayed to God 
That there might be courageous heroes 

' 
to Got our land backe 

Citizenc-listen to the second disciple of God; 
He is Jomo Kenyattae" (Song No* 33. ) 

See also a book of'political songs C-1951 by Kinuthia Mugiat an'- imperfect copy 
of which is deposited in the Research Project Archivesp University Colleýe, 
Nairobi, File D1611. 
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This was Waiyaki-wa Hinga. 130 Th'ere is a strange 
I 
thread of association linking 

the Scottish Mission in Kmya with Walyaki over a-period of spventy-five years. 

George Wilson know Waivaki well during the time that he was in charge of the 

Company fort at Dagoretti, and had fought his way out of Waivakils, seige. 
131 

After his'arrest for attempted murder at Fort Smith in 1892l Waiyaki was con- 

duoted in chains to, the coastg but died of a head wound onreaching Kibwozio 

When Thomas Watson removed the mission to Kikuyu in 1898 it was from lhak7ual a 

son of Waiyakil that he purohased a mission site at ThoGoto* In 1918 four of 

Waiyaki's grandsons were boardeýs at the Church of Scotland Mission school at 

Thogoto. 132 And when the Scotti sh Mission faced a confrontation with nationalist 

elements amongst the Kikuyu in 1929 and again in 1953* it was not forgotten that 

the father of Kikuyu freedom fighters had died in what were ýolieved to be 

strange cirow-stances in the hands of Scottish micsionaries at Yibwezis Finallyt 

the Presbyterian Church of East Africa, successor to the Church of Scotland 

Mission in Kenyal officiated in Febru=7 1966 at the dedication of the Kihumo 
133 Church near Thogoto to -the memox7 of Waiyakie 

Waiyaki 'a demise was an inglorious affair, He was arrested at Fort Smith 

in August 1892# allegemily for making an attempt upon the life of the District 

Superintendent* Mr. Parkiss, Waiyaki. had come to protest at a raid carried 

out by Purkiso and H*H* Auctin of the Railway Survey aa a punishme'nt for the 

130 A student of the History Department at the University Collegel Nairobiq 
Xro Cal-Io Mucuhal'investigated through oral. traclitiona and testimorW the 
early life' and career of Waiyaki. His findings are preserved in the 
Department's Research Project Archives, Fileg RPA/UCN B/2/2(l)e 

131, HP/SOA '1ý1010i'3'of Mail from Mombasas 3495/D-Ist "Dagorettitt I 12th August 
189160 

132. AP, J*W* Arthur to hic fatherl 29th I-larch 1918o 
133 See S. Nasibup 'New Church Recalls Arrival of First Europeans', East 

African Standardt 18th February 1966,11. 
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murder of a Company askaril Maktobuo He in alleged to have attacked Parkics 

with his simil but to have boon disarmed and struck over tho, head with his 

own weapon* As a typical example of "a treacherous KikiquIll Waiyaki wan 

marched to the coast for trial and deportationo'M Waiyaki. was followed at 

a distance by come of his warriorso Popular stories haveIt that Waiyaki was 

killed by the Sudanese soldiers of Austin's caravang or that he was buried 

alive near Kibwozi in a faoe-downwards position#135 Austin claims that he 

died at the E*AoS*Ilo from hie head wound* Purkiss at a later date also died 

at Xibwezi* But Austin's statement that the "two enemies in life thus peace- 

fully sleep their long sleep in close proximity to one another in the church- 
136 

Yard of the old Kibwezi'Micsion. Station" in false* If WaiYaki did die at 

Kibwezi - and there is nothing in the missionts records to show that he did 137 

he would have been buried in an unmarked gravel at some distance from the 

138 
graves ofMaropeano, together with other non-Christian Africans* 

134 Bee"Appendix IVt HH, Austing #Fort Smith, The Passing of Wyakill 
The Cornhill Magazinel, Kay 1923- 

135 See`RPA/UCXj B/2/2(1)t oral traditions collected by C*X* Mucuhae There 

are several variations on this, themo ofthe manner in which Vlaiyaki' 

ggoat 
that he was murdered. The researcher inspected died; all of them sug 

a manuscript, grarrcntlyýin the possession of Kre'To Waiyakil in which 
the author# Xibaara Kabatug claims that during the Emargenoy, 

* 
freedom 

fighters buried 1kropeana alive and face-downwards in revenge for the 

murder of Waiyaki, 
136, Austin, opecit., 
137 TheýStewart Papers and Moffat letters, although they cover this period 

in'detaill contain no reference to the incident. Obviously, however# 

. 
Waiyaki was not the notable,: then that for political purposes he was to become. - 

138 In March'1968 the General'Secretary of the Presbyterian Church of Fast Africa, 
Rev;, John Gatu, wýent to, Xilrdezi to reouver some reiics of 'the E*A. S*M* for the 
forthcoming seventieth anniversary celebration of the founding of the Presbyterian' 
Church in Kikuyuland., (See B. Go, NoIntoshl 'The Pioneer days of the Scottish 
Mission' commemorative, artiole in Fast African Stand___ Weekend Standard, Friday,, 
'March, 22nd 1968,99' 

' . 
6. )'Tho modern township of Kibwezi stands on the site of the 

mission* When the Rev* Gatu was diggirgin a aide street of the town for some 
'redbricka from the foundation'of a mission housef-ýurious townspe6ple asked him' 
if he was diZging for Waiyakils remainio (See John Gatu, 'Is there a Diamond? '$ 
St. Andrevs Journal (Nairobi, June 1968)2. ) Seealco illustration, p. 145- 
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African labourere at the Kibwezi mission were for the most part Swahili 

who were recruitca by the Company's Transport and Shipping Department in 

Xombasa*139 While these men were skilled and could be engaged for up to a 

year, it was an unsatisfactory arrangement for the mission* The Swahili 

workman were usaiilly 11ohammedanal and frequently desorted*140 It was the 

declared policy of the mission to reduce the numbers of workmen from the coast 

in favour of local ICamba*141 But it was soon discovered that the Kamba had 

very little interest in working, for wages. 

When the mission first came to Xibwezi, the Xamba attended in great 

numbers to lend good-natured assistance with the work of clearing the sitee 

For several months thereafter smaller groups returned to seek employment and 

pa. yment in cloth and wire* Moffat was not anxious to employ more than about 

twenty-five JCamba at any one time; he had been left by Stewart with the major 

tabko of completing the houses and church and preferred the servioee of the 

more sUlled coastal pen. 
142 

139 The Transport and Shipping Department acted as the mission's coast agent 
until 1895o Thereafter, the agency was handled 7, -, Qr Smith, Mackenzie & Coo 
Porters (WapWazi carried 651bo loads and were paid Rs. 10 per month* 
Guards (askari) were paid Reol41 and labourera Ra. 6# All receivod food 
in addition to waceso (NLS 80151 Charters to So & To Dept. $ IoB*E*Ao 
Co-t 18th July 1893-) 

140 Being Mohammedan, the Swahili labourers refused to attend Christian 
services. In Mpy 1893 Charters was alarmed to find a Swahili labourer 
teaching a I-Taasai schoolboy lessons from the Koran. He felt that by 
refusing to attend churchp the Swahili, were setting an example which the 
Kamba were only too willing to follow* (SP, Charters to Stewart, 10th 

141 
M4,1894- 

-) XLS 8015t Charters to C. W. HoblWj To & So Deptol 29th April 18931 and 
SPI Alexander to Charters, 2nd August 1894- 

142 RMLI 10th April 1892, 
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Under prescure from Mckinnon and other members of the Committee who 

were also Direotore of the I, B, E, A, Company and who were anxious that the 

mission should introduce the Kamba to the notion of wage-labourt Moffat's 

143 
successor at Kibwezi made attempto to'reýlace the Swahili by Kamba labourers* 

At firstI. David Charters ass=ed that this would present no problemo But 

within a year of his arrival at Kibwezi he wýs informing the Committee that 

the Kamba showed no. desire to work on the station,, The few who came would 

seldom commit themselves to work for longer, than a moniho His early hope 

that the mission as a source of trade goods would attract the Y-amba did not 

materialiseo A greater variity of goods could be more plentifuily obtained 

from the numerous passing caravans. 
144 

A single exception is found in the case of George Wilson's road worko 

At Ifackinnonts request Wilson in 1892 began to construct a road from Kibwezi 

towards Mombasa* Mackinnon was anxious that only Kamba liabourers should be 

used and was pleased that Wilson succeeded so well in this respects In August 

1892 Wilson had seventy Kamba employed on hie road gang, none of whom had t- 

worked for a European beforeo Of their progress he wrote: 

"With regard to the Wakamba as workmen oee they are cheerful and can be 
led;, and with a more extended experience thqy chould-becamo a useful 
factor in the native labour question. It has to be remembered that this 
is their first experience in working for hire. *.. Now they are working 
miles awly from their homest thus bringing them under the useful discipline 
of the campt I believethat the additional experience I speak ofq particularly 
such as they obtain at Kibwezi and on the road will greatly enhance their 
value as workmen, -Their present rate of pay is one ring-of brass wire per 
davt equal under existing conditions to 41- annas a days I dvzot regret ,, paying thisg knowing that if the matter of native employment becomes a vital 

143 PCEA P/2 Watson to 
. 
Committee , 'Report for Qaartor ending March 31st' 1893 

and I-IIP# 'Sir William Mackinnonla Trust'l Volell Mokinnon to Wilson, 9th 
Deoember 1892ý 

144 ýLS 8015tChartera to Committeet 19th Maroh 1894- 
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question the cost of transport can be reduced by at least one thirde"145 

Wilson's labourcra stayed with him in spite of the proximity of the Wa Arush 

warpaths, and left him only when the road had passed the southern boundary 

of Uk=bao Thereafterp Wilcon employed Taita or Giriama labourerse It was 

a matter of considerable pride to the I*B*E,, A, Comparq that the Mackinnon, 

Road, as it camo to be calledl was constructed entirely by local African 

labour. 146 

At Yibwezil there was no improvement in the labour question, Tho Kamba 

continued to avoid the mission and the Slahili workmen continued to ionore 

the opiritual maohinex7 of the miscion and to deserte The micsionts aim 

to grow cash crops, such as coffee, tea and rubber thus remained unattainable 

for want of adequate labouro For six months in 1897 the mission had a total 

labour force of one Ylaasai and nine Swahili*147 In that year, as the Uganda 

RailweV and Protectorate Administration began to cove into the interiort even 
148 

coastal workers became scarce# On the one occasion whenl, in time of famine 

245 XP/SOAS, Wilson 'to 3=Oet 23rd August 1892* Wilson'discovered that he 
could increase the work output by introducin, 9 a system of daily piece- 
work by squads# 

146 McDermott, ope6it. v 398. For additional treatment of George Wilson's 
road project, -see -below, Fý, 123-27* 

147 NLS 8015j Mathew Wilson to ilexanderl 12th October 1897- 
148 1 There is an , 

interesting insight-into the Uganda Railway labour question 
in, a letter by Dr, Wilson'io W@Po Alexander* A report by a Railway 
engineer was published in the Zanzibar Governnent Gazette, November 1896, 
claiming that a thousand Kamba and Kikuyu labourers had been successfully 
recruited for-the railway earthworkso The report appeared in the Times 

., of ýanuary 28th 1897 together with a letter by C*H. Allen of the Anti. 
. Slavery Societj to disprove the view expressed'by Government that a massive 
, importation of labour from India ias essential if the Uganda Railway were 
-to be built. Wilson strongly refuted the claims made in the report that' 
-Africans worked successfully on the Railway* He was their Medical Officer 

'and 
had witnessed'the hundredo, of deaths from dysentexy and inadequate 

care*,. Knowing, that the survivors would dissuade their fellow-tribesman 
from workingýfor the Railway, Wilson warned that Indian labour was., esoential; (NLS 80151 Wilcon'to Alexander, 22nd June 1897-) 
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in mid-18969 hundreds of K=ba came to the mission for work, they had to be 

turned awvy because of a decision by the promoters of the miction to reduce 

expenditure at Kilmozie 

In its treatment of labourv the E. A, S, Me avoided some of the'excesses 

149 
of discipline which were frequent occurrences during the late l9th centuryo 

This may have been for no other reason than that there were never more than 

a few'African labourers or acholars employed on the atation at W one time* 

Bat before leaving the mission, Stewart had given strict instructions on 

disoipline* He had noticed that the younger missionaries tended to favour 

-traditional punishment* One porter had been flogged on the journ 6 from the 

coast during his absenooPoThere was to be no flogging and no ordering of 

offenders to stand for long periods in tho sun bearinj; heavy loadse Criminal 

cases were to be sent to Mombasa for triali ordinar7 offences were to be 

punished by fines of a reaconable ar-ountf extra labour and deprivation of 

privileges* School children vero not to be caned or beaten* This last 

injunction was made at the request of gzee Xilundu. 151 It appears that the 

149 The IB, E, A, Company had a shocking record in this respect* The unwarý 
ranted punitive raidat, on the K=ba and Taita by flessrse Leith and Bateman 
reepeotively, aro'but two examples* Officially, in daily caravan and 
fort workl officers were permitted to administer up to fifty lashea# 
(1, T/SQAS# - Trocis of Mail to Mombasat 3495/D-I- 9 9,71ogging of Watives", 
12th August 1891.1) The CoMoSe, likewiset were stern disciplinariana. 

., In 18819 the missionary in charge at -Freretown wao. 'indioted fbr administering 
eXCer-sive punishment - flogGing Africans for trivial offenoeso married women 

, included, (FO 541/491 Zanzibar No*2891Mrk to Granvill6p 21st July 1891. ) 
In the southern interior miscionaries-were furnished with a Guidel albeit 
Unofficial* reoommendina flogging and withholding-food rations as efficacious 
Punishments. (Rachel Watt, 'T-n the Heart of Savarodom* Twenty-Five Years' 
Missionary Labour in Ihst Eauatorial Africa (London. nod*) 96-102o) 

150 SPt Stewart, 'Statement on the Past of this Ilissionot 7th January 18930' 
151 ' p' 31 Stewarts-lGencral Instruotionso E*A*S. M. t Kibwezilq 11th Haroh, 1892* 
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missionary reputation for classroom beatings preceded the missionary occupation 

of now spheres in the lAterior, 

Contact between the mission and Africans in the cphere of religion was 

practically nonexistent* Services, Swahili in the coming ar# English in the 

afternoon were held regularly on SundaUse The church, which was completed on 

. February 5th 1893 and which could seat'three h=Ired people, was attended only 

by the missionaries themselveo and those rare few Swahili workmen'who were 

nominal Christians. 152 On'the day that the church was completed, Watson 

invited all the labourers to a meeting# He explained the purpose of the chl=h 

and extended a general invitation to all to attend. But almost to a man, the 

Swahili asked to be excused from attending#153 The obvious solution was to 

recruit only those Swahili who prof eosed to be Christionoo This, howaver, was 

Virtually impossible to achieve since coastal workers were in great demand in 

many parts of the interior# and since the great majority of them were Mobammedans 

from Zanzibar and Rombasat Languag 'was an incurmouhtablo barrier., Few of the 
., o 

Kilniezi missionaries ever had core than the rudiments of Kiswahilij and none 

had the time to learn Kik=baslý4 The station required a great deal of attention 

and preoluded. offorts to tour the distriot, if not to preach, at least to explain 

the purposo of the mission*155 There were only two ordained men at Xibwezi 

152, PCEi'P/21 Watsont*'Roport for Cý=ter ending 31st M-weh 1893** 
153 Ibid. 
154 -=ba attend church* Bat then, it was Mly ver7 occasionally did a Ad 

for no other reason than'that he had, oome general matter to discuss with 
the Superintendent, Char - (NLS'8015 

s ters to, Committee,, 19th Mar 
155 For a few weeks in September 1894 Watson was able to tour the Nzaui district 

explainina the function of the mission,, 'But with the disappearance of; 
Charters he was obliged to return to Kibwezi to take charge of the station. 
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between 1891 and 1898: Stewart for a few months at the start of the micsion's 

life, and Watson from 1897- Stewart was too busy to carx7 out evangelistic 

workj and Watson was fully occupied in 1897-98 in removing the EsA. SeMe to 

KikulyuO 

In educationg the missionaries at Kibwezi fared only a little better* 

The educational policy laid down by Stewart had not been &-nbitiouso Since 

industrial training was to be the principal objective, a more grounding in 

literacy was all that would be required 0156 Both boys and girls would be taught* 

Boys would then proceed to training as farmers and artisanal while girls would 

be encouraged to become boarders and to be taught the Dim, le rules of healthl 

hygiene and homo management*157 

A school at the E#A#S*Mo was opened on July 28th 1892 with a total enrol- 

ment of two Kamba boyt; 0158 In subsecraent years, the number of Kamba pupils 

rose slightly on occasionsl but for the most part the school made very little 

progrecs. Mucationg as offered by the mission, had little utility or ceaning 

for the Xamba. Parents regarded it as work for their children and demanded 

pcqment, David, Charters believed that bribing children to come to school would 

lead to'trouble in the future! -ýOThe Committee in Edinburgh vas not so certain* 

Stewart, advised them to order Charters to Compromise; thero woro few missions 

156 "The range of education should be very limitecl-m- ability to read and write 
and'the simple and compound rules in arithmetic is,, really all that is 
necessary for a long time to comev1%, 01 (SF#-'Stewart t6 Wo Nackinnonj 
'Momorandum, on Proposed Tlissionlj20th August 1890') 

157 Ibids Stewartleview was "that if the women are left uneducated am 
untrained in industrial habits, their influence retards the general progress 
of the work- amongst the men, and more frequentlýy than not$ throws them 
back again, to a low level of life. ",, 

158 Xikgxm News (E21)# monthly magazine of the Church of Scotland Mission in 
Kemyaj Vol* 1,116*2, t April 1908# 2; and PCEA F/2j Watson to Committee# 
'Report for the QL=ter ending 31st March 1892# 

159 NLS 80151 Charters to Committeel 25th JmuarY 1894* 
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wk7where in Africa which had not bribed children or parents in the beginning& 160 

Accordinglyt Peter Mackinnon advil3ed Charteru to bribe ohildren to attend schoolt 

not with cash or trade goodst but with food, recommending that the E*A*S6X* 

should follow the example of the early doye at Livingstonia*161 This was 

reasonable advioe and 6ight have worked had it not been for the oontinued. laok 

of interest displayed by the parental the inability of the mission to attract 

Kadba labourers and their families to live on the station, and the distance 

at which most of the Kadba of the vicinity lived from the mission* 
162 

If the mission had had to rely solely an the Kamba for its oducational 

work, the school which had closed from want of use in March 1894 would have 

remained closed* In June 1894, however, the missionaries were enoouraced by 

news from the District Superintendent at Fort Smithl Frank Hall, that twenty- 

two Maaaai children would'soon be sent to Kibwozi as permanent school boardero*163 

The Kaputiei Maasai of the plains near modem Nairobi had been Greatly weakened 

by cattle diseasel faminel and attacks ty the Loita Maasai of Naroke MW 

of the Kaputiei Haasai were known to Hall since he Used them periodically as 

160 SPp Stewart to Alexander, 19th March 1894* 
161 Thidot Peter Mackinnon to Charters, 13th April 1894- Dro Laws at Livina- 

stonia began his school by teaching the alphabet to the children of the 
misnionla 

, 
workmen, In time, as a resident labour force'was built Upq, and 

an industrial training was established# it was possible'to begin a board- 
ing school* Children received two hours of olast. -room instruction, followed 
by two hours of manual labour in the missionte gardeno For the latter work 
they were paid in foods (See W. P* Livinestonet Laws of Livingstonia (14ndon, 

162 
1923) 94-95v 1404 

The German lutheran missionaries at Ikutha in Ukamba had a similar experience. 
Watson visited them in, 1896 and reported to the Committees "At first they 
devoted themselves entirely to the work pf preachinel. but nowl they say, the 
only hope is in Getting hold of the young and teaching th=6 In school work 
they haft the same difficulty as we have: boys will not come, to be taught with- 
out some material inducement* They keep six or seven boys working about their 
house and thin secures a nucleus for their school., They mentioned five months 
as the longest term for which they had w7 boy to stay* Thus it would seem that 
the Akamba aversion, to routine life for w length of time is Gencral; ". 

_(NLS 
163 

8015# Watson to Alexander, 27th April 1896e) 
NLS 8015# Charters to Committee, 14th July 1894- 
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military levies; and at their request he assisted the survivors of the famine 

to settle as agriculturalists near Ngong#164 Having been in contact with 

Chartera at Kibwazil and knowina of the micsion0s difficulties in achooling, 

Hall arranged with several Maasai parents that in return for foodl their 

children should be sent to the E. A. SoNse 

The arrival of the Masai bays at Yibwozi infused the missionaries with 

enthusiasm and a new sense of purposes 
165 No one at the mission could speak 

Kimaasait but strenuous efforts were made to teach the boys Kiswahili - and 

in their leisure momentst cricket as wells 
166 

At first, it was hoped that 

the Kambat out of Jealousy, would be encouraged to send their children to school 

more regularly and for longer periodal but after an initial period of improved 

attendance the Kamba children continued to stay awV* 
167 In time# alsoj it 

164 Personal communicationg Pro Me Xantai (senior) of Hgongl 26th February 
1966, The Kaputioi 14aasai had raided Uheho in modern Tanzania and had 
rot urn ed with diseased cattle which infected their whole herds. 

165 Daring the 1894, cattle sickness and famine several Masai boys found 
their way to other missions* Onet Aramatog went to the CoM#Se station 
at Taveta* Later he was sent to Fraretown and admitted to the Divinity 
School* In 1899 he was reunited with his mother who had been sold as 
a slave by the Kaoba to the Giriama, (Proco C-PH-Se, 1904-1905t 77-) 
A group of Ilkisongo Masai boys found their way to the C. H. S. mission 
in Mombasa (unspecified). These were Some cle Keturair LOonkUmok ole 
Kiria, Ole Natu and Ole Rise* (Personal communication, Mr, 0, I-olkirqiei 

166 
of Loitokitokg 3rd Ikw 1966. ) 

NLS 8015#'Charters to Committeel 14th July 1894. These were not the 
first Maasai boys to come to Kibwozi, In 1892 three boys# abandoned'. 
Iq passing caravans were picked up and taken in as personal servants 
bY. Thomas Watcon*- ISPj Watson to Stowartp 23rd Ancust 18921 and PCEA 

167 
i12j Watson to Committee 

,I 
30th December 1892o) 

SPg Alexander to Charters, 31st August 1894; and Charters to Stewart, 
4th September 1894- See also XLS 8015t Watson to Alexanderl 21st June 
1896# 
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became apparent that exp4otations of a rapid development in educational work amongst 

the Masai would not be fulfilled* Several of the boys died soon after reaching 

Kibwezi as a result of their experiences during the famines Several others ran 

awaye ibr January 1896 only seven of the original twenty-two remainede 

Watsonlo efforts at educating the boys was hampered by the language barrier 

and Irj the incessant dem=-ds oIf the station upon his times 168 Mathew Wilson# 

durina Watson's furlough, 1896-18979 was fully occupiod with hie work as medical 

officer to the Uganda RailwV labourere and found it still more difficult to 

devote time to the llaacai boys. Two of the remaining seven ran awcq* In depperation --. 

Wilson appliecl to Smith, Mackenzie & Co*j for a Sahili teacher; the man they sent 

was only slightly more advanced than the pupils he was to toacho 169 When Watson 

returned to tile mission the boys told him that they had no desire to remain with 

the micsion or to accompany it to KikuWu* 'They had heard of the opportunities 

for employment which existed in Nombaca and were determined to go there* They 

ran avyay one night in Januax7 1898 and did not raturn, 
170 

168 
A statement of the educational progress of the Naasai boys by 1896 is 
given in EASM Report 111,61 "Those that remain are now spelline their 
wV through the Gospel of Sts Luke in Kiewahili, They can do a little 
arithmetic, write simple sentences on a slatep and are learning to use 
pen and ink*" Stewart offered to send an African teacher for the boys 
from lovodale, but Watson declined the offere? since Stewart proposed 
sending a can who would be similarly handicapped tor the languake problem, 

169 NLS 80151 Wilson to Alexander, 22nd June 1897*- 1 
170 Ibid* Watson to Committeep 2let January and 18th Febru=7 189ý* There is 

little information available to indicate what might have beoomO of, the 
Haasai boyso In 1909j and again in 1923 one of-tho boys, Almassil who 
had been with Charters at the time of his disappearance in 18949 came to the 
Church of Scotland- Hission at Ydlnkyu in searoh OfL work. Thisparticular 
bcgr had become houseservant to a Mrs. Xaz7 MacGregor* (PCEA Aj John Paterson 
to II. E. Scott, 6th Y,, V 19091 and PCEA A ;. J. W. Arthur to Patersont 4th March 
19240, One other is said to have adopted the Stiahili namej Juma Dunia, and to 
have been employed by the Department, of Agriculture, first at Mombasa# and 
subsequently in 1933 at Ngong. (Personal communication, Mr, B. X. Xantai of 
Kgongg 26th Februax7 1966. ) 
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Medical work had been expected to achieve quick and friendly contact with 

Afrioanso At first$ MAY Kwba attended Moffat"s dispensary to have teeth pulled 

and skin ulcers dressed. Bat they did not wish to submit to surgery and refused 

to stay overnight in hospital. 171 David Charters, who had resigned from engineering 

missionary work to beeome a medioal missionary, was more fortunate when he first 

came to Kibwezi, He was the first to use chloroform for surgery, and proudly 

informed the Committee that "the Wakamba evidently think that the 'Bwana Dootari 19 

as they call me, can do anything.... '172 But within a year$ Charters was as disil- 

lusioned -as Roffat had been and was beginning to look for a medical post elsewhere. 

The medical department at Kibwezi was used mainly by passing caravans. 
173 

Having the only dootor in the interior between Mombasa and Uganda, the E, A, S, M, 

quickly became invaluable to the I,, B,, E*A, Company and subsequently to the Protec- 

torate Governmento From 1896 the Government and the Uganda Railway began to use 

the mission regularly. Dr, Mathew Wilsont whose surgery was much admired by Albert 

Cook of Uganda on a visit to Kibwezi in 18971 174 
was appointed medical officer to 

the Railway earthworks labourers in November 1896 and again in May 1897 - an 

appointment which, besides providing work for the medical department, earned the 

mission a handsome profit *175 

Of all the departments-ýof work, the greatest faith had been placed in the 

indust, rial, 
176 The founders of the mission, responding to an international resolution 

171 RML, 20th Deoember, 1891. Moffat employed an African medical assistant called 
Simeon who took charge of the medical department in the interval between 
Moffat's departure and Charterdt arrivalo (PCEA F/2, Watson to Committee, 
30th December 1892*) 

172 Coate, op-oito, 93-951 letter by Charters, llth August 1893-, 
173 Late, in 1892, for example, Moffat had several Giriama in hospital who had 

been wounded-by Wa Arush when returning from a Journey to Nzaui to buy goats* 
174 Sir, A#R. _CookO_YMEda Memories, 189L-1940 (Kampala, 1945) 27. 
175 = 80159 1 Wilson to Alexandero 6th Januar7 and 22nd June 1897# 
176 ý; - 11 11, I- The only other mission in East Africa during the 1890s which proclaimed 

'itself 
as industrial was the'Friends Industrial Mission on Pemba and Zanzibar, 

See H'S" Newmann# Bananil The Transition from Slavery, to Freedom in Zanzibar 
and Pemba (Londonj 19U8_67) 
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on the desirability of industrial teaching in Africall77 and subscribing to a 

long-established theory of work (from the Carpenter of Nazareth to William Carey, 

David Livingstone and beyond), looked to industrial work as the most effective 

and cefiduring agency for introducing Africans to the Christian life. 178 It was 

believed that the state of African civilization, as it was then regarded, was 

in great need of industrial treatments As Stewart's biographer observedt 

"He (Stewart) was dealing with a raoe as unprogressive as any known to use 
They had developed no art of any kindl no writingf no philosophyl no money 
currencyl no initiative, and'they had liy1d very much like animals. Industrial 
training was essential to their uplift., " 9 

But this department showed the same rooord of failure whiob, distinguished the 

other departments of work* 

Agriculture had been reoo=ended as the main area of industrial teaching. 

In November 1891 Stewart bought ten oxen and gave them to one of the two Kaffir 

youths he had brought from Lovedale to be broken in to the yokeo 
180 Moffat in 

1892 brought ploughs from Mombasa to be draim by the oxen. Daring the superin- 

tendentship of David Charterst one hundred square miles of land was added to the 

missionis territory as a grant from the I*B*E, A, Company* John Paterson arrived 

in 1893 with tea seeds from India and doffee seeds from Aden*181 A great 

177 General Act of the Brussels Conference Relative to the African Slave Trade, 
Brusselal, 2ad July 1890l Article ! I/l& 

178 SPj Stewart to Alexander# 20th July 1894- 
179 -Wellso OP*oito, 2181 ', He did not wish (the native) to be a learner for 

learnin-g-ro-sake, but to be a learner that he might be a doer# a maker, a 
lover of 1ý6bour, and a'man. " (lbidg, 215-) 

180 RMLj 21st December 1892* 
181 SPO Charters to Stewartj 3rd August 1891. A little coffee was jgrown at 

K, ibwezi from 1893v and again at Kikuyu from 1898. Although only partially 
successful in this respect, the E*A*S*M. has a better claim to be the first 
to grow coffee in the interior of Kenya than the Holy Ghost Fathers who planted 
their, first coffee crop at St. Austinsnear Nairobi in 1899. See J, A* Kieran$ 
#The origins of dommercial coffee cultivation in East Africa', African Historical 
Studies (Boston, Mass. ) Spring 1969; and by the same authorg 'The Holy Ghost 
Fathers in East Africat 1863 to 1914', University of Londoný'Ph. D. Thesis, 19660 
416-17- See also belowt P-151. 
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agricultural mission was planned which would make the mission self-sufficient 

in its food supply and upon which hundreds of Kamba families would live and work. 

But climate and soil proved to be unsuitable 'for anything other than the most 

hardy fibres. 182 And even if climate'and soil had permitted the growth of coffee, 

tea and even rubber - the latter havinj; been contemplated in 1896 - there remained 

the perennial problem of scarcity of labour, ' No apprenticeship training schemes 
183 

were successful; and at no time did the mission grow enough food for its own 

purposes, -As with the medical department, the missionts workshop was saved from 

extinction by receiving a few contracts after 1895 from Government and Railway 

for woodworking serviqese Projeots in carpentr7l masonx7j, engineering and 

irrigation were carried ong but only with the help of Swahili workman and only 

for the 'building of the station*184 

1. Ilission and Comparxv 

Although at no time, legally or finanoially, a part ýf the I. B. E. A, Company, the 

East, Afrioan Scottish Mission was designed to complement the Company's work in 

185 East Africa, There existed between the two institutions a oommon management 

and a theoretical harmony of interests* Three-quarters of the mission's first 

Cormittee were Company Direotorst and several of its subscribers had been early 

subscribers to the Company. While the Company would strive to facilitate and 
I 

promote the mispionib 6stablisbmant and development, it was expeoted that the 

mission would increase the value -of -the Company's territories through its civilisinG 

182 After 1ý009 the Church of Scotland Mission at Kikuyu succesýot to 
- 
the E*A*S,, Mot 

any leased a portion of the hundred square miles of land to a eisal-crowine comp 
183 In 1892 Moffat tried to operate an apprenticeship scheme in carpentrys A few 

Xamba siVied on for three months. But these were men who came from M=Onit at 
some distance from the mission$ simply because trade Goods were scarce in their 
district* (SP9 Moffat, to Committeel 31st December 1892*) 

184 Stewart's grass-thatched houses, damp in the rainy seasons and tinder-dry in hot 
weatherl were replaced by houses made of clay bricks manufactured on the station 

185 MoDermotts 012-cit-9 395- 
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influences and industrial teaching. 186 

From the time of the arrival in Mombasa of the first party of Scottish 

missionaries, it was clear that there would be an unequal division of benefits 

acoraine from the interrelationship. The missionaries believed that the Company 

would supply Persian agriculturalists and Negro American artisans (the latter 

having joined the Company from the American Mission in Bombay) as industrial 

assistants. 
187 

But none of these was available in September 1891. Likewise# 

it was expected that the Company would assist in the recruitment of porters& 

Ara 
, -in* 

it was found that porters were unavailable - ever7 man being reoruited 

for Company caravans to Uganda. It was Messrs. Moasted, Ridley of Zanzibar$ and 

not the Company, which secured come porters for Stewart. In Mombasas when the 
I 

missionaries were trying to recimit extra porters privatelyl the Company's 

Administrator attempted to stop them with a warning that they would be infringing 

the monopoly, as suppliers# of Arab and Indian merchantse 
188 

14aokinnon and Brucag when they planned the mission in 1889 believed that 
I 

the Company would prepare the ground for the planting of a suocessful mission 

by providiný protection from hostile tribes, modern oommunications and a thriving 

commercial and administrative environment. By 1891 they had to admit that in 

this' . 
respect the establishment of the E*A*S*M. was premature*189 Around Dazoretti 

and Machakos the Company had alienated Africans and implanted in them a fear and 

distrust of Wýitemen. It could offer little proteotion; for, by 1891 all but one 

; ý6 SPt, 1,103)OrmOtt, to'Aoting-Administratorj Mombasal 10th May 1694. 
187 
188 

Ibid., G. S* Maokenzie to Stewart, lot June 1891* 
SP, ' Wilson to Stewartv 3rd September 1891; and Stewart to Bruce, 14th 
September 1891. 

189 Ibid*9 Braoe to Stewart, 18th September 1891. 
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of the seven Company posts between Mombasa and Dagoretti had been abandonedl, 
190 

The route to the interior-had not been improved since 1888. It was atill a 

caravan track, subject to httacks at several points by maraiiding Wa Arushp and 

waterless over long stretches. 

That the E#A. S. M. was in the main the private affair of Mackinnon and Bruce 

is indicated by the unwillingness shown on various occasions by the Company to 

treat the mission as an exceptional and favoured concern* At the planning stage 

of the mission, Bruce and Stewart decided that if the micsion were successful 

and the land around it thereby increased in value, it would be advantageous to 

secure a large grant of adjacent land from the Company to help finance the mission 

in future years* 
191 The Com pany's immediate reaction was that such a grant 

could not be made# especially at Dagoretti or Machakosq since it would encompass 

settled villages and their inhabitants* 192 For a variety of reasons, the main 

one being that he had too little time to spare, Stewart did not attempt to secure 

extra land whilst at Kibwezie In October 1892, however# Bruce formally requested 

from the Company a grant of one hundred square miles of land for the mission in 

the vicinity of Kibwozi. 193 They refused* Not onlýy were the Directors in London 

unwilling to grant extra landq since all rights in occupied land were vested in 

the Companyl but they refused to recognise as legal the agreement for three hundred 

acres conc! UOd in 1891 between Stewart and Xzee Kilundue 
194 

190 In 18919 Brace could only hope that the presence of the mission would serve 
to restrain the officials of the Company "who in some cases have not shown 
that regard for the natives which they ought, " (SPj Bruce to Stewart, 18th 
September 1891. ) 

191 EASM Report 1,12, 
192 MP/SoAst $Precis of Mail from Mombasa, 3/489 D. I., "Lovedale Mission'19 

12th August 1891.0 
193 

, 
Ibide't A*L* Bruce to E, L. Bentleyt 7th October 1892. 

194 SPI Brace to Stewart, November 1892. 
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An appeal was made to Mackinnon, currently enerossed in Uganda affairs and 

the railway subsidy question, to come to the micsionts aid., Subsequent dispatches 

from the London headquarters to Mombasa reveal that Raokinnon had displayed great 

annoyance over the land issue and that he had reminded the Board of Directors 

that the EeA. S. M. was of special interest to him3elf and an asset to the Company# 

Title deeds would be issued for the Kibwezi site and an application was invited 

for the registration of blooks-of adjacent land to a total of one hundred equare 

miles, No other mission would be permitted to settle on this land; and exceptina 

the right of the Company to prospect for minerals and to construct roads and 

railways across it, the1and wan to be granted in perpetuity to the E. A. S. Mo 

with no restrictions as to sale or use. It was stressedt however, that this 

Grant did not constitute a precedent for the granting of land to other parties* 
195 

1ý7 the time of this deliverance# it was feared that the Company's days in Fzst 

Africa were numbered; it was therefore essential that the mission should survey 

the land it required without delay and apply through the Company for registration 

in Zanzibar* 

David Charters chose the land in one block on the northern bank of the 

Kibwezi stream in June 1893- 196 It was then uninhabited, and Cave access to the 

springs on Khuinzan Hill as a possible site for an outstation, Charters was too 

11 195 MP/SOASt 'Precis of Hail to Mombasa, 4/305 D. 1s,, "East African Scottish 
Mission", 4th November 1892; 41321, D*Iol 2nd December 18ý21; 5/1279 
E*L* Bentley to Acting Administrator, Mombasa#-10th April 1893; and G. S. 
Mackenzie to Bruce, 6th April 1893* In November 1895 the Livingstonia, Mission 
in Nyasaland was negotiating with Cecil Rhodos' British South Africa Company 
for a grant 0; 136 square miles for a now mission at Kondawit using as a, 
precedent the grant of 100 square miles by the I., B,, E. A' Company to the EOAOSOMO 
in 1893- '(VCOP/IU 7776, Rev. 0. Smith to Peter Xac;!; nonj 25th November 1895-) 

196 See Map 19 Pp. 137-38. 
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generous in his preliminary surveyl enclosing an area closer to one hundred and 

fifty square mileso J. R. L. Piggott$ the Companyto Administrator in Mombasa, 

, 
insisted that the area be reduced and expressed an unwillingness to grant the 

strip of land near the kibwezi fountainhead where there had once been a Company 

stookade*197 By December, the mission was in possession of title deeds to the 

land it required. In 1898, when the mission was transferred to Kikuyug it still 

possessed this land; and in 1901 when the E*A*S*? I. became the Church of Scotland 

Mission at Kikuyu, the land became the property of the Church of Sootl=-d* 

The same unwillincner-O of the Board of Direotors in London to treat the 

EeAeStMe, as an exceptional case deserving favoured treatment was evident in the 

attitude of the Company Officials in East Africa. There was vM little liking 

for missionaries in Mombasao By ignoring Company decrees concerning the liberation 

of domestic slaveal missionaries had created much tension between the Company 

and Arab slave owners, On hearing of tho intention to establish a new mission 

in the Company's territorieul J. R. L. Piggott insisted that it be made plain that 

the mission would be subjeot to the Company's authority and would have to abide 

by its rules. 
198 

The confliot whioh developed between the mission and the Company resulted 

from Mackinnon's directive that in all its requirements the mission should deal 

solely with Company departments in Mombasawhen better service could have been 

obtained from Indianj or private Luropean traders such as Andrew Dick* The 

COmPaAY's Transport and Shipping Department was inefficient and expensive to a 

high degree. Ignoring an order that mails should be delivered free of charge 

to Xibwezi in return for the missionfa frequent assistance in carr7ing the mails 

between Tbavo and Kikuyu, the Company charged a delivery price of one shilling 

197 NLS 8015v Charters to Stewart, 3rd August 1893- See also abovet P*92 note 101o 
193 IIP/SOAS, 'Preois of Mail from Mombasu! 3/489 D. J., "Lovedale Mission"t 

12th August 1891*9 
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for a parcel and sbipence for a letter. 199 On gooda sent to Kibwezi, the 

Company made a profit of ten rupees per porter-load* 
200 These were high 

charges for services inefficiently renAeredo locounts submitted to the 

mission were umial3, v inaccuratep'never on time. Goods arrived underweicht 

and-partially spoiled through poor packing and handling, And in spite of 

special requestog the Transport Department persisted in sending the same, 

dull, unvaried type of trade goods with the result that the Kamba around 

Kibwezi ignored the mission and preferred to trade for a wider variety of 

goods with passing Comparq caravans* 

For its partl although unable for reasons outlinea earlier to influence 

the Kamba ezd to make of them a seai-skilled labour force for the Compary, 

the mission rendered invaluable services to its partnere Since it lvq astride 

the caravan route to Uganda, it became a renting and refuelling point for the 

Cor, ripwWls caravans; and being the only station with a doctor between the coast 

and Lake Victoria# the mission was an indispenrAbic aid to the Compary in the 

field of medical treatment. As P*L* 11oDermott, the Company's Secretary in 

Londonj observedo '#the Xibwezi Hicsion practically'amounts to a station of 

this Company and thereby relieves the ComparW of the expenso of a station at 

that point. n2Ol It was only in 1894 -a late date considerine the COMPWWIB 

prospects for remaining in East Africa -*that through repeated complaints to 

the Co=itiee'the mirxion had the satisfaction of knowing that officiale in 

'99 SPI Mackinnon to Bruoe, lat I January 1892* In April 1893 the mission paid 
Ell -5-0 for the delivery of its mail* (rbido# Charters to Stofart, 
3rd Au&uct 1893. ) 

200 XW 8015o'Chartero to'P. Mackinnon, 15th February 1894-- 
201 SPj )bDermott to Aotir4- -lay 1894- Adminictratorg Mombacal 10th I 
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Mombasa had been severely reprimanded and ordered to deal promptly and efficiently 

with mission indents at cost prices 
202 

In a real sense the Company did not have time to devote to promoting the 

interests of the E*A. SoM. o 
203 Since before the eatablishment of the mission 

at Kibwezi it was Uganda and the railw4y which ocaupied a central position in 

the Company's thinking and activity* Mokinnont a firm believer in the necessity 

of road and rail communioationsp had planned various roads and ordered the 

construction of a narrow gauge railwiy leading out of Nombasa, But by 1891 

he had realised that a full-gLuge railway to Lake Victoria was a prerequisite 

for the Companyls success*204 Lord Salisbuz7 was Wmpathetic. Mckinnon's 

request for an annual Government subsidy of C25oOOO - for a railwcq more than 

four hundred miles long whichwould, coot L3#000 Aý. -mile to build - appeared to 

him to be a remarkably inexpensive moans of fulfilling his countx7's obliuations 

under the General Act of the Brussels Conference of 1890,205 The Treamn7 was 

202 Ibid. 9 Alexander to Charterop 23rd October 1894; and IIP/SOAS, 'Precis 
;f Rall to Nombasal 5/119 AsGej 111-lission Indentatt, 24th March 18940 

203 To this it should be added that the affairs of the Company in Mombasa 
were in a state of chaos, - a situation remarked upon by all who had deal- 
ings with the Comparq* (N. do Kieweitj fRistory of the Imperial British 
1hot Africa Companyt# University of London, Ph. D. Thesieg 1955,233-) 

204 
, Since, its foundation the Company had spent about Letooo on transportation 
to Lake Victoria* M=kinnon felt that transportation by a railwW would 
have cost the Company no more than X19500- (SPj Mackinnon to Stewartj 
2nd December 1891. ) 

205 The Brussels Act called upon Signatory Powers to construct rail and 
other modern communicational systems as'a measure to combat tho clave 
trade* It'permitted the delegation of this duty to Chartered Companies, 
(General Aot'of the Brussels Conference Relative to the Afriem SlWq 
Trades Brussels, 2nd July 1890, Article 1/3 and Article ITo 
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parsimonious and Parliament was unlikely to vote a subsidy for a railway on 

commercial groundoo To overcome these problems, 14okinnon arranged a preliminary 

railway survey by Captain J., R*Lo McDonald of the Royal lhgineem and instructed 

him to emphasise the humanitarian rather than the commercial prospeots of a 

railway in his report. 
2o6 

The CompwW had overreached itself financially in its occupation and 

administration of Uganda. While on the one hand it threatened to withdrawp 

on the other, it instituted a campaign in the British prees designed to arouse 

public opposition to such a step* 
207 The Directors realised that the Company 

had failed to attract capitalists and that their sole hope lay in a successful 

appeal to patriotic and humanitarian. sentiments. 
208 Although in March 1892 

the Survey Bill was passed lyjr Parliament# the Liberals W abstained from voting 

on a measure which they recognised as a first step in the formal annexation 

of new African territox7o In July 1892 the Liberals formed a Government and 

hopes of Parliamant passing the railway subsidy Guarantee Bill began to fade., 

The Directors were demoralisede Once again the Company threatened to withdraw 

from Uganda by the end of the year* 

liagard's controversial, Uganda administration placed Uganda at the forefront 

of national interest in Britain* Fed daily on reports of a possible revival 

of the clave trade, and of the fate of Uganda missionaries in face of an aggressive 

Islwn, the Britich publio unanimously resolved in favour of the retention of 

206 SP, Bruce to Stewart, 25th October 1891* 
207 ItThe ball has been started rolling in the Scotch Press, an in addition 

with 2 leading dailiono There are 15 provincial papers we have access 
to through our (Edinburgh Liberal) Union Club whose members write to the 
papers on missions & Impl. questions. " (sio) (SP$ Bruce to Stewart, 18th 
September 1891, 

203 SP, Bruce, "To , the Chancellortil 3rd September 18919 
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Uganda* 209 The Liberal Government was divided on the issue but compromised 

by offering to subsidise the ComparW's Uganda administration until I-larch 18930 

In November 1892 the British Consul-General in Zanzibar, Sir Gerald Portal, 

was asked to visit Uganda and to advise the British Government on its optionse 

No one doubted that Portal would recommend the withdrawal of the Company and 

its substitution by the Governmento Only Mackinnon, at a late hour, attempted 

to reverse the inevitable* But when advised by the Prime Rinister, Lord Roseberyg 

that Her Majesty's Government had decided to do nothing to impede the Company's 

withdrawal from Uganda# he retired from public life, a broken man and died soon 

afterwards in June 1893* 210 

Portal's report was placed before Parliament in April 1894* The burden 

of his argument was that in East Africa, the experiment of combining trade and 

administration in the same hands had proved a failure* 211 In June 1894 a 

British Proteotorate was deolared over Uganda* Although left nominally in 

charge of British East Africa for a year after the withdrawal from Ugandat the 

Company was gradually winding downt In April 1895 the Directors accepted an 

offer by the Government of E50,000 for the surrender of the Comparqts Charter* 212 

209 The Presbyterian Churches in Scotland were amongst those who declared 
Publicly their support for the retention of Uganda, (FCSP/NLS 7856t 
Pe Mackinnon to Reve 0. Smithq 9th November 1892. ) 

210 Lady . Dorothy Stanley (EI. ), The AutobiorrAph-r of Sir Henry Morton Stanleor 
(Londonj 1909) 448. 

211 Do Kieweito ot 304- 
212 A. M. Kemballg'Chairman' I. B*E. A* Co*. p to Foreign Officel llth April 1895, 

llo*25o in C*7646 (1895j, Correspondence Respootinr the Retirement of the 
Imperial British East_ Africa Co! Mararj April 1895,24-25* 
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The foimial transfer from Company to Crown took place on July lst 1895 and was 

followed soon afterwards by the declaration of the second British Protectorate 

in East Africa. 

Troubled by many problems after 1891 - not least of which was a steadily 

diminishing capital - the ComparAy was prevented from showing the interest'in 

the E. A. S. H. which Mackinnon had desircd* For their part, the missionaries 

at Kibwezi were close and not unsympathetic observers of the Company's fortunes 

in East Africa. 213 Ever7 traveller to visit the mission brought news of Uganda 

- often before such intelligence was known in London - and information as to 

events in Britain* To a mant the Kibwezi missionaries longed for the coming 

of the railway to relieve them of the tedium of their existenoej to 'ýring 

settlers and effective administrative control - in shortp to create an environ- 

ment in which the Kamba would no longer find it advisýble to ignore the missione 

Hence, while cympathising with the Company in its fall from grace# they welcomed 

the declaration of the Protectorate in 1895* 214 

One area in which mission and Company cooperated to good effect - albeit 

for a short period of time - was the conetruotion of the road from Kibwezi to 

Mombasa* Roads, no lose than railways were Nackinnon's special interesto In 

1879, when the International African Association was in, ite ascendancy, Mackinnon 
I 

213 For 
i 
examplot Robert Noffat in 1892 wrote to his parents: flThe Uganda agitation 

seems to have resulted in the reWning of the Compary0s force there for a 
year and by that time the question of the Railway will be settled* It the 
Liberala-come into, power I am, afraid-it will be all smashed up - but let us 
hope no such catastrophe occurs. " (RMLj 16th Februar7 1892*) Whila in 
Mombasa in M-Ii 1894 "David Charters was informed of tho'contents of Portal's 
report* He considered it to be an unneccessarily harsh indictment of the 
CompWw and felt that Lugard was a better man than Portal. (Coatol op. 6it 0 150. ) 

214 The arrival'of Government and settlers in the wake of the Uganda Rai1w. V proved 
in Kerwa to be a prelude to the effective missionar7 occupation of'the Interiore 
After 1900 missionary work was distinguished by a close harmony between missionary 
and secular agencies, In Kyaealandl by contrast, where successful missionary work 
preceeded the arrival of settlers and Governmentt missionaries were fearful of$ and often opposed to secular influences upon their African adherents. (See c;. Shepperson and To Pricet Inde)enderit African (Minburch, 1963 EA-) 13-14. ) 
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joined forces with Leopold of the Belgians to build a road from Dar es Salaam to Lake 

Tangarqika, 215 This project# which involved the use of'Indian elephants, was the 

I 

first 'Mackinnon Road' in East AfrioaO216 A few miles of road were built, but the 

projeot was soon abandomdl after the deaths had Occurred Of several elephants and 

other workers, 

The second 'Mackinnon Road' ley between Kibwezi and Hombasao In-1890p a small 

part of it was built on the waterless Taru plaint south of Ukamba, by two Company 

officersp C. W. HobleV and G. C. Leith. 7hey ceased work when their porters were 

recalled to cupplement Lagardto caravan to Uganda* Robley returned for a brief 

period of roadmakiýg early in 1892, only to be recalled once more in accordance 

with the Company's current policy of cutting down expenditureo 
217 

An opportunity to continue the road was found to lie with the 218 

In Ootober 18919 Stewart miggested that for the sake of more rapid and economicil 

com=mications, the mission might undertake to build a road from Kibwozi towards 

the coast. 
219 Mackinnon agreed that a road'was essential, whether or not the 

Uganda Railway was builtf and asked Stewart to arrange its construction I: gr local 

215 There, aroýmarq references to this road in the leýters by, Naokinnon to 

216 
General, H. So Sanford in the Sanford Papers, Florida (HSP)ý 

RPA/UCN (; /1/2(5)t 'Historical Documents of Smith Mackenzie & COO, Albrecht, 
O'Swald to F*I* Tiarks, 8th, June 1920. 

217 C*W* HoblWq Xogya from -Chartered Conm-LaZ to Crown Colony'_(; *Aont 1929) 
27s' 56-7- 

218 XoDermottg PP-cit-v'398-99- 
219 P "'S SPI Stewart to. Bruce, 10th Ootober 1891. Stewart was of the opinion that 

at that time a road would be more valuable than an expensive railway. 
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African labour '! receiving very moderate wN,, es as the road will bo for their 

ours,,, 
220 benefit as much as for In January 1892, at Mackinnon's roquestg the 

Comparq voted the mission RO*5#000 for a, road suitable for wheeled traffil- "suoh 

as the light carts of India'N 221 It *dac expected that the Kibwozi-Ilombasa road 

would promote the developpent of trade in East Africa* And for the mission, it 

was hoped that the road would reduoe by half the current price of Rs*25 Per porter- 

load of sixty-five pounds from the coacto 
222 

George Wilson began to cat a road soutlutards from Kibwezi in July 1892,1 223 

The COMPanY's RD-5sOOO enabl6d him to build onlyAhirty miles of road* When this 

was donet Wilson-went to Mombasa in November and applied for a port in Uganda* 

Anxious that the projeot should be completedl Mackinnon appealed to his follow- 

Directors to vote a further Rs-30tOOO to complete the projeot*224 But since the 

the Company's capital had been practically exhausted in Ueanda, thcv declined to 

220 SPj W, Mckinnon to Stewartj 2nd December 1891, Mackinnon had for some time 
been toying with the idea of building the road from Kibwezi to Malindi, but 
abandonedl it when it became clear that Mombasal and not La=# would remain 
the gateway to the interiore 

221 Bruce to Stewart, 3rd December 1891, The Companys-award of funds was part 
of a larger aum. voted initially to Mescra. Roach, Powell and Weavert Comparq 
sernuts, for the construction of a road bet-teen Malindi pmd Jelaris Only 
nine miles of this road were built before the project wa's abandonedAl mainly 
for financial reasons (11P SOAS, 'Precis of Mail to Nombasat 4/14, "Road 
making"l lst January 

1892,1ý 

222 RIMp 10th April 1892o 
223 See abovelA5.103 for detailt; Of 

- 
Wilson's Kamba road labourerso Advice on 

the construction and alignment of the road was given by Captain MacDonald 
of the Railway Survey in January 1892* 

., 
(E=. Il Report Il l1a) 

224 RIP, tSir William Mackinnonle Trustfj; Volo, I$ W, Hackinnon to Socrataryj 
I*BoE*A* Cool 17th September 1892, enclosed in Illemorial of the Trustees 
of the late Sir William Mackinnonj Bartol for the Opinion of CounselIq 1894o 
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meet his requesto 
225 

Paced with the alternativem of abandondilg: the road or pVing for its 

completion himselfp Mackinnon chose the latter* If a railw. -Zr wan unobtainablej 

he was determinod that there should M least be a road - not only between Kibwezi 

and the coast but from Mmbasa to Lake Victoria* Bmool like Mackinnong became 

obsessed with a determination to complete the roadl as one of his obituax7 notioee 

indicates, he was talking inoossant3, v about tho,. unfinishod road in the last 

delirium before his death* 226 

There is a curious document amongst the Mackinnon Papers in London, unsigned 

and undatedt in the form of a memorandum propooine, the formation of wi 'East 

African, Trading and Transport Companyt with a share capital of Ll20gOOO in units 

of L5- 227 There is no evidence to chow that this Company was floated. The most 

likely explanation of it seems to be that Mackinnon, before deciding to pcq for 

the road himself j entertained the idea of constructing a more ambitious netiork 

225 It ix possible that the Company was influenced in its decision by advice 
it had'received fr= Mombasa that =, improved caravan route via planned 
water tanks and rivers would serve eqmlly as well as an expensive road$ 
the value of which would not be appreciated by Africans, and which would 
be avoided by them if asked to pay taxes for its upkeep* '(FO 2/57P WA. 
Berklcy to Secretax7, I#B#EsA. * Company, 23th January 1892e) 

226 
' 
Scotsmant 4th December 1893. 

227 17he Company is formed for the purpose of making roads, tramways or rail- 
roads in'East Africa and of organizing regular transport services thereon, 
One of the first roads to be constructed will be that from the port of 
Mombasa towards the Great Lake Victoria Zý7anzae A portion of this road, 
of nearly 40 miles in length, vize from the Scottish Christian Industrial 
Mi6sion'at Kibuezi towardslloAasa has alroady becn made and has been 
acquired for a very small a= by the Company who will continue it until it 
meets the terminus-of the short railway recently made by the IoB6E*A. Cosote" 
(11P/SOAS. ) 
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of roads in East Africa through the agency of a new compwW. 
223 Circumstances 

did not favour the scheme* -In November 1892, Mackinnon sent a telegram to George 

tjjjr, =, advising, him that Rs920*000 would, be sent from one of M=kinnonla companies 

in Calcutta to enable him to resume work on the road, & 
229 

1 
In effect, the road from Kibwezi to V)ombaE; a had ceasod to be a project 

230 conneoted. either to the mission or to the I. B*E. A. Company# It was as though 

the road had becomo Mackinnon #a last effort to justify his work in Emst Africa 

by provisig that modem commmioations were essontial to the cuccess of the Company. 
i 

It would be a private road, accompanied by a telegraph, and would be completed 

at least as far as Xachakos long-bofore the railway wan builts 231 Be would 

repAy the Compa? 7 its Crant of Rs-, 59000 and pey Wilson's salaz7 himself* 232 

The succeso of the road would earn him credit aia a pioneer of roads in Mot Africa 

and would underline his role as a philanthropist who had contributed to the abolition 

of the dependence on human porterage -a dependence which for. so long had sustained 

the slave trade. 

228 In the Stewart Papore there are two letters by George Wilson toý"A. A. " in 
which reference is'made tothispomparqo It appears that Wilson had known 
of'MokinnonIs intention to'form a Transport Company and that h, a had been 
offered the poet of'manager in East Africa together with, -a share of the profits. 

, At Wilson's suggestion the'icheme was reconsidered briefly . -in 1894, Wilson 
asked. for 919000 to start aýtrancport service ty donkey oarts, further revenue 
being raised by pans of toll charges upon Africans using the road* Clearlyp 
Sir William Mackinnon 

, 
to Trustees felt unable to launch'the scheme* (SP, 

Wilcon to "A. A. ", 23rd March'and 13th Aýril 1894-) 
229 HP/S OAZI 

- 
01reois of Mail to Mombasal, 4/320 A', G- 1111re, Wilson's Road", 2nd 

December 18920., 'The Company, had agreed to help Mackinnon by ordering Captain 
Nelson at Fort Smith to use his exiStinClabour forcel'- when time permitted# to 
build a road from the Kikuyu towards Kibwezi* (Ibid., 4/362 Mog "Road making* 
DaCoretti, to Xibweziffo -30th Bacember 1892,6)'Of the Rs,, 209000 con-C Irf Mackinnon 
Rs-5000 were diverted for the construotion of a lead mine at Mazerass In 1893t 
JJ1. - Gregory, visitid the mifie then abandoned.. - and noted that its' ore 
consisted of thin strings of Galena or sulphur of lead which were very low in 

- silver content., (JeW. Gregory, The Cýreat Rift Vallmr (London, 1896) 634 
230 SP, Wateon'to Stewartj'30th Januax7 1893o 
2,51 

232 

PMPI' 'Sir Willi= Mackinnon's Trust's 
'op. oit,,, W, Mackinnon to Wilsonp 9th 

Deoember and 30th Deoember 1892, 
Ibide 
-9 

W* '*lack'rmon 4' B'u00# 7th Februm7 =d 17th )bxch 1893. 
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When Mackinnon died in June 18931 some one hundred and, tvielve miles of road 
had been built. Thereafterit i4as, completed ao a memorial to him by hia wife 

and nephews. 
233 

For a fev months before its retirement from Eist Afrioai the 

I*B*E*A*. Company hold a lease for the road from )Lackinnonla family* After 1895 

the road was continued at Government expense northwards from Yibwezi to the UCanda 

Protectorate by Captains BoLo Solater and GoEs Smith of thp Royal, lheinearso By 

1897 the Mackinnon Road and the Solatorle Road constitutod the only trunk road 
91A in British East Africa. I But by 1905j, havini; been found to ooinoide for the 

creater part Of its l0nSth with the Ueanda Railwvyj the road had fallen into 

diMse. o 
235 MrW branch roade were built which led from it, and come sections 

which did not follow the railway were mainUinedo It wau only in the 1920sp with 
I 

the 1; rowing use of motor vehiolos, that tho, llacki=on and Sclaterls Roads were 

reopened, 

2ý3 EM Report 111 8; and BPI Peter 11ackinnon to Stewartl 13th Januarx 1894* 
The Mhokinrion Roadq completed at the joint expense of William Mackinnon and 
his relatives, Peter, John and Dunoan thokinnon in 1894 at a total cost of 
Qi779i',, One hundred and sevonty-ý-four 'miles'of ro, 61'in all'WerO'builtlq 
George Wilson between Kibwezi and 11azeras - fifteen miles'from Mombasa. On 
November 19th 1894 an Agreement was signed in which the Mackinnon brotherel 

'as, 'Lruntoes'of Sir William Xackinnon*s Estate and as irulividualsp leased the 
road and'ito adjacent'g, alternato blocks of land to the I*B. E*A*'Co. "for the 
terý-Of, tlentyye'arc at a peppercorn rent" - the object b6ing'to relieve the 
Ha6kinnon'family, of - the cost, of the road's upkeep* (P14PI, ISir, William 
%okinnonts Trusttt, vol#ns) When the Company, ts Charter wan. surrendered, to 
the Government in'1895, it was, agreed that the road should be regarded as 
private' a'nd, not public property* (C-7646 (l895)#', qýjqit*#' A*B,, Kenhall to 
Foreign Offic6 '9th January 1895; and T*Ho Sanderson to I. B.: P. A. Co., 14th 
FcbruWý1895-3-'Tho author has hot'seen offioial'oorresp6ndence relating to, 
the Purchase of'tho road from the Ilackinnon'familv tV, the'Foreign Office in 
'1895 Or 1896#, - But', 'ad, was feýaiod in' 1894#'it is V; ezV'*lik61j that the Govern- 
ment, paid VG'7'1: Lttle, for iti (SP' P*'Mackinnon to Charters, '13th April 1894-Y 

234 C, -866S 8 97)o Report by Sir Arthur Hardinýp6o on the Condition-and Progress of 
wl- --s to - A-u-, vmmeo-cora-co rron i. -cn on-caoiar, 
Depember 1897,. 51-52, 

235, Cd4 1 69 (1901), -" 1 
KR, -cPort by 

I 
Ili n Ma 

. 
jestyla CO, -, MJCCI loratel. 'August 1901-t! 19-201 and Cd*2331 (; 905)l Protectoralto'for'the'Year 190, ammr7 1905, 

Report on the Past Africa 
24o 
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In the atmosphere of bitterness and disillusionment in which the loBsE. A. 

236 Company wound up its affairs# to a certain extent the E. A., Soll. was tainted 

by the same suggestion of failureo Its origins and development had seemed to* 

many to run a close parallel to those of the Comparyo Several of the early 

subscribers to the mission who had also been subscribers to the Comparq refused 

to continue their association with it after 1895- Sir Thomas Powell Duxton was 

a notable case in this respecto 
237 But týe duty of continuing the mission, after 

the death of its principal founders and the failure of their great design for 

East Africa, fell upon the unwilling shoulders of Mackinnonto family. Torn between 

a sense of loyalty to the head of their family and a desire to be rid of the micsionj 

and limited in their range of action by Mackinnon's wishes and views, they accepted 

responsibility for the E*AoSoMo until December 1900* 

4. 
- 

The Home Base 

In deathl as in life# William Mackinnon wielded a powerful influence over the 

fortunes of the E*A*S*? I** Rio death in June 1893 was followed by a period of 

confusion in which various schemes were considered for transferring the mission 

to more experienced hands, The limiting factors weret however, 'the principles 

upon which the mission had been designed and the distrunt with which in his last 

236 Sir IUwyn ýS. 
Daweal in a letter of Maroýh 25th 1895 to the Ch airman of the 

I*B*E*Ao Companyt illustrated the feeling of bitterness amongst many of those 
who had been associated with the Companyt "There are some amongst us who 
would be prepared to sacrifice all they have invested rather than submit to a 
slur being cast upon the Company and the honourable names connected with it 
*a blind acceptance ofl'tinexplained conditionst which imply that either by 
incapacity or bv, maladminictration half the capital of the Company has been 
improperly or wastefullyexpended. 1"o" (C-7646 (1895)9 o-p-cit-9 rholosure X092 
in 24, '24. ) 

237 ASP 5*221G*6*, W*Po Alexander to Sir To Powell Buxtong 15th July and 12th 
August 1897o, 
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years Mackinnon had viewed the disestablishmont movement within the Free Church 

of Scotland* Stwart returned at this time to salvage something for himself. 

But he too was to e2perience the strength of Maekinnon's hold upon the mission* 

When he heard the news of Mackinnonle deathi Stewart wrote from America 

to Peter Mackinnonj Sir William's oldest nephewq outlining his suggestions for 

the future of the E. A. S. M.. 238 Xis main points were that the mission should be 

managed by a corrunittee of wealtby Glasgow laymen, and that the Free Church should 

be general supervisorl having first received the L3OjOOO which, before adding 

a codicil to his will in April 1893, Mackinnon had bequeathed to its micsionary 

purposes* 
239 Peter Mackinnon Is reaction was cautious* He did not dismiss 

Stewart's eugggestionsp but thoug ght 
it extremely unlikely that as a Trustee Of 

Sir William Mackinnonts Estate he would have the power to apply the cancellid 

bequesta for the benefit of W mission in Afrioa*240 

There was another factor to be considered. To secure the mission's future 

fin=oial security and to preserve its undenominational characterl Brmoa had 

proposed that the mission be transferred to the Eclinburgh Medical Micsionar7 

238 SPt Ste ewart to P, Mcki=onj tE*A*S*M. Surxestions for the futurell July 
1893a Amongst his other activities in America, Stewart lectured on-Afrioan 
missions to Nearo students at the Hampton Institute and visited the Chicago 
Exposition* (See K*J* KinSt 'The American background of the Phelpo-Stokes 
Commissions and their influences in education in East Africa, especially 
in Kerwall University of Minburghl Ph9D. Thesis, 1968# 20o) As a matter 

: of passing interestj it miaht be noted that a man called Schufeldtf one of 
the oreanicers of the Chicaeo Expositiont attempted to induce Tippu Tipj 
the areat African slave traderp to secure for chowin- in ChicaGo a family 
of pya-mies* -Tippu Tip declined to act unless King Leopold gave his permis- 
sion* The Kinats approval was obtained by the UsSe ýbvernmento The scheme 
was abandonedl becauso Schufoldt refused to pay Tippu Tip's pricee (FO 
84/2148, Consul E4an Snith to Lord Wisbux7f No. 211, Confidential, 31st 
July 1891., ) 

239 'See Appendix III, and p. 19 above. 
240 SPt P9 Mackinnon to Stewart, 8th August 1893* 
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Society* He wasq moreover, greatly annoyed with Peter Mackinnon for soliciting 

Stewart's views without first consulting him. And when Bruce died In November 

1893 Peter Mackinnon felt obliged to investiea*e the proposals he had made. 

Professor Simpson of Edinburgh University asked the Edinburgh Medical Missionary 

Society if it would accept the E*A. S*Mo together with a proposed additional 

endowment of 105,000 to be raised'by Mackinnonts family and friends. The Society 

expressed their sympathy and desire to be of assistance# but declined the offer 

on the grounds that the mission was outwith the scope of their constitution*241 

Stewart had already warned Mackinnon that the Society merely trained and supplied 

men to other missionso He expressed. relief at their refusal'to accept the mission 

since he believed that at some future point they would have altered the micsionlo 

constitution, and dircotione 242 'The EoAoS*M* still lay within his Craspo 

The problem which exercised the minds of all interested parties at the 

beginning of 1894 wao how to seowe the missionts financial futureo To datep 

only E11840 had been subscribed in excess of the E10,000 with which the mission 

had started in 189,6243 In its first year the mission had cost the Committoo 

F-49390* 244 By Januax7 1894t L71222 had been opent, leaving a balanoe in the hands 

241 idol Po Mackinnon to Stewart,, 13th Januar7 1894- 
242 SPI Stewart to Po Mackinnon, 16th January 1894- 
243 Of this Ell. 840p the greater part had been subscribed by We Mackinnon himself* 

Small amounts were received from the Ron. Mrso Perrand, )Ira* Mackinnon of Davaartl"'. 
' Mrs John Lintont' Revs A. Gordon, Mrs. Do MacNeill, Lord Overtounj G. M. Burroughs 

(through Hello Stanlay)g A* Hacnabp Alex Sinclairp No Macmichaell R*G* Currie' 
and Be Maoleayo (EASM Report, IIIj 8o) 

244 -' I This figure is slightly below the average cost for the first year of work in 
five other African missionss 
Comes. Uganda, 1876-1877 -*0*400**600*40 *'* 000** E69950 
CeS. 14. Blantyre, 1876-1877 *............... Q 1548, F*C*SoI4* Livingstoniap 1875-1876 .. o* o' o0, a900000*a09 E51 111 ;. L*MoSo Central African Missions 1876-1877 --0: 0 0*06000 f-3 1584 UJIoC*Ao Zanzibar, 1878 o0 0' 0*000 0ý9 000 L41520 
(SPI Stewart$ OE*AoSoMe, Statement on the Past of this Mission's 7th January 
18930) 
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of, the Committee of L41648.245 At most, this would cuffice to keep, the, mission 

going for another, three, years. William Mackinnon's wife had asked her nephew, Peter 

Mackinnonj to, investigate tho, possibility of formine a committee to raise L35#000 - 

a sum which would be =Cmented by further subscriptions from relatives and close 

friends as a memorial to her busband* Drentuallyl the fund-raising committee would 

be replaced by a permanent committee of laymen governing the mission as an 

undenominational ventures 
246 

Stewart was alarmed at the implications of Lady Mackinnon's proposals# He was 

now aware that Peter Mackinnon had no objection to transferring the mission to the 

Free Churchg but perceived that Lady Maokinnonj supported by her husband's old 

friend, J*11. Hallp was determined to adhere strictly to William %okinnonIs views 

on the Free Church an expressed in the codicil to hie will* For Peter Mackinnonte 

benefit, Stewart argued that a committee of laymeng unaligned with any church# would 

find it possible with the proposed endowment to continue the mission for ten years* 

But they would not be able to afford the cost of expanding missionary work# especially 
247 in relation to the opening of outstations, Only. a professional missionary church, 

supported by a large Christian congregation# could meet ouch expense - that isp if 

tempted in the first instance by the offer of the proposed endowment* 

Encouraged by Peter Mackinnon's apparent difference of opinion with his relatives 

245 EAS14# Report II, go, 
246 BPI P41 Mackinnon to Stewart, 13th January 1894- Maokinnon had prepared his 

will in 1884; #ere wasl therefore, no provision in it for the E*A*5*1, Ivo 
247ý Ibid. f. Stewart to P. Kaokinnon, 16th January 1894- Lovedale had survived in 

its carly, yearc on about E800 per annuml Livingstonial likewise on C. 1000- But 
in 1894s through, expansion and through outstation workt Lovedale was spending 
L9,000 a year and LivinýstOnia almoot-L79000o, 
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Stewart ventured to say: 

"I cannot help thinking that too much is inferred in connection with the codioils 
of Sir William's settlement revoking certain bequests* He expressed his 
dissatisfaction and regret at the, policy of the Free Church in reference to 
certain home matters, and marked it in the way he did* But I cannot think that 
he meant to carry that view so far as to affect the vex7 plan he had himself 
worked out for the conducting of1his mission, or to set aside the principle 
on which he intended it to be carried on - namely a very large infusion of 
the industrial mothod. "248 

He deplored the casting around which seemed to be going on for a ponsible association 

with a church - any church but the Free Churcho He argued that the United Presbyterian 

Church was new to missionary work in Africa and was further from Mackinnon's views 

on Presbyterianism than the Free Church. The Church of Scotland, as recent revelations 

at Blantyre showedl had allowed a form of worship in ita'African mission which would 

have been anathema to Mackinnon who insiat4d upon a spartan form of service for him- 

249 
self and his tenants at Clachano And to go outside Scotland to seek association 

with another Presbyterian church would be a ridiculous and fruitless exercise* 
250 

248 Ibide 
249 See above, p*18 and n, ý-549 Stewart was referring to the criticisms of the Revo 

Dr., David Clem6nt7: Soott contained in James Johnstonle Reality versus Romance in 
South Central-Africa (London, 1893) for his conduct of religious services in a 
manner resembling m3re closely the ceremonious ritual of the Church'of &gland. 
A commission was formed by the Church of Scotland in Januax7 1897 to investigate, 
amongst other thingal reports that DoCe Scott favoured divine liturgies# mirpliceep 
processions, and turning to the East when reciting the Creed* The-commission's 
report was published in the Scotsman and Man Ow Herald on March 31st 1897- 
(Church of Scotland Foreign Mission Committee 1-finutess 4th MsV 1897g 10. * See 
also Andrew Ross, 'The origins and development of the Church of Scotland Missionj 
Blantyre, Iýrasalandj 1875-19261, University of Edinburghj, Ph*D* Thesies 1968* 
The-present writer, not having had an opportunity to read this thesis# in grate- 
ful for information from it comimmicated to him by the Rev* Dro Andrew Ross, ) 

250 SPt Stewart, OE, A, S, M. Suggestions on the Proposed Trust DeedIp 14th Februar7 
1894* 

-Stewart'also warned against the proposal to have the mission supervised 
jointly by the three Presbyterian Churches in Scotland*, Livingatonia and 
Lovedale we, r6 Free Church institutions with which the United Presbyterian Church 
was associated, But the Wo Church had proved unwilling to contribute more tliaý a fraction of the total yearly cost of running these missions* (Ibid., 
Stewartj ýE*A*S. 11. Suggestions for the Futurei'1JU1Y 1893-) 
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Early in Februax7 1894j a meeting to discuss the future of the mission took 

place at-the Burlington'Hotel in London, Present at the meeting were Lady Janet 

I-lackinnong Peter Mackinnon and his brotherop John and Duncan# J*Mv W19 WoP. 

Alexanderr a Mr* Chapman and James Stewart. In two hours of discussiozi nothing 

concrete as to the future was decided* A memorandum proposing a Trust Deed for the 

. 
mission's financial security was circulated* The meeting confirmed what Stewart 

alreýady know and feared* In the matter of the interpretation which was to be placed 

oii William Mackinnon's codicil, the family of Mackinnon, with the single exception 

of Peter Mackinnons was unanimous* 

Becoming e=sperated by the unwillingness of his opponenta to coo the reaeon 

and Justice of his arguments, Stewart continued to exert pressure on Peter Mokinnont 

growing bolder in his statementor and introducing an element of blackmail into his 

dealings* He suggested that since few of the original subscribers to the mission - 

amongst them, his own brother-in-law, John Stephen - had been consultedl theor might 

not feel obliged to contribute to the proposed endowment* He would find it difficult, 

moreover, to persuade his Free Church masters to send the Galla ex-slaves from 

Lovedale to Kibwezi if the Mackinnon family intended to spurn the Churcho And if# 

as he recolleoted, someone at the Burlington had asked him to aot as Saperintendent 

of the, E*A*S, Me from hie position at Lovedale for a few years# then he could only 

agree to this request if the Free Church wore given control of the E*A*S*M*o 251 

By the third week in Febraaryt mattern had reached a deadlock* John and Duncan -, 
Mackinnon had entered the arenag determined to*bloek Stewart's every moves On the 

evening of the meeting at the Burlington they had circulatod a memorandum designed 

t 

251 SP, Stewart to P*Xackinnonj 'E. A. S. 11. Suggestions on the Proposed Trust Deedl, 
14th February 1894* 
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to raice united opposition by family members and friends to arq suggestion for 

the mission's future whioh, wao not'striotly in accordance with, their uncle's views* 

Lady Mackinnon and J*M. Hall were firmli on, their sideo W$P9 Aleýcander had forwarded 

hit; own proposals, but these were ignored since the issue was one of confrontation 

with Stewarte Both sides wished for a ley managing committee, but they were 

irreconcilably divided over the question of. whether the Free Church of Scotland should 

control the committees -Peter Mackinnon confided to Stewart that he did not feel 

bound by Mackinnonts codicil and that he would be pleased to be rid of his respon- 

sibility to the mission. But at-the same time he wanted no breach within his family 

and warned that whatever solution was chosen for the mission's futures it had to be 

one on which his family was unanimously agreed. 
252 

In desperationt Stewart appealed to Peter Mackinnon to use his influence to 

wean Lmay Mackinnon from the viewpoint of her nephewse He gave his views of John 

and Amcan Mackinnon in unflattering terms., On this occasiont, Stewart had gone too 

far* He received a very cold and curt letter from Peter Mackinnon reminding him that 

Lady Mackinnon was in very poor health and ought not to be troubled, In defence of 

his brothers# he suggested that Stewart should appreciate that they venerated their 

unoleto'memox7l having been particularly affectionate towards himg and that they felt 

it was'their'sacrod duty to respeot his views and wishes* Stewart's indiscretion 

had served merely to arouse in Peter blackinnon, a sense of identity on the current 

issue with'the other members of his familye The deadlock was noýr broken* Stewart 

was informed that all were agreed that the mission would remain undenominational. and 

free of control bj, any-church, 
253 

252 Ibid., Pe Mackinnon to Stewart, 14th Februar7 1894o 
253 SP, P. Mackinnon to Stewart, 23rd February 1894- 
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Unable to concede defeat gracefully, Stewart accused the 1,1ackinnon family 

of having d6ceived outside subscribers from the beginnina*254 His accusation 

was false$ but not untypical of a man whose memor7 on suitable occasions was 

marvellously, chort* No one, least of all Stewart himselfp was in any doubt in 

1891 that Mackinnonts mission was largely a private, family affair, undenominational 

and free of church controlt and financed by the family and close friends of its 

principal founderso 25ý 

The troubles of the mission were not yet over# Lady Mackinnon died early in 

March 1894t and since she was -the-force behind the proposed endowment and had 

intended to contribute at least one-third of its total amountg the settling of the 

financial question was delayed indefinite3, v* Her trustoesg Lt# Col, John Jameson 

and Robert Jameson who were her brothers in Glasgowg were e3peoted in duo course 

to make available for the mission the E10#000 she had, promisede But thVI even 

more than John and D=can Mackinnon, had to be satisfied that nothing would be 

done which did not conform absolute3, y to the views and wishes of William Mackinnone 256 

Between 1894 and 1897 nothing was done to further the plan to raise a new 

endowment or to appoint a permanent committee - the mission having in effect been 

without a committee since Brace's death* Clearly, the fiercel protective attitude 

displayed Ipy, the certain members of the Mackinnon family. had been no more than a 

response to Stewartfs attempt to win the mission for the Free Church# When Stewart 

254 $'The chief . mistake originally. made was, that of inviting outside subscribers, 
without making sufficiently clear on what lines, the mission was to be 
wrought. There may be a little feeling for some-timp#oso" (SPI' Stewart 
to'P* Mackinnong 28th February 1894-) 

255 -See above, PP-51-57-, 
256 SPI P. Mackinnon. to, Stmart, 6th November 1894* 
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abandoned, ' the attempt# and when Lady Hackinnon died, the Mackinnon brothers lapsed 

into a state of apathys, 7hey had committed themselves to maintaining the mission 

on its original lines; there was sufficient money remaining to the mission's account 

to permit thin for a few more years* For the meantimes they were content to leave 

mission affairs to their uncle's old business associate and a former Honorary 

Secretary of the I*B*E*As Company# W. P. Alexanderý, Stewart returned to Lovedale 

at. the end of 18941 him comeotion with the E*A*S*M. finally severed* 

'The initiative for change and improvement came from Kibwezi., Thomas Watsonj 

who for several years had wished to abandon the current site of the mission, stressed 

in his letters to Alexander the many obstacles to progresol, and insisted that the 

money available could be core gainfully applied in a new area such, as Kikv7u# To 

humour himl Alexander asked Watson to visit Kikuyu 6nd to report tohim by December 

1895. The reply to Watson's report was predictable: unless health demanded an 

immediate removal, for financial reasons a transfer to the proposed site at 
257 DaCoretti was impossible for the foreseeable future. 

Knowing that health alone did not demand an immediate transfer$ Watson approaohedý, 

Alexander from a different angle* Reminding him that in 1891 Me inn Bru k on and, oe 

had hoped that the mission would be cited at Dagoretti, Watson warned'that if the 

transfer were delayed indefinitely# the chance of securing a suitable site in 

Kikixyu at some future time would be greatly-roduoed, Bottlers were in Ibmbasa, 

"eager to Co in and possess the land"# and- a coffee growing i*mdicato was negotiatii19 

257 SP''Al&xaýder to Watson, "31st J=UarY 1896. Lvery one at, Kibwezi, suffered 
recurrent attacks of ffeverO and quinine was widely used* But in the 1890s 
it had not been'ascertainod that there was a conneotionbetween malaria and 
mosquitoese Tho close proximity of the mission buildings'to the Kibwezi 

-stre=# together with the maW. irrieation ditches which Charters had built 
through the station meant that the EsAiSoN, was'never free of malaria. 
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for. the purchace of a block of land at DaCoratti. 258 But above allf there was 

a dis I tinct . possibility that another mission would: be first in Kiku. 7u* 

The other mission was the now Africa Inland Mission based upon' Philadelphial 

UoSoAe*259 Headed by Peter Cameron Scottp its first party of missionaries, inolý- 

dind five men and three women# arrived in'llombasa in October 1895- 260 When the 

party passed Kibwezil Watson was unable to percuade its leader to divulge his plans* 

Latorg, Watson learned that had-it not been for the necessity of buildinG houses 

quickly for the women at points not too far from the coastj the missionary party 

258 xLS 80 1 15, Watcon to Alexander, 14th March 1896o The Coffee *mdicato to 
which Watson referred výas one in which the shareholders were Smiths 
Mackenzie & Coo# the British India Steam Navigation Cooq Captain B. Lo Solater, 
Captain Go Smith$ Go Kitchin, and Sir Lloyd Mathevoo On June 12th 18961 an 
estate of 137 acres, the Mirimhi Estate" was purchased from an African near 
Dagorettio The enterprise was a failure$ no successful coffee crop being 

out the other charchblders plantedi In 1914 Smithl Nackenzio & Coo bou 
and became solo owner* (See RPA/UCN G/1/2k1)j *Historical Documents of 
Smitht Mackenzie & Cooft Part Ilo) 

259 Inspired by the enthusiasm'for miscionar7 work in Africa by Peter Cameron 
Scottt a Glasgow-born American Presbyterian who had served-with the lassion=7 
Alliance at Banana in the Congo in 1691, a small council of Philadelphia 
Christians headed by Dre AoT* Pierson decided in l894 to organiso a Taith 
Mission' for work in British East Africa. The council of the Africa Inland 
Mission was never associated with any single church. It drew its membership 
and support from Presbyteriansp Baptictst Adventictsq and from societies 
each as the Glasgow Bible Sooiety. and the Pennsylvania Bible Institutoo 
Although unsuccessful in M=ba in-the 1890s, it was destined to become one 
of the most powerful Protestant missions in Kenya'aftor'190'0# (See Catherine 
So Ilillart The Life of Peter Camerori Scott. The Unlocked Door (London, 1955) 
25-'29*) See also abovet Ppog-10* 

260 1 
The first party included in addition to P. Co Scott$ Messrs, KrieCorp Hotchkiost 
Wilson and Savernt and P9C. Scott's sister, Margareto together with Miss 
Reckling and Rics Lindberg* In July 1896 a second party, of missionaries 
arrived coven in nu; mbert which included PoC* Scott's parents& (Millart op. cit p 
34t 40-1 
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would have proceeded straight to Kikuyu., Beginning with a station at Nzaui - 

the place which Watson had chosen as an outstation for the EeAeSsM. in 1894 - 

the Africa Inland Mission had started work at Kilungul Kangundo and Sakai 

within a year of its arrival in Ukambae 261 In April 1896 the leader of a 

Swahili caravan assured Watson that the American missionaries had reached 

Kikuyu* 262 This proved to be untrue. By Febraary 1897v P. C. Scott was dead 

and all but one of the remaining fourteen missionaries had retired through ill 

health. It was only after 19019 with the arrival of C. E. Halburt and Lee H. 

Downing, that the Africa Inland Mission was revived and transferred to Kijabe 

in Kikuyuland* 

The miesionary occupation of the far interior of British East Africa was 

about to begin. By 1896 it wan clear to all that with the construction of the 

Uganda Railway the focal point for settlement and administration would be further 

inland than Machakos, The Africa Inland Mission, with its station at Kangundo, 

had reached the threshhold of Kikuyuland. The independent micsion of Mr. and 

Mrso Stuart Watt at Vgelani was likewise posted on the boundax7 between Ukamba 

and Kikuyu. 263 The German missionaries at Ikutha were planning an extension to 

261 See Map 19 It has proved impossible to locate Sakai on the maps It appears 
to have lain some miles north-cast of Kilungue 

262* NLS 8015# Watson to Alexander, 27th April 1896o 
263 Mr., and Mras Stuart Watt first came to East Africa in 1885 as C-M-S-- miEsionarieg' 

to Kisokwe in Ugoso. They retired to Northern Ireland a year or two later and 
then emigrated to Australia* In 1893 they returned to East Africa in an indep- 
endent capacityO intondina. to establish a mission in Kikuyu country* Dissuaded 
from this by Prank Hall, the Company's District Superintendazt at Fort Smith, 
they bought a site at Ngelanif north of Machakos. The Stuart Watts do not appear 
to have enjoyed a Good reputation in missionary ciroleas No one really -took 
them seriously. Stuart Wattt who had been a patient at the E. A. S. M. in 1896 
(Rachel Wattl PP-cit-, 317-18) applied in 1898 for a post with the Scottish Mission 
at Kikuyu* Watson advisqd the Committee in Glasgow to refuse his application on 
the Grounds that he was t! poor missionary material", (NLS 80151 Watson to Mesers. 
W. Mackinnon & Co,, 17th December 18984, ) The C, M,, S, t likewise refused to employ 
Stewart Watt at this time. In about 1914t the Stuart Watts retired to 1bglande 
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Kitui and beyond. 264 It seemed to Watson in 1896 that the E*A*S*ll*j statio and 

immovable at Xibwezit woulct be fortunate if it brougght up the rear in the missionary 

occupation of the highlandes 

Alexander shared Watcon's view that these developments put a different oomplexion 

on the question of a removal. Ever conscious of financial considerations, he insisted 

that it the mission were to be transferred the cite at Kitwezi must first be sold at 

a good profits The most likely prospective buyer was the Uganda Railway since it 

had been decided that the railwV would run through mission ground. But the railhead 

would not reach Kibwezi for another year, and until then there was little hope of a 

sale unless the Protectorate Government were a willing buyer, By mutual agreement# 

the matter was reser7ed for discussion when Watson returned to Scotland on his first 

furiough in juiv 1896 . 
265 

Watson spent a year in Britain, during which time he completed his training 

in Divinity and was ordained as a minister of the Free Church of Scotland* In 

Glasgow he had many long and fruitful meetings with Alex=der and the Mackinnon 

brothers. He was able to recount the micsionto history and elaborate upon its 

problems in a more incisive wV than had been possible in five years of correEpon- 

dence ft6in Kibwezie The effect of his presence was to arouse a now enthusiasm 

amongst the mission's promoters - an enthusiasm which was no doubt underpinned by 

a knowledge that if they did not cooperate, Watsom,, would not return to East Africa* 

264 The BoAoSoMe had been in contaot with the Leipzig Evangelical Lutheran Sooiety's 
mission at Umtha sinoe 1892* Moffat was visited by one of its missionaries, 
Herre'Xiedermein in August 1892* (R? 4LO 24th August 1892*) A year later Charters 
went to Ikutha to attend to another missionary who was dying of fever., (SP9 
Charters to Stewarti 3rd August 1893-) In April 1896 Watson spent three dcVs 
at Ikutha and1earned of the plans for extension, (NLS 8015# Watson to Alexander, 
27th Aprilý1896*) 

265 ITLS 8015# Watson to Alexanderg 30th Maroli 1896o 
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By April 1897 Watson had finally convinced the promoters of the mission that 

climate and health at Xibwezi were too uncertain and that the sparsity.. of - ̀ * 

population in the district did not offer the mission sufficient scope* Kikuyu by 

that time was more settled and better known th= it had ever been# ard it was 

becoming the target of several missions* 
266 The promoters agreed that a change of 

site was necessary# but, having in mind the fact that onXy L2055 remained to the 

misi3ion'n credit$ they decided that the change must be part of a wider scheme of 

putting the mission on a sound baciao 267 The time seemed appropriate to revive 

the plan of 1894 of raising an endolmOnt of L35sOOO as a comorial to Sir William 

M-ckinnon. 

Cn June 3rd a meetina took place in London between Petert John and Duncan 

1-fackinnon and W. P* Alo=der. Resolutions were passed which included the following: 

between them the Mackinnon brothers would endow the mission to a total of E2590001 

11re Robert Jameson would be invited to contribute the E10,000 which Lacly Mackinnon 

had promised in 18941 efforts should be made to secure other subscriptions so that 

the mission might be assured of an income from capital of not less than L1#500 per 

annum; the Revs Thomas Watson would be invited to return to East Africa to make 

arrangements for the disposal of the site at Kibwezi and to effect the removal of 

the mission to Kikuyul and finallyg that Meassrse Jamoson, Maclae & Baird, WeSe, 

of Glasgow would be asked to prepare in legal form the now constitution and Deed 

266 As early as, 18921 Bishop Tucker of the C*M&S* Uganda had called for the 
inissionax7 occupation of Kikuyuj "Kikvyu. must be evangelizedo, Who will have, 
he t 'honour of, bping the first missionax7 to settle in this lovely country# 

and lay the foundation of the future Church? *.. it can be donet and in ry 
opinion, ought to be doneýat once. "., (FO 2/57g Bishop Tacker# letter from 
Fort Smithl 13th November 1892. ) 

267 ASP S*22/G. 6. p Alexander to Sir T. Powell Buxton# 15th July 1897-- 
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of Trust approved by the Mackinnon familyg, and W*Po Alcx=der "the me=time acting 

Hon* Sea*"* 268 

The constitution was restated in its original formt "The Mission shall be 

Religious, Educational Medical and Industrialg and its religious teaching shall 

always be in accord with the Evangelical'teaching of the Westminster Confession 

of Faith. "* The Committee, to consist of between four and ten people who were 

members of the Dvangolical 'Presbyterian Churches of Digland and Scotlandt would 

in the first instance consist of thellackinnon brothers# Robert Jameson and 

J*M, Hallt the camel with the exception of 11allq being also Trustees of the Endow- 

ment Fund*' Since it was not intended that the Committee should be burdened with 

routine duties'of managing the missiong Mescrue William Mackinnon & Coo, of Glasgow 

would be appointed Honorax7 Secretaries and Treasurers* The single cubotantialV 

new featuret but one which was in no way antagonistic, to the original structure of 

th6 mi6sionj came under the heading of 'Arrangements for a fixed period': 

"The Mission shall bo'conduoted as au'undenominational Ificciofi for at least. 
five years. At the end of that period should the whole Committee by vote of 
three fourths or nearest theret6a so elect, the Mission may beýallied-, with 
or made over to come then existing reliGious body holding principles consistent 
with the Rissionla foundation* Otherwise it shall be continuod, on an undenom- 
inational basis for an additional period of five years and so on for five 
yearly periods thereafter until agreement for absorption be arrived at 17 269 
vote of three fourths or nearest thereto of the Committee for the time beina, " 

And as a postscriptl it was added that should the mission for any reason faill the 

Endowment Fund would pass to the National Bible Society of Scotland, 

268 Ibids 'Report of, a Joint Meeting of the Committee of 'the Miac-ion end Intending 
Subscribers to the E'AoSeHe Mdowmen't Fund, hold at 23 Great Winchester Street, 
London, 3rd Jýne 189ji, enclosed in Ale=der to Buxton, 15th July 1897a, 

269 ASP, 80'2 7 2/0.6. -1 'Draf tCIo. n stitution for the I E. I ast . Afric =- Scottish I Mission 
enclosed in Alexander to Buxton'l 15th JU1Y 1897- 
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In Aucust 1897'a aolrq accurrod'in finalicine arrangements since the persons 

who proposed to endow the mission would not act until approval of the arrangements 

had been'received trom caob: of the original subscribers to the mission* 
270 If 

a unanimous approval were'not forthcominal the promoters would cithor leave matters 

as they stood or, they would abolish the existing mission and create a nw. i one on 

similar' lines which'w6ixld'bd' exclusively a memorial to Sir William VkSCId=on-b 271 

By October the approval-of all surviving members of the original group df subscribers 

had been given, But with t'heexception of Peter Mackinnon and W*P* Alexander, none 

of'the oýiginal subecribers capported the Endowment Fund of 1897,1 272 

Having secured the mission's financial future, the next stace was to issue a 

book of rules governing the conduot of the'mission in the field as well as the terms 
,4 

and conditions of its staff appointmentso Nothing of this naturelad been prepared 
this in 1891, and it was/omicsion which had caused many of the problems which had been 

270 

271 
272 

Q90 LLLIOVOl P*.: )jq n*. LI4* 

ASP, S*2216,. 6*g Alexander to Buxton, 12th August 1897-- 
Byi-1898 the list of subsorib 6rs to th e now Endowment was as follows 
Report IV, i 7-8) t' 
In Memory of A. L. Bruce 
Mrso A*L* Bruce o000 0 0 0 0 4 a 6 Miss Agnes Bruce 040 0 * 4 0 W , , InIlemory of Sir Wil 

, 
lian Mackinnon 

Peter Mackinnon 
Robert Jameson 
John and Duncan Mackinnon 
I, Irss 'P 0' " Mckinnon -e9*# 0 * 0L &, 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 # # 0 * 0 49 0 Tjord, Overtoun. *, * *0 ;O 't 4 0 *, * it 6 0 * * & 0 0 0 a 0 0 a 0 

W*P, Alexander %*,, -, , 4 '. 9 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 * 0 0 Stuart Hall 

MOM6, arc*r 
*0006 *' 00 * 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 ,a * * * 0, 0 ,0 0 

E*Do 'A? ylie, ' -; i " -f .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. Ce Tuinei (Calcutta) 
S. I-Taolao 
R. G. Currie (Bombay) 

o o D*M. Hamilton (Calcutta ) 
C Rener ' ý 

: : 
o .,. ., 9*0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 * a 0 * * 0 

(Capital Increment) 

(EASM 

c 

500 
500 

12g5OO 
100000 
l2v5OO 

100 
100 
800 
250 
250, 
250 
210 
100 
100 
50 
50 
10 

100 

E38,370 
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experienced at Kibwezi. 273 Advice on rules and conditions was sought from the 

Free Churchp and it appeara that the model adopted was that of Livingstoniao 274 

A greater emphasis was placed upon qualifications and the general good health 

of new appointees* Details as to rialariess allowances, resignation and dismissal 

275 were carefully enumerated. To avoid a recurrence of the problems in staff 
relationships # it was emphasised that evez7 man'on the station would be expected 

to assist in any task which might arise, Further# it was stated that "whilst 

the Missionary supervising the Mission shall have as free a hand as possible in 

the management of details# the Committee shall keep strictly in its own hand the 

general missionar7 policy to be pursued"I and "in all radical questions in which 

difference of opinion may arisel there shall be an appeal to the Committee whose 

decision shall be final. ". 

In Ootober 1897* the Rev. Thomas Watson returned to Kibwezi beariiig: ý the 

long-awaited instractions for the removal of the mission to Kikuyu* By 1898 

the removal was oompleted and the E*A*S*Mo was the first Christian mission in 

273 See above, P959t and nol8O* 
274 PCSP/NLS 7858l Messrs We Mackinnon & Co. to Secretary George Smiths 39th 

June and 12th August 14970 A copy of the E. A. S. N. Is rules of 1897 is to 
be found in a volume entitleds Kikuyu Mission Fast Africa, 1891-19089 
currently in the possession of the Africa Seoretaryl overseas Councill 
Church of Sootlandl in Edinburgh. See W*P* Alexander, oT)-oit-, 43-449 for 
instructions to missionaries. The instructions to Xorý'gwe and Buganda were 
based upon these same instructions* 

275 The scale of salaries and allowances was as follows: 
Married Single 'Outfit Travel 

Class 1 9330 250 40 First Class 
2 250 200 30 First Class 
3 120 20 Beoond-Class 
4 120 30 Second Class 

Salary at the married rate could not be claimed for, the first three years of 
an appointment, Contracts were for five years from the date of arrival in 
Mombasa, Any missionary resigning (6 months, notice) before he had served 
four years would be asked to repay his passage and'outfit and to pay his own 
passage home* An exception would be made in case of ill health. 
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Kikuyuland. Soon afterwardel in 1899 and 1900 respectively the Holy Ghost Fathers 

and the Church Missionary Society opened stations near the site of modern Nairobi. 

After 1901t the missionary occupation of the highlands and the Nyanza area began 

in earnest. 

Apart from the contributions made to the early work of the Uganda Railway 

\ýý 7 

and the Proteotorate Administrationg 276 the Kibwezi experiment had been a notable 

failure* A substantially better performance wao expected of the gAS, Mo after 

its removal to q new frontier at Kikuyu. The mission buildings and cultivated 

land at Kibwezi were cold to the Uganda Railway and soon became overlaid with 

the paraphe=alia of a railway stationg and the beginnings of a modern township, 

In 1908 a party of missionaries from the Church of Scotland Mission at Xikuyut 

headed by the Rev. Dr. Henr7 E* Scott, paid a nostalgic visit to the working Place 

of their pioneering forebears* 277 Sixty years later a party of African leaders 

of the Presbyterian Church of East Africa paid a similar visit. In the town itself 

the African Presbyterians unearthed from beneath the surface of a side street a 

few red bricks made by David Charters and Thomas Watson. -Some of these bricks 

have been built into the otone monument near the Church of the Torch at Kikuyu, 

unveiled by President Jomo Kenyatta on March 23rd 1968, commemorating the work of 

the early missionaries at Xibwezi and the growth of the Preabyterian Church in 

Kikuyuland. 

276 Many contracto for timber and joinery works were given to the mission's 
workshop* Dre Mathew Wilsong as mentioned above, acted on two occasions 
in 1897 as Medical Officer to the ftilway labour gangs* From September 
1897 to March 1898 he also acted as District Administrative Officer for 
Xibwezi. Finallyq at the request of the Sub-Commiosioner for Ukamba, John 
Ainsworth# the mission undertook to build a road from Kibwezi to Nbu-inzau 

277 KNt It No*261 April 1908, lotter by H. E, Scott, 29th February 1908* 



6. The old graveyard of' the E. A. S. M. at Kibwezi in 1968. 

A 

Rev. Crispuý; i, 'iorqrO showýý Fresideni and Y, rs . Kel. yatta 
ýhe arA '. odera, or of the Church o'. ' Scotland a brick removed from the 

ruins of t"c- "' I at Yibwezi. 
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Although nothing of the mission remains visible today apart from an 

overgrown cemetery outside the township# Kibwezi is not forgotten* There 

are signs that the Presbyterian Church of East Africa is anxious to regain 

a foothold there: 

"We are extremely cad ... that while these graves remain to the testimony 
of those who $gave all' to this countryt (the) P. C*U*Ao has never been 
able to follow up what was an impossible task at the time in that district* 
Sad because$ next to the place where the first public Presbyterian worship 
was held in the country go* there is an Ismailia Mosque. Sad because 
adjacent to these famous gravesp the Roman Catholic Church its putting up 
a Hospitalo, *.. What would those lying in those graves feel todayg if ever 
God restored them to life again? This is a challenge which PoCoE. A, and 
the Church of Scotland must jointly address themselves to$ or elsel woo 
unto you* History may be repeating itself here -a Moslem shrine stands at 
the place of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerasaleml"278 

278 Rev. Jobn Gatu, Prinoipal Clerk to the General Assembly of the P*C*E*Aot 
*Report of Xibwazi Revisited 1968tg March 1968., 
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Chapter Three 

TIM, IMI PRONTIER 

1. A Change of Hands 

From the end of the nineteenth century, the European occupation of the fertile 

and populous highlands of British East Africa was achieved by the offioialg the 

soldier, the settler-trader and the missionary. Inter-dependent and complementary 

in their roleat their efforts facilitated by the epread of modern comrnunioations, 

the European oolonisors found room to improvise in the making of a profitq whether 

in cash or in soulst from their self-justiVing task of bringing a new civilisation 

to heathen peoples. They operated in frontier conditionsl and prominent in their 

vanguard was the Fast African Scottish Mission* 

The early efforts of the I, 3,, A,, S, 11, to obtain a foothold at xikuyu provide an 

insight into the manner in which Africans were to lose much of their lando -On 

returning to East Africa in Ootober 18979 the Rev* Thomas Watson was confronted by 

the problem of disposing of the minsionis land at Xibwezi and acquiring an estate 

of similar proportions at Xikuyus He felt come concern at first that the missionts 

claim to its land at Xibwezi would not be recognised by the Protectorate Administrationo 

Stewart had omitted in 1891 to define the 'boundaries of the station in sufficient 

detail and had failed to deposit the original agreement between himself and Hzee 

Kilundu with the Committeea The agreoment itself, furthermore, had not been racog- 

nised as valid by the I. B. E. A. Company in 1892* 1 But the rrotootorate had yet to 

for=late a land Policy and it waa hoped, that six years I OcCuPanoy, - tooether with 

development of the lando trould be sufficiont title* 

see above, Pp. 115-17o 
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With come trepidation, but duty-bound to secure the beat possible torms for 

the mission# Watson approached the Protectorate's Commissionerg Sir Arthur Hardinge, 

He proposed that the Protectorate should accept the mission's station and its 

hundred square miles of land in exchange for a similar acreaCe near Da,, -, orettio 

With regard to the larger portion of mission land# Hardingela laconic reply was that 

Her Majesty's Government would not care to invest in a hundred square miles of bush* 2 

For the remaindert Ilardin, -o proposed that in return for the currandor of the Kibwezi 

etation, the Protectorate would assist the mission to purchase land at Kikayul in 

recompense for the buildings and aGricultural. development at Xibwezij a small piece of 

waste or forest land might be added free of charge. The alternativet as Hardinge 

Wcplained to Watsong was for the mission to find a purchaser for the Xibwezi estate 

and to buy land at Kikuyu privately; in this case the mission would have to pay 

considerably more for its land, since only Government could buy land at a cheap 

rate, and no assistance other than van given to any deserving settler could be 

expeoted of Her Majentyls Sub-Co=insionare 

The Protectorate was not yat empowered to make grants of unoccupied lando 

and olearlyl had little interest in acquiring the misaionva land at Kibwezio Watson 

had alrcadzr proposed a sale to the Chief Eagincer of the Uganda Railmq. The 

response had been, favourableg but the price suXested vias disappointing low. 
,., 
3, v 

Leaving the Committee to consider HardinCd's proposals and to necotiate with the 

ForeiCn Office for better terms, Watson applied himself early in 1898 to acquiring 

a foothold for the mission at Kiku. 7u, He was unable to select a site near DaCoretti 

(Kiamuth1in!,, uq or"'plaoe of the Europeano*$ to the Kiku, 7u since Company days) until 

2 NLS 8015s Watcon to Mooora. Wo Maokinnon A Coo, lot Septembor 189go 
3 Ibid. 9 Watson to Alexander, 20th Dooember 1897* 

4 
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it was asoortained whether it would be within the railway's reserved mile zone. 
4 

But beyond Dagorettis some two miles from Fort Smith and on a parallel with the 

proposed Kikuyu railway station# Watson found it possible to purchase forty-four 

acres of land. In July, following the death of Dr. Mathew Wilson and the repat- 

riation to Scotland in broken health of John Lundie, Watson wasted no further 

time in completing the transfer of the mission. Py October he had left Kibwezi 

for good, having sold the stationg but not the hundred square miles of land, to 

George Whitshousel the Railway Chief Eagineerl for RS-490009 or approximately 

L270- 
5 

The mission estate at Kikuyu was purchased from Munyuat a son of the late 

Waiyaki wa Hingal 
6 

for three cows, one calf and ten goats* Watson had asked for 

a hundred acres of uncultivated landt but the elders refused to part with their 

tights to more than forty-four acres. Already they were alarmed at the land hunger 

of the inooming Europeans; they began to express their fear that if more land were 

alienated their people might starve in bad seasons. 
7 A year latorl their worst 

fears were confirmedt settlers were pouring in and the Railway had bought out 

all owners of land for one mile on either side of the proposed rail alignment at 

the rate of cloth to the value of Rs-7 per &ore* In September 1899 Watson observed 

4 The Indian Land Acquisition Act of 18949 permitting the Crown to acquire 
land for one mile on either side of a railway line# was applied to the East 
Africa Protectorate by the East Africa Order in Council, 1897. The right of 
the Crown to sell land within the mile zone was provided in the East Africa 
(Acquisition of Lands) Order in Council of 1898* 

5 EASM Report IV (Glaseowg 1899) 4- See also Cd*2164 (1904)9 Final Report of 
the UA=da Railway Committee,, July 1904t 19-21, 

6 
See aboveg Pp. 99-101. 

7 
NLS 8015t Watson to Mackinnon & Co. # 21st October 1898* 
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that it was difficult to tell what was Government land and what was not since the 

Xikuyu were laying olaim to all the land - not beoause they wished to ezrich them- 

selves by selling itq but because they were afraid of losing their main source of 

livelihood. 8 
Soon afterwards the Kikuyu were faced with an acute food shortage - 

NP'arap. u va Rurayat or fthe famine from lhcland'. 

Early in 1899l knowing that the Co=ittee was having no success in its 

negotiations with the Foreign Offioel Watson attempted to purchase more land for 

the mission*. The first estate was good agricultural land, but there was the pos- 

sibility that at least a quarter of it would be found to lie within the railway 

mile zone. Watson sought out Manyua to make an offer for the purchase of an 

additional hundred acres extending away from the railway line. Munyua was emphatio 

in his refusal to add more land to the mission station or to part with rights in 

land in any other part of his district. He would exchange the first site for 

another of similar size a mile to the west at Thogoto; alternatively, he would 

allow Watson to build a permanent station at the latter place but without surrending 

hie ownership of the land, Watsoh rejected the offer as providing the doubtful 

security "merely of a native's word. 119. 

Watson continued to apply presE; ure upon Munyua and wan successful in September 

1899 in securing his agreement to the sale of thirty acres at Thogoto for three cows 

Ibid,, Watson to Mackinnon & Cost let September 1899. The C. X, S* found less 
difficulty at first* They occupied Fort Smith in 19009 but moved shortly 
afterwards to the nearby district of Mayombo where a Kikuyu headman sold them 
a plot-of land* The land at that place had recently suffered a Xaazai-raid 
and all its inhabitants had been massacreds The Kikuyu were afraid of the 
place, and willingly parted with ýte A. W, MoGregort the C*M; S9 missionax7l 
renamed it Kikuruko, or 'a place of rest and peaoe9s (Charles Richardsg 
'History of the C*MS, in the Highlands', unpublished manuscripts 4-) 

NLS 8015l Watson to Mackinnon & Cost 6th June 1899. 
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and a calf. Thereafter it was unnecessary to deal with reluctant Africans in the 

acquisition of land* Before 1899 the Crown had held no title to unoccupied land 

in the Protectorate& Land had first to be purchased from its African owners, 

whereafter the Protectorate couldp by the issue of land certifioatesq confirm the 

puich aaer in his occupancy of the land for periods of up to twenty-one yearso 
10 

Capitaliaing., on the fluid state of opinion on the juridicial concept of a 

Proteotoratel the Foreign'Office appealed to the Law Officers 6f the Crown against 

the system whereby jurisdiction ovej? land in the Protectorate was held by Chiefs 

and Elders "who are practically savages"* 
11 Replying to Lord Salisbury on behalf 

of the Law Offioersq R. E. Webster and R#B* Finlay concluded in December 1899 that 

"the right' of dealing with waste and unoccupied land accrues to Her Xajesty by 

virtue of her right to the Protectorate*" 12 Although the Law Officers' opinion was 

not given legal effect until 1901 in the proclamation of the East Africa (Lands) 

Order in Council, by June 1900 the E. A. SaMe hold ninety-nine year leases to its two 

plots at Kiku, 7u and was Given to understand that it need deal only with the 

Proteotorate in its future land requirements*13 

Of regular missionar7 work in the latter years of the E*A*S, Mo# there is little 

to record* No direct influence was exerted in the religious or educational depart- 

ments of work, although with the arrival at Kikuyu late in 1899 of Watson's bridep 

10 This was the substance of the opinion given to the Forei Office by the Colonial 
Office in 1896* See Foreign Office Confidential Print 

FFZ) 
68619 John Bramston, 

for Colonial Beoretax7, to Foreign Officat 4th September 18964' * 
11 FO'CP 74031 Francis Bertie for Foreign Office to Law Officers of the Crowng 

18th November. 1899* 
12 Ibidej Law Officers to Foreign Officel 13th December 1899* There in a useful 

summary, of the history of land in'Kezqa in M*PeK*,, SorrawnIs*ILand Policy in 
Kenyat 1895-1945'o Vo Harlowq E*M, Chilver and As Smith (FAs*)I History of 
East Africat II (6xford, 1965) 672-89. ) 

13 The original plot had been inoreas6d to sixty acres and was the mission's 
agricultural land, while the second plotg increased from thitty to forty acres, 
had become the site of the permanent mission buildinges 
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a class for a handful of boys was conducted on the verandah of the manse. 
24 

Medical ýork was limited by the absence of a doctor at the mission apart from the 

eight months in 1699 of Dr. Thomas Romer's appointment* Inevitably it was the 

mission's industrial department which received the greatest attention, less for 

training purposes than to meet the essential tasks of building a new station and 

growing fooaq While Uatson and Alexander Walker laboured on the ceoond plot to 

make bricks for the houses, John Paterson tended to ten thousand coffee seedlings 

on the original plot. 
15 The coffee crop suffered the ravages of a species of ý, ' 

grub - probably the popularly-n=ed la=7-womf - but potatoes fared well* The 

sale of mission potatoes in July 1900 paid Paterson's salar7 and the wages of the 

missionts total labour force* 

Mutual understanding and confidence between the mission and the Kikuyu began 

to develop as a result of the smallpox epidemio and famine of 1899 to 1900, Ibr ' 

September 1899t owing to droughtj crop failure and heavy. -, - buying of food for the 

Uganda Railwayq famine was widespread in Kikuyu and Ukambal In the : -irdlief G=p 

at Machakos there were seven hundred famine victims; in camps at Ngongi Dagoretti 

and Fort Smith the immbers were growing rapidly, At the E, A, S*Mo Watson at first 

distributed rice only in return for work on the stationj by December he was giving 

free rations to, an average of sixty people b6 day and had a penauent relief camp 

housing seventy-six children and elderly Kikuyu* 16 

14 

15 

Mrs* HoEo Soottl A Saint in Kenyao_ The Life of Yarion Scott Stevenson (London# 
1932) 72s An evening class for seven youths was also conducted* Ocut It NO-3s 
May 19089 12o) 

Paterson brought the coffee seedlings from Aden on his return from furlough in 
januax7 1899o In later yearej coffee at Kikuyu was brought from the Seychelle 
Islands and from Central Africa, 

16 The E*A. S*Mo Committee cave L500 for famine relief in the ViOinitY Of the mission. 
(Bootto OP-Oit-9 59-) For details of the famine and siokness in Ukamba see John 
Ainsworth to C*11. Craufurd, H*M* Aoting Commissioner, 19th April and 10th XV 1899 
oopies in'Hintory Departmentl University Collegal Nairobi. 
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In their starving condition the people of Ukamba and Kikuyu had no resources 

with which to resist the spread of smallpox from the railhead inland*17 Jathough 

spared the full horror of famine and smallpox ouch as was experienced at Machakos 

. to the south-east and Metumets to the north-east# the area around the mission was 

severely affected* The Kikuyu seemed resigned to the disaster and made little 

effort to help themselves. At the end of 1899 the rains failed. Children were 

dying and gardens lay unattended. Young womeng desperate when the relief camp at 

Fort Smith closed down and when a large rice consignment was delayed by a strike 

on the railwayj drifted to Nairobi to the railhead to find work. There, mbMY of 

them died of smallpox and many others became prostitutes. In Januax7 1900 the 

smellý of rottine corpses lay'heavily on the air. Ilany cases died at the mission* 

These, and others who had been cast out into the busht were buried by Watson unaided 

bY anY African* The fear of a corpse was too great at that time. 18 

In Febrwu7 1900 the rains came. Smallpox began to recede, and slowlv the 

KikWu began to return to their gardens, By May the crisis'had passed, Drumingg 

dancing and general rejoicing went on for weekse Npambi, 19 
as Watson was now called, 

believed that the small relief the mission had been abl6 to bring to the Kikuyu was 

"a setting forth of Christianity perhaps just as effective in the end as preaching 
20 and teaching would have been in more favourable circumstanoes. "o But before he 

17 This was not the first smallpox epidemio in the interior. John Ainsworth, for 
exampleg reported in 1892 that smallpox wan raCing around Xachakoe, having 
spread from Mala and Chana. (XP/SOASg Opreois of Itlail from Nombasat 28th November 
189219 enolosina Ainsworth's Report for the quarter ending 30th September*) 

18 Vivid desoripiions of the soouree of famine and cmallpox aro'given in Watsonts 
letters to the Committee during the period 4th AuCust 1899 to 6th July 1900. 

19 
(KLS 8015-) 
yrom Kiswahilit 'one who arranges things for the common good*' 

20 MZ 8Oi5, Watson to Xaoki=on & Coo# 6th July 1900. 
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could reap the benefits of the improved relationship with the Kikuyuj Watson died, 

of pneumonia early in December 1900* His widowt IMa Watson' or Bibi va Np, =bi, as 

she was affectionately known# stayed at Xikuyu for some thirty yearsp the first 

ten months of her widowhood beine spent alone at Thogotoo 

Watconla death confirmed the Co=ittee in their opinion that the tire had 

come to transfer their responsibilities to more experienced hands, Other difficulties 

apart, they recognised the impossibility of finding qualified missionaries from the 

very few who were available for service in East Africa. 21 On December 15th 19009 

Messrs. William Mackinnon approached the very Rove Donald Macleod of Park Parishp 

Glasgow, with an offer of the E. A. S. M. to the Foreign Mission Co=ittee of the 

Established Church of Sootland, 22 The Church's Foreign Mission Convenerl Rave 

John McMurtrie, was enthusiastic in his response to tho offert but warned that 

"struggling as we are with a parsimonious Church which is only beginning to under- 

stand its relation to Christ's Kingdom it would be necessar7 that our pecuniaZ7 

burden be-ý not inoreased. "9 In short, the Foreign Mission Co=ittee would be 

delighted to accept the mission, its endowment fund and all its land in East Africa 

provided they were not called upon to spend money on their now acquisition. This 

was a short-sighted attitude which was to cause considerable trouble in the future* 

21 EASM Report V (Glaseowg 1901) 2e 
22 Stewart's biographerl j=es wells, claims that the offer was first made to the 

United Free Church* IMt this is extremely unlikelyq considering the controversies 
of 1893-18949 and there is no record of such an offer having been made in United 
Free Church Foreign Mission records. (See J, Wells, Stewart of Lovedale, The, 
Life of James Stewart, 

-M. 
D., D, D. (Londonp 1909) 239-T 

23 Church of Scotland Foreign Mission Papersp National Librar7 of Scotland (CSP/=) 
7538, MoMurtrie to Macleod, 19th December 1900*' 
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At the General Meeting of the Foreign Misnion Co=ittee in Queen Street, Edinburgh, 

on April 23rd 1901, the offer of the E*A*S*, M* was 
'accepted 

pending ratification by 

the General Assembly, 24 The General Assembly in May adopted the recommendation 

for aocePtance by the Foreign Mission Committee without a single dissentina vote. 
25 

According to the Dedor Constitution Of 1897 the Co=ittee of the E. A. S. M. 

could not transfer the mission completely until five years had elapsed, 
26' Hence, 

although the Church of Sootlandto Foreign Mission Committee managed the mission'S 

affairs from 1901 and appointed its staffl an element of dual =aeement persisted 

until January 1903 wherein Messrs. Ifilliam Mq 
. ýokinnon & Co. received copies Of all 

correspondence and continued to disburse funds. 

The question of. transferring the mission's land and endowment fund was not so 

easily settled, -In 1901 the Committee and Trustees of the fund insisted that prior 

to a tr=sfer of assets a ruling had to be sought in Edinburghts Court of Session, 

For reasons which are not explicit - Mr, Islay Kerr of Vessrs William Mackinnon 

& Coo gave all of the Committeets records for salvage in 1914 - the settlement of 

legal technicalities involved in the transfer of the endowment did not take place 

24 ýbe epitaph of themissi0n%; WAS pronounced as followsk, "From the Reports 
of the'Missiozi it would-appear that, whilst ' nine years of labour have laid 
the foundation of what may become a highly successful mission, there has been 

little result of a spiritual kind to record, ' This is nb, unusual experience 
at the beginning of a Mission, and in the'present instance$ it is sufficiently 
accounted for by the deaths of the leading missionaries, by the difficulties 
which a mercantile oompanyt though comprising Christian men of the greatest 
earnestness, must encounter in conducting a Mission without the support of a 
Church, and, lastly, by the necessary removal of the Mission to a distant 
site after m (church of Scotland Foreign Mission Coubittei 

MC Czears 
of works" 

37NY Minutes (Cs'a MC I 23rd April 1901*) 
25 CSPALS 7538v McMurtrie to Mackinnon & Cos. 30th Mav 1901*- 
26, See above# P- 141. 
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until May 10th 1907,27 

The inability of the Foreign Mispion, Committee to Cain control of the endow- 

ment before 1907# particularly during the period of a serious deficit in its funds 

between 1905 and 1907, was a source of Great irritation* But it raised the important 

question of how the mission was to be financed. 

The endowment brought an income from interest of not more than Ug200 per 

annum which was barely enough to pay the missionaries' salaries at Kikuyu* 28 

There were a few private subscribers who were not necessarily members of the Church 

of Scotland* To remove this anomaly, and to be able to plan for the futurej the 

Foreign Mission Committee appealed on several occasions for a reversal of the decision 

to maintain the new mission separately from the nnormal Church funds. 
29 

The 

appeals were not answered. From 1907 until after 1930, the C*S, M. at Kikuyu depended 

for its income on the endowment, a small rental on the lease of a portion of its 

Xibwezi estate, and above all on voluntary subsoriptions raised by propaganda and 

appeals in a new journal# Kikuyu News, published monthly from 1908. 

110 substantial changes in the mission were made at the time of the transfer; 

27 In 1904 the mission's land at Kibwezi wan transferred to the Church of Scotland 
by J*M. Hall on behalf of the Committee and John Mackinnon on behalf of the 
Trustees* (PCEA F/2. ) In 1905 the Court of Session sustained an appeal by 
the Church of Scotland for the whole of the endowment fund* The last legal 
obstacle was not removed until 1907* (Church of Sootlandt Report of the General 

28 
Assembly (CS/RGA)l May 1908, ) 

'The endowment of 1897 was invested variously in debenture, consolidated, arbit- 
ration and cumulative preference stookin the Australian United Steam Navigation 
Company Ltdo, the British Governmentl the Great Central Railway Company, the _ London# Chatham and Dover Railway Company$ the British'India Steam Navigation 
Co. Ltd., the Metropolitan District Railway, the New Zealand Loan and Mere=-tile 
Agency Co. Ltd*, the'A'P-4§ninsular and Oriental Steam NaviCation Cos Ltd,,, the 
Queensland Government and in*the Upper Assam Tea Co. Ltd* (Kikuyu Missionj B. E. A., 
Annual Report# 1909. ) 

29 ThLý-Jl point was repeatedly made that the endowment was given as an encouragement 
and a responsibility, not as a substitute for effort and expenditure-on the part 
of the Church* (F*M, C*, Reports to General Assemblies, May 1905 and May 1907-) 

, 
In 1PO5 the Church was spending E19800 annually on education alone at Blantyre. (CS1FMCXj 6th March 1906. ) 
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indeed, until after 1907 it might be said that the Church of Scotland had no 

fixed policy for Kikuyu. The Committee and Trustees of the E. A,, S*Mo had stipulated 

that the religious teaching of the mission should remain in accordance with Bible 

truth and with the Westminster Confession of faith; beyond this$ they had merely 

requested that the headquarters should remain in British East Afrioae 30 New 

missionariesq naturallyl came under the Church of Scotland0s rules and regulations 

and were required to be members of# or by declaration devoted to, the Presbyterian 

Church* But it was left to the new Superintendent at Kikuyu, the Rev# Dr. David 

Clement Scott, to formulate his own policy# to manage as best he couldq to test 

the relationship established with the Kikuyu by Thomas Watson$ and to implement 

Watson's plan of working effectively through ownership of a large tract of land#31 

Other considerations apartp the Foreign Mission Committeo welcomed the offer 

of the E. A, S, Mo as a means of providing new work for David Clement Scott* In 1899 

the Co=ittee had decided not to permit Scott to return to Blantyre p thus terminating 

a brilliant but controversial career spanning twenty years, The decision had been 

unpopular in several influential quarterog and Scott's enforced idleness had been 

a source of considerable embarrassment to the Committece For Scott, the offer came 

as a reprieve; lie caw an, opportunity to vindicate his missionary policies, and he 

would exploit it to the fullest advantaGee 

30 F*M*Col Report to G, A, q MV 1905. 
31 Watson had'atrongly urged his Co=ittee to accept the view that a firm hold 

on the Kikuyu could only be secured by possessing as much Kikuyu land an 
possible so as to encompass the people within the mission's boundaries. 
(NIS 8015, Watson to Mackinnon & Co. # 7th March 1900. ) 
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Scott was born into comfortable circumstances in Edinburgh in 1853* On 

leaving school he entered the Edinburgh Office of the Standard Insurance Companyl 

resigning on the eve of high promotion to train for the mission field in India. 

At Edinburgh Universityl where he studied Arts and Divinity# Scott was noticed 

'by such professors as Charteriol Campbell-Fraser and Calderwood for his unusually 

brilliant intellectual gifts. Besides taking medals in Philosophy and Divinity 

and showing himself to be a champion athlete, Scott prepared himself as a missionary 

by spending vacations as a catechist at Quafff in the Shetlands. 32 

'Scott's plan to work in India was forestalled by an urgent appeal for a 

capable man to resoue Blantyre from the disorganisation and disrepute into whiCh 

it had fallen. 33 Scott responded to the appeall but his friends and mentors felt 

that, while it was obvious that his '"genuine talent for high mental speculation 

and his vision of God in Christ might be expected to captivate the finer Hindoo 

spirits ", # 
34 to send him to "the barbarians of Africa was ... using a razor 

to cut blooks.,, 35 

32 
Descriptions of Scott's early life and missionary career are given in the 
following publications: A. H. Charteris, In Memoriam. David Clement Ruffelle 
Scott (Edinburght 1907); James Robertsong In Memoriam (Edinburght 1907h 
JoE, Hine$ 'A Missionax7 Genius', Central Africa& A Month& Record of the 
Universities Mission. (London) NO-3039 March 19081 A*B. Warm 'A Great Missionarý 
Church of Scotland Po 

, 
rty-Seventh %wterlZ Paper (Edinburghi January 1908; 

D* Cathelst 'The Late D, C* Ruffelle Scott* An AppreciationIq The Outposts 
(Church of Scotland quarterly publicationj Edinburgh) III iv, January 19 
M. M. Chisuse, U Native Appreciation't and Ale man der Hetherwicko 'David Clement 
Scotttg Life and Work, in ynsaland (Blantyre) No*222-3l September to October 
1907; and 'In Memoriam - Dr, D. C. Raffelle Scott', Uganda Notes, (C*M*So, 
Kampala) VIIIg xiis December 1907* 

33 See abovel p. 47# n. 141. 
34 Charterial opecit . 6* 
35 wannj op, citot 2* 

fI 
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It was in no small way the result of Scott's work that Blantyre became one 

of the most famous of African missions. 
36 Scott came to Blantyre in 188'1. When 

he left in 1898 he had established thriving eduoationalp religious g medical and 

industrial work, promoted extensions to ZamblAt V Manje and Domasit and produced 

two enclaring symbols to his achievemente The latter were the church at Blantyre 

and the Cyolopaedio Dictionar7. of the Manglanja-Language*37 The church was built 

before a single African convert had been gainedt and was an attempt on Scottts 

Part to translate into solid form something of the rqoticism and vision of his 

spiritual philosophy* He undertook the project without architectural training 

and completed it with the assistance of unskilled African labour. with its 

undulating roof contour, said to be representative of the Mountains of Moab, 38 

and its ornate columns and arches j the Blantyre church was the wonder of Central 

Africa, The X=glanja Diotionaryl no mere lexicong was a standard work of reference 

on the languagel manners, customs and religion of the Wanja or Wanyasa peoples#39 

36 For information about I)OC4 Scott at Blantyre, see in addition to the sources 
mentioned in n*32 above, Alexander Hetherwick, The Romance of Blant e 
(London# nod, ); William Robertsont The Martyrs of Blantyre (Londong 2)1 
Henry Drummondg Tropical Africa (London. 1899); James Johnstong Reality 
Versus Romance in South Central Africa 

ýLondonj 
1893); W. P. Alexanderg A 

Prince of Missionaries* The Rev. Alexander Hethervick (London, nod*); ý 

H*L*-Dafft Nyasaland Under the Foreign Office (Lon 1903)1 and Ho Rankine, 
A Hero of the Dark Continent* William Affleok Scott (Londong'1697). b For 
a more recent interpretation of Scott at Blantyre, see Andrew Roost $The 
origins and development of the Church of Scotland Ilissiong Blantyrej Nyasaland, 
1875-19261# Edinburgh Universityq PhoD* Thesisl 1968. 

37 Published in Edinburgh in 18924, 
38 Charteris, . OP. Cit. 1 go 
39 0. Shepperson and To Price, Independent African, (Edinburgh, 1963) 17- In 

1924, Alexander Hetherwiok was plaxming a revised edition of Scott's Dictionary, 
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In his attitude towards Africanst Scott was enlightened and adVanced beyond 

the standards of his day. It is true that he followed the co=on purpose of 

tz7ing to persuade Africans to abandon their traditional way of life in favour 

or European customs and Otandards. 
40 But he did not despise African oustomol and 

with the exception of witchoraftl did not regard them as evil. While advi)oating 

industrial training for Africans 41 Scott did not subscribe to the view that the 

highest level of African intellectual ability was simple literacy tied closely to 

basic instruction in crafts042 

In the Nyanja elderal as with the Kikuyu elders later, Scott found worthy 

opponents in dialootio. 43 Mangfanja Diotionar7, the fmit, of his belief 

in the ability of Chinyanja as a medium to wrpress ideas which were subtle and 

philosophicals symbolised a new conception of the dienity of the African peoples 

of Nyasaland,, 44 Africa, he felt# had a great contribution to make to the Christian 

40 "Scott's principle was that he represented Christian Scotlandl and had to 
educate Africans up to recognise our social refinement as well as our spiritual 
religion. " (Charterisl OD-cit-o 14-) 

41 "A leading axiom of all his missionax7 life was that the intimacy with and 
ascendancy'over men gained by training and working with them in industrial 
occupations was a aura way to win their hearts for himself and for the 
Master whose witness he was. " (Wannt op. 6it., 3. ) 

42 In 1892 Scott brought two African boys from Blantyre with him on his furloughs 
He put them in good Edinburgh schools and was delighted when each came top of 
his class. (Cbzrteris, opecitol 10-11, s) 43 While Scott gained a reputat'ioýn amongst Africans for his skill'as an orator 
in debateg' he also captured the respect of Africans by demonstrating the power 
of his religion, The stor7 is told of how at a time of great drought the 
elders 0=0 to him to ask for rain; he went into the, church to pray, and within 
an hour there was a torrential downpours (APj J. W. Arthur to hie mother, 10th 

44 
March 19070 

Shopperson and Pricel op, cit , 17- 
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Church. And recalling the doubts expressed by his friends at his decision to 

go to Africa in 1881, Scott would often assert that "Africa is an educationt 

here you go to school m in.. 45 
0 

Scott's unusual attitudes towards Africans and Africa were a source of 

friotion between himself and other Europeanst. Soott was a passionate man whose 

beliefs were held deeply, and who had little patience with more conservative 

missionary colleagues. Other missionaries criticised him for ignoring or dis- 

beli . 
eving what they regarded as evil in African customs@ 

46 They criticised him 

also for his faith in African intellectual ability and for giving unreasonable 

freedom and authority to African teachers and evangelists. Scott was uppopular 

for his opposition to the growth of a mission coun6il at Blantyre as a self- 

perpetuating white oligarchy which would impede African initiative in church 

leadership. 47 

Fearful of European secular interests which were growing in the Nyasaland 

Protectorate, of their effect upon the vested interests of Africans, 48 Scott 

rapidly became unpopular in official quarters, The jealousy and strife which 

he is said to have caused with successive administrators - Captain C*E- Foot# 

Consul A, G, S. Baweal Acting Conoul Jo Buchanang and Consul General ME. Johnston - 

earned Scott ar sharp reprimand from the Foreign Mission Committee in Z891*49 

45 Hetherwick# *David Clement Soott'19 op. oit. t 6. 
46 Ibide. 4* 

1. ý 47 This and other points oonoernine the various attitudes of D&C., Scott. were 
communicated to the author by the Rev*'I)r* Andrew Ross of New Collegeq 
Edinburgh University* Dr. Rose's assistance is gratefully acknowledged* 

48 D, C. Soottg 'The Situation in the Shire Highlands', Illustrated Missionary 
News (London) xxvit 1892,147, quoted in Shepperson-and Price, OP-cit's 17-18- 

49 CSIFMCZ-19 17th November 189le 
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Another of Scott to peculiarities which earned him much criticism was his 

conduct of religions sorvices at Blantyre, His church, was critioised as being 

unreasonably costly to build - in fact it cost L19100, most of which was donated 

by friends5O _ and was reearded by many as resembling more closely a Catholic 

cathedral than a Presbyterian house of worship. Such a view was not confined 

to Scott*o fellow churchmen, Bishop Hine of the Anglo-Catholio UiM*Ae, once 

remarked of Scott that "he had a love of $ritual' and orderly services which 

seemed unusual in a Presbyterian and led me to think (perhaps incorrectly) that 

his ecclesiastical sympathies were rather with the southern than the northern 
1 side of the borderA' Scott was notorious for preaching sermons which few could 

Understand or follow*52 

Scottle unorthodoxy in religious matters was a main preoccupation of the 

Church of ScotlandOs Co=ittee of Investigation$ established in 1897 to review 

his conduct of the mission at Blantyre4 His 'High Church ritualism' ;. processions, 

surplicea for choir boys* turning to the eastj printing and using a #Divine Liturgy' 

- together with reports of his inability to coexist harmoniously with fellow mission- 

aries and Protectorate officials were the subjects of the closest scrutinyý53 

Another serious charge against Scott was his determined emphasis on industrial 

work with total disregard of the Foreign Mission Co=ittee Is view of the subjeot 

and of its expenseo In 1881l when he first went to Blantyret Soott had been 

instruoted to suppress industrial work in favour of more aegressive efforts in 

the religious and teaching departmentse This he had refused to dog opting. instead 

50 Robertson, opocit., 9. 
51 Hine, op. cit. g 79. The Bishopq who was a frequent guest at Blantyre and who 

often preached a sermon recalled the general consternation in Church which Scott 
once caused by bursting forth during a quiet period in a solo rendition'of the 
78th Psalm to a Gregorian tune., 

52 "He did not t-each the doctrines of our faith in the usual manners' Ile always 
spoke extempore# and o9es from visions he had of divine things, , and as aspirations 
towards theme" (Robertsong OP-cit-9 30 

53 CS/FMCM# 4th May 18979 
,Z1 
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for a scheme of industrial development# the boldness and scale of which alarmed the 

Committee in Edinburgh* ScottIs policy was effective, and for a decade there was 

little complaint from Edinburgh, 54 Bat in 1892, when Blantyre and other statione 

were firmly established, the Committee began to press for a saving in expenditure 

by a reduotion of-industrial work. 

Supported by Alexander Hetherwick in this respect, Scott fought the Co=ittee 

until 1897, arguing that any shortage of funds was rather the result of an under- 
development of industrial departments than of the opposite*55 But the Committee 

of Investigations while concluding that the Church of Scotland had much cause 

to be proud of its Central African Mission#56 ruled against Scott in the matter of 

industrial work*57 

Sick in body and spirit# and having suffered the loss by death of his wife and 

closest oolleaeues in the field$ most of whom were related to him by blood or 

MarriaCeI58 Scott returned to Edinburgh in 1898 a broken man. He had not been 

54 
Robertson, on-cit-9 5-6. 

55 
Hetherwickj in 18969 warned the Committees "Break up our industries and you 
destroy our chief means of influencing native life here and when that is 
gone, why keep up the semblance of a mission at all? " 

jCS/FXCMt Hetherwick 
to Committee, 23rd ; Tanuary 1896. ) 

56 

57 
The Committee's Report was published in the Scotsman, j March 31st 1897- 

Summarisina the Committeets findings, the Foreign Mission Committee reporteds 
"They are of the opinion that expenditure on the Industrial side of the Mission 

*.. is liable to misusel and requires the most careful supervision* They ýould 
even suggest, looking especially to the rapidly changing conditions and 

circumstance of African affairol that the policy of such expenditure ought to 
be reviewed from time to time with a view to its being gTadually dispensed with. 
In any case they think that the amount so expended should form only a moderate- 

58 
proportion of the whole cost of the Mission. " (CS/F14CM, 6th July 1897-) 

Between 1892 and 1897 the followinG members of Scott's family died in Hyasalands 
the first Mrs* D*C* Scott'in 1895; Scott's only child by his second marriaGe in 
1897; his brothert Willian, Affleck Scottq medical missionary in 1895; John Bowie 
and Mrs* Henry Hendersong brother and sister respectively to the first Woo DOC* 
Soottt together with Mrs, Henderson's child# in 18921 and Henry Henderson, 
pioneer missionary at Blantyre,, in 1893. Outside the family circle there was 
Robert Cleland$ pioneer at Mlanje, who died in 1891. 
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permitted to give evidence in his own defence to the Comrittee of Investigation, 

and all that he had achieved appeared to be lost. Incredibly, by the following 

year he, was ready to return to Nyasaland$ but the Foreign Mission Committee had 

decided that his usefulness in that field had come to an end,, 
59 

There remained the problem of finding work for a man$ only forty-eight years 

old, who was restless for a return to missionar7 work in Africa. Scott's selection 

for the E. A, S. M,, at Kikuyu was the obvious solution to, the problem. But the 

decision to send him there was ill-advised# although perhaps inevitable* The 

issues which had caused conflict between Scott and the Foreign Mission Committee 

had not been resolved. Once more he would apply the methods which he believed 

to be best, in the face of a parsimonious Church, a hostile Committeeg the 

criticism"of colleagues, and with the same added burden of personal bereavement* 

Soottts six years at Kikuyu were to be the final chapter in his brilliant but 

tragio career* 

2. Potatoes for Salvation 

David Olement Ruffelle Scott came to Kikuyu in November 1901. Accompanying him 

were his wife, Edith Ruffelle (whose maiden surname Scott had added to his own 

name)l hie two daughters by his first wife, Isobel and Marjeriet and William 

Carlisle Fraser, a now artisan missionary* 
60 

A month later, with the arrival 

59 CS/FMCM, llth June 1899, 
60 

Carlisle Fraserg an Biglishman. from Buddleigh, Devon, had be'en a missionary 
with the C*M*S, in German East Africa during the early 1890s. In 1893 he 
was the subject of an investigation by the, Foreign Offioel following his 
report to the German authorities that the C. M. S. and the I*BeB. A. Company 
were supplying guns to the Chagea of Kilimanjaro* (FO 2/227t Piggott to 
Seoretaryt I*B. E, A, Co,, 8th March 1893-) Carlisle Fraser soon proved 
unacceptable to all at Kikuyu and was dismissed by Scott early in 1902, 

1 
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from Bombay of Dr* Xarl II*H. Uffmann$61 the number of missionaries at Kikuya rose ' 

to five and the total of Europeans to four men and four ladies - Mrs. Watson and 

John Paterson being already at-the mission* 

Life for missionaries at. Kikuyu in the early years of the present century 

was excitine and informale The mission station stood in a clearing in the broad 

belt of forest which separated the southern Kikuyu from'the pastoral Kaasai of 

the plains. Wild animals were frequent visitors to the mission - rhinot buffalo 

and leopard providinj; sport for amateur missionary white hunterse Hyaena were 

omnipresent, particularly when a non-Christian African was buried on the station; 

the crunching of h: uman bones and the accompanying shrieking byaena laughter caused 

the missionaries many a sleepless and fearful night. 
62 

At firsto Scott and his fellow workers at Kikuyu lived in considerable fear 

of the Maasai. At no time was the mission itself threatened by an attack, but 

the general fear was that a skirmish between Kikuyu and Xaasai would take place 

in the forest clearing in which the mission stood* On several occasions between 

1902 and 1904 war horns were sounded in nearby villages and Kikuyu youths in full 

war dress came streaming through the mission to meet the Maasaie But in most 

oases the alarm was given overa few Maasai stock thieves and little fighting 

took place# 
63 

61 
Uffinannj a German by birth and a Presbyterian by conviotiong wa's a graduate in 
medicine of Edinburgh Universityo He belonged to a highly respected Indian 
missionary familyt and at the time of his appointment, to Kikuyu he was working 
at his father's leper colony at Puralie# Hans Uffma=9 his brother, was one 
of the first European planters at Kikuyus Karl Uffmann, left the mission in 
November 1905 in protest against the refusal of the F. M'C*-to allow him sufficient 
funds for medical, work and a few months leave to get 

; ý;; ied. It is thought that 
he joined the Uganda Protectorate medical service. 

62 
Arthur Ruffelle Barlow Papers (13P) =b University, 'Some early memories*# 

nd. P) u ited typescAptl Private Barlow Fp 
:r 

Diariesi and Personal Communication, 
9th I-larch 1967., ' by Mr., R, Macbhersorij formerly of the C*S#, Mo KikLvuo The signif- 
ioanoe of the non-Christian burial is that the dead were buriedt not in the 
European mission cemetery, but in a forest clearing. The mission provided a shroudt 
not a coffin# and bodies were easily exhumed by hungry hyaenae 

63 
F*M*Co Report to the G. A. # 27th May 1902t enclosing D*C* Scottts First Report 
from Kikuyu. See also PBPj Diaries, 26th januar7,12th and 15th February, and y_ 
15th JulV 1904e 
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There was comparatively little hostility towards B=opeana in southern Kikuyu- 

land* Bat for a few years missionaries and planters lived in fear of an African 

uprisino*64 Further north, around Kihumbruini, Fort Hall and Nyerij and in Lubu 

country, the position was very different* The hostility towards European intrusion 

in these areass a feature remarked upon by Thomas Watson in 1699 and 1900#65 

developed from 1902 into an armed resistance which was met by puititive expeditions 

of Xing's African Rifles and Maasai levies* 
66 

In disaffected areas the punishment 

meted out was immeasurably heavier than was merited by particular cases of provo- 

cation. For attacking a caravan or for murdering a single L'I=opean, the Irenyi 

Kikuyu and the Embu in Maxch 1904 suffered seven hundred and ninety-six, and two 

hundred and fifty casualties respectively at the hands of Government forces - 

casualty figures which were drastically reduced in the official reports to the 

Foreign Office. 
67 

Pacification by brute force of truculent c3F hostile Afrioana was but one 

feature of life common on the frontier which was the East African Protectorate 

before the First World War* As C*E, Ayres observes in The Theory of Eponon-io 

Progresal 

"A frontier is a penetration phenomenon. It is a region into which people 
come from'another and older contre of civilisation, bringing with them the 
-tools and materials of their older life . *** and **.. their immemorial beliefs 
andiv, iluest, their mores and folkways* But it is notorious that the latter 
invariably suffer some reduction in importance under the 

, 
conditions of frontier 

lifei Existence on the frontier iog as we say, free and easy. Meticulous 
observance of the Sabbath and the r 
on the frontier than 'back home 1#"6gles 

of grammar are somehow less important 

64 
The alarm felt by, Europeans in 1904 at the creation ofa Nairobi Defence Force 
was quelled by a circular from Sub-Commissioner Aineworthl assuring all that this 
was a precautionary measure only. (PBP, Diaries, 15th JulYs 1904-) 

65 NLS 8015* 
66 The best accountl from the European viewpointj of Y[ikuya and Embu'primary 

resist=ce is given by Richard Meinertzhagen in hie Kenya Diary, 1902-4906 
(EdInburghl 1957) 32-152. 

67 Xeinertzhagent 02*oit-t 139-146# 146-152,158& 
68 

Published 1944 by the University of North Carolina Pressl p*133ý 
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This observation# although made by Ayres with the American West in mind, applies 

equally to British East Africao 

Nairobi, a frontier town in'the best tradition, was notorious for its i=oral 

and drunken European'-soldiem and Railway officials. 
69 

In tho field it was 

possible for a European officer to shoot his troops without fear of a court 

martial penalty to himselfO7 0 In areas yet untouched by administrative authority 

a rich field for ruthless speculation was found by European ivory traders, the 

most colourful of whom was John Boyese7l Missionarles, too, were prone to lapses 

on the frontier. The Soottish mission in 1899 had had to dismiss one if its 
72 missionaries for drunken behaviour in Nairobi barsq and the Italian Consolata 

Fathers at Tuso, near Kararels village in the Fort Hall distriotg were wcpelled 

in 1902 for immoral conduot*73 Some of the early officials of the Proteotoratels 

local administration were poorly educat6d, men who abused the considerable power 

Vested in themt and Whose t=uitability, was remarked upon by Sir Clement Hill of 

the Foreign Offioe during his visit to East Afrioa in 1903- 74 

European settleraq led by auoh colourful charaotem as Lord Delamere and 

69 Meinertzhagen# opecito: W brother officers are mainly regimental rejects 
and heavily in debt; one drinks like a fish and one prefers boys to women 

- and is not aahamedell (7th June 1902# 9-10.1 Andt "Nearly ever7 man in 
'Nairobi is a railway officials Every one of them keeps 6, native girlp 
usually a Masaig and there is a regular trzýde in these girls with the local* 
Masai villages* .I (8th June 1902,12*) 

70 Ibids 143-144* 
71 See J. Boyesq The Compp4y of Adventurers (London, 1928); and C*W. Lo Bulpett 

(Ed. )# John Boyesl KinS of the Wakikuyu (London# 1911). Neinertzhagen records 
other cases of European traders arresto4 for mardor,, illegal elephant hunting, 
raiding, extorting Hut'. -Tax, or for immorality# 7hese were Smith, who kept a 
large harem of concubines at YCarurels villaget Tasol Vincent, Atkinson and 
Smith who murdered, * plundered, and shot elephants in'Rendile country; and 
Gibbons who extorted ', Hut Tax and ivorkr from the Embu. Vincent, Atkinson and 
Smithl like Boyes, wore acquitted because as Europeans there was only inadmis- 
sablo African evidence against them* (Keinertzhaeent op*cit s 34-5v 119-22s) 

72 Soo abovej p. 89. 
73 Meinertzhwg-enq =. qAt, q 34o 
74 

Ibidq 122* 
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BeSe Grogan, were typical frontier types* There were the extremists, the $Happy 

Valley# contingent, who found relief from their tensions and frustrations in sexual 

licence and in daring exploits with horse and gun, 
75 Bat for the majority of early 

settlers the antics of the extremists provided the comic relief in a life which 

revolved around drought, looustaq labour-shortage and childbirth - one which had 

to be lived, not played#76, In the main# settlers rcgwded themselves as colonistog 

builders of a white man's countr7; some recarded Africans as cheap labOurwhOGG 

lives were less important than a healtýy cow or a good wheat crop*77 Others were 

paternalistic and compassionate* 
78 None was in favour of making of the African a 

competitor in eduoationt manners and dress, or in political and economic ability 

with the Euroz)e=e 

To a large extentl and in contrast to Nyasaland and Uganda, settlers and 

missio&-wics coexistod harmoniously from the outset since neither could claim a 

75 
Portraits of settler life on the frontier are given in blopeth Huxley, White 
Man's Countx7s Lord Delamere end the making of Kenya, 

,2 
Volso (London# 1935)1 

and The Flame Tress of Thika (Londong 1959)o A recent work on Europeans in 
Kenya is JI*P#K# Sorrenson's The Originsof Mro-pean Settlement in Kenya (London, 
1968)* , 

76 EsEeB. 
'Robinson, "Come. Follow Met. Kenya Weekly Newst 9th December 1966,35. 

The same writer gives a humorous iýiiig-h-t -Into settler-missionary relationships: 
t'The good and tiroless clergy used to tour the country calling at different 
small centres and holding church services where they could6 Ourn ware always 
held at the Crossroads Inn in Molo and if the parson was late, -. tho congregation 
filled in time at the bar instead of-sitting around grousing. " 

77 There are on , record many incidents whero a settler murdered an African for 
trespassing upon, or in some way interfering-, with his farm* In 19071 for 
example a settler shot a Somali herdsman, for driving his cattlo across the 
fmm* -IPaice Papers (PP), Royal Comonwealth Society Library, London, Arnold 
Paioe, 14yeri farmerp to his mother, 18th November 19074 A European would 
never be convicted of murder unless. there were European witnesses and 
unless the latter were willing to testify ag ., ainst a fellot-: -white. 

78 Karen Blixenp for example. See Out of Africa (London, 1937)o 
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prior vested interest in the highlands. This does not mean that settlers necessarily 

approved of missionary efforts to 'elevate' Africans, or that missionaries overlooked 

the many and varied excesses of conduct committed by settlers. Bat the necessity 

of cooperation at the practical level in persuading Africans to attend a mission 

or to work on a farm was greater than in other British Protectorates in Africa* 

Regarding the higher aims of the settlers -a self-governing white colony - the 

majority of missionaries were not much concerned at the turn of the centurys The 

most noticeable exception in this respect was the Church of Scotland Mission at 

Xikuyus 

Situated in a fertile regiong attractive to European planters, the C*S*X,, had 

enjoyed the company of settlers almost since its foundation at Kikuyu* Thomas Watson 

had found muoh to regret in their behaviour and low moral standards - this and the 

high wages they demanded being the reason for his decision not to associate with 

them in developing the mission. 
79 

DoCoR. Scott took a different viewo He arrived at Kikuyu at a time when it 

was clear to all that the land would soon be opened to a massive influx of white 

settlers and that the economic and political future lay with the colonist. He was 

no less aware of settler failings than Watson - he advised his nephowl Arthur Ruffelle 

79 NLS 80159 Watson to Mackinnon & Co. 9 19th November 1898. John W. Irthurle 
first impression of settlersq on his arrival at Kikuyu in 19071 was that their 
number included "too many rotters up from SoUth Africa who are unscrupulous 
beggaraill. (AP9 Arthur to his'mother, 14th January 1907* Xote, ýthe distinction 
madet Arthur was never against the British settler. ) Not long after Arthur 
arrived there occurred the famous incident of the public floe-gina of three 
Africans by E. S. Grogan in Nairobi. (See Cd*3562 (1907)1 Correspondence 

1907-) Similarlyp Arthur Ruffelle Barlow# Scott's nephew who came to Kikuyu 
in 1903, felt that to be a settler meant 'Inaking a scoundrel of oneselfj 

lowering one's humanity and putting aside all honour *#*I' (PBPq Barlow to his 
fatherl 6th November 1906*) 
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Barlow, to sign the pledge against alcohol before coming to East Afrioa, 
80 

ý 

but saw white settlement as a medium through which to mako substantive gains for 

missionary influence. 81 
Other missions might bo content to set to work without 

considering the colonial aspect of white settlement, but they would be ignoring 

an opportunity to secure a whole colony for Christ. Missionary work amongst 

Europeans and missionary influence over European commerce were to Scott just as 

important as spreading the gospel amongst Africans. 

Scott believed that most areas of human activity could be counted in some 

DOnse as being a part of Christ's kingdoms on earthl commerce alone had still to 

be won* And since commerce was to be the medium for development and civilisation 

in the Protectorate it was importantp and possiblet to capture it for Christ* Ile 

had a vision of the future which transcended the average miasionar7 plan or prospeotl 

all nations had to be the subject of his endeavours as a missionarys 

1%y idea in all thisp ist as (an) advocate of native Christianityl to be able 
to answer and help the native life in all its relations. with the civilication 
of which they are heirs; to set the seal of our Lord up6n. the Colony through 
the native Church and by our work and service there; to have a holy colony 
and a holy commeroqj and to give the Church of Scotland the power to exercise 
her high-callings"OZ 

Althouch qrstioalt visionax7 and imbued with the prophet spiritl Scott also 

had his practical side* He had charge of a mission which had scarcely begun to 

influenoe the Kikuyu; and he faoed a situation where the home Committee refuned to 

80 
PBP, Scott to Rendc. Ruffelle, 16th May 1903, b 81 "A great problem at present is, fIs -there room for the settler? ' Officialism 
says NO. But it is absolutely essential for. the native'life here that the 
L'uropean settlers - not monayed manj for money does not flow into-untried 
ventures# but men who are themselves their moneyýand invest themselves* Capital 
follows. " (CS/RGAI 26th May 1903, lextract from a letter by Scott. ) 

82 
CS/FMCM, 'Proposals Regarding Xikuyutg April 1907* by D. C. R. Scott. 
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spend more money on the mission other than what was received from interest on the 
I 

endowment fund -a aum which, after salaries were paidl left some E100 per quarter 

for missionary works How therefore was he to extend the mission's influence over 

Afr#ans and to be able to afford the cost'of expanding, the work and meeting the 

competition of other missions in occupying spheres of influence? 

The answer seemed to lie at hand in the prospects of the Protectorate in land- 

ownership and commerce. A great scheme for the resolution of practical difficulties 

and the realis , ation of his vision began to form in Soottfs mind* He would buy as 

muoh, land as he could for the mission and develop it as a commercial project. As 

many African labourers as could be apppinted would be set to work on mission groundg 

and through daily activity in a missionary environmont theywould become infected 

with the message of Christianity. Profit on the sale of mission produce would 

make for self-support and permit expansim, Co-operation in agricultural work 

and the marketing of produce with European planters would ensure greater efficiency. 

It would also be the means of incorporating commerce into Christ's kingdoms. The 

humble potato was to be the main agricultural preoccupation andl hopefully, the 

medium of salwations 

Scott's vision of the future led him to play a leading role in the begimIngs 

of European political and commercial activity in the regions around Nairobi. He 

was present at the meeting of unoffioial Earopeans at Wood's Hotel, Nairobi, in 

January 1902 to discuss the implioations for white settlement of the suggestion 

made by Uganda Itailway off iciala that the Protectorate should be developed through 

the promotion of Indian land settlement*83 Scott was party to, although not a 

83 
Vt. MacLellan Wilsont The Colonists Association of British East Africa (Nairobi, 

n. d. but oo 1908) 2o 
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isignatox7 of the letter which the Cormittee of twenty-two Europeans sent to 

Commissioner Eliot*84 

The letter, containing some of the first anti-Indian public statements, suegested 

a variety of measures for the promotion of white settlemente It also heralded the 

foundation of the first Colonists' Association of British East Africa$ headed by 

Eustaoo Atkinson. This assooiation# although stated by one writer to have shown 

little sign of lifeg85 was responsible for the emorgenoe of firm offidial support 

for the policy of reserving the highlands for white settlement, for the repeal by 

Eliot of Jackson's stringent land regulations of November 1902986 and amongst other 

things j for securinj; the reversal of the policy whereby Goans were classed as 

Europeans*87 

84 
FOCP Africa No*221 Committee of Europeans to Sir Charles Eliot, n. d., enclosed 
in Eliot to Lansdowneq 2lat January 1902o Joým Patersonts eignature appears 
on the letter* 

85 
George Bennettg Venya. A Political History (O. U. P., 1963) 12; and 'Settlers 
and Politics in Kenya', Histor7 of East Africa (Oxford, 1965) 11,266-679 273- 
See also by the came authoro 'The Development of Political Organisations in 

86 
Kenyalt Political Studies, j Vj 21 June 1957- 
Acting as Commissioner in Eliot's absencet and displaying an unusual concern 
for African interests in land, F. J. Jackson issued a series of regulations 
which Eliot considered to have all but stopped the entry of settlers. (see, 
Huxleyo'llhite Man's Country. opboites It'89-90 for the bearing which Jackson's 
regulations had upon settler land prospects*) Under pressure from the Colonists$ 
Associationt Eliot made amends by issuing his E. A. P. Rules for the Purchase 
of Land under the Crown Lands OrdinanoetI9020 Mombaza,,, 21st December 1902, 
See also Cde1626 (1901), Report by HeN* Commissioner on the East Africa Protector 
June 1903,190 

87 
Mactiellan Wiloon, opscit., 3-6o' The first Colonisto"Association became in 
January 1903 the Planters and FarmerO Association led by Lord Delamereo 
Following the failure of the Association's attempts to find markets for produce 
in South Africat a return was made'to politics and the second Colonidtal 
Association emerged. This body in 1908 had over two hundred membersand several 
branches, In November 1910 it became the Convention of Associations. 
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IV the end of 1902 Scott was the acknowldd, -, edv although unofficial leader of 

settlers around Nairobi and Kikuyuo 
88 

His campai 
. 
gn for concerted action in 

developing agriculture and commerce led to a meeting at Kikuyu where a decicion. 

was taken to form a now body, the, Planters and Farmers' Ascociation. At the 

Nairobi Hotel on January 14th 1902, the Association came into being with Lord 

Delamere at its head and a membership of twenty-three. 
89 

Scott's role in the 

formation of the Association and his close friendship with Delamero elicited the 

following oomment by P. J. Jaoksonq in recolleotion of a meeting at Kikuyu in 1903 

botween Scott and Sir John Kirkl 

"He (Scott) was well known to Sir John as a bit of a firebrand Vhen at 
Blantyre in Kyasalandl Sir aohn also knew that ... he was allowing himself 
to be made use of by Nairobi aq- gitators on accolint of his education and flow 
of languzeep a politioian-caissionary in faot$"50 

To a large extent it was Scott who was making use of the settlers; through their 

contacts and efforts he hoped to find a market for his potatoes in Durban and 

Delagoa Bay. 

Scott was on intimate terms with a number of settlers around Kikuyut A* McAlister, 

with whom he entered into a trading partnershipl, Alexander Low, whom Scott appointed 

am his agricultural agentl McQueen, one of the first white oettlers in the highlands, 91 

"I saw the prospects of a rapid advance of European colonisation, and did'rq 
best to help them o*o. I led the planters for a time t hoping to create a 
righteous public opinion for native and other questions eoo" 

(CS/FMCM9 'Proposals 
Regarding Kikijýml p April. 1907 1. by D*C*Ro Scott. ), I 

89 XaoLellan Wilsont opoitoj le 
go F*J*'Jacksont Early Days in East Africal(London 11 1930) 64-5, Ja I ckoon continuedt 

"Whon, it'camato say goodbyel the Doctor# who had, been ver7 effusive' expressed 
the wish. that he (Sir John) could be our Commisoionerl to which the old man 
replied, $You would vez7 soon regret it; as I, = quite sure it would not be long 
before we quarrolledt, " 

91 Of McQueen, Meinertzhagen noted in his Ke Diary: "He takes the view that 
the white manis the master race and that the black-man must for ever remain 
cheap labour and slaves. " (23rd November# 1902y 60. ) 
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Sydney Fichat, an official of the Planters'# and later# the Colonists# Associationj 

and several others', were. frequent guests at tho mission for dinner and discussion on 

farming and colonial prospects or for a game of whist or beziquoo 92 AtIes. 3t threo 

settlers, Lauterbaohq Rosengrain. and Prasohkanert were'at one time in Scottts 

employment as overseer of potato fields. Wherever possible, Scott gave active 

encoura&--ment to prospective settlers - especially if they came from Sootland*93 

AV MV 1903 Scott was ready to present his agricultural scheme to the Foreign 

Hinsion Co=ittee for approval* In a mood of great oonfidence he wrote about hie 

scheme to relatives in Britain. W*J* King of the Planters# Association had reported 

a Cood market for potatoes in Natal. 94 The scheme would be celf-financing on a 

progressive scaleo Twenty-five acres Of Potatoes planted in 1903 were expected to 

Yield C430 - sufficient to pay wagesf to buy a thous=d acres of landl to buy new 

seedq and to bring a hundred acres under cultivation by 1904s, The scale of enterprise 

would increase until it yielded a not annual profit of E69000 by the end of 1905* 

Iýy, that time Scott would be able to appoint men from Britain to take charge of vast 

Missionary plantations# each working to realize his great vision. Abyssinia in the 

north was beckbning himl it moved his rqstical spirit, and would be reached by a 

chain of teng self-supporting industrial stations. To his late wife's sister he 

92 PBP, Diaries, various entriesg early 1904, On occasions the presence at-the 
mission of settlers- had a frontier atmosphere about it* Barlow records in his 
diary a dinner party at the miesion, where a lavish meal was servedt popular 
songs'(not hymns) were sung by Scott in his fine baritone, many toasts were 
drunk, and where the party ended in uproar when McAlister who was inebriated, 
refused to toast the Xing* (Diarieel 16th November 1905-1 

93 'When in February 1904, a man called Pinig, representing a syndicate of prospective 
Scottish pettlerst received discouraging advice from officials at Nairobi, 'Soott 
rekindled his enthusiasm by an assurance that'a golden future for 6olonists and 
marky opportunities to'got cheap land existed in the Protectorate* (PMPj Diariest 
20th February 1904a) 

94 MacLellan Wilson, op. cit., lo The high prices engaged on the South African market 
for East African potatoes received a special mention in Sir Charles Eliotto annual 
reportt 1903. (See Cd*1626 (1903)9 Report by H. Mo Commissioner on the E, A, 
Protectorate, June 1903,16. ) 
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wrot et 
911 see endless power and rjy principles aret (1) to make the work the means 
of annexing the nations to our Lord, (2) To make the spiritual grip of the 
principles involved in commerce, planting, political relationshipst etoo, the 
means of annexing these for our Lord. "95 

On June 5th Scott wrote to the Committee requesting permission to make the 

0*3, Mol Kikuyug 9elf-SuPporting and dynamic through the development of agriculture 

and the industries. Ile was confident that they would agree to his proposalaq if 

only in recognition that it was a means of raising money for the development of 

the mission. 

In Edinbarght there was a deep division of opinion over the proposals within 

the Foreign Mission Committeee All were agreed that since the Church refused to 

spend money on the mission something had to be done to increase the mission's incomel 

but very few wished to see this aohi*eved through an emphasis of the industrial aspect 

of ýWjorj,:. Blantyreg and the controversy surrounding ScOttv WaG still fresh in many 

minclo. 
96 One member of the African Sub-committeet Dr. J. Mitford Mitchell resimed 

so as to dissociate himself completely from the scheme which Scott had proposed*97 

The Rev. Dr. J=es Robertson of Whittinghamo, supported by other friends and 

v4mirers of Scott argued foroeful3, v that the scheme was consistent uith the prizi- 

ciples upon which the mission had b cen founded and upon which the Church had accepted 

the mission from the COMMittee of the E*A., S*X** The only possible solution was a 

compromise. In July the Foreign Mission Committee agreed that Scott should be 

pormitted to work his scheme for two year: 39 or until he c=o home on furlough, 

95 pjmý, Scott to Rono Raffolle, 4th June -1903 96 
97 

See above, pp. 161-62* 
6/RIMI, 17th Nov =-bor 1903. Mitford Xitohell becamo Convenor of Scotland's 
Colonial Co=itteeb" A 
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following which there would be a review of progress and proopects. Scott would be 

assisted from Edinburrh by an Industrial Committee composed of hie brother, Mr* 

Andrew Scott, C*A,,, as Secretary and Treasurerl the Very Revo Professor AH* 

Chartoris of Edinburgh University9 the Very Rev, Dre Archibald Scott of St* 

Georeets Church, Edinburrhl and Scott's old pupil, the Master of Polworth, It 

was to be understood that the Foreign Mission Committee would not exceed in its 

grants to the mission the sum derived from the endowmentl all financial and 

aftinistrative responsibility for the scheme rested upon Scott himself and upon 

his ftienclz in the Industrial Committeee 98 

Professor Charteris and others thought the latter conditions exceedingly 

strango in a body of churchmen who professed responsibility for a new mission; but 

out of respect and admiration for Scott they were prepared to assist him by 

searching for subscribers and by investing their own money if necessary, 
99 Scott 

war; undaunted by the burden of pcrsonal, financial responsibility and proceeded to 

launch the scheme with his usual faith and cheex7 optimism* 

The core of the scheme was the acquisition of a large estate at Kikuyu* With 

a figure in mind of five thousand acres, Scott approached the Protectorate's 
'1403 100 

officials towards the end of 4853. He discovered that there existed in certain 

quarters an opposition to the idea of micsions owning large blooks of lande The 

Sub-Co=issioner for Ukambal John Ainsw-okb: q had for several years expressed the 

98 CS/F)TC)1j 27th July 1903o 
99 Charteris# opooito, 16, 
100 In additiong Scott aPplied for three thousand acres at Limurul some fifteen 

miles from the mission, to be divided into two estatesq tIonal and tBrandiston't 
for his daughters, Since, his daughters vere minors and non-residents$ Scottts 
application was rejectedo Ho did$ howeverl manage in Novomber 1904 to get, 
one thousand acres at Ilona' for himself* This was the estate which was 
managed by A*Rs' Barlow between 1904 and 1906. After Scott's death it was sold 
privately in Nairobi in July 1908 for C400. (PBP, Diariesp 6th November 1904, 
and 24th July 1908a) 
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view that the average mission whose purpose it was to preach and teach needed no 

more than five or ten acres. 
101 Scott's point, naturally, was that the Mall. was 

not an average missionj unlike mostj it planned extensive agricultural development 

and was geared to assist in the promotion of European settlement and commerce - 

a subject close to the heart of Commissioner, Sir Charles Eliot, 

It took Scott eighteen months of hard bargaining with Ainsworth, Barton Wright 

(the Land Offioer)l Eliot and his sucoessorl Sir Donald Stewart, before he acquired 
102 

an estate of three thousand# four hundred acres for the missiono He admitted 

that the effort had been exhausting, but felt that its worth 1V in the winning 

of Ainsworth to the mission's side and in the good relationships which had been 

established between mission and Covernmonto 
103 

The eo 
. tate itself was of great 

valueg being close to the railwayq forested over a third of its leased acreaget 

and having a water supply in the Kyongara and Nairobi riversO104 

African rights in land which had been leased to Europeans had since 1899 beet 

confined to physical occupationg cultivation and grazing, When an African ceased 

to occupy or use the land it reverted to the lossee; altemativelyl the lessee could 

exclude an African from his land by paying him compensation for huts or oultivation*105 

101 XLS 80159 Watson to Mackinnon & Co. j 8th June 1900. 
102 CS/FMCMI 'Proposals Regarding Kikuyu*j'April 19070 by D*C*R* Scott* 
103 "Such an estate could not now be obtained by any mission, " (CS/FXCM9 

'Supplementaz7 Report by Rev. D. C. Ruffelle Scott', March 1907-) Under the 
Crown Lands Ordinance of 1902 the mission was able to purchase one thousand 
acres in freehold at Rs. ý per acrep and to secure a ninety-nino years lease 
for a further two thousandg four hundred at a rental of Rs-15 per bimdred acres* 

104 1- By 1906 the cash value of the estate had increased by seven times t&&e original, 
price paid* Settlera, in the vicinity vere calling land at about El per acrej - 
some plots near Nairobi fetching double this figure. (CS/F71019 $Report on Kikuyu 
and-Kibwezil# AuGust 1906 by James Reid. ) 

105 This had been the case sincilhe Law Officers' opinion of 18999 the enactment of 
the Fast African (Lands) Order in Councilt 19019 and the issue by the ForeiGn 
Office Of the Crown Lands Ordinance, 1902* There was no roooGnition that Africone 
held any title to land. 
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Scott regarded these conditions as necessarys especially in missions where temporal 

possession of Africans and their villages was the starting point for effective 

Christian work* While many would argue that the land regulations were designed to 

benefit colonists alone, Scott insisted that. "it is not as if the Kikuyu were simplv 

bag and baggage in the annexation of their land and personality by either Church or 

Goverment. They are in God's hand (and are) the princes and arbiters3 of their 

Own destinies, and it is for us to take care that it shall be so . 
A06 

He was thankful that the estate which he secured for the mission encompassed 

many African villages. While resettling them on the mission's freehold ground at 

some distance from the forestj107 he looked to the Kikuyu families as ready labour 

for his agricultural scheme. Their employment would bring them under constant 

Missionar7 influencel the twhole man' would be gained, and the foundations deeply 

laid of Christian life. While other missions devoted their energies to securing 

children for the school and were resigned to waiting several years fcj signs of 

Christian dividends, Scott believed that his scheme afforded a means of rapid 
108 

evangelisation - amongst adults as well as children* 

106 
F*M. C. Report to the GoA*j Yby 1905, extract from Dro Scott's report, 

107 
CS/FMCM, 'Report on Kikuyu and Kibwezill Au&ust 1906, by James Reid* At 
Blantyret African squatters had been permitted access to the mission's forest, 
with the result that it was soon denuded and the mission had to pay L7- per 
annum, for firewood. 

108 1. "The grand, idea of it all in not money, but the fact that it in the on v way'- 
thoroughly to exercise mission influence on the people - the only hope of our 
having a mission at a119 - the bringing of the Church into contact with the 
whole question of African salvationt and the use of xikuyu and other native' 
labour to spread the Gospel to half of the_Colon-, and reach rep-ions remotee" Y 7CS/FMCK, 'Report by the Rev. D. C4,. Ruffelle Scott, D. D. Ij 6th November 1906*) 
Scott's policy of reaching adults was described thus by J*W* Arthurt "He says 
why trait for a dozen years for your children to grow up; the Gospel is the 
normO for the human conscience and it can win the adults to Christ. He instanced 
Livingstonia in its present adult'converto and he says why not here* He says 
Blantyre is all very well but why wait for the ten years of Blantyre before 
you have your adult converts,, In order to do this he has a service every 
morning for the workers for about twenty minutes*" (AP9 Arthur to his mother# 
30th July 19074 
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Another important aspeot of the soheme was the aoquisition, by agreement with 

other misaionst of an opening for the establishment of now stations in a line towards 

Xt. Kenya and Abyssinia, In 1902 at a conference with Bishop Peel of the C. X. S, 

a line'was drawn on a map from the Ngong Hills near the C. S. M., Kikuyu, to Xto 

Kenya and thence to Abyssiniao The territory north of the line became the sphere of 

activity for the Scottish mission. 
109 And since the A*I*M., centred on Kijabej , 

already 14, within the Scottish spherep an agreement was reached b6tween the two 

missions wherein the A*I, Mo surrendered their rights in the sphere in return for 

first option in the southern Maasai reserve and a chain of route stations only 

from Limaru. to the Nile* 110 

Early in 1904 the prospects of commercial success were promising. The Uganda 

Railwayq a Bank in Mombasa and three'steamship companies which ran monthly services 

from Mombasa had assured Scott of their sympathy, and cooperation in carrying out 

his schemee 
ill Through Ale=der Low of the Kikuyu TradinC Syndicate thcI through 

the Planters'andTarmeral Associationj markets for potatoes had been secured at 

Durbanj"Jobmnesburei Delagoa. Bayl Dar-es-Salaamj Zanzibar and Aden., Local markets 

for soarlet-runner and haricot beans had also been seoured. 
112 

109 
CI S/ýUA, 'Mýy 190'2: 'First Report from Kikuyul't, by D*C*Ro Scott, 

110 
Ibidq MaY. 1904: 'Xikuyu Report$ by D*C*R. Scott* Concerning the necessity,., 
of occupying the C&SoMe's sphere, Scott wrote in this report: "From Ethiopia 
there oomesý, a voice. aa she stretches out her hand again to, Gode Menelik desires 
an', industrial mission - one just such as ourse 

, 
When tneAnowe the power and 

concourse there of nations and creeds, the intimate connections of that empire 
with our whole North African imperial policyt the questions of lancaagel, racial 
originst'and the Christian past whidh there lie hid# we should bo depriving 
our Church'of an honour and opiritual'otimulus, as well, as failing in our high 
call, if we were unappreciative of'the'oall or too fearful to iespond. " 

CS/RGA, MaY"1904: extraot from Scott's Kikuyu Reports 
112 CSIFMCkj 'Report IV the Rev. Dr. D. C. Ruffelle Scott, DeD. 11 6th November 1906. 
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Potatoes and beans were quickly and easily grown and enjoyed a good price. 

No one intended to concentrate upon*them longer than was necessary* But a quick 

return on their sale would permit the planting of more remunerativel and less 

perishable crops such as coffee# black wattle and fibres*' As far as the C. So No 

was concerned, a thousand coffee trees from Blantyre had been planted since 1902 

and were expected to yield in 19071 Blantyre coffee af that time was selling for 

C112 a ton. 113 A verbal agreement existed between Scott and the 11'anager of the 

Uganda Railway to the effect that if Scott were to plant five hundred acres of 

black wattle, the Uganda Railway would buy it all for fuel, 114 And there was still 

a hundred aqutre miles of mission land at Kibviezi which was eminently, suited to 

the growing of sisal f ibreill5 

Tho major disadvantage of the agricultural -scheme was its highly speculative 

nature* if Scott could get his potatoes to foreign markets before they peridhed, 

and if the current high price was maintainedl then he was assured of spectacular 

sucoessi. Bat having invested all his capital in a single ventureq and lackinc. 

the security or credit of sound financial backingg he was entirely dependent upon 

the successful sale of each consignment in order to recoup'costs and to permit 

an expansion of operation. A single failure to find a market for a consig=ent 

was likely to'piovo disastrous. 

Scottts first consignment of twenty tons of'potatoes was sold early in 1904 

at Johannesburg for C30 a ton* Later in the year he dispatched a second consign- 

ment of forty tonot expecting a yield of E19200. This consignment reached 

113 lbide 
114 PCEA A/49 J. Paterson to Rev. Dr. H. E. Scotto 3rd June 1,909* 
115 For further details of the C. S. M. 's use of its Xibwezi estatel see below#Pp, 220-22., ' 
116 Robertson# oR. cit., 13# 
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Mombasa one day 4fter the steamer had sailed and was left to rot on the dockside. 

Undaunted, Scott invested the remainder of a legacy of E1,000 which had come', to 

him for his children, together with come C500 donated by friends in Britain, 117 

and dispatched a third consignment of thirty tons of potatoes early in 1905* 

This consignment was stolen at Delagoa Bay and amounted to a loss of E900 9 
118 

Prom then onwards Scott was heavily in debt, 119 
rz wore his partner# McAlisterg 

he 
and his agentl Lowl and although it offended his pride to do soVturned to the 

Foreign Mission Co=ittee in Edinburgh for helpa 

While admitting the fall extent of his losses, Scott argued that the scheme 

had justified itself by its results. In transmitting crops to South Africa# he 

had brought up the produoe of looal planters, both L"uropean and Afrioang in order 

to promote the eoonomio development of the Protectorato as a whole* It was his 

Proud claim that the success of the first consignment stimulated 14the beginning 

120 
of the present phenomenal deVOlopment of Kikuyu and Nairobi. " . His efforts had 

117 
Charteriag oDecit*j 16* 

118 CS/nICM, Report by Scott, 6th November 1906, 
119 McAlister and Low had sufkfered heavy losseis in the two consignments which 

failed to reach the marketso Both borrowed from Scott and from the mission. 
It is likely that neither had repaid Scott when he died in 1907- McAlisters 
who lost RO-15tOOO had repaid his debt to the mission by 1908. (PCEA A/2t 
McAlister to H*E. Scott, Ist April 1908*) Low still owed the mission E286 
in 1912 ýnd was thourht to have no intention of repaying his debts (CSP/NLS 
7561p W#M* McLachlan to J, W* Arthurp 27th November 1912*) 

120 CS/114CM, Report by Scottj 6th November 1906.6 In 1904 983 tons of potatoes 
were exported to South Africa by planters in the Nairobi district, and the 
value of potato exports had increased from C300 to C3#000. (Cdo 2331'(1905); 
Report on the E. A6 Protectorate for the Year 1903,7.4, January 1905,15-16. ) 

10 
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earned'him a place as a missionaz7 leader in the Protectorate; 121 
settlers and 

Government were extremely friendly and sympathetio'toward3 the Scottish mission 

and had reoognised his contribution to dovelopmont and progress* And although 

permanent buildings had yet to be erected on the station, and school and church 

and hospital were still in their infanoyq the scheme had had a deep Christian 

influence upon the, many Kikuyu who lived and worked on the mission station# In 

short, he had laid the foundations of successful missionary work, secured a valuable 

sphere for extension towards Abyssinia# and now expected the Committee to come 

forward and accept full responsibility for the future. 6 

Initially, when Scott began to suffer a financial lose, the Foreign Mission 

Committee had been reasonably sympathetic. In April 19059 for example, they sent 

him L200 to case the deficits 122 But'the evident failure of the agricultural 

scheme in a financial sense lent support to the arguments of those who had been 

acainst tho scheme and tho emphasis on industrial work since 1903* BY MY 19051 

Scott's critics in'the Co=ittee were in the ascendant and wore calling for an 

investigation and a reappraisal of priorities of work at Kikuyu. 
123 

'The 
financial 

Sub-Committee was expressing alarm at the scale of expenditure on the agricultural 

schemeo It curtailed any move towards accepting responsibility for the outlay of 

funds by Scott on the grounds that the Church faced a deficit of its ol-m In its 

Foreign Ilission schemest and that the E. A,. S#ll* endowment had not yet been, finally 

121 In addition to leading the colonists association for a time, Scott was active in 
tr7ing to raise. a syndicate of missionaries in tho Protectorate to create a 
strong Church and public opinion in Britain for questions relating to develop- 
ment in East Africa* He was made Chairman of a 'United Missionary Societyl to 
take up the question of missionary schools for the children of impoverished 
white rjettlera,, He was asked to bring to the attention of the Colonial Committee 
in Minburgh the need for a Scottish Kirk in Hairobi* And lastlylhe presided ',, 
at a Sto Andrew's dinner attended by representatives of Government, the Railway 
and all Protestant'and Roman Catholic missionag and at which mattera of vital 
importance to the Protectorate were discussed* (CS/FMCX, ý'Proposals regardinj; 
Kikuyull April 1907, by D6C. R. Scott. ) 

122 CS/FMCM# 15th April 1905, 
123 F*M*C* Report to G. A. 9 May 1905e 
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tranaferrod to thair h=do*124 

In 1906 Scott returned homo on furlou& and J=cs Raid of Blantyre was sent 
to Kiku. 7u to tako charCo and to oubmit a full report on Scott to conduct of tho 

micnion, In EdinburCh, an ono of hie staunchopt frianda observodg Scott was called 
before the Connitteo and "had to run the C=tlet of cavoro criticicm which it 

125 makea one cad to remomber. "s 

In AuCustg Roidlo firat report on Kikuyu reached the Con. mittooo Uldlo ito 

languaao is restrained# and due credit is given to Scott for acquirinC a valuable 

estate, the report contains the seeds of an are=ent which was to receive heavier 

emphAcis in subsequent months* The emphasic on aCriculturo had boon made at the 

expense of the cohoolt 

"The school is of paromount importance in Africa, and the Committee would 
do well to dovolop this aide of Us work without delay* Therein no continuity 
in the present aystemp =d at best it is unaatiafaotox7, *** Schoolboys are 
written on as workoreq and a certain portion of their dzq is spent in school* 
At tho end of the month they are paid# and *,,,, fifty per cent or more do not 
ro-=CaCo, and a froph lot come into school. *** e remedy for this is 9 of 
oouroog the introduction of a boarding qyntom. 1112y' 

Scott reacted by attomptin, -, to diaabuse tho Committoo of tho notion that the 

124 See above PP-1; 54-55 -a 125 Chartering opecit 9 16# Charteris triedo uncuccosefullyg to help Scott by 
propocinC the appointment of an Aosooiations directed by a Council of the KihVu 
Micsion and reoponniblo to the P*M*Cog whose purpose would be to raise cubs. 
oriptions for evancelistio and industrial work at Mlniyut and for the continuation', 
of tho agricultural achomo. (CS/FMCMj 10th July 1906. ), As Roidle reports 

* show, 
Scott received little support from formor Blantyre colleaCacco In 1901 Alo=dor 
Hatheiviok had refused Scottla entreaties to lot him have a few of his old 
11yacaland African converts as assistants at XikLVu. (CSP/IMS g the Very Rev. 
Dre HaMurtrio to II*E* Soottt 27th September 19011 cnd to Hethorwiok, 28th 
September and 18th October 1901t "Blantym owes him something ... * Wo think 
you undervalue Dre Scott's power to keep his own converts straightl") 

126 CSIFMýVj Jo Reidg tReport on Xikuyu and Kilx.; ozill AuCuot 19069 Reid sucpsted, 
that the model for the boarding , school be that of Hlanjee 
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industrial policy for development could be ignoredi, He reminded them that Blantyre's 

great success was based upon the industrial policy, 
127 

and that the C. M. S*q traditional 

opponents of the industrial factor in missions, had since 1904 added industrial work 

to all their stations through the services of a Missions' Aid Society. 128 The 

agricultural scheme had been an experience dearly bought; but Scott firmly believed 

that it would be a missionar7 exposition and a revival, Ile appealed for a frie 

hand to continue his scheme* - 

The Foreign Mission Committee reserved its judgement until it had received the 

127 "Our Blantyre Mission is conclusive proofq if proof were neededt of the unqual- 
ified success of this policy$ and of its fitness for Africa. This Mission 
(Blantyre) is unique in the history of Missionsl and we have the remarkable 
phenomenon of a British colony instinct with a Christian Mission* All the 
skilled labour of the colony is carried on by $mission boys#. There is a 
presbytery with native members* Education has taken as great a, hold as it 
has done in Scotland* There is no Mission Ihave ever heard of in which 
similar results have been attained;, and the 11-ee Church Missions are wholly 
and enthusiastically upon the same lines. Blantyre =ado British Central 

128 
Africa. " (CS/FMCM, 'Kikuyu Report# by'Soot-ti, 6th November 1906. T 

Ibid., At a conference in Mombasa in 1904, which Scott attendedg Bishop Peel 
of the CoMeS, preached a sermon on 'The Whole Man for Christ1t and it was 
unanimously-resolved that C*M*S, missions must be worked 6n industrial lines* 
(For the earlier C, M. So attitude, see abovel P-53l n-158. ) But since the 
C, M. S* was by its. constitution prohibited from spending money on purely 
industrial missionax'7 work, it was necessary tovely upon a special committee 
to raise funds for industrial work. At the coast, C. M. S. missions had of 
necessityg and for many yearej adopted , 

aftaindustrial principle in education* 
One of the rea: sons'for the new policy in the highlands of, British East Africa 
was that neither Governtnent nor settlers approved'of missions which were 
exclusively evangelical and educational, (See words to this effect by Sir 
Charles'Eliot in Cd,, 1626 (1903)# Report by: H*M. Commissioner on the E. Ae 
Protectorate, ýUne 1903,27*) Victor Burtonja relative of Sir Thomas Fowell 
Buxton) who-owned an estate at Limaru was the chief3sponsor of COMeS* 
industrial work in the highlands. (AP9 Arthur to his motherl 10th and 31st 
March 1907-) 
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report of its deputy# the Rev. JoDs McCallumg who had visited Kikuyu on his way 

home from Blantyre early in 1907. McCallum's report, submitted in March 1907, 

was a savage indictment of the agricultural scheme and Scott's conduct of the 

mission* Like Reidg McCallum deplored the fact that after six years. no permanen 

buildings had been constructed* He failed to see what justification there had been 

for putting every penny into the cultivation of potatoes* Ho accused Scott of 

concealing the true extent of the deficit in his accountol Scott's figures showed 

a loss of C195610 but as McCallum arguedl if one included Low's debt of L286# 

labour costst the greater part of the endowment income over two years and occasional 

contributions oat of Soottts salary, the total deficit figure for the period, 1904 

to 1906, was 929761* 

MoCallumto recommendation was that since the agricultural scheme had been a 

"dismal financial failure"t and since Scott had led the mission into undesirable 

competition with European colonistat the foc= and medium of futtLre work chould 

be educationt 

"There is little doubt that at Kikuyu a Missionary Inatitution may be raisedý 
preparing teachers, evangelists, and artisans who shall play a great part, in 
the vivilisation and Christianisation of that part of Africa, As noon as 
possible out-stationa should be opened amongst the dense beathen populations 
to the north*' But, Kikuyu should be so equipped as to, supply to all advanced 
mission posts whatever educated and skilled workers may be required. "129 

March 1907 waa a Cood month for reportse In addition to McCallumlst there 

was another from Reid and two from Scott - Reid and Scott both being present in 

Edinburgh at the time to fight for their respective viewpoints* Reid's second 

report, althoug-h 
. 
reasonable in tone, provided facts to supplement the arguments 

forwarded by McCallum* Both made a point of showing that Scott had been unreasonably 

129 CS/FMCMI, 'Report by the Rev. J*D, MoCall=## Xarch 1907o 
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optimistio - that in faot he had taken unjustified risks in dealing with perishable 

crops and markets which were at no time guaranteed as safe., 
130 

McCallum and Reid were calling Scott to account for his ineptitude as a 

businessman. More practical than Scott p they insisted that to deal with low-price 

crops like potatoes t where the profit balance was marginal g economy of working was 

essential* Scott had ignored thiel and with his vast acreage and hordes of workers 

was guilty of over-development* Reid made the further point that farming around 

Xikuyu was still in its infanoyl most planters were still feeling their way 

cautiously and none had experience of growing cash crops on a large scale in East 

Africa. 131 It would be bettert he arguedt since the livelihood of the mission was 

at stake, to postpone the agricultural experiment until more experience in farming 

130 Ibid, 'Report on Kikuyu' by J, Reidg March 1907. The charge that the market 
'for potatoes was uAstable was the most common levelled igainst Soottt both 
in 1907 and in retrospect in later years* This is true to a certain extent 
in the case of South Africa* The prospects there seemed promising at first# 
and only in 1904 were they revealed as unstable. One factor which had been 
overlooked was the competition, in seasong offered by Cape potatoes., But 
Scott's confidence in potatoes was shared by Goverment, who in successive 
reports, between 1905 and 1910, criticised planters for losing confidence 
when faced with one or two major setbacks, By 1905 a now market had been 
found for British East African potatoes in Madagascar; by 1909 the demand 
in Zanzibar and German East Africa was mounting steadily; EV, 7pt alone by 
1909 was importing British East African potatoes to an annual value of L8OgOOO4, 
(See Cd*2331 (1905)9 Report on the E. A& Proteotorate for the Year 1903-41 
Janu=7 1905* 15-16; Cd*2740 (1905), Reports Rolating to the Administration 
of the E, A, Protectorate, October 1905,511 and COOP Africa. No- 9549 Main 
Report on the E*A. Protectorate by Sir Percy Girouard, 26th May 1910# 120-*) 

131 Disillusioned by the setbacks in 1904-5 in exportine potatoes to South Africa, 
the Planters and Farmers' Association had eschewed agricultural commerce and 
returned to politics under the banner of the second Colonists'- Association 
of British East Africa. (MacLellan Wilsong opecitel, lo) 
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had been gained by those for whom agriculture was their true business* 
k 

The core of Reidts, arg=ent was that Scott could not have both profitable 

agriculture and significant influence over the Kikuyu* To make a profit on the 

estate, it was necessar7 to employ the minimum number of workers consistent with 

efficiency; by employing larg6 numbers-of labourers on a monthly basis onlyq 

Scott was defeating both his purposes. This brought Reid back to his original 

argument that "the true feeder of the Church is the school. ". And the development 

of the school, in the form of a missionary training institution such as McCallum 

had advocatedt was the only means of achieving another of Scott Is great purposes - 

the extension of work to Mt. Kenya and beyond. 

Reid conoluded his report with an eloquent appeal for the development of Kikuyu 

on tho lines of Blantyre - not as it was twenty years previouslyg but as it was in 

1907s Scott appeared to be putting Kikuyu through the "plodding experience" of 

Blantyre's early days* The time had come', to, advance, using Blantyre's thirty years 

of experience as a guideq on now and relevant lines, in the tank of establishing 

a strong mission in British East Africa* 

Scott responded to his critics with an impassioned defence of his work at 

Xikuyu*132 He deeply regretted the willingness of the COmmitteO to accept evidence 

of men who had only recently visited Xikuyuq and for short periodso Without 

dwelling upon the details# since Scott in his second report deals item-ýý-item 

with the content of his critiost reportog he argued that he had had no option but 

to act as he had done* He noted that both McCallum and Reid saw a great future 

for Xikuyu; thial he claimed* ifas tho result of his own work, Had there been no 

agricultural scheme and no effort to secure a stake in-theiland and the temporal 

possession of the people, as well as a sphere for expansion$ there would have been 

132 CS/FXCMj Scottq 'Supplementar7 Report', March 1907* 
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no bright outlook for tho future in 1907# All that remained was to deoide whether 

or not Soottla policy was the right one for future development* 

Scott did not share Reid's conviction that the model of contemporary Blantyre 

could be applied wholesale to Kikuyu* Having had experience of Blantyre in its 

early days he did not see how the necessary growth period at KikuZUcould be bypassed. 

Yetj while accepting the necessity of ouch a period, Scott still had a vision of 

ultimately greater things at Kikuyut 

"I believe the Church is awakening to a far$ far wider, strongert deeper view 
of Missions# and enlarged conceptions of the Kingdom of God. The new , 

idea 
of African Missions is furnishing a key even to Home questions* I should 
like to see commerce become the Kingdom of Christ as it must do soon* Indian 
missions will be carried on upon broader lines, and we need All we learn in 
Africa to meet the problem of China. The victory over goldl the concordat 
between religious and daily lifeg the doottine of the whole man$ the problem 
of the universal in the particular, and the wider metaphysio and science of 
Christianity seem to me to hail from 'Africa's sunny fountains 0 and 'their 
golden sands'. 11 

Scott made one final attempt to win the Committee to his viewpoint in April 
133 1907- Bat in the same monthl the Special Sub-Committee appointed to consider 

134 the various, reporta*submitteds delivered a verdict against him* Scott was to 

be relieved of his industrial and agricultural duties and the Industrial Committeeg 

established in November 1903 to assist him in Edinburgh, was to be scrapped. Hence- 

forth Scott wan to confine himself to evaneelical and educational work. 

It was the view of the, Special Sub-Committee that the time had come for a 

fresh definition of, mission policy and a fresh arrangement of mission methods. 

The Committee did not, however, define what thevo, were to be, Clearly$ the weight 

of opinion in the Committee had been against Scott; yet there was a reluctance, 

whether from compassion or from fear of a reaction in favour of Scott in influential 

133 Ibid, Scott, OProposala Regarding Kikuyu'$ April 1907* 
134 CS/FMCM, 16th April 1907* 
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quarters to condemn him openly. Scott's old friend and mentorg Professor A. 11. 

Charteris, urged him to stay in Edinburgh until the Committee explained precisely 
135 what it had in mind. But Scott was anxious to return to Kikuyuj even on these 

termat to finish as much of his work as was possible in the short time he knew to 

be left to him, 

In his last six months at Kikuyug Soott experienoed both hardship and reward* 

On hits arrival in MV 1907 he found himself under the threat of court proceedings 
in connection with his large overdraft at k Mombasa banks The Foreign Mission 

Committee had undertaken to reimburse him the LlpOOO he had spent on the agricultural 

scheme; they had not done so in May and were still to fulfil their undertaking after 
his death in October. It was a friendq probably the Master of Polworth, who rescued 

Scott from near public disgraoe by sending E600 to his private account in, Mombasa. 136 

Although undiminished for his own part in his enthusizzm for agriculture and 

for work iunongst adults, Scott found that his colleagues at Kikuyu had gladly 
transferred their interest to education for the young. While Scott had been in 

Edinburgh, his nephewo Arthur Ruffelle Barlowq 137 
and the now medical missionary, 

135 Charteris, op. cit., 17, Charteris had known Scott for twenty-seven years* 
136 Ibidp 17-18- Scott's already large overdraft had been increased by Reid who, =ntýýg charge at Kikuyu in Febraar7 1906, regarded the agricultural scheme 

as Scott's private project and debited all costs to the latterst account in 
Mombasas (PCEA A/2, Reid to the Very Rev. Dro McMurtrie, 16th October 1907. ) 

137 Arthur Raffelle BBarlow, the favourite nephew of Scottts second wifet Edith 
Ruffellel had come to YAk-Vu from Devon in December 1903 at Scott's invitatimp 
He. was then seventeen years old. Living alone on Scott's 'Iona' estate at 
Limurat Barlow developed an absorbing interest in Xlkuyu life and langa4e. 
He was soon fluent in idiomatic Kikuyu and had begun to translate hymast prayers 
and excerpts from the Bible into Kikuyu. In January 1906 he was arrested and 
tried at Fort Hall for unlawfully entering the closed district north of the 
Huringato River in the Xenia Province. Barlow had gone to Mugoiri to assist 
some Kikuyu friends in the settlement of a dispute. After receiving a heavy 
fine, Barlow was kept at the C*S*M. as a missionary assistant in translating 
and printing work. (See PBPq Diaries, 30th July 1904 to 19th Februar7 1906, ) 
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138 Dr. John W. Arthur, had started a boarding school for boys and had scrapped 

the system df paying boys for agricultural work as an inducement to attend school. 
139 

Scott did not oppose boarding education for the young but believed it would 

have followed more fruitfully and on a larger scale in due time from his agricultural 

and industrial'offorts, Arthur raw that Scott would not take much interest in the 

school but would continue to stress the work amongst adults4,140 There remained 

between the two men a certain but restrained tension over development policy* 

Arthur had great admiration for Scottq for his scholarship# energy and faith, but 

regarded him as an eccentrio who "like other people needs help in the things in 

141 
which he has not got the giftsý" * 

During his last months at Kikuyuj a period during which he was conscious of 
142 

approaching deatht Scott felt keenly thelack of close and loving relationshipi 

with fcmily end friends which had sustained him in difficult periods at Blantvre* 

His wife had died in December 1902 and hie daughters were in Scotl=d. His nephewq 

A*R. BarloA was in sympathy with a development policy which ran counter to his owng 

138 j John Wo Arthur was boxm in Glasgow in 1881, the second of four sons, His 
father was a successful businessman# much influenced by the Moody and Sankey 
Movement, who passed on'to his son his love of religious work amongst young 
people and his passion for rukby football. Arthur senior-, and his father, 
were leading promoters of the establishment of the Scottish Rugby Uniong and 
both played for Scotland in the 1870so J*Ws Arthur was educated at the Glasgow 
Academy$ studied medicine at Glasgow and London, and graduated Doctor of 
Medicine at the ago of 25. He applied for missionax7, work in Indiat but finding 
no opening, accepted a post with the C*S*M. ý Kikuyuj in 1906. (Interview with 
Mrs. E. M. Arthur# Edinburch, 7th July 19659 and written, oommunication from Mrs. 
Arthurt 8th July 1965. ) 

139 PBPq Diariest 7th April 1907- 
140 AP, Arthur to his mothert 30th July 1907- 
141 Ibid, Arthur to his mothert 4th Juno 1907, Amongst other things, Arthur was 

much put out by having gto live in a temporax7 hut while Scott stored potatoes 

142 
in the bettor living quarters. (Mrs* E*M* Arthur, interview, 7th July 1965*) 
AP, Arthuxý to his'mother, 30th July 1907* 
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and having a reserved and hypersensitive nature, was not affectionately responsive. 

Scott's loneliness was eased by the presence at Kikuyu of George Abercrombie. 143 

It'was upon Abercrombie that Scott lavished his affeotionsg visiting him frequently 

in a Nairobi hospital in spite of hie own failing health and inability to walk. 
144 

Scott died at Kikuyu on October 13th 1907 as a result of multiple thrombosis 

of veins in his logo -a condition which bad troubled him at least since 19040145 

Shortly before his death, Scott's vision of an extension to Abyssinia was as strong 

as ever. 
146 He was greatly comforted by Arthur's assurance that in May 1908 he 

and Barlow would plant the first station in a line towards Abyssinia at Merug on 

the eastern slopes of 11t. Kenya*147 Bat the STeatest revrards from Scott's point 

of view 9 and the seeming justification of - all that he had done g was the request 

by six Kikuyu for baptism* Soottfs last aot was to baptise Karanjaj the first 

Kikuyu to receive the saonv. m=t at the mission, in demonstration of his faith "in 

the elevation of the whole man in an Industrial Mission, up to the deliberate 
148 

adoption of the Christian pledge **a". Forgotting for a moment their fear of 

the dead, the Kikuyu who had worked with Scottj came to look at the body of the 

man they had called Watenm. 149 

143 Abercrombiag-an agnostic and former secretea7 to Sir Rivers Wilson, had been 
invited by Scott to come to Kikuyu for a year as temporary assistant in the 
mission's business and financial department. He contracted malaria on a 
shooting trip with Barlow and spent most of his time in East Africa in the 
Nairobi hospital. 

144 "Oh Rene"t wrote Scott to his wife's sister, "how I have come to love 
Abercrombie* I never felt the same way for a man before. It is a queer kind 
of lovel almost as if he were my son, and I could sacrifice anything for him 
(Quoted in Charterio. op. cit., 19. ) 

145 
146 

PBPj Diaries, 29th Marctr 1904, 
Charterial P-necito, 20* 

147 Robertsont op. cit , 15* 
148 Charterist opecit, j 24, 
149 PBP9 Diariesq 14th October 1907; and AP, Arthurg Circular Letterl 14th October 

1907o The name Wateniza was given to Scott by the Kikuyu because of his tendenoy, ' 
when he first a ived, to use the Manglanja worit tenga (carry). 
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To deliver a final judeement on a man such as Scott is no easy task, His 

many gifts of spiritual insight, scholarshipl language and personality were universally 

recognised in his own day by admirers and critics alike* But he was a tragio figure* 

His gifts set him apart from other men and tended to work to his disadvantage by 

lending an aura to his ideas and actions which was at best inspiredt at worst 

eacentrioo In one sense Scott's philosopby of missions was firmly rooted in the 

19th century, and wao inapplicable to the now Africa; yet in another senses it 

represented ideals vihich had still to be achieved anywhere in the field of missions. 

With less than 9400 per ann= for bailding costs and the developmont of four 

departments, and faced with multiple problems of work in a new sphere, it is difficult, 

to see what alternative Scott might have had to his agricultural scheme. There 

was nothing to be gained by starting with preaching and teaching. The Church Missionary 

Society at Kabetet Kahuhia and Weithaga had attempted this with little suooesat, 
50 

and had been obliged to give more attention to industrial work*151 

In Roman Catholic missions, by Oontrastj where agricultural schemes on large 

estates were common, more rapid results had been gained amongst young and old 

alike* It is significant to note that in 1908, when concern was expressed at 

the preoccupation with material labours at HoLy Ghost missions, Bishop Allgeyer 

150 In 1901 the C. M*S, had thirteen baptised Kikuyu Christians, only one of'Who: m' 
had received the sacrament in 1906-7* They had seventy-three children in 
school, or an average of twenty-four per station -a figure not much higher 
than that enjoyed by the C. S*H, at Kikuyu in the came year* It should he 
noted, however, that the figures given for the C. H. S. exclude the numbers 
of scholars at the C. M*So station in Vairobis This station, established 
in 19069 was unusally well-attended since it was-the only evzngelical and 
educational facility available for Nairobi's growing African labour force. 
(Proo. C. X*Sol 1906-7*) 

151 See abovel p# 183f n. 128# 
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defended his plantations policy with argumentB almost identical to those used by 

Scott in 1907.152 

By 19079 howeverg conditions in the Protectorate were more conducive to the 

successful operation of evangelical and educational missions,, European occupation 

had become a more concrete factor in the lives of the Kikuyu, and amongst the younger 

generations there was a growing appreciation of the conneotion between mission 

'ur #153 education and the most remunerative posts in B opean employment The time was 

at hand when the demand for education would begin to outstrip the resources of the 

missions# But the fact remained that development, whether through the school or 

through a plantation policy was expensivea A new approach wa3 possiblel but the 

Scottish mission might have been spared many years of financial hardship had the 

overriding desire in 1907 not been to abandon Scott's agricultural schomee Ibr 

1911 proposals were being forwarded. for a revival of the policy of self-aufficienoy 

through 1=d and co=ercial agriculture*154 

152 The major difference between the CoSoMo and the Holy Ghost Fathers was, however,, 
that the latterýhad no interest in promoting the interests of white colonists, 
Indeed, it was their desire to exclude the growing secular influences in the- 
Protootorate which to a large extent impelled the Holy Ghost Fathers to buy 
as much land as possible, This apart, it is clear that they enjoyed better 
support from their superiors than did Soottl their attempts at self-sufficiency 
were not rogardod by the Propaganda Fide as engaging in commerce andwere not 
prohibited by Canon Law* (J. A. Kieran, 'The Holy Ghost Fathers in East Africa, 
1863 to 1914't'University of London, Ph*D, Thesis, 1966,349,406') 

153 This arq=ent is developed by Roland Oliver in Tho Missionary Factor in East, 
Africa kLondon, 2nd Edo, 1965). 198-202. AoR. Barlow, recalling the years lgb7-8, - 
wrotes "With the establishment of British Governmeaýt 

, 
administration a few years,,, 

previously, the building of the railway#, andthe arrival of the first settler8jý. L' those influences which have eiMttransformed the old British East Africa 
Protectorate into the modern 911ýý Colony had already beg= to rush in, from 
the outside world and to open up the-minde and change the lives of the Kikuyu, 
peoples" (BPj 'Some Early Memories' n*do*) 

154, Similar proposals 
, were made in 1915 for the C*M#So station at Embu which had 

been closed for two years. Through the cultivation of crops on an estate of twenty-five acres, many converts and scholars were gained in subsequent years,, (Richards, op. cit , 11. ) - 
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Chapter Four 

MISSION ASC131DANT 

1. New Bearinm- 

Writing from Blantyre in 1909 to HE, Scott at Kikuyu, James Reid remarkedt 

"We follow your fortunes ih Kik-tkvu News. They are changed days for Kiku, 7u* 

One sees less mention of potatocog and more of legitimate missionary work*" 

This remark was occasioned by clear evidence that the prevailing policy at 

Kikuyu was one of giving to the school the foremost place in missionary work - 

a policy based upon the belief that the only true foundation of a successful 

mission was education* 

The policy of emphasising education was applied from 1908 as an altermative 

means of realising goals inherited from the E, A, S, M, and kept firmly in view 

by David Clement Scott. Scott had planned a self-supportingt self-propagating 

mission through a scheme of agricultural development; given time he promised 

that his scheme would fill both church and school. But his colleagues were 

impatient* They chafed at the restrictions placed on the development of their 

various departments of work by the exclusive claim on all income for agricultural 

development. They had all, with the exception of AR. ýBarlow, joined the mission 

during Clement Scott's last year at Kikuyu and could not appreciate the reason for 

the potato experiment. Conditions in the Protectorate in 1907 appeared to favour 

the beginning of a boarding school system. Other missions were concentrating 

their efforts'in this direction and selmed, likely to leave the C*S*X., far behind 
I 

in the winning of convertso 

1 PCFA A/4* Raid to Soottq 10th May 1909* 
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Life in the British East Africa Protectorate in 1908 was substantially 

different to what it had been when Clement Scott first came td-Kikuyus The 

agricultural scheme had coincided with the first large influx of white settlers 

and had been part of the resulting speculation in land and commerce* But by 

the time of Scott's death$ although the frontier atmosphere of the country was 

to persist for a long time to come, the earlier$ colourful manifestations of life 

on the frontier were receding. NeiGhbouring settlers were seldom seen as guests 

at the mission for long discussions on oolonisina prospects or for companionable 

card gamcoo There was less hunting and shooting on the estate by missionary 

riflemen, and less of the pioneering spirit of indifference to the lack of proper 

a0armodation and other comforts of life. By 1908 there were four ladies on the 

station; permanent houses had to be provided ior them$ and manners and dress had 

to be adjusted accordingly# The manseq no longer a potato store or a makeshift 

surgery where operations were performed on the dining table, bcoame the respectable 

centre of the mission - the gracious home of the leading missionary's wife, and 

the venue for decorous entertainment and hospitality* 

Opposition to the agricultural scheme, having been started by James Raid during 

his temporary appointment to Kikuyu in 19060 was sustained by J. 11. Arthur and 
2 

others until Clement Scott's death* But the effective champion of $legitimate' 

missionary work, and of bringing the CaS. M* into line with other missions, Was'o 

found in Clement Scott's successor. 

2 The bone of'oontention between Arthur and Clement Scott had been the place 
which the former wished-to give to the boarding school., Arthur was Very 
anxious to make changes at Kikuyu bat agreed at the time of Scott's death 
to a request by Barlow not to dishoncur the memory of the deceased by making 
those changes immediately, (PBP, Diaries, 15th October 190M 
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Henry Edwin Scott, born in 1864 and appointed to Kikuyu in November 1907, 

had been an ordained medical missionary in Nyasaland for eighteen years, serving 

suocessively at Blantyre# Domasi and Zomba, Like Clement Soott, he was eduoated 

at Edinburgh University where he distinguished himself as an outstraung athlete 

and scholar and as a man devoted to preparing for the missionary life. 3 His 

appointment to Kik4a was notv howeverg a reprieve from ratirementl but the 

promotion of an experienced man from an older to a younger mission which was badly 

in need of strong leadershipo 

At Kikuyu# although he lived for only four years after his arrival, IIenx7 

Scott became a popular and successful missionary head& Besides enlisting the 

enthusiasm and cooperation of his staff in a new direction of work, Scott was 

acknowledged as a leader of Protestant missions in the Protectoratel and was a 

Prime mover in cooperative schemes, described below, which were to have a profound 

influence on later missionary developments, 

In many respects Ilenry Scott's success consisted in carrying to fruition 

projects which Clement Scott had initiated6 Ile displayed the same broad perspective# 

force of personality and energy of his n=esake, Yet there were important differences 

between the two men* The first and obvious difference was their attitude to missionary 

method* Clement Scott did not believe that Kikuyu could start from the point reached 

by contemporary Blantyral lie saw this not as a disability but an opportunity to' 

make new departures in the concept of an African mission and to aim at far widers 

more ambitious goals, in a young Protectorate. 

3 CS/FMCMI 18th April 19111 and KN* Noe -27, April 19119 W. Borland, ý 'The Worker$ q 8. 
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Scorning such grand schemes , the more pragmatio Henry Scott insisted that 

Kikuyu should be modelled faithfully on Blantyre. 4 Bin emphasis, as it had been 

in. Nyasaland 9 was on pure evangelism I all other departments of work would be 

subordinated to this primary aim* There could be no compromise and no delay. 

The Christian school was the most appropriate and most effective evangelistic 

agency# 

Another important difference between the two men was their attitude to 

African beliefs and customs* Clement Scott was greatly impressed by the powers 

of logio and oratoryl and the keen sense of justice, displayed by Kikuyu elders* 

To him, the Counoil of Elders was "splendid in its morale and enforcement of 

Goverment"; he warned that no missionary or Govornment official could work without 

it. 5 Regw%Ung Kikuyu customs# he wrote as follows to the Committee in Edinburght 

"When one thinkshow good and strong are Kikuyu laws and customs, how wise 
the Wa2ee ... * and how utterly above ordinar7 home conceptions of heathenisml 
one feels that it require# the fullest intelligence of the Church# and the 
deepest results of applied Christianity, to meet the missionary necessities 
of the case. "6 

Such sentiments are difficult to find in the records of the C*S*M. in the 

7 
post-Clement Scott era* Henry Scott believed that Africans had no principles I 

and at a Puýlic Meeting following the United Missionary Conference at Wrobi in 

1909, he declared that Africans "are hold down by customs and traditions which 

are wholly incompatible: with a true de%; elopment into usefull industrioug citizensg 

,, ý, r 4 Kikuyu Mission Council Minutes (KKCM)# 6th May 19081 and PCEA A/4P He Scott 
to Somerset Playneq 25th January 1909, 

5 CSIFXCMI Scott$ tProposals ReCarding Kikuyu*j April 1907- 
6 

PoM&Cs Report to G*A, l May 19059 extract from Scott's Kikuyu Report for 1904- 
7 KN, No* 299 June 1911, A, R, Barlowt 'Reflections on our loss', 19. 
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and which make it impossible for them to be honest, reliable men. " 

These views of African customs dictated the attitudes of the two men towards 

the future position of Africans in a colonial society. Clement Scott had a vision 

of a time in the future when Africans would take their place as equal citizens 

and arbiters. -,. of their own destinies in a modern, technological community of 

nations* Christianity and western oivilisation were the rightful inheritance of 

Africans. It was inevitable that much of their traditional way of lifeg however 

commendableg would have to be abandoned*'.. The role of Europeans in the Protectoratel 

missionaries and laymen, the former guiding the latter$ was to assist Africans to 

realize their inheritance* 

Henry Soottt by contrast, did not believe that for the forseeable future 

Africans would be able to stand unsupported in the conditions of the modern world. 

The principle upon which his educational policy was based was that African powers 

of intellect and application were inferior to those-of'Europeans, and that Africans 
I 

should receive a training which would befit them for their proper station in a 

white man's country*9 To this endg the fabric of African life had to be preserved 

8 
Report of the United Missionary Conference, Nairobi, 7-11th June 1909 (Nairobi, 
1909)o At this Conferencel Protestant missionaries were, in general agreement 
that African customs to be opposed included African marriage ceremoniest polygamy 
and thelick of rights for widowal casting out the sick and superstitions con- 
cerning the dead; circumcision# not so much for its own sakel but for the 
attendant heathen rites; dancing# particularly. those hold, at. night, where sem3a3- 
stimulus seemed to be the prime objective; nakedness, but at the. same time the 
wearing of, Earopean clothes; and for the American'fundamentalists in particular, 
the taking of'beer and tobacco. Note that in Henry Soottts'time at Kikuyu, 
missionaries were issued with Alexander Hetherwick's 'Instruotions to the 
Mianionariest a booklet of guidancel amongst other thingog in attitudes to 
be adopted toýAfrican customs*' One instruction was that heathen superstitions 
should not be treated lightly sinoo, "they are gropings in the dark" and "all 
the'native has until you put the Christian faith in their place., ". '(CS/FMCM, 

20th November 1906. ) 
9 KN, No* 29, July 1911, A. M. Barlowq tReflections on our loss', 19. 
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as far as possible, but with a grafting on of Christianity to purify and enlighten 

that life. 10 

Leaving azide the question of attitudes of raoial superiorityg it should be 

stressed that the policy which Henry Scott represented - one held by the majority 

of his contemporaries - sprang from a genuine concern to protect, African society 

from rapid disintegration in the face of the multiple forces of the European presenoee 

There was a gerietal awareness at the time that these forces exerted a disruptiveg 

centrifugal effect$ the most immediate result of which was the separation of the 

individual from hie community, Clement Scott had felt this danger and had tailored 

his agricultural scheme to allow for the spread of Christian, influence amongst 

adult workers on his ectateo He believed that adults were sufficiently mature 

in mental power to comprehend Christian theologyj and that they would be the more 

natural agents for the spread, albeit graduAll of Christian teaching in the villages* 

It isq however, a paradox that the new policy which prevailed at Kikuyu after 

1907, of concentrating upon education for the young in the belief that adults were 

too firmly steeped in heathen superstition and vile customs to become effective 

Christian evangelists, had the opposite affect to the one intended. The Henry 

Scott school of thought aimed at African devolopment-along African lines, using,, 

youngg educated Chriati=3 as the agents for the creation of a Christian, indum-, -,, 

trious society* Yet the concentration on educationg- and in, partioular the use 

of the boarding sohoolg was perhaps the most effective of all forces in the break- 

down of the traditional order. It would not be too much to say that in-the 

beginning at leastj the educational drive'areated a class of tribal outcasts whose, 

10 This was also the official policy at Blantyre: "The Christian faith does -not 
aim at dis-Africanising the native convert*, It aims at purifying and elevating 
his social and national life and customs, and leading himself and his family 
into the Christian 

, 
habits of life and thought*" ý(Hetherwiokj 'Instructions 

to the MissionariesIq opecit 
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now community was the Church., No one who studies missions is unaware of the 
trials of parental and communal censure which young adherents of missions endured. 

While on the one hand the effect was to produce a quiescent bourgoicie of 
African Christiansq loyal to the Church and finding favour with the missionaries 

as living examples of what a Christian African community should beg 11 there also 

emerged a class of radicalse These were young men who had served their apprentice- 

ship in the mission schools and who became the opponents of the missionary attempt 

to keep African* in their -. -; tpbointed-'- station in a white mants country. Although 

no means always sure of their ultimate aim, it was the youne mission-educated 

men who noticeably in post-war years led the crusade for higher African education, 

and who spurned any attempt to make education conform to the missionary view of 

African life and culture* 

It might be argued that this was inevitable and that most missio nar ies recog- 

nised the element of euthanasia in their work* Yet, had it not been for the 

conservatism displayed by missionariosg or the insistence on regarding African 

development within the framework of the needs and aspirations of white colonists# 

the process would have been considerably less violent and bloody; and missions 

would'have emerged with more credit for the lives, money and devoted effort which 

they expended in the task of bringing Christianity to British East Africae 

Concerning the vital necessity of infusing African society with Christian 
standards, one missionaz7 expressed the case as followst "You bnly have to 
look'at the houses in which they live# the conditions of their women and 
children, the way in which they treat those who are weaker than themselves 
Ueir natural disinclination for anntinuous labour, their superstition about 
sickness and neglect of those who are ill, to see at once the intense need for 
beat development, and to be assured that nothing but the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ can ever bring it about, '! (Archdeacon Walker, C*X*S. Ugandag address 
to the Public Meeting at the Railway Institutel Nairobi, June 1909, Report 
of the United Missionary Conference, Nairobi, 7-11th June 1909 (Nairobi, 1909. ). ) 
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Besides being set on a now bearing in General PolicY from 1907, the C. S. M. 

overhauled its internal mission governmant and entered into a freshly defined 

relationship with its home committee, as regards administration and finance. 

The governing body of the missiong as it had been in effeot aince 1901, 

was the Foreign Mission Committee of the Church of Scotland* The history of 

this body Coen back to 1824 when as a result of representations made tbýýthe 

General Assembly concerning the foreign mission work in India, the Committee for 

the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts c=e into being# Although the 

na. me of this Committee, appointed to conduct missionary ventures on behalf of the 

Church, ims never officially changed, by custom it became known as the Foreign 

Hisaion Committees 
1.2 As a standing committee of the General Assembly, its 

personnel changed as the years passedq but legally it remained the same Committeco 

In 1923, for example# the Committee consisted of forty ministers and seventy 

elders app6inted on its own nomination by the, Gencral Assembly, together with 

one representative appointed annually Iq each of the eightyý-four Prosbyteriesz 

of the Churchl the whole giving a total membership of one hundred and forty-four* 

The Secretar7 and other officials# including the members of the =ious sub- 

committees were appointed by the Committee itself 9 but the Convenor was appointed 

x 

or reappointed annually by the General Assembly. In brief 9 the Foreign Mission 

Co=ittee was responsible for conducting foreign missionag for appointing mission- 

aries and for raising the necessary fundso Each year it was obliged to report 

12 CSP/WZ 7587t W. MoLachlan to A*L* Warnahuis, 18th XV 1923a See alsog for 
a general history of the develoPment of foreign missions of the -Scottish Churchesl E*G#Ko Hewatg Vision'and Achievement 1796 - 1956 (Edinburgh, 1960) 
PP - 1-40 a .. ' $11ý 
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on its activities to the General Assembly, the latter body having the power to 

review decisions and operations, and requiring to be consulted on apeoifiO matters 

such as Church Union in mission fields# the ordination of lay missionaries for 

work abroad$ and matters affecting ecclesiastical lawe 

Until, 1936t the C#S. M. in Xenya stood in a special relationship to the 

Foreign Mission Committee. The reason for this goes back to 1901 when, as a 

condition of acceptance by the church of the E. A. S. M. 9 it was decided that the 

mission should not form a charge on1he ordinary funds for mission purposese The 

actual details of the financial and administrative relationship of the new acquisition 

were delayed tLntil 1907 - until the Committee of the E. A. S*M* was empowered to 

hand over its responsibility$ and until the complex legal difficulties were solved 

az to the transfer of land and the Ehdowmento 

In May 1907 the mission beoame the responsibility of a apeoial British East 

Africa, later Kikuyuj Subý. Co=ittee# Thin Committeeg ocnposed of representatives 

of the F9M*C* and, of the subscribers to the mission, was responsible to the F*M*C* 

for raising funds and for general administration, Amongst its first members 

representing the subscribers wbre the wives of Alexander Low Bruce and Peter 

Mackinnon413 From 1908 until his death in 19219 J@W* Arthur, father of Dre Arthur 

at Kikuyu and a suooessful Glasgow businessmang hold the post of Convenor of the 

Kikuyu Sub-Committee* Besides being of great benefit to his son, Arthur's position 

on the Committee was of great value to the mission in terms of business contactal 

the creation of a Glasgow Auxilliary Committee 0 and the raising of considerable 

sums of money for missionary development*14 

13 CS/FIICMt 29th May 1907# and 19th November 1907* 
14 Another member of the Glasgow Auxilliary Committee was Professor W*B. Stevenson 

of Glasgow Universityp brother of Marion Scott Stevenson of the CSoM, in Kenya* 
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In 19369 following the reunion six years earlier of the Established and United 
Free Churches of Scotland$ the Kikuyu Sub-Committee was abolished. The mission 

no longer stood in a special relationship to the Church,. but like other missions 

was managed by the Africa Sub-Co=ittee of the P*M, C., The subscribers continued 

to send one*representative to the new Co=ittee, a position held for many yeara 

by Miss A. B. Bruce, daughter of the pioneer founder of the E*ASOj, *ql5 

The C*S. M* was fortunate in the continuity for, many years of personnel in 

its local and home administration. Arthur succeeded Henry Scott in l9llg and 

with several other leading missionaries who came to Kikuyu as early as he, continued 

to serve the mission until after 1929'a In the Foreign ; Ussion Committeel two men 

who took a deep personal interest in the mission, Convenor, J. 11. Ogilvie and 

Secretary WeMe MoLachlanj served from 1908 until 1925 and 1929 respectively* 

And in the Kikuyu Sub-Committeeg Arthur senior was a devoted worker from 1908 

until 1921o The many years shared by these men made for cooperation$ understanding 

and efficient action which played no small part in the success of the mission* 

Dat in spite of thial the mission was never assured of, a regular$ adequate or 

guaranteed'incomeo It was the perennial shortage of funds which dictated a closer 

control of missionary policy by the home Committees than might otherwise havo been 

the oaseo 

IA major disability experienoed by the mission was the impression widely held 

that it was a rioh institution on acoount of its inherited Endowment and its earlier 

patronace by wealthy businecomene It wasp in faotl, one of the poorest missions'-in 

the Church of Scotland. 7he Endowment j fully invested and untouchablog brought 

an income from interest of about C195009 The other sources of income were so varied 

and so irregular-that running the mission bec=e a major exercise in accountancy 

and business administration. Clement Scott, who had mingled his own and his friend's 

15 See above, P. 41 n. 121# and below, p*204, n, 20. 
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money with payments from the Endowment# left financial chaos at Kikuyu in 1907 - 

a situation for which his successors refused -to accept any responsibility. A 

fresh start was made by Henz7 Scott in book-keeping# payments and general financial 

administration from the end of 1907- 

An effective medi= for propaganda and for attracting cubscriptions was 

found in the periodical of the missionj Kikuyu News. Started in 1908 by Henry 

Scott, and edited at first in Scotland by the Revo Dr, James Robertson of Whittin. Zhame, 

the periodical quickly became one of the most popular and successful missionary 

magazines of the Church* Everythina of a controversial nature was, naturall7l 

edited out$ and to a large extent a deliberately optimistic picture was preseftted 

of the mission's progress and widening influence* Bat, from 1908 to 1958t at a 

fixed annual subscription of two shillings and simpencell6 KikUYU NeWI3 is perhaps 

one of the best journalistio reoords of a mission available* 

Appeala for cubscriptions were made through Kikuyu News, pulpit ac1drenseal 

and a missionary deputation work during farlouChse While congregations, Sunday 

Schools and individuals pledged money for general purposeal many donations or 

undertaking ., a were given for specific pprposes. Money for the running of a Kikuyu 

and Tumutumu Boy's Brigade battalion was given by Edinburgh and Glasgow Brigade 

Companies* Both individuals and Sunday Schools 'adopted# a boy or a girl at 

the mission and undertook to pay for annual costs of feeding and clothingt 

receiving in returng photographol accounts of progress, and occasionally letters 

from the boy orgirl so assisted. 
17 Woments work at the mission was assipted 

16 KU, No* 2169 December 1958, artiole. on the history of Kikuyu Ne,,: s by the 
Rev. Dre R*G. Me Calderwoodq Pp. 96-98, 

17 r, =au wa NgenL, 4 alias Johnstone Kamaup alias Johnstone Kenyattaq alias Jomo 
Ken. vatta was allocated in 1912 to Sts John's (Cross) Sunday School, Dundee. 
W, No. 36# June 1912, Pp. 12-13e) 
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by contributions of clothing and other comforts by the Church's Women's Association 

for Foreign Missions, Beds in the hospital were frequently financed as memorials. 
18 

Occasionally a large legacy was devoted to the'mission, such as the one in 1909 

of- E500 from a person whose chief concern was that Kikuyu should become a bastion 

aZainst the spread of Islaml 19 
or another of L29000 in 1912 left by Mrse AoL* Bruce. 20 

Being entirely dependent on the liberality of home subscribers for general 

purposes and for special appeals for new work, the mission was on occasions affected 

by the whims and prejulioes of its subsoriberso Henry , Scottg for example, twice 

unwittingly offended supporters of the mission in Scotlandl the consequence in 

one case-being the loss to the mission of an intended large subscription. On 

both occasions, howeverl it was only the extreme Presýyterian viewpoint which 

was offended., The lady who had promised the large subscription objected to Scott's 

choice of stained glass windows in the Watson-Scott Memorial Church at Kikuyu 

in 1ý08.21 And on the other occasion, an aged gentleman who counted himself as a 

direct descendant of those true Presbyterians who in 1638-forceddthe Glasgow 

18 
mrs .. Peter Kaokinnon in 1914 endowed one such bed at xikuyu as a memorial to 
her husband. (CSP/NLS 7565, W* McLachlan to Mrs. P. Mackinnong 28th April 
1914'e) The building of the Hunter 

I 
Memorial Hospital at Kikivuf opened in 

1908, was financed largely by a private donor, Xrso Hanterl in memor7 of her 
husband* 

-U A/5,: W. Borland to H. E. Scott, 9th December 1909. 19 
-PCr 

20 Ibid, A/129 Arthur to Barlowg 29th April 1912. The generosity of the Brace 
family towards the mission continued for many years,, In 19279 for examplel 
Miss Bruce gave E600 in response to an appeal for a modern water system at the 
Cal! P. stationg Tumutumuo Xrse AeLe Brucel who died in i912, being the daughter 
of David, Livingstone was chiefly interested in, ilyasaland., She. visited the 
Protectorate siic'times, the last occasionr, being in 1911s' In 1909 she was at 
Blantyre to lay the Foundation Stone of, the Blantyre Mission Central Institution 
and to receive'an address of welcome from the Town'Counoile (OThe Late, Xrs* 
Livingstone Brg. ce, In Pa: 6r Fields XXXIVq 6, jane, 1912,, 191; and PCFA A15, 
James Reid to ý#E. Scott, 19th Augast'1909. ) 

21 POEA All, Borland to Scott, 22nd September 1908o 
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Assemb3, v to rescind the King's imposition of the Articles of Perth upon the 

Church in 1618, objected to Henry Scott's use in Kikuyu Neim of words such as 

$Tule'j and other days of the "so-called IChristian Year'q as if these were recognised 
22 with approvalq and adopted, by the Church of Sootlmd. "@ 

For a few years after 19079 when apart from the extension to the Xt., Kenya 

district no costly projects were launched, the financial state of the mission 

was reasonably good* Legacies and large donations were more frequent then than 

in later years# and the most serious financial problem was to bring some order 

into the'accounting system at Kikuyu,, In 1909 income exceeded estimates by L814*23 

But by 1910 a brake was applied to the growing number of special appeals, part- 

icularly for extensions to the work at Tumutuzmo Other mission, such as Panjab 

in India# were in dire financial straits in that year and were considered to be 

in greater need of a special appeal than Tumutumu. 24 The British East Africa 

mission had by then entered into a condition of growing deficit which by 1923 

had reached a figuxe of L5,000, only C19000 less than the total deficit in the 

financial condition of the F*MoCo,. 25 

but 
By 1926 the missionts debt had been reduced to L1950OVthe financial situation 

remained a matter of grave concern6 McLachlan was at first horrified by Arthur's 

action in ihat year of launching a special appeal for 1409000 for a new church 

and other purposes at Kikuyup but later changed his mind as the money began to 

22 Ibid A151 A. Niven to Borland, 18th iune, 1ý09* 
23 PCEA A149 McLachlan to Soottt 23rd March 1909. 
24 Ibid A16. McLachlan to Scott, 34th April 1910. 
25 PCEA9 Tumutumu Files (PCEA/TT)g Metters from Arthur#$ Arthur to Barlowl 

2nd July 1923s 
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come in* In 1936# however, with the incorporation of the mission in the area 

responsibility of the Africa Sub-Committee, the Church of Scotland finally 

accepted fall responsibility for the finances of the C*S*M. in Kenyao 

The unique financial position of the Scottish mission in Kenya had its 

effect upon the question of staffing* An the various departments of work became 

firmly established, and as extensions were made into new territorial spheres# 

so the need for trained additional staff grew. Tumutumu in the Kyeri District 

was opened in 19080 and Chogoria in Xeru country in 1921. Each was developed 

on the same pattern as Kikuyu and required doctors, preachers, artisans and 

teachers. There were on occasions possibilities of opening still further stations; 

but invariably shortage of funds for general purposes and for extra staff proved 

a limiting faotor. The principlo, insisted upon when additional stations were 

planned was that no funds should be diverted from an established station. Salaries 

were a1wVs the most costly item on the missionary budget and were the most 

difficult to meet* It was thisl whiohIperhaps as vauch as any other factor$ compelled 

the mission to enter into agreements with the Protectorate Government for special 

grants-in-aid to meet the cost of salaries* Andg as will be shown in greater 

detail belows cooperation with Government was an exercise which many were to 

regard as Ibeing more troublesome than valuable, 

Added to the financial problem in securing staff was the difficulty of 

finding suitable trained men for the mission field. In general it might be stated 

that at no time since 1900 was the supply bqual to the demand. There was never 

a shortage of applicants for artisan missionaz7 posts, especially from unemployed' 

and unsuitable mene Bat doctorsq ordained men# and qualified teachers were the 

130st difficult to find- In 1913, for e=plo, there were two vacancies for doctors 
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in the Scottish mission field which had remained unfilled for several years and 

which in that year seemed likely to remain so for some time to come* 
26 Immediately 

after the First World Wart at a time when qualified missionar7 teachers were in 

great demand in Kenya to meet the phenomenal increase of pupils in mission sohoolal 

the i3hortage of applicants was more acute than ever, 

There were, however$ e=eptions in this situations The Rev* James Youngson, 

who came to Tumutumu in lqllj and who later served for a few years as minister to 

St, Andrewts Churchq Nairobi$ declined an opportunity to go to India# the 'Mecoal 

of most missionaries, in favour of an opening in British East Africa* And in the 

critical post-war years there was a growing interest in developing Africa which 

secured for the Scottish mission such able men as the Rev. R. G. M. Calderwood, 
27 

28 
and Mr, G, A. Grieve. 

In retrosPeoto notwithstanding the vex7 real difficulty in securing imitable 

26 CSP/NLS 7563# McLachlan to Robartsong 18th June 1913. 
27 R. G. M. Calderwoodl born at Gairlochhead in 1896 and educated at George Watson's 

Edinburghs and Glasgow University, was a con of the manse whose father and 
grandfather had been much influenced by the Moody and Sankey Movement* Calder- 
wood's own formative experience was hearing an address by Ifilliam Temple# later 
Archbishop of Canterburyl to the Glasgow Student Christian Movement Qu/adre=ia; * After gaining the Military Cross during the Great War and completing his studies 
at Glasgow, Caldorwood came to Tumutumu in 1922, He succeeded Arthur in 1937t 
boooming-Chairman of the Christian Council of Kenya in 1943 and first 110derator 
of the P. C*E*A* in 1956. Calderwood died in 1968. (Biographical information 

28 
given in an interview at Nairobi, 24th February 1966,6) 11 

11 - G*A* Grieve# 1888-1965, was born in Dundee and was educated at Xarkinoh 
School iind Edinburgh University. He completed his studies for an M. A* and 
Dip-, ýEde at Edinburgh University and Moray House in 19209 and was appointed to 
take charge of the teacher-training programme at the C*S*Xs, Kikuyu* In 1926, 
having, gained a Bachelorle Degree in Education in Edinburghl he returned to Kenya 
to become the first headmaster of the Alliance High School* Grieve retired 
from Kenya in 1940 but returned to the country on several occasions, thelast, 
being as a guest of honour at the Independence Celebrations. (Seeý the Grieve 
Papers (GP), Edinburgh University Library. ) 
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men and womeng it must be concluded that the C*SM, in Kenya was fortunate in 

its missionaries and fortunate in the long periods for which the most able amongst 

them cervedo Although Clement and Henry Soott were at Kikuyu for only rjix and 

four years respectively, otherst notably Barlowq Mrs. Watsont Arthurt Kiss"karion 

Stevenson, and IF. R. A. philp, served an average of twenty-eight years each in the 

period, 1899 to 1941- 29 

Although most of the members of this group held views on Africa and Africans 

which find little favourtoday, by the standards of their tiýe they were leaders 

in ability and achievement-in the Kenya missionary field. It would be difficult 

to find a group more wholly unrepresentative of the portrait of Kenya missionaries 

as untrained and of low intellectual calibre drawn by one leading Afrioan*30 

There was perhaps no other mission in Kenya which paid so mach attention to 

seouring graduates with specialised training for its important postag and certain. 3, v 

no other mission which insisted upon placing a fully-qualified doctor at each of 

its stations. 31 

It is true that of the above-mentioned group Mrso Watson and A, R, Barlow 

were not graduates and had no particular training. But Mrs* Watsong in her 
I 
work amongst women and young boysg possessed q%alities which no training could 

imparto She was mother to thousands of Kikuyu children who passed through her 

handol and is remembered with great affeotion - by President Kenyattal amongst 

others 
32 

. not least for her unsparing-use of the biroh rodl And Barlow, whose 

29 The aotual-dates for each are: Mrs. Waisong 1899, ý-1930; Barlowq'1903-19411 
Arthur# 1906-1937; Miss Stevenson, 1907-19291 and PhilPt, 1910-1930- 

30 iomo. Kenyattal Facing, Mte XeMa (Mercut7 Books, 2nd Imp. $ Londons 1962) 270- 
31 There were I of courset many others who served at the C*S*M* in the lower echelons. 

Generally Speaking, they were capable men and women, many of them University 
graduatesl amongst whom the chief ccause for comparatively short periods of 
service was ill-health. I 

32 President Kenyatta, speech at the P. C. E. A., Kikuvul on Saturday 23rd March 1968 
at the Seventieth Anniversax7 Celebrations of the founding of the Presbyterian Church in Kikuyuland. 

, 
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official designation was Translator$ was the finest Daropean soholar of the 

Kikuyu language in Kenya for half a centuryo The Kikuyu Bible and the Kikuyu- 

English Dictionar7 are but two of his many achievements,. 

The government of the mission in the field had, in Clement Scott's timet 

been an informal affair in which executive power was undefined and left to the 

discretion of the head of the mission* On Scott to return to Kikuyu for the last 

time in 19079 he carried with him instructions from the P. X*C* to hold monthly 

staff meatingal and to transmit the minutes of meetings to Ddinburgh for soratinyo 

This arranCement, referred to as the Kikuyu Mission Conference, became the British 

East Africa Mission Council in 1908* After 1921 it was known as the Kikuyu Mission 
33 Council* 

The principle of testricted membership of the Mission Council was established 

in 1908 by Henry Scott* Under the old system every missionary had been a m=ber 

of the Conferenoeq but Scott did not regard this as desirable for the Council 

as the mission's executive body. By way of compromise, and in order to avoid 

giving offence to those missionaries already at Kikuyu, the membership of the 

Conference became that of the Council,, Thereafter while the ex off icio Chairman 

of the Council was the head of the mission, members -of Counoil, would be chosen 

by the FAeCoo 34 

The Council system was an efficient means of governing the mission in'lito 

daily routine and relationships with the F*M*G* until after the First World War. -. 

It did not j however, escape criticism either by, new missionaries who found that 

they did not become members automaticallyl or by outside observers* In the latter 

case, criticism of the Council's =democratic nature was expressed by the Rev, 

33 For simplicity's cakel the proceedings of the Council are referred to as Kikuyu 
Mission Council Minutes. (DICM) throughout the period covered by this work. 

34 PCFA A/l, Scott to Dr. XcXuArie, 13th January 1908. 
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Professor Harlan P, Beach# Professor of Hissions at Yale University and a member 

of the Continuation Committee of the World Missionary Conference* On a visit to 
35 Kikuyu in 1912, Beach was surprised to find that artisan missionaries were not 

members of Council (unless they had served for many years) andthat they appeared 
36 to be treated as second-olass staff members. 

In 19219 following complaints by the Tumutumu missionaries that the Council 

system was unrepresentative of staff opinions in generalq and of Tumutumu's interests 

in partioularg the constitution of the Council was revised#37 The new constitution 

was a compromisel since opinions were deeply divided on the issue in the mission 

field, and made no major innovations save that the permanent official of the Council 

became Chairman* The Secretary had all administrative functions as his Provincet 

but the Chairmang elected annuallyg presided at Council meetings. And in order that 

total power and discretion should not be vested in one officiall it was declared 

that the Secretary and Chairman should co-jointly sign letters explaining the 

minutes to the FeMeCes The basis of the Council was not broadened to include all 

serving*missionaries, but a system of regular general staff meetings without' 

administrative powers was started at each station. 
38 

Henoequntil after 1929 the Council of the C. S. M. in Kenyaq by comparison 

to those in India and Chinal remained one of the most undemocratic in the Scottish' 

mission field* In 19329 following severe criticism of the Kenya system in the 

F. M. C. a new council constitution was brought in which specifically proyided for 
39 the participation of all missionaries in the field. 

, 
Thereafter, the Phurch 

KN, Noo 369 June 19129 12-13* 
36 PCEA A/13, Beach to Arthurt 2nd August 1912* 
37 
38 

This aspect of the missionts history iias% evident: irr- 19171--, (Slee7lrp. 323. ) 

KKCMq 5-9th October 1920; and CS/FMCM, lot March 1921* The latter source igives 
the now constitution. 

39 PCEA/TTt 'Letters from Arthur'19 Calderwoodl note to Barlow# 12th July 1932. 
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of Scotland Mission Counoil in Kenya conformed to the pattern laid down by 

the FoXeC. of the re-united Church of Scotland. 

After Clement Scott's death a new bearing was sot for the mission in its 

relationships with the secular agencies of the Protectorate. Clement Scott had 

made little practical distinction between white and black; both communities were 

his province, and their interests were interrelated in his ideal of a wider 

mission which aimed at, a, holy colony and a holy commerce. Henry Scott# a more 

conventional missionakyj but no less interested than his prodecossor in securing 

for the mission a leading place in the Protectorate's affairog preferred the role 

of the missionary leader arbitrating between Government and settlers in defence 

of what he saw to be African interests* 

There was no other mission in the Protectorate which became involved in 

Protectorate affairs to the same extent as the 0, S, 110, From, the time of his arrival, 

although refusing an invitation to become a member of the Colonists' Assooiation#40 

Henry Scott took a keen interest in all matters affecting Luropean settlers. 

He fou4d that there were no missionaries who were-taking an active part in shaping 

policy* In March 19089 hearing that the settlers-were to meet the Governor in 

Nairobi to discuss labour problemst Scott deolared-that this was the kind of 

occasion at which the missionary voice ought to be heard* He insisted that the 

Rev* Charles Hulbert, Field Director of the A*I*M., and another American missionary 

should accompany him to the meeting* The impression which he made earned Scott 

a place on the Provincial Labour Board - the first of z6veral secular bodies 

40 PCEA A/2, Sydney C., Fichatj Secretary, Colonists' Association, to Scott, lot 
May 1908* Together with this letter of invitation# Fichat cent Scott'tho pub- 
lication by ý1* MacLellan Wilson - The Colonists' Association of British East 
Africa (Ilairobil n. d. ). 
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on which he was to serve with considerable effect. 
41 

From that time onwards Scott became a popular and respected figure in 

Government and settler circles. He never identified himself with the settler 

cause to the extent that Clement Scott had doneg but being committed to the ideal 

of a white mants country, he set himself to help the settlers in ways appropriate 

to his standing as a missionar7l Henry Scott established the precedent at Kikuyu 

of educating settlers about missionary work. Ile attended their meetings and 

invited leading settlers to attend miesio=7 functions. The Christian settler 

was regarded as the ally of the missionary in *uplifting' Africans to a higher 

plane of civilisations 

The Young Men's Christian Association in Nair6bi was Scott's creation# 

Oat of concern for the moral welfare of European men in a town riddled with bars 

and brothels, Scott began to speak of the necessity for a Y. M*C. Ao* In 1909 

Scott had the good fortune to meet the American Presidentg Col. Rooseveltg at 

a service held for the St, Andrew's congregation in Nairobi* Roosevelt, who 

was in East Africa for a shooting trip9 listened sympathetically to Scott's 

proposals for a Y, M, C, A, and handed him the first subscription towards the cost 

of erecting a hostel* The President also introduced Scott to a wealthy member 

of his partyg a Mr. McMillanj vxho gave E19000 towards the project on the under- 

standing that the Protectorate Government would make a Grant of the required land 

and that a Secretary was appointed from abroad, By August 19099 Scott had secured 

the land and buildipg had begun on a site not far from the one reserved for Sto 

Andrew's Church. 42 

41 APt J. W. Arthurt 'Dr. Henx7 Ee Scott* A Study', n. d* but c*1908o For further 
details of Scott'and the labour problem see belowt Pp*231-39. 

42 Mrs. HoEo Scott, IA Saint in Kenya. 
-The 

Life of X arion Scott Stevenson (Londonl, 1932) 
92-931 and PCEL A/l, Scott to oLachlan, 3rd Auguat 190ge In addition to his work 
with the YoMoCoA, t Scott was closely-connected with the establishment of the Boy 
Scout movement'in Nairobi, 
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The building of St. Andrew's was another servioe perfomed by Soott for 

Europeans* This was a project which Clement Scott had initiated but which was 

still under consideration by the Colonial and Continental Committee of the Church 

of Scotland at the time of his death# Henry Scott conducted regular Sunday- 

services for Nairobi Presbyterians in the European School from the time of his 

arrival, and was instrumental in securing land and money for the building of 

the Church. 43 
The foundation stone was laid in July 1910 by Governor Girouard 

and the Church was opened in the following December. Until 1913 the mission 

continued to provide the services of one of its ordained men as minister, The 

first permanent minister at St. Andrews was the Rev* J*T* Souttar who in August 

1914 officiated at the baptismal service at Kikuyu at which Kamau wa Ngengi became 

Johnstone Kamau - later Johnstone Kanyattao 

A close relationship persisted between the C*S, M, and St* Andrewfog the two 

in 1920 being indorporated into the first Presbytery of the Church in Kenya* 

Throu& Sta Andrew's the mission retained close contact with officials and settlers 

who were members of the congregwtiono W. MacLellan Wilsont. for examplel a leading 

settler and one-time Secretary of the Colonistat Association, was a member of 

St, Andrew's Board of, Management from 1909 and an Elder of the Church from 1918. 

The Rev* J*F*G. Orr# moreoverl who was Minister at Sto Andrew's from 1921 to 

1935, was President for many years of the. Nairobi European Political Association. 44 

43 See PCEA/TT, YArgaret Malcomsens 'A brief outline of, the first twenty-five 
years of Saint Andrew's Churchl Nairobi$ Kenya Colony', 1958; and a Jubilee 
publication of'St*' Andrew's Journal (P*C*E. A., Nairobi) entitleds 'St. Andrew's, 
Nairobi* A Short History of the CongTegution and a Guide to the Present Church., 
Jubilee of Service, 1908-1968.1 See also below, Ppo299 - 301j for the relation- 
ship of the Church-in its early years to the question of a United Church in B*E, A,,, 

-, 44 Malcomsonj OP-cit-9-14- 
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Cooperation with Goverment officials was a hallmark of Henry Scott's 

administration and a legacy passed on to his successors* There was an inter- 

dependen6e between missions and officials which could be worked to the advan*age 

of both sides. The necessity to misqions of firm, administration does not require 

comment, but the extent to which officials relied upon missions is often under- 

estimated. The records of the Scottish missions as with those of other missionog 

are fall of requests from officials (and from settlers) for educated mission 

youths to enter Government service as Rut Tax colleotorag Census counters, medical 

and veterinary assistantsg and clerks* And in their administration of the country, 

it was upon missions that officials relied for intelligence concerning African 

unrest and the activities of the various categories of witchdoctor, and for preaching 

loyalty to the Gover=ent., 45 

Not all officials approved of missions and some were actively hostile* But 

there were many whose names are familiar in histories concerning the colonial 

period who worked closely with missions and who rendered assistance and encouragement. 

Amongst those who took a great interest in the C. S. M. 9 there was H*R. Tatel D*C. 

of JXyambu and later P. C, of the Xenia Province 46 W. MacGregor Ross, of the 

Provinoial, Works Department, M*H* Beechy Assistant D*C* at Dagorettil Norman Leys 

47 
of the gedioal Departmentl ancl John Ainsworth# Sub-Commissioner at Nairobi, F. C. 

of the Xisumu Province# and finallyg Chief Native CommissionerO48 

45 PCEA A159 HRe Tate to Scottj 'Confidential, Intelligence re Native Affairs#, 
lot April 1909, f 

46 Philp at Tumutumu feltj howeverg that Tate had 'High Church* views and was 
more inclined to favour the CoM, *S. o (PCEA A/28/1, Philp to Arthur, 13th 
August 1916o) 

47 See the long chapter on missions in Norman Leys, Kenya (London, 1924, ) 
48 See F*Ho Goldsmithý, John Ainsworth. Pioneer Ken , ya Administrator, 1864-1946 

(London, 1955), The relationship between the mission and another leading 
official, JoR. Orr, of the Education Office, is treated below, pp, 273-4, 
394,398-9. 
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One of the first public utterances of the harmony in work between missions 

and officials was made at a Public Meeting in Nairobi at the close of the United 

Missionary Conference. At this meetingo Henry Scott moved the resolution that 

"in the work of uplifting native races Christian Missions and a Christian 

Government are mutually dependent. o, 49 H. R. Tate presented an address treating 

the subject of the value to Government of missionst 

"We look to them to strengthen the moral force of this countryq to give 
a true ideal to its development# to counteract the destructive forces which 
inevitably follow theoopening up and development of new regions in Africa 
and to deepen the unity which should hold thin country together* . 00 1 
believe in the work of missions oo. and I regard them in the true sense as 
an imperial force composed of faithful and trusty eons and daughters of the 
Empireo"50 

On the many occasions when officials opposed the policy of the Governor 

on questions such as land, labour and education and were unable to express their 
51 

opinions effectively, it was to missions that they looked for public Protest* 

In 19189 Ainsworthq being unable as an official to write to the Pressq urged 

Arthur to speak out on the subject of education and offered to write down his 

52 
own views on the subject. Tate in 1919 professed grave alarm at his GovernmentIs 

labour policy and advised Arthur and other missionaries that the time had come 

for a public outcry by missions. 
53 And MacGregor Rosst writing to Norman Leys 

on the currency question in 1921, acidly remarked that the "putrid missionaries" 

in Kenya were at last waking up to the effects of the currency changes upon 

'Africans and were contemplating an address to bodies in Britain. 54 

49 Report-of the United Missionary 
_Conferenoe#: op. cit 

50 Ibid*', 
51 Ainsworthp even as Chief Native Commissioner, urged many things which were 

ignored by Governor Worthey and the Colonial Office, (API Ainsworth to 
Arthurt'6th March 1923-) 

52 PCEA 0/1. Ainsworth to Artbur# 20th March 1918* 
53 Ibidq Tate to Arthur, 7th December 1919o 
54, International Missionary Council (1110) Recordsq'Edinburgh liouse, File H*3.9 

'East Africa - Kenya'# MacGregor Ross to Leys, 25th March 1921. 
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An example of the way in which officials sometimes differed with missionaries 

on the question of the best'defence of African interests is the criticism of 

Henry'Scott made by Norman Leys in 1910 in connection with the second Maasai move, 

Steps were taken in 1910 by Governor Girouard to arrange for the transfer, of 

Legalishu's Massai from the northern, Laikipia Reserve to join the other main 

body of Xaasai under the Oloiboni$55ý Lenanal in the Southern Reserve. 'There 

was a suspicion in several quarters that Girouard, who professed a humane and 

sympathetic Native Polioyq had submitted on this issue to pressures for the opening 

of the Laikipia Plateau to white settlement, 

Henry Scott, who enjoyed a close relationship with the Governors was inirited 

to attend a meeting at Kgong between three *chiefs' and thirty elders of the 

Maasai and the Governorg three P*Cs, the Secretary for Native Affairs and the 

Crown Advocate. Scott's function at 11gong in February 1910 was to act as an 

independent witness to the signing of an agreement for the transfer of the 

northern Maasai* He was aware that the move was politically inspired and that 

oertain-spooulators were wanting the lande 
56 

But he took the view that in spite 

of this it was in the best interents4f the Xaasai as a whole that the two major 

sections should be reunited in one Reserve#57 

Norman Legra heard from MacGregor Ross that Girouard had consulted the mission 

and that Scott had shown oympatby towards the Governor's intentions* He wrote 

a strictly confidential letter to Scott in which he outlinalhis, own views on the 

55 The, Oloiboni in Maasaf, roughly the equivalent of the Wandi and Kipsigis 
Orkoi, voto was the tribe Is chief ritual expert. Lenana had been made a 
paramount chief by the Colonial Administration., 

56 PCEA A19t Scott to XcLachlant 3rd May 1910* After the meetingj'at a time when 
the agreement was suffering heavy critioismt Scott wrote to the Governor to 
offer his assurance that he was 

' 
perfectly satisfied, that the Maasai had not 

been coerced into signing at Ngong. (Ibidg Scott to Girouard, lst I&V 1910o) 
57 Under the 

' 
Governorship of Sir DonaldStewart the, Maasai were separated in the 

Ngong and Laikipia Reserves by the Masai Agreement, # of 1904- (See Cd- 5584 
(1911)'O, Corresýondence Relating to the Masai,, June, lgll, ) 
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subject, For the past eighteen months he had opposed the Maasai move by evex7 11 

means at his disposal and was in serious trouble because of it* Other officials 

who had originally opposed the move had recently dropped their objections# In 

Leyts view the only effective opponents were the missionariesl but they had shown 

no interest in evangelising the Maasai, and as he understood it, were in favour 

of the move. "One expects"q he conoludedg "from Christian Missions a continuation 

of the courage and independence which in the past had made them the protectors 

, S. "58 of those who have neither votes nor gur 

There is no record of Scott's reply to this remonstranoeq but it is clear 

from a second letter to him by Leys that he had not taken offence*59 The unhappy 

sequel to the incident was a general mismanagement of the logistics of the move# 

a mounting opposition by Leys and by various bodies in Britaing the resignation of 

the Governor in 1912, the removal of Leys in 1913 to a medical post in the 11yasaland 

Protectorate, and the loss to the Xaasai of the northern Remerveo 
60 

Scott's attitude to the Maasai move was governed more Iq a desire to establish 
his influence with the Governor than by concern for what best suited the Masai 

themselves* It is significant to note that in his Secret Report of 1910, Girouard 

remarked that missions "are only too glad to assist any defined policy of Government-*,, ý 

In Scott's case this was particularly true. The previous Governor, Sir James 11ayes 

58 l3fIrA A fi? T -.. - 46 -0 46, L OVNA-U V- lnlf% T-.. - -P. - 

59 

60 
6ý 
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interest in the C. S. M.. In 1908l for cx=plej he had recommended that the mission 1, ' should mount a stall showing examples of its work at the Pastoralists' Association's 
Show at Nakuru. He sent donations to the mission and asked to be supplied with 
its a=uaj reports. (Ibid# A/3s Leys to Soottg Ilth September 1908*) 
In this letter, Leys thanks Scott for taking his criticisms in Good part and 
goes on to describe how he had a meeting lasting two hours with the Governoro 
Leys was almost convinced that the Governor did have a firm and just policy for 
African development and that the Maasai move was an exception to this policy* 
(PCEA A/79 Leys to Scott, 6th June 1910. ) 
See Leyag opecit*9 Cho IV, 

COCP# African No. 954,18382,26th May 1910,153- 
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Sadler, Scott had regarded as weak and lacking in decisions 
62 

Girouardg from 

the time of his arrival, proceeded with great energy to tighten the Governorts 
63 

control over the various departments and over missions and Native policy* 

For this reasons and also perhaps because he was a Roman Catholic, Scott took 

groat pains to bring the full force of his charm and personality to bear upon 

Girouard. 64 

Scott and Girouard became close friends and exchaneed several visits to 

their respective establishments at Kikuyu and Government House. 
65 

Between them 

they hoped for a Vative policy which would satisfy the interests of both Government 

and missions. This close relationship led to the effective beeinnings of Government 

grants-in-aid to missions for education, and was the establishment of a precedent 

in cooperation which J. 11. Arthur was to repeat with similar success in 1923 with 

Governor Coryndon. 

2* Land and Labour 

Until the early 1930s the C*S*M* was the largest landowning mission in Kenya# 

with estates at Kikuyu and Kibwezi comprising some 67#400 aores. But in the 

62 PCFA A/1, Scott to McLaohlanj 3rd April 1909. 
63 Ibid, Scott to MoLachlant 5th and 13th October 19091 and COCPq African No- 9549 

037i, Report on British rast Africa by ý*P. C. Girouard# 25th . &V 1910,123-40o 
64 Scott'read a united missionary address to the Governor - on his arrival 

I in 
Nairobi on'Sepýember 20th 1909ý. The addresus'expressing the hope. for cooperation 
between missions and Governmentl was signed by nine Piotestant )4isBiOns* 

65 
(PCEA'A/5-)' 

PCEA A/7g Girouard to Scottq nodo but 1910; and Ibid, A/8t Lady Gwendolen 
Girouard to Scott, nsdo but 1911, 
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income yielded from land and in the use made of it, the C. S*M* had a very poor 

record compared to that of other missionag partioularly Roman Catholic societies, 

which owned much smaller estates. 

It was Clement Scott's ambition to make revenue from the agricultural 

exploitation of land to meet the ordinary purposes of the mission and finance 

the establishment of a chain of stations to Abyssinia. At the time of his death, 

however# there had emerged a strong body of opinion which regarded profit from 

land exploitation as inconsistent with missionary principles, The consequence 

of this opinion was financial penury and the establishment of only two additional 

stations# neither of them more than two hundred miles from Kikuyu, Henry Scott 

was one of those who opposed developing land for profit* Bat his successors took 

a more liberal views of necessityl and contemplated schemes which were in essence 

little different to the one attempted by Clement Scott, 

In 1893j when Thomas Watson removed the mission to Kikuyu, he was unable 

to cell the hundred square miles of land at Kibwezi which was granted to the 

mission by the I. B. E. Ao Company* For a few years it had seemed possible that 

the Protectorate Government might not recognise the validity of the mission's 

claim to this land, Lord Salisbury having ruled in 1899 that the Protectorate 

should not reoognise grants of land made by the Company until such grants were 

established in a court of law. 
66 

By 19049 howeverg the legal uncertainties had 

been removed and the mission was confirmed in possession of its Kibwezi estate. 

Believing that income earned from leasing the estate to a commercial company 

was in no way, contrary to missionary principlesq the F. M. Co suggested in 1905 

t hat a new survey be made of Kibwezi with a view to a lease of the estate to7a 

66 NIZ'80159 Watson to H., M* Commissionerl 25th February 18999 
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fibre-growing concern. Clement Scott never had the time to attend to this$ but 

in August 1906 James Reid surveyed the estate and reported to the Committee, 

Even at that time the mission's estate was regarded by Earopeans living in the 

area as partitularly unhealthy, Yet it was always a source of wonder to the 

Committee that while other estates in the vicinity were in great demand by settlerst 

and appeared to have Good prospects of success in fibre productions the mission's 

estate was Generally unwanted and regarded as a bad investmentO67 

Raid thought the estate much maligned and oompared it in vegetation and 

climate to BlantM and Zombi,;. He estimated that theiland was worth L99000p 

and believed it to be suitable for the growing of fibre (Sanseviera Eherenhergii) 

which was fetching C25 a ton on the London market. His proposal was that all 

or part of the estate should be leased to a planter or a 'company# and that in 

addition to an annual land rentq the mission should receive a royalty based on 

a percentage of the fibre produced. To prove his pointj'Reid sent two youths 

from Kikuyu at the end of 19061 after several months of hard labour they had 

prepared only a fifth of a ton of fibre for market, The lesson learned was that 

mechanised agrioultýure was essent I ial. 
68 

By December 1907 a portion of the Kibwezi estate had been leased to a planter v 

called Beaton at a rental of L250 per annum. It was hoped by the P. M. C. that, 

income from rent and royalties itiould finance the new mission station opened in 

67 Reid reported that from Makindu to the coast there was a land-gr4bbing fever 
amongst settlerse There was, for examples an Anglo-American Fibre Company 
with an estate of one hundred and fifty square miles at Voij and*seven planters 
within a two-mile radius of the old mission etatione (CSIFk. CM9 Reid# 'Report 

68 
on Kibwezi and Kikuvutg August 1906. ) 

CS/FMCM, Jo Reid, Mikuyu ReportIt March 1907- The K=bat according to Reid, 
refused to work'with sisal because it was too rough on their hands, In 
later years, the principal labour force on the estate was drawn from Nyanzas 
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1908 at Tu=t=. Beaton 0 however 9 was unaucoccoful and afteýc two yearc wan 

hinting that he miCht wich to relinquish his lease, Income from Kib%, Iezi at no 

time th6n or in the future yi6ldod enough for Tumutumu or rzq other major 

projeot* 

. 'In. 1909 Beaton offered to buy the whole estate for C5jOOO,, An opinion V= 

taken from a leadina Nairobi businessman, V#14. Newlandq =1 a decision was =do 
69 to decline Beaton's offer* Thero was, hovioverg another planter in the diatricto 

R*R* Hollins of Johanneubure# a partner in the British East Africa Fibre and 

Industrial Comparq Limitodfuho show0d an interest in the estate. In 1910l with 

hi, gher hopes of profitv the mission assigned the lease to lIollinso 

The next twenty years showed little improvement in the mission's dealince 

with its lessees# Fibre from Mritish East Africat although in time developinC 

into a major indwtx7l in those years competed badly with fibre from Yucatan in 

the world market* In 1913# at a time when plans were boins made for the commercial 

development of the Kikuyu estateg a Land Advisory Committee appointed I: V the 

mission, and onwhich W. MacGreCor Ross sat170 w; Cacatod the calo of Xibwezi at. 

a prioo of L50#000o Hollins refused to pV this sum, and procrastinated until 

1917 before cicning a n(n-; lease more favourablo to -the miusion* Mbr Karoh of 

that year he aarced to now term wherein he leased the estate for fifty years 

at an annual 
, 
rental of &6W until 1943# and L19500 thereafter*71 

-The Britich'East Afrioan Fibre Company had the camo experience at Kilx; ezi 

as the E*A*SoX*I bad fortune and ill-health# In 1917 two of its European employees 

died and in the followina year nine were in hospital with ma2wia and dysentery*. 

'en ,, I 
POU A/5, 'MoLaoUcýn to Scott I 8th December 1909 

70-ý'CSPAIP 7562# XdLmohlan to Arthur Senior, 17th March 1913* 
71 CS/FyCm, 11th Zu3, v 1916, 
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African employees in considerable numbers had died and dysentery was endemio. 
72 

The problem, as it ImA been in the 1890sq was dense scrab covering most of the 

estatel bad waterg and the presenoo of tsetse fly and mosquito* 

Efforts were made to clear the estate and to provide better medical facilities 

for employees. Bat by 1922 the Company was on the point of liquidation$ having 

for several years been kept solvent by large grants from a'14r* Molteno*73 The 

decline of the Company coincided with a period of mounting Aefioii in the missionts 

finances and reaffirmed the P*M*C* in their earlier desire to sell the estate 

and be done, with inadequate and fluctuating annual renta* The relationship 

between the mission and the Company dragged on until 1938 when the F, M, C* ordered 

a quick sale, The Rev. R. G. M. Caldezvoodl Arthur's successor at Kikuyu# appealed 

for more time einoe a wealthy Kenya Syndicate headed by Col, E*S* Grogan and 

Sir John Ramsdenj and another Syndicate in Tanganyikaq were interested in purchasing 

the estate for about L16,000. No extra time was given and Calderwood was instructed 

to sell the estate to the now Kenya Fibre and Industrial Company Limited for their 

price of L89500 - L500 less than Reid's estimation of the value of the land thirty- 

two yeare earlier. 
74 

The question of what to do with the three thousandq four hundred acres of 

land at Kikuyu was of more immediate relevanoe to the mission than Kibwezi had 

72 CSP/NLS 7612j Hollins to McLachlant 30th May 1918. 
73 Possibly ýhis was P*A, Moltenoq X. P., who was much involved during the Great 

War in forcing the British Government to investigate conditions in the East 
African Carrier Corpol and the plight of German Eazt Africa's 1859000 domestic 
slaves* (See ASP S*204133-) 

714 Full details concerning the negotiations for a new lease and the final caleg 
as well as Government's attempts to secure part of the estate for the Native 
Reserve are j; iven in PCEA 

, 
F/2l correspondence regarding the Kibwezi Estateg 

. 10th November 1931 to 6th June 1938* 
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been. For, allowing that the estate might be worked by a company quite separately 

from the missiong there was the problem to be considered of the effect upon the 

mission of the proximity of a secular org=isation with an inevitably large 

resident labour force, 

After Clement Scott's death, the staff at Kikuyu decided to reduce his large 

planted acreage for econorq's sake and in accordance with the prevailinj; spirit 

of opposition to missionary trading schemes* The policy adopted was one of solf- 

sufficiency; only enough would be grown to food the personnel of the mission* 

In any case, the only income for agricultural work was C400 per a== promised 

for three years in 1908 by a Miss Houldsworth in Scotland. After paying the 

salary of the agricultural missionary, A*Y. Allant only E280 remained for all 

direct agricultural work., And in the current financial situation of the Mission# 

a part of this sum was usually required for some othor branch of , work,. 
75 

There was a curious ambivalenoy of attitude towards mission land at KikLVU 

during Henry Scott's time., While on the one hand he recommended the planting 

of coffee and black wattle as investments for the future and praised the effort 

of agricultural work in bringing laboiir under daily miesionary. influencelon the 

otherg Henry Scott could speak disparagingly about his predecessorts efforts to 

make a profit out of land development in cash and converts. Under Henry Scott's 

administration, so long as the mission was not seen to be working actively to 

make the land pay, it was permissable to expect a future profit from a crop such 

as wattle which needed little attention. 

The immediate value of the eotate, 'and the future of agricultural policyl 

lay as far as Henry Scott was concerned in the opportunity afforded for giving 

1 75 PCFA A13, McLachlan to Scott q 16th July 1908, 
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agricultural education to the Kikuyu* This belief that Africans$ in order to 

be trained for their station in the oountz7, should be trained in more scientifio 

farming methods was one urged strongly by the Phelps-Stokes Commission in 1924.76 

It is therefore of'interent to note that as early as 1911 the C*S*14*g encourag ged 
by the Governorg the Provincial Commissioner and the Director of Aarioulture# 

had adopted an agricultural bias in African education and was preparing for ite 

firat'agrioultural apprentices. 
77 

Soon after Henz7 Scott's death the question arose at KikuYu as to whether 

in fact it was wrong for the mission to have a co=ercial policy. - It was felt 

that such a policy, if successful, did not mean that the mission was spiritually 

a failures Miere was the harm in running other departments of the mission out 

of profit made on the sale of coffee? 

This qaestion# raised first by Dr, H,, R,, Ao Philp as interim Chairman of the 

Hisoib 78 
on Counoil in September 19119 was taken up viaoroualy by Arthur on his 

return from furlough as the new head of the miasione In 1907 when Clement Scott 

died# Arthur confessed to Barlow that he had been unnecessarily critical of the 

agricultural soheme979 but nevertheless he had been content under Henr7 Scott 

to rjeo more attention paid to church, school and hospital* 

To support, his argument to the FeMeCe in favour of agricultural dOV'010PMenti 

Arthur *, mmed that many settlers were jealous of the size of Kikuyus estate 

and continually inquired why nothing was done with it, Africans would be wondering 

76 Soo' below#' PP* 401-404. 
77 PCFA A19p Scott to Dr. Robertsong 15th March lgll*,, 
78" Philp to McLachlan, 16th September lgll* 
79' Se& p- 0-'- PBPj Diaries, 15th October 19071 and PCEA A/l, Arthur to 

liolhirtriof'23rd October i907, 
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at the reason for their being herded into a Reserve while so =ch land which 

had once been their own remained fallow. And Government was refusing to grant 

additional land at Tu=tumu. beoause the mission had not developed its estate 

at Kikuyu* Finally, Arthur pointed out$ the Holy Ghost Fathera at St. Austin's 

Mission near Ilairobil with a smaller estate and half Kikuyu"s staff t had become 

entirely self-supporting through coffee farming* 80 

Consoious of the, opinion of many home supporters that the mission ought 

not to b6 directly associated with a money-making enterpriseg and that A*Y* Allan, 

the agricultural missionary, was iýoapible of operating an extensive development 

scheme in coffee or wattle without several assistants, Arthur by the beginning 

of 1913 had opted for a scheme whereby the land would be developed by a private 

company in association with the mission. There existed a precedelt for this in 

Nyanza where the C. M. S. were deriving the benefits of land development through 

an association with Victor Baxton's East African industries Limited, 

Arthur's proposals were considered Iyy a Special Committee on Land Development 

of the F, M*Co* HoLachlan himself was at this time in favour of development being 

earried out by the mission itself; there was a legacy from Was A9L# Brucewhich 

coulýd be borrowed for this purpose, 
81 

Bat the weight of opinion was for the 

formation of a private company. The Special Committee consulted such people as 

Victor Buxtonj and JB, Ellisq Chairman of the Coffee Growers' Association of 

British East Africa# and aaked Arthur to seek similar expert opinion in the 

Protectorate on coffee prospects. By the end of 1912 the Committeewhich included 

AM 'Iý. WW PCFA A/121 Arthur to MoLaohlan, 18th Septembor and gth November 1912* 
CSP/NLS 7561s-IloLachlan to Arthur Senior, 6th December 1912* 
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Arthur's father and several other Glasgow buoinessmen had deoided to float a 

private company which would be operated in the interests of the missiong and 

upon which the C*S*M, and Kikuyu Sub-Co=ittee would be represented. 

In April 1913 a local Land Advisory Committee was convened by the C. S. M. 

to look into the question of how best the missionts land might be managed 17 

the proposed company. Its report was encouragingl but its recommendation that 

Kibwezi be sold for E509000 was rejected by the tenant, Hollins. Nevertheless$ 

by January 1914 a prospectus was in preparation in Edinburgh for the company 

to be called Kikuyu Industries Limited* The MA. 's investment would be an 

initial six hundred acres of land# and it was hoped that by offering shares in 

the Protectorate and in Britain a working capital of L4,000 would soon be raised* 
82 

The prospectus was at first received coldly by many of the mission's home 

supporters who had little sympathy with trading missions; but on the eve of the 

First World War applications for sharesl particularly from wealthy ladiesl had 

increased rapidly. Arrangements for floating Kikuyu Industries Limited were 

shelved when war was declared and land development at Kikuyu was delayed for 

several years more. 

Towards the end of 1919 the scheme was resurrected. Daring the War McLachlan 

had been advised by a Sheffield merchantf Wtersleyo who was interested in 

floating a company for land development in the Protectorate, that quani-missionary 

companies were bad investments; Victor Buxton's East African Industries Limited 

which served the C*M*S,, was practically wound up bY 1915- Hattersley had offered 

to manage Kikuyu in much the came way as Hollins did at Kibwezi., 
83 But by Februar7 

1920 a deoision. had been taken to go forward with a Kikuyu Land Development Acheme 

operated Igr the F, MC, and the Kikuyu Sub-Committee themselves with a competent 

82 CSP/NLS 7564, McLachlan to Arthurg 5th and gth January 1914; and Ibid 7565s 

83 
same to samet 5th March 1914- 
CSPALS 75699 McLachlan to Ilattereleyt 7th June 1915* 
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manager and Advisory Board of businessmen in Kenya. 
84 

The F. M. C. approved the Kikuyu Land DGV010PMP-n+- 31-heme at a meeting in 

July 1921*85 It was noted with satisfaction that Arthur had secured as Manager 

of the Scheme an, wcperienced planter called John Stirling who since 1911 had 

managed Lord CranworthIs estate at Londiani. The Kikuyu Sub-Committee was 

authorized to raise C109000 capitalg the intention being to go inj not for 

coffee as beforeg but for flax, Within five months it was admitted that expeo- 

tations-had been too highe Me scheme could not have been introduced at a worse 

time in view of the current financial stringency of Britain and the shortage 

of money in business circles. Only Q', 500 had been raised or promised and there 

was little likelihood of an increase in subscriptions. 
86 

The last attempt to work the missionts land at a profit thus started at. 

half-oook. Stirling was leased a portion of the estate and was assisted bY an 

Aftisory Committee composed of Barlow for the mission and three leading settlereg 

Wo MacLellan Wilson, Abrams and Mathew Kell,, 
87 

It is appropriate it this point 

to Pause and reflect upon the similarities of the agrimatural policies of 1921 

and 1903-1907- Clement Scott had been censured for attempting to work the land 

at a profit through an association with European planters, Now, fourteen years 

after his death the circle had been completed. Kikuyu was once more pledged to 

an agricultural scheme in association with settlers who were considerable planters 

84 Ibid 75799 McLachlan to Arthur# 18th Febriuý 19204o 
85 CS1FXCXf 12th July. 1921. 
86 Ibidt 15th November 1921. 
87 KKCMj 27th-31at December 1921* 
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and active members of the settlers' political association,, Consciences were 

no doubt eased, bv the fact that the aotual running of the ccheme was not wholly 

in mission hancloo 

Stirline's Land Development Schemo was a dismal failure$ the market for 

flax having collapsed in 1923, Efforts were made to grow coffee and maize at 

a profit but with little successo 
88 

W 1928 the Scheme was running at a deficit* 

Stirling resigned in 1931 and no further effort was made to develop the mission's 

land, In 1932 the Carter Land Co=ission reco=ended that two thousand acres 

of the CvS#M*lo estate be handed over to the Reserve to be restored to its 

rightful African owneraq the remainder of the mission's leasehold land being 

converted at Governmentts expense into freehold*89 All that was, retained in 

the surrendered land was the right to m&Wo existing school and church plotso 
90 

As alandowner of coxmiderable sime, the C. S. M. looked to its n=arous 

resident Kikuyu families for its supply of labour, Clement Scott had called 

upon the estate residents when labour was required and had welcomed their presence 

in the hope that they would become his first converts* He had never made labour 

a fixed condition of residency. Henry Scott changed this in 1908 by adopting 

the view that residents were squatters upon the missions. estate and that labour 

for set periods during a year was the condition of tenanoys 

The histor7 of labour in its relation to land at the C*S*Ms is a case study 

of the process which was being worked out on a larger scale in the Protectorate 

and which in later years was to become a major political controversy, There 
I 

was nothing in law which provided for the security of African rights to land 

88 CSP/NLS 7588, McLachlan to Stirlins, 20th December 19231 and 'Ibid 7590# same 
to came, lot Soptembbr 1924- 

89 Kenya National Archives (KNA), PC/CP 9/23j File No. UTD. 17/18,1934-8. 
go AP9 Arthur Memo## 'Church of Scotland Mission Estatel Kikuyu. Surrender to 

Kiku, yu Native Reservegg 2nd March 1937, 

-4 
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which they occupied at the time of-the European land rush, True$ the Crown 

Lands Ordinance of 1902 required the Commissioner to exclude occupied lands from 

sales or leases to settlers* But Commissioner Eliotj whose chief concern was 

to promote Europeanzettlement, had declined to demarcate African occupied 

landp leavine it to settler purchasers either to buy out the occupiers or to 

retain them as labourerso 91 /, 

There is nothing on record to chow that areas occupied by Afrio=s were 

specifically excluded from the lease for two thousand acres which Clement Scott 

obtained. for the mission. Me question of oompensttion did not arise since he 

made no move to evict the families already resident on the land. But what Clement 

Scott did do, which waaýto have significance for the futuret was to remove the 

resident families away from the micsionts-forested land and to give them gardens 

of equal size on another part of the estate, Mis other part happened to be 

mission freehold lando Hence by 1908 the situation obtained wherein Clement 

Scottfs successor found come 120 ment 170 women and 145 children living on 

freehold land without apparent right, at law to be there. Furtherp it was by 

then difficult to tell who had, been resident at the time of the acquisition of 

the estate and who had settled upon it since that time*. Me obvious solutiong 

based on current practice, was to regard all as squatters and to reserve the 

right to evict those who refused to work for the mission. 

Henry Scott introduced a system in 1908 of requiring all male KibVu squatters 

to sign an agreement with the mission before the District, Commissioner. The 

terms of the agreement were that in return for the right to live on the estate 

91 X,, P., Kp Sorrenson, Land Refom in -the Ki]SM CountrY (O. U. P., 1967) 18'. 'ý'*Oo 
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and to work small gardens, a man had to work for the mission at Rs*4/- per 

month for a total of four months in a year. 
92 Other condiiionst not speoifically 

written into the agreement but insisted upon strictly, included the sending of 

children to the mission school# and two hours work and attendance at a daily 

religious service for Kikuyu women in return for permission to cut dead wood 

in the missionle forest. 93 

When this system was first introduced Henry Scott met with a great deal 

of opposition from the tenants* Chief amongst these was the headman Warali who 

refused to sign the agreement or to allow the mission to run a small school near 

his compound, and who left the mission with his wives and numerous children to 

make a new home in the Kikuyu Reserve. 94 On those occasions when men who refused 

to sign the labour agreement refused also to leave the estate, Henr7 Scott had 

recourse to official pressures* The course of action open to the mission was 

summarised thus by H*R. Tatel D*C. of Yyambut 

nIt is the part of the landlord and not of Government to give notice to 
native tenants that they will be required to leave the property on which 
they are living$ in a certain time. If they fail, to do so and if the 
notice is given to'them is a reasonable onel information may be given to 
the Police and a summons against the offenders applied for from a magistrates 
The offence is toriminal trespasst. 1,95 

92 RNA PC/CP 1/49 tKikuyu District Political Record Booit'Part One, 1908-1912, P-5- 
93 PBPg A*R. Barlow to his fatherg 26th March 1909. Other, conditions were that 

tenants should sell their milk to the mission at a fixed price, and that the 
mission should have the first option to buy their surplus crops at market 
rates*' (PCEA A/l, 'Kikuyu Report for 19089,20th January 19090) 

94 PCEA A/l, Scott to McLachlan, 25th September 19081 and Mrs. H9E. SoottipZ, 

. citay 123-24. The Kikuyu Vative Reserves were demarcated in 1904-5'. In 
1-906 two Reserves were proclaimed in the Official Gasette, One Reserve 
comprised the Kyeri and Fort Hall areas# and the other, Kyambuf 

95 PCEA A/49 Tate to Scott, 23rd February 1909. 
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Having evicted many families in 1908, Scott was gratified to find in the 

following year that there were far fewer objeotions to the signing of the 

labour agreementso, In October R-R. Tate visited the mission to witness the 

agreements, and whereas twenty-two more'than in the previous year were signed 

on, there were seven who at the last moment refused to affix their thumb prints* 

Three of them repented later but were fined one month's wages for their show 

of opposition in front of the D. C.. 96 

BY 1915 the scale of conditions included in the agreements for tenants had 

become more formally established. 
97 The period of yearly work was the samep but 

the monthly wage had risen by one rupee* Gardens oub-let without permission 

were to be confiscated. A similar penalty existed for taking work with another 

employer or for leaving the mission for unauthorised periods of time* Children 

of tenants were to be registered with the mission and were required to attend 

school* There was to be no dancing on the estate, and no attendance at dances 

outside the estate on Sundays, Any tenant found drunk more than twice was to 

be evicted, By 1920 as the influence of native church laWI3 wats brought more 

fully to bear, "beer. drinking on the estate was entirely prohibited. 

Although for their own purposesl Scottish missionaries experienced little 

difficulty in respect of-labourg 
98 there existed in the Protectorate at large 

a labour problem which they could not afford to ignore. They were concernod 

at the abuses involved in the reoruitment of labour for Government and private 

undertakin, -s; but they were also conoernedg as were most of their contemporaries, 

that Africans should be encouraged - by compulsion if neoessar7l provided that 

96 POEI A/19 800tt to MoLachlans 13th October 1909. 
97 PCFA/TTj File #Minutes of. Staff Meetings, Kikuyult lot April 1915, 
98 The CeS. M. station at T=utumu was an exception in this respect. Beginning 

in 1908 with only five acres of unoocupied land, it was forced to rely upon 
outside labour for its various early purposes of clearing and building a stations, 

ý, and experienced in a small way the same labour problems as beset the Diropean 
planters and farmers. 
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it was by some open and forthright method - to leave the Reserves and seek work. 

This was essential if the Protectorate were to make any progress, But itwas 

also essential from another point of view: Protestant missionaries almost without 

exception believed in the gospel of work, and held that the traditional pattern 

of African life was morally and spiritually degradingl Africans had therefore 

to be compelled to work for the sake of their Christian salvation# It was not 

in the principle of compulsory lab. our but in the method to be adopted that mission- 

aries held a different view to that of Government , anllzettlers. 

The labour problem in the British East Africa Protectorate, a disparity 

between the supply and demand of labour from the Reserves, was a function of 

Government's inability to formulate a policy and the rapidly increasing rate 

of white settlement, During the first seven years of this centuryl official, 

policy was one of watchful inactivity* The early Commissioners and Governors 

were reluctant to act upon such a complex problem an the provision of an adequate 

supply of labour until greater experience of the conditions peculiar to the 

Protectorate had been gained#99 In general, while securing labour for its own 

purposes, Government frequently acted as recruiting agent for settlers. In 1907, 

however, instructions were received from the Secretary of State for the Colonies 

that no Government officer should do anything directly to assist private employers. 
100, 

These instruotionsl coming at a time when the newly-appointed Secretary for Native 
IIII 

Affairst A*C*' Hollis, was issuing reprimands to district officers who were helping 

settlers to secure labourg and when Governor Hayes Sadler was touring the Reserves 

99 Cd, 2331 (1905)t R-enort on the East African Protectorate for-the year-1903-4,9 
Januar-I 1905 1 20-21, 

100 There. had for some time been a growing concern in the Colonial officre over the 
-trends in labour, in British East Africa. The Masters and Servants Ordinance, 
based upon a'Tranavaal law and promulgated ih 1906 to provide for the imprisonment 
of labourers who failed to complete their contracts, was one of the trends 

' whiohý 
produced the instructionaýto the Governor. (See, PP, Arnold Paice to his mother$,. 3rd July 19079 for a statement Of the settler point of view with regard to the J*ability of employers to do anything about labourers who deserted. Pmice to method, if he caught deserters, was to give them a good beating. ) 
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advising Africans that they did not need to work if they did not wish to, 

enraged the settlers and prompted an approach by the Colonists'n, Association 

to the Gg)vermor in January 1908. 

The Colonists# Assooiationj a body whioh'existed to resist aots of Government 

which were regarded as being "to the detriment of the colony as a white man's 
101 

country", protected against the Govez=ent's unwillingness to advice Africans 

that they should work for Europeans* While it vms admitted that foroed labour 

was undesirable if other means could be found, it was also pointed out that 

Govemment's recent attitudes had opened the vray for the rise of anew class of 

private recruiting agents whose methods even the settlers deplored. 102 In-response 

the Governor issued a code of Labour Regulations for the management of labouri, 

'But these, because they were alleged to have raised costs to employers by twenty- 

five per cent, served only to intensify the settlerof fury* In face of extreme 

pressure by Del=ere and the Colonists# Association, Governor Ilayes Sadler finally 

agreed to meet the eettlers at a public meeting in Nairobi. 103 

This meetingl hold at the Railway Institute in March 1908 and referred to 

earlier, was the one at which Henry Scott made his public debut, Delamere and 

others spoke heated words concerning the duty of Government actively to encourage 

the flow of labour from the Roservesy and many references were made to South 

African'-and Rhodesian Native Labour laws. Henry Scott rose to introduce himself 

towards the end of the meeting and scored a'great success with the settlers by 

his sympathetio attitude and by quoting examples-of the manner in which the labour- 

MýcL'ellan Wilson, OP-cit-# 5* 
102 (Londong 1953 Ed*) 11 225* E. ' Iluxley, White Mants Countl7l 2 Vols, 

', -103', PCEA A/lt'Scott to Robartsonj X=ch 1908s 
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problem was being taokled in Nyasaland, 

The meeting ended on an inconolusive note. The Governor appeared to aocept 

the validity of points made about Southern and Central African systems but 

declined to make any comment. After lunch on the same day the settlers marched 

on Govermment House to extract a clear statement of attitude from the man they 

called 'Plarmelfooto. 104 The scene which ensued was in the best traditions of 

the frontier* A badly-frightened Governor, trying hard to retain his dignityl 

stood on his balcony before an unruly crowd of settlers, led by the long-haired 

Delamere and including in their midst a South African who sported a snarling 

leopard's head on his hatt and who jeered him and called for his resignationo'05 

The sequel to the confrontation was the Governor's agreement to the appoint- 

ment of a Provincial Labour Board to inquire into the labour situation and to 

review the Labour Reaulations issued earlier in the year, Henry Scottg who had 

retired discreetly to the mission at Kikuyu before the march on Goverment House 

was called upon to meet with the now Board on March 25tho In Conference with 

the Governor and Provincial Commissioners he was responsible for the issue of 

Amendidl Labour Regulations out of which those items which had caused offence 
106 to the settlers were removed. Scott's official nomination to the Board came 

107 
not from Government, however, but from the Colonists' Association. At the 

104 Huxley, op. cit9t Ig 226. 
105.1 Ibidt 227-29 For Delamerals aocount-of the incident see Cd-, 4122 (1908)g 

East African Protectorate. CorreaLondence re Affain L Delamere to Governorg 
2nd April 1908, 

lo6, PCEA'A/2t *Labour Regulations, as , tkmanaed at the Conference hold on March 
25thl 19089 at, Kairobit# The camended regulations provided for the Sivine 

-by'employers to-Llabourers of proper housingl a blankotl foodg cooking, utensils 
and faoilitiesp medical treatments water, and the cost of the journey home 
ýat the end'of a contract, 

107, - PCEA A/2, Sydney S., Fichatj Secretary to the Colonists' Acsooiationg to Soottg 
'25th April and list May 1908, 
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latter's request, although declining a simultaneous invitation to become a member 

of the Colonists' Association, Scott became one of the three unofficial represen- 

tatives on the Board, the other two being Delamere and A. A* Bailie - both of whom 

had recently been suspended by the Governor from the Legislative Council on 

account of their insulting behaviour during the confrontation at Government House* 

The orisis of 1903 and the framing of Iramended labour regulations settled 

the dust of conflict for a few yearaq but did not achieve any signifioaat progress 

in the solution of the labour problem. There were# however, certain results of 

the crisis which were of considerable importance for the future* The first, 

of these was the awakening in the British Parliament and in certain liberal and 

philanthropic quarters of British life to the pressures in the Protectorate in 

favour of forced labour, Attention was drawn not in the first instance by labour 

itself, but by the protests made in London at the suspension of Delamere and Bailie 

from the Legislature. on inquiring into the events which lay behind the Governorts 

action, it was concluded by many that Delamere was the arch-advocate of forced 

labours Delamere denied the charge with vehemence, But it is as obvious today 

as it was then that his request for Government encouragement of the flow of labour 

could not be met9 nor the required volume of labour aohievedg without some measure 

of compulsion. The C*S, M, was fortunate on this occasion to escape identification 

with, Delamerao and consequent publio'censure in Britain$ on the issue of forced 

labouro 

Another important result of the crisis was the attainment of -an understanding 
108 

on labour between Henry Scott and Lord Delameres They both agreed that it WaS 

PCEiA/3s , -Dolamerol tprivatel letter to Scott, 12th September 1908t "You 
and I# I knowt both agree that if methods are to be adopted for Getting 

', -labour they should be legalised and bear the light of day*" 
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wrong for young, able-bodied Africans to $loaf about' in the Reserves in paint 

and feathers., Being practical menj they reoognised that a measure of compulsion 

was necessary; but if it were to be free of hardship and abuseg it must be 

legalised and clearly stated* As far as the C, S*M, was concernddl Henry Scott 

had established a precedent with regard to its official policy on labouro J*W9 

Arthur, in 1919, repeated this sentiment in exactly the s=e terms when he signed 

the Bishops' Memorand= on forced labouro log 

By 1912 the labour problem had once more become critical and bad provoked the 

appointment by the Acting Governor on August 13th of a Native Labour Commissiono 

The Commission was chaired by Kre Justice Barthq and consisted of three officials, 

three settlers (Delamere among them)q a solicitor and two missionaries* The latter 

were the Rev* Father a. Brandzma of the Mill Hill Mission representing Romaa 

Catholic missions# and for the Protestant side# J. W. Arthur of the C*S*Moo 

The terms of reference of the Commission were to inquire into the reasons 

for the shortage of labout and the remedies suggested, wages and labour conditionog 

the effects upon labour of District Administration$ Native Reservesg taxation 

and systems of Industrial Labourt and finallyl the methods employed for recruiting 

labourers. 110 The Report of the Commissiong thorouCh and far reaching in its 

recommendationsl foreshadowed the controversial Natives Registration Ordinance 

of 1915 by calling for the adoption of an identification system based on the 

Southern Rhodesian Natives Pass Consolidation Ordinance of 1913- ill It skirted 

the question of forced labour but sought to promote a flow of labour by recommending, - 

a progressive tax on land and stock, Government labour camps and the issue in 

109 See below# P. 374-376. 
ilo East African Protectorate. Native Labour Commission. 1912-11. ReDort 

(Nairobi, 1913) 319-20* 
lbid, 330, 
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unequivocal language of instructions to Africans by district officers to enter 

the labour market. 

The publication of the Report in 1913 provoked a series of questions in 

the British Parliamentl as did that. of the Evidence taken from settlers$ officials 

missionaries, Indians and African chiefs and headmen. Shocking evidence of 

labour conditions, espeoially in transit by rail to and from employment areas', 

was brought to the public notice, as was the fact that the majority of settlers 

were in favour of forced labour by Governmente It was only the outbreak of war 

in 1914 which prevented a public outcry such as took place in 1919. 

Missionaries of the C*3*14# as well as those of other societiest gave 

evidence to Judge Barth and his Commissioners during their tour of the Reservesq 

At TL=tu=, Philp,, Barlow and Miss Stevenson presented their evidence in relation 

to those aspects of work amongst Africans which interested them the mosto Philp, 

a medical miesionar7l took great delight in showing the Commissioners examples of 

extreme cases of yaws and ulcers# and asked how the Government expected to secure 

labour when it did nothing to assist missions in their medical work in the Reserves* 

Barlow, a student of Kikuyu language and oustomst complained of the effect upon 

traditional life of the disorganisation. in the labour system whereby men had to 

work at unreasonably long distances from their homes, Marion Stevenson, the 

champion of education and the training of Kikuyu woment brought the Commissioners' 

attention to the deplorable moral consequenoes of the foroing out of young airle 
112 

togothor with men for labour purposes* 

112 j Mrs* H. E. Scott, OPocitep 170-72; and KN, 'No. 44, September 1913, A. R* Barlow 
'The Labour Problem in B, EoA*I, 20-22, Miss Stevenson spoke of the new 

, custom of miranj: o - the forcing of young girls into sexual relations in huts 
bý. 'Uh young men acting as labour recruiters on behalf of chiefs* This was one 
of the complaints in the Kikuyu Association's Ylemorand= of Grievances of 

ý192L' (See-below, P. 351, n. 15. ) 
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It is difficult to ascertain the influence Arthur might have had upon the 

findings of the Commissiono He was in 1913 a comparatively young and inex- 

perienoed head of the mission and was at the beginning of his career as a 

miesionary-politician. It is clear, however, that Arthur followed Henry Scott's 

policy on the various questions raisedl the declaration in paragraph 83 of the 

Report on the desirability of agricultural and technical education for Afrioansg 

but with the added provision for literary education at the primary level is 

pure Henry Scott, Arthur's moment of publicity in the labour question was 

delayed until 1919* 
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Tho Mission School 

The yearsl 1907 to 1914, were for the C. S. M. and other missions a time of 

foundation lWing in education and of ascendancy in influence over Africans* 

Early attempts to establish educational systems were opposed - by chiefs and 

headmen, by parents and by young people themselves - but by 1914 a great 

demand for education had arisen. During the war, when money and staff were 

in short supply, and when thousands of youths were taken for transport and 

carrier servicet the demand was checked* But from 1919 it gathered new and 

greater momentum and provoked a reappraisal by missionaries of the methods 

and objectives which had been adopted in the earlier years. 

The first tentative steps in the direction of an educational system at 

Kikuyu were taken during Clement Scott's last year of life# Realising the 

need for improved co. =unication. in church and classroom$ Barlow in Y,. v 1906 

took the important decision to substitute Kikuyu for Kiswahili at the 

mission., 
113 In the same month$ assisted by Clement Scott's printer-traincest 

Ilugo and VlachirajlI4 he began to-compile the first Kikuyu school primer. 

A teacher's class was started in Deoember#115 But the most important step 

113 PBP, Diaries, 20th tlgy 1906. Barlow had been an avid student of the 
Kikuyu language since his arrival in the Protectorate in 1903. Aided by"' 
Xwenja and Kabengo, he had started to compile a Kikuyu dictionary and was 

, engaged in translating several portions of the Bible* The corollary of 
his decision to introduce the use of Kikuyu at the mission was compulsory 
language examinations, set and marked by himself, for all missionaries at 
Kikuyu from 1907 onwards. 
Mlueo was baptised, Petro, in 1908, and Wachiral Danieli. In 1908-1909 

, they wore the first missionaries at the new station at Turmtumu* Daring 
the plague epidemic of 1913, Danielile two childron'died of the disease 
and he and his wife contracted it. Danieli'died, in 1915- 

Barlow's assistants in the teachers' class were Yussuful a Chagga youth 
;. from Kilimanjarol and Waititol one of Mrso Watson's first pupils, MUSO 

and Wachira were amongst the first students in the class. 
Report to G. A. I-TV 1907 

"i '. 
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of all was the establishment by Arthur and Barlow in March 1907 of the first 

boys I boarding school. Education, food and clothing would be provided free 

of chargel but the old vystem of attracting boys to school by offering paid 

employment was abandoned 0116 

These were no more than tentative steps, taken during Clement Scott's 

furlought which were not carried forward to any great extent until 1903. 

Clement Scott had not opposed the efforts of Barlow and Arthur to brine some 

order into the educational EQrstem; but neither had he done anything to assist 

them. It was not until Henz7 Scott arrived that the mission formally adopted 

a policy of giving education a foremost place in its work#117 

Cae of the first problems encountered in the new educational drive was 

that of persuading boys to stay as boarders* When on March 6th 1907 an 

announcement was made at Kikuyu that employment was to end and that a boarding 

school would bo opened on Monday the 8th, all of the forty schoolboys walked 

out of the mission* Eight returned to enrol as boardersl but within a week 
118 the first of several general strikes had occurred. Trouble arose when the 

boys were asked to perform unpaid manual labour in addition to school work. 

Some boys wished to stay at school and were content to accept any condition 

116 Starting with DIrs, Watson's small verandah school in 1902j Clement Scott 
had expanded the system to provide informal schooling for his 
agricultural labourers. There was a morning class for younger boys 
during a break fromwork and an evening class for older boys who were 
capitaos# or foremen of labour gangs. Instruction was in Kiewahili. 
TIýF, Barlows 'Some Early Memories', n. d.. ) 

117 Until he had an opportunity to adapt the educational'system at Kikuyu 
to the-conditions peculiar to British East Africal Henry, Scott used the 
educational code of Blantyre., (PCEA A/31 J, Wlie, BlanVreq to Scott, 
16th October 1908. ) 

118 FBP, Diaries, 8th - 24th April 1907; AP, Arthur to his mother, 4th June 
1907; and Mrs. H* E. Scott, op. cite, 63-64- 
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imposed upon thenj others were mutinous and incited their fellows to rebellion# 

But ail shared the problem of parental opposition to the loss of income from 

their wages. 

For many months the number of boarders at Kikv7u never rose above eight. 

A similar situation prevailed at first at 11ý=utumu station in 1909o Having the 

major task of building a now station, Barlow was obliged to employ young men as 

labourers and to give them schooling in short intervals between periods of work. 

He didt however# deduct half a rupee from wages as payment for the few hours in 

the day in which instruction was given*119 On August 31st 1909 Barlow opened 

the first boarding echool at Tu=tumu but had to be content with two or three 

boys for many months, 
120 

It wan impossible at first to dispense completely with cash payments. 

Both at Kikuyu and Tumutumu it was necessary to tour the villages making special 

appeals to parenti to allow their sons to return to sohooll and to boys who had 

ran away, A few rupees to a reluctant parent, or a gift of a blanket, and the 

odd rupee to a boy were found to be essential* 

There were no missions at this time which were unaff ected by the prob. lem 

of having to give cash payments as an inducement to the acceptance of educationo 

It was a vexing problem for missions since payments were made either as bribes, 

which were regarded as morally wrong, or in return for labouring workt which 

119 PCrA A/5, Barlow to Ccottj 2nd September 1909. 
120 Before the arrival of Dro H, R, A, Philp in 1910 and Marion Steven-on in 

1912, Barlow was in sole charge of all work at Tunutumu- In his 
educational efforts he was assisted by teacher-catechists from Kikuyu 
such as Hattayo, Wangonglu and Petro Nugo. Barlow was a severe 
disciplinarian, and it was his free use of the kiboko (whip) which added 
to the early reluctance of Tumutumu boys to remain in school* (FBPj 
Diariest 3lat August to 12th September 1909*) 
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detraoted from the time available for cohoolingo The CoSol-16 had StOPPed 

payments at Kikuyu by 1903p but the Holy Most Fathers did not find it 

possible to do the mmo until 1912* 121 The CoMeSe stopped pVments at about 

the same time as the C. S. M., but experienced similar problems when they tried 

to combine manual work with schooling. 
122 

In tiraef howeverg other inducements besides money proved effective in 

securing inmates for the boarding schools Boys who agreed to return were 

rewarded by the gift of a fat Ehoopq or by gramophone concerts and magic 

lantern shows. Football - Arthur wiched that it could have been rugby - 

became a popular and daily recreational activity, as did the Boys' Brigadee 

But above all - and this was not fully appreciated at first by missionaries - 

it was the African love of music and singing which brought-cany young people 

121 A decision was taken at the Bishops' Conference of 1912 to stop payments 
and to begin to ask parents to contribute towards the cost of running 
schools, and to ask the community as a whole to contribute towards the 
mission's general upkeep. (J. A. Kierant 'The Holy Chost Fathers in 
East Africa, 1863 - 1914's University of London, Ph. D# TheGisq 1966, 
400. ) 

1 122 The Rev* J9 Jo Willis' first attempts to introduce unpaid manual work 
for schoolboys nearly wrecked the school at 14asenoe (Willis Papers, 
Makerere University Library (WPI-1), Willis, Journalf 14th March 1908. ) 
In 1912, when the Rev. Walter Chadwick opened a school at Buterep he had 
to begin by employing boys as paid labourern and to release them from 
work in order to attend classes. (Elizabeth Richards, Fifty Tears in 
Vjýanza. The Hiotor7 of the CoM. S. and the Anglican Church in Nyanza 
Province, Kenya 

, 
Maseno, 1956) 15-161.34. ) Livingstonia in %rasaland 

had solved its problem in the 1890s through lending vernacular books to 
its adherents. The desire for books produced a greater willingness to 
attend school without payment; and in time, the 17goni were paying the 
equivalent of a day's Wage for tho cheapest bookf and a month's wages 
for 

, 
the Zulu Bible. ( Sixty-ýFourth Report on Foreirn Missions to the 

Ganeral-Assambly of the Free Church of Scotland (Edinburghl Kay 1896) 
89. ) 
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to cohool* 
123 

In breaking down opposition to the non-wage schooll much also depended 

upon the attitudes dioplVed by missionaries towards Africans, At first 

meeting, Africans tended to regard Europeans with a mixture of fear and 

mmazement; mothers could obtain obedience from a child by threatening to 

give him to the muthungul or white man# 
124 Where missionaries did not keep 

Africans at arm's length and insist upon maintaining their own 'standards'; 

where they exchanged visits with Africans to their respective houses and 

allowed sbyl curious children to touch their strange skinj eyes and hairl 

then the barriers of fear and suspicion were lowered and the school was 

assured of ultimate success, 
125 

123 Rather crudelyt this point was made by Henry Scott's wife: "music always 
gets the African 6oo" (Mrso Ho E# Scott, op-cit-9 70-) But Africans agree. 
Y. uhoro wa Kareri# for example, was a young herd boy and leader of young 
men's dances who was drawn to Tumatumu. mission by hearing the daily singing 
of the schoolchildren* He wanted to learn the songs and to gain 
popularity by teaching them to his follow danceroo This was his reason 
for joining the mission in 1913o Today he is an elderly and respected 
minister of the P6CoE. Ao. (Interview with the Rev. Charles Kareri, 
Tumutumu, 14th March 1968. ) Ro Nugo Catherul likewise# describes in his 
autobioCraphy how for himself and many of his contemporaries it was 
cingina at the mission which provided reason enough for staying at 
school. (Child of Two Worlds (London, 1964) 35-36. ) 

124 For the kulabantu, or white cannibalism aspect of culture contact in 
Central Africa, see Go Shepperson and To Price, Independent African 
(Edinburgh University Press# 1963 Imp-) 9-11o And for a comparable 
example in Kenya see R. Meinortzhagent Kenya Diary 1902 - 1906 
(Minburght 1957ý 330-331o 

125 lIn this way we loved those who allowed us to know themo" (Karerij 
interviewp opocit.. ) There are many people in the Weri District today 
who are called Baro (Barlow), Philip or Felipu (Philp) and Namacheki 
(Narion Stevenson). (Namacheki was a nickname given to Mies Stevenson 
and is said to mean 'the thin onot or 'the one who lost a cheque-bookl. 
Another of her nicknames was Týyarutaj 'the one with much saliva - who 
speaks a great deallo) 
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There romainedg however, in the early yearn a burden of parental and 

community opposition which had to be borne by young people who elected to 

join a mission school* Boys in marq cases had to run awW from their homes 

and were not reconciled with their parents for marW months* 
126 But in 

KikMland there was never the same opposition to boys attending mission 

schools as there was in the case of girls. 

Parents had no objection to taking the wages of girls employed at a 

mission as labourers or as laundry assistants* They were not pleased when 

missionaries sugg"eated that a girl might receive a little training in domestic 

science because the value of such a girl in the marriage market was lowered* 

African men had little liking for a girl whose head was filled with European 

ideas. But the great reaction came when the missionaries began to persuade 

girls to remain at the mission as boarders* 

At Kiktxyu Krs. Watson had since 1899 employed a few girls as laundx7 

assistants and had taken in washing from nearby settlers and from other 

Buropeans in Nairobi* But from 1907# with the arrival at the cission of 

126 At T=rutu,, r. u in 1909 an angry parent came to take his son from the school 
and ordered the boy to remove his mission clothes since he had no wish 
to attract the ridicule of his neighbours in the village# In this case 
the boy defied his father and stayed in echoole (PBP, Diaries# 15th 
September 1909o) An example of a far worse experience for boys in West 
Africa is'eiven in literature* Nwoyý, telling his son, Obil of the 
attitude 

, 
of Ckwonko, his own fatherl when he joined a mission, caidt 

"I was no more than a boy when I left my father's house and went with 
the missionaries, lie placed a curse on me. I was not there but rq 
brothers told me it was true* When a man curses his own child it is a 
terrible thing, And I was hin first Eon see* I went through fire to 
become a Christian. " (Chinua Achebe, Ko Longer at Ihse, (African I-Iriters 
Series, No-'3j London, 1964) 133. ) - 
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Marion Scott stovennon, 127 
girls' work was redirected into a more epecific 

training of prospective wives for Christian male Africans* Marion Stevenson 

was responsible for the first attempt at Kikuyu to establish a girls' boarding 

school. So great was the opposition from parents that the first boarding 

house was a closely-guarded place of refugo - the loft of the mansoo 

Throu, gh sheer persistence, and with a great deal of couraGe, Miss Stevenson 

gradually gathered around her a emall group of girls who wished to become 

Christians* 128 
Four of these intimated their wish to make public profession 

of their faith on Easter Sunday 190ge They were seized by their parents and 

hidden from the micsionariese They escaped and professed at a secret service* 

Once more their parents took them awayl but two returned and became the first 

boarders. 129 

127 Marion Scott Stevenson, born in Forfar in 1871, wac educated at John 
Watsonts Institution and the Ministers' Daughters College in Elinburghe 
Women were not admitted to Edinburgh University until 1893, but Marion 
attended lectures given at Shandwick Place by University lecturers for 
the Association for the University Mucation of Women* After studying 
musio and languages in Germany# she was ready to enter University in 
1893# but was prevented by a long illness. Her passion for the Indian 
mission field was imparted to her by her uncles who were missionaries. 
Butt after hearing Clement Scott, a relative of her father's first wife, 
lecture on the mission field in Africa at the Tolbooth Church in 1892, and 
again at the General Assembly of 1906, Marion applied for a post at the 
Ces-11-t XikuYut in 1907- (Yro. He E. Scott, op-cit-9 1-54e) 

128 Marion Stevenson became famous for her practice of touring villacea in her 
crusade for eirlsf work* She walked hundreds of miles, sleeping at night 
in a small tent, and onduring many hardships before the force of her 
personality began to be felt. On one cocasiong when tr7ing to influence 

, 
ýirls in ix village, she was struck down and beaten by a drunken headman. 

Mrs, He E, Scott, op. cit., 124-) 
129 PBP, Biariesg 10th April 1909* 
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The girlat fathera were mollified to a certain extent by an assurance 

given at a large shaurit or public diccussiong that Christian youths had made 

offers of marriage to their daughters* But mothers would never accept the Ions 

of their daughters* One mother found her daughter washing in the HyonCara 

Stream in a qjmbolic geLituro of rejection of the old ways* In great sorrow, 

she threw earth over her he-ad and cried out, Illeagothiel Neagothiel I have no 

daughterl týr child it) dead! '. 130 

The process was repeated at Tu=tumu from 1912 when Marion Stevenson 

arrived to take over the running of the school and to begin work amongst 

girls. By 1914 there were twenty-four girls in the boarding school, but not 

before many had suffered for their new faith* There was Ngonina whose father 

cursed her in publics Wakiiru whose father performed a ceremony to pronounce 

her dead, and Mweru whose mother tried to drown hereelft calling her 

"Murderer"0131 

To condemn the missionaries for attempting to secure girls for training 

an the future wives of Christian men in to look down the telescope of histor7 

from the wrong end. Believing as they did in the necessity of 'purifying' 

certain aspects of African life, and in a strict moral code, they could not 

have acted differently* But by struggling with parents for the possession of 

girlal body and soul, the Scottish missionaries were laying in a store of 

trouble for the future* The C. m. S. policy was to take in only those girls 

whose parent or lawful guardian had given prior consent. 
132 It is not 

surpricingl therefore, that when in 1929 missions faced critical opposition 

130 Z', Irs,, 11 Eo Scott# op-cit-, 107-103* 
131 Ibid, 163-165s 
132 Prooo C-14-s-s 1909 - 1910t 55s 
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from the Kikuyu over fomalo circumcision, the C. N. S. were relatively unaffected 

while the C. S. 1,1* paid dearly for its inability to compromise* 

When tryina to establish central mission schools and village outschoolop 

missions looked to chiefs and headmen for support* Clement Scott had 

established an outochool at Munyuals in 1902 and another at Kioils in 1904* 

Henry Scott established another at Huchendu9c in 1909, and by 1915 there were 

two more at Maturila and Kang'aals. For tho most part, those Kikuyu dignitaries 

were friendly and cooperativel but on cocasions they could be temperamantalo 

If offended, or if there was a heavy load of community work, they somatimes 

used their influence to closo the village schools. 
133 

TL=mtwmu experienced a rreater degrea of opposition by chiefs and headmene 

I 1hree outschools had been established b3r 1910, at ? Wihiala, K. witungults and 

Rukangals, and a further two were opened at Mithile and Gathiairato in lqll* 

Some did well at first but Gradually declined; others never mado any progress 

at all* There was little overt hostility and nothing concrete which could give 

the missionaries a case to bring before the District Comnissionero But there 

remained until after 1912 a passive resistance in the Tamutumu region which 

hold back the outschoole and which affected at various times the pro,, iTess of 

133 For a time, the chiefs arid headmen refused to encouraCe children to 
attend villaae schoola or the central cohoolq exprossinC a fear that the 
district officer might not approve. Henx7 Scott soon rectified this by 
Getting the District Commissioner for Yyambug H. R. Tate, to set their 
minds at rest. (KITA DC/KBU/3/33, Scott to Tatet 7th April 1909. ) Tate 
refused to order the chiefe and headmen to allow mission schools at their 
villages and stressed that the cooperation of Kikuyu leaders must always 
be enlisted* But he did agree to u=mon chiefs and headmen at whose 
villages the C. S. Re wished to open outechools in order to advise them 
that Government had no objections, and to point out to then the value of 
education* (PCEA A/4r Tate to Scott, 14th April 1909. ) 
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the central school&134 

1,1. uch greater opposition by chiefs and headmen was experienced by the 

CoMoSo in the Fort Hall and Mbu districts* Here, the ravages of frontier 

traders had been endured in the early years of the century, and here also the 

full weight of the military arm. of pacification had been felt. The C*N*So and 

Consolata Fathers moved into districts which were unsettled and whose People 

were less inclined to look kindly upon white men than their neighbours in 

Kyambu. But while the Concolata Fathers acquired large estates and placed 

large staffs upon them to build self-contained Christian communitiest the 

C. M*S. established small, evaneelictio centres, often with only one missionary 

in charge, and depended upon the people's Good will in allowing their children 

to attend sohool*134* 

The chief opponent of the C. I. I. S. was the Kikuyu leader, Karuri wa Gakure -I 

a former trading partner of John Edyes* Karuri was friendly at first but did 

his utmost in 1906 to check the progress of schools when he found that C. MoSe 

missionaries were advising sub-chiefs not to admit hie councillors to their 

134 PBPq Diariest 12th April 19101 BPg Barlow, circular letter from Tumutumu, 
17th November 1910; and Ibid, Barlow, Tuxutumu Report for 1912, Murigut 
one of the three senior Chiefs cf. ýtho Kenya Provinceg resisted the 
C. S. M. 'o attempt to open a school at his village until 1917- (Mrs4 II-E- 
Scottl OP. Cit., 190') 

134* Examples of C*M*S* 'one-man' stations are as follows: the Rev* A, W, 
YcGreaor at Kabete from 1900, and at Thunguri, later Weithagal frem 
1930; the Rev. Burness at Sakini, Ukambaj from 1903 (later handed over to 
the A. I. Vle); the Rev* G. Burns at Nairobi from 1906; Dro T* Wo W. Crawford 
of the Canadian C. M*S. at Kahuhia from 19061 the Rev. E. W. Crawford at 
Kabare from July 1910; Dre T. W. W. Crawford at Embu from September 1910; 
the Rev* B* LaiCht at Mutira from 1912; and the Rev, A. E. Clarke at 
Kathukeni from 1913. (See Map 29 after pe 308. ) 

I-A, 
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to their districts. 135 On two further occasions, in Fort Hall in 1909 and 

Embu in 1911t C. 1,14S, work was brouCht to a standstill by opposition from 

chiefc. But in the lant resort missionaries could appeal to the district 

authoritiesi if they could prove that a troublesome chief or headman had 

broken the law it was possible to put an end to oppositicn b. 7 arranaina hie 

arrest with the District CorLmissioner or police. 
136 

At mission echools there was a problem of dieciplino. The C*S*11*18 

Bambere, 137 
or boardine schooll placed unaccustomed restrictions on young 

peoplet especially as good Scottish school discipline was brouzht to bear* 

Teacher-trainees who missed Marion Stevenson's class were given two days of 

hard labour in the garden. Day pupils who failed to attend morning class 

were kept behind at the close of schooll and any who missed afternoon 

gardening as well were made to stand an a table at breaktime for three 

days* A boy who woro his shirt outside his trousers went without a shirt 

for the remainder of the day, however cold the weatherk Insolence was 

punished by confinement in a tool ahedl and for serious breaches of 

135 Proce C. M. S., 1906 - 1907,72-73- For an account of the relationchip 
between Karuri and the C. M. Se, see Lo 0. Richards, 'The C. M. Se in the 
Hichlands', unpublished typescript, ndeg 9; and E. Noy Crawfordq 
AV the Ecruator's Snowy Peak (CoN. So, London, 1913)- For the more 
fruitful relationship between Karuri, or 'KaroliO, and the Consolata 
Fathersp see C. Cagnolo, The Akikuyuo 

--Their 
Customs, Traditions and 

Folklore (Nveri, 1933) 276-277- See also RPA/UCN D/2/2(2)l oral 
traditions and testimony on the life of Karuri wa Gakure collected by 
Mro Co M. Muouha, 1966 - 1967- 

136 Kahuaa, a steadfast opponent of CoMoS* work at Kahuhia, was arrested 
after the mission=7 in chareo had indicted him on a charee of robbery 
and extortion* (Proo. C. M. S., 1903 - 1909,56. ) 

137 Bambere (sometimes Ma. mbere) was a humorous nickname for the boyst 
boardina house - the noise comine from it beine re-miniccent of the 
leaendar7 Tower of Babel at Shinaro (Genesis, xi. ) 
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discipline there was a thick strap, 
138 

Kikuyu and Tumutumu both had long periods of indiecipline and restlessness 

amongst their schoolboys* At circumcicion time the problem was particularly 

acute, the majority of boys absenting themselves for weeks on end, and many 

failing to return. 
139 In time the problem receded, but for Kikuyu there 

remained a serious problem of indiccipline amonGut the senior teachers, 

Hanx7 Scott waz dintrosced at the low calibre of African teachers at 

Kil-Wu in 1907 and aimed at improving the cituation inLaectiatelye Ile felt 

otrongly that the missionts succeca in education depended upon properly 

trained toachers who could act as assistants in central schools and ba placed 

in charge of village outcohools*140 

This dependence upon African teachers lay at the root of the trouble at 

Kiku. vue Senior teachers were not boysl they were young men, adults in the 

eyes of their tribet who were nevertheless given ver7 little personal 

authorityp and who were treated as schoolboys& They were also the best 

educated Africans in the Protectorate and were in great demand by Goverment 

and settlers for employment at far higher wages than the mission was prepared 

138 IS-- TY V C. - -. 16 A. -- -j LI ^e% It I? IMA -- - VP- -I- I- 

139 

140 

A'AALSO "0 LA* Ljvvfjbt Py-. %; JL&, Ot -LV, --L. Lt* r; Lve ýLwaljz% uoya irom -&ne v3-OIn-IV 
of the old mission site at Kibwezi attended school at Kik-Wu for a few 
months in 1903. They found the discipline unpalatable and ran awV. 
(Ibid, 1130 

To avoid interruptions to the progress of central schools# and to 
divorce circumcision from its aocompanyine limmorall celebrations# the 
C, S*I, I* began at an early date to persuade bVs to undergo circumcision 
on mission groundog preferably in the hospital at the hands of the 
medical missionax7* 

PCEA A/1, Scott to Hetherwickq Ist February 1903, and to Ilol-lurtrie, 
12th Februax7 1903. 
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to give* They were indispenEable to the micsion and thej knew that this was 

soe But the missionaries endeavoured to prove that this was not the case$ and 

the rosult was a test of wills. 

The first strike by teachers at Kikuyu took place in 1909* 141 Six senior 

teachers walked out of the mission only to discover that missionaries were 

united in matters ouch as this; the Rev* Henry Leakey refused them entry to a 

wedding in the church at the C. I. I. S. station# Kabetet saying that they were not. 

welcome until they had made their peace with Cicia, 142 

There was little further trouble with teachers in IIenr7 Scott's time* In 

1912, however, the problem arose again in conneotion with Je W. Arthurle 

141 The C. I. I. S. at Maseno also experienced strikes by teachers in 1903. But 
there was a remarkable difference in the reason behind the strike -a 
dissatisfaction with the content of the educational curriculum. 
(Jo Anderson$ 'The struggle for the school. A study of conflicting 
educational objectives in the colonial situation, taking Kenya as a case 
studyt, unpublished manuscript, University College, Nairobil 1969, Cho 9# 
2-3-) At the coast in the 1890s, the C. 1,4S. had provoked a strike 
amongst its pastor-trainees by applying Bishop Tucker's rule against the 
wearing of trousers in order to "preserve the simplicitj of life and 
conduct" of African Christianse (X. C. Stovold,, The C. M. S. in Ker%yae 
Book Onet The Coast 1844 - 1944 nod*) 56. ) Arthurl 
Jocia and Mutha Getaul three senior teachers at Kikuyu, when they went 
to Freretown in 1912 were not allowed to wear boots or any form of 
Earopean dresoo (PCEA AA21 J. 11. Arthur to the Have J. E, Hamahorel 
10th February 1912e) 

142 Ibid A/5l Leakey to Scott, 7th Septe. mber 1909. Cicia ('the one with 
spectacles') was Henrj Scott's Kikuyu nickname. There was one occasion 
when the agreement between missions broke down. 1n 1911 a senior teacher 
at Kikuyul Paulop wished to 'buy' a wife and was given temporary leave by 
Arthur to work outside the mission for higher wages. Paulo found his way 
to the A. I#X, station at Kijabe and was given a teaching post6 Arthur 
was furious at the A*I. 1-1. for 'stealing' one of his teachers* The A*I. Mols 
attitude was that they in the first place would never in conscience have 
allowed one of their youths to 'buy' a wife* (PCEA A19, Philp to 
Lee Downing, 21st August 1911; A/8, Lee Downing to Philp, September 1911; 
and Arthur to Lee Downing, 14th November 1911*) 
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decision to approntice both junior and senior teachers for three year 

periods*143 In this Way it was hoped to reduce the hiGh rate of loss to the 

mission of trained men* Junior teachers had little option in the matter; the 

continuation of their education depended upon their willingness to become 

apprentices, It was more difficult to bind the senior teachersp but a 

precedent had been established early in the year when Jooia, Arthur and 

Nutha Getau signed agreements before being sent to the C. M. Se at Preretown for 

training in Kiswahili. 

The apprenticeship scheme transformed what had been small areas of conflict 

into major issues between the mission and its teachers6 Arthur's expression 

of disapproval at the practice by teachers of caking and selling beer almost 

Provoked a strike in October 1912, His rule that teachers had to be in bed 

by nine o'clock at night was another potentially explosive issue* But the 

real issue between the parties was that of wages. The strike which occurred 

on December 12th was ostensibly caused by Arthur's refusal to lift the nine 

o'clock rule or to give teachers free food; the motive for the strike was, 

however, to force the mission to pay higher wages. Jocial Arthur# Alfredi, 

Jocua and 1-futha walked out of the mission but returned by the end of the 

month. 
144 

A truce lasted until 1914 when there were further strikes. In 1915 

143 PCEA A/12g Arthur to Barlow, 26th February 1912. The CeS. M. was the only 
mission which apprenticed its teachers* H. E. Scott had intended that 
teachers should be apprenticed from 1910# but the practice did not become 
formalised until 1912* Another reason for apprenticing teachers was to 
qualify for additional per capita grants-in-aid from Government under the 
general scheme of anvistance for missionary technical education. 

144 PCEA A/12j Arthur to McLachlan, 10th September 1912p and to Barlowl 
13th December 1912* The F. M. C. were greatly alarmed by the trouble at 
Kikuyu and warncd Arthur to conceal it in public print, (CSPAILS 7563v 
KcLachlan to Arthur, 26th February 1913-) 
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Protestant missions were obliged to meet this common problem by agreeing to 

raise the wages of teachers to the level of those paid to educated Africans by 

other employers. 
145 

Problems apartl a substantial advance in education had been made by 1914. 

KikuZrup with only eight boarders at the end of 1907, had a hundred and ten by 

1911 and could scarcely keep pace with the growing demand, Tumutumu's school 

roll in 1914 was four times what it had been in the previous year* Outschools 

had improved and were acting as feeders of the central schools*146 At both 

stations there was instruction in progress for teachers, hospital assistants, 

artisans and girle. 

Prioritien in educational work had been eatablished by Henry Scott* In 

1903 there was a feeling within the F. M. C. that instead of opening a second 

station while Kikuyu was yet undeveloped, the principal objective should be to 

make Kikuyu another Lovedale -a great training institution which would serve 

all donominations of missionar7 societies and undertake work in Vairobi and 

amongst Earopeans*147 

Scott rejected the F. X. C6fs plan as being unattainable in British Past 

African conditions at so early a period. Africans in largo numbers had been 

in contact with European civilisation for a few years but had still to receive 

145 IGICN, 15th - 19th 14v 1915. The initiative for the agreement by the 
A. I. X-t CoN. S. 9 G. M. So and C*S. 1-1, came from A* R. Barlow* 

146 In February 1909 a village school at Y-abuku on the Limuru estate of 
Mr, Victor Buxton was taken over from the C. M. S. at Kabete. 

147 PCEA A/3j Robertson to Scott# 13th June 1908. 
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the education which would enable them to adjust* it was necoscaryg thereforet 

to begin IV extending Christian primary education outwards from Kikuyu and 

Tunutumu to cover no wide an area as poccible. And in any cacep other oiceicna 

had thoir om principal traininC contres - the A. 1,11o at rijabo and the C. U*So 

at F! rerotown - and could not be expected to send their best students to 

Kikuyu#143 

The plan of founding a chain of stationo northwards to Ab. 7scinia had 

died with Clement Ccott* But in theory at least the C, S. X, had a ophers for 

expansion. in VIie countx7 4ring to the north of a line running from the "Tgong 

Hills to 11t. Kenya. Henry IScott and Arthur crossied the Tana River in July 

1903 to choose a cite for a accona ctation in the C. S. 14.1c cphere and chose 

one near Tu=tumu Hill in the Iýreri District*149 All round# the Roman Catholia 

Concolata Fathers were aotive; it was imperative, thereforat to waste no time 

in occupying Tumutumu*150 

143 Ibid A/I, Scott to Robertson, 29th July 1903, 
149 Twmutumul until a few years. before Scott Is visit, 1V on the northern 

frinCe of Kikuyu settlement. Beyond lay an area known as rntorror which 
was a seasonal pastureland for the Laikipiak Naasai. until about 13701 and 
for the Furko Y4asai thereafter., With the coming of Britich administration 
and the oproad of 1kropoan settlement the r1aacai. retreated from the area 
and the Kikuyu extended their own settlement northwards to the Chania 
River* (Personal Communicationp Dre A* Ile Jacobal Nairobi# 8th. August 
1963; and R. A* Bullock# 'A Study in Pioneer Settlw. cnt - Southern Vorth 
lbreri Distriotp XwWa'q Q4een's University of Belfast, B, A* Dissertaticnj 
1958,56-58. ) In 1912 the CeS. No at Tuautumu had plane to extend their 
medical work to the few Xaasai still reeidina in the old Entorrorr districte 
Their leader was Turunai who claimed that hie people were the remnant of 
the 111-dal&-lo-Kutuk' clan who before the coming of Daropeans had been 
crushed by the Purko or 'BurvZul Vlaacai. (PCEA A/10, Barlow to Arthur, 
20th Narch and 20th April 1912s) 

150,, The first miccionar7 to atter Watt pt to work north of the Tana was Stuart 
in 1894- (Rachel Wattt In the Heart of Divaredom (Iondon$ nod*) 192-193. 
Soo also above, P-1330 n*263-) 
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As funds and staff for a new station were in short supplyt it was deoided 

to send two of Harion Stevenson's teacher-oatechists as the first missionaries 

to Tamtumu. These were Petro Mugo and Danieli Wachiral former printing 

assistants to Clement Scott, who had recently been baptised. Petro went to 

Tumutumu. alone in October 1903 and was relieved a few months later by Danielio 

Considering that Kikuyu from Xyambu were not always popular north of the Tana, 

and considering also the difference in dialect between the northern and southern 

Kikuyu, Petro and Danieli were remarkably successful. When A. R* Barlow 

arrived to take charge in July 19099 he found a day school in pror3ress which 

had an average attendance of twenty-five,, 151 

By 1910, as the outline of an educational policy for the Protectorate 

began to take shape in consultations between raissionst and between missions and 

Government, the C*S-M. 'a own educational policZr had reached a new atago of 

development. A gift from Scotland of L500 for a pormanent school building 

enabled Henry Scott to put into effect a plan for an educational institute at 

Kiku'VU0 

151 Barlow in 1909 was already a legend throughout Kikuyuland because of his 
ability to speak fluent, idiomatic Kikuyu# and because of his past record 
of living with the Kikuyuj dancing with them, eating their food and 
drinking their beer. Although he remained a particularly sympathetic and 
well-informed person where the Kikuyu were concerned, Barlow had given up 
his carefree activities with Kikuyu friends by the time he came to 
Tur-utumu. The main reason for this was his arrest in 1905 and his 
deportation from the Mt. Kenya area for allegedly interfering in native 
affairs. Officials had made it plain to him that they did not approve of 
Duropeans who fraternised with savage peoples., Barlow's return to 
111t. Kenya was authorised by the Governor on the condition that he did not 
repeat his early indiscretions* (PCEA A/1, Scott to Sir James Hayes Sadler, 
3rd June, 1903; and Acting Secretary to Scott, H-P- No* 1411/08# 19th June 
1908o See also above, p. 175, no 100, and po 183, no 13M 
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Scott deliberataly chose the word, institutop to signify the harmony 

and interrelationchip of literary education at the primar7 level and 

technical training, 152 The institute he enviEaged would consist of a 

morning school for -oung boya and an afternoon school for older youths* 

The former would receive elementary literary education and would provide 

a supply of candidates for the teacherst class and for responsible sub-posts 

in Government and private employment& The latter - and it was hoped that 

these would bo in the majority - would receive a little elementary education 

in Kikuyu and Xiswahili and -wo-ald 
be given tochnical training as 

apprentices in masonrl, carpentryt hospital work and agriculture*153 

While primarj education of a religious nature would renain the 

foundation of the educational aystem, the main atress was to be placed upon 

technical training. "Ilhial in Scottla view, waa the only sencible Cystem 

in a Protectorate Where European interests would continue to be paramount*154 

Precedents could be drawn from the South African situation vihere efforts to 

152 PCEA, _A/9, Scott to 11cLachlan, 4th February 1910* 
153 aid, 'Soott to McLachlan, 22nd February 191le 
154 "He aw. 'r, that-the solution of the native problem of this country requires 

the education of natives to become useful members of a community in 
which Dzropean interests will be uppermost, and the training of them in 
principles of life which will be required of thei under the leadership 
and in the employ of white men. " (10, Noe 29, Juno l9llj Barlow, 
fReflections on our losst# 19. ) 
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solve the 'native problem' were hailed au models for British East Africa*155 

The corollary of tile decision to build an institute at Kik-iVu was a 

centralisation policy for the mission, Ukuyu was to remain the senior 

station* Tumutumu would be directed from Kikuyu and would be required to 

send in for higher training at the institution its best students* But the 

centralisation policy did not survive the rise of Tamutumu as an 

educational mission of considarable importanco in its otm right* After 

Scott's death in 1911, Arthur tried to maintain the policy but found that 

his colleagues at Tumutumu were reluctant to servico the senior station* 

Thoy were enjoying epectacular auccess in primax7 education and were 

pressing for staff and funds to develop an apprenticeship Eustem in technical 

training*156 By 1914, as a result of pressures brought to bear at home and 

in the field Iry Dr. Philp and Marion Stevensont both stations wore major 

educational institutes with the full range of primary and technical 

facilities. 157 

155 PCEA A/91 Scott to Robertson, 15th March 1911, Henry Scott found 
useful ideas in Zulley Kidd's Kaffir Socialism. He agreed with Kidd 
that Africans tended to learn everything by heart and to avoid 
thinking* A wide variet, 7 of educational approwhoo was therefore 
essentiall but ultimatolyq practical work would prove more relevant 
than mental works And in dealing with Africans, Scott wa3 at one with 

-Kidd in his belief in the necessity of training character together 
with mental faculties. At Kikuyu a premium was placed upon technical 
training (self-reliance), gymnastics (health and coordination)$ 
football (team spirit) and upon drilling in the Boys' Brigade 
(discipline) - so that Africans would become "men instead of clever 
boys! % (Ibid, Scottj draft of an article for In Par Fields, missionary 
magazine of the Church of Scotland, 24th June 1910a) 

156 PCEA A18g Barlow to Arthurl 22nd August 19119 
157 Tumutumula cuccess as an educational mission created a tension between 

the two stations* The staff at Tumutumu. chafed at their control by 
Kikuyu and were to suggest in later years that thoy be given 
independent status., (See below, PP- 332-34 and n. 190. ) 
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The educational advance brought in its wake a mounting problem in finance. 

The year 1911 caw a great increase in the numbers of children in schoolt but 

at the came time, the F#M. C. began to apply a brake on spending and special 

appeals, for additional funds*, Xikuyu had spent E284 on education during the 

year, and Tumutumu, E200; in the estimates for 19120 E682 was requested for 

the former and L654 for the latter* The F. H. C. were delighted at the success 

of the mission but could not spare more than E500 for both stations#158 The 

main afoot of the financial problem was to increase the mission's dependence 

upon aid from Govommento 

158 CSP/NLS 75571 McLachlan to Robertsont 13th Ootober 1911; and 75581 
M, Lachlan to Arthur, 18th January 1912* 
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49 Education and Government 

The first measure of cooperation in education between the C*S*Xo and Government 

arooe in 1908 in connection with the schooling for European bettlerst children. 
The problem of educating'thene, the future leaders in a white colonyt was not 

a new one* In 1905. a Committee of settlers made various rooommendations to the 

Governor, none of which was acted upon owing to shortage of funds* Missions at 

this timel with the exception of the Holy Ghost Fathers at Sto Austin's near 

NairobiI159 were criticised for having taken no interest in the welfare of 

European children* 
160 In 1906 the issue of European education was raised again 

by the settlers; it was obvious then that the Protectorate's Commissionerg Sir 

James 11ayes Sadlerg expooted some assistance from misclions in this respect. 
161 

Clement Scott convened a meeting of Protestant missionaries to discuss the 

problem. Concern was expressed at the lead which had been taken by Roman Catholics 

in European education and it was agreed that Protestant societies should act 

promptly. 
162 Missions could not assume the whole burden of European educationg but 

they could make a valuable contribution by providing schools for children whose 

parents could not afford the fees of the proposed Government school at Nairobie 

Each society was asked to approach its home committee* Clement Scottq during his- 

159. In 1905 the Holy Ghost Fathers had built a boarding school for thirty Euro- 
peans, (Cd, 2740 (1905)9 Reports Relating to the Administration of the East 
Africa Protectorate, October 1905,23*) Bishop Allgeyers when critioised 

-from within his own Order for diverting resources away fr= African workq 
argued that'it was essential to influence the people who would one day con- 
trol, the affairs of the country. (Kieran$ op. cit # 351-52*) 

160 East African Standard, g Editorialt 22nd April 1905. 
161 ýIbidf $H#E# The Co=issioner and Educationt, 8th September 1906* 
162 CS/FKCM,, Soottq 'Proposals Regarding KikWuIq April 1907* 
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I 
furlough in 1906, pressed the F*M. C* to set aside f=dse Bat sinoe the E, A*S, M, 

had not been finally transferred to the Church of Sootlandq it was felt that 

nothing could be done* 

Henr7 Scott inherited this problem and was as anxious as Clement Scott had 

been to act positive3, ve In Julv 1908l at the request of the Governorg he drew up 

proposals for the erection at Kikuyu of a boarding school for a hundred European 

children, There would be four standards at the primary levell Scott would act as 

Superintendent# and ?. Irs* Watson would be set aside as the main teacher* Government 

would be asked to subsidise the fee structure and to guarantee that all times the 

C*S*M, would be free of any financial obligation to the school. European work would 
163 be kept entirely separate from African work. 

The Executive Council approved the proposalo and reoo=ended that they be 

forwarded to the Colonial Office* The latter confirmed that the proposals were 

acceptable, but the Governor decided to delay his own decision until the Educational 

Adviser appointed from India, J. N. Fraser, had had an opportunity to review the 

situation in the Protectorate, 164 

It was Fraser who put an end to the C*S. Me is plan to provide educational 

facilities for European children. He took as his model the A&I. M, station at 

Kijabe where in February 1909 twelve children were being educated by a trained 

teacher and a boarding school was scheduled for opening in September. The A. I. X*g 

moreover$ being a wealthier misaion them the C. S. 11., were prepared to draw upon 

general mission funds for European educationg and accepted a Government monthly 

163 PCEA A/11' Scott to Sir James Hayes Sadler, 7th July 19081 and CS/iMCMf 17th 
November 1908. 

164 'PCEL A/lg Scott to MoLaohleng 25th December 1908# 
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subsidy which was considerably lower than the figure of Rs-35 which Scott had 

stipulated as a minimum for one child educated at the C, S. M,, 165 On this issue 

Scott was not prepared to compete with another Protestant mission. The A. I. M. had 

more funds at their disposal and could afford to go ahead with only a two-year 

guarantee of aid from Government. He therefore withdrew his proposals to the 

Governor. 166 

A more fruitful area of cooperation between micsions and Government proved to 

be that of African education, From the turn of the centuryl officials - insofar 

as they had any policy for African education - had urged missione to give technical 

training a central place in their schools 0167 The increase in white settlement 

produced a growing demand for trained African labour; there were Indiana in quantity 

as skilled artisansl but they were expensive and unpopular, As far as Goverment 

was concerned the major issue in education in 1906 was the provision of facilities 

for Europeans* Bat the Commissioner referred briefly to African education in his 

public statements$ andl hinting that Goverment grants might be availablet called 

upon missionaries to cooperate between themselves in the introduction of systematic 

165 PCEA A/4# Fraser to Scott, 14th Februarys and: Scott to Fraser# 20th February 
1909* Fraser's final recommendation was the building of a Central Government 
school in Nairobi with boarding facilities and a grant of Rs-15 per child per 
month to the A*I*M, until the Government School was completed. It is interes- 
ting to note that Fraser's recommendations on European education were subsequ- 
ently found to, be of little values He had grossly underestimated the number 
of European-children who would require education in 1912, while, overestimating 
the cost per head of a boarding system* He recommended that children should 
enter school at the age of eight, but the Government decided that five was a 
more suitable age. (COCP, African No* 954,8232, Report on British East Africa, 
1912, by E#P*Go Girouard# 19th February 1912,1880 

166 on learning of, the failure of the plan for a European school at Kikuyu, a Nakuru 
settler wrote. to Scotts "God help the little children of the present generation 
if their minds are to remain fallow until ouch time as a complicated scheme of 
education has been considered by the Colonial Officel" . 

(PCEA A/5s Cox- Rogers 
to Scott, llth September 1909. ) 

167 See# . for example, Sir Donald Stewart's exhortation to missions in Cd*2331 (1905)9 
Report on the East Africa Protectorate for the year 1903- t January 1905,271 and A 
John Ainsworth's in- his Report on the Ukamba Province# 1895-19051 in Cd. 2740 (M)a 
ReDorts Relating to the Administration of the East Africa Protectorate October 
1905,23. 
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technical training for Africans. 168 

Technical training beam at Kikuyu under Clement Scott# but, in the absence 

of, an artisanciscionary between 1902 and 1907, it was informal and sporadio. 

Clement Sqott trained Rugo and Wachira as printers j and several others became 

reasonably skilled in carpentry and stone dressing under his guidance* 
169 

Henr7 Scott was anxious to introduce more systematic technical training at 

Kikuyu and tried in 1908 to Geoure some Blantyre men as teohnical assistants- 

Reluctant3, y, he was obliged to do without them sirao the wages they demanded for 

coming to Kikuyu were the same as those they could obtain in Johannesburg*170 

The first stop towarcIn an efficient educational system in Scott's view was 

to bring together the various Protestant missions for discussions on common 

problems and for a united approach to Government in the matter of grants-in-aid. 

It is not surprising that Scott should have been the prime mover in this respect 

since he had recently arrived from Wasaland where a missionar7 Education Board 

had_been formed in 1904- 171 In November 1908 he began to seek the opinion of 

other missiona; the response was immediate and enthusiastio. By the end of the 

year a Joint Committee on Mucation had been formed, 

168 East Afr'ican Stan&-vrd, III. E. The C'OMMicsioner ancl Eclucation*g 8th September 
1906o 

169 Examples*of C., S*M* technical work were displayed at the Agricultural Show 
in Nairobi at the end of 1902 and were praised by the Commissioner* The 
baptismal font which still stands in the Watson-Scott Memorial Church at 
the PeCeE. Ao, Kikuyu, was made by one of Clement Scott's mpaonst Muhangoo 
(P*M*Co Reports to GoAo, May 1903 and May 1904-) 

ý170 -Scott was particularly keen to secure two meng Ned, and Bortie Silumbana., 
But neither would come for loss than Rz*35 a month - more than double the 
average monthly wage for a trained African in British East Africa. (PCFA 
A/21' Wylie to Scott, 16th ?, lay 19081 and A/3, Hetherwick to Scott, 25th J=e# 
and Wylie to Scott, 27th November 1908& 

-171 The first, General Mission Conference at Livingstonia in 1900 adopted a Common 
Educational Codeg and the second, at, Blantyre in 1904t formed an Education 
Board. An approach was made to Government in 1905 for financial assistance 
in primar7 and technical education. (CSfiZCMj llth July 1905t en6losing 
James Henderson (FoCoS. M., Livingstonia), Ao Hetherwick (CoS Mov Blantyre)g 
WoHi Murray (Dutch Reformed Church Mission) and A. Hamilton 

jZambesi 
Indus- 

trial Mission) to Sir Alfred Sharpe, 25th May 1905o) 
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Beginning an a C. S. Mo and G*M. S* projeotp the joint Co=ittee in 1909 bec=e 

the Missionar7 Education Board representing all Protestant missions in the 

Proteotorate, It provided a forum for the disCUSBiOn of common problems in 

langua&e and school texts, method and discipline. And when the (Jovernment Education 

Board was fo=ed in 1909g Henry Scott was appointed to it to speak for Protestant 

missions in his capacity of Chairman of the Missionary Board. 172 

The formation of the Missionary FAucation Board ooinoided, not unintent ional3, v 

with the visit to the Protectorate of the aforementioned Educational Adviser from 

India. Js Nelson Fraser, educational expert from the Indian Education Service, 

Bombayj arrived in 'British East Africa towards the end of 1908, His appointment 

was not welcomed by Scott who felt that any advice on education which the Government 

might desire could be more readily givenj and with the benefit of local experienoet 

by members of the Missionaz7 Education Board* But after meeting Fraser, Scott 

decided that he was a good man for the work and looked forward to a period of 

fruitful cooperation with the Government*173 

Scott was gratified to discover that Fraser shared many of his views on African 

education. Both saw the problem in terms of reducing the rate at which western 

influences 'were corroding the traditional fabric of African societyj the answer to 

the problem was seen to lie in religious teaching, a training in strict obedience 

to authority and practical education of a technical nature. They agreed that 

Government-should assist mission schools and that eduoation, in order to be appreoiatedý 
174 should not be free of oharee to parents or childrene 

172 The Government Education Board, an advisory body# consisted of the Secretary 
for Native Affairs, the Provincial Commiscioner, Nairobi, a representative of 
the settlers, one Roman Catholiol and one Protestant missionary. 173ý PCEA All, Scott to. HoLachlant 25th December 1908, and gth February 1909. 

174 Ibidt Scott to Frazerg 18th February 1909, 
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Frazer mot the Minsionary Education Board early in STarch 1909 to diccuss the 

wayu'in which Goverrment taight amiist missions in schemos; of technical training. 

He intimated that Government was not rzixious to apend money on primaz7 educationg 

but that Crants might bo forthcoming for the trainina of carpenters, weavers, brick- 

layers, masons and blacksmiths0175 For hir. w. 4n part# lienry Scotil was delighted 

and proceeded to draw up a vchemo for the trainina of carpcaters and blacksmitha 

togother with a budget for Gover=ant Cr=ta towarda the ooot of tools; end work- 

chops* The F41-IsCe were equally well pleased but warned that as funds were limitedg 

Govcx==t must pay the Greater portion'of the coat of technioal training*176 

Fracer attended the United Micsionary Conference in Nairobi in June 1909 where 

education and the recent Govornment proposals constituted a major area of disounsion, 
371 Becides adopting a Co=on Educational Codes the Conference parmed a variety of 

recolutiono on the subject of technical education and Goverr=ent aid. In generalg 

175 PCEA All# Scott to YcLaohlanq 9th flarch 1909* It is interesting to note that 
Fraser was aCe4not Giving Government Crants for aC; ricultural traininCo In 
thin he was alone; missions# Goverment and many settlers placed a hiGh premium 
on the inculcation mongst Africans of improved agricultural methods., Sir Peroy 
Girouardl for e=r, )lo in his main Report for 1910, quoted Lord Solborno on South 
African Native Policy in educations "I would adapt my education no as to make 
him (the native) abovo'all thinesq a'skilled a'Gricultural ldbourer*"ý (COCPj' 
African No., 954,18381, Report on British East Africa ty E,, PC. Cirouard, 25th 
11v 1910,131-) And in 1913 the Labour Commissioners, recommended cGricultural. 
trainir)Z as a means of improving the efficiency of labour, (Eas-t Africa Prot- 
cotorate. Hativa Labour Commicsion, 191P-13. Re-5ort. (11airobig 1913) Para- 88gP. M2. ', 

176 PCEA'A/41,1%'oLaoh I lan to Scott, 6th April 1909. 
177 The Common Educational Code was no follovm: an, elementary'code for village teaoh- 

ingjýýmbraoing five clasues with instruction in the vernacular to class threat' 
Kievahili in classes four and fivot. but with no rnglish; and an advanoea code 
for 

, 
central mission schoolal embracine four classes and six standards, 'Xiirwahili 

oommcnoina in clamn three# and optional inztruotion in English between class 
four and-standard four* Advanoed, teachingt confined to candidates for teachine 
and preaching, would be given only to youths of proven moral character* (Re-port 

of the 'United Missionnxy Conferenee, 111airobi, _7nIlth 
June-1922, minutes and 

resolutions, Oth June 1909., 
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misaions were in favour of systematio teohnical instruotion in their schoole. 
178 

But two issues were raised which were to prove major obstacles to'effeotive 

cooperation with Government for many years to come. Willis of Maseno moved that 

Government aid should place no restriction on the freedom of missions to impart 

religious teaching, and Scott called upon Government to assist missionst not 

merely through grants for buildings, tools and apprenticeship schemes, but through 

'179 grants for literary education at the elementary level* 

7he issues raised by Willis and Scott were particularly relevant to a scheme 

which arose at this time for the education of chiefs' sons in Government-assisted 

mission schools* In most places in Africai where distinct tribal leadership 

obtained, missionaries directed their efforts towards educating those who would 

'180 succeed to positions of authority, In the highlands of British East Africa it 

was found to be a sufficiently difficult problem to persuade chiefs and headmen to 

allow outschools near their villages without attempting at the S=e time to secure 

their children as pupils*' 
181 To solve this problem Henx7 Scott in 1909 asked 

178 The Rev. C. Ee Halburt of the AeltHo elaborated on the popular 'theme of saving 
Africans from becoming "intellectual imposters"s, He stated: "It in the duty 
of all, who have anything to do with natives who are just coming out of the 
darkness of heathenism, to train them that they should not aspire beyond what 
they are able to doo,,, The proper place of the native will be found only by 
himself, when he is morally rightg mentally equipped and industrially trained 
to fill the highest place for which he has capacity. " (Conference Reportj P2, 
ci+-*l llth June. ) 

179 Conference Report, op. cit. 0 resolutions of the Public Meetinj; j llth June 1909. 
180 The Portuguese missionaries in the 16th century endeavoured to educate and 

baptise the eons of kings in Kongo and in the empire of the Mwenemutapao A 
more recent example is that of the C*H*S# and White Fathers in Buganda after 
1875* 

181 The CoM. Se in Fort Hall from 1903 triedt but without success, to secure the 
children of local chiefs for their schools, (Proo. C#M*Ssj 1904-5g 85a) The 
CA Sý at Maseno in 1908 asked the P*C., John Ainsworthl to =courage chiefs 
to 

; 
eL their sons to the mission school* The first reaction of chiefs was 

one of suspiciont and the practice grow of sending, not sonag but boys who were 
distant relatives, Chief Ogola of Kisumu was one who did this* (J*Ee Odhiambo, 
'A History of the Independent Schools Movement in the Nyanza Province, with 
special reference to Kisumu and Siaya Districtsel University Collegel Nairobi, 
B. A. -Dissertation, 1969,13. ) 
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Gover=ent to cooperate with missions in Kikuyuland by persuading chiefs to allow 

their sons to be educated in selected and aided missionaz7 schools* 

%14e scheme was based upon the assumption that Government would continue to 

work through chiefs and headmen and that the principle of primogeniture would be 

applied* Xost missionaries regarded the pre-war generation of chiefs and headmen 

as drunken and unreliable old men; it was edsential to ensure that the next aen- 

eration were trained meng sympathetic to missionsl and leaders of Christian communities. 

Scott began in May 1909 by testing the reaction of MR. Tate, Me of YYambut 

to his scheme. 
182 Tate was impressed and'began to survey his district with a view 

to finding out which 6hiefs would be willing to send their sons to school*183 

Fraser was consulted and gave the opinion that there should be one mission school 

for chiefs' sons in northern Kikuyuland and one in the southern area. Scott was 

extremely anxious that his own mission be appointed for southern Kikuyulandt 

and in Ootober 1909 was pressing the Secretaz7 for Native Affairs for a rapid 

decision. 184 

With the transfer of Sir James Uhyes Sadler to a new post in 19090 and pending 

the arrival of the new Governor, Sir Percy Girouard, the scheme fell into abeyance. 

By February 1910 Girouard had turned his attentions towards African educationt and 

being greatly impressed by Scottts proposals, announced at a meeting of the 

Goverment. Eduoation Board that he wished to give the scheme a central place in 

182 PCELA/19 Scott to Tate, 25th May 1909o Scott prepared a memorandum for Tate. 
in which he suggested that Gover=ent should make grants for both the literary 
and technical education of chiefs' conse Literary education would be given 
only to'boys who were under fourteen years of age at the time of entr7 to 
school; all boys would be apprenticed to a trade for three years* 

183 Tate i6und'that eight out of fourteen chiefs in Kyambu were in favour of the 
schemeo (KNA DO/KiAJ/3/4; Hyambu Political Record Bookj Part II, 6th September 
1909* 

-, I 

184 PCEL A/1', Scott to Hollis, 20th October 1909. 
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his'Native'Policy. 185 Scott, the Provincial Commissioner for Ukeubba and the 

Becretax7 for Native Affairs were appointed to a Sub-Committee and instructed to 

work out details for the implementation of the sohemeo 
186 

This was one of several areas in which Scott and Girouard worked closely and 

with great amity. Girouard had been Governor of Northern Nigeria and was accustomed 

to a strongf defined Goverment policy, In British Fast Africa there was nothing, 

as far as he could seet which remotely resembled the efficient system devised by 

FoD,, Lugardo187 It was his intention to take a firm hold on all mattersiin the 

Protectorate, and in the difficult area of African development he welcomed the 

friendship and advice of men like Scott.. 

The wordingg and sentiments expressed in a Confidential Memorandum circulated 

to all missions in )larch 1910l indicate clearly that Girouard was influenced to a 

large extent by Scott* 188 He stressed the necessityýof cooperation between offi-oials 

and missionaries and of demonstrating the same to Afrioanso He felt, as did Scott, 

that Africans had to be protected from the abrasions of western Civilisation and 

encouraged to develop along their own lineal only that would be rejected which was 

"repugnant to higher ideals of morality and justicdl,. Africans should not be 

allowed to think that they could emulate Europeans; or aspire to their educational, 

185 We 
, 
Willis of the C, M, S *, Maseno # was a very close friend of Scott Is. and was 

his'most enthusiastic supporter in the schemeo At Willis' request, Scott 
broadened his scheme to include the whole country on the basis of one Roman 
Catholicjýnd one Protestant, mission school for chiefs# sons in each district* 
Willis urged Scott to ensure that Government Weed to subsidise the cost of 
literaz7 education at the primary level and apprenticeship schemes# and to per-- 
mit freedom to missionaries in religious teaching. ' (PCEA A/61 Willis to Scott$- 
18th Janaary 1910. ) 

186 PCEA A/9 
I 
$'Scott to MoLachlan, 18th February and 10th Larch 1910* 

187 COOP, African, NO-9549 394001 Interim'Report on British East Africa by E. P. Ce 
Girouardt 12th November 1909t, 5e)"Girouard's East African policy is treated 
fully in CIX*-Xungeamj British Rule in KerLya 189ý_1912t The Establishment of 
Administration in the East African Protectorate (Oxford, 19660) 

188 
The full text oi this interesting Xemorandum, is given in Appendix Vo The Memor- 
andum was issued soon after a meeting between Scott and Girouardo and between 
Girouard and a representative body of missionaries. 
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social or economic status. And since Girouard intended to conduct local adminis- 

tration more extensively through chiefs and headman instead of European officials, 

the scheme of education proposed by Scott found ready acceptance* 

Scott was jubilant at his success, The Governor had endorsed his appeal for 

aid to missions for the religioust primar7 and technical education of chiefs$ sons. 

But almost immediately the scheme ran into difficultys The C*M*S* of the Mombasa 

Diocese had hoped that by providing technical education at Preretown their other 

stations would be free to receive aid for evangelistic teaohingi and the A. I*M* had 

a verbal agTeement with the CoS, M* to leave technical education to the latter in 

southern Kikuyuland, In July 1910p howeverg the Government Education Board declared 

that no mission which did not give technical instruction would qualify for appoin- 

tment, asaa Government-assisted training institution for chiefs' sons. As neither 

the C*M, S*ror the A*I*Mo in the highlands had any tradition of technical teaching, 

and no staff or facilities, the Board's decision automatically excluded them from 

the scheme. Not unnaturallygihey felt that Scott had deliberately arranged that 

only the C, *S*Mo would (rialify for Government aid*189 I 

To an extent# Scott was guilty of having sacrificed the interests of follow 

Protestant missions. But the reason was not malice or greede Education for chiefs' 

sons was a political issue; a compromise was necessary which accommodated the 4iews 

of settlers and officials as well as those of missionaries. In his dealings with 

the Government Education Board, Scott had perceived that the weight of opinion 

was in favour of practical educationj and that Government aid was more likely to 

189 PCEA A16 K. Sto Aubyn Rogersj Secretax7 to 
to-Scott: 

the C. X*S* Conferenoeg Mombasa, 
,r 26th July 1910, Hulburt 28th Febraar7 1910; and Hulburt to Scott 

had been told by G. W. Robley, the Provincial COMisGionerj Nairobigand AC, 
Hollist the Socretax7'Of State for Native Affairst that Scott wan determined 
to secure all chiefs' sons for his, own mission. 
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be secured for one properly-equipped mission school in each major administrative 

distriot than for the host of missions whioh was clamouring for a share in the 

scheme* JeJa Willist at Mazeno in the Ug=da Diocese, was in complete agreement 

with Scott that such a compromise was necessaryt and appealed to other missions to 

agree to it or risk losing control of the scheme to their Roman Catholic rivals, 
190 

While Protestant missionaries argued amongst themselves as, to which of them 

should participate in the scheme* Girouard a=ounced in December 1910 that the 

acheme, was experimental and that Government aid could not be guaranteed indefinitely 

Many began to feel at this time that Government were trying to withdraw from the 

scheme in spite of clear azouranoes of support given earlier in the year. Clearlyt 

officials were disgusted at the failure of the Protestant missions to agree amongst 

themselves and some were of the opinion that education for chiefs' sons might be 

given, more effectively under purely Government sponsorship. 
192 By the end of 

1910 the scheme had been publicised bV district officers in the Reserves and it had 

been found, that many chiefs and headmen were unwilling to send their sons to missions* 

Education itself was not oppouedl it was the religious content of missionary teaching 

which was, unpalatable to many chiefs. 

190 
PCEA A169 Willis to Scott, 2nd March 1910, Like Scott, Willis stood to gain 
by the compromise since Kaseno was equipped and ready to give technical training. - 
It'should be noted that Scott had a firm ally on the Government Education'Board 
in the person of W. MacLellan Wilsong the settlers' representativep who was a 
faithful and active member of St. Andrew4s Church congregationg Nairobi. 

191 PCFA A/79 A*B* Chilson, Friends'. IndustriAl Mission', to Scott, 23rd December 
1910* 

192 , A rather discreditable example of missionary in-fighting concerns the attempt 

_, 
by. the. -C, S, M, 9 AsIall, and C. M. S. to exclude the German Evangelical Lutheran 
mission at Ikutha in Ukamba from participation in, theýscfiems on the grounds 
that it'was not an Eng,, lish-speaking mission. The true reason for the exclusion- 
was 

" 
to present the, Governor with a scheme in which a quid pro SMo itasýoffered 

for the exclusiont likewise,, of the general%v detested Consolata hers ofý 
Turino' (PCEA A/79 Js' Hoffmann, Ikuthal to Rulburt, October 1910; and covering 
letter to samej Lee H, Downing to Scott, 3rd December 1910o) 

I 
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The attitude displayed by chiefs towards religious education produced another 

Government decision which was ill-reoeived by missions. This was the popularly 

known conscience clause. In March 1911 the Government Education Board ruled that 

a chief or headman had the right to stipulate no religious instruction for hie son 

in a mission school receiving Government aid. 
193 

The reaotion by missionaries can be easily appreciated* -7ýey were, after all, 

primarily transmitters of the Christian religionj and Christianity permeated the 

texts which they used in the teaching of literacy* It was too much to ask that they 

should provide a purely secular education in separate classrooms for chiefs* sons* 

Officials and settlers insisted that moral teaching was essential for Africansl 

missionaries agreedq but they saw no other way of teaching morality except through 

their religion* The conscience clause was the final blow to the scheme. While the 

A. I. H. and other missions announced their withdrawal from the scheme# the C*S*M* 
194 tried to salvage something from the wreck. Bat in April 1911, with Scott's 

death, =oh of the interest and initiative on the missionary side disappeared* 

The effeot of the disagreement between missions and Government over religious 

education was to confirm a number of officials in their opinion that Government 

schools for African technical education should be established. In March 1912# 

C*W. Robley informed missions that they could educate chiefs* sons out of their own 

resources if they wished, but that the money set aside by Gov'ernment for the scheme 

of aide 
IdI 

miscions schools would be devoted to secular scýools in'Ukamba, 195 

'193 PCEA/TT9"Xisoellaneouslg'fRevised Scheme 
' 
for the Education of Sons of Chiefs 

approved'by, the -Board, ba, March 6th 1911 
194 The'sc . home hzýd , ntarteid well fo'r ýhe"C*S*X.. In 1910, Paramount Chief Kinyanjui. 

had placed two of hin sons in, the mission school at Kikuyu and several headmen 
had followed suito '(POEA A/g, Scott to McLachlan# 7th-April 1910. ) 

195 PCEA'A/12j'Arthurýto MoL , achlant 15th MV 1912# 
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This was confirmed by J. R. Orr, the Director of Education* 196 

In arq owe, Government's interect in educational Aid purely for the cons of 

chiefs and headmen had diminishedl a policy for the future had been devised of 

working local administration through a system of Native Counoiles 197 The role of 

the Government school was seen to be in the training of Africans for responsible 

sub-posts in Government and private employment. At the end of 1912 the Education 

Department announced that the small Government school at Kitui would be expanded, 
198 

and that in 1913 a new Government school would be opened at MachzýOss I-lien f=da 

permitted, further, schools would be opened at MIumials, Xima and els*ewhere*199 

The growing discord between missions and Government was not confined to the 

scheme of education for chiefs' sons. In-the general field of Government aid for 

technical instruction in mission schools friction arose over the method by which 

grants were made. From 1909 emall s=s were given for tools and for the erection 

or workmhops. 
200 Missions pressed for a capitation grant based upon the number of 

196 M, Orr, 'Report on FAucational Progress for the year ending 31st March 1912a) 
197 PCEA A/109 Barlow to Arthurg 8th February 1912, Government's view at thin time 

was that chiefs and headman for the most part owed their positions solely to 
Government and were not regarded by their people as the true aut4oritiego It 
was, howeverl difficult to make a change in the system* Chiefs and headman 
were firmly entrenched and enjoyed a considerable measure of power* Girouard's 
resignation, the'war, and the political troubles of the immediate post-war years 
delayed action until 1924 wheng by amendment to the Native Authority Ordinance 
of 1912p Local Native Councils were formed. 

198 The Kituiýschool was established for 
, chiefs# sons in 1909 by the District Officer,, 

_, 
J*Bo Ainsworth, who was the brother of John Dawson Ainsworth# the Pro'ýinoial 
Commissioner. 

199 J#R* Orrg. lThe System of Education in the East Africa Proteotoratov, December 
ý-1912g Imperial Education Conference Papers. '111. Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonies not possessinZ Responsible Government (HoM#3*06i Londont 19150 

200 Formal recommendations in this respect were made by J*N. Fraser in his Report 
on Education in the East Africa Protectorate (Nairobiq 1909)* 
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apprentices indentured to an approved trade; but in March 1911 the Government 

Education Board ruled that granto for apprentices would be made acoordine to 

results obtained by apprentices in annual Government examinations* 
201 

The examinations were found to be unreasonably difficult and missions could 

not be sure of recouping their outlay on the preparation of apprentices in the 

year before an examination, Furthermorep since Government did not set aside more 

than C500 for apprenticesl the number which could be enrolled at missions at E5 

per apprentice was severely limited* The C. S. M. was particularly anxious to expand 

its apprenticeship schemeg but being wholly dependent on Gove ram ent grants, was 

checked in its progress* 
202 

While missions varied in their attitude towards technical instruction in their 

i 

schools, they were all agreed that the basis of their eduoational, system was literary 

teaching at the elementary level - apart from anything elsel as a precondition of 

baptism. F%n-ther conflict with Government thus arose when aid for literary education 

20l Orrg op. cit. 9 Appendix D: 'Native Technical Education Scheme as Revised by the 
Education Board 3-13th March 191111, It is interesting to notel as another 
example of Soott'd influence in education# that the Board adopted the Blantyre 
scheme for the standard training of carpenters in mission schoolse 

202 PCEA A116p Arthur to H, P, Eapie, 17th September 1913; and A/209 Arthur to 
MoLachlanj 21st August 1914-, In 19129 the only missions receiving Government 

, aid for technical instruction were the CeS. M., Kikuyu (Tumutumu qualified for 
aid in 1913)9 the C. M*S9 at Preretown and Maseno; the Lumbwa Industrial Mission, 
The Priendst Industrial Mission at Kaimosi, the Evang6lical Lutheran Mission 
at Ikutha, the Holy Ghost Fathers at St. Austin's, Mangu and Mombasag and the 
Mill Hill Fathers at Ojalats in Nyanza* The two single stations which had the 
highest number of apprentices were the C*S, M. at Kikuyu and the C*M*S. at Maseno, - 
with thirty-five and thirty-eight respectively. As a whole missiong howeverp 
the Holy Ghost Fathers had a total of seventy. (Orrj op. cit. 9 Appendix Et 
'Return of Natives under Instruction at Missions!! ) 
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apprentices indentured to an approved trade; but in March 1911 the Government 

Education Board ruled that granto for apprentices would be made according to 

results obtained by apprentices in annual Government examinations. 
201 

The examinations were found to be unreasonably difficult and missions could 

not be sure of recouping their outlay on the preparation of apprentices in the 

year before an ex=ination, Týwthermorej since Government did not set aside more 

than E500 for apprenticesq the number which could be enrolled at missions at E5 

per apprentice was severely limited* The C, S*M, was particularly anxious to expand 

its apprenticeship schemeq but being wholly dependent on Government grantso was 

checked in its progresse 
202 

'While missions varied in their attitude towards technical instruction in their 

schools, they were all agreed that the basis of their educational system was literary 

teaching at the elementary level - apart from anything elsel as a preconclition of 

baptism, F%%rther conflict with Government thus arose when aid for literary education 

20ý Orr, opcit. 9 Appendix D; 'Native Technical Education Scheme as Revised by the 
Education Board 3-13th March 19111'.. It is interesting to note, as another 
example of Soott'd influence in education, that the Board adopted the Blantyre 

-scheme for the standard training of carpenters in mission schoolse 
202 PCEA A1169 Arthur to H. P. Espiel 17th September 19131 and A/20# Arthur to 

McLachlan, 21st August 1914- In 1912l the only missions receiving Government 
aid for technical instruction were the C*S*M., Kikuyu (Tumutumu qualified for 
aid in 1913). the C, M,, S, at Preretown and Maseno; the Lumbwa Industrial Mission, 
The Friends$ Industrial Mission at Kaimosi, the Evang6lioal Lutheran Mission 

: at Ikuthaq the Holy Ghost Fathers at St. Austin's, Mangu and Mombasag and the, 
Mill Hill Fathers at Ojalavs in Nyanza. The two single stations which had the 
highest number of apprentices were the C, S, M. at Kikuyu and the CoMoSe at Maseno, 
with thirty-five and thirty-eight respectively. As a whole mission, howeverl 
the Holy Ghost Fathers had a total of seventy. (Orr, op. cit. 9 Appendix E: 
'Return of Natives under Instruction at Missiona. 11) 
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was stopped* In 1911 Government set aside L500 for literary education in mission 

schools where there was a minimum of fifty pupils; 
203 in February 1912 Girouard 

expressed the offioial view that technioal eduoation was of primar7 importanoe and 

that the E500 should be transferred from the literary to the technical vote. 
204 

After 1912 no grants were made to missions for elementar7 literar7 education* 

Missions which gave technical education were not so badly affected since 

they continued to draw an income from Government for their apprenticeship programmeso 

But stations of the C*M*So and A, IoM, * in Kikuyulaad which were wholly evangelical 

in their approach to education were cut off from all Government aid, Arthur's 

comment at the time of Girouardle resignation want "I don't think Sir Percy wag 

. o305 any real help to missions. . 

The efforts of missionaries from 1908 to enlist the interest and support of 

Government in African education had produced results which were unintended and 

undesired* Governmentts enthusiasm for technical education - as a means of 

preparing Africans for their appointed station in life# and of meeting the demand 

for skilled labour while at the same time reducing the dependence in this area upon 

Indians - had by 1912 reached a pointwhere missionaries began to experience difficultyý 

in exerting control over educational developments. An Education Department had been 

established in 1911 and was to remain for many years a junior office in the Govern- 

ment hierarchy. Its first Direotort J. R. Orr, chafed at his lowly statusq and felt 

obliged to act positively and vigorous], y, His effort's were resented by missionaries; 

they felt that educational matters were being "hustled", -and that in hiadeolared 

203 PCEA A19, Arthur to MoLachlant lot December 1911. 
204 COCP, African No* 954,82320 op. cit. 9 189-90e 
205 PCEA A/12# Arthur to McLachlan, 6th Auguat 1912* 
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intention of creating an understanding between Government arA misaions he uas 

going about his affairs in the wrong way*206 

At, the end of 1912, J*Wo Arthur was provoked into giving his view of the 

educational problem by a letter from an official suggesting that technical training 

should precede literar7 educationt and that religious teaching should be voluntax7 

for African pupils - Government adopting a neutral position towards both Christianity 

and Islam. 207 Missionag said Arthurt aimed at creating a "pure manhood"; this cogld 

be achieved b7 providing a basis of Christianity$ an intellect sharpened by simple 

literary educationg anda,. backbone of technical instruction, He referred to the 

resolution of the Berlin Conference of 1884-1885t that secular powers should 

guarantee religious freedom and give encouragement to missionaries; his understanding, - 

of the resolution was, howeverl faultyg because he went on to state that traditional 

African religions must vanish, and that Government should instruct chiefs and head- 

men to tell their people to attend missions so that they might learn the "true" 

religion. 
208 

Ideally, Arthur would have preferred that there should be no Government schools, -""- 

and that Goverment should devote its resources to the creation of stronger, better. 

206 PCEA A19 'Philp 
to McLachlan, 6th October 1911; and A/12, Arthur to Barlow, 

12th Febýý 1912* Arthur objected to Orr's practice of consulting individual 
missions and missionaries$ and thought that he should confine his approach to 
the, Missionary Education Board. There was no hostility between Orr and Arthur. 
Orr was tolerated as being an ý. &miable person, not unsympathetic towards missions, ' 
'Who could always be persuaded to redirect his great. schemes for educational 
development along paths more favourable to missionary interests. 

207' PCEA A/109 MeH. W. Beech, District Officerl Dagorettil to Arthur 5th and 30th' 
December 1912. 

208 Ibid A/14j Arthur to Beeohq l8th'February 1913. When asked by SM, Zwemerp 
Editor of The Moslem World# for information regarding the spread of Islam in 
British East Africa, Arthur said that the greatest danger lay in the fact that 
the majority, of African soldiers and policemen were Muslims and that the latter 
in particular were in daily contact with chiefs and headmen* He felt that there_ý_ 
was a"grave, danger in the proposal for a Goverment school at Machakos, It would-, ' 
be attended by the sons of chiefs and headmen, and since Christianity would not 
be taught, Islam would find a ready opening., (PCEA. A/119 Arthur to Zwemer, l2th", ý_, September 19120 
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equipped mission schools. His own aroa of work, Kikuyulandl was entirely in mission 

hands; but as Orr had pointed out , the people of Fort Wl were appealing to Govern- 

ment for secular schools* 
209 He accepted the existence of Government schools but 

could not refrain from elpressing the view that they were a futile exercise and 

defeated Government Is own declared policy of preventing the breakdown of tribal 

society., 
210 

Arthur argued that it must- be recognised, that the effect of the European presence 

was to change the old order of thingse Government, howevers were 1; ý, Tins about a 

change more quick3, v than missionsp and were putting nothing of any worth in place 

of traditional African socialism or tribal cohesion* Individualism founded upon 

materialism was the result* Christianityq he declared, "puts a now socialism as 

its basis and a now morale to which the old cannot compare"* Government had there- 

fore to give missions ever7 encouragement in their literary and religious work. 
211 

On the eve of war# Protestant missionaries were conscious of a growing dilemma 

in education. Government participation and aid were essential since mission3 could 

not of their own limited resources meet the rising demand for education* But 

Government's, independent attitude was regarded as being fraught with danger for the 

209 Orr# Me System of Muoation in the East Africa Proteotoratesq opoeite, 
210 Ibid* Orr believed that the breakdown of tribal barriers would result in 

, racial consciousness amongst Africans and the unification of tribes against 
the white population. ' His remodyt'"soientifio teaching'and tho'preeminent' 
usefulness of. the black man to society as a whole in the. sphere of moralas 
induitx7 or oommeroaq can alone contribute to the harmony of races"* 

211 
. -PCEA A/121 Arthur to Beech, 10th December 1912. In this respeett Arthurts, 

creed was as followst "I strongly'believe in elementary Christian education 
for alli this would mean village schools worked through the missionssfrom 
these schools only the best products would go to the higher schoolst which 
for a'long'timo to, oome will, be but for tho-fewo, 'The remainder would have' 
a certain amount of education which does not necessarily unfit them for work, 
but ought to make them better workers and will, havo got the hicher morale as 
the basis of'their lives". 
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future. 212 The struggle between missions and Government for paramount influence 

in African educationt which was to be a marked feature in post-war yearal had 

already begun, 

212 Gover=ent Is educational policy constituted a major area of discussion at 
the United Xissionar7 Conferencip'Xikuyut in June 1913ý The delegates agreed, 
to, approach. the Governor with a warning as to the dangerous effects upon 
missionary workand African'development Of the Provincial Commissioner% 
recent Circular placing restrictions on catechists and missionary schools 
'in the Reserves, and of the attitude of neutrality. towards religious education, 
Inxespeot of the latter danger the Conference wished to stress that the 
Govermment Arab'School'in'Xombasa had regular instruction from the I Xoran, and 
the Government School in the. King's African Rifles lines at flairobivas, polely 
in the hands of, a Muslim'teacher. (United Missionary Confereric6. Xikuyu, 

, B. E. A., June l7-2? nd,, 1913,, (Nairobi, 1913) 2-4-) 
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Chapter Five 

TOWARDS A 'UNITED CHURCH 

I* Unity in Theory 

During the first decade of the 20th Centur7l Protestant missionaries in British 

East Africa began to seek ways in which united action could be brought to bear 

upon common problems* They did so out of practical necessity, Scattered through- 

out the Protectorate there were Anglican, Methodistj Lutheran, Presbyteriang 

Baptistf Quaker and Adventist and Independent missionsl each of which faced the 

numerous difficulties of beginning work in a new field. Out of the conferences 

held to discuss matters of common interest$ there grew a plan for a united African 

church. The plan was conceived in frontier conditions where the historic divisions 

within Protestantism seemed less relevant and less insurmountable than in the home 

countriese Butq as missions overcame their initial difficulties and began to enjoy 

success in their respective spheres, sothwold divisions reasserted themselves, 

interests clashed, and personal and institutional animosity replaced the earlier 

missionary fellowship, 

In, 1907 two conferences met which established the precedent for periodic con- 

sultations between Protestant missionaries. The first of these, held at the Friends, 

Industrial Missiong Maragoli, was attended by a few outside observers such as 

Hulburt of-the AeLM., Kijabef but was a gathering mainly of Anglicansl Quakersq- 

Baptists. and Seventh Day Adventists working amongst the Nilotic and Bantu-speaking 

peoples of Kavirondo. Although a great many fundamental questions were left 

outstandingg the conference agreed to definite spheres of workt to reeognise the 

Regarding some of the fundamental differences which existed, Willis wrotet 
"While'we teach (Africans) to observe Sundayt the Seventh Day Adventists are 
teaching them to observe the Jewish Sabbath .... While we allow Infant Baptismg 
the Baptists, a few miles off emphasise the necessity of adult confession of 
faith before Baptism, -(and) the Quakers believe in no outward Baptism at all*" (WPM, Journalq 14th January 1908. ) 
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converts of each other's missionsg to ctandardise spelling and the use of texts in 

33antu and Nilotic languages, and to meet again at Maseno in January the following 

year* 

The second missionary conference of 1907 was held at the Xijabe station of 

the A,, IMo. In attendance# there were about thirty-five missionaries of the Aol*Mo# 

two American Qaakers, Dre J*W* Arthur of the C. S. M., one C*M. S* missionary and two 

distingpished. visitors - Dro Karl Kumm of the Sudan United Mission and Mro M=shall 

of the Moody Institute in Chicaeo. 2 The conference was in the main a seminar for 

the A*I*M. on method and policyl its devotional sections wore of a revivalist nature 

in 'which much discussion waa hold on thb second coming of Christ, But for Arthur 

it was an introduction to the field of united missionary action which made a deep 

impr4ssion upon him. 3 

In 1908 Henry Scott emerj; ed as a leading champion of missionary unity in a 

single African church. He did not attend the third missionar7 conference, at Maseno 
4 in January 1908, but made his mark at Kijabe in September. He was invited to attend 

the next conference at Maseno in J=uary 19090 and went there with the express 

intention of arousing support amongst the Kavirondo missionaries for a united church. 
5 

Hulburt had declared his interest in the project. 
6 Willisq doubtful at first in 

view of the many difficulties involved, had consulted his Bishop and was pleased 

2 AP, Circular Letter, 24th September 1907* 
3 Ibidt"'There ýas a feeling of oneness which was refreshing so. &* There was no room 

for, the feeling of inter-micaion jealousy or pride of placel for the unity of the 
Spirit was there*" 

4_"Dr',. 'Scoit'eave definiteness, if not charaotert to much that otherwise would haveý 
been, featureless* It was hie otatesmanliko advocacy'of advanced meacures'that 
thrilled the' 

, 
assembly of nearly sixty missionaries with a sense of their respon- 

eibilities unto God with regard. to the future native church, and made them tingle 
with'd6sire to be generous-spiritedo not petty or narrow*" (PCEA A/39 J, W*Eo Reibet 
A. I. M., to Scott, 24th September, 1908. )ý 

5 PCEA A/1, Scott to McLachlan, 25th December 1908. 
6 Ibid A/3, Rulburt to Scott, 4th Deoember-1908o 
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to be able to advice Scott that Tucker did not regard a singleg united African 

church outside the range of practical politics*7 On the last day of the conference 

the following resolution vras passedt 

"that this conference regards the development$ organisation and establishment 
of a united solf-governings self-supporting and self-extending Native Church 
as the ideal of our missionary work. r8 

While it is t=e that, the plan for a united church reoo=ended itself to 

missionaries as a matter of urgent j practical necessity,, the part played by Scott 

in arousing and sustaining enthusiasm must not be underestimated, His enthusiasm 

was infectious, and his personal charmq formidable,. He travelled widely throughout 

the Protectorate, seeking at first hand the views of leading missionaries and dis- 

cussing the problems which affected them most, Scott established deepl personal 

friendships with men like J. J* Willis, Charles Rulburt, Bishop Peel, A*B#, Chilson 

at Maragoli and W*R* Hotchkiss at LumIxrat and it wos upon this basis that arrange- 

ments for a united church went forward*, 

Scott initiated and organised the first general Conference of Protestant 

7 PCEA A/3v Willis to Scott, 25th October ancl 3rd December 1908. Other expressions 
of approval and support included one from A. B. Chilsonp Field Secretary'of the 
Friends# African Industrial Mission, Xaragolilýwho strongly'rocommended, a broad-, 
ening of the concept of the united church to 

, 
include unity-minded missions in 

Rhodesia and Central Africa* (PCEA A/4# Chilson to 
, 
Scott,, l6th'January 1909. ) 

A year laterg Scott received a request, from the London 
, 
Missionary Pooiety, in* 

North-eastern Rhodesia for copies of the proposals for a: =issionary federation 
in British East Africa. The L*M*S9 Secretary intimated that 

, missions , 
in North- 

eastern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were,, _, themselves contemplating federations (PCEA 
A/7, W. Preshwaterg Mpolokoso Mission, to Scott-, 13th October 19109) A few months 
earlier, howevert Scott had been informed by Hetherwiok that-as far as the COS-me 
was concernedt "We do not hope for even federation here, --ýbut we, hop 

,a 
to have a 

union between Livingstonia and Blantyre - that is as far an we can Co just now*" 
ýetherwiok to Scottq 17th June 1910. ) (PCEA A/ 

8 'W. 
G. 'Peel and J. J. Willis, Steps Towards Reuniont AStatement for the Consultative 

Corýmitteq (Londonj 1914) 21-22* 

F 
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missionarien at Nairobi in June 1909*9 Before it met he knew that there were 

practical difficulties to be solved before full union* Ile was determinedl however, 

to leave behind him an African Church which, if not united, would be so Olose3'y 
10 federated in its branches as'io permit the holdine of common Comm=ion servioeso 

Alread, -ý, a m'ajor obstaole had'pres . ented itself in the form, -of, Anglican Lpis..!. 

copacy, At the'llaaeno conference in January 1909 Scott had stated that he had no 

quarrel with Episcopacy as a form of dovernmento Vit that he caw a difficulty in 

the claims involved in the Historic Episcopate# J*J. Willis had consulted his 

superiors in the Church of England to ask what the attitude of the Church in general, 

and of the C. M. S. in particular, would be to the prospect of a united church in 

British East Afrioab The burden of the reply confi=ed Willis in his fear that the 

movement for church union would founder on the Episcopate. Shortly before the 

Nairobi Conferencel he oonfiddd to Scott tha; t he was increasingly doubtful whether 

they would ever attain their goal; he týoughtj however, 'that they should continue 

to Work steadi3, y towards it. 11 

12 Reýresentativ6s of eight Protestant missions attended the Conference in June, 

9 Scott also o'rganised the first united conference of African Christianso 118 
chose as his oooanion the opening of the Watson-Scott Memorial Church at Kikqu 
in January 1909* Fifty'African Christians attended who were adherents of the 
C*S*Mot A*LM*j C#M*S* and 

' 
the Gospel Mission at Xambuio, J. 11. Fraser'attended 

the Confeience, andg like'others, was impressed by the debates hold on topics 
such as the hindrance to successful evangelisation in villaffest the Christian 
attitude to'"objectionable" African customs, and the duties of African Christians. 
(PCEA A/4i"Church of Scotland Programme of the Native Conference to be hold on 
the occa, sionof'the opening of the Church, 28th and 29th January 19090; and A/11 
Scott to McLachlan, 9th Februar7 19099) 

10 
- -PCEA A119 Scott to McLachlan, 25th Docember 1909* 

11 
ý, Ibi d A/4t Willis to Scott, 5th April 1909o 

12 The eight misnions represented were the Church of Scotland Mission# the Africa 
- Inland Hissionl, the'Church Hissionar7 Sociatyl the United Xethodist'Missiong the 

Friends African Industrial Mission, the Seventh Day Adventists Missiong, and the' 
English Friends Industrial Mission on Pemba. 
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The full range of missionary work was reviewed, but the major area of discussion 

was the African Church. In his paper entitled, 'Evangelistio work by the Native 

Churchtj13 Scott urged missionaries to establish self-reliant African churches at 

their stations* Catechumens must be taught that evangelisation and Christian 

liberality were their primary duties . 
14 African congregations should be encouraged 

to form their own administrative organisations and to appoint elders to direct 

evangelistic work and to collect church offerings. 

Urging the necessity of fostering initiative and self-reliance amongst African 

Christians in preparation for what would uitimately be their own United Churoh, 

Soottfs plan was as followss 

"The direction in which the elders should be trained to devote the church 
offerings is a new station or school, which will wholly belong to the native 
church and for the guidance of which they will be wholly responsible. The 
elders should be taught to engage their own teacheraq to fix his salary, to 
superintend the work by visitation by one of themselves who will report to 
the congregation, That in, the native congregation will have a little foreign 
mission of its own. The congregation will come to feel that this work is 
their own and that the mission is in no way responsible for it and will not 
give a rupee towards it. "15 

Congregationog he oontinuedg should produoe Anpaid volunteers to go out with 

catechumens on Sundays to carry on evangelistic work in the villages, Eventually, 

groups of Christian villagers would start daughter churchesq while an elder deputed 

by the mother, or mission churchl would organise the congregations. In this way, 

13 Report of the United MissionarY Conference, Nairobi, 
_7_11th 

June 1909 (Nairobi, 
igog) 33-36* 

- 14 This had been the theme of the united conferen*oe for African Christians at 
Kikuyu in January 1909* 

15 Jbid, 35,, The only pre-war example in Kikuyuland of African initiative of this 
kind occurred in connection with the Gospel Missionary Society Station at Xambui, 
In 1913 a group of senior Christians established a small school at Giathiko, on 
land donated by Mukunga wa. Njehu. In 1922 the school was removed to Githunguri 
whereg under the leadership of ftsa Ndirangul an anti-mission gToup founded, the 
f irst truly independent school 9 and later ,- teacher-training oollege , in Kikuyu- 
land. (John Anderoong 'The Straggie for the School. A Study of Conflicting 
Objectives in the Colonial Situation, taking Kenya as a Case Study'l typescript, 
University College, Wairobiq 1969. ) 
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dauchter churches would become new contras of evangelistic activity, and the 

influence of the mothor church would be carried further afield* 

The paper read, by J&J* Willisl 'The Desirability of a, Common Native Church', 16 

dealt direotly with the problems and options whioh faoed missionaries in their 

I- ultimate goal,. There was$ he said# nothing to be gained by disregarding the ddept 

historical differences which existed between Protestant Churches* At the same time. 

Churchmen in Britain had declared their interest in unity abroad and reunion at 

home, and had rcoognised that the initiative in these direotions would oome from 

the mission fiold*17 

China had, already indicated that this might be i3o. At the Shanghai Conference 

of 1907i fifty Protestant Missions had resolved to make their primary aim a United 
18 Christian Church in China. British Ea-st Africa, Willis said, wan a frontier 

territor7 and it should therefore be easier than in China to achievo a United 

Church. The Resolution of the Maseno Conference in the precedifig, January was 

sufficient testimony'to the general desire for unityl btit as yet# no one had 

ougeested ways in which the practical difficulties might be solved. 

Emphasising the need for unity - but unity which did not entail restrictive 

uniformity or loss of identity by individual units in the structure of a United 

, 
Church - Willis suggested four fundamental points as the Insis for negotiation., 

16 ýReportg'op. citel 14-28, 
l7 Willis wa's referrine to the Resolutions of the historic Lambeth Conference 

of 1908 and to, the Statement of the Co=ittee on Foreign Missions appointed 
at, the Conferencee Extracts from the Resolutions and statement are given in 
J. J. Willis and J*W. Arthur, (and others)# Towards a United Church (Londont 
1947) 25-26. 

18 Reportp op. cit*', 17, 
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These were little itore thau the terms of the Lambeth Quadrilateral of 1888,1 

rephrased to minimise offence to non-Anglicanse Willisl veraion of them read as 

followst the Bible an the co=on standard of appeal; the Apostles' and Niocne 

Crecdol as expressing a common faithl the two Sacramentsl Baptism and the Lord's 

Supper; and a. duly ordered and safeguarded ministryo 
19 

ReCarding the price that would have to be paid for unityt Willis pointed 

out that missions should be prepared to saorifico their individlial freedom, but that 

none must cacrifice any principle loyally hold, While the goal of ultimate union 

, 
should be kept firmly in views there was no immediate hope of organio unityg but 

only of federationg initially for praotical purposest leading to it, 

When Willis was finished eaoh member of the Conferenoe stated his view of the 

fundamental. pointss The first two raised no difficulties* But Baptismt administered 

with outward signsl was anathema. to the Quakers. They had come to the Conference 

prepared to accept Baptism in this form as the price of unity; butq as ýeT,, Rees 

informed Scott privately, they opposed the resolution for the acceptance of Baptism 

20- because of the tendency of the Conference to accept Episcopacy in the United Church. 

Further disagreement arose over the form of church government which, would be 

adopted. The C*M*So were oo=itted to a form of government consistent withý the 

Historic Episcopate# 21 
while the C. S*M* and A,, I*M,. favoured a Presbyterian forme 

The QuLkers would accept nothing which contained any element of Episcopacy. 

Obviouslyg the. problem called for a federation in which for the time being missions 

could practice their own systems of govermentt while agreeMent could be reached 

19 In the original, the fourth term of the Quadrilateral read: "The Historic-. 
Episcopate, locally adapted in methods of its administration to the varying 
needs of the nations and peoples called of God into the unity of this Church*". 

20 PCEA A159 Rees to Scott, 22nd July 190ge See also PBP, Diaries, 9th June 1909* 
21 Report, op-cit., 29-31, X. Sto Aubyu Rogers, 'Native Church Government'. 
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as to common usages in areas less controversial, 

At the close of the Conferenceg although the prospect of the method by which 

a United Church might be achieved was still cloudedl enthusiasm for unionwas as 

strong as ever. Many resolutions were adopted of which the most important wast 

"That-the orderly developmentg organisation and establishment of a united, 
self-supporting,, and self-propagating Native Church be a chief aim in all 
mission work. 611". 

A Sub-Committoe of the Conference wan appointed under Scott's chairmanship to 

work out concrete. proposals for union or federation, and the standardej constitution 
23 

and form of worship of a single African Church. 

By this time Scott had decided that union would be achieved, not imediatelyg 

but through a federation of missionse 
24 The CoM. S. would be free to govern their 

branches of an African Church episcopally, while other missions would be content 

with a Presbyterian form of governmento Harmony would be achieved so long as the 

C., M*So honouredtheir, verbal promise not to insist upon the Confirmation of converts 

of other . missiono, before admitting them to church membership* Such a eystomi would 

regulate the oonditions'of church membership and the ordination of African clergy, 

and would meet the growing problem of the overlapping of work, 

Scott was aware that apart from the CoM. Se at the coast, all missions in 

British East Africa were comparatively young and inmcperienced, There were some 

who felt that since a United Church was a wide and difficult undertakingt missions 

22 
. Ibidt Resolution VIIIt moved, by Scottj 44. 
23 'Other 

members of the Sub-Committee included J, J,, Williag J*A. Wray and Ke St. 
Aubyn RoCers of the C*M*S.; Charles Hulburt and W. P. Knapp of the A. I. M. 1 
Theodore Burt of the Pemba Industrial Xission; Udy Bassett, of, the Methodistel 
A, B* Chilson of the Friends, Maraeoli; and A. A. Carscallen of the Seventh Day 
Adventists* The Gennan, Lutherans and the Swedish Mission were asked to nominate, 
representatives* 

24 PCEA A/1t Scott to MoLachlan, '12th June, and to I16rlandl 24th Junet, 1909. 
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ought to wait for a few more years. But Scott was convinced that the want of 

experience was an assettl missions were prepared in 1909 to accept advice from 

each other and were yet to settle in their aims and methods* Itwas therefore 

of vital importance to act promptlyt to adopt common aims and lines of workg 

before the situation ceased to be fluid* He asked for information, from Church 

of Scotland missionaries with Indian experience and from J*H* Oldhaml Secretary 

to the World Conference of Missions, about similar movements in other mission 

fields* And he asked what the attitude of the Church of Scotland would be to 

the proposal for a United Church in British East Africa. 

The reaction from the P. M. Co was a mixture of encouragement and caution* 

The Very Reverend Dr. James Robertson was in favour of the movement but emphasised 

that the ultimate goal would not be achieved for a very lone time to comeo25 Az 

W. M. MoLachlan pointed out, to the best of his knowledge nothing of a similar 

comprehensive nature had been attempted arWwhere in the mission field and that 

British East Africa would have to proceed without the benefit of experience and 

precedent in other countries, 
26 The Rev. We Borland, P. M. C. member and Editor 

Of ICikuYu NEV39 advised Scott to beware of cooperative schemes with Anglicans. 

Re. alising that much. of the impetus behind events in British East Africa lay in 

the close and cordial relationships Petween the leading missionar7 personalities t 

he doubted whether the successors of the present C. M. S., Bishope would consider 

ýhemselves bound by decisions taken before their time. Reflecting upon his 

knowledge of Anglican attitudes in India, Borland saidt 

25 Ibid# A/5,, Robertson to Scott, 5th September-1909. 
26 ' PCEA A/5, McLachlan to Scottq 28th October 1909s, 

I 
:1 
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"Even in the sphere of Mission C6mity, which is not so difficult as union 
or federation of the native church, the Anglicans do not 'play cricket# in 
India* This is the main source of weakness of Evangelical Mission work in 
India at present. A combined effort to evangelice India is not possible 
because of the Anglican attitude .... Scheme after scheme of cooperation 
has been wrecked beoauoe of the infallible prayer book and the three orders 
of the ministz7. "27 

As far as Scott was, ooncerned, it was sufficient for present purposes that 

he had a oplendid understandine with J*J* Willis, now Archdeacon of the eastern 
, 

sphere of the Uganda Dioceseq and that Bishop Peal of the Mombasa Diocese was in 

full sympathy uith the findings and resolutions of the 1909 Nairobi Conferenoes 

Early in 1910 Scott produced a Memorand= entitled, §Proposed Union of Native 

Churches in Britirh East Africa', for circulation amongst all missions and for 

the perusal of home societies and churches, 
28 The Memorandum was mainly Scott's 

own work, but at root it was ac ompromice between his own and Willis' ideas* 

Originally, Willis had proposed that in the United Church all missions chould 

be made a part of the Church of England in order to bring their ecelpsiastical 
29 

work into line with the more developed work of Uganda and the coast. 

27 Ibid, Borland to Scott, lot August 1909, 
28 In brief, Soott*s Memorandum was in two parts: a United Native Churchl and a 

Federation of Missions. He envisaged a Federation which would recognise within 
itself all ministerial orders and a common membership for all churches* The 
United African Church would be formed by a Representative Council of missionary 
and African Church delegateap charged with encouraging a common form of worship, 
a common course of instruction for catechumens and African ministers, and'a 
common discipline* The form of church government recommended was that of the 
Church of Uganda up to the point where Bishops were introducedo Scott felt 
that since this form of government closely resembled that of the Presbyterian 
Church'- the Anglicans having Church Courts which corresponded to the Kirk 
Sessionj Presbytery and Synod - it could be accepted together with the Anglican 
nomenclature* Anglicans could retain their Bishops; but for other missions 
the head of their individual branches of the Native Church could be a non- 
consecrated Bishop rather liketlie-ýold Scottish Superintendents appointed for 
limited periods and with limited powers# Finally, the Representative Council 
would cease to exist when the African Church had reached the point of having 
a Synods (PCEA A/1, Scott to Robertsont 13th October 1909. ) 

29 PCEA A159 Willis to Scotts 29th September 1909# and A/l, Scott to Robertson$ 
13th October 1909o 
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It seemed to Scott in 1910 that there was very little in the way of an 

immediate Pederation, being formed by the C*SH, t C, 11. Sog A*IeX*and Methodists. 

The three Quaker missions were firmly controlled by their home boards in their 

attitude to the outward and visible signs of the Sacramentsp and Scott was greatly 

tempted to prooeed'without them* But he was still prepared to make the attempt 

to accommodate their views and proposed that Baptism and tho Lord's Supper in 

a Federation of African churches should be tailored to meet their views#30 

The attitude in Scotland to the Memorandum was on the whole very favourable. 

Scott was praised for his vision and for his substantial achiovements$31 but concern 

was expressed at the modification of the Sacramexits to suit Quaker sensibilities. 

It was not, as Ogilvie explainedg that in principle the F*M. C, did not wish to 

make concessional but there were many ministers in the F*M*C* who held a conser- 

vative view of the validity of the visible signs in the administration of Baptism 

and the Lordto Suppero It was inviting trouble to sacrifice this much to the 
32 Quakers, 

Willis was of the same opiniono He believed that the Sacraments were only 

a small part of a much larger area of differences between the Quakers and other 

missions. It might aid the creation of a'Vederation to make concessions at this 

stag, eq but in time there would be serious trouble 33 

30 Ibij A, /, 09 Scott to MaLachlang 10th March and 27th MV 1910o 
31 PCEA A/7, 'Revo G*H. Donald to MoLachlans 20th July 1910; Robertson to XoLachlan, 

12th July 19101 and McLachlan to Scott, 21st July 1910, 
32 Ibid, McLachlan to Scott, 21st July 1910* 
33 PCEA A/7t Willis to Scotto 30th June 1910o 
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The C*M*So in Britain in 1910 were also giving close consideration to Scott go 

Memorandum* In November 1910 the General Committee resolvedt 
"That the authorities of the Society's Missions in British East Africa be 
encoura, - ., ed to do what in them lies to foster the spirit of unityq and to 
advance such measures of cooperation as they may from time to time conclude 
to be wise and capable of practical application; provided always thatg since 
the concurrence of the Bishops of U&=da and Mombasa would be essential to 
the efficient adoption of any proposall all ougaestions made tog or by the 
Missionaries of the Society# he submitted to the Bishopos"34, 

At the'eecond Nairobi conferencet hold in February 1911, the oooieties assembled 

agreed that the time, was not yet ripe for any attempt at a union of the African 

Churches. They felt, however, that a formal scheme of Federation wao d6oirable. 35 

Agreement was reached as to the principles of a common cateehumenateg open Communion, 
I 

and a G=eral form of Church worship and gover=ent. 

It c=e as a considerable shook to Scott and to others when Hulburt-jwho until 

then had been moderate and cooporativeg joined with the Seventh Day Adventists 

in demanding that all participants in the Federationt together with their church 

members, should pledge themselves to abstain from tobacco and liquor* Scott 

suggested that abstention from intoxicants should be optional; Hulburt and the 

Adýentists refused to compromise, and the Conference ended in deadlock, 

Neither Scott nor Willis had ever had much liking for the Seventh Iby Adventists 

and would gladly have excluded them from the Federation ovor this issue* Bat the 

A*I*M* was a major society in the Protectorate. It was felt that if Hulburt would 

agree to the optional rule on intoxicants then the Federation could be brought 

about within six. months; if he refused, there was no point in carrying negotiations 

34 
ý' 

Resobition of the General Committee of the CoN. S. 9 8th November 1910l quoted 

35 
by Willis'in TowardB a United Church,, 28, 

Ell No* 27, April 1911,5-6. 
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further*3 Two months later Soott was deadl Federation was deferred fortwo 

years. The Conference which met at Kikuyu in June 1913 represented the last attempt 

to discover whether his proposals were capable of translation into aotion637 

While negotiations for a Federation were going on in British East Africa# 

tentative moves towards missionary cooperation on a world basis were being made 

by societies in BritiLin, North America and Germany. In June 1888 a great Missionary 

Conference attended by a hundred and forty sooieties was held in London to publicise 

the state of the heathen world and to review the progress of foreign missions* 

This was followed in 1908 by a meeting at Oxford of an International Missionary 

Committee to discuss the consequences and opportunities for the Christian Church 

of the increasing contact between races and nations of the world. The outcome 

of the meeting was a decision to hold a World XisaionaX7 Conference at Edinburgh 

in 1910, and the appointment of eight Commissions to investigate and report upon 

major, problems in missionary work&38 

Events in British Fast Afrioal being ftr in advance of the recommendations 

of the Commission on Cooperation and the Promotion of Unityq were not directly 

influenced by the World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh. 39 Charles Hulburtq 

36 PCEA A19, Scott to McLachlanj 8th February 1911, 
37 Willis in Towards a United Church, # 27* 
38 World Missionary Conference 1910* Statement of Aims and Plans (1909)9 

enclosed in Rev# George Robson to Scott, 21st May 1910 (PCEA ! /ý)- 
39 In German East Africal on the other*A=dj the Edinburgh Conference is believed 

to have stimulated the beginnings of missionary cooperation, In 1911 the Super- 
intendent of the Berlin Mission at Dar es Salaam, the Rev. Klamrothq invited 
Protestant missionaries working in Deutsch Ostafrika 

, 
to attend an AllRemeine 

Missionkonferenz for a discussion of common problems. Although largely a German 
missionary gatHeringg representatives of the U. M. C. Aq attended and participated 
fully in the work of the Conferenoee The outcome of the Conference included the 
publication of the first common texts for mission schools in Kiswahilij and the 
adoption of a common approach to educational problems* (Gerhard Jaspers Me 
East African Church Union Discussionstj Africa Theoloirical Journal, 11 February 
1968j 49-50*) In 1912 the Holy Ghost Fathers met-at Dar es Salaam and decided 
that in view of common problems regarding settlers, Islam and Governmentg they 
should oooperate with Protestant missions in educational and other matters. 
(J. A. Kierang 'The Holy Ghost Fathers in East Africaq 1863 to 1914', University 
of Londonq Ph*D* Thesial 19661 341-) 
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howeverv was a delegate to the Conference. 40 But in his owe the experience appears 

to have been of little valueg considering the dncompromising attitude he adopted 

at the Nairobi Conference in 1911. 

Edinburgh was of more immediate relevance to the home base of missionary work* 

The Foreign Mission Committee of the Church of Scotland had a large body of delegates 

at the Conference who later wrote detailed notes and coments to accompany the 

circulation of Co=ission Reports amongst missions in the field. 41 The majority 

of co=entatore hailed the recommendations of the Co=issions with regard to the 

corporate unity of Native Churchoug cooperation in the training of Native Workers# 

and the regular meeting of Churches and missions* But the delegate 'to the Conference 

who was elected to comment upon the Report of the Co=ission on Cooperation and the 

Promotion of Unityl the Ver7 Rev* Dr. Mitford Mitchell, expressed a pessimistic 

view where missionaries in India and British East Africa might have expected the 

greatest encouragement* Regarding the Commission's call for regular united conferences 

in the mission fieldt and for the support and enoouraý-, ement of the same by home 

bodies, Mitchell dourly remarkeds "whether anything more than a mere wish for their 

ft42 success is possible seems doubtful . Fortunately, Mitcheli was not representative 

of the F. M. C. in his attitude towards united missionary conferences*43 

40 PCEA A/79 McLachlan to Scott , 21st 'July 1910. Hulburt met J. W. Arthur Senior 
and MoLachlan at the Conference and delighted them by his generous praise of 
the C*S*Mo at Kikuyu, 

41 CS/FMCMt'l5th November 19109 and 28th February 1911, tHotes by'Members of the 
Committee of DelegatesO 

42 CS/FMCM9 28th February 1911t Mitchell, 'Notes on Commission VIIII, 34-36* 
Mitchell was similarly pessimistic about Soott's, attempts to establish a 
united European Church in Nairobi for. Anglioans and Presbyterianse (See 
below$' PP. 300--ý301-) 

43 It mast not be forgotten that the Church, in Scotland was dLisunited at thin 
time* The Free and United Presbyterian Churches had united in 1900, but the 
Established and United Free Churches Rid not follow suit until 1929s, But from 
1908# if not'earlierg a dialoeue'took place between the two major churches 
with-reunion being hold consistently in mind. 

I 
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The direot link between the movements for unity in Britain and British East 

Africa was not established until after 19136 The Kikuyu Conference of June 1913t 

and the controversy which followed from itj placed British East Africa firmly in 

the mainstream of the movement for Christian Reunion - almost by default since 

the events at XikLV-u in 1913 were regarded by many as a prime example of how not 

to go about a federation. The formationý, of the Conference of Missionary Societies 

in Great Britain and Irelandl together with the translation of the Continuation 

Committee of the World Conference at Edinburgh into the perm=ent International 

Missionary Council:! $ were important milestones in the creation of effective 

relationships between missionaries in the field and their committees and boards 

at the home base. 

The Kikuyu Conference of 1913 did not begin well. Certain missionaries of 

the C*M*S* had been creating trouble in the United Language Co=ittee and were 

reluctant to attend. 
44 Since 1911 the feeling of mutual distrunt had deepened 

between missions involved in negotiations for a Pederationg and this was reflected 

in a last-minute decision of the Committee of the Conference to defer discussion 

on Federation until'the last -two days of the meeting*45 

Under the guidance of J. J. Willisl now Bishop of Uganda, Scott's Memorand= 

on Federation and a United Church was reintroduced with care and consideration 

for the views of dissident missions. 
46 Something of the earlier spirit of generosity 

and fellowship was reoapturedt and the delegates began to feel that they were in- 

volved in a matter of historic significance. A Basis of Federation had been prepared, 

44 PCFA A/14, Arthur to Hulburt, 28th M4 1913., The C. M. S. missionaries w, ho 
refused to attend the Conference were A. W. McGregor and Rek. Maynard., For 
further'details of the dispute, see below, Pp* 305-306. 

45 Walter Chadwickj 'The Kikuyu &onNrenceIg Ujgan , 49 January 1914,25. 
46 For an account of the proceedings of the Conference, see United Missionary 

Conference, Y. i)Mu, BX. A., June 17th-22nd, 191ý (Nairobi, 1913. ) 
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and on the mornine of June 20thl Bulburt moved that it be accepted by all present*47 

The Baiis of Federation did not differ, &Teatly from Scottfs Memorandum of 

1910, but it had been altered in come respects to achieve the widest area of 

agreement then possible between the A#I*Mo, C. M*S. and COS, *M, 0048 Inevitably, the 

smaller societies found difficulty in accepting the Baiis as it stood* The 

Baptists asked if they would be allowed to re-baptise converts of other branches 

of the Church; the Anglicans replied that they recognised only One Baptism# 

The Anglicans were asked if they would insist upon Confirming the converts of 

other missions before admitting them to Church memberchipi Willis replied in the 

affirmativel but Bishop Peel said that he was in favour of individual liberty on 

this issue. When heads of missions were asked to dtate whether they accepted 

the Batis of Federation and whether they would transmit it to their home organisations. 

for approval, the heads, delegates and unofficial members of the CoMeS., A010MOI 

C,, S*M. and United Methodist Mission stepped forward to sign the document. The 

Gospel Missionary Society announced its withdrawal from the proposed Fedorationt 

and the German Lutherans and the American Friends refused to sign without the 

permission of their home boards* 

47 Federation of Missionary Sooietiest Constitution (Nairobip 1913)o The fall 
Text of the Constitution is given in Appendix VI below. 

48 The first fundamental provision of the BaAis, with its emphasis on the 
authority of the Holy Scriptures, reflects the attempt made to accommodate 
the A@I&M. viewpoint. Before the Conference, Hulburt had declared that he 
expected every mission entering the Federation to hold the same attitude 
towards -the Bible as he did. As Arthur said laterl he expressed a deep fear 
of the attitude to Bible criticism within the CoMeSo and of the teaching of 
the Scottish Divinity Hills. (PCFA A116, Arthur to Ogilvie, 16th September, 
1913e) The FeM#Ce# soon after the Conferenoel expressed disquiet i6t Rulburtle 
view, and Uped that the CSoMo would not submerge its distinotive. identity 
and contributimin the proposed Federation. 

' 
As Convenor Ogilvie said: "The 

Church, of Scotland stands for earnestness of spirit, combined with sobriety 
of judgement inýtheology and tolerance of action in Church relationshipat 
and I hope that there qualities will be preserved in any Federation which, our 
mission enters.... otherwise the happy band of complete understanding and trust 
botween the Field and the Home Church is endangered*" (COP/NLS 7563, Ogilvie 

-to Arthurl 25th July 1913. ) 
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Little more had been achieved than a broad and undefined alleement between 

the major cocieties. Mile the Federation vas ctill to be formally entered intog 

the prevailing senti6ent had been one of urgencyt and, of reachina a decision 

afthe Conferencel since with each passing year the achievement of Federation 

was becoming more difficult* That the amaller cocieties -had-. been unable to 

pledge, themselves# was regarded aa unimportanto 
49 The spirit-of unity amongst 

the major missions had been recaptured and missionaries were conscious of a major 

achievement, At the close of the Conferencet with the exception of the Quakerst 

a oo=on service of Com=nion was held for all who had attended. The chief 

celebrants of the Sacrament were the two C*X. S* Bishops, Peel and Willis* 

In sending the Constitution of the proposed Federation to Edinburgh, Arthur 

expressed the hope that the F*11*0* would deal generousl. 7 with the proposals as 

a tribute to the uork of Henr7 Soott*50 Me imediate response was an inquiry 

as to whether the CoMoSe in British rAst Africa imagined that the Anglican home 

authorities Would approve such a soheme*51 McLachlan was struck by two aspects 

of the Constitutiong the evidence of an =ateur hand in the drawing uP Of the 

Basis of Federationt 'With resulting looseness in thOuCht and arrance0entl and 

the manner in which Federation and the formation of a United African Church had 

been confused* He was doubtful whether the scheme wouldbe accepted by the 

general meeting of the p, XC, 052 But events diotated that the P,, M,, Gofs Judgement 

should be, doferred. A great storm arose over the KikuyuXonference and the 

49- Chadwiokg op. cit , 25* 
50 PCEA A11'6v Arthur to IbLaohlan, 10th Septemberj-andýto Ogilvie, 16th 

September-19106' 
51 CSP/HLS 75049 HaLiphlan. tq ýxýhurl 13th October 19; 3- 
52 Ibidl MaLmohlan. to Robertson* 10th September 1913# 
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attitude of the Church of England towards Reunionj there was nothing to be 

gained I: Zr discussing Kikuyu until the outcome of the controversy was known, 53 

In one sense# trouble began with the publication of an article in the 

Scotsman of the 9th August 1913 entitledl fA Great Day in British East Africa', 

by the Rev, Norman Maclean of the F*M*C* who had been a guest at the Kik-mu 

Conference. The views expressed by Maclean prompted The Church Times to publish 

an article entitledl 'Jerry-Bailding'$ in which a warning was given that if 

the CoM*So condoned the vagaries of its Bishops in East Africa it abrogated the 

first word of its titlel and that Up as Maclean had implied, there was some 

friction in East Africa between High and Low Church members# then the not result 

would be no church at all. 54 

While these articles alerted the public to the possibility of troublet the 

signal for a crisis was given by Frank Westong Bishop of the U. M. C*A* Diocese 

of Zanzibar. Weston heard about the Conference from Edgarl Bishop of Sto Albans, 55 

Believing that the CA. S. Bishops had actually entered a Pederationg and that 

the united Communion service at the close of the Kikuyu Conference was an integral 

part of the scheme of Federationg Weston wrote to the Archbishop of Canterb=7 

on August 5th to demand an inquir7-into the proceedings at Kikuyu. Three weeks 

53 The controversy over Kikuyu created intense interest throughout the missionary 
world, particularly in China and South Indiat although in the latter area 
missionaries were surprised at the reaction to the Kikuyu proposals; they felt 
that the proposals differed little in principle from efforts made in South 
India during the past thirty years. (Bishop of Madrasq Pastoral Letter, MLe 
Madras and Tinnevelly Diocesan Magazine, Febru=7 1914t quoted in Ugandat 4, 

- April 1914,238- 
54 The C*M*So had not seen fit to invite representatives to the Conference from 

the U*M. C*Ao in the Diocese of Zanzibar* Willis claimed as the reason for 
this the restriction of the scope of Federation proposals to British East Africa, 
Whatever the reason, Frank Weston, Bishop of zazzibarl was offended at the 
failure of the C*X*S., Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda to consult him or to invite 
him to the Conference, 

55 Information cupplied by the Rev* R, G. M, Calderwoodt Interviewp Nairobil 18th 
March 1966* 
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later he formally indicted Bishop Willis and Bishop Peel before the Archbishop 

for propagating heresy and cor. =itting schism. The indictment was brought to 

the attention of the world by the publication in November 1913 of Weston's 

open letter to the Bishop of St, Albanal Ecolesia Anglicana - for what does she 

stand? 
56 

.m The result was a deepening. - of the controversy and a great increase in the 

number of opinionsl in the Press, in boolm, pamphlets and in the resolutions of 

Conferenoesq on the issues raised by the KikWu Conferenoe, 5T Weston had acted 

out of ignorance. Willis visited him in Zanzibar to discuss his views and 

extracted an admission of error and an offer to retract his publications*58 It 

was decidedq however, that matters had gone too far to be stopped. And in any 

case, Weston had what he imagined to be a personal grievance against the Bishops 

of Uganda and Mombasa, In February 1914 he reported to the Archbishop that 

Bishop Tucker in 1908 had unlawful%y transferred to the A. I. M. the Anglican 

Christian community at Nasa in Usukumao Bishop Peell moreovert by refusing in 

1900 to administer Ordinationt while acting for Bishop Richardson, on the grounds 

that teaching in the Diocese of Zanzibar on Communion and Absolution were 

inoompatible with loyalty to the Church of England, had brought about the 

56 Published by Longmans, London, Willis' reply was published in pamphlet form 
under the title, The Kikuyu Conferencet A Study in Christian Unity (London, 1913)' 

57 McLachlan observed in December 1915 that the C. S. N. 9 Ydkuyul had become in a 
short space of time the beat known mission in Ohristendome He was annoyed,,,.. 
however, by Norman. Maolean's "ridiculously aegressive" letter to tho. Scotsman 
of 13th December 1913 under the title of 'Christianity at its lowest'. R-Sp7as, 
MoLachla: n ý6 Arthur Senior, 18th and 29th December 1913. ) Amongst other, thingo, - 
Maclean iald in his letter that the Xikuyu Conference was the outcome of the. 

gly, World Missionary Conference of 1910 at Edinburgh. This was strong refuted by 
the Bishop of Winchester and by the Continuation Committee of the World Conference 
currently meeting at The Hague* (Reported in Uranclat 41 January 19141 390) 

58 PCEL A/18, Arthur to McLachlan, 23rd Januar7 1914- 
1 
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practical separation of the Dioceses of Zanzibar and Mombasa. "The present position"l 

he said#, "is the logical outoome of a deliberate policy that involved the sacrifice of 

relations with Zanzibar with a view to closer friendship with non-conforming bodies. t59 

Weston proceeded to announce his own scheme for a Central Missionary Council 

in East Africa which would replace the scheme of Vederation proposed at Kikuyu in 

the previous year. 
60 

It was hailed with incredulityp if not by the C*M*Sol by all 

of the non-Episcopal ch-drohes and boards with interests at Kikuyue 
61 

He scored a 

greater success with his next publication, The Case Arainst Kikuyut A Study in Vital 

Principles* 62 
It was a formidable essay in logio and was recognisýed as being irrefutablek-- 

providing that the Anglo-Catholio premises from which he started were accepted,, 
63 

Willis and Peel ably defended themselves in print against West'on and their other 

oritics. 
64 

Bat the final judgement# eagerly awaited throii6oit the missionary world# 

lay with the Archbishop himself.. 

Daring the months of controversy the Church of Scotland had conceived a 

growing sympathy for the trials of the two C*11*S. Bishops* In December 19139 the 

Acting Committee of the F*M. C* decided not to scrutinise the*scheme of Federation, 

but rather to pass a wide, goneral resolution in favour of Federation which 

would strengthen the hand of the Evangelical party within the Church of lkglaad* 65 

59 Weston to Randall Davidson'p Archbishop of Canterburvt 14th February 1914t 

, quoted in YZandat 49 April 1914# 2A4* 
60 

17'rank, Westont Proposals for a Central Mis-sionar7, Council of Episcopal and non- 
Episcopal'Churchen in East Africa (London, March 1914)- 

61 '"1 wonder", wrote McLachlan, "if Zanzibar imagines for a. moment that the non-ý 
Episcopal Churches and Societies could accept his, Scheme? " (CSP/KLS 75659 
McLachlan to Robertsont 24th March 1914-) 

62 Published, by Longmans, London, 1914* 
63 

"He i never wrote anythine'better *. p. o but as*an apoloCia, it was a failure* His 
logical deducations depend on the acceptance of the premises from which he starts' P 
(H. Maynard Smith# Frank, Bishopof Zanzibar (Londonl'1926) 1590 

64 "I J*J* Willis and W. G. Peell Steps Towards Rounioni A Statement for the Consultative 
Committee (London, 1914)- 

65 See next page. 
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A similar resolution was adopted at the General Assembly in May 19141 

"The General Assemblýy have learned with much satisfaction of the proposed 
Federation of the Missions of our own and other branches of the Church of 
Christ in British East Africa* Recognising the importance of such ultimate 
cooperation, alike for the present advance of Christianity in the Field$ 
and for its defence against opposing forces and influenoesq and also for 
the bearing it must exercise on the ultimate formation of a United African 
Church, they desire the Foreign Mission Commit co to continue to foster the 
movement towards Federation now in progress. "61 

In July 1914 the three Bishops involved in the Kikuyu controversy appeared 

before the Consultative Committee of the Lambeth Conference# Two main issues 

were considered: to what extent# if any, had the proposals made at Kikuyu contra- 

venbd any principle of Church Orderl and whether the common Communion service 

celebrated by the Bishops of Mombasa and Uganda was inconsistent with the principles 

accepted by the Church of EMlsndý 
67 

The iindinge 
of the Committee# and the deliverance of the Archbishop of 

Canterbur7 at Easter 1915g revealed a great measure of sympathy with what had 

been done at Kikuyu. At the same timeq Weston, whose chargo of. heresy against, 

his brother Bishops had never been admittedg was upheld in three major points. 

65 CSP/NLS-75A49 McLachlan to Arthurs 5th January 19140 The Bishops received 
copies of-the resolution and expressed their deep gratitude# They were in 
great need of moral supports not on3, v in Britaing-butlin British Fast Africao 
In January 1914 the Young Men's Society of Sts Stephens (Anglican) Church, 

'Nairobit passed a resolution against the Bishops and dissociated themselves 
from the proposals of the Kikuyu Conference. Their leader, the Rev* Mo Falloon 
by supporting the resolutions oondemned his own Bishop, (PCEA A/189 Arthur to. 1 
MoLaohlant 3rd February 1914-) 

66 CS/RGAv MV 
. 
1914- The C. M. S. as distinct from the Church of England had 

expressed a'siiilai measure of encouragement., On December 9th 1913 its General 
Committee'approved of C. M. S. missionaries entering the Federation provided, 
they retained their independent management and were free at any time to withdraw* (Reported in jjgýMda, 49 January 1914s'38. ) 

67, For an account of the Committeela deiiberations and the deliverance of the 
Aýohbishop, see J, J, Willis in Towards a United Church, 44-511 See also 
G*K*Ao Bellt Randall Davidson, ('London, 1935)- 
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The use of the termq Federationg was deprecated as having legal overtones and 

as implying a closer association than really existed. J%jile a Bishop could 

decide whether or not to admit to Communion non-Anglicans cut off from their 

own churches, Anglia= must on no account receive Communion from . ministerz who 

were not episcopally ordained* And finally, to avoid future grave misunder- 

standingog the united Communion service held at the close of the Kikuyu Conference 

should not be, regarded as a precedent* 
68 

The controversyp now stilled b7 the Archbishop's deliverancel in a sense 

had been out of all proportion, to the importance of the principles agreed upon 

at XikuYU in 1913* Little more had been suggested than a loose federation. for 

the promotion of a single standard for Church membershipg a single code of dis- 

cipline# a simple course of instruction for African ministersq and a co=on form 

of simple worship. Even in these respects it was premature* There was, no African 

Church in existence and no African clereyl nor was there an organisation outside 

of East Africa which could bring together the home organisations in comparable 

united actiont 

Yet Kikuyu raised issues of fundamental importance to the question of 

Christian Reunion$ and rightfully takes its place with other famous n=es 

Lambethl Edinburgh, Swaniokl- along the path towards Unity* It was a striking, 

example of missionary fellowship and a united effort to save, the African Church 

from the unhappy divisions of Western Christendom. It also marked the end -of an 

era in missionary cooperation in-British East Africa, Only a small minority'of 

those who attended the next maj . or Conference at Kikuyu in 1918 had been activel 

or had attended the Conferencel in 1913- 

68 
Peel, died in 1916*, His successor, Bishop Heywood# always left the gathering 
temporarily when united Communion services were held at the close of meetings 
or Conferences in later years. (Information supplied by Mrs. E*M* Arthur, 
Interview, Edinburght 7th July 1965-) 
II. 
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Perhaps it its true* as Professor Roland Oliver has said, that had the 

CoMeS. been less intimately involved with the movement, Federation might have 

been achieved by the other missions with limited Anglican participation* 
69 

Much the same sentiment is found in the Jost which became popular amongst 

missionaries after 1915 - that what happened at Kikuyu was doubtless the Will 

_ 
of God, but it was contrary to the laws of the Church of Ehgland*70 

Disunity in Practice 

One of the earliest duties of the head of the mission at Kikuyu was to provide 

facilities for worship for the growing number of Scottish settlers and officials 

in and around Nairobi* Thomas Watsong and after him, Clement and Henry Sootty 

would cycle to Nairobi each Sunday to hold a European service in a private 

residencog hotel or school* Clement Scott had proposed a Presbyterian Church 

for Nairobiq but it was left to his successor to organise the first official 

congregation in 1908 and to invite subscriptions to moot the cost of land and 

buildirig* 

In August 1908# at a dinner at Government Houseg Sir James Hayes Sadler 

asked Henr7 Scott if he did not agree that since ITairobi. was still a small town 
71 

a really goodl single church for Anglicans and Presbyterians would be desirable. 

By a curious coincidence, a similar-sugeestion had been made in the previous month 

by the Rev, J, D, Mullins, Secretary of the Colonial and Continental (Anglican) 

Church Society in London to the Moderator of the Church of Scotland*72 

Roland_Oliverq The Missionary Pactor in Fast Africa (Londong 2nd Edej 1965) 227-" 
70ý Calderwoodg-Interviewo 18th March 1966. 
71 PCEA A/19 Scott to the Rev. Dr. Je Mitford , Mitchellq 12th August 1908. Sadler 

had been one of the first subscribers to the proposed Sto Andrew's Church 
building fund. (Ibid A/39', Sadler to Scott, 15th June 1908-) 

72 PCEA A/3, Mullins to Moderatort 3rd July 1908, 
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Anxious to, promote visible unity in thisq as in other areasl both Pcott and 

Bishop Peel readily responded to the idea of a joint church in Nairobi* Peel 

offered to forgo the Consecration of St. Stephen's Church in favour of a plan 

for a new central church at another 13ite*73 In September a meeting was held 

between representatives of the C#X9S* and C#S, Mol and between those of the 

Anglican and Presbyterian congregations, at which the majority, were in favour 

of a single churoh*74 
From the outset, the plan had found little favour in the Committee of the 

Church of Scotland which supervised overseas congregations, The Convenor of 

the Colonial and Continental Co=ittee in Edinburght the Revo Dr, JO MitfOrd 

Hitohellq had replied unenthusiastically on behalf of the Moderator to the Rev* 

J*D,, I-Iffullins in London* Taking the view that unity and cooperation must begin 

at the home base, and not in the field, he had stated that the Church of Scotland 

would be failing in its duty if it did not provide the, accustomodg simpler form 

of worship for Preabyterian settlers in Nairobi. 75 And when Scott began to write 

of the plan and the agreement to it of Bish6p Pool and others, Mitchell pointed 

to the unhappy experience of the Pr4sbyterian churches with Anglicans in Indias 

There, he said, the High Ch-droh Anglicans regarded the Church of Sootland as 

being outside the Catholic Churohp and their Bishops would not allow Scottish 

ministers to celebrate Comm=ion in churches which Government had allowed 'to 

fall into their handso76 Even if the proposal were merely to use the 0=0 church 

building at Nairobi at separate hours for tho two congregational he was still 

completely opposed to the plan. Scott could go ahead if he wished, but, he need 

73 Ibidq Peel to Scott, 8th'September 1908. 
74 Pcr. A A/l, Scott to WiLohlan, 17th November 1908*" 
75. Ibid A/3, Mitchell to, lftllinst, 14th July 1908, 
76 PCEA Aho Mitchell to Scotto 5th October 1908, The'Church of Scotland Xission in 

Nyasaland also had a grievance aCainst High Church Anglicans - for starting a 
-boardin School in an area in total disreeard of aereements as to boundaries, 

(PCEA AS9 Reid to Scotto 31st July 1909') 
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not expect any financial support from the Colonial and Continental Committeo. 77 

Not all in Edinburgh were opposed to the plan* Leading members of -the P. M. C. 

were enthusiastiot as were most of the members of the Kikuyu Sub_Co=ittee078 

And it transpired that Mitchell alone in the Colonial Committee was against the 

idea of unity with Anglicans in a single church* It is interesting to note that 

while Mitchell argued that union of any sort, at home or abroad, was impossible 

until the Church of England changed its views, his successor as Conveneroof the 

Committee hold the view that in the Church of Sootlandt "some horizons must 

broaden before a real union could be counted praoticable'. 'J9 

It was notq howevort the lack of enthusiasm on Mitchellts part which wrecked 

the plan# but the opposition of a small minority within the Anglican congregation 

in Vairobie Although a minorityl their view was decisive because they were led 

by the person most directly concerned in the negotiations - the Rev* V. M, ralloont 

Anglican Chaplain of St, Stephen'so 
80 

Falloonto attitude persuaded Scott that 

the joint church could never be worked harmoniously, and in June 1909 the Sto 
81 Andrew's congregational co=ittee resolved to erect its mm church buildinge 

Bishop Peel was deeply upset by Falloon0a attitude and appealed to Soott not to 

give up the attempt to seek unity in other arease 
82 

77 lbid A/4t Mitchell to Scott$ 20th November lgo8, 
78 PCEA A/39 Dr. Fairbairn to Scott, 16th October, and McLachlan to Scotto 17th 

79 
December 1908; and A/4, Dr. Robertson to Scott, 15th December 1908o 
PCEL A159 Mitchell to Scotto 18th Ju3, yj and the Rev. D. Scott to Scotto 

80 
2lat September 1909. 
The first Anelican Chaplain in Nairobi wan the Rev* PeA* Bennett who took 
up the post in 1901 after a period of service with the Western Equatorial 
African Mission, He was aucoeeded by Falloon in 10,04* (Proo. C-M-Sot 1901- 
19012,107; and 1906-1907,70-71-) 

81 PCFA A/4,11. XacGrej; or Ross to Scotto gth Aprill and A/lj Scott to Mitchell, 
26th June, 1909* 

82 
PCEA A/4j Poel to Soott't 15th XV 1909* 
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In 1912# the Rev, Harry Leaiey of the C. M*So station at Kabete and J*W@ 

Arthur revived the plan of a joint church for Anglican and Presbyterian cong- 

regations - this time on the Limuru estate of Mr. Victor Buxton* Once again, 

howevert it was the Anglican Chaplain and a small minority of his congregation 

who upset the negotiations by insisting that the building should belong to the 

Church of England and that Presbyterians would be permitted to use it at separate 

tiraes*83 The conflict between the opposing parties was much more bitter on this 

occasion than at Nairobi in 1909* A stormy meeting was held on the farm of a 

Mr, Campbell at which Leakey and Arthur were attacked "in ungentlemanly fashion'll 

and the decision was made to build a purely Anglican church on Campbell's land* 
84 

Representatives in British East Africa of the Church of England, as distinct 

from the Church Missionary Sooietyq were not, it seemst unity minded. 6 

Missionaries themselvesp although for the most partoc=itted to the ideal 

of unityq often found it difficult to work harmoniously when-dealing with tho 

practicalities of united aotion. This was true, of their efforts to join hands 

in the immense task of reducing the Kikuyu language to a written form and of 

finding Kikuyu equivalents for abstract words and expressions in Christian theology* 

Cooperation in this field was essential if the message of Christianity were to be 

conveyed clearly and meaningfully to African peoples* 

In the early years of the twentieth centur7 eaoh mission had its own amateur 

linguist who set about translating hymns I prayers and small portions of the Bible. 

Perhaps the f irst amongst these 9ýiuq rather 1141"17" of the Holy Ghost Fathers who 

83 
PCEA A/12j Arthur to Peelq 10th July 1912. 

84' aid# Arthur to T. V. F. Buxton, 14th November 1912. Arthur claimed to have 
been, informed that the Rev* Low had persuaded Bishop Peel not to support the 
plan for a joint'church at Limuruo It appears that the only church in which 
AnClicans and Presbyterians shared the same Iniilding was that at %yeri, after 
1913- (Anonymous, The Beat Place'in the World for a Rome, MW 19314 
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by 1902 had prepared, amongst other things, a basio Xikuyu gra=ar*85 For the 

Protestantst there was the Rev* A*W* McGregor of the CoN. S. who had translated 

St. JohnIs Gospel by 19041 the Rev* Harry Leakey at Kabete who in the came year 

was at work 6n a skeletal Kikuyu diationary; 86 
assooiated with the C*SsMe from 

1903 there was We Barlow - the most prolifio translator of them all*87 

Clement Scottq an acoomplished Manglanja linguistj had never had the time 

to master Kikuyu* He attempted a few translationn for use at religious services 

but these were rejected by his nephewt Barlow. 
88 

In 1907 Scott had a plan for 

a major reference work in Kikuyu which would be done by himself and Barlow and 

'which would be called the Church of Scotland Mission Kikitkyu. Grarmaro89 He died 

before he had beC= work on the Grammart but Barlow continued it and published 

it in 1914 under the title of Tentative Studies in Kikuyu Grammar. go 

85 
Cd. 1626 (1903)9 Report 1Z H. W. Commissioner on the East Africa Protectorate'l 
June 1903,27# Father Flick in German East Africa was also mentioned an 

86 
having compiled a Kimaasai grammar. 

87 
T. G. Benson (Ed. )l Kikaxyg-English Dictionary (Oxford, 1964) vii. 
From the time of his arrival in 1903 to manage Clement Scott's private estate, 
'Iona', Barlow amused himself by translating parts of the Old, Testament into 
Kikuyu* He began translation in earnest when he joined the C*S*M* permanently 
towards the end of 1905-, 

88 PBPq Diariess 7th March 1906. Barlow rejected Scott's translations after 
one attempt to use them at an African church service. 

89 Ibidt 7th June 1907- Scott's plan had been to publish the grammar without 
reference to its authorst that is, to Give the credit A? the mission and not 
to any individual. 

go Barlow was. assisted in the final preparation of his Tentative Studies by Xarion: 
Scott'Stevensonts brothert Professor WoB. StevensOnj a noted Hebrew scholar, of 
Glasgow Un iversity. Amongst other major works in the Kikuyu language in which 
Barlow was involved are his translation of Ste Marl0s Gospel, published in 1908 
by the National Bible Society of Scotland, the Kikuyu Now Testament, and the 
Kikuyu-Enrlish Dictionary -a volume edited by Mr. ToGe Benson and based upon 
Barlow's unpublished diotionar7t begun in 1909, and-those of the Rev. Canon Harry 
Leakey, the Rev., now Archbishop, L*Jo Beecher, the Rev* Fro Chilardi of the 

Con 
, 
solata Mission, Imentiq and with-the ansistance of many Kikuyu Africanal especialli 

Xro, Xathew Njoroee wa Kabetu and Xre Reuben Muriuki wa Kihuha, The-author had the 
priveleae of meeting A. R. Barlow in 1964 and 1965 at his Dunfernline home. He was 
at that time, and until his death in October'1965, typing with one finger - having 
lost the use of the others after a stroke -a companion volume to Benson's 
dictionar7 and had reached the letter, 'St. 
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While at the Maragoli conferenoe of Kavirondo missionaries in 1907 stePs 

were taken towards united action in Bantu and Nilotic translations, at Kijabe 

in the came year the question was raised of cooperative work by missionaries in 

Kikuyuland. During 1908 there existed an informal j self-oonstituted united 

language committee upon whieh Barlow, Hulburt, Lee Downing and Harry Leakey 

served with marked fellowship and unity of purpose. 
91 Itr the end of the year 

the A. I. M. I C. M. S. and C,, S. Mo had adopted roughg coqmon translations of the 

APostles' Creedal the Commandments and the Lord's Prayerg which were used in 

January 1909 in a united service at Kikuyu on the occasion of the dedication of 

the Watson-Scott Memorial Church* 92 

In December 1908 the old committee was abolished and an official bodyp 

calling itself the United Gikuyu Translation Committee, was established for 

Protestant missions in Kikuyuland. Almost at once there was friction. In Xarch 

1909 a special Revision Sub-Committee was formed to correct aM rewrite the 

various translations of parts of the Bible made by individual missionaries. It 

was to be a three-man co=ittee consisting of Barlow for the C*S*M. 9 Lee Downing 

for the A. I. M* and one representative of the C*M*S** The Rev. A. W. McGregor 

felt that since he had been the f irat amongst the C. M*S. missionaries in Kikuyuland 
. 

to begin translation work he ought to sit on the committee* Barlow and Lee 

Downing refused to have him on account of his inadqquaoy as a linguist and intimated 

their desire to work with Leakey. 93 

91 nI do rejoice much in the result of our meetingsq and believe that we are on 
the way to such practical unity as will make our printed matter interchangeable 
and aur'york so essentially one that natives shall not feel radical differenoesell 
(PCEA A/29 Hulburt to Scott, 28th March 1908. ) 

92 Mrs. H. E. Scott, A Saijit in Kenyao The Life of Marion Scott Stevenson (London, 
1932) 137* 

93 PCEA A/4* Hulburt to Scott9 16th April 1909, Barlow, it should be noted, 
rewrote McGregor's translation of St, John's Gospel in March 1906 after finding 
it to be of little practical useo (PBP, Diaries, 7th March 1906. ) 
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'There followed a period of unhappy relationships within the C*M*So 

Bishop P41, the Rev* Go Bums and the Rev* Ko St. Aubyn Rogers were all agreed 

that Leakey, and not McGregor or Dr* ToW. W. Crawford (whose Kikuyu Catechism 

had been rejected by the Translation Committee), had the highest qualifications 

for a place on the Revision Committee, It fell to Scott and Hulburt to write 

letters to the C, M, S# Conference in Play 1909 explaining their reasons for wanting 

Leakey, so that McGregor and Crawford should not be condemned by missionaries of 

their own sooiety*94 

mcaregor did not submit graoeful%y to his exolusion from the Revision 

Committeee In July 1911 he threw the Translation Committee into an uproar by 

intervening, while on furlough in Britain to stop the publication by the Society 

for the Propagation of the Gospel of the Committee's Kikuyu Hymn Book* Ile felt 

that he had not been consulted sufficiently before the decision was taken to send 

the work for publication#95 

By March 1912 Barlow was so disillusioned with the Translation Co=ittee 

and the inability of its members to work harmoniously that he announced his 

resignation. 
96 The problem as far as the W. M., was oonoerned'was'that the 

Committee had outlived its purpose., They were perfectly satisfied with Barlow's 

translations as being the best available - Barlowls Penchant for idiomatio trans- 

lation made the work of others seem pedestrian by comparison - and chafed at the 

restrictions placed upon unilateral publication by the constitution of the 

94 PCEA A/4j Peel to Scott, 8th and 24th April 19091 and Leakey to Scott, 22nd 
and 26thAprilp and 5th and 6th Mqyq 1909* 

95 PCEA, A/gg Philp to McLachlan$ 10th Augugit 1911s 
96 Ibid A/101 Barlow to Arthur, 20th March 1912s 
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Committees While McGregor had caused much of the friotiong and was to continue 

to do 80997 not a little of the animosity was caused by the C*S*M. Is attitude 

of puperiority and complacency. 
98 

In 1913 the C. S. X* proposed that the Translation Committee be abolished 

and that a new Committee be established of whioh the single permanent offioial 

was A*R. Barlow, 99 There was a great deal of resentment in the C, M,. Se and AeI*M* 

at this proposall and it was against this background that the famous Kikuyu 

Conference in June began. A compromise was reached in which it-was decided to 

have a United Kikuyu Laneux-tee Committee consisting of Barlow# Leakey, Downing 

and Henderson of, the Gospel Missionary Societvt and to apportion amongst its 

members the books of the Now Testament for translation. 100 

97 At a language meeting at Thika in 1914 the C. S. M. delegates were amazed to 
discover that the CoM. S. claimed exclusive right to make the final translation 

of the Lord's Prayer, the Creeds and the Commandments on the grounds that 
these were part of the Prayer Booý of the Church of England. (Mrs* H. E, 

98 
Scott, op-cit v 183-) 
Arthur# for exampleo wrote a rather unpleasant letter to Rulburt in December 
1912 informing him that he felt, as did Barlow, that A. I. M. translations 
were invariably poor* (PCEA. A/i2q Arthur to Hulburt, llth December 1912e) 

99 PCEA A/14, Arthur to McLachlan, 23rd Vay 1909o The proposal stemmed from 
Barlow's peculiar position in the CoSeMso He did not fit into any of the 
scheduled categories of missionaryl and although he was in the top grade 
with the official title of Translatort he was the odd-job man in the mission 
and never had as much time as he could have wished for translation work* 

100 CSP/NLS 7564v McLachlan to Arthurl 13th October 1913- Barlow was given 
Sts John's Cospell the Epistles of Ste John and the Revelatione It is 
interesting to note that early in 1913 Leakey took a Kikuyu youth with 
him to Hamburg, Germanyt to consult the Bantu languages expertg Professor 
Carl Meinhof. (Ibid 7562, McLachlan to Leakey, 21st and 25th Februax7 1913-) 
Moinhof's Gr=drisa einer Lautlehre der Bantu Sprachen (Leipzig, 1899) 
was recommended as a standard work on phonetics to Henr7 Scott by Professor 
Stevenson in 1909,. (PCEA A/49 Stevenson to Scott, 23rd April 1909*) 
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The history of the United Language Committee shows that the praotioal need 

for unity w; is inversely proportional to the suocess of individual missions. 

More time was wasted in the name of unity after 1913 than was justified by the 

resultt the Kikuyu Now Testament was not published until 1932j and the Kikuyu 

Bible as a whole was not published until 1966# 

The clash between the theory and practice of unity is further demonstrated 

by the history Of Mission spheres. - The policy of separate spheres of influencel 

held generally at first to be neoessary in order to avoid wasteful overlapPing 

in a new fieldl had the disadvantage of entrenching on a territorial basis the 

marked differences between Protestant missions in religious teaching, method and 

'discipline, Spheres were statio while the African population, in labour terms, 

was fluid* The difficulties which arose from the existence of spheres were met 

byattempts at reducing visible differences in missiOnaz7 practices through UnitY 

in educationg language translation and a single African Churche But the background 

against which moves towards unity must be seen is one of continual conflict 

between the C*S. M* and CoMoSe over the boundaries of spheres. 

InI9020 Bishop Peel and Clement Soott agreed to take as their respeotive 

spheres of influenoe the territory lying east and, west of a line running from 

Ngong to Mt. Kenya and onwards to Abyssinia+101 Owing to lack of funds for 

expansion, either from the aericultural scheme or from the F. M. C., Scott was 

unable to realise his ambitious plan of a chain of stations stretching from 

Kikuyu to Abyssinia* In January 1908l taking stock of the situation regarding 

splheres# Henry Scott discovered that other missions had occupied the Scottish 

101 FoH*C* Report to G*Aot Mv 1903,, 
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Ophere. In the south, between the railway line and the Limuru ridgeg the C. M. S, 

were in control; to the north of the ridge there was a belt of A*I*Mo territory 

stretching westwards from Kijabe. And beyond the A. I*M* lay the C, X, ý. again 

with a large trianj; le of land between Fort Hall# the Aberdares and Pyeri township* 

After six years of inactivityp all that remained in Kikuyuland to the CoSsMs was 

a strip of land couth of the railway line, adjaoent to the minsion, and a small 

district i=ediate3, v south-west of tit. Xerqa which lay in an area closed to 

Europeans by thb Protectorate Administration. 102 

Shortly before his deathg Clement Scott had arranged for Arthur and Barlow 

to go to Meru, north-east of Mto Kenyag to open the first in a series of missiOnS 

in the direotion of AbVssinia*103 Henry Soott eleoted instead to begin by 

working the %Veri, ýýistriot from a site near Tu=tu= Hill. 104 While the P*MoC* 

were deliberating as to whether they could afford the expense of a second stationg 

Protectorate'officials were urging Scott to occupy Tumutumu i=ediatoly or risk 

the entry to the distriot of the Italian Consolcýta Fathers* 

IV 1908l Missionary Institute of Consolata had more missionaries and more 

stationsýýin Kikuyuland than any other mission. Thelbunder of the Institute in 

1901, Canon Joseph Allemanog had an agreement with'the Capuohins that while the 

latter would evangelise the Galla frop the northq within Abyssiniat the Consolata 

Fathers would work towards the southern Galla from a base within British East Africa! C5 

102 KMC11p-lOth January 1908, 
103 PCFA A/1, Arthur to XcMurtirie, 23rd October 1907a 
104 By 1908 missions could not appLy for sites of more than five acres. This 

regulation had been in force ainoe the proclamation of Kikuyu Reserves in 
1906. Other missions which had entered the Fort Hall and Vyeri Districts 
before 1906 had obtained, much larger sites. The Consolata Fathers at their 
Wyeri otationt for exampleg had two thousand acrese (CS/FMCX9 Reid# 'Kikuyu 
Roport'g March 1907-) 

105 Conquest for Christ in Xez%va, 1902-1952-(Consolata Institute, 1952) 7* 
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After the first party of Fatheraq headed by Gays and Perlot were refused 

entry to the northern province of British East Africa# the Propaganda Fide ruled 

that the Institute of Consolata should develop part of Monsignor Allgeyerts Holy 

Ghost Vicariate in Kikuyuland,, 106 Allgeyer accepted the Italian Fýathers as tem- 

porary collaborators and asked them to occupy stations around Fort Hall* He did 

not know it, but the Institute of Consolata was. content with its now field of 

work and had no intention of returning any stations to the Holy Ghost YAssiono 

And so, the efforts of a new and viCorous society o=e to be concentrated wholly 

in Xikuyuland. There was little brotherly feeling between the Consolata and 

Holy Ghost Fathereg little liking amongst offioials for the Italian. missionaries9107 

and a united attitude of loathing towards them on the part of Protestant missionarieOE' 

In October 1908 Scott asked the CO=issioner of Lands for a guarantee that 

the Consolata Fathers would be kept out of the Mt. Kenya distrioti he was Gratified 

to receive a reply a month later stating that by an agreement in August with the 

Sub-Co=issioner of the Xenia Provinoeg the Italians were not to be given arq more 

land north of the Tana River* 109 The understanding between offioiale and Protestant 

missionarie3 did not survive the coming of a Roman Catholic Covernort Sir Percy 

Girouard,, Although he showe& no greater favour to Catholio or Protestant# Girouard 

106 Kierang 
-PP-cit-9 

388-89. Although by 1906 the occupation of Kikuyaland by the 
Holy Ghost Fathers had not proceeded very fart the policy of the Order as a 
whole in East Africa since 1900 had been to accelerate the dispersal of stations 
in response to the scramble for spheres amongst Protestant missions, This was 
a depatture from the 19th century practice of slow and steady progress in 
founding solid stations. 
The Sub-Commisoioner at Fort Hall in 1902j Hinde, was a singular exceptione It 
was, hog 

, 
apparently, who approached the Vicar Apostolic of Zanzibar and other 

mission superiors with the suggestion that the Consolata Fathers should evangelise- 
Chief Karare's district. (ConMest for Christ, opcit v 17-)'' 

10V ,. *, 
'Barlow uas at first horrifiedt later amused, at having to share a cabin with 
some, Consolata missionaries on board chip during his passage to Britain on 
furlough in 1908* (PMPt Diariesp 28th June 1908, ) 

ý09 'PCEA A/I# Scott to Commiagioner of Lands (Col. J. Montgomez7)g 20th October 1908; 
, and A/31 Commissioner to Scottj No- 477 of 13th Novem), *qr 1908. 
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redressed the imbalance in official, policy and declared that Roman Catholics 

could open stations in areas open to Protestantol provided that they did not 

settle within te'nmiles of another mission. 
110 

Meanwhilep Scott had been successful' in securing the agreement of the CA*S. 

and A*I*Me to the surrender of parts of the territory in the Scottish sphere which 

they had occupied. The A. I. M. surrendered most of their portion of the sphereg 

and the C*M. S* returned half of the territory lying between the railway line 

and the Limuru ridge. And in the country beyond the Tana, the C. M. S. modified 

their triangle of occupied territory to give the C*S*Mo the larger sphere in the 

area south-west of Xto Kenya. The yearg 1908, closed with benevolent expressions 

of goodwill from all sides and a united hope for the final settlement of all 

disagreements* The spirit of generosity where spheres were concerned was a by- 

product of the movement for unity in all aspects of missionary work which was 

gathering'forco* In May 19099 after the Government Survey had revealed the 

inaccuracy of earlier maps* the C#M*So cordially agreed to alter the Ngong-Kenya 

line in order to double the C*S. M,, 'cphere in the trano-Tana district* 
ill The 

C, S, 11, Weed to a cmall enlargement of the A. I. M. Is territory in the Xiamba 

and Ngenda districts* And In April 1910# the CoMeSo and C. S. M. agreed to leave 

the Maasai. Southern Reserve exclusively to the AO'I,, M,, o 
112 

lo is the various stations of the C., M*So and CoS. M. became more firmly 

establishedl received now staff from home, and beg= to plan more ambitious work, 

110 'PCE1 A/79'B . arlow to Scotto 30th June 1910; and Secretariat to Scottt'MOPO' 
No. 2365/1909 of lot August 1910s The Governor's decision caused great alarm 
at'T=atu= since there were already three Consolata stations within the 
vicinityq and now the Italians were sooking a position not more than two miles 
away, If successfulv they would have four stations within ten miles, of Tumutumu. 

,, Barlow to Scotto 4tll:,. October 1909. ) JPCEA A15 

pCFA A151 K. St. A. Rogers to Scott, 28th My 1909. See also files in Lands 
DepartmentlTairobil 669/I-ill, Mission Spheres*,. 

112 MWMq 27th Y. V 1910, In December 1909l also the CsS*Mep C. M*S I A. I. M., U. M. C. Me', 
F. A. I. M. and S. D. Ae agreed to form a board of artitration to deal with spheres 
and adjustments to boundaries* A similar suggestion was made as part of the 
scheme of Federation at the Kikuyu Conference in 1913o 
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existing agreements as to spheres were found to be restrictive* Towards the 

end of 1910# finding that Xiku, 7u lacked sufficient manoeuvering space in soullhern 
I Xikuyulandl Ilenr7 Scott asked the CoM, S, to band back its Kabeto station and 

sphere of work to the C, S, X,, 113 
Quite naturallY the C*M*S's were armoyed at being 

asked to hand back an area of work which had been established prior to the 1902 

II. 114 
agreement for the creation of cpherel3o 

While expressing their 'reluctance to part with Kabete, the C*X. S* advised, 

Scott than iý'the event of their doing so, he 'Would have to pay full compensation 

for buildinp and land development,, Clearly# the C. S, X. could not, afford such 

an expense, but Scott was tempted to pursue the mattor-vigorounly in the hope 

that the Government would b4 Kabete station and its experimental farml leaving 

the surrounding territorial aphere to the C*S, 11,, Bat after reflecting upon the 

adverse effects his action would have on the negotiations in progress for C11troh. 

Union or Federation# he decided to let the matter rest* 

Shortly afier Scott's death# Tu=tu= began to feel a Gimilar desire to 

'break out of the restrictive limits'of, its sphere. The occasion for a dispute 

with the C*M*So was the deolaied intention of the latter to link JtI3. cifj-Tana 

and. trane-Tana work by opening a now etation at-11degwats village. Ndegwats Jay 

eight miles east of Tu=tuma on the revis 
I 
ed boundary betwee n the COM*Se and C. s. 'X. 

spheres fixed in 1909 by Scott and Bishop Pool* 116 
The C. M. S. argued that they 

113 pCFA A/go Scott to )JcLachlanj 12th November 1910, 
114 In M=h 1900, Bishop Peel advised Thomas Watson that the CoMeSs, proposed. 

to open a station near Fort . Smith*' Since the E, A,, S, Xo was the first micsion, '' 
in xikuyuland, and since by the standards of the timel, first arrival bestowed-, '_ 

certain riGhts to exclusive influence over surrounding territorYj Watilori 
protested strongly* But later in the yearl the Rev. A. W. McGregor opendd the 

3bete station only five miles from Kikuyu, 
, 
Kabete lay within the Scottish 

sphere as delimited by the agreement of 19029 as did Weithagat also opened by 
A, Ir, McGregor in 1904, (PCFA A/79 Mrs. Watson to Henry Scottq 28th October- 

115 PCFAI Scott to TioLachlang 12th November 1910., 
116 

'North 
of the Tanat the Neong-Kenya line betweeir the'two spheres was moved abo-Ut 

-six miles to the east to permit a larger sphere of influence for the C. S. M. 
at - Tamutumu 
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could not adhere to the agreement against opening a station within five miles 

of the boundary since they could find no other site which so perfectly connected 

all their work in Kikuyuland, And beyond thisp there was a likelihood that if 

the C. M*So did not occupy Ndegwale, the Governor would give it to the importunate 

Consolata Pathers. 117 

Speaking for the C. S. M. , Dre H*R*Ao Philp tried to show the C. M. S. why they 

should not occupy Ndegwals village, but rather, allow the C. S. M. to take it, 

Tumutu= was expanding rapidlyq Yet in all directions its line of expansion was 

blocked, To the north the Kikuyu population was sparse in whatq in any case, 

was an area scheduled for European settlement; to the north-east lay the dense 

Mto Kenya forest; west and south of Tumutumu lay the boundar7 of the CoMeSe 

Weithaga sphere: the only outlet for the CoSoM, was to the east, and the C*M*S* 

were proposing to block it with a station at Ndegwass. Whyq askedt Philp did 

the C*M*S, not undertake to evangelise the untouched areas north of Mt. Kenya; 

the 
. 
C. S. M. could never attempt this since the F, M. C. in Edinburgh was marshalling 

its strength for a now advance into Portuguese East Africa. 118 

The C, M, S* were sympathetic but firml they could not relinquish their claim 

to Ndegwalaq since to do so would permit the C, S, M. to drive a wedge between two 

major areas of their workq but they were prepared to surrender the Mahiga district 

contiguous to Tumutumu. 
119 In November Arthur returned from furlough as the new 

head of the C*S. X* and took over from Philp the negotiations with the C. M. S.. 

With considerably less taot and forbearance than Philp, Arthur demanded that the 

C M. S. refrain from taking Ndegwals and that they should return Kabete to the 

117 PCEA'A/81 K. St. A. Rogers to H*R. A. Philpp 19th July 1911. 
118' Ibid, Philp to_Rogersq 26th May. 1911, 
119 PcEA A/8, Rogers to Philp,, 2nd June 1911. 

I 
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C. S. M. without further delay. Mahiga, he saidt was of little use to Tumutumu 

since it was already occupied by sixty-eight Italian missionariese 
120 If the 

C, X. S. in British East Africa were not prepared to make concessionsg then the 

matter would be referred to the Church of Scotland to be raised with'the C. M*S* 

in London* 

Certain progress was made towards agreement over Kabets when negotiations 

broke down as a result of the C*S*M*ls refusal to rooognise the-town of Nairobi 

as an exolusive C*M*So sphere* 
121 But in June 1912 the CoM. So returned most of 

their Kabete sphere south of the railWay line to the C, S, M, l and thereby removed 
I #j 43 

the i=ecliate source of offenoe. " 

It was a constant source of irritation to Arthur that while-the C, M. S. 

and A*I*M. had oocupied large areas with a series of what were often no more 

than one-man stations, the C*S. M* with 4jore staff at its two stations than the 

full CaMoSe complementg was restricted to two small spheres around Kikuyu and 

Tumutumue Weither of the other two sooieties weret in Arthur's viewq working 

efficientlyl yet they were unwilling to allow the G, S*Mo an opening# He wanted 

to'expand the, work of the C, S*Mo but was hold baok by a shortage of funds and 

by the traditional Scottish policy of having solid, well-43taffed stationst each 

with its_religiousl eduoationalt medical and industrial departments. -The various 

measures, in land development at Kikuyu and Kibviezi were designed to meet the 
123 

shortage of funds; but if a compromise were nece"ary in order to claim new 

120- Ibid A199 Arthur to Rogers, 14th November 1911. Peel had offered Mahiga to., 
Scott in 1908 and it had been declined for the same reason. But in November 

-'ý'1915 the CoS. Mo. decided, to accept Mahiga, but delayed occupying it, by African 
evangelists, until 1920. '(Kmcm, 29-30th January 19204) 

, 121 PCEL A/1294rthur to Bishop Peels 13th February, 1912o Arthur's view was that 
towns'should be regarded as neutral areas. Converts of all missions flooked to 
towns and should, therefore be'given the'opportunity to attend a church'of their 
parent mission* But the C*M*So'o having worked (alone amongst Protestant missions), 
in Nairobi with great success since 19069 were unwilling to allow other missions, 
to'enter their sphere. 

122 PCEL A/12, Arthur to Peel$ 12th July 1912. 

1 
23, See, 'abovet pp, 218-228. 

-' 
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upheres, he was prepared to have one-man. stations*124 

In effect, Arthur was calling for a change of Policy in the C. S. M.. In 

1911, in response to a query from the F*V6C. regarding the missionts future 

Policy, Henr7 Scott had atated: 

"We consider that effective work will be possible IV having strong staffs 
at our two stations, KikuYu and Tumutumug and evangelising the rest of our 
spheres by means of N&tive Agents ***# As far as we can judgeq our policy 
is the most economical and the most affioient. "125 

The P. M., had gladly accepted this statement of policy as being consistent with 

the principles by which the Church Of Scotland had earned a reputation for 

stable and efficient missionar7 work* 

Since the beginning of 1913v Arthur had felt that the last area open to 

the C, S, m, for expansion was that I. Ving to the east and north east of Mt, Kenya, 126 

- Knowing that the CN*So intended to confine themselves to Embu. country, and 

that they had already admitted the Methodists to their Meru sphereq in September 
127 Arthur requested a similor opening for the C*S*Mo* The C. M. S* responded by 

Offering a'site =ongst the Chuka and Mwimbi peoples, east of Mt. Kenya, on the 
128 

Condition that it was occupied without delay. 

When Arthur began to exhort the F*M. C. to approve the extension to Chuka- 

Mwimbi and to sanction a special appeal for what would at first be a one-aan 

stationj the response was discouraging- McLachlan did not welcome the departure 

124 PCEA A/149 Arthur to NOLa'Ohlax's 14th February 1913. 
125 

CSP/NLS - 7565, McLachlan to Arthurt 5th February 1914, 
126 aohlant 14th February 1913. Barlow and the industrial PCEA A114, Arthur to MoL 

missionary, W. O. Taitt had visited Meru country in 1912 and had reported 
favourably on its suitability for future work. 

127 
PCEA A116, Arthur to Rogerol' 16th September 1913, 

128 
KMCM, 9th JanuarY 1914o The element Of urgency arose from the fact that the 
Consolata Fatherog who already had stations at Ig0ji, Imentiq Tigania, and 
Amungentit had filed applications for further sites amongst the Chuka and 

-Mwimbio 
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from Henr7 Scott's policyl nor did he think it possible to launch another special 

appeal so soon after the one for Tubmtumu, when other missions of the Church# 

particularly in India and China, were in gTeater need of special appeals to 

subscribers. ' It would be better, he thoughtg to concentrate upon Kilivul and 

gradually to extend work to the Nairobi area* And finally, McLachlan could see 

little justification for entering a new sphere when lees than one per cent of 

the population in the existing spheres had been converted to Christianitya 129 

Creatfallent Arthur proposed to the C. M*S. that they should take back Chuka- 

Nwimbi and give the C*8. M* their Mutira atation which lay east of Tumutu=,, The 

CoMeSo parried this unwelcome proposal- by suggesting that they would be prepared 

to exchange their medical mission at Kabare in Embu. for the C*S*Me station at 
130 

Tumutumu* And so# the C*S. Mo were left with a new sphere around Chuka-Wimbi 

which p through shortage of funds, and an unwilling home committeo I they were unable 

to occupy4bl3l 

While on furlough in Scotland in Janua'7 1915, Arthur and his father had 

a long meeting with McLachlan and others at the F. M. C. headquarters in Queen's 

Street, Edinburgh* Arthur had prepared maps showing mission spheres in the high- 

lands of British East Africa and used them to illustrate his arguments in favour 

of an extension to Chuka-Hwimbi. He won the day and cabled a Jubilant announcement 

6f vi otory to his oolleagues at Moyu and Tumutu=,, 132 

129 CSP/NLS 7565, MoLwhlan to Arthur, 5th March 1914# 
130, VICM9 28th August 1914; and PCEA A/201 Arthur to MoLaohlan of the same dateo 
131-, Arthur asked I)r,,, HR,, A, Philp to leave Tumutumu and, go toýChuka-Hwimbio 

Philp replied that if Arthur insisted, he would resign from the mission* (CSf/xLS 7568l McLaohlan, to Robertcont 5th Januaz7'1915; and PCEA A/25p 
Arthur'to MoLachlan, 17th September 1915-) 

132 AP' Arthur 'Chuka-Hwimbill 13th'Januar7 1915 

N 
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In Septemberl Dr. Stanley Es Jones133 was preparinc to co to Chuka-Mwimbi 

when the possibility of extension in another sphereg German East Africa arose. 

But fearful of losing the most recent acquisitionj Arthur decided to send a 
134 

senior teacher$ S=soni from Tu=t=u to begin work in a modest way at Chuka. 

Early in 1916, Samsoni and his wife# Naomi, began a small school at Gaitungits 

village, only a few miles from the Consolata station at lgoji, 135 

Early in 19169 Arthur's attention was distraoted from Chuka-Mwimbi by 

rumouro that the C*M*So intended to build a training institution for boys At 

Kabete after the manner of the older institutions at Freretown and Taita, and 

that they were embarked upon a wholesale recruiting campaign with a view to 

taking overrthe captured mission sphere in German East Africa. While Arthur had 

hie own designR upon German East Afrioa, and was dismayed by the-C&M. Se plans 

he was far more worried by the possibility of a major training institution so 

close to Kikuyu* 

233 Stanley Ee Jones, born in Yorkshire in 1886, was a highly trained graduate 
in medicine of Glasgow University. He was appointed to Kikuyu in 1914 and 
resigned in 1924o His wife died in the smallpox epidemic of 1916. 

134 Samsoni wasthe brother of Danieli Waohiraj one of the first missionaries 
to Tumutumu in 1908s Other African teacher-catechists; at Chuka between 
1916 and 1922 inoluded'Daudit Willie Kanini and Ishmaeli Wango. In 1919 
there were sixty boys and fifteen girls in school. 

135 After changing cites several timesq the C. S#M. mission was finally settled 
in 1922 on forty acres of leased land at Chogoria in Nwimbie The first 
European, missionary there was Dro Clive A* Irvine,, who had served with African- 
troops during the German East Africa Campaignj and who had been appointed 
locally tor Arthur in 1919# Iririne took over ChoCoria in 1922 and ran it 
for its first three years on a grant of Zlj6OO given-by his wife's fathert 
Mro Ernest Carr, of Carr's biscuit company. Had it not been for Carr's 
generosity Chogoria might never have been established* In 1922 both the 
F, M#C6 and the C*S, Mo in Kenya had large deficits in their financeal and 
the FoM*C# had stipulated that not only was Chogoria to be maintained apart 
from normal Church funds, but that it should not form-a charge upon funds 
set aside for Kikuyuand Tumutuma.,, (For an account of the first ten years, 
of Chogoria, mirisionj see C#A., Irvinol Chogoria, 1932, (Edinburgh) 1932o And 
for an historical account of Chuka and Mwimbi, see District Commissioner% 
Office, Embuq D*R. Crampton, 'Early History, of qhuka and Mwimbilt memorandum 
in Chuka Political Record Book, Vol, Ij, ) 
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Negotiations for a Federation of missions had by 1916 produced modified 

proposals for an Alliance. It was envisaged that the Alliance would haveý, a 

Central Training Institution and that the C*S. M. station at Kikuyu would be its 

location. 136 
, Infuriated, by what appeared to be a transgression of the principles 

accepted in the proposed Allianoeq and reminded once again that the presence of 

the CoMeSe at Kabete was a source of grievance to the CoSoM, Arthur bluntly 

demanded the return of Kabote to the C,. S,. X* without further delay. 
137 The 

C*14*8* were greatly offended by this unexpected attack, Replying for the Con- 

ference# the Rev* X6 Sto Aubyn Rogers denied that the proposal for a training 

institution at Kabete in W way affeoted the Alliance, and requested that Arthur 

chould refrain from interfering in the internal arrangements of another mission. 
138 

Arthur was not to be dissuaded from pressing serious charges against the 

ColloSes Their plans for Kabete and German East Africa seemed to him not only 

to threaten the Alliance, 11it to reject in the most blatant possible way the 

recommendations of the World Conference at Edinburgh in 1910, and those of the 

Kikuyu Conference of 1913, on mission comity through the mutual respect of spheres. 

In his correspondence of the time Arthur accused the C*M*So of adopting'a "dog 

in the manger attitude" and of trying to exclude the C*S6M* from existing and 

new fields; if their attitude did not change, he warned, "then it must mean war 

to the knife all over the place ***"139 

It was an affront to the C. S,, M. that while the C*M. S. had occupbd most 

136 The proposal for a Central Training-Institution as part of an Alliance of 
Protestant Societies was first raised at alimited conference in Nairobi 
in December 1915 where the constitution of an Alliance was drawn up. (See below# PP* 395-397-) 

137 KmCMs 12-13th January 19160 Minute prepared for the,, C. M. S* Conference$',, 
12th January 1916. 

138 PCEA/TTq fLetter from Dr. Arthur! j Arthur to Hamiltont 25th-April 19169 
enclosing Rogers to Arthur, 13th April 1916, 

139 Ibidq Arthur to Hmiltont 25th April 1916* 
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of the Soottish sphere they had neglected the southern portion in order to 

compete with Roman Catholic missions. north of the Tana Rivorg and had recently 

handed over a large part of the southern portion to the A#I*M., b And in their 

own sphere the C. 11*So had not worked effeotivelyl Embu lay in ruins$ having been 

deserted between 1912 and 1915* The C9S*X*'9 meantime# were expected to content 

themselves with two inadequate spheres around Kikuyu and Tumutumu. The most 

recent insult was the proposed institution at Xabete ýsinoe the C*S*Mo had 

never recognized the legitimacy of the C'*M*S'o position there,, 140 

The situation which had arisen was notp howevers lacking in possibilities 

of gain for the C'*S'*Mo'o It was ieoognined that German East Africa did not offer 

a natural extension of the work at Kikuyu'* But in the previous year Arthur had 

spoken of possible new work in German East Africa to McLachlan of the P*M*C** 

McLachlan had expressed the view that the C*S*Xo in British East Africa could 

not expect funds for extensions both to Chuka-Mwimbi and to German Eaqt-Africa* 

But since Convenor Ogilvie had stated that of the twop Perman East Africa was 

the m9re valuable spheret Arthur had delayed the occupation of Chuka. by a 

European micsionary 
ý41 

In WV 1916 Arthur declared that he was still interested in German East 

Africal but that it -might be a more feasible plan to form a new united mission 

of the Church of Scotland and United Free Church to occupy the captured sphere 

140 Arthur' 
,a 

argument concerning, Kabete was based upon a mistaken premise. He 
believed that' Bishop Peel in 1902 had asked Clement, Scott 'for permis'sionY. 
to establish a sanatorium at Kikuyug and had then prooeededt after secuAng 
Soottts agreement, " to establish a'major station at'&Aitee' Iii fact'$' eta 
was established in 1900 before the C*M, Se and C, S*Ms 

, 
spheres we're created, 

and the request for'a sanatorium - never followed up - amounted to no' more 
than a suggestion for C*X*S* facilities in the mission hospital at Kikuyu., 

141" PCEA A/26j McLachlan to Art I hurt 14th Xarch'1916. 
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in the former German territories of Rwanda and Ba=di. 142, 
, ý- t, ýZ 

It was in British East Africa that Arthur felt that the CoSeMs stood to 

make substantial gaino&143 He had given up all hope of getting Kabote back from 

the CoM*Soo Bat, if the Alliance were to be formed# and if M-Vu became the 

site of the Central Training Institutiont then the C. S. R* would have to be 

compensated, by an enlargement of their ophere in another part of the countrye 

It might be possible to achieve this enlargement at the expense of tho CoMeSe 

if it were true that they intended to go into German East Africa in an ambitious 

way. The enlargement which the C*S*Xo would accept was all the territory lying 

between Tamutumu and Heru* The CoN. S., would have to give up their stations at 

Mutira, Kabare and Embu# and there was a distinct possibility that the Methodist 

missionary, the Rev* RoT, Worthingtong could be persuaded to abandon his unsuo- 

cessful station at Meru. 144 If the C*M. S. were cooperativeg the C*S*M* would 

be happy to relinquish Kikuyu station to the LIliance, and to'permit the C*M. S* 

to work the Scottish sphere around Kikuyu from Kabete. 

In additiong there was a possibility of takine over,, -the whole of the A. I. M. 

sphere in Kikupaand. In 1911 Rulburt had been considering,, a major advance into 

the Belgian ConCol and had offered to sell his Kikuyu stations to the Church of 

Scotlande XoLaohlan, for financial reasons, had been oblil; ed to decline this 

attractive offer,, 
145 In 1916 Hulburt repeated his offer to Arthur who felt that 

142 The suggestion for Scottish missionary activity in Rwanda eLnd Burundi was 
- not a new one* In 1910# Captain McQueen of the 2adýRhodesia Regiment had 

recommended these territories to Henry Scott and had pointed out that they 
ware virtually untouched by missions. Early in Xayý1916 MoQueent now a 
Majorg had: visited Kikuyu and repeated his suggestion*' 

JPCEA/TT, 
-%MoC. 

Minuten - Coverine, Letters99, Arthur to McLachlan, llth XV 1916,: enolosing 
a report of an address to the Kikuyu'staff by Major McQueen on May 3rd. ) 

143 Note that it'was the industrial missionary, W. O. ' Taitl who I first , suggested 
to Arthur that the C. S. M. might'be wiser to igmoýre German East Africa and 
concentrate upon securing'a better'sphere in British East Africa* '(PCEL/TT9 
'Letters from Dre Arthur*, Arthur to Hamilton, 25th April 1916. ) 

144 PCEA/TT, 'K*X*Co Minutes - Coverins Letterell Arthur to McLachlan, llth XV 1916, 
145 CSP/NLS 7558't McLachlanj confidential letter to HulbUrto 5th December lqll* 
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a splendid opportunity had presented itself for dealing with the C, H, S, from 

a position of strength, 

Such were the plans of the C. S. M. in 1916 with regard to spheres. Arthur 

had given up the attempt to deal locally with the CMSo and had referred the 

issues to the home authorities* He was extremely anxious that the Y. MeC. should 

finance his plans - he was prepared to recommend the sale of Kikuyu and Kibwezi 

estates if necessary - and was gratified to learn in October 1916 that Convener 

Ogilvie had gone to London to consult with the C. M. S. Secretary. 146 Bishop Peel 

had died in 1916 and it-. -, was felt that if matters were allowed to rest until his 

successor had taken office and investigated the C*S, M. 's plans# a valuable 

opportunity for a quick settlement would have been losto 

It is interesting to note at this point that Arthur held the opinion that 

the success of the proposed Alliance depended upon the prior settlement of the 

dispute over spheres. "We might"q he saidt "contemplate delay in going forward 

with the Alliance, if the true spirit of the Alliance is not in some way to be 

shown by a ch=ge in the attitude of the CoMS,, oe., "9147 

While awaiting the outcome of the negotiations between the C&M., Se and the 

F, M*C*, Arthur redirected his ýthýoughta towards German East Africa. Annoyed 

by the claim of the C*M*So to exclusive rights in the Kilimanjaro district by 
148 

virtue of Bishop Hannington's pioneering work there, he cabled the F*MoC* in 

Januar7 1917 to say that he was proposing to release three of his staff to occupy 

Lutheran statione in Dar-es-Salaamt Wilhelýnstad and Kilimanjaro&149 If the 

Church of Scotland did not act promptlyq Livingstonia and Blantyre cooperating 

146 jb-id 75739 McLachlan to Arthurg 2let September 1916* 
147 pCEA/TT2 IK*M. C. Minutes - Coverina Letters', Arthur to-McLachlan# lith YAy 1916* 
148 PcEA/TTj 'Letters to Dro ArthurIq Rev, Hek, Binns to Arthurg 6th Januax7 191T, 
149 Arthur claimed that he had received an invitation from Dar es Salaam to occupy I these three districts* (CSP/KLS 7573, McLachlan to Arthur* 31st Januar7 1917. ) 
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with Xikuvu in claiming former German opheree, the C. M. S. and U. M., C. Ao between 

150 them would lay claim to the whole of German East Africas 

MoLachlan replied quiok3, v and, appealed for restraint. There would be no 

scramble for spheres in German East Africal the Colonial Office had ruled that 

any German stations occupied ýefore the end of the war, and before a proper 

apportionment had, been made, would not be regarded as permanent. J*He Oldham 

had formed a special Sub-Committee of the Conference of British Missionary 

Societies to settle all claims in conjunction with givilian authorities* 

McLachlan reminded Arthur that the success of the neGotiations with the C*M#S* 

in London for an enlargement of the CoSeMe's sphere in British East Africa was 

based upon the assumption that the C*M. So would be givep a freehand in German 

East Africa* Arthur did not seem to realise that the three districts he proposed 

to occupy lay in a sphere which the Church of England regarded traditionally as 

its own. The Secreýary of the CoMsSo Committeel the Revo G, T. Manleys was in 

favour of the CeSoMols proposalsq But there were two things to be considered: 

no settlement could be reached until after the warl and the CoM#S* in British 

East Africa were considerably less enthusiastic thaa their Co=it. te, e in London 

about, relinquishina their nubu sphere to the C, S, M,, 151 

During the second half of 1917 Protestant missionaries in British Fast Africa 

raised their own Mission Carrier Corps and went into war, The question of spheres 

whether in German or British East Africaq was not raised again, until June 1918o 

By then Livingstonia had claimed all German Moravian mission stations in the 

New Langenburg Province of German East Africa, and in the following year Blantyre 

150 PCEAA/31# Arthur to MoLachlant 20th January 1917*. 

: 151 CSP/NLP 7573% McLachlan to Arthur, 31st January 1917; PCEA A/29g McLachlan 
to Arthur, 6th February and 12th March 1917; and W/KLS 7564# McLachlan 
to Arthui, 16th July 1917s ýI 
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sent African evangelists to occupy the Berliner Missions-resellsehaft at IringaO152 

The occupation of spheres in German Fast Africa by Scottish missionaries thus 

'took place not from, British East Africa but from Nyasaland, 
153 The result, 

neverthelesag was what McLachlan had, fearedt the C. M. S., in British East Africa 

regarded Iringa as their rightful sphere - in spite of, 'the faot that Oldham 

had approved its occupation by the Nyasaland C. S. M. -and felt disinclined to make 

adjustments to their sphere in British East Africa to suit the C. S. M*0154 

The plan devised in 1916 by Arthur-for an eAlarged sphere had already been 

modified* In October 1918 Arthur suggested to the C. M. S. Conference that they 

should forget the past and agree to a final division of spheres: Kikuyuland should 

be divided into two spheres, north and south of the River T=aq and the 0*8*Mo 

and C. M*S* should each choose one. 
15P 

-He asked for, a rppid decision from the 

C, M, S, t. intimating that unless this was, forthooming the matter would be raised 

at, the next meeting of the recently constituted Representative Council of the 

Allianceo Bishop Heywoodt Peel's successor# ma the danger. in this to the unity 

152 CSP/NLS 7578, McLachlan to Oldham$ 3rd June 19191 and 7580l McLachlan to 
Manley, 22nd March 1920. The Rev. A, M. Anderson of Zomba was sent to take 
charee of the Iringa. Scottish Mission. Files in the Tanzania National 
Archives which are of relevance to the British missionary occupation of 
former German stations in Tan&Wika, and to the Scottish Mission at lringýa, 
includei 04/1916-20/170$ 'Missionaries, repatriation of German and Austriant 
and replacement'; 3632ftolely, 19269 'German Protestant Missionary Propertys 
Deed of Transfer to Conference of Missionary Societies'l 0228/1922/819 
tA*M* Anderson - Scotch Missionary Society'; and 3873/1922, 'Mission Xahengel., 

153 Arthurl it should be noted, made, ons last attempt to secure a station-for 
his OWn'mission in German East Africa. Iri March 1920't4e German Lutherazi 
head 

, of the, Wuga station in Usambara asked Arthur if he wo; xld care to take 
'over his work. Arthurvioited the area and was'enthusiastiog but the P*M*G** 
would not allow him to beein work there, (AP, Arthur# 'Report on a visit 
to German missions in Usambara, 99 March 1920. ) 

154 CSPALS 7580v McLachlan to Manley, 22ad March 1920; and 7582j MoLachlan to 
Andersong 23rd March 1921, 

Ibid 760'6l Arthur to'Rogers, lrjt October 1918, 
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of the Alliance and suggested a private meeting. At C. I. I. S. Houset Nairobi, on 

October 25th a provisional agreement was reached on the lines suggested by 

Arthur in which the C*S*M. was to take the northern sphere*156 

The agreement dependedl however, on the C*S*Xols ability to relinquish the 

Kikuyu station to the Alliance for the proposed Central Training Institution. 

This was not a matter for private agreement between the C*M*S. and the C*S*Mej 

nor could action be taken without reference to the PoMoC#* At Arthur's request 

McLachlan had sought a legal opinion as to whether the deed of transfer of the 

E, A. S*ST. to the Church of Scotland permitted, the Po? 4*Co to surrender Kikuyu to 

the Alliance* The opinion, received early in 1919, was in the negative. 
157 On 

this issue the last major attempt, to adjust the spheres of the C*S*M* and COM*S* 

failed* 

Conscious of lacking a sphere of influence co=ensurate with its status and 

scale of work, the C*S. M* had always been the moot sensitive and querelous 

mission where spheres were conoerneds Henry Scott had tried to enlarge his 

mission's sphere, but had regarded unity as being more important than adjustments 

to, spheres, Arthur had been less willing to compromises Although his expansionist 

policy had little effect upon the spirit of unity at the Kikuyu Conference in 

19131 it has been noted that by 1917 he regarded the settlement of his dispute 

with the C*MoSe as a precondition of the C*SoMols entry into the Alliance. Had 

he known in 19189 at the time of the second Kikuyu Conference, that his plan 

for an enlarged Scottish sphere north of the Tana River would not be raalisedg 

it is possible that the formation of the Alliance might have been delayed. 

156 PCEA A/34t Arthur to McLachlan, 28th October 1918. 
157 Jbid A/35, Arthur to Hamiltont lot April# and McLachlan to Arthur$ 14th 

April, 1919. 
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The policy of creating separate spheres had provoked the first important 

movement towards a United African Church and led to the Xikuyu. Conference of Jui-e- 

1913- During the 1920s, as African Churches attached to missions began to take 

firm root, it was found'that African Christians frequently changed their denom- 

inations by moving to another sphere where church discipline was less restrictive 

of personal liberty* In 1929 the Representative Council of theAlliance admitted# 

although it took no formal actiong that separate spheres no longer worked and 
158 

ought to be abolished. The sequel to this admission was the beginning, from 

1932, of the second serious attempt to unite in a single African Church. 159 'In 

the intervening years, between the olim= of the first Church Union movement, 

and the beginning of the second# the retention of the policy of separate spheres 

had produced a spirit of compromise* Anglican opponents of the Federation 

proposals argued that Federation implied an abolition of spheres and carried the 

consequent danger to the episcopally ordained ministry oft:., - CoMeSo converts 

seeking Communion in other churches* An Alliance of miesionar7 societies for 

temporal purposeup but with the ultimate objective in view of a United African 

Churcht became the choice of missionaries in the field and their superiors at 

home. 

,, an linit; l in jcnrLva (Ilairobil 1962) 33o 158 
m. as-Caponj Mnv 

t 

159 See J. 1f. Arthýý iýa Towards a United Churoh, g 22-citot 70-74o 
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The Compromise 

Nothing could be done to carry forward the proposals made at Kikuyu in 1913 

until the controversy within the Church of England had been settled by the 

deliverance of the ArchlDishop of Canterbury at Easter 1915., The Continuation 

Cor, mittee of the Kikuyu Conferenoeg in consultation with home authorities$ 

produced in December 1915 a document entitled 'Proposals fqr, an Alliance of 

Societies in'British East Africall Church Union was still the ultimate objeotivel 

but a compromise had been achieved which was acceptable to the' Church of England. 160 

The term, Allianoel had been adopted to avoid the implioation, whioh had been 

seen to exist in Federation of an executive missionary body in the field which 

would be outwith the control of the Anglican Church. 161. It was formally admitted 

that any attempt for the present to'constitute a United African Church was pre- 

mature. ' Missionaries were to be permitted to visit and to administer to their 

own converts residing in the spheres of other missions, And while common methods 

were to bo-adopted by allied societies in respect of church membership, the 

Sacramchts and the Ministryt omitted from the proposals were any reference to a 

common, form of church organisation and arq statement recognising a common member- 

ship betwebn ohurches in the proposed Allianoeo 162 

160 0 To a, large ettent the dooument'was the work of Bishop Peel and J*W. Arthur, 
each of whom had been in close contact with his home organisation in the 
framing of the proposals* Peell for example, had" insisted ý that while for 
his ovm part he would not discipline any of his people who sought Communion 
at'the hands of ministers'who were not'ePiscopal-Iýr-ordainedi there must be 
nothing in the proposals which appeared to sanction "irregularities" in 
connection with Cow. =ione,, It was Peel, also# who suggested the, term, 
Allianoel instead of Federation* (PCFA A/259 Arthur to McLachlan# 17th 
September 19150 

161 "The expression 'Allied Societiest. as used in this, Cons 
' 
titution shall be 

understood to'mean the Local Governing Bodies of the Societiesl'Missions, or 

'Churohoo-o'coupying 
different spheres*11 ('Proposals, for an Alliance of 

Societies in British'East Africa', quoted in CS/FXCM9 18th'April 1916,5-) 
162 A copy of the 'Proposals' may be seen in CS/FMCM, 18th April 1916,5-9- 
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The proposals were approved by representatives of the C. U. S. 9 C*S*14* and 

A*I*X* in December at Nairobil and although the Methodists did not send a rep- 

resentative to the meeting, it was understood that they would join with the 

other, three major societies in the Alliance. The Foreign Mission Committee 

received the report of its Acting Committee on the proposals and reviewed 

the situation at a meeting in April 1916. With minor alterations in the wording 

--cýf'oortain parts of the proposed constitution of the Allianoet the Cor. =ittee 

agreed to forward the proposals for ratification at the General Assembly of 

May 19 s 
163 

There, werej hovever# two issues related to the proposals which caused concern 

both at home and in the field* These were re-Baptism, and total, abstinence from 

intoxicants. Since 1912 the C*S*M* had made total abstinence from drinking a 

condition of church membership# and in 1916 theya appeared to favour the AOISMOIs 

suggestion that abstinence chould, be the condition of Baptism. The C. M. SO were 

more liberal in their attitude to this aspect of church discipline, but like the 

C*S, M, #, could not accept the demand of the Aol*M* that missions in the Alliance 

holding Baptist principles should be allowed to re-Baptise the converts of other 

micsions, before admitting them to church membership., 

These issues had been discussed at earlier conferences, but. achieved a new 

significance in 1916 when an Alliance aiming at ultimate organiO"unity seomdd-.,, 

too ojose-ýt hand* The F. X*C9 considered the issues very carefully and resolved 

that re-Baptism was unnecessary and should be discouraged, and that while total 

--abstinence fro. m, liquor might be a precondition of com=ioant membership of a 
164 

churchi, it must on no account be made a precondition of Baptism, This was 

163 CSP/NL-S 7572, MoLachlan'to'Arthur, 10th May 1916. 
164 cS/VýCMj 18th April 1916i 10-Ilo 
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a position withwhich the C., II*Si could agree# but not so the A. I. M. who 
declared that they cculd not be moved from their own standpoint. 

165 

Before the proposals for an Alliance could be put to the teat over the 

matter of church discipline# the war began to affect missions more deeply 

than before; it was generally agreed that the Alliance would be delayed until 

the war was over. An opportunity to test the spirit of the Alliance in a 

Practical way arose in 1917 in connection with the war effort of Allied troops 

in German East Africa* 

Early in 1916, an Allied offensive under the command of General Smuts was 
launched against General Paul Von'Lettow-Voftbeck's forces in German Fast AfricO66 

As strategic towns and lines 6f communication were captured, the need increased 

of repair work on roads and railýaysj and above all of transport to facilitate 

the passage of troops through conquered territory. The age of the Ford motor 

car had began in East Africa before the war# but mechanised transport was of 

little use in a country which had few roads and which enjoyed two a=ual seasons 

of heavy rains. The heavy tasi of supplying troops and of maintaining the vital 

lines of communication fell upon the humble African carrier - the ýanonymous 

labourer and transporter, without uniforcip rankl number or regimentg who was in 

Rudyard Kipling0a words# '#the hands and the feet of the ArcV!; '167 

165 PCEA A/28/1, Rogers to'Arthurg 14th August 1916* 
1ý6 

ý Amongst the formidable array of books wkitten about the war, in East Africa, 
a useful, journalistic account is given by Brian Gardner in hie German past (Londong 1963)- 

167 
These words appear in the inscription on the statues in Nairobiq Mombasa 
and Dar es Salaam commemorating the African dead of the German East African 
campaigns. The resilience and humour of African' carriers amidst the horrors 
of, their war conditions is revealed in the popular ditty Which began: 

"Oht werare the porters who carry the food 
Of the porters who carry the porterst-food 

(Sir Philip Mitchell, African Afterthoughts (Londong 1954) 49. ) 
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My'the end of 19169 Von4ettow-Voftbeck's guerrillas were concentrated in 

the south-earitern corner of German Fast Africa* The Allied forces, starting 

from points in a wide arc around the German position, planned, to encircle their 

enemy and end the war. At this stage it was estimated that an extra 160,000 

carriers, would be required. 
168 The Military Labour Bur I eaug 

169 formed in 

Februar7 1916 under the directorship of O. F. Watkins, called for 40sOOO carriers 

from British East Africa aloneg and intimated that l6jOOO replacements would be 

needed each month after KV 1917-170 

on Xarch 26th 1917 missionaries in British East Africa were informed that 

all pupilog including apprenticeaq who had joined mission schools since June 1915 

would be taken for the Carrier Corpe; and furtherg that the Compulcory Servioe 

168 It should be noted that African carriers for the Allied forces in the war 
in East Africa were recruited not only from the three East African territories, 
Zanzibar and Rafial but also from the Rhodesias, Nyasaland, Portuguese East 
Africa, South Africaq the Belgian Congo$ Nigeria and the Cold Coast, Hundreds 
of thousands of additional carriers were recruited in their own territory 
by the Germans, although, owing to the nature of German militax7 strategy, 
it was impossible to keepyany record of the exact numbers recruited. 
(General Von Lettow Voorbeck, My Reminiegboes of East Africa (London, nod. ) 
24-) 

169 The predecessor of the Military Labour Bureau was the Past African Transport 
Corpso Following allegations in th4 British House of Commons that the 
Bureau was no more than a bnit for forced labourg the name was changed in 
1918 to the Military Labour Corps. (ASP S*22/04339 'Forced Labour and 
Native Carriers'O 

170 DoC. Savage and :, Forbes Munro, tCarrier Corps Recruitment in the British 
East Africa Protectorate, 1914-191819 Journal of African Historyt VII, iij 
1966t 330- See also We Watkins, Reýort by Lto Cols O*Fo Watkins, CoB, E 
D. S*O*, Director of Militar7 Labour to the B, E. A, Expeditionary Force, on 
the Period from Aupust 4th 1914 to S22tember 15th 1919 (Nairobi, 1919 - copies 
in the National Archives at Nairobi and Entebbe. ) Watkin's private papers 
are in the hands of a relativel presently living in Rairobio The first major 
work on the history of the Kenya Carrier Corps is that in preparation by 
Mr6 Go Hodges of Strathmore College, Nairobiq which will be submitted to 
Cambridge University as a Ph. D. Thesis in 1970 or 1971- 
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Ordinance had come into force, and would be applied to missionaries as well as 

to other European civilians. 
171 

Arthur had been dreading this (LAY since 1915 when, alone amongst missions 

in Kikuyulandl T=utu= suffered the lose of its outschool pupils in the Govern- 

ment campaign to recruit carriers in the Reserves. 172 In that yeart the chief 

opponent of the exclusion of missions from compulsox7 carrier recruitment was 

E, S* Grogan, the settler leader and member of the Governorts War Councij*173 

B ut Arthur had an ally on the War Council in W. MacLellan Wilsons Clement Scott's 

old friend in the Colonists# Association and a member of the St. Andrew's Church 

Co=ittee, who, w ith otherag secured a declaration that missions were to be 

placed in a reserve cateCory and to be exempt from carrier recruitment unless 

war conditions dictated otherwise. 
174 

While fearing the effects upon their work if scholars and teachers were taken 

as carriersp missionaries also feared for the progress of their work if they 

themselves were obliged to offer themselves for service at the front* In 19151 

during a period of frenzied patriotism when Europeans all over Kenya were marching 

into Nairobi to offer themselves for servicet the European War Committee in 

_, 
invitations to missionaries to do likewise. Barlow and Nairobi began issuifig- 

two other Scottish missionariest W*O,, Tait and George Dennisg were amongst those 

who received invitations#175 

171ý CS/FXC)II 10th July 1917iland KMCMO 18th April 19179 The news was Given on 
behalf of the I(yambu District Organising Committee by the Assistant D. C. 
that Tribal Police would shortly be visiting mission schools to enrol youths 

, as carriers* (PCEA A/29, Lane to Arthur, Circular No. M#Po lp/3/17# 26th 
Maroh'1917*) 

172 PCEL A/349 Arthur to the Acting Chief Secretary, Nairobil 6th November 1918. 
Arthur claimed to have evidence that other missionsq especially around. Fort 
Wl, had been given special Government protection in 1915- 

173 pCEA A/24,11. MacLellan Wilson to Arthurg 14th December 19150 
174 : [bid A/279 Arthur to'NaoLellan, 13th Januar7 1916, 
175 PCEA A/25# Arthur to Hamiltong 16th November 1915a 
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The prospect Of losina-as mav as three missionariea van a source of worry 

to Arthur* Two others had resigned in 1915, the Rev. James Youngson and John 

Garriook; the Rev. J*T6 Souttar of Sto'Andrew's had already offered himself for 

service as a war chaplainp and'Drs HIRoA# Philp was'serving Government as the 

District Surgeon for Nyerio At staff meetingal held at. Kikuyu in Docember 1915# 

it was decided that the C*S#M, could not afford to offer more than two missionaries: 

Philp would continue in his medical work for Government around Xycriq and Dro 

S*E* Jones would be set aside to take charge of an ext4nsion to tho mission 

hospital at Kikuyu for carriero*176 

There was a measure of disagreement within the staff of the CS, M# reearding 

the duties of missionaries in time of war. Arthur# supported by 1,11cLachlant w= 
I 

of the opinion that by working steadily amongst African peoplesp and by ensuring 

that Africans, remained loyal to the British cause, missionaries were making a 

significant contribution. 
177 In the last resort the choice was left to the 

individual conscience* Dro Philp accepted the post of Medical Officer to the 

Xenia Province between rebruary 1916 and March 1917; 178 George Dennis served fcr 

176 PCEA/TTt 'Xinutes of Staff r1eetingst, 26th N'ovember and 15th December 1915, 
Arthur had consulted the Chi6f Secretary at Nairobi, 0,09 BowrinU9 and had 
received an assurance that for the meantime missionaries would not be 
compelled to enter 'military service. Arthurts offer of a carrier hospital 
at Kikuyu was eagerly accepted by the Principal Nedical Offioert, Col, A'. D. 
Milnes With aýmonthly Government subsidy of Rs*250, Dro Jones treated'more' 
than three hundred African carriers and soldiers from Ugandat British East 
Afrioap German East Africa and Wyasalande The hospital was closed in. July 
'1917 when hospitals and convalescent camps began to be built at the front 
and along the lines of comr=ications (PCEA A/25, Arthur to McLachlan# 
18th Deoamýer 1915; A126, Milne to Arthur, llth Janua . r7 , 1916; end 1/329 
Jones to McLachlan, 28th July 1917, See also PCE& 1/1-2# 'Kikuyu African 
Military Hospital, 1916-17'*) 

177 PCEA/TTj 'Letters from Xro McLachlan#, Xolachlan to Hamiltong 22nd December 
1915*' 

178 rGEA A/26, Milne to Arthur, 8th March 1917. Philp'relieved the incumbent, 
Dr4. Nunan, so that he could go to-the northern province for activeteervice. 
For one year$ Philp was in charge of 271 Daropeanst 330 Asians'and 851,026 
Africans* 
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three months with the YA4C. A. at Moshi in 1916,179 and the Rev* A. Ao Hamilton 

offered his mrvices for three months in June 1917 to the Carrier Convalescent 

Camp at the Nairobi Racecoursee 180 

When the order came on March 26th for carrier recruitment in mission schools, 

missionaries were atunnedo For a few days they did nothing, Then at 5.00 a*m6 

on the morning of April lst 1917 the solution came to Arthur: Protestant mission- 

aries in Kikuyuland would offer themselves for the Carrier Corps and take tith 

them their own company of carriers recruited in their schools by themselves* 181 

In this way he hoped to avoid losing contact with his adherents, to protect 

them against the horrible fate of the general carrierl and to ministerl as 

conditions permittedl to the spiritual and medical needs of mission youths. This 

was the genesis of the Kikuyu Missions Volunteer Carrier Corps* 

Without wasting any timal Arthur went into Nairobi to discuss his scheme 

with Lt. Col. O. F. Watkinsg Director of Military Labour, Col* John Ainsworthl 

the Military Commissioner of Labourl and Leakey and Burns of the C*M*Soo The 

scheme was readily accepted by alli Ainsworthl who had been given a month to 

raise 40tOOO carriers, gave Arthur two wee%s to organise a voluntary missions 

corps, At the end of that periodg Tribal Police would move into the Reserves 

to seize all male Africans between the ages of eighteen and thirty-five until 

they had secured their quota. Leake7# coincidentally# had devised a similar 

scheme; he was therefore anxious to cooperate with Arthur to the fullest extent, 
182 

179 PBPO Barlow to his mother# 18th June 1916. 
180 John Gariooks who had resigned in 1915l attained the rank of Major in the 

Royal Horse Artillery and was killed in action in France in 1917- 
181 APt Kikuyu Missions Volunteer Corps Diary, lot April 1917-13th January 1918, 

entry for April lsto (Hereinafter, referred to as %MoVeCo Diary',, ) 
182 POEA A/311 Arthur, circular to all missions ., 3rd April 1917- 
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The neit stage was to inform all missions and to urge prompt aotion in 

recruiting readerol hearerst catech: umens and baptised Christians* Missionaries 

themseives were now obliged to volunteer* Arthur would be commanding officer 

of the dorps with the rank of, Captain; other senior missionaries would become 

Lieutenants, while missionaries in the lower grades would be appointed W; Won- 

Commissioned Officers. They could be assured that as far as possible both they 

and the mission youths recruited for the corps would not be broken up at the 

front "183 
Arthur had acted swiftly and decisively and gained much credit in-military 

and civilian quarters in the Protectorate andl aften-the initial shook had worn 

off, in the F*M*C* as weli*184 Certain missionaries at Tumutumu were not so 

well pleased; they felt that Arthur had taken an important decision without 

first consulting them, and without due regard for the effect upon the miesion's 

work of the prolonged absence of scholars and micsionariess 

It is ironical that while for missions as a whole the K. M*V*Co was an 

exercise in practical oooperationt that spirittof cooperation and harmony of 

interest was laokihg between the two stations of the C6S*M** The opposition 

party at Tumutumuj t. ras represented by the Rev* A,, Ao Hamilton and Marion Scott 

Stevenson$ disagreed with Arthur's action on the grounds that Tu=t=u had 

suffered enough already through the disraption of its outschoolis in 1915- 

Shortly before Arthur arrived at Tumut=u on April 5th to explain the positiong 

-the D. Ce at Nyeri had writton to. H=ilton to say that in view of the 1915 episode 

Tu=t=u would be affected only very lightly by the new Government order fdr 

183 Ibid, 
184 CSP/140 75749 McLachlan to Arthurt 5th Jane. 1917* 
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massive carrier recruitment. 
185 But when Arthur arrived, he visited the D. C. 

and ý4. and'told them that as a result of his recent agreement with Watkins 

and Ainsworthq the position had, changed and that Tumutumul like other missionst 

was to make the maximum sacrifice* 
186 

This was the first grievance that the Rev* A*Ao Hamilton ha& against Arthur - 

that he had u=eoessarily overriden the D. C. 's deoision to treat Tu=tumu as a 

special case. Both Hamilton and Marion Scott Stevenson condemned Arthur for the 

recruiting speech which he later made at Tumutumu to all the mission's Africanst 

Miss Stevenson# because he proposed that the mission's few teachers should 

volunteer for the corpsI187 and Hamilton, because he felt that Arthur had 

presented the issue in overstressedl and one-sided moral terms: 
III 

"The moral issue was made out to be as olear for them as (it) was for 
our Lord on the way to the Cross, In other words the issue was: stay' 
and deny the Cross of their Lord9 go and walk in the way of the Crosal 
stay and be a cowardl go and bg a hero. *.. Naturallyt'all who heard the 
appeal volunteered to a mano"158 

As Arthur saw it, he had been inspired by Godl and he had presented the 
IIII 

case to Africans at Tumutumu as a spiritual calling which drew added significance, 

or a parables from the approaching festivities of Easter* It was an unwelcome 

hardship# which did not ease his personal sorrow at the recent death of his 

mothers to find that Hamilton was not prepared to keep the issue within miscionar7 

terms of reference. But if Hamilton wished to be unsentimentalq Arthur could 

follow suit* There wasq he etatedl no choice in the matter, Tumutumu could not 

PCEAA/319 Hamilton to McLachlan# 24th April 1917- 
186 PCEA/TTq 'Letters to Mr., Mo'LachlanIq Arthur to McLachlan, 18th April 19171 

and PCEA A/31,, Arthur to McLachlanq 2nd May 1917e, 
187 PCEA A/319 Marion Stevenson to McLachlan, 23rd April 1917- 
188 Ibid, Hamilton to McLachlanq 24th April 1917- 
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expect special dispensation when all other missions were prepared to- enter the 

scheme wholeheartedly* Africans either made the decision to join the Volunteer 

Corpst or the decision would be made for them by Tribal Police and they would 

find themselves in the General Carrier Corps where the incidence of mortality 

was appallingly higho Alreadyl during the last week in March an example had 

been Given of what was to comet Kikuyu, Leakey's station at Kabete and Canon 

Burate station at Nairobi had been raided by Government agents acting as recruit- 

era for the Carrier Corps. 189 But the breach remained unhealed, and new troubles 

were to arise between Kikuyu and Tumutu= after the war. 
190 Arthur was disgusted 

to find that of the two hundred mon sent in to Kikuyu by Tumutumu for the Volunteer 

Corps, all but fifty were Africans from villages who had nothing to do with the 

mismionj and within a few days eighty of them had deserted* He noted, moreover# 

that Tumutumu had not cent any of its African teachers. 191 

By April 1917 there were about lgBOO Africans camped at Kikuyu who had been 

drawn from the C. S. M., A. I. M., C. M. Sej G. M, S. and, strikinslyl from the Holy 

Ghost Father's mission at St, Austin's., 192 Arthurg Barlow and W. O. Tait had 

189 PCEA A/311 Arthur to MoLachlanq 2nd May 1917. The F. M. C. Gave t7deir entire 
sympathy and hearty congratulations to Arthur. (CSP/NLS 7574t McLachlan to 
Hamilton, 17th July 19171 and CS/FMCMP 10th July 1917-) 

190 After receiving letters explaining their protests from Hamilton and Miss 
Stevenson# McLachlan remarked that Tumutumu was beginning to regard itself 
an independent entity, and that this was not to his liking. (CSP/NLS 7574t 
McLachlan to the Rev, C. W. Hutchesong Rairobit 24th July 1917-) 

191 PCEA A/311 Arthur to MoLachlanq 2nd May 1917- 
192 Ibid A/301 Father L. Berhhard, St. Austints to Dr. S. E. Jonest 5th October 

1917* Towdrds the end of 1917 subscriptions were raised to provide Christmas 
presents for mission carriers. While'the Protestant missions thought pencils 
and slates would make appropriate gifts, the Holy Ghost Fathers suggested 
comforts such as snuff and tobacco* 
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volunteered, as had eight missionaries representing'other Protestant societies* 
193 

For about a months the assembled'units of the Kikuyu Missions Volunteer 

Carriers were camped on the mission estate at Kikuyuo The long wait 

brought problems of discipline$ desertionsg bygiene - smallpox broke out on 

April 18thl94 . and most of all excitement and unrest amongst the girl boarders 

of the mission# The proximity of lj&)O males was obviously disturbing; 195 
when 

the K*II*V4C*, marched out on May 10th to entrain at Hairobig half of the fifty-eight 

boarders went on strike and ran away from the mission. Most of the girls returned 

before long# but as Mrs. Watson sorrowfully observed, morale remained low for 
196 

many weeks to come. 

Pending the arrival of a transport ship-in Mombasa, the K*M*V*C, stayed 

in a camp at Mazeras from X-V 12th to -Tuly 4the There were many desortionsg many 

cases of dysentery and smallpoxj several deaths, and much boredom. The men were 

set to work on quarrying atone and on Government plantations, and all were greatly 

relieved when the order came for embarkation at Mombasa* The K*X*V*Co travelled 

by sea to Dar es Salaam, by rail to Dodoma# and from Dodoma. to Irinea and Wwjigu 

by foot# They arrived at 11uhanga at the end of July and were set to work carrying 

loads forwardp and stretcher cases back from the frontl for the Belgian column 

column advancing from Iringa upon Mahenge and Massassi. 197 

193 See illustration Ifoo2Oo Barlow and Tait went to German East Africa ahead, 
of the K*M*V*Co to serve for a few months with the Kavirondo section of the 
Seneral Carrier Corps at Lindioý (APj Arthurg circular letter from-Mazeras, 
17th June 1917-) Barlow was allowed to return to B. E. A. in October 1917 
to take his wife to Britain for medical treatment, - 

194 APt KoX*V. C. Diary, I ý18th April 1917- 
195 'The highost'recorded'n=ber of Africans enrolled in the X. M. V. C. was 19800. 

Of this number about five hundred were adherents of the C*S. M., about nine 
'hundred of, the CM, S., fifty of theXoly Ghost Fathers$ missiong and the 
remainder were drawn from the A, IsMo and G*M*Soo 

196ý Ibid, Mrs. Watson, 'our volunteer Carriers and those they have left behind', 
June 1917* 

197 Ap, K, 11, V, Ce Diary, 12th May - 30th July 1917, 
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Augast 1917 was the worst month. Cperating in two sectionst from Muhanga 

and Boma Mzingav the X. M. V. C. carried more than 309000 loads - far in excess of 

the official man-load ratio laid down by the Military Labour Bureau - and the 
198 

result was an alarmingly high incidence of sickness and fifteen deaths* 

But by comparison to the plight of the general carrierog the KM*VCo were 

extraordinarily well cared for* Some thirty-five of their numbert howeverg who 

had been left behind in the hospital at Mazeras and who travelled overland to 

rejoin the X. MoV. Co at Xuhanga, experienced the conditions of ordinar7 carriers. 

They were part of a column of one hundred and fifty carriers and were brutally 

lashed by white N*C, O. s on several occasions; when they arrived at Nuhanga, only 

four of them were fit to work, 
199 

On November 2let orders were received to begin the evacuation of Xubanga 

and Boma Mzinga, In company with 4600 Kikuyu and Kamba general carriers, the 

K,, M&V. Ce marohed to Mombol from whioh point they oontinued their journey to 

Nairobi by rail*, The Oorps wau disbanded on Januar7 16th 1918t having been on 

service for nine monthol six of which, were spent in German East Africa, By 

comparisOn'to the n=ber, of recorded deaths in the Carrier Corps# 200 deaths 

in the K@M*ViC* were alight. About one, hundred men had died of sickness, of whom 

twenty-five were adherents of the C,, S*Me 201 There was no difficulty over the 

198 PCEA A/34, Arthur to McLachlan$ 21st March 10181 and AP9 Arthur, circular 
letter from Muhanea, 5th September, 1917o For an African's account of his 
experiences with the K, M, V,, Col see an article by an A91oX, adherent called 
Tagi tn the A#IoMo journal, Africa Inland, llj 8th August 1918,15- 

199 AP, Arthurg oircular, letter from Muhangat 5th September 19170 
200 The Director of Military Labourg in his report cited above (nO170)t estimated 

the number of deaths, of carriers as being ten percent of a total of 394080 
registered with the-Militar7'Labour Corps, 

2101 Two aied'at Kikuyu before the KoM*V*C* left for warl five died at the Mazeras 
campl fifteen at Muhanga; one at Mombol and two. at Kikuyu in January 19184, 
(PCEA A/341 Arthur to McLachlan, 2lat March 1918. ) 
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payment of wages g or of compensation to Aidowsq except in cases where men had 

deserted* 202 

Other misSions in East and Central Africa had participated in the war, but 

none in the f ormalised manner of the British East Afrioan Kikuyu missions. In 

Ugandal seven European missionaries of the CeMeSo served with troopsg while most 
II 

of their soholars joined the African Native Maical Corps or other units and served 
203 in the Kagera. distriot of Uganda and in German East Africa. Nyasaland mission 

youths joined the regular Carrier Corps and suffered heavy casualtiesi and eight 

out of seventeen European missionaries of the C*S*Mo in Nyasaland saw aotive 

service - oneq Napier, being killed in Portuguese East Africa in February 1918* 204 

Arthur Shearly Cripps, Mashonaland missionary of the Society for the Propagation 

of the Gospell co=anded a detachmant of carriers at the southern and of Lake 

205 Tang Wnika,. And finanyq there was Frank Weston, Bishop of Zanzibar, who for 

a few months carried a large wo6den cross and marched at the head of a tattered 

202 Teachers and evangelists# however$ received less military pqýy than they were 
accustomed to receiving from their employment at missions. In the case of 
the C. S. M., Arthur and Ilarlow agreed to make up the difference out of the 
increased pay which they had received during the war* But for general 
carriers, as a result of poor quartermasteringg the issue of deferred and 
unclaimed payments lasted from the war to the early 1930s- (For a useful 
summary of the issue of the Oporterts olaimt# see Tanzania National Archives, 

, 
WI/U-l9351# H*XoM* Moore to Lord Pastfield, Kenya Deep. 110-87 of 7th February 
1932ý) 

203 'Effeots, of-the Nar on the, Mission*9 Uranda 5,1918-28# . 36* See also G*S* 
Keane and D. G. Tomblingsq The African Wative Medical Corps in the German 
East African Campaigns. (London, 1921)o When the K*M*V*Co embarked at 
Mombasa for'Dar es Salaam in July 1917 they had as shipboard companions 
, four hundred Uganda mission volunteers of the Medical Corps and other 
units. (AP, X. X. V. C. Diaryl 6-7th JulY, 1917-),, 

204 PCEA, A/33# McLachlan to, Arthur, llth June 1918;, C 
' 
SPAILS75769 McLachlan to 

Reid, 12th June 1918; and 7578#, MoLaohlan to Colonial Seeretaryt 4th July 1919o) 
205 ýSe'Cripps, An Africa' for theý4fricans (Londonl'1927)'149 ff om See A* j anf%' e 

rathe ,r 
bad, but poignant poetry-byt, the same author, see Lake and Wart African 

Land and Water Verses (O-U#P-o 1917), OThe Dirge of the Dead Porterstj and 
'To my Carrierslo 
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unit of carriers whose number included Muslims as well as Christians* 206 

While resting on-a friend's farm after the war, Arthur found time to reflect 

upon the progress of missionary work. 'Expressing the'view thit'important new 

developments were at hand, he wrote am follows to his fathers- 

"One feels at the beginning of things again and'after what , we have 
passed through and with this break in the continuity of the workq 
anything is possible. s9207 

Arthur felt that the experience of Atrioans of differenitAssionst'and of 

missionaries themselvesq during their period of service with the K*M. V*Co had 

given a new'meanine to the cause of Christian unity* 
208 The apirit of the 

Alliance had proved its atrength'I the time had come for action, 

In July 1918 a great Conference was convened at Kikuyu uhich was attended 

by over a hundred peopleg among them missionaries of the C*S#M, 0 A. I. M. 9 C. M. S. 

and U. H. X*q together with offioials and members of the European publio. The 

purpose was to enter into the Allianoe proposed in Docember 1915- 209 Beforehand, 

the C. M*S* Co=ittee in London and the F. M. C. in Edinburgh had agreed that their 

missionaries in British Ewt Africa might provisionally enter an Alliance provided 

that the Constitution adopted differed in no way from that which had formed the 

206 C. P. Groves, The Planting of ChristianitZ in Africa, IV, 
. 

(Londoni 1958) 66-68. 
207 AP, Arthur to his father, 23rd February 1918. 
208 ftJoint Comaunion services were hold regularly - at one time by an Anglican, 

an officer of the Corps$ at another by a Church, of Scotland minister - and 
at these all'sat down together at the one Table of OUr. Lordo This campaigning 
did much to bring the reality of their oneness in Christ Jecus to all concerned, - and prepared the way for fresh efforts towards unity'. when the war ceased, In 
this Corps also there was a group of come fifty Roman, Catholies who attended 
morning prayers and'Church servioeso Here was the united Church of Africa in 
action*" (J*Wo Arthur'in Towards a United Church. on, citst 53. ) 

209 Only'fourteen mis I sionaries at'Kikuyu in July 1918 had attýnded the 1913 
Conference* Bishop Peel had died in 1916 and the'Revo Udy'Býssett of the 
Methodist Mission' died shortly before the Conference. Bishop Willis, whose 
area was now within the Doicese of Mombana, attended, as did Bishop Heywood; 
and while Arthur represented the C,, S#Mol the Rov# WeTo Worthington represented 
the Methodistso 
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basia of agroement between the C. M. 36 and the Church of Scotland in 1916,210 

The outetandina feature of the Conferenoe was the remarkably liberal set 

of proposals which Bishop Weston - the mistake of failing to invite him was not 

repeated in 1918 - presented for the basis of a United African Church* 211 Taken 

completely by surprisep and anxioun not to offend the Bishop and so precipitate$ 

perhapag another crisis# the Conference adjourned to consider the proposals* 

On reausemblingo the case against the Bishopte proposals was stated succinctly 

by Rulburt of the A*I. Xoo Believing that arq attempt at unity which involved 

the participation of the U*X*C*Ao as well as the CoM. S. would ciake for an increase 

in the trend towards Imodernism' or undisciplined Biblical interpratationj 

Rulburt declared that 

"no basis which placed the Church above the Word of God, no ritual which 
would take the place of personal oo=1nionq vzd no ecclesiastical control 
which limited personal liberty in vital thinco, or failed to honour the 
authority conferred tq their own churches, was possible, "212 

Ile could, howaverg accept the basis of the Alliance presently before the 

Conference* 

The Conference then proceeded to adopt the basis of the Allianoeg not an 

the ideall but an the utmost that was possible at that time. After three days 

of "prayerful consideration"# resolutions were passed which Cave the final 

213 
Constitution to the Alliance* Westong true to himsalfg rose at the last 

moment to protest aCainzt the sienine of the Constitution 1: 7 the two C*M,, S* 

Bishopeg sayinG that unity would not be achieved in this manner. 

210 
MEA A/33o Xoýachlan to Arthurt 23rd July 1918* 

221 Kikxr_ni 19181 Renort of the United Conference of Vicalonary Societies in 
Eritinh-Innt Africa (liairobil 1910) 7:: g- 

212 

213 The full text of the Constitution of the Allianoel as adopted an 26th july 

ý1918g 
is Given in Appendix VI* With minor : amenduents to the wordina, the 

Constitution was approved by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland 
in Xay 1919o 
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The Constitution wan signed IW the reprecentatives and deleeates of the 

four major societies and was transmitted to the home authorities for approval. 

It is interesting to note that in demonstration of their belief# or perhaps 

their fear# that a purely African United Church was undesirableg the Conference 

aCreed to cmit the word Native and to confine themselves in future to discussine 

a United Church for all rooese 
214 Other points of interest arising out of the 

decisions and deliberations of the Conference include the reaffirmation of the 

deeire for united action in the higher education of Africana 0215 the appointment 

of a committee to submit a training scheme for an African minietz7o and the 

suggestion that work amongst women should be placed on an equal footing with 

that amongst men* 

The executive body of the Alliance was a permanent Representative Council* 216 

Almost immediatelyg the Representative Council found itself involved in the 

practicalities of life in the Protectorate - African grievancesp and the Crowing 

discord between Europeans and Asianse 217 
It was found to be more effective in 

neoular matters than in the purpose for which it ostensibly stood - the furtherance 

of the cause of a United Church* 

214 Arthur in Towarda a United Church. orocit. 9 59. 
215 The Conference proposed a united normal school for the coastt hirhlands; and 

Lake regions of the Protectorate* Of particular interest to Kikuyu mission- 
arieng howeverg van the the cus sion - attended by the Director of Educationg 
JoRe Orr - of an Alliance Central Training College at Kikvjue This, ý was the 
subject of a smaller Conference hold at Kikuyu in October 191ge 

210, Associated with the Representative Council were the following special Boardst 
TheoloGical# Ceneral ]Uuoationg Modicall Languaeeo Financet Native Customn# 
Women's Work and Survey* Few of them ever met. The Representative Council 
soon showed itself to be a Vairobi-bazed body which was of interest more to 
Kikvu missions than to any others in the Alliance* Bishop Willis rarely 
attended Its meatingso and the Methodists# representativet likewise# was 
conspicuous by his absences 

217 nnphuinine this aspect of the Council's work: -., Arthur reported in 1919t "The 
Alliance .... IuLs come to be a potent force in the life of the Proteotoratet 
and the Missions are able throuCh its voice to present a united front to the 
pressing problems of the day* The Government recognins the Alliance as the 
spokesman of the Protestant Xiesion&r7 bodies. so (pCr 

Annual Report*, 1919. ) 
A A/36t Arthur oceneral 
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Council of Evangelical Free Churches in England and the deliverance of the 

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland - all of which gave clearg if qualified, 

blessing to the movement for Christian Reunion. 221 The Cocus of the Conference 

was the United Churcho As a major step towards achieving their goal, delegates 

to the Conference decided to ask their home authorities to sanction joint 

participation in the ordination of African ministers within the Allied churches 

so that the ministers so ordained would be fully recognised as ministers in all 

the churches concerned* 
222 Ordained European missionaries would receive similar 

mutual recognition. And finally, it was felt that no United Church was feasible 

where inter-communion was impossible without a special religious oeremonyg or the 

taking of additional vows* 
223 

Daring the months which followed the Conference the question of an Alliance 

Collegep to be built on part of the Kikuyu mission eatatel was of more immediate 

interest than the United Church* Such a College, especially if it were to have 

a joint theological training department attached to itq was felt to be a major 

stop towards ultimate church union* As ever, when faced with the prospect of 

some practical aspect of unityl the A*LM*'s fear of the dangers of 'modernistic$ 

teaching was incteasedo 

There was, during 1922, a movement within the A. I. M. which favoured a total 

221 See Capon, op. cit 279 62--63* 
222 Resolution It Kikuyu Conference, Resolutions and Events of Important-Meeting 

(East-Afrioan Standardl Nairobit 1922e) Resolutions II and III called for 
the representation on the Council of the Alliance of the Governing bodies 
of the African churches as distinct from the parent missionary societies, 
and for the participation in the Alliance of Africans* The Kikuyu Mission 
Council was of the opiniong howeverg that African participation could only' 
be considered after the problem of inter-communion had been settled. (KWMj 
7-11th June 1922*) 

223 Englandto attitude was sympathetic, butit was stated thp-t The Church of 
church union in Kenya could not be divorced from the wider question at the 
home base, and that progress must be c-ýcautious. The F. M*C* were a little 
more optimistiol intimating to Arthur that'both they and the General Assembly 
would probably have no difficulty in accepting the Conference's resolution on 
African ordination. (XMCM, 30th August and 4th September 1922. ) 
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withdrawal from the Alliance, The movement reached a climax in August when 

news was received of a -. -secession within the ranks of the C. M. S. supporters in 

Britain over the issue of Imoaernist' interpretations of the Scriptures. A 

fundamentalist group withdrew to form the Bible Churchmen's Missionary Society 

after a meeting in London in June* 224 Encouraged by this mark of protest against 

liberal elements within the C*H*S,, fifty A*I*Xo missionaries serving in Kenya 

and the Congo met at KiJabe during the last week in August to discuss whether 

they should dissociate themselves from an organisation which drew its main 

membership from the CoM. S., and from the Church of Scotland whose Divinity 

teaching was egnally suspect. 
225 The feeling of the Conference was that they 

could not remain within an Alliance in which their position was threatened. 

At a meeting of the Representative Council of the Alliance in Nairobi early 

in Septembert Rulburt presented a memorandum setting out the fundamentals of 

the AýI*Mols position. Although a modified expression of the sentiments expressed 

at Kijabej the memorandum served to halt all negotiations for an Alliance College, 

It declared unequivocallV that the AoI*M* could not envisage real and workable 

union in a United College unless the home authorities of other societies agreed 

to send to Kenya only those missionaries who held the position of the Conservative 

Evangelical party of the Church of Englande 226 It went on to insist that the 

staff of the College should adhere to a tripartite statement of faith as a condition 

224 Capont opcitat 28* 
225 Arthur had been forewarned at the Kikqyu Conference in January by the Rev. 

Mr, Morrisg Field Director of the A,, IoMo in the Congol that trouble was 
brewing within the A, I, M, 4, Both Arthur and Bishop Heywood attended the stormy 

, 
Conference at Kijabe in August* (PCEA/TT 'K*M. C. Minutes Covering Letters', 
Arthur to MoLachlant. 13th September 1922. j 

226 Hulburt had expressed this same demandl for the appointment of missionaries 
who would be acceptable to the A. I. M. 1 as early as 1913. (PCEA A/159 
McLachlan to Arthur, 25th July 1913-) 
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of appointmentg and as a further condition of tenure of appointment*227 

The Alliance Colleae thus became the test of the Alliancet and ultimatelyl 

the test of the United Church itself, The College had been discussed since 1916, 

and in 1922 it seemed capable of early inauguration; large sums of money had been 

provided and negotiations had been opened with Government for a grant-in-aid* 

To save the Colleael the Representative Council resolved to recommend the 

memorandum to the allied societies for transmission to their home authorities 

as the rule to be adopted in future appointments for the missionar7 field in 

Kenya. 228 

The reaction in Edinburgh to the A. I. M. 's memorandum and its acceptance by 

the C*S*Me was a conviction that the Alliance had lost control of the movement 

for unity* Expressing his personal opinion of the implications in the memorandum, 

the FýM*C* Convenor statedt 

"In their Memorandum the A. I. M. ask practically 
'that, 

apart altogether 
from a general expression of adherence to the basis of the constitution 
of the'Alliancel a fresh confessional guarantee be signed by our Church 
of Sootland missionaries to Kikuyu, that the tenure of office of such 
missionaries be made to depend upon the tenure of their orthodoxyg and 
that as to'their orthodoxy the Africa Inland Mission must be s&tisfied 
before 

, 
ever they are accepted as missionaries in the Kenya Field, Man- 

ifestly no union on such conditions could possibly be considered by 
the Church of Sootlandovv229 

Arthur was warned that he had gone too far; he was cormitting the C. S. M. 

in Kenya to a credal position inconsistent with the established Faith and Order 

of the Churoh of Sootlands The C*M#S#j likewiceg would not be permitted to 

narrow'down the. basis of their, belief to sitisfy the oonservative orthodoxy of 

227 The statement of faith was as followst, "the Absolute and. Eternal Doity oIf the 
Lord Jesus-Christ; His substitutional Atonement; the absolute authority'and 
integrity of the Holy Scriptureal as hold andýinterpreted today by the Con- 
servative Evangelical Party of the Church of lhgland,, " (Alliance Reprosentativ( 
Counoil. Minutes (ARCM), 31st August - 2nd September 1922e) 

228 At a meeting of the Kikuyu Mission Council on September 4th 1922t the C*SoM* 
decided to forward the memorandum and the Representative Council's resolution 
to the F, M*Co for acceptance* (FI. ICM# 4th September 1922, ) 

229 The Very Rev. Dr. J,. No Ogilvie in CS/FMCM9 6th X%roh 1923o 
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the A*I,, Meo And apart from the demands of the AoIaH, with regard to the 

Alliance Collegeg it was felt that missionaries in Kenya were forcing the 

pace towards complete Union* The Church of England had grave problems in 

connection with Orderl the AoI*M# with Faiths The A*I, M* and ColloSe were 

societies andt within limitog could frame new regulations as to the oredal 

standing of their missionaries. But the C. SoX. was an organisaticn of the 

Church of Scotlandg and should not ask what was unconstitutional for the 

Church to grazrte V, "hy, asked Convener Ogilvie, did the Alliance not frankly 

recognise these difficulties and content itself for the present in working 

along lines of oo=on servicel such as education# which were already open? 
230 

Daring the 1920s the proposalS' for joint participation in ordination# 

inter-communion and a theological department in the Alliance College were 

gradually abandoned., But the desire for an Alliance College persisted* and 

in March 1926 the Alliance High School came into being. In 1924 a Kenya 

Missionary Council was formed to provide a forum for a wider range of Protes- 

tant organioations in Kerqao and to take over from the Alliance its secular 

concerns* 
231 The Alliance itself continued until 1935* But in 1924 the A, I*M* 

declared that they would only remain within the Alliance so long as they were 

not asked to touch any scheme for the Alliance Collegel united ordination or 

the United Church. 232 Proposals for a United'Church were raised briefly in 

230 Ibide 
2,31 one of the promoters of the plan for a Kenya Xisaionary Council was 3)r* 

Jesse Jones of the Phelps-Stokes Commission who felt that the important 
matter of African education could not adequately be treated by an Alliance 
which represented only four societies* (PCEAftfq tSpeoialstj Arthur memo- 
randumq 'The Phelps-Stokes CommissionIg gth April 1924. ) In 1943 the - 
Kenya Missionary Council was succeeded by the Christian Counoil. of Kenya, 

232 CSP/NLS 7607l Arthur to McLachlan, 20th February 1924& 
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1922 and again after 1932,233 But the measure of compromise is revealed in 

the decision to main Wn the Alliance when one of its members was pledged 

to do 'nothing to further the principal cause for which it otbod. 

233 See Church Union in East Africa6 Record of a Conference held in Nsirobi, 
October 13th and 14th 1932, kEm3t African Standardl Nairobi,,, 1932);, Church 
Union i East Africa. Proposed Basis of-Union, July 19313 (Nairobý, 1933)1 
and-Conferenoe on Christian Cooperation, '17th and 18th July, 

-1935, 
(Nairobi, 

r935)6 Durinig the 1930s and 1940,39 the movement-for unity in'Kenya, drew 
much encouragement from azimilar-movement in'South', Indiao (See COS., Neill' 
in Towards a United Church. OT)Ocit-s 77-148-), 
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Chapter Six 

PROBIMS IN A PLURAL SOCILTr 

1. Harry Thuku 

J. W. Arthur, in a letter to J. H. Oldham of March 1922, stated. in wonder that: 

"The development of the native peoples of Kenya in one short year and a 
half is simply past thinking* They are almodt now able to safeguard 
themselves against oppression and exploitation. What is more to be feared 
is risings led by the young educated Christians and resulting in bloodshed 
and serious setbacks to their whole lifee" 

Arthur was referring, of courBel to the reoent manifestations of Kikuyu politioal 

aotivity under the leadership of Harry Thuku. 

The entry of Africans into the political arena with associations matching 

those of Europeans and Indians was the logical outcome of two decades of mounting 

grievances. Discontent with their lot in a colonial environment had been expressed 

by Africans in a formal way as early as 1912,2 had been increased by the heavy 

demands of war, and reached a olimax'in the difficult years which followed the 

conclusion of hostilities. In 1918, to add to suffering endured in the war, 

there was famine and an epidemic of Spanish influenza, both of which claimed 

thousands of lives., Conditions thereafter became worsel not bettere 

The influx of ex-soldiers under a new European settlement scheme inoreased 

fears for the seourity of, reserved land, and brought forth new demands for legal 

IMC/11-3-II, 'Native Unrest - Harry Thukul 1922-319 Arthur to Oldham, 14th March 
1922o The Rev* Handley Hooper of the C. M*S. station at Kahuhia expressed a 
similar opinion: "I do not feel that I'm exaggerating to say that we stand at 
the oross-roads to rebellion and destruction of all that has gone before in the 
way of constructive workq or on'the other hand .,.. to determined progress", 
(Ibid, Hooper, circular letterg 24th January 1922. ) 

KNA DC/XBU/3/4j Kiambu District Political Record Book, 1908-1912, MWH.,. Beaohg 
'The Kikuyu Point of View1q 12th December 1912, being a report of a meeting 
between'the D. C. and fifty chiefs and elders at Dagoretti to discuss grievances 
as to land, labour, taxation and the disrespect towards parents and elders shown 
by young, meno 
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certificates of ownership. 
3 Labour, the most recent abuse ofwhich had been the 

compulsory recruitment of young Africans for the Carrier Corpaq became critical 

when settlers demanded compulsion by Government officials, an increase in Hut Taxq 

and a lowering of wagese And thore was the hated kipande, or labour identity dicog 

introduced in 1920 by amendment to the Natives Registration Ordinance of 1915t which 

was an affront to dignity and a restriction upon personal freedom of movement* 

The currency change of 19219 in which the old cent pieces were halved in valueg 

hit Africans hardest as they were the holders of the majority of cent pieces in 

oirculation*4 

While these grievances were shared by all Africans living in proximity to- 

major European settlement areasl there were other disabilities which were felt 

more keenly by the younger generation of mission-educatk youths* Intolerant of 

the old rules of tribal life, unable to express themselves as their talento demandedi 

the young man who flocked to towns to take posts with Government and private employers. 

became increasingly conscious of the limits imposed upon their opportunities in 

educationg and of the gap which divided them from the conservative, loyalist chiefs, 

headmen and elders of the Reserveo*5 Rhere the latter were content to express 

0 

3 The first written complaint by a Kikuyu against the lack of security to Africans 
in land tenure appears to be that 1: gr Xbiu Koinan e in 1914, (M*P*Ko Sorrenson, 
UýiV Reform in the Kik-i%vu Country (O. U, P., 19675 21 and n, 130 

IMC/H-3-It 'Currency Changes'# correspondence between Norman Leys and Leonard 
Woolf$ April 1921# See also protests by Arthur and other missionariess August 
and September 1921. "The complication in the economic life of Kenya caused by 
the currency change was held in official quarters to have been a major caUGG 
of the depression in-1921 and 1922* (Economic and Financial Committee. Report 
of ProceedinRo during 1922, Nairobi, 19? 2. ) 

5 The 'original complaint of . Christiang educated youths was that they had no voice 
Ing and could hope for no, justico from the kiamas or counoils of the chiefs. 
(BPI 'Minutes of a Conference of Representatives of Native Churches in Southern 
Kikuyulandg, C. S. Mop Kikuyu, 5th, JuLy 19161. ) After the war there were Christian 
chiefs in the Xenia and Ukamba Provinoesl but by then the complaint of the young 
militants wai that the chiefs and councils were too conservative* 
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grievances, through misoionaries and dintrict officers,, the young menvere ready 

to raiee an independent voice* 

Out of the political discussion groups which could be. found after the war in, 

African quarters of Nairobi such as the Pangani Village, 
6 

there arose a spokesman - 

" former adherent of the Gospel Mission at Kambui, a convicted, forgerer and in 1921t 

" telephone operator in the Treas whose name was Harry Thuku wa Kairianja* 

Although laoking in those qualities of, personality and leadership whioh were later 
I 

displayed by Johnstone Kmau wa Ngengi# for about a decade IIarx7 Thuku was the 

popular figurehead of a powerful movement for independent African expressione 
8 

Some confusion exists in the testimony ooncering the dates on which African", 

political associations in and around Nairobi were formed*9 It is clear$ however, 

6 
'Hative, Oratoral, The Leader of British East Africa. 3rd, September 1921, 

7 Daudi Basudde, a Muganda who played a role in Nyanza African politics in the 
early 1920s, was also a telephone operator: food for thought for followers of 
Marshall MoLuhan* (See Understanding Media (New Yorks 3rd. Imp. ý964l chapter 
279 'The Telephonate) 

8 
Spokesmen for a similme movement around Maseno in Nyanza included Simeon Vyende, 
Benjamin Owuor Cumbas Jonathan Okwirri and Joel Heshak Omino4'b (See K. Okaio 
Kojwangf, 'Origins and Establiskment of the Kavirondo Taxpayers' Welfare Assoc- 
iationll B*G, KoIntosh (Ed*)# Np, =o. -Studies 

in Traditional'and Yodern East 
African History (Nairobi, 1969)1 and the forthcoming book by John Lonsdale, 

'I Political History of"Western'Kenyat 1883-1957 ) Note that besides trouble in, 
Nairobi and in Nyanza, there was African unrest over land in Nandi voUntry which 
led, to the arrest of the orkoiyot, Berserion arap Manyei, in 1923- (See P., IC* 
Arap Magutt 'The Rise and Fall of thoNandi Orkoiyotl o, 1650-19 McIntosh, 

9C, a -0 Rosberg Jnr, and John Nottingham # quote oral evidence that the decision to 
form, a. Kikuyu Association was, taken in, 1919 by headman livijig'around Kabete,: - 

and that it was'formed before Novomber1920 by Paramount Chief Kinyanjui in 
oonnultatiOn with chiefs, headman and senior. Christians such as Mbiu Koinance, 
and'Philip'Karanja James and Josia: ý, Njonjo of the C. S. M. ''' The EastAfAcan 
kssociýtion'#'they say', was the brainehild'of Pangani aotiviitslsuch as Thuku, 
; nmealljoroget Jesso'Kariuki# Job, Muchuohu# Mwalimý Hamisi and Abdulla Tairara, 
and it was', loosely organised# poosibly earlier than 1921l under a Muganda. 
Scoreiaz7 who had connections with the Young Baganda Associations and a Nyasa, 
treasurer who'worked for the railwayso, They suggest that, the East African 
Association became a formalg, publio body in the middle of 1921., -Lastly, 'they 
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that by July 1921 there existed urban and rural wsooiationsg the East African 

Association and the Kikuyu Association, the one representing youthg education 

and a degree of inter-tribal and inter-territorial cooperation, and the other# 

an older generation, less well-eduoated and confined to southern Y,. yambu* 

Between July 1921t when he emerged az leader of the East African Association 

and 'began to send memorandag resolutions and cables to officials in Vairobi and 

Londong to Xarch 1922, when he was arrested and deported to Kiamayug Harry Thuku 

became a source of wonder and fear to 1hropean officials and missionarierie Por 

the first time it popular African political leader was active in Kenya# touring 

the Reserves to address thousands of enthusiastic peoplev 
10 issuing a broadsheet 

11 12 
undir. the Swahili title of Tangazo# visiting Ukamba, sending his agents to 

Give the improbable explanation of the formation of yet another bodyq the Young 
Kikuyu Association (Y. X. A. )'9 as being a decision by Thuku on Junel0th to form 
a temporary and purely Kikuyu association to deal with the, issues to be raised 
at a meeting of the Kikuyu Association at Dagoretti on June 24thl after this 
meeting the YqK*A. disappeared, from sight* (See ThelLyth of 'Mau Mau* Nationalism 
in Kenya (Stanford, 1W) 36-36t 41-42l 44#) A pontemporary observer of these 
eventsp the Rev# Handley Hoopert claimed that the Kikuyu Association was-not 
formed until April 1921 and that its first meeting did not take place until XV 
25the The Young Kikuyu Associations according to Rooper, seceded from the 
Kikuyu. Association after the meeting at Dagoretti on June 24th, and decided to 
rename itself thq East African Association at a meeting on July lsto (ING/H03-11t 
confidential memorandum by Hooperg 'Development of Political Self-Consoiousness 
in the Kikuyu Native's March 1922o This was a view of events shared by A, R,, 

'Barlo , 
w# 'Chronology of Harry Thuku's Movements 25th May'to 14th December 19211, ) 

It is possible that while the East African Associations based upon Nairobiq 
becýmethe dominant and reoognised body under'7hukuls leadershipt young militants 
who lived in the Reservesýand who were members of the Association retained until 
1922 the name of the Young Kikuyu'Association'*' 

10 For a descrAption of the method, used by, Thuku to organise mass meetings, in the 
Reserves$ see Johnstone Kenyattag Un African People rise in Revoltl The Story 
of the Kenya Massacretl DaijX Workers 20th. January, 1930- 

Tanggo simply means a notice# proclamation or advertisements 
12 Thuku. 'was'not very successful in-Ukamba, nor amongst the Maasai of Ngong, In 

'the case of, the lattert'howeverg it. 
' came to, ftý'ýattention of'Government. that 

Thuku's aconts'were holding meetings with the Kaputiei Maasai I around Ngýng, in 
Seplember 1921t and that a Kaasaiq Temain ole'Lelilat had met Thuku and the 
Indian leaders M*A9 Desaie' (KNA bCIKAj ý/1/1/11"Elliot' D, C, Xgo' # ng, to L; umley, 
Police Department, Nairobi* 5th October 1921. ) 
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confer with the Young Baganda Association, writing to American Negro educationalists 113 

and finallyg to the great relief of Europeansl laying hi=elf open to the charge 

of preaching civil clic obedience * 
14 

Hicsionaries in Kikuyulandl %zhile reoognising that. African grievances were' 

genuine and while promoting their expression through tho loyalist Kikuyu Ascooiation, 
15' 

were greatly alarmed by the rise of Harry Thuku and the East African Associationý 

Thukuj they believed, was not his own master; he was being manipulated by Indian 

agitators* And the young Christians who were identifying themselves with "jhuka 

, were seen to be misguided, lacking in*perspeotive and judgementl and'ignorant of 

the dangers to themselves which they were courting., Arthur for one was in no doubt 

that Thuku's message wa3 anti-missionary and anti-European. 
16 This is not qýuite 

true* Thuku wan anti-missionary to the extent that he resented the missionar7 

campaign to debase his reputation ýy 'eaching that he was ruining two decades of 
, 

pr 

17 progress in the Kikuyu countryl and he'was determined to fight those African 

leaders of the Kikuyu Association who were closest to the missions and who were 

13 For information on this aspect of ThukuOs activities, see, K#J. King, 'The 
American backgiound of the Phelps-Stokes Commissions and their 'influences in 

education in East Africal espeoialýy in Kenyatq University, of Edinburghq Ph. D. 
Thesisl 1968s ,' See also Drs Kingla'artioleg'tThe Nationalism of Harý Thuku: " 
A Study in the Beginnings of African Politics'in, Kerqat, in, TransAfriqa, I, 
forthcoming his' 

, 
torical dournal of Universities in Eastern and Central rica. 

14 See Sad Bachan Singh, I ! When, t4ey told me to arrest Harry Thuku*g Drung Juno 
19681, 

15, : The Kikuyu Association hold a public meeting at Dagoretti on June 2ýth 1921 
which'AoR, Barlow attended o1ranslator and recorder., A long. list 

' 
of grievances 

forced laboui, "indigaities, inflicted upon chiefs and headman, malpractices by 
Tribal Rotainerog the delay in the issue of title deeds, to. landl. the, 11atives 
Re&istration'Law, Hut Taxj and'the reduction of wagest and'the lack of Government 
schools in Kikuyuland .. was written down and wan later sent by Harry Thuku, to 
the Sebretariat in llairobL (1MC/H*3*II, 'Memorandum of Grievanceas Important 
discussions between officials and the Kikuyu Associationlt enclosed in Thuka to 
Acting Colonial Seoretaryq ITairobil'19th July 1921, ). - 

16, IMC/11-3*119, Arthur I to Oldhamq 14th March 1922., 
17 Thuku to . M*Ao Desaig 2ad ýay 1922t quoted in the East African"Stanamdj. 22nd 

August 1922* 
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failing to help their peoplp- IV refusing to speak out against Government and 

settler abuses in land and labours 18 

In general it might be said that Harry Thuku enjoyed an enthusiastic follow- 

ing amongst young people throughout the length and breadth of Kikuyu country* This 

created a problem for missionaries since it was found to be increasingly difficult 

to retain control over the emotions and loyalties of apprentices and pupils in 

mission schools, In southern Yqambuq where chiefs, headmen and senior Christians 

remained loyal to missions and to the Kikuyu Assooiationg the effect of the East 

African Association was less noticeable amongst young Christians. 19 The C. S. Me 

at Kikuyu and the C. M*S. at Kabete experiented little troubfe. But further north# 

in the Fort Hall and Nyeri districts where the Xikuylz Association held little sway, 

18 It is interesting to note that in Januax7 1922 Thuku, appealed to Matthew Njorocep 
a founder of the Kikuyu Associationg to persuade the Association's members 
around Kabete to join with his own Association in the common task of redressing 
grievances. If they failed to cooperate - "if you now behave like rotters and 
are immediately afraid, we of the East African Association shall go ahead until 
all men know that we are helping them and that we are not seeking greatness at 
all* All we want is justice for all men". (CO 533/3751 Kenya Confidential 
Despatch Noe 18 of 25th January 1922# enclosing Thuku. to Njoroge# 23rd December 
1921s) 

19 The exception in southern 1, ýyambu was Tbuku's own home dreat the 11genda location. 
(KNA WKIiJA/15i 'Annual Report, Yqambu Distriotg 1922's 4-5* The D. C. drily 
observed that the G*M, S, missionary in the area was of little assistance to the 
Administration in combatting Thukula influencee) And after Thukulo arrest in 
March 1922, therewas'a greater degree of enthusiarm, for the martyred leader 
everywhere in southern Fyambu. Although meetings to praise Thuku. were clandes- 
tineq it was reported to Arthur that at gatherings where the two popular Kikuyu 
dances - the Mugoyo and Gicukia - were performedl young circumcised girls (airitu 
were singing a political song in praise of Thuku. The congg soon banned by 
Goveimment, begans 

"Kinyanjuip Philip Karanja Jamosl Mbiu Koinangeq, Joshiah Njonjoq 
A curse be upon you; thanks to you, 
The lord of all the circumoised girls 
Those who were once made'to work in the coffee 
Has been taken airay". 

(PCEA 0/19 Arthur to Chief Native Commissioner, 17th November 1922* The reference" 
to coffee in the song was intended to convey the belief that it was Harx7 Thuku 
who successfully brought about the end of the system whereby young Kikuyu women 
were forcod, out to work on European plantations. Another political song, the 
HuthiriLm was sung and danced all over Kikuyuland during the political troubles 
R 1929-30. ) 
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the effects of Thuka's metoorio career were felt more deeply by missionaries. 

Haadley Hooper's station at Kahuhia was a hotbed of emotiona4 enthusiasm for Thukul 

the C*S*Mi station at Tu=t=u was similarly affected. 

In Februar7 19229 Harry Thukuls agents began to appear in the Nyeri District, 

On March 8th, Hopel the DC, at Nyerivas informed by a Consolata, missionary at 

Baricho that the agents had been: -, publioicing a political meeting to be held at 

Gakendu Market during the second week in March. The D. C. wired Nairobi to stop 

Thuku coming to Nyeri but was told not to interfere with the meeting since the 

Police were compiling evidence which would very shortly be used to arrest and 
deport Thukub Warning Philp at Tumutumu about the proposed meetingg the Me 

requested that a reliable boy should be sent from the mission to hear what Thuku 

had to say* 
20 The D*C* also wrote to Arthur expressing disquiet about the support 

for Harry Tbuku amongst the younger Christians at Tumutumul and suggested that he 

should visit the area himself a Arthur was glad to respond to this invitation since 

a few weela3'earlier Philip Karanja Jameal a Government Chief, had been poorly 

received in the Wyeri District Xuring a tour to preach loyalty to the Govez=ent. 21 

Philp thought Arthur unwise to visit Tumutumu, and felt that such a visit, 

following the abortive tour of Nyeri by Philip Karanja James, 'could only cerve, to 

give, Thuku a great, deal of publicity and encouragement* It is interesting to note 

that Philp regarded Thuku as a greater menace to Kikuyu than to Tumutumu. He. admitted 

that he had recently lost thirty junior apprentices whop -taking their lead from 

Chief aideon aatere, a Tumutu= Elderg had made no scoret of their liking for Thuku 

and had been dismissed for failing to Comply with Philp's order against holding 

20 PCEA/TTj 'Political - K. C. A. and P. K. P. tj D*C. Nyeri to'Philp, gth March 1922. 
21 Ibidl tLettere from Dr. Arthur$$ Arthur to Philp, gth March 1'923, 
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political meetings, But apart from Gideon and these young menj Paramount Chief 

22 Wambugu and Tumutumuls senior Christians had remained loyal to the Government, 

Philp went on to explain why Chief Philip'Xaranja James was poorly received. 

in Kyeris Not only was he a atranger to the district - and there are marked 

differences even today between the northern and southern Xikvyu - but he was 

suspected of concealing his true relationship with Harry Thuku, The measure 

of Arthur's probleml according to Philpq was that his supposedly-loyal Christian 

chief and pillar of the Kikuyu Assooiationg had been in league with Thuka since 

1919.23 Philp suspected that Arthur was trying to bring Harry Muku back into 

the Christian loyalist fold, and warned him that he had heard that Thuka was 
I 

bragging to people in Fort Hall of how Bre Arthur had helped him the most* 

For Arthur's consideration, Philp related further information conveyed to 

him by his senior Christianst in 1919 the Kikuyu political movement began under 

the guidance of a European; there was at that time a heavy collection of money in 

southern Kikuyuland and Philip Xaranja J=es gave RG*500; later# the money fell 

into Thukuls hands and the relationship between Thuku and Philip Karanja began to 

deteriorate; towards the end of 1921 Philip Karanja wrote, to Paramount Chief 

Wambugu and asked him to bring as many mission boys as he could to a meeting at 

, Thika at whichle and Thuku would preside; 
24 

and finallyl "Harry Thuku and Philipo 

X, ýranja invited our boys to sign a document, Wambuga aloof' but refused to show them 

2.2 PCEA/TTs 'Tumixtumu Annual Roportafq PhilPs Report for 19220' Most of the 
apprentices were later readmitted to the mission. 

23 PCEA/TT, 'Letters to Dr. Arthurtl Philp to Arthurl'12th March 1922s As amidst 
the conflicting mass of oral and written testimony concerning Harry. Thuku there 
is no means for the present of extracting the true, story of events$ Philp's" 
information is. related purely as an interesting and novel insight into, the 
Kikuyu political movement of the early 1920s#, 

. 
24 

-There were two mass meetings'at Thika in 19219 one on July 25th and th6 other 
in December* It is probable that Philp's informants were referring to'the 

, 'first meetings 
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what was in it., Our boys and Wambugu refusedo 'They also accuse Philipo of 

concealing certain other papers - which information he shared with Harry Thuku. 

They in fact accuse Philipo of double-de4ling and of aiming like Harry Thuku at 

becoming paramount chief of the Kikuyu". 25 

Before this could develop into an open conflict-between Philp, and Arthur$ 

Harx7 Thuku was arrested and Philip Karanja James retained hie'reputation in 

26 European circles as a leading-opponent of Thuku's brand of proto-nationaliam. 

In public, at a meeting of the Convention of Associations in April 19229 Arthur 

praised the police for taking strong action to disperse the riot which had taken 

place outside Thukuls cell on Thursday March 16th* 27 More than twenty people were 

killed. In private, Arthur had said that he thought the police had mismanaged 

, 
the situation and had opened fire needlessly. "' 

Although the Kikuyu political movement remained submerged for a few years 

after Thukula arrestq the events of 1921 and 1922 had come as a great shook, I-. 

Missionaries did not believe that Africans know their own minds, yet hundreds of 

mission adherents had gladly responded to Thukuts spirit of independency. The 

experience convinced missionaries that they must work harder to achieve much- 

needed reforms in African conditions of life, and that more than ever before, 

Africans were in need of close missionary supervision and control. 

25 PCEA/TTI iLetters to Dro Arthur', Philp to Arthurg 12th March 1922, Thuku was 
known to have exalted his own familyg the Gathirimu, as'the "royal" family 
from which an educated replaoement, for Xinyanjui ought to be drawii. (Rosberg 
and Nottingham# 22--oit-o 37-) 

26_, In 1924 Philip I Xaranja James was'tried for corruption. Arthur. persua-ded the 
Court to deal leniently with himl "because of all he did for Government in 
1922 during the Thuku, troubles"s' (PCEA A/37t'Arthur to A. J. HoPleyt 7th July 
1924s See also PCEA 0/1, 'Chief Philip XaranJals Case'. ) 

27- Report of a Session of the'Convention of Associations during the w, e, ek . ending' 
April Ist, 1922. The Leader of British Fast Africa, lot April 19229 Johnstone 
Kenyatta writing in later years, said, that the Thuku riot was Kenya, ls first 
general African strike* Jo Kanyatta (Ed, George Padmore) Ven-vai Týq Land of 
Conflict (Londo, ng n. d. ) 10-11. ) 

28 IMC/H. 3#II, Arthur to Oldhaml lgth'Maroh'1922* 
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Meanwhile a challenge had arisen to missionary control and to British 

oivilisation in Kenya - or so it was felt - in the form of radical Indian 

politics. There was no doubt in the missionary mind that Harry Thuku would never- 

have become a popular hero had he hot been backed by Indian agitators. The time 

had come for a closing of the ranks within the Raropean communityl settlert mission- 

=7 and official must unite to defend African interests and to proserve, a Christian 

British colony in Kenya, 

2. The Indian Question 

On the evening of February 2nd 1923 a secret meeting took place at the Nairobi 

residence of Bishop Heywood. The Governor's private secretaryl Kajor Duttong 

asked missionaries of the C*S. M. and C,, MoS* to send a cable to their home boards 

in Edinburgh and London requesting an immediate public statement condemning 

Indian demands, in Kenya. 29 The F*M#C* and the C*M*So Co=ittee felt unable to com- 

ply with this request sinco'both had missions in India as well as in Kenyal but a 

beginning had been made in Nairobi towards direct missionary involvement in the 

crisis over the position of Indians*30 

29 Information supplied by the late Yx,, A*R, Barlowl interviewt 30th November 
1964* The cable, signed by Bishop Heywood, the Chairman of the Church of 
Sootland Mission Council and the Secretar7 of the C. 1-16S6, read as followst 
"Regarding new franchise proposals Kenya Colonyl we strongly urge active 
support to proposed restriction of immigration for the sake of white races, 
Ile are convinced the development industrial and otherwise of African seriously 
jeopardized unless this safeguard provided. Immediate action essential", ý. 
The cable wan sent-by Major Datton, who took special precautions to ensure that 
, it rcmained a secrete While McLachlan referred the cable to the Empire Problems 
Sub-Committee of the Church and Nation Committee who prepared a memorandum for 
the Colonial Office, sympathetic to the CeSsMoto position in Kenya, but ph; rased 
in terms wider than those'of purely missionary propagandag Manley of the C. M*S. 
Committee in London had an interview with an official'in'the Colonial Office 
and showed him the cable from Nairobi, (CSP/NLS 75859 McLachlan 'to Arthur, 
7th February 1923; to Manley# 9th and 15th February 19231 and to Oldham, 9th 
March 1923-)' 

30, Some of the information in this section was included in a paper read by the author 
to Conference'in December 1968 of the Xakerere Institute of Social Research under the tille of 'Konya 1923t The Political Crisis ond the Missionax7 Dilemmat* 
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Since the war yearog when European settlers achieved the right to elect 

representatives to the Governor's War Council, the major objective of the Con- 

vention of Baropean Associations had been an elective Legislature leading to 

responsible self-governmento In Januar7 19229 hopes of realising this objective 

were raised by an address given by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 

Winston Churchilll to the East African dinner in London. 
31 

Bat the major obstacle 

was the Indian community* Settlers believed that demands for equal status as 

fellow-citizens of the British Rnpire were merely a cover for sinister Indian des- 

igns to dominate Kenya politically and demographically, Hence, in face of the 

various attempts made by the Colonial Office in post-war years to find an equitable 

solution to what had become known as the 'Indian QuestionIq settlers iniisted that 

no settlement could be made which ignored the four points of their 'Irr educible 

minimumli enforced racial segregation, restricted Indian immigrationt the preserv- 

ation of the 'white highlands' and the withholding of the franchise from Indians. 

When in September 1922 news reached Kenya of the Wood-Winterton proposals 

for the settlement of the Indian problem - proposals which rejected all points in 

the Urreducible minimum' save for the sanctity of the 'white highlands$ great 

exoitemetLt wan generated amongst the settlers, The plan for 'direct action' whibh, 

grew out of their excitement was described as follows by one settlert 

"We out here were quite prepared to go to extremes had the home Goverment 
refused to consider our claims. General Wheatly was appointed military 
adviser to the Vigilance Committee and every district had its 'A' Group 
consisting of settlers who were prepared to go armed to any part of the 
Colony and its tBI Group consisting of those who were prepared to look after 
the farms and interests of the men in 'At Group, I joined 'At Group butwas 
afterwards chosen 

, 
to command IBI Groupe As leader of thist' had things come 

to a head and 'At Group been called out, I should have had to see that the 
natives were kept in order and put women and children in safety should trouble 
have come. There was some fear thatt taking advantage of so many settlers 
being away from their farmsj the native mi ht have become a. bit truculent 
and started a bit of cattle stealing .... ff52 

31 Reported in The Times, 28th January 1922. 
32 PP, Paice to his mother, 8th August 1923- 
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'Direot aotion', first threatened in 1921 in response to the resolution of. 
the Imperial Conference in London concerning cqual, citizenship throughout the 

33 Empires involved the kidnapping of the Governors the driving of Indians from 

the country and, an entx7 into, an alliance with the Union of South Africa* The 

reaotion in India to the news that Kenya eettlers were taking up arms was immodiateg 

and# in the opinion of Charles Freer Andrewst threatened a disaster which was only 

narrowly averted by the s=moning of all parties to London* 34 

Between December 1922 and March 1923 the Colonial Office and the Kenya Govern- 

ment were constantly in touch in an effort to find a workable solution to the 

crisis* While the negotiations were kept secret both in Britain and in Kenyat 

Governor Coryndon, out of sympathy with the settler position and out of concern 

to avert the threat of rebelliont kept Lord Delapere and other leaders of the 

Convention of Associations informed as to the nature of the Colonial Office 

dd. spatohes 435 

Delegations representing offioialq Indian and European interests in Kenya and 

India had been summoned to Londont Before they leftp the Governor and the Con- 

vention leaders agreed that as a. first step towards the solution of the crisis they 

must present a united European opposition to Indian demands., The Colonial Office 

was under strong pressure from India to secure a settlement satisfactory to Indians 

33 C. F* Andrewst letter to the Times of India, 14th March 1923; and P? j Paice to 
his motherl 29th September and 23rd October 1921, 

34 Andrewal India and Britain (London$ 1935) 122o Charles Freer Andrewsl member 
of the Cambridge Mission to Delhi and personal friend of Mahatma Gandhis visited 
JCenya in 1920, and again in 19219 at the request of Sir Jamsetjee Jeheebhoy,, 
Tresident of the Imperial Indian Citizenship Association. (See Andrewal, The 
'Indian Ggestion in East Afrioal, Nairobil 1920. ) In 1923 Andrews was a member 
of the delegation from India to consult with the Colonial Office on the Kenva 
crisis* 

35 '13P, Barlow, IThe Political Situationt# handwritten notes, on the 'Indian Questiont 
15th FebruaZ7 1923* 
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at the risk of forcing India to separate off from the Empire*36 llence# the 

Colonial Secretary had to be persuaded that the risk of offending India was the 

lesser of the two evils., Kenya Europeans had to convince him that a greater 

danger existed to African int4rests by submitting to Indian demands. Indiansl 

regardless of whether- or not they had political designs upon Kenyat would swamp 

the countryg and gain control of Legislative Council and Municipal Councilee 

Christiang western civilising influences on Africans would be destroyed* Further, 

if the British Government was prppared to sacrifice Kenya for the sake of Indiag 

European settlers would rebel. Britain would lose a colony either way. 

In bringing thia meseage effectively home to the Colonial Office, the Governor 

and Convention leaders needed an ally- one who could truly be said to represent 

African interests and opinion. Xissionaries had therefore to be included in the 

European delegation to London. There they would testify to the evil influence of 

Indians upon Africans. They would remind the Colonial Secretary that Christianity 

and British civilisation were at stake. And they would show how African interests 

would suffer if settlers were forced into rebellion* 

After the failure of Major Dattonts secret mission to C, M, S, House in Februar7 

1923, Sir Robert Coryndon and Delamere saw that they oust invite the partioipation 

of a Kenya missionary in their delegation to London. 7he anti-Indian sentiments 

of Protestant missionaries had already been conveyed to them in person by Arthur, ' 

and so they were optimistic that their proposal would receive a warm response. 
37"', 

36 See Government of India to the Secretary of State for India, 2lat October 192 1 00 
No. 1 in Cmd*1311 (1921)', 'Correanondenoe_regardinp the position of Indiana in East 

, da): "It is our duty to impress upon you that publ op n AfricalKenya and Uran io inio , 
throughout India regards the case of Indiana in East Africa as a test'of'the 
position of India in the British Empire% 

37 Arthurg', Barlow and Canon Barns had met the Governor'and Delamere at Government 
House in February* Speaking unoffioiallyl Arthur had said that missionaries were 
against unrestricted Indian immigration, and against giving Indiana W voice in 
the Goverment of Kenya* Sir Robert Coryndon intimated that he would send a copy 
of Arthur's statement to the Colonial Office where# he was suret it would carz7 
its due weight* (IMC/H. 3-II, Arthur to Oldhaml n. d. j but received in London 
March 3rd 1923-) 
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During the first week in X=ch# Major Datton attended a meeting of the 

Standing Committee of the Representative Council of the Alliance, He presented 

the Governorts reqtxest that missionaries should deliberate the Indian questiong 

not so much from the political point of view, but in so far as'it affected African 

interests* As if to make the meeting truly representative of all missions'in Kenya, 

the Representative Council had invited the Roman Catholic missionary, Father Foley 

to be present. While the Council as a whole agreed that Indians in Kenya presented 

a menace to African interestel Father Foley abstained from making any comment out 

of, consideration of the adverse effect such deliberations and resolutions would 

have on Catholic missionary work in India* He withdrew from the meeting* The 

Protestant*missiqnqxiesq on the other hand# showed less concern for the possibility 

of a reflex action in Indiat and cheerfully agreed to appoint a representative to 

go to London, as spokesman for the Africans and to state the case against Indians, 38 

I 
Clearly# Arthur was the man for this taskj and it was not long before the 

I 
Alliance appointed him as their representative, To ensure that he could speak 

authoritatively for Protestant missionaries as a whole, Arthur prepared a question- 

naire for general circulation, Amongst the many leading questions posed in the 

dooumentt the following'are a selectiont 

"Is the influence of the Indians as a whole a morally uplifting influence on 
the natives? 

"Have Indiana aslýa whole a reputation for honesty and ot-raight dealing amonget 
-the ; natives? ' 

"Have you ever heard Indiano advocate education and medical. treatment for, the 
native-ij or the development of his reserves, with aýview t1o his'uplift, and. - 
enlightenment? 

"Have W 'movements of unrest amongst natives been due to Inctian, influences?,. 

38 ARCM9 6ý7t'h March 1923, Minute One: OThe Political Sit 
I 
uat 

I 
ion'. I 

It wa au nde 
I 
r- 

stood that Government would pay the expenses of the missionar7 delegate to 
London. I 
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"Have Indians done anything to assist natives in legitimate grievances? 
If so, what was their motive? 

"What is your opinion on the claim for self-government IW Luropeans? "39 

The responce *as ovor-whelmingly anti-Indian. There could be no doubt that the 

majority of missionaries in Kenya felt that the presence of Indians hindered 

African development and that submission to Indian demands would be a disaster for 

the future of Africans and missionaries alike. 

The C*S*Xo had always been committed to opposing unrestricted immigrition of 

"low-olass" Indian artisans into Kenya. his attitude was the logical coneeqaence 

of the premium placed on technical education and the preparation of Africans for 

their role in the country as the skilled and semi-skilled labour foroeo From an 

early date# this attitude was found to be in harmony with the policy of white 

settlers which aimed at restricting the inflow of Indiars in order to safeguard the 

ideal of a white mants countr7. 

Clement Scott actively promoted the beginnings of European politics and commerce 

and found no diffioulty in assooiating himself with the resolution of the first I 

Colonists' Assooiation which stated that 

" *** the further immigration of Asiatics into the country is entirely 
detrimental to the Euro ean settler in partioularg and to the native 
inhabitant gencrally", 48 

By 1910, when, under Henr7 Scott, the C*S, M, had apprenticeship training schemes 

in agriculture# carpentryq masonry and medical work, the presence in increasing 

numbers of Indian artisans was seen to be a threat to the future of missionary 

work. Viralently anti-Indian statements wore made by Scott in response to the call 

39 BPg'Arthur, 'The Representative Council of the Alliance-Indian Questiono 
Strictly gonfidential",. Mwch 1923* 

40 FOCP Africa 1.. To*22l Co=ittee, of Dir'opeans meeting at Wood's Hotel, Nairobi, ' 
to Sir Charles Eliotj enclosed in Elicit to Lansdowneg'21st Jcuiuary 1902* See 
also aboveg Fp* 170-72, 
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by AJ-1. Jeevanjees nominated Indian representative in the ligislative Counoil, 

for increased Indian i=igration, Ina letter to Sir Percy dirouardl Scott 

declared: 

"I consider that the presence ofthe low-class Indian in such numbers 
ass we have them today, in one of the greatest obstacles to the progress 
of the native races. Not even Kre Jeevanjee dare claim that the Indian's 
presence has bettered the condition of the native* All evidence points 
in, the other direotion". 41 

He deplored the fact that all the semi-skilled labour of the Protectorate was in 

Indian hands and accused Indians of having introduced a low moral tone and dis- 

honesty in comnercial dealings all over the country#42 In Iýrasajandq by contrast$ 

"the native has been trained to perform the whole of the skilled labour under 

t, 43 European supervision .0 As Scott saw itj settlers wished to reduce the numbers 

of Indians in the Proteotoratel Government alao, but the latter were afraid to 

act officially against Indiana out of fear of attracting adverse publicity. The 

-solution was obvious to Soottt Government must increase the subsidies to missionary 

schools so that missions could more effectively train African artisans Whose very 
44 

number would be reason enough for excluding Indians., 

41 PCEA A/9, Scott to Girouard, 9th November 1910& 
42 The CM9S*9 similarlyg fearful of the moral effect of Indians upon Africans, 7-j 

urged Scott to join with them in petitioning the Governor to prohibit Arabs 
and Indians apprenticing Africans under'the Masters and Servants Ordinance 
of 1910. (PCEL A. 161 C. M. S. Secretary to Scottj 23rd March 1910', ) 

43 PCEA A19, Scott to Girouardl 9th November 1910* Even in, general'storekeop'ing's 
settlers in Nyasaland by 1909 Were calling for the exclusion'of Indians, In 
the Blantyre area, for'examplet after several 'Banyan' traders went bankrupt 
and caused a loss to 1hropeans of C. 89000, the cry went up for Mission-educated' 

, Africans as patty storekeeperso (PCEA A/41 Reid to Scott, 10th 11&y1909,, )-ý__, 
44 Ibid, Scott to McLachlan# 22nd February lgll& Although Government's''subsidy 

was never regarded by missionaries'as adequate, it was a'source'of gratification 
to Scott and others to note that Goverment had ignored J. N. Fraser's recom- 
menclations of 1909 to award educational subsidies to'all three major'raoesq' 
and had confined themselves to assisting Baropeang and African technical schooloo, 
(PCEA A/5, Robley to Scottt 15th October 1909, ) 
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A more positive aspeot of the relationship between the C*S*Mo and Indians is 

to be found in the history of mission hospitals. From as early as 1908 it had 

been the practice at Kikuyu to accept Indiana as patients in the mission hospital 

and to give them the same facilities and treatment as were given to Africans* In 

June 1917# a prominent Indian leader in Nairobil M. A. Desai, proposed that if the 

C. S. M. would lease a part of its landt the Indian community would ereot-a hospital 

and, pay the costs of treatment, drugs and the services of the mission's hospital 

staff. 
45 7he initial reaction of the Mission Council to the idea of a hospitalg 

exolusive3, v for Indiana and bound in perpetuity to their servicel was unfavourable*46 

It was possible, howevert with the closing down of the extension to the hospital 

which had been built for African soldiers and carriers in 1916, to offer increased 

aooo=odation for Indians, 47 After the war, for economic reasons rather than in 

response to Christ's command to work for the good of all nationsl the C, SJI, was 

obliged to accept Indian Grants for the erection of purely Indian wards at Kikuyu 
48 

and Tu=tu= *. 

45 PCEA A/29# M*A* Desai to C, S. M, Hospital$ Kikuyug 25th June 1917* The problem 
was, as Desai pointed out, that hospital facilities for Indians in British East 
Africa were so inadequate that many people travelled am far as Kampala for 
treatment, (Ibid A/ýO, Desai to Chairman, C*S*M* Council, 23rd August 1917-) 

46 KMCMj 26th July 1917* 
47 PCEA A/329 SoE* Jones to Desait 30th July 1917- 
48 KMCMj 27th-31st December 1921, and 30th August to 4th September 1922* The 

economic necessity for increased medical work amongst Indians arose from Govern- 
ment's decision to curtail grants-in-aid to mission hospitals. Drolhilp was 
extremely popular with the Indian community in Nyeri on account of his services 
to Indians as Medical Officer for the Xenia Province during the war, and his 
unfailing courtesy and assistance in the years which followed* On Philp's 
retirement from the mission in 1930t Camur-ud-Deenj leader of the Indian com- 
munity in the Nyeri district, presented a cheque for C150 for the Tumatuma 
Hospital and read a farewell address which was later printed on satin and framed, 
Philp's attitude, said Deen to Arthurl was "compensation for the unfortunate 
racial feelings and the consequent differentiation of treatment which exists 
in some quarters of this Colony"o (PCEA/TTj $Specials## Camur-ud-Deen to Arthurt 
18th June 1930. )' 

f 
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Encouraged by an Imperial Government in the 1890s to settle in British East 

Africa, 49 Indians by 1906 founýd it advisable to protect their interests through 

the formation of a political association, AM,, Jeevanjee, president oi the 

Mombasa Indian Association -a body which had existed since 1900 - summoned a 

mass meetine in Nairobi in April 19069 went to London to make direct represen- 

tations to the Imperial Governmentl and in 1907 pioneered the formation, of the 

British'East Africa Indian Association. 50 Undistinguished except for A*H* Jeevanjee's 

controversial appeal of 1912 for the annexation of British East Africa to the British 
51 Indian Empire, Indian political activity remained largely ineffective until after 

the war, From 1918 the East African Indian National Congress originally formed 

In Mombasa in March 1914 - became a truly East African org=isation and was linked 

to the parent Congress in Indial under the leadership of N. A. Desait it changed 

the #Indian Question' from a local affair into an issue of imperial'significancee 52 

49 There is an interesting letter in Edinburgh House (IMC) in the file marked 
'Kenya-IndiansIg written in 1919 or 1920 by Sandbach. Baker to A*Me Jeevanjeej 
in which it is stated that the Imperial Government regarded the building of 
a railway from Mombasa to Lake Victoria as a useful means of relieving India 
of her surplus population* In 1892 Sir Fe Freegardl General McDonald and Sir 
Gerald Portal consulted Chambers of Commerce in Manchesterg Liverpool and 
Birmingham. Baker and James Hattong Chairman of the Cotton Growers' Assoc- 
iation, represented the Manchester Chamber and advised the Government's 
delegation that the railway should be built to "relieve the congested dist- 
riots of India". While the building of the railway undoubtedly encouraged 
and facilitated Indian settlement in British East Africa, it should be noted 

,, that of, the 320000 Indians employed for railway construction only 6,724 
remain6d as permanent settlers* (J*So Mangat, 'Indian Settlement in East 
Afrioal o*1886 to 194590 University of London, Ph#D* Thesis, 19679 88-891. ), 

50 Mangatq op. cits, 202-203* 
51 A. M. 'Jeovanjeeq An Appeal . on Behalf of Indians in East Africa (Bombay# 1912o) 
52 'Mangatq op. cit. t 233. A useful selection of documents and pamphlets of the 

East African Indian Congress is to be found in the Research Project Archives 
of the History Department University Collegel Nairobi, in files marked 
RPA/UCN D/2/1 and D/2/1(1ý. 

. 
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The growth of effective, radical Indian politics coincided with a period of 

major advance and expansion in missionary work. Education was in greater demand 

than ever before, and both Goverment and settlers had endorsed the policy of 
53 technical training for Africans in mission oohools. 6 A greatly increased number. 

of trained Africans would coon enter the labour market q yet in 1919 it was noted 

by missionaries that the Iýdian voice for unrestrioied immigration had reached 

a ndw level of stridenc3r*54 

The Alliance of Missionary Societies - the effective mouthpiece of missionary 

sentiments towardn the Indian threat to African interects - hold ac a major article 

of policy that "it is with the native inhabitant and the European, ruler and colonist 

that the future of East Africa will mainly have to do"655 In 19219 at a meeting 

of the Alliance# convened to discusa the Indian demand for the franchise# the 

following statement was minuteds 
"The members of the Standing Committee strongly believe that the Indian 
influence on the native is bad and view with grave apprehension any 
administrative power being placed in the hands of Indians". 56 

Shortly afterwards# the Counoil of the 0,, S*M. prepared a minute for the F. M. Ce 

whiohl if approved by them, would be sent to Oldham, the Aborigines Protection 

Society and the Colonial Office, 57 

The Council's minuteg which endorsed the Alliance's viewt and proposed rest- 

riotions on Indian i=igration, reveals the way in which missionaries rationalised 

53 See Report of the Commissioner for Wativa Affairs (11airobit 1921) 13-14* 
54 Proo. C. M. S., 1919-20,25. 
55 PCEA/TTj Arthurl memorandum on IThe Policy of the, Alliancýlj nedet but 1920* 
56 AROM, 10th August 1921.1 It'was felt that if the'franchise were extended to 

Indians, they would gain. a majority. in Legislative and Municipal Councils and 
would consequently play a role in the administration of African'affairs. 

57 IGION, I 20th September 1921* 
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their i! ole in the colony, and-the relationship to that role of Indian demands for 

equal status with Europeans. Missionaries, in partnership with a British colonial 

Government and with Christian uhite settlers# held a sacred trust for the materiall 

spiritual and intellectual uplift of Africans. No member of another race or 

oulturej be he Christian or otherwise# 
58 

could be permitted to share in the exercise 

of this trust# 

Inclian auststanoe to Harry Thuku - money, motor transport, a printing press 

and expert political advice" - was regwded as a direct challenge to the sacred 

trust, It was bad enough that the ver7 people for whom the truzt was held thiought 

that they could speak for themselves, but that Indians should encourage themfcould 

not be tolerated* Harry Thuku had become a hero because Desail Mangal Dast Varma 

and others had fetedl garlanded and financed him, And for this, missionaries were 
60 

not prepared to16rgive Indianso 

, 
58 Not even Goanog who were Christians# would be regarded as worthy of participation 

in the trusto, (See above po 171*) It is interesting to noteg howevero that 
in 1901 there was a Christian Indian railway inspector at Kabete who was cirrying 
out energetic and voluntary work as an evangelist amongst the Kikuyu, (Proo. 
C oM#Sol 1901-29 1070 

S ee Xangatt op*oit. 9 243-4; and Keith Xylep 'Ghandij Harry Thuku and early 
Kenya NationaliamIg Transition, t 279 19661 and the files markedl 'Correspondence, 
19221, 'and $Correspondence with Kenya and Uganda Governments9 19210, in the 

., Nairobi office of the former Kenya Indian Congress* While Thuku agreed, in 
, reco'gnition'of Indian assistanoel to'insert a pro-Indian plank in his political 
platform# he is said to have warned the Indian leaders in Nairobi that Afrioans 
must be given equality of status in India. (IMC/H-3-IIs Hooper to Oldham, 
29th March 1922&) 

we in, the highlands of Kenya cannot forget the part the Indiana played 
in the Harry Thuka movemýnt which would never have been what it became but 
for the Indian agitatorse" (PCEA A/379 Arthur to the'Reve W. Paton, 22nd 
August 1924. ) 
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From the beginning of 1922l missionaries adopted a more aggressive attitude 
61 towards, the Indian problem, Many of their number spoke out against Indian 

62 claims and left'settle'rs in no doubt where their sympathies lay. They ihared 

the'settlers' view'that the LAian demands constituted a threat of political 

domination. Barlow summarised the problem thuns 

"It is not-a local problem merely concerned with the grievances and status 
of local Indians* They are economically free now-, they also have areas 
of land set aside for colonization by them which they have, left untouched, It is not an economic question; but political and impGrial,. We are *up 
against' IndiaOs aspirations. It may even be the commencement of the alleged 
impending conflict between Fast and Vesto between which Africa, practically 63 
open and undeveloped lies as a, possible bone of contention between the two*" - 

Opinions such as this were common at a time when rumour and speculationwere rife. 

No, one could prove that Indiana in, Kenya, - or in India - had political ambitional 

and no one could tell just how far the Colonial Office would go towards meeting 

Ihdian demands* , At such a time, fearg prejudice and pessimism were stronger than 

logic, self-control and Thristian* feeling. 

Officially# the Alliance deplored the sottlerst proposal to mount a *loyal' 

rebellion should the Colonial Office not agree to their demand for restricted 

Indian-immigration. 64 
But amongst themselves, missionaries agreed that in the event 

61 The tone of C*SoM* Council Minutes to the F*M*C* at this time was uncompromising 
- so much so that McLachlan refused to associate his Cormittee publicly with 
them for fear of a reaction in India, He was, however,. entirely in sympathy 
with the sentiments expressed in the14inuteso (CSP/NLS 7853t McLachlan to 
Arthur, l#h March 1923-) 

62 
Elspeth Huxley, White Manta I dountryl III (London# 1953) 119* 

63 
BP, Barlow$ 'The-Political, Situation's 15th Febru=7 19ý23*' 

ý4 direct action in the present a iroumstances in, justifiable; ihe4mmedjate 
effects iipýn'the'minds of the natives would be fraught with great danger of 
unsettlement, if 

' 
not chaoýjý"and the effects in the future, with'such an*example 

of direct action before them would be deplorable" (Text of a resolutiong for 
submission to Delamere through the Governor, prep. 

ýred 
afa'meeting of the Stan- 

ding Committee of, the Alliancet second week in Februaryt-quoted'in BPO'Barlow 
See also PCEA 4/371 Barlow to , Chairman Dago to'Philpl, 18th February 1923- retti 

, Branch of the Conventiong 24th February 19230 
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of rebellion they would adopt a, passive attitude and follow the Governor's 
65 

advice to "try and keep the natives oalmllo They blamed the Indians for 

placing settlers in a position where to defend themselves they had to resort 

to unconstitutional methods. British prestige was at stake, Christian 

civilisation had been established by British capital and enterprise; it ýias the 

best civilisation available for Africans and it did not require Indian assistance* 

In their desire to avert the twin dangers of Indian political domination and 

" settler rebel government# Kenya missionaries found themselves on the horns of 

" dilemma. While Arthur's memorandum and quostionnaire of March 1923 had revealed 

" universal desire to oppose Indian claims9 it had also revealed a division of 

opinion on the question of self-govornment for British colonists, FpW mission- 

ariec were against self-government in principle. Not all were agreed that it was 

, the immediate solution to the orisise Settlers, howeverg had stated that an 

unofficial majority in Legislative Council was the very least they would accept 

in return for their agreement to a solution of the Indian problem,, And having 

agreed to send Arthur to London -a political imperative in view of the threat 

of vdireot action' - miasionaries had thereby greatly strengthened the settlers' 

position* 

The missionaries I dilm= thus revolved around, the choice of a political 

future for Kenya which would guarantee-their paramount influence over African 

development* If under aelf-government settlern continued t, o. demand forced labour, 

lower wages and more land from the Reserves# African, resentment, would continue to 

grow and missionar7 work would be endangered. At the. same, time. they firml'y'believed, ' 

65 Bp,, ]3arlow 'to Thilp, 18th. Februaz7, l923* 
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that Kerqa must develop as a colony in which FUropean capital and enterprise would 

continue to play a leading role. The question of self-Covernment was therefore 

one of timing and degree. Bat in the face of the settlersO impatience on this 

p6int, and their determination to make self-government the solution to the crisis, 

missionaries were unable to give Arthur a clear mandate on how far he should 

support the settlers in London, 

Arthur's Dilemma 

Daring May 1923, when delegates from Kenya and India were gathered in Londonj two 

points were establishede The first was that The formulation of a tnative policy' 

was a prerequisite for the settlement of the dispute between Europeans and Indians. 

And the second was that Lord Delamere, CeK. Archerýand T, A* Wood of the Convention 

of Associations had no friend in London save Arthur* 

Towards the end of )laV, Delamere laid certain proposals before Arthur whichp 

while securing to the settlers their major point of an unofficial majority in 

Legislative Council, were designed to reassure missionaries over the safety of 

African interests,, Native territories were to be demarcated and held in trust 

for Africans by the Governor an High Comissionero Legislative Council, with a 

EuroPean unofficial majorityl would have no territorial jurisdiction over African 

lands. It would have the power to legislate in African affairs j particularly with 

regard to taxation and labourl but its power in this respect would be limited by 

the Colonial Secretary's right of veto only until it was considered that the local 

legislature was capable of handling Native Administration by itself. Indiana would 

be given'an, area, of 1=d which was closed to Earopeans and the privilege Of electing 

two members to the Legielative'Counoil on the basis of communal representation. 
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There were to be no restrictions on suitable European immigration* And if all 

the foregoing were granted there would be no need to enforce stringent control 
66 

over Indian immigration. 

Using these proposals as a guideline, and after consultation with Bishop 

Willis who happened to be in London at that time, Arthur prepared a modified 

set of proposalse On the voyage from Mombasa to London he had told Delamere that 

the two things Africans cared most about were the safety of their land and their 

resistance to Indian claims, He was pleasedl thereforev to note that the settlers 

in framing their proposals had remembered his words$ particularly with regard to 

the land question* But he wanted stricter control of Indian immigration* He 

also insisted on observing the principle of territorial segregation of races 

when African lands were being demarcated and when an area of land was given to 

Indians* Ile was inclined to examine the question of Native Administration more 

closelyq suggesting a system of Native Counoilst a Native Affairs Board# 
67 

and. 

missionary representation of African interests on Legislative and Executive 

66 
BP9 Arthur, letter from London, 2nd June 1923a Arthur wrote a series of 
confidential circular letters summarising his activities in London during 
the negotiations for a settlement of the Kenya crisis* These letters are 
the major source for this section. 

67 
The original suggestion for a Native Affairs Board$ on which missionaries and 
settlers would serve with officials, had come from the Alliance, and more 
particularly from Arthur himself., At a meeting of the Convention of Assooia- 
tions in Nairobi in March 1922 Arthur had pointed out that such a Board was a 
safeguard against the recurrence of the troubles recently experienced in con- 
neotion with Harry Thuku. While the Principal Labour Inspector, S. F. Deoko 
felt that missionaries would lose their influence with Africans by'oerving 
with settlers on the Boardt Delamere felt, that if he were associated on the 
Board with missionaries like Arthur, "it would'make for a native policy such 
an had never been seen in the past"* (Reported in the Leader, lot April 1922e) 
In October 1922 the Convention reaffirmed its desire for a Native Affairs Board$ 
and in February 19239 Arthur warmly recommended the proposal to J. H. Oldham 
of the International Missionary Council. (Lord Francis Scott Papers (WP)q 
File XV9 'Convention of AssooiationsIq memorandum on'the proposed Board presented 
at a meeting beginning October 16th 1922; ' and IMC/H-3*II-, Arthur tobldham, 
n, d*g but received London, 3rd March, 1923*) 
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Counoils,, These were minor alterations aimed at securing to missionaries a 

permanent place in African development. The major modification suggested by 

Arthur was the withholding for the present of an unofficial majority in Legis- 

lative Council for Europeanse Arthur himself was not opposed to it, The major 

concessions made by the settlers with regard to the demarcation of African land 

and the veto-in Native Affairc reserved for the Colonial Secretary appeared to 

him to have removed the basis for missionary concern. Bat he could not allow his 

personal opinion to guide him irihis final decision. 68 

At lunch with J. Ho Oldh= on June lstj Arthur outlined the settlers# proposals 

and explained his own modifications* Oldham admitted that the modified proposals 

were a reasonable solution to the crisis which had arisen. Bat while admitting 

the danger to Afrioans of unrestrioted Indian immigration, Oldham felt that the 

settlerst and not the Indiana, were the immediate and more serious problem. Ile, 
69 Lord Lugard, the Archbishop of Canterbur7 and members of the Round Table tended 

to view the problem from another stand point - namelyq that the whole of Kenya 

was African, and that if aV lands were to be demarcated it was those of the 

cettlers, The solutiong said Oldham, might lie in reducing the Colony to include 

only European lands, in granting settlers. self-government, while African lands 

would be administered by the Crown and joined eventually in a federation of African 

states with Ug=dal Taneanyika and Kyasaland. 
70 

68 BP9'Arthurt letter from London, 2nd June 1923. 
69 For the formation and'activitiou of the Round Table, see the papers of Philip 

Henx7 Kerr, Marquia of Lothian, in the Scottish Record Office, Edinburgh, MAO, ' 
'LothiazVkewbattlo Muniments'. 

70 Lugard's , BPt Arthurp letter from Londonj 2nd June 1923. Thin, essentialli, 'was 
proposal for the settlement of the Kenya crisis. Lugard had already submitted 
his proposals to Moke Ormsby-Goret the Under-Seoretax7 of State at the Colonial 
Officel towards the end of KV* (CO 533/307t Lugard to Ormsbyý-Gore, 27th Yay_ 
1923, enclosing 91emo re "The Kenya Questionr1q) Expanding upon the theme of 
British trusteeship for African peopleal an set out in his book, The Dual Mandate 
in British Tropical-Africa (London, 1922), Lugard suggested separate areas for 

I 
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On the evening of the same day# Arthur dined with the oettlere at Delamere's 

Groevendr Place residenoee He outlined his modifibations to their proposals and 

intimated the direction in which Oldham and others were , moving. The s ettlers were 

keenly disappointed* Their proposals hinged upon the granting of an unofficial 

majority, and it was olear that they expeoted more gratitude from "thur for having 

made substantial concessions to missionax7 and African interests. To remind him of 

the delicacy of the positiong Delamere stated that unless settlers received security 

through an unofficial majority in Legislative Councilt they would go into an alliance 

with the Union of South Africa; then missionaries and Africans would have gained 

nothinge7l 

Torn between his persoiial desire to give a blessina to the demand for an 

unofficial majority and a sense of responsibility to his 6olleagues in Kenya, 

Arthur began to feel the uncomfortable weight of his dilemma. On June 7th, Oldham 

summoned hiý again to Edinburgh House. Lugard was extremely enthusiastic about 

the plan for a white colony and a federation of African states and was placing hie 

weight in influential quarters. Arthur was asked his'opinion of how the plan 

might be practically worked out# He reacted by pointing out that whereas large 

areas of? ýyanza and Kikuyuland and all of Ukamba might immediately be made intoan 

African state, in areas such as Kyambu a problem existed of separating Africans 

and Europeans. Ile could not say whether Africans living in areas such an this 

colonisation for Europeans and for'Indiansg each with self-governmentf and a' 
federation of African States. Ormsby-Gore's cement on the Minute Paper 
attached to the memorandum indicates that he-doubted the practicability of 

-' demarcatino'neparate racial aieas', Ho also clearly disagreed with Luý 
that His Majesty*s Government was in W way committed to the idea of'an East- 
African Federation#': 

71 BPidArthur, letter, from Londong 2nd June 1923. 
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would be willing to be moved into the African state. Oldham agreed that this was 

a difficult problem and suggested a compromise, The Colonial Office would declare 

at once its intention to administer Kenya as a trust for her African pe6ples. 

Europeans would retain the franchiseq but Indians would be asked toAccept nominated 

representation in view of the Crownts assurance -that it intended to keep Government 

in its own hands* This situation would last for five yearej whereafter a Royal 

Commission would go to XerWa to review the situation. Arrangements would be made 

to incorporate Kenya into a federation of African states, The existence of 

Europeans as a small enclave in an African country would merit special consideration. 

But the position of Indians would also have to be considered. Oldham was confident 

that if he could got CeFe Andrewal a member of the Indian delegation# to agree to 

this compromisel then India too would acoept it*72 

Arthur felt uneasy about Oldham's solution. He knew that the settlers regarded 

a federation of African states as the death-blow to white supremacy in Africa. 

For his ovm part he felt that Oldham was underestimating the importance of the 

role of British capital and enterprise as represented by the settleral Africans 
II 

could not expect to have the benefit of British civilisation without working either 

in their reserved lands or for European sottlerse Moroovor, Oldh= had not realised 

the urgent necessity of restricting Indian immigration into Kenya. But since 

Oldham was proposing nothing drastic uhtil five years MA elapsedq Arthur felt 

that if need be he could accept the solution, He also felt that Oldham had reJected 

his own solution out of an unwarranted'denire to placate India. If Oldham believed 

that India was likely to brýý- away from the Empire unless African interests. were 

shown. to be the paramount, concern - and at the ruin of the settlers' prospects 

72 '33P; Arthur, letter from , Lon . don, 8th Junb 1922, 
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then Arthur just as firmly believed that India would never separate off in twenty 

years and that Oldhhm did notýrrbliso that there was nothing to stop the settlers 

from joining the Union of South Africa. He could not seeg as Oldh= did, that the 

cettlers were a greater menaoq to Afrioan interests than the Indians, And he did 

not ace the justification for giving India an equal voice with British capital 

and British civilisation in deciding what was best for Africans. 

In apite of the differenoes between themg Oldh= had suffioient regard for 

Arthur not toýbe influenced bv the many attacks which were being made upon him and 

, 
his apparent oneness with Delamere*73 Arthur's principal vnenW wis John Harrisq 

Secretary of the Aborigines Protection Society$ Since the war years# Harris and 

other members of the Society had been keen observers of the labour question in 

Kenya. They had boon prime movers in the parliamentary campaign to force the 

British Government to take note of apalling conditions in the Carrier Corps, and 

of the pressing problem of liberated German East Africa's thousands of domestic 

slaves. 
74 And when in 1919 and 1920 missionaries beoame involved in the controversy 

over forced labour, Harris became one of Arthurts most damaging critics. 

Brieflyp a controvemy over forced labour began in October 1919 with the 

publication of a 1ýbour circular entitledo. 'Native Labour required for non-native 

73, Arthurts critics included Norman Loyal formerly of the B*EeA* Medical Department,. 
Wý lloGregor Ross, formerly of the Provincial Works Department# and H. Re Tate, 
-the old P*C* of the Kenia. Provinoe* Ainsworthg too, was in, Londonýin 1923.: 
'While expressing amimement at'the settlers' neWly-found concern for African 
interosto#, and congratulating Arthur on his appointment to the Kenya delegation, 
Ainsworth made'the significant point that Arthur represented only the missionary 

, 
point of view. Africans, he'thought# more incapable of, conpeiving an opinion- , 
ab6ut, anything, least of all the complex situation which had arisen ovor Kenya's 
political futures '(AP, Ainsworth to Arthur, 28th April 1923*. Soo, alco below, 
n*101*) Others held the same view -'that Arthur could not possibly speak for 
Africans - but unlike Ainsworthl theybelieved that, Africans could speak for 
themselves* 

74. The Society's correepondenoo', on these cubjeots may be seen'in ASP S. 20*132-133l 
11914 Forced labour in British East Africalt and 01916-18 Forced Labour and 
Native Carriers% 
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farms and other private undertakingell in which it was stated that "all Government 

officials in charge of native areas mast exercise ever7 possible lawful influence 

to induce able-bodied male natives to go into the labour field"o 75 The circular 

was issued under the signature of John Ainswortht the Chief Native Commissioner# 

but was in fact the work of the Governorl, Sir Edward Northeyo 

On seeing the circularl together with a notice clated 17th October 1919 In 

the KyamW Patrol Book announcing that child labour would be recruited for coffee- 

pickingg Bishop Willis# who was staying at Kikuyu with Arthurl decided to take 

action. Willial Bishop Heywood and Arthur draw up a memorandum the main argument 

of which was that while the authors recognised that compulsion was necessax7 - 

both for the economic good bf the country and for the moral and physical good of 

young Africans who were inclined to "loaf about" in the Reserves - Government's 

policy of giving undefined instructions to district officers to "induce" the 

flow of labour oouldonly lead to hardship and abuse. If compulsion were necessaryl 

then it should be openly doolared and properly safeguarded*76 

Willis, Heywood and Arthur took their memorandum to a meeting early in November 

writh Ainsworth and -the Chief Seoretar7j C. C, Bowringe Both officials declared 

themselves opposed to the Governorla labour policy and welcomed the missionaries' 

document an a means of expressing a public protest which theyq as civil servants, 

were not permitted to do. 77 So anxious were they that the memorandum should reach 

75 A copy of the circular is enolosed. ';, in Cmd. 873 (1920)9 Despatch to the Governor 
of the Fast Africa Protectorate relatinn-to Native Labourg-and-papers connected 
therewith, August 1920* 

76 The so-called 'Bishops' Memorandum' may also be seen in Cmd. 873 (1920)e 
77 AP, Arthur, 'Private and Confidential Statement with regard to the Committee's 

Minute on the Labour Questiontq October 1920* It is interesting to note that 
H, R* Tateg although he wrote after the missionaries had taken the initiative, 
said in a letter to Arthur: "I am very apprehensive about the future native 
policy of this Government and if you missionaries are going to take a stand on 
the matter the sooner you do the better'. " (PCEA A/36, Tate to Arthur, 7th 
December l9A9*)', 
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th. eýGovernor before he went to England for treatment to a damaged, eyet that 

Bowring himself typed the memorandum'so that it 0ould be oirculated officially 

and published in the local Press without delay# 

While the publication of the IBishopsl Memorandum# caused'an'uproar both in 

Kenya and in Britain, the controversy was deependd by tj)6, ý issue of a resolution 

defending the memorandum's proposal for compulsory labour with due safeguards by 

the Representative Council of the Alliance in March 1920* 78 By some oversightt 

the content of the Alliance's resolution became general3, v known in London# where 

it caused a censation, before the F*MeG* in Edinburgh had received their copvG79 

The Archbishop of Canterbury, J. H. Oldham and others were making public statements, 

and the prevailing sentiment wan that, the Alliance had acted unwisely,, 
80 

Arthur 

was reprimanded, but he produced a long statement in his own defenoe in which he 

explained that he and the Bishops, and laterl the Allianoe as wellq had proposed 

a modified form of compulsor7 labour because, apart from other reasons$ to have 

opposed the Governor completely would have meant widening the breach with the 

settlers -a breach which Protestant missionaries were trying to mende 
81 

1. 
It was Arthur's proud claim that the Sishops' Memorand=1 had contributed to 

the decision taken by Lord Milner to order the cancellation of the Governor's 

78 ARCMl, 13th March 1920* 
79 CSP/NLS 7580t McLachlan to Arthur, 10th June 1920* 
80 See J. H. Oldham, 'Christian Missions and African Labourt, International Review 

of Missions, 10,1921* C*F* Andrews produced a book shortly afterwards under 
the title of Christ and Labour whichl although denounced by'McLachlan as "a 
miserable work! ' by 91that hopeless pacifist and pro-Indian", nevertheless prom- 
pted-one member of the'ahuroh and Nation Committee of the Church of Scotland 
to, demand an inquix7 into the actions of the CS, M, in Kenya with regard to 
labbur* (CSP/11LS 7590t I McLachlan to Arthur, lat July 1924. ) 

81 AP, Arthurl'tPrivate and Confid 
, 
ential Statement with regard to the Committeets 

Minute on the Labour Question't October 1920* In May 1921 the P. M. C. declared 
themsel'ves satisfied that the sathors of the 1919 tBishop's Memorandumt-had 
ioted, out of high motivesl, and recognised that they had taken a public stand which'wis'leas open to objection than the policy advocatedby Government., 
(CS1FT4CMj lst May 1921s) 
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labour circular. 
82 

Harris of the Aborigines Society had been at the forefront 

of the outox7 against Kenya missionaries, and hadl in Arthur's words "been 

hauled over the coals *so* for his misrepresentations". Henceq when Harris 

launched an attack upon Arthur in London in May 1923, Arthur was convinced 

that he was acting out of a sense of personal vendetta. 
83 

Harris opened his attack on Arthur by releasing to the Press a cable which 

had arrived at his office on May 29th-0 jointly signed by two of Thuku's lieutenantal 

Abdullah Tairara and Jesse Yariuki* The cable readt 

"East African Association consisting of young Kikuyu, Kavirondo and Nandi 
and other natives wish to represent their grievances in Kenya and are sending 
their own delegationo They have no faith in Dr. Arthur and believe that he 
harms our cause and favours the white settlers. Our troubles emanate from 
white settlers alone* We are afraid to declare our mind here for fear of 
imprisonment, transportation or hanging6 We request you to afford opportunity 
for the representative of the natives to wait upon you before taking decision 
regarding the fate of our country, We want to remain a Protectorate not a 
white Colonye We understand that the chiefs were influenced and coerced to 
sign certain documents and we dissociate ourselves from their oontentso"84 

Harris requested only that Arthurfe name be omitted from the published text of 

the cable* 

For about ten days Arthur's position was extremely delicate; he had apparently 

been rejected by Africans whose interests he was supposed to represent., The, 

Convention leaders were alarmed at the prospect of their ally's loss of utility 

to their causes Arthur dismissed the show in independence of mind on the part of 

Africans as being another ploy of Indian agitators in Nairobi. He knew better 

than Africans themselves what was best for them; they could not see that they were 

82 See Cmd. 873 (1920), op. cit., Milner to Northey, 22nd July 1920, 
83 BP, Arthur from London, 2ad June 1923. Harris, it should be noted, was actively 

en, gaged'in 1923 in supporting the move for responsible self-ý-government for 
Europeans in Southern 11hodesiae 

84 Copy in ASP S*22/G. 135, Harris : to Tate, 4th June 1923, See also I thý Times., let 
June 1923- Harris had been inconstant touch with East African Association 
leaders since 1921, and with Kenya Indians from an earlier date. Oldham dis- 
missed the cable and told Arthur not to worry about Harris since at Edinburgh H0u'; 89' at least, he couýted for nothing. (BPj Arthur from London, 6th jýxnq 1923 
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being made a pawn in the game of Indian politics,, He had been in communication 

with A, R., Barlow at Kikuyu about the Possibility of preparing, a statement in favour 

of himself IV loyal Kikuyu Christians. This proved to be unneoessary* On'June 

12tho The Times published a statement from its Nairobi correspondent showing that 

official pressures had already been brought to bear on the situation* It had 

been deoided-that Africans were not to be allowed to send their own representative 

to London* The Kikuyu Association -a loyal body composed mainly of Government 

chiefs and mission supporters - had spoken out in favour of Dr4 Arthur as true 

representative of the African point of view. It was now definitely establishedt 

wrote, The Times man in Nairobil 

"that the bitterest feeling on the Indian question exists among the native 
tribesl principally amongst the Baganda, Kavirondo and Kikuyu. Material 
concessions to Asiatics will be received with the utmost resentment and 
(will be) fraught with serious danger of native unrest". 

Harriet first strike at Arthur had failed* But before this became apparentg 

Harris had launched another attack on Arthur. The occasion was the Annual Meeting 

of the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society on June 5th. The subject of 

the meeting was the Kenya African and his relationship to the settler and the Indian. 

The principal speakers included the Society's Presidentq Sir Charles Roberts$ MbP,, 

The Bishop of TCampalal the Rt, Ron. Mr. S. Sastri of the delegation from India, 

and several British Woe including Lord Henry Cavendish Bentinokj Sir Thomas Bennett 

and Sit, Sydney Olivier. Arthur received an ordinary invitation and was not specifically- 

asked to address the meeting. His account of the meeting reveals that his 'View 

of the proceedings was coloured by this assumed insult and by his personal feud 

with Harris. Sir Charles Roberts made a speech which Arthur regarded as "brazen 

oheek"* The Bishop of Xampala then followed with an address which was ineffectual 

since it tried to placate all parties* Sastri followed the Bishop with "an e=eeding3, v 

inflamatory speach" which was loudly-cheered by the'Indians in the audience* When 
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the discussion wao, thrown open to the floor Lord Francis Scott for the settlers 

rose to speak and "was his usual downright honest self". Arthur himself then 

took the floor with a three-point speecht he said that the British Goverment must 

retain control of Kenya until the local legislature was considered fit to, run the 

countryl secondly, missionaries believed that the settlers had done much for the 

uplift and development of Africans; Indians he concluded (amidst jeers from the 

Indian element in the audience)# were represented in Kenya by a particular type 

which exerted an evil influence on Africans and definitely hindered their devel- 

opmente At this point Arthur left the meeting. 
85 

After he had gone a resolution was passed which stressed the primary importance 

of African intorests and claimed parity in the contribution to African development 

of Indians as well as Europeans. Harris then tried to make capital out of Arthur's 

failure to stay to vote on the resolution by asking him to make a public statement 
86 

as to which way he would have voted* The sequel to the campaign to discredit 

Arthur was not what Harris had expected* On receiving a complaint from Arthur that 

he had not been invited to attend the annual meeting of the Aborigines Society as 

a principal speaker so that he could explain his positiont Sir Thomas Fowell Barton 

stormed into Harris$ office on June 21st tq deliver a blistering reprimands He 

informed Harris that owing to the Society's treatment of Arthur and its nakedly 

pro-Indian policy, he was resigning from his ponition on the Societyls Committee 
87 

at the end of the year* That the Society should lose the patronage of the grandson 

85 1 BPj Arthur from London, 'Anti-Slavery and Aborigine .s Protection Society, Annual, 
Meeting# Tuesday 5th June, 1923'l 6th June 1923- 

86 
ASP S. 22/G-135, Harris'to Arthur 12th June# to Oldham 12th and, 20th Junes and to 
Norman Lays, 21st June1923- Arthur wrote privately to Harrial'but because he 
refused to state how, he could have voted, Harris described the reply as "slippery"@ 
(Ibidt Arthur to Harris# 13th'June; and Harrisýto Polak, 14th June 19230) 

ý7 JLSP, S. 22/G*135i Harris to Sir Charles Robertsg M. P. t 2'lst'June 1923. Sir Thomasq 
of Coursel'had been a founding subsoriber'of the old E. A. S. M., and his son, Mr. 
Victor Buxtonq was closely associated with the C*M. S* in Kenya., Clement Scott had'ý 
looked after Victor Burton when he first arrived in B. E. A's., (BBP, Diaries, 
5th July 1904-) 
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of one of its most famous 19th centur7 leaderal was not a consequence which Harris 

had foreseen when he decided to attack John V. Arthur. 

While Arthur was defending himself against Barrie, he suffered another attack - 

on this occasion by one of his missionary colleagues in Kenya. The Rev. H. D* 

Hooper of the C*M*S* at Kahuhia wrote a letter to Maclennan in Oldham's office 

which he intimated might be published* The letter referred to a document on the 

land questiong signed by Kinyanjui and other chiefs, and presented to the Governor 

on March 17th 1923- 
88 

While admitting that as a whole the document was no worse 

than others of its kind - written by a missionary and signed by Africans - Hooper 

objected to two things* Firstly, the concluding paragraphsl in which anti-Indian 

statementir-vere expressed and Arthur was mentioned as representing African opinions 

on Indian claims, appeared to have been inserted as a postscript by Arthur himself. 

And secondlyl as Hooper claimedl Kinyanjui'had visited Fort Hall and ordered the 

chiefs of the district to sign the dooument*89 Hooper reearded the doo=ent as 

vitiated evidence and feared that it would be used in the London nellotiations. 
go 

88 PCEA, 0/1# Kinyanjui and other Chiefs to Northey, 17th March 1923* 
89 Thie is one of the documents referred to in the above-mentioned cable to Harris 

by Tairara and Kariuki 
go BP, Arthur to Maolennen 8th June 1923. The background of the document was the 

long-hold fear of the Kikuyu for the security of their reserved lande Since 
before the war missionaries and officials had been investigating the Kikuyu 
claim that since they bought their land from Athi or Dorobo they therefore 
owned it, and that-their Gethaka, or owner-occupier, system implied indiviftil 
ownership of land and inheritance; 

((See 
inter aliat M, W*Ue Beechq 'The' Kikuyu 

Point, of Viewlt, 12th December 191 KNA DC/KBU/! /-471 A*R, Barlowq 'Kikuyu Land 
Tenure and Inheritancel, Journal of the East Africa and Uganda Natural Hintom 
SooietYs Noe 45-6; M, WeHe Beechg. *The Kikuyu System of L=d TenureIq Journal 
of the African Society, 17,1917; and APt Ainsworth, 'The Kikuyu'Gethaka System', 
23rd July 1920.6 See, also the forthcoming Ph. D. Thesisq on Kikuyu traditional 

'histor'yq and the history o. f land'in Ke a, respectivelyg of'Mr. ' G. Mariuki, 
(London)t and Mr. 'Benson 

, 
K=tai (Oxford. ' r 'ýinoe 1914 the Kikuyu had been agit- 

ating for the issue of legal certificates of ownership from Government as security 
against further. encroachment by Europeans upon the Reserves. (See PCEA'G lt 
Northoote to Kinyanjui, 28th Ootobert and to Koinange, 3rd November 191! 
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The doo=ent had indeed been Arthur's work* The climax of a long controversy 

over the question of legal certificates of land ownership for Kikuyu Gethaka 

holders came in February 1923 when Judge i*W. Barth ruled in the Supreme Court 

that Africans were $tenants-at-will' of the Crown and could not be said to own 

any land. 91 In the wave of great unrest which swept over Kikuyuland as a result 

of the rulingg Arthur suggested to his Kikuyu adherents that they should drop 

their demand for individual titles and seek inste&A a block title deed which would 

secure their land to the Kikuyu as a tribe. In conference with missionaries of 

the C. S. M., CoN. S. and GeMoSol Mbiu Koinange, Philip Karanja James and Josiah 

Njonjo agreed to this and asked Barlow to write down their views. Kinyanjui 

refused at first to sign the document, since he had been told by the Chief Native 

Commissioner to atop agitating about landl but gave his consent after Arthur had 

secured the Governor's approval. Koinanget James and Njonjo then took the document 

to Fort Hall and Nyeri to obtain other signatures* 
92 

Arthur had suggested that the document he drawn up, in order to strengthan his 

hand in defending African lands in the negotiations in London, As to the comments 

on the 91ndian Question't he claimed that he had inserted nothing which had not been 

stated to him in person by the Christian Chiefol he was in no doubt that all Kikuyu ,- 

felt the same way, And the reference to himself # he pleadedl was surely the moat '' 

natural thing since he had been appointed to go to London to represent African 

interests* 
93 

Of all Arthur's difficulties in London# this was the most serious. Arthur 

was more than a match for Harris; and it was easy to convince people that the East 

91 Ap, Copy of Judgement given by Barth on 8th February 1923 in Civil Case No-626 
of 1922a 

92 Bp, Arthur to Molennant 8th June 1923s 
93 Ibide 
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African Aarjociationlo cable had been written by Indians. But a fellow-misoionary 

- one who had not opposed his going to London to state the case against the Indians - 

had attacked him in a most unfair fashion and seemed to be trying to take away the 

mandate which the Alliance had so oiearly given him. 94 Fortunate3, yq Arthur had a 

proteotor in J. 11. Oldham. 

-Oldham had ignored Harris' overtures concerning the cable' from Tairara and 

Kariuki and the failure by Arthur to vote at the Aborigines Society's annual dinner, 

and he refused to make any use of Hoopers'letter on the Kikuyu land document* 

In keeping Arthur's'reputation and position intact# Oldham demonstrated an 

appreciation of Arthurto personal dilemma and a recognition of Arthur's importance 

in the negotiations. Ile knew that Arthur felt a deep concern for African interests9 

that he was trying to be loyal to the opinions of the majority of Kenya missionaries, 

and that he earnestly wanted to help towards a solution which would safeguard the 

future development of African interests and missionary work. Oldham also knew that 

Arthur's vision of the most equitable solution was clouded by his deep antagonism 

towards Indians and by his conviction that British settlers and through themg British 

oivilisation, were an uplifting influence on Africans and ought to be g uar anteed 

a permanent position. But in spite of the deep differences in their respective 

outlooks, Oldh= realised that Arthur co=anded considerable respect in Kenya; ' his 

opinions had, therefore, to be taken into accounts Moreoverg it was more important 

to Oldh=ls plans to protect Arthur than to risk the complicationsuhich would surely 

follow his fall froým grace, 
95 

94 33Pq Arthur to Hooper, ' 4th July 1923. 
95 Arthur's distress at finding himself the subject of several attacks was eacced 

by a newly-formed friendship with Dro T. Jesse Jones of the Phelps-Stokes eduo- 
ational Commission who was in London in June 1923 to confer with J. H. Oldham. 
Jones and Arthur at 

, 
tended the Aboriginis Sooiotyls annual meeting together* 

Afterwards Jones declared how utterly sympathetic he felt towards Arthur and 
towards the settlers. -He mistrusted idealism - particularly that of men like 
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Arthur$ meanwhileg was still in 01056 contaot with the settlers* On the 

12th and 18th of June he received invitations to dine at Delamerelo house. On 

the first occasion he found the settlers in a confident mood. To Arthur's point 

that Sastri, the Indian leader, would shortly be returning to India and that 

Oldham felt he must be given a promise of at least four Indian seats in the 

1, egislative Counoilg Delamere's bold retort was that the most Sastri would got 

wan two seats and modified immigration laws applicable to alle He repeated his 

warning that if settlers were not granted an unofficial majority they would take 

'direct action'; then there would no longer be any need to accommodate Arthur's 

point of view, Arthur came away from the meeting feeling more firmly, 'convinced 

than ever that the cettlers hold the whip band. 96 

At the seoond meatingg he found the settlers in a more &=ious, but nonethe- 

less determined frame of mind* Delegates had been summoned to an informal, oonferenoe 

with the Colonial Seoretary on the followingo day* All interested parties were 

expeoted to submit proposals for the solution of the crisial it was therefore 

imperative that the settlers' proposals should go in with Arthur's blessing*97 

Delamere outlined the cettlers' proposals* Seeing that they were praotically 
a 

the same as those in the document which he had received from Delamere at the end 

of MV, Arthur felt obliged to address the gathering. He advised the settlers that 

Norman Leys - and had great faith in the Union of South Africa. As Arthur 
rocordedt 111)r* Jesse Jones oo. holds that men and nations are not equals,, 
He says he is always tx7ing to urge the nearoes to stick to their nationality 
and to show that the negro, with his black skin has his own contribution to 
make and that he is not white eoeo In this I can feel that he is anti-Indian 
and very much pro-settler because he thinks it is for the African6s Main. He 
is. therefore not at one with Oldham who'is Indian in his outlook"* ZBPj 

Arthur from Londont 5th and 8th June 1923, ) 
96 BP, Arthur from Londonj 13th June 1923# 
97 - Ibidj' Arthur'from, Lon'dong l9th June 1923* 
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he could not go to the Colonial Office on the following day and express his 

opinions without first having communioated them to the settlers. He'repeated 

his warning that the bulk of Kenya missionaries and nearly all the leaders, 

of missionary churohes and related organisaticna in Britain were opposed to the 

granting of an unnfficial majority. Bat if the settlers did not press for this 

at the present time he could guarantee that all missionaries would support them 

against the Indian demands; At this points the anger and frustration felt by the 

settlers exploded and Arthur was subjected to what he recalled as the warmest 

half-hour of hic life* 

T. A* Nood, representing the European business oommmitY in Kenyaq demanded 

-to know whether missionaries had not been catered for in the settlers' proposal 

to reserve 'native affairs' to the Crown, Arthur admitted týis and went on to 

say that whereas he believed that Africans should not be purely under Goverment 

control and that settlers were awake to their responsibilities towards Africanag 

nevertheless the distrust of settlers was still present in the missionary mind* 

Sir Northrup MoMillan then demanded an explanation of Arthur's statement that 

missionaries did not trust settlers. Arthur attempted to sooth him by cayiýg that 

missionaries did not trust settlers cuffioiently to agree to an unoffioial majority 

at presentl but that in a few years they probably would* McMillan retorted that 

if that were the case he would not be building W more churches and schools for 

his Kavirondo labourers to please the misoionariest 
98 Archer joined in the attack 

, 7ing to striie a bargain with the' - that unless by asking Arthur whether he was tr m 

98 McMillan's threat did not impress Arthur* For a long time he had held the 
view that the settler who promoted Afrioan'achools on his farm would be the 
one who would get an adequate supply of labouro (PCEA A/34s Arthuý to Oirt 
28th March 1918s) McMillan was hurting no'one but himself* 
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the settlers dropped their claim for an unofficial majority the misaionar7 element 

in Britain would not support them against the Indiana, Arthur was distressed that 

Archer should think that this was sob He replied that missionaries and churches 

in Britain would oppose both the unofficial majority and the extreme Indian demandso 

He cuGgented that Lord Delamere and Lord Francis Scott should try to meet with 

Oldham and the Archbishop to judge for themselves the feeling that existed in that 

quartere Delamere agreed to this, if it were not too latei since the position 

demanded urgent action. C. F* Andrews had returned to India to arouse opinion in 

favour of African interests, and the settlers felt that this would endanger their 

own positione 

Order was restored to the meeting and a more reasonable attitude was adopted 

towards Arthur by the intervention of Lord Delamere. He rebuked McMillan for his 

hasty words and Archer for putting an unjustified construction upon what Arthur 

had saide To Arthur he said that he had tried to accommodate his views but that 

in doing so he was already under criticism from other settlers for going too far 

on the African aide,, There were two things to be consideredi the future secubity 

of Mettlera in Kenya and the kind of aettlemont which settlers presently in Kenya 

would accept* Settlers felt that they had to have at least an unofficial majority 

to protect themselves against the likely action of a future Labour Government 

upsetting the settlement which might be achieved, and against a possible future 

federation of African states. And with regard-to the settlers in Konyal an increase 

of Indian seats from two to four and, the modified immigration proposal instead ýf 

absolute restriction on further Indian immigration would only be accepted if security 

were gaaranteed through the granting Of an unofficial majority,; Delemere appealed 

to Arthur to Bee that settlerst if granted security, would'be energetic in advancing' 

African interests; otherwise they would be compolled to-oppose ýativo intereate in 
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their continuing agitation for aelf-govornmento If Arthur could not support them 

in their search for aeourityt then he must tell the Colonial Office that since the 

questio. n was a political one and therefore outside his province, and since there 

was no time to seek fresh opinion from his colleagues in Kenya, he had no solution 

to offer, In other words, out of his admitted sympathy for the settlers, the best 

he could do to help their cause was to keep silent* Chastised# and reinforced in 

his belief that the settlers held$ and were prepared to useq the ultimate weapon 

or rebellion, Arthur conceded that this was probably the attitude he would adopts" 

On the following dayl when all parties were assembled at the Colonial Office, 

Arthur was relieved to dincover that he would not, after all, have to keep silent. 

While intimating that he would give due consideration to the settlers' representations 

on the questions of the franchiael aegregation# and immigrationj the Duke of Devonshire 

stated categorically that African interests were paramount and would remain under 

the control of the Imperial Government# and that settlers could not expect an 

unoffici4 majority in the near futureq Disheartened# but not yet without hopep 

the s6ttlers were granted permission to submit their full proposals in writing to 

100 
the Colonial Office. Arthur a=o=ced that he too would be submitting his own 

resolutions based upon the settlers' proposals. Thesel it will be recalledg aocepted 

praotically the whole of the settlers' demands, but with added safeguards for 

misoionar7 influenoe and without immodiate-support for the unoffioial. majority, ý 
101 

99 BP* Arthur from Londong 19th June 1923* 
100 00 533/306, Delamere to Colonial Office, 25th July 1923* 
101 Ibids Arthur to Colonial Oýffice# 19th June 1923, enclosing hie memorandum of 

proposals, In addition, to those submitted by Arthur, and Delameret proposals 
were submitted to the Colonial Office by Oldham, Sir'Robert Coryndonj Sir E=phrey 
Leggat,, who represented British commercial interests and who was unpopular with the 
settlersg and by John Ainsworth* Ainsworth's proposals were the most radical of 
alleý Basing hit; arg=ento upon two major premises - that Kenya Europeanst fear 
of Indian domination resulting from a cormon. franchise was not substantiated by ''i 
the facts of life in East Africa, and that Kenya was, and would continue to beg 

1 
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lie hoped that the settlers would accept a solution along the lines he had auggestedo 

He still saw the political future an lying with them, and fervently hoped that the 

news he had just received of the brutal murder of an African by a Kenya settler 

called Abrahams would not got into the British Press and spoil the settlers' 
102 chances of a reasonable settlemento 

The daiiverance of the Colonial Offioe on the 'Indian Quetiont was a masterly 

compromisep designed to minimize offence to any of the parties involved and to 
I 

achieve a speedy return to the pre-crisis conditions in Kenya, The well-known 

declaration in the TA"hite Paper laid before Parliament on July 24th 1923 concerning 

the paramountcy of African interests meant very little then or for many years to 
I 

come* Of more immediate significance$ was the statement that the granting of 

responsible self-government was out of the question for the forseeable future, 103 

Bat in realityy the settlers lost nothing of what they already possessed. They 

retained their eleven elected representatives in the Legislative Counoilq the 'white 

highlands', and by a stroke of good fortune, won a promise of restrioted Indian 

i=igration, 
104 

Indians were given five seats in Legislative Council to which they 

. 
could elect representatives l but the White Paper of 1923 was a major setback to 

their political campaign for equal rights as British Subjects. 

primarily an African country - Ainsworth proposed a list of qualifications 
for voters on the principle of equal rights and opportunities for all civilised 
British Subjects of all raoeso The qualifications 

- 
were stringent; no African 

could meet them'for years to come. And if Europeans cared to trade directly 
with Africans, as Europeans did in Nyasaland and South Africa, Indians would 
gradually be squeezed out of the country* (CO 533/306, Ainsworth to Bottomley, 
l9th March 1923# enclosing memorandum of proposals. ) 

102 PCEA A/37, Arthur to Barlow, 19th July 19230 
103 Cmd, 1922 (1923)9 Indians in Kenyat July 1923,9. 
104t C)n the' Sunday which followed the laying I of the White. Paper upon the table of 

the House of Commons, a atom off Zanzibar caused a break in the cable linking 
Kenya to the outside world. ýBelieving that settlers in Kenya had taken 'direct 
action$ and out the odblel the Colonial Offioeq before they realised what had 
caused the breakdown in communications, agreed to Delamoreto timely request for 
restricted immigration* The White Paper had proposed that the question of immigration be left open for the time being. (Huxley, pl). cit., 111 157-) 

* 
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Arthur had been relieved of the' burden of his dilemma when the Colonial 

Secretary announced on June 19th that the granting of an unofficial majority 

would not take place in 1923* It only remained for him to tailor his proposals 

so as to secure African interests while at the same time avoiding any harm to 

the general prospects of Europeans in Kenya, In this he succeeded well* 

Judged by subsequent eventsl Arthur's mission to London had been a resounding 

success. Towards the end of 1923, the Colonial Seoretar7 assured him in Private 

that African lands would be safeguarded*105 Indian demands had been defeated and 

their immigration into Kenya was restricted. 
lo6 Local Native Councils were set 

105 ARCM, 19th-22nd November 1923. From October 1926 African Reserves were finally 
demarcatedo 

106 The Kenya missionary campaign to exclude Indians extended to Indian Christian 
missionaries an well. In July 19249 the Rev6 A* Ralla Ram of Ewing Christian 
College, Allahabad, and Clerk of the Indian Presbyterian Church, wrote to 
Arthur proposing that Indian Presbyterian missionaries might work in East 
Africa amongst Africans* While Arthur and other Protestant missionaries felt 
that the Indian community in Kenya might be evaneelised by a European mission- 
ary with experience of Indial such as an Irish Presbyterian from Gujerat, they 
were determined to save Africans from missionaries who were Indian nationalso 
The F*M#Co, while agreeine that Indian missionaries in Kenya would be unsuitable 
in view of past political troublesl were greatly annoyed by Arthur's insensitive 
and imprudent letters to the Rave Ralla Ram and the Rev. W* Paton and Dr,, 
Graham in India. Ogilvie felt. that at the next Indian General Assembly and 
in the Indian Press, the Church of Scotland would be hold up to derision. 
(CSP/NLS 7617* Ogilvie to YoLachlan# 9th August 1924; and PCEA A/37v Ram to 
Arthur, 14th'r-ebruary 19241 and Arthur to Ram 10th July$ to Dre Graham$ 10th 
July# and to Patong 22nd Augusti 1924o) The reaction amongst Scottish mission- 
ar. to3 in'lndia, to Arthur's London campaign against Indians in Kenya was, lese 
severe than might have been expected - especially in view of the fact that 
192*41 was. the rcantenar7 year of the beginning of Scottish missionary, work, in 
Indiae While the gTound, had, been prepared by the Bishop of Mombasa in a letter 
to Indian missionaries explaining the predicament of Kenya missionaries with 
regard to the 'Indian Question' (PCEA/Ng-fLetieýs from Dre Arthur', Bishop 

of Mombasa to Tumutumu missionariess lst May 1923, enclosing draft of letter 
to India), Arthur was supported by the conservativel majority group of Scottish 
missionaries in India whose attitude derived from their opposition to the han- 
ding over of control'in'the Church to Indians for many years to come. (BPl 
Arthur to Hooporl'4th July 1923-) ' 
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up in 1924'v and in the s=eyear u missionary - Arthur himself was nominated 

to represent African interests on Legislative Council'. T. 1r. Oldham would be 

entitled to much of the official credit for these gainsl but it should be recalled 

that Arthur had proposed them in his memorandum submitted to the Colonial Officeý 

At what price was Arthur's success bought? The i=odiate result of his failure 

to support, the claim for an unofficial majority made settlers very anti-missionary 

for a whilel but Arthur had charm enough to win back the good favour of leading 

settlers, especially as from 1924 he began to work closely with them in the Legis.;. 

lativel'and laterl the Executive Counoil', More seriously$ one could point to the 

perpetuation of racial discord in Xenya and the securina, down to the present day'l 

of Indians in their position as scapegoat for the failings and frustrations of 

other races; the near-mortal blow to Kikuyu missions in 1929 resulting from a 

failure to recognise in 1922 and 1923 that Africans could think for themselves; 

the entrenchment of Earopean privilege and control at all levels which called forth 

the Mau Maut rebellion of 1952; ond theimpotenoe of the national churches in Kenya 

today which is the result of the reluctance of missionaries to accept Africans as 

partners or to relinquish control* 

At the same time, it must be'recalled that Arthur was a man of his timel by 

no means unique in his attitudes, and that missionaries in the 1920a worked in 

conditions very different from those of the present* 

Arthur had been a missionary in Kenya since 1906. He had seen a colony grow, 

and Africans take their first faltering steps in a new worldo His formative years 

were spelit under theýtutelage of Clement and Henry Scott, The latter especially 

he admired wholeheartedLy, and in the attitudes he, adopted towards the respective 

roles of Afrioans and Europeans, Arthur was a faithful disciple of Henry Scott. 
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The responsibility of running a large mission fell upon Arthur in 1911 when he 

was still a Young man with Only a few Years of, experience as a missionary. Itr 

the standards of his days he was one of the most successful and able missionarie3 

in East Africao Charming and forceful in his personality, extremely popular in 

Kenya European sooietyg a noted sportsman - most of his Saturdays were spent playing 

rugby in Nairobi - Arthur was a talented, and ambitious man. Hin initiative and 

energy were boundless - often to the embarrassment of his home Committee - and it 

frequently pained him to discover that others might not share his views or wish 

to have him make their decisionso A sincere and honest man, and a minister of 

the Presbyterian Church since 19159 Arthur was co=itted to promoting African 

interests as in his own terms he saw them. 

Ilut in the final analysis, Arthur was out of pace with the bhanging mood of 

the 1920se He was a member of the first generation of missionaries in the Xozya 

highlandal he was conservative in his attitude towards Africans - although prog- 

ressive by traditional missionary standards - and did not see, as others were begin- 

ning to dot however imperfectly, that Kenya's future belonged to her African. peoples, 

African Eclucation 

Prior to the outbreak of war in 1914v missionaries and officials had been in conflict 

over the content of African eduoationý07BOth parties aimed at creating an honest, 

industrious commmity of Africans and stressed the need for practical and moral 

training* Both had limited resouroos with which to meet the rising African demand 

for schoolin,,,,,,, But whereas offioialet backed by settlers, declined'to invest in* 

See aboveg pp, 269-276. 
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anything but technical training schemes, 
108 

and adopted a neutral attitude towards 

the religioua content of educationg missionaries believed that technical training 

was worthless unless it were based upon sound Ch. ristian, teachingt and furtherg that 

a basic literary education was a prerequisite for Christian character and technical 

efficiency, 

Little progress could be made towards resolving differences during the war* 

But in 1918t when the demand by Africans for places in schools was intensifiedg 

the way was opened for a thorough reappraisal of the educational system in the 

Protectorate. Officials were determined to achieve closer supervision of educationj 
109 

missionaries, while prepared to accept a degree of closer supervision as the price 

of increased Government aidt were equally determined to retain their hold on African 

education and to safeguard its religious content, 

In 19199 missionaries felt that they had won a major victory* Following the 

investigations and report of the Eduoation'Commiscion# 1918-1919#110 upon which J*W. 

Arthur served as a Commissionert Government seemed willing to leavo the whole of 

African elementary education and normal training in missionary hands* Increased 

Goverment grants were to be given'for these purposes - on the basis of inspection 

of mission schools and not# as before# of results obtained by pupils in ex=inations 

and it wan expected that progressively# Government would relieve missions of the 

108 For a detailed study of official policy in education see Sally Abbott, #The 
Education Policy of the Kenya Government 1904-1935', London School of Economics, 
Ph*Do Thesis, to be presented in 1969# 

log aoR- Orr, the Director of Educationg claimed to have been deeply influenced 
in 

1918 
by a book published by C*T* Loram in the previous year under the title 

of The Education of the South African Native* Loram's three fundamental prin- 
cipl6a were that the education of the African is the duty of the state culd that 
the state should not'depend upon the charity of missionsl that state funds should 
be expended only on secular education; and that Africans should pay a part of 
the cost'of their education* (J. R* Orr, *Grants-in-aid for Educational Ulorkt, 
18th'June 19250 Appendix B in Report of the Committee on Grants-in-Aid for 
Education in Kenya (Nairobit 1925) 12-15a) 

110 See Evidence-of the Education Commission of the East African Protectorate, 1919 
(NO big 1919)g and Report of the Bducation Commission, 1919_ (Nairobi, 1919)-. 
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heavy costs of artisan training., ill 

It seemed that at last Government had adopted a firm educational policy 

and that missions were assured of their control of African education as a primary 

evangelistic medium. Every mission was# in the immediate post-war yearol enjoying 

a tremendous increase in educational work. At Kikuyu in 1918 there were only one 

hundred and forty-six boys and eighty-nine girls at the central mission school; 

T=utumu had fallen back to the figures of 1912,112 Bat by 1922 the numbers of 

scholars at each station had multiplied several times over, Tumutumu alone having 

more than two thousand on the roll. 
113 

In January 1919 the C*S*M, was offered a Goverment grant of E600 for improved 

normal facilitiesg and L300 recurrently on an annual basis for the salaries of 

teachers. 114 Arthur accepted the offer and asked the P*M*C. to appoint a fully- 

qualified teaoher in Sootland to take over normal training at the C. S. M. s The man 

appointed was G#A. Grieve$ who came to Kikuyu in 1920 and who was to beoomeg a 

few years laterg the first headmaster of the Alliance High School. 115 

In 19209 while consoious that eduoation had asr, =ed a hitherto unreoognised 

importance, and that African education had been given its rightful place in the 

AP, Arthur to his fatherl 19th February 1919; and GPt J. R. Orrq circular letter 
No. 1122/3 of 24th September 1919o Since 1908# the C. S, M* had trained one hun- 
dred and five apprentices (including thirty-one teachers) and Goverment had 
not contributed more than one-sixth towards the cost of their training,, (AP, 
Arthurq 'Native Education', May 1920s) 

112 PCEA A/34t Arthur to Orr, 28th March 19181 and Mrs. Henry Soottq A Saint in 
Kenyas The Life of Marion Scott Stevenson (London, 1932) 94-69 

113 Kikikyu 1898-1948. The Jubilee Book of the Church of Sq6t1and Mission, Xenya 
ColonylkGlasgow, 194U) 46- 

114 PCEA/TTg IK*M*Co Minutes - Covering Letteralq Arthur to MoLachlanj 8th Karch- 
1919* J*Ro Orr, the Direotor of Education, declared publicly that the'foundation 
of his educational policy was the production of a greatly-increased number of 
African teachers. He proposedg, therefore, to divert "for the time being" part of 
Goverment's technical vote to normal training in mission schools. (GP,. J*Ro Orrt 
Circular Letter No*1622/3 of 24th September 1919. ) 

115 See abovet p. 2079 n. 28. 
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sca16 of priorities, missionaries were beginning to see the dangers and limitations 

of their new understanding with Government. In May 1920 the estimates for Government 

aid to mission schools were approved by the Legislative Council, and it was felt 

that Governmentl because they expected missions to use the increased grant to launch 

new, ambitious schemesp had committed themselves to a policy of yearly grants-in. 

aid. 
116 Yet the estimates had been viitioised in the Council by settlers who 

regarded the growing Indian problem as demanding a oonoentration upon the trainiftg 

of effioient Afrioan artisans*117 

Hissioneq faced with the increasing demand for educationg could--not afford to 

to refuse Government assistance; if they did, Government schools in greater numbers 

would be opened, missions would lose the extended opportunity for evangelism which 

education offered$ and a return would be made to simple evangelistic work, But 

to accept Government aid carried with it the danger of increasing Government control 

over mission schools, a greater degree of interference by Inapectorol-a higher 

premium on efficiency and iiniformityg and greater expenditure by missions'themselvess 

Orr had been persuaded to limit the powers of Government Inspeotoraj but already 

he had ordered missions to change their policy towards the teaching of English* 118 

is not surprisingt therefore$ that when G. A, Grievet whose salary was paid by 

Government, arrived at Kikuyut Arthur should have taken pains to instruot him that 

he was first and foremost a missionar7, and that his chief loyalty was to the mission 

116 Since ýhe Education Departmýnt was to become a major charge upon Government 
fundst J*R* Orr was appointed to Legislative Council in 1920e 

117 PCEA/TTl %M. C. Minutes'- Covering Letters'$ Arthur to McLachlan, 16th August 
1920* 

118 The traditional policy of Protestant missions was to confine the teaching of 
English to teacher-trainees who were literate in the vernacular and who were, 
of proven moral character. Orr's instruction to use English more than Kiswahili 
in mission schools was an unwelcome reversal of the policy. to preserve Africans 
from the dangers of non-religious works in the English language. In 19219 how' 
everg, the C*S*M* decided to suspend its old rules, but did not intend to give 
English too great a prominence in their educational curriculum, (OP, Orrt 
circular no*1622/3t 24th September 1919; and KMCM, '12-15th January 1921, ) 
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and not to the Office of the Director of Education* 119 

In 1922 it beoame evident thatAhe worst fears of missionaries had been 

realised* In May Arthur received a curt ietter from Orr advising him that the 

Education Department was not satisfied'with the standard of technical education 

being given at Kik . UYU., 
120 This was followed by an announcement that Government 

had decided to rivert to the pre-war system of making grants to missions on the 

basis of results obtained by pupils in examinations. 
121 Orr, whose "ficklenesste 

was beginning to test the patienoe of missionaries, had obviously succumbed to 

mounting pressures by settlers and some officials to reintroduce the emphasis in 

Government spdnding upon technical training for Africans. 122 

In other respects, 1922 was a troubled year in missionary education* Follosiing 

consultations in 1917 between the C, S, M, and the Commissioner of Labour for a soheme, 

of Government aid to miesionar7 medical workl grants to mission hospital training 
I 

schemes and towards work in the Reserves were introduced in 1920* 123 Abruptly in 

119 GP, Arthur to Grieve, 14th September 1920, 
120 PCEA/TT, 'Letters from the Education Department', Orr to Arthur# 4th May 1922, 

Perhaps Orr was influenced by the knowledge that in December 1921, sixty 
apprentices had gone on strike at Kikuyu in protest against disciplinary 
measures* (KNA iCABU/`lA4, Kikuyu District Annual Report 192le 42. ) 

121 
. 
XMCM9 7-11th June 1922. This decision contravened the recommendation in 
paragraph 44 of the Repoit. of-the Education Commission of 1919, (Reports 
op-oitat 7o) Note that the'system of Government grants to schools for 
technical schemes on tho'basis of results had been introduced in Britain 
in 1868 but had been abolished in 1890 because it was found to have a limiting 
effect both upon the performance of pupils and the efficiency of schools, 

122 
1 

In March 1922p Arthur made a public appeal to the Convention of Associations 
for support in persuading Government 

' 
to subsidise missionoschools and to leave 

theýbulk of African education in mission hands, (Leader of British East Africa, 
lst'April 19220 

123 PCEA'A/329 Jones to MoLachlant 28th JulY 19171 and PCEA/TTj, tKeM, C. Minutes - 
Covering Letterst# Arthur to McLachlan, 16th August 1920. Kikuyu and T=utu= 
together received C300 in, 1920o", 
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1922 the grants were withdrawn by the how Prinoipal Yedical Officero Dr. Gilks. 

In 1924, when Arthur was appointed to the Legislative Council$ he succeeded in 

securing a reversal of Gilkst decisiong'and grants were partially restored. 
124 

The C#S, Mso which had. provided medical facilities for Africans since 18919 125 

and'which had been training African hospital assistant3 since 19079 126 felt the 

loss of Government grants more severely than other missions,, And while a grant, 
I 

of L500 was reintroduced in 1924 towards missionary medical work in the Reserves$ 

nothing was given after 1922 towards the cost of training medical assistants. 
127 

Another of the problems which arose in 1922 concerned the project for an 

Alliance Collýge at Kikuyu, Conceived in 1915 in association with the proposals 

for an Alliance of Protestant Miusions, # 
128 the Colleae project received a direct 

stimulus from a proposal made by the Chief Native Commissioner early in 19189 

Ainsworth informed Arthur thafthere was a a= of E30000 remaining in the East 

124 Arthur succeeded in getting the Colonial Secretary interested in missionary 
medical workland Gilks, to sum his own reputation and positionj began to 
withdraw his opposition to Golwez=ent aid for missions* (CSP/NLS 76079 Arthur 
to XcLachlan# 13th June 1924s) 

125 In 19229 Kikuyu and Tunratumu between them treated a total of 2#762 in-patients 
and 95-, -351 out-patients. (Kikuyu 1898-1948. The Jubilee Book9 484 

126 Amongst those trained at the Kikuyu Mission Hospital, was Charles Kassaja 
Stokes - sonnof the C. M. S. missionary-turned-gunrunner ', 

Charles'Stokesq and 
a Miganda, w6man. Kassaja was adopted by Mrs. Watson, taken to Scotland, and 
put in a D=dee school for four yeaý-ss He returned to Kikuyu in 1911 and , 
was sent for further medical training in 1920 to the Albert Cook Hospital in 
Ugandas After serving at Kikuyu for fourteen years as a "Bacteriologist 6d 

Clinical'Assistants, Charles Kassaja Stokes returned to Uganda in 1934, 
127 Týe problem appea I ro to have be en thai while in theory missions could claim 

for hospital work, the =ucation Department# through which applications had 
to be. submittedg'novar passed on the claim3 to the Medical Department. (PCEA/TT, 
'Lettersýfrom 

' 
Dro Arthur# 1926-34'l Arthur to Philp, 28th Ootober-1929. ). For 

,a history of-medi6al work in Kenyal, see the forthcoming book by Professor Ann 
Book, of the University of Hartfordl Conneoticuto 

128 See abovet Pý, 316-317- 
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African War Relief Fund which might be used to erect micsionar7 hospitale in the 

Reserves. Arthur suggested that the money be used instead to build an Alliance 

Medioal College at Kikuyu; Ainsworth agreed, but warned Arthur that the money 

muat ýo. uýed without dolay. 129 

Arthur's proposal for an Allianoe Xedical College was hot intended to replaoe 

the proposal for a general Alliance Collegel but rather$ to add to what was in 

1918 a very ambitious plan for using Kikuyu as the headquarters of the Alliance 

and providing higher training for African evangelists and teachers. In June 1921 

the plan was considered at a conference hold in London by home and field representatives' 

of the Alliance* The conference decided that the plan was too ambitious and too 

expensive for the present* But since the balance of the War Relief Fund'- now 

amounting to over E59000 - could be obtained through the Red Cross Sooietyj permission 

was given to start building the medical college as the nucleus of the wider'educat- 

ional project of the Allianoe*130 

Land was provided by the C*S*Mo and the construction began of what was intended 

to be the Alliance Medical College*131 Meanwhile# the whole concept of an Alliance 

College was threatened in 1922 by the A, I. M. to attitude towards Imodernistiot trends 
132 

within the C*X*S. and C*S*Xoo A major reason for the decision of the'Represen- 

tative Council of the Alliance to request that home authorities comply with the 

demands sot out in'the A*I*M. Pls memorandum was that a principal donor to the Alliance 

129 PCIý/TTI 'Letters'to MaLachlanl, 'Arthur to McLachlan, lot April 1918'. It J13 
interesting to 

, 
note that a united. misnionary medical college in British East 

Africa was proposed in 1911 by the Very Rev. Dr. 'Mitford Mitchell of the Church 
of Scotland's, Colonial and-Continental Church Committee, (See 'CO'mmission VIII 
on-Cooperation and the Promotion of Unity (World Hissionary, Conforenoeg Edinburgh 
1910) - Notes by the Vez7 Rev. Dro Mitford Mitchell and Mro W*H6 Smith't Cý/FMCMI 
28th Febru=7 lgll*) 

130 CS/FMCM, 12th-July 1921* 
131 The C. S*M* was criticised by the Director of Education for employing an Indian 

'contractor* 
Orr felt that it reflected poorly upon the efficiency of the tech- 

. nioal training programme at Kikuyu that mission-trained Africans could not be 
usedý (PCEA/TT, 'K. M. C. Minutes - Covering Letteroft Barlow to McLachlan, 2nd 
July 1923-) 

132, See aboveg pp. 342-344. 
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College had threatened to revoke his bequest if the A,, I*M,, were forced to withdraw 

from the-Allianoe.,,, 

Mr.. Ernest Carr, benefactor of the CS, M, station at Chogoria# had promised 

to give E100000 towards the Alli=ce College* But aince he hold the Conservative 

Evangelical doctrine of the Church of England, as did the A. I. M. 9 he regarded the 

continued presence of the A*I, M* within the Alliance as a guarantee of the safety 

of his own credal position* 

While in Edinburgh in 1923, Arthur consulted the Convenor of the FTMIC,, over 

the difficulty which had arisen* Ogilvie refused to allow the C, SjM- to submit 

to the demands of the AoI. M., but suggested a means whereby CarrIs money might be 

secured. If Carr were permitted to choose two men for the appointments committee 

of the Alliance College who would safeguard his positiong then it would not matter 

if the A,, I*X, withdrew from the Alliance* Arthur agreed and went to London to 

arrange for the immediate release of Carr's moneyO133 

The yearl 1922, olosed on a note of viotory for missions* Orr had been 

persuaded to revoke his decision of May 1922 to return to the old system of paying 

grants to missions on the basis of examination results*134 But the victory was 

shortlived since Orr merely increased the standards of efficiency which his inspectors 

required of mission schools receiving Government aido Caught in the orossfire 

between missionaries who wanted the maximun of assistance with the minimum of control, 

and settlers who demanded that Government funds be spent on nothing but artisan 

trainingl Orr tried to steer an independent course, 

133 PCFA/TT, 'Letters from Dr. ArthurIg Arthur to Barlow, 2nd July - 1923. The 
Allianoe project materialised in 1926 as the Alliance Righ School. -, The'Proposals 
for medical training had been dropped because of Government's reluctance to give- 
subsidies for this purposet and the other proposal for joint theological train- 
ing had likewise been dropped because of the AoIsMe's refusal to participate 
in any practical schemes of the Alliance* 

134 CS/FXCM# 14th November 1923* 
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On July 23rd 1923 he m=moned missionaries to his office and declared that 

he had lost patience with mimsion schools which had unqualified instructors, too 

many pupils and a consequent low level of technical efficiency# FTom Januax7 1924# 

G, overnment assisted teohnical-ectucation would be concentrated in fourl instead of 

eightl mission sohoo3s each of which would be required to have two technical 

instructors whose qualifications were approved by the Colonial Office. 135 A sum 

of L19600 would be given for technical education in each of the four missions# and 

a sum of Q#110 would be shared amongst them for literar7 and normal training* 

Finallyl Government were proposing to establich several new secular schools to 

which Africans would go for two years training, having been at mission technical 

schools for three years*136 

As acting head of the C*SvM. 9 Barlow pointed out to Orr that hithertol Kikuyu 

and T=utu= together had been, reoeiving L21900 from Government; under the now 

proposals Tumutumu alone would receive a grant which was considerably less. It 

was not clear, to Barlow or to other missionst whether Orr's proposals meant a 

reduction of the grant for literary and normal trainingg and whether the reorgani- 

sation and relocation of technical schools would be followed by similar moves in 

conneotion with normal training*137 Orr replied to Barlow that he had no intention 

of reduoing the grant to the C, S, M, as a wholet he merely wished to see a reversal 

of the Current allocation of Government funds within the G. S. M,, wherebV tim-thirds 

was devoted to non-technical education. 
138 

135, Kikuyup Baterep Xmhuhia and Kaloleni were to lose their technical grantsl while 
those of Tumutumu, Masenol Wusi and Kakam, ega (Kill Hill Fathers) were''to be 
increased. 

136 PCEA/TTs Matters from the Education Officelp J*R, Orr to misoionst 'Technical 
Education in Native Schoolsq, 25th June 1923, 

137 PCEA/TT# 'Letters from Barlow', Barlow to Orr,, 28th June 1928.6 
138 Ibid, Orr to Barlowt 30th June 1928* 
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As with so many of Orr's schemeel this one wilted in the face of missionary 

protest. At a meeting of the Government Education Board in Julyq Leakey suggested 

an alternative scheme which found ready acceptance by officials and unoffioiale 

alike. The scheme proposed that Kikuyuj Kahuhia and Datere should retain their 

grants, while the total aovernment grant should be increased in 1924 to 418*000 

one-third of which would be devoted to literary and normal training*139 But if 

missionaries drew some satisfaction from bringing Orr to heal once morel what 

troubled them most in 1923 was the lack, of a firm policy in education# and the 

likelihood that 1924 would be as worrying and =certain as the two preoeed 

years. 

While Arthur was in London in 1923, besides carrying out his mission against 

the Indians, he was moving on the periphery of important negotiations for the 

educational future of British colonies* The Colonial Office# in prepar4tion 

for the meeting of colonial Governors in Junes had requested through J. H. Oldham 

that missionary churches and societies should draw up a memorandum of their views 

on African education* 

In drawing up the final memorandum to be submitted to the Colonial Office on 

behalf of the Edu6ation Committee of the Conference of Missionary Societies in 

Great Britain and Irelandt'40 Oldham had the benefit of discussions with LuCard, 

the three West African Governors and Dr, T. Jesse Jones of the Phelps-Stokes 

Commissionel4l The memorandum was a plea for Government recognition of the cont. 

ribution of missionaries to education$ and of 'the necessity for cooperation or 

139 CFýA/Vj, $Lettera from Barlowt, Barlow to Philpq 16th July 1923, 
J40 Educational-Poli2X in Africa, A Memorandum pubmitted on behalf of the Confe 

of Micsionary Societies in Great Britain and Ireland (Londont 1923)ý, , 
141 a LondonlAth June 19'0. One of the Governors had BP, Arthur, letter froi 

declared'that he was 
* 
oppoeed'to Government'African sohools, beoause they laoked 

adequate religious teachinge 
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partnership - between the two# It stressed the importance in African education 

of religion$ and called for an educational policy which was essentially practical - 

not one which was designed to keep Africans in an inferior position - such an 

agricultural training for the benefit of African community lifeo, And while 

missionaries would do everything in their power to improve the efficiency of 

their schools and teachingt it was urged that the Colonial Office should establish 

a Board of African educational experts, upon which missionaries would be represented, 

and which would advise the Secretary of State for the Colonies* 

Of more immediate relevance to the educational future of Kenya was the, under- 

standing which had been reached beitween Arthur and Dro To Jesse Jone9*242 Realising 

the value to the missionary point of view of a visit to Kenya of the Phelps-Stokes 

Commission# Arthur expressed his enthusiasm for such a visit to Jonesl Oldham and 

to the Chairman of the Phelps-Stokes Fundl, Dro Anston Stokes whom he met at Swanick. 

And in order to pave the way for the Commission in Kenyaq Arthur took care to 

introduce Jones to Lord Delamere and Lord Francis Scott in the congenial atmosphere 

of a private luncheon party#143 At the bbeginning 
of July, he was delighted to be 

able to inform his colleagues at Kikuyu: 

"I am glad to lot you know privately that there is a very good chance that 
in Januar7 we will have the P-helps-Stokes Commission goingý-to East Africa to 
complete its survey of African missions4 With Dr. Jones it is hoped to have 
Mro Loram and Dro A&j; rey (the West African from Tuskige'a)'and we are trying 
to persuade Oldham himself to come out in order that he'may get the African 
atmosphere he needs for his present work *6* If they come then I feel our, 
po 

,0, 
ition for the fairly far future will be assuredl and Christian education 

for Africans in Konya almost made certain* Lord Dol=ere after his talk with 
Dr. '-Jones and reacting his report wrote three days after to the Sunday Times 
saying-that he was in favour of the kind of education being given at Tuakigee 
(sio)o All this is in preparation for his coming out as I have no doubt 

142 Arthur and Jones were in complete agreement as to I the solution-o 
, f, the political - 

crisis, and Jones was sure that C*T* Loram, the South, Afrioan edaoational-expertt 
would be as sympathetic towards Arthur's position as he was himself*-'(BPt 
Arthur, from London, 5th June 1923,, See also abovol Pe, 382, n- 95- 

143 
73p, Arthur from London, 8th June 1923, 
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Dr. Jones impressed Lord Delame ynd his influence counts for a lot 
amongst the settler community*"M 

When he returned to Kenya later in 19239 Arthur aoted as agent in Kenya for the 

Commission, inviting applications from those who wished to meetthem and planning 

their itinerary. 145 

The importance of the visit to Kenya of the Phelps-Stokes Commission and of 
146 its reoommendatione lay not in any wqy in innovationj but in the stamping, with 

the authority of a disinterested body of experts, of schemes which had been dis- 

cussed and foruarded at various times in Kenya in earlier years., In so far as 

the Commission suggested an agriculturally-orientated education for Africanst it 

should be noted that this had been a major aspect of industrial policy in the 

Scottish mission since its foundation at Kibwezi in 1891.147 And in so far as 

the effect of the Commiesionto visit to Kenya was to draw attention to Southern 

Negro colleges such as Hampton and Tuskegee as models for Afr ican schools# the 

names of these colleges had been familiar in Kenya since 1919, if not considerably 

earlier. 
148 Archdeacon Owen of the C, M, S,, in Nyanza received a grant from the 

Phelps-Stokes Fund to visit the Southern United States in 1921, and must surely 

144 PCEA/TT, 'Letters from Dr. Arthurlj Arthur to Barlowq 2nd July 1923a When 
they visited Kenya in 19249 the Commission were received as guests at Lord 
Delamerels farm at Soysambue (H=ley, op. citq Ill 181-3o) 

145 ARCM, 24th September and 19th-22nd November 1923* The news that the Phelps- 
Stokes Commission had visited East Africa elicited from W. E. B. DuBois the 
comment: "What are Jones and his Fund doing in Africa? " (The Crisis, A 
Record of the Darker Races (New York) 31, No- 4. February 19260 p, 191. ) 

146 The Commission didq howeverl suggest the formation of the Kenya Missionary 
Council -a united body more widely representative of societies workJaie in 
Kenya than the Alliance* 

147 The E, A. S. M, was influenced in this respect by Dre James Stewart of Lovedale, 
South Africao It seems that too little is known about the inter-relationship 
of the development of Inegrol educational philosophies anýethods in South 
Africa and the southern United States. 

U8 See East African Protectorate* Economic Commission. Final Report Part-I 
(Najj:; biq : 1919) 18* 
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have introducect his fellow-Kenya missionaries to the work of Negro eduoationalists 

ouch as Booker T. WashingtonOI49 

The closest ddmirer of Tuskegee and Hamptonj long before the Phelps-Stokes 

Commission came to East Africa, was none other than J. R. Orr. In June 19230 for 

examplel he a=ounced to missionariest 

"Your committees are well aware that the policy of this department has been 
and still is to create a number of schools throughout the country on lines 
similar to Taskegeet Of all Educational systems the system of Hampton and 
Tuskegoe appears to supply by the provision of industrial training an education 
which affoots most widely the interests and activities of the Community as a 
whole and has therefore been adopted as a model for the training of Africans 
in this oountrv*"150 

It only remained for the Phelps-Stokes Commission to give a blessing to the 

educational policy which both Orr and Protestant missionaries had alreacV adopted* 

Orrq essentiallv# was sympathetic towards missions and shared their view that 

African technical education should not be made a political weapon against Indians 

or fashioned to suit the needs soley of the European co=mmity. In July 1923 he 

149 POEA/TT, 'Letters to McLachlan'# Philp to McLachlan, 28th July 1924. In 1925, 
Philp and Grieve, and in 1927 Arthur himself, visited Southern Negro Colleges 
in the United States* Thuku himself was writing to Marcus Garvey about Taskegee 
in 1921. (S"id K#Jo King# OThe American background of the Phelps-Stokes Com- 
missions and their influences in FAucation in East Africa# especially in Kenya', 
University of Elinburghl Ph6Do Thesist 1968, Ch*III&) 

150 PCEA/TTj I 'Letters from the Education Officelt Orr to missions# fTechnioal 
Education in Native Sohools1t 25th June 1923- In the preoedihg February Orr 
had announced to missions that he proposed to mark the year, 1923 by a definite 
advance in the encouragement of agricultural training in African schools with 
a view to improving African self-reliance and social life in general. . 

(Ibid, 
Orr-to miscionst 'Improvement of ACriculture among Africanslq 6th February 
1923-) In 1922t Arthur in a public speech in Nairobi# referred to agricultural 
training'of Africans as being the theme of leading Negro educationalists, 
(Leader of British EastAfricar lat April 1923. ) After the visit of the 
Commission the feeling existed in many quarters that the Phelps-Stokes Commis- 
sioners had been given t0o much credit for suggesting ideas which were not now 
in Kenya., Delamore's biographort for exampleg claims that the Jeanes School at, - 
Kabete embodied principles which Delamere had expounded for several yearn* 
(Huxley, o oitot 181-3o) And in 1927, 'Arthur remarked, "We all'feel that we 
do not want the Phelps-Stokes people to get the credit so far as our work is 
concerned too" (PCIi/Vt 'Letters from Dr. Arthurtl Arthur to Barlowg 9th 
February 1927o) 
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had agreed to a scheme of grants proposed by Leakey, But later in the year the 

settler, element in Legislative Council cucceeded in slashing the estimates in 

all aspects save for the speoialined technical training of Africans for work 01 
outside of the Reserves. And it was in this area of assistance thatýby official 

regulations missions were requJ4ýed to make the heaviest contribution from their 

own resources*151 

The year closed with loud protests from the Alliance and from individual 

missions. In their report to Edinburgh, the Kikuyu Mission Council explained 

that fluotuati6ns-ý in Government'policy - however sympathetic Orr ýimself might 

be - offered no financial security to missions an d hindered cooperation* The 

time had come for a clear statement by Government that it intended to cooperate 

with missions on a mutually agreeable basis which would not be substantially 

altered for a decade at least* The basis of oooperationt as it was seen in the 

C. S*Mot was that elementary and normal education was the exclusive province of 

micsionsi that since all parties in Kenya were agreed that African education should 

be based upon manual work, Government should assist missions to give elementary 

technical and agricultural training "which would be directed primarily to the 

improvement of social and economic conditions in the Reserves"I and that grants 
152 

should be given towards the education of girls, 

The Director of Educition found no difficulty in accepting this as the basis 

of cooperation between missions and Gover=ento Bat the'open question was whether 

the 6ettlers'could be persuaded to do likewise* That was w1W Arthur bad taken the 

151 PCFA/TT, 'Letters f'rom'Dr, Arthur## Arthur to Philp, lot November 1923., 
152. KMCM, l6th November 1923; and covering lGttor, (PCEA/TT)$Arth: ur, to McLachlan, 

5th December 1923. In October$ C*S#Mo missionaries had recorded their unanimous 
agreement that the aim of African technical education should be the improvement 
of African social life and that agriculture should be-given priority, (Ibid, 
Arthur to MoLaohlang 18th October 19230) 
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trouble to introduce Dre Jesse Jones to Lord Delamere and Lord Francis Scott in 

London in June* Towards the end of the year, it was known that settlers were 

an= with missions for having failed to support the claim for an =official 

majority; Arthur was worried, but felt sure that the turning of the tide as far 

as the settlers were concerned would be achieved by the Phelps-Stokes Commission 

in 1924,153 

The Comis6ion was suocessful in bringing about the cooperation which mission- 
154 

aries desiredo The message of the Commission was that Goverment would spend 

money more effectively on improving existing schools than on building new oneel 

'and that cooperation could be best achieved by the appointment of an Advisory 

Committee on which officialat settlers and missionaries would sit* The basis of 

a sound educational system was suggested'as being a training in agricultural hygiene, 

handwork, patriotism to colony and mother countryp leadership and efficient teaching, 

While mission central schools would be heavily subsidised by Government, great 

i4ortanoe was attached to the development of village or out-schools which in 

groups of ton might be supervised by visiting teachers on the lines of the Jeanes 
Is LIE 

Fund Teachers system, `-7 

The years after 1924t although not completely free from anxiety or incidents 

of conflict betwoen missionaries and Gover=ento were marked by an increasing 

awareness of the necessity of cooperation* The Muoation Ordinance of 1924 which 

brought evez7 school in Kerkya under the control and supervision of Government was 

approved by missions as a step towards greater efficiency, The importance of 

153: PCEA/TTj tLettero. from Dro Arthur'j, Arthur to Philp, lot November 1923''s.... 
'154. -April, 1924. Ibidl 'Specialsvg'Arthurt OThe Phelps-Stokoe Co=ission" 9th 
'155,, se, 3 j. j. jonesq, Education'in East Africas A Study of Fast_, Central and South 

phelps-Stokes Pund* in copXeration with the International'Education Board, 
VLondon and New York, n4, do)o 
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missionary education, properly guided and controlled, was reaffirmed by the Past 

African (Ormsby-Gore) Commission in 1924, by Col. Denham, the Acting Governor who 

had been Director of Education in Ceylont and by Mr*, BisE;, the Chief . Inspector 

oi Schoolst appointed in 1924 after 
. 'many'years of Governmeni bluoational service 

in South Africa and India* The Advisory Committee on Education, established in, 

1924t and upon which missionaries outnumbered settlers and officials together$ 

was an effective medium of oooperationg and the Committee on Grants-in-aid, set 

up in 1925, proposed a more liberal grant of funds for missionary education from 
156 1926 onwards And finally# in 1933 the Rev* JeW. C. Dougallj a member of the 

Phelps-Stokes Commission in 1924, was appointed as Educational Adviser to Protestant 

mission with the task of coordinating missi6n. policy and of, acting as a liaison 

between missions and the Education Department*157 

The period of increasing cooperation between missions and Government had the 

effect of changing the character of missionary work* The insistence that efficiency 

must rise# and that schools must be permanent and well-conduotedg caused a slaoýening 

of evangelistic endeavour. The growing Churches demanded more pastoral and less 

evangelistic work; the recognition of a medical problem in the Reserves changed 

simple dispensary treatment of yaws and ulcers into major hospital undertakings; 

156 Government2a annual expenditure on African education rose from C99150 in, 1923 
to E359306 in 1929., (See IDevolopment of the Native Reserves' Education's 
place in the Government's Task, No. 6s Ihe School Structure*' Fý: -om "Bush College"' 
to the University Standardý East African Standard, 14th ? -IDY 1932, ) 

157 Note, that in 1924 the*G*S*Mo tried to secure the appointment of J*W, Co Dougall 
to Kikuyu. Oldham was actively trying to encourage Dougall to go to Kikuyu, - but- 
the United Free Churchl to which Dougall belongredl was3 unwillingýto release him 
in 1924. (PCEA A/37, Dro S#Eo Jones to Arthurp 7th Auzust 1924-)', J-R. 'Orr, 
curiouslyg applied for a post at the C*S*M,, # Kikuyul in 1927 when his 

, contract 
with the Kenya Government was terminatid* Arthur offered him the post of head. 'ý 
master at the Central School at Kikuyu but the offer was not acoepted, (AP, 
Arthur to Barlowt 7th June 1927-) 
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and the teaching of home economics came to be regarded as more relevant in women's 

work than the teaohingoof Christianity. The total effect was a narrowina of activity 

on all aidesl missions in 1927 were undoubtedly more efficient than they had ever 

beent but they were noticeably less spiritual in their atmosphere and outlook* 

They no longer had the time to develop the friendly, personal relationships with 

Africans in their districts which had been the mark of their work in earlier years# 

The time was at hand when Africans in Kikuyuland would take over from them-the 

initiative in religious and educational movements which were seen to answer the 

true needs aýd aspirations of the common man, 

Broadly-speaking, it is possible to point to three. major stages in educational 

development in Kenya* Before 1910 the major problem was to establish schools and 

attract : ý7oung Africans to them. Little thought was given to the aim of education# 

and a wide variety of method-. -. existed which drew its inspiration from the European 

backgrounds of individual missionso By 1910l the major societies had agreed that 

the principal aim of their educational work should be to produce Christian, basic- 

ally literate, artisans who would fill the lower ranks of life in the service of 

Europeans. After the war, this 6tage of development began -to change as missionaries 

found themselves caught in the dila=a of preserving the Christian content of 

education while being unable to afford the expense of artisan training. The third 

stage of developmont began in 1923 in anticipation of the visit to Kenya of the 

Phelps-Stokes Commissiont and at a time when economy and self-interest were fomid 

conveniently to harmonise with African interests - and was marked by a declaration 

that missions would give simple agrioultural training for the benefit of Afrioan. 

social life within the-Reserves# 

The attempt, was made during thijk,,, ýhir&stage of basing African education on 

the ideal of Afrioan, culture of promoting the study of all that was considered 
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good in African traditional life. The attempt was made forty years too earlyl 

Kenya today is trying to recapture her traditional past and to promote develop- 

ment in accordance with cherished customs and beliefso But in the late--1920s, 

young Africans regarded the emphasis on traditional life as a ploy to rob them 

of the educat ional openings offered to whites - in short, to prevent them gaining 

the power through learning which would enable them to guide their destiny in 

their own country* 

5. Postscript 

The militant Kikuyu political movement which began soon after the war, and which 

suffered a setback with the arrest of Harry Thukuq surfaced again in 1925 under 

the banner of the Kikuyu Central Association (K, C*A*). 158 Its aims were, as 

before, to redress the many African grievances, but the principal areas of 

attention were land and education* An petitioners of the Commissions which visited 

Kenya after 1925p the K*C*A. expresDed the deep fear that reserved land would never 

be secure until title deeds were granted. And while following the missionar7 lead 

in demanding elementai7 literax7l agricultural and technical education for Africans, 159 

the K. C*A. demanded that 

"Native District Councils should be encouraged to send deserving boys from 
districts to England or elsewhere to receive education in artsp medicine, 
agrioultureq engineeringo eto. 0 by the canction of Government-aided 
scholarships". 166-- 

Onee, againg missionaries refused to treat the Kikuyu political movement as truly 

158 The wordt 'Centrallg in the title Of the Association was adopted to show that 
its founders came from the Muranga district of Fort Hall in central Kikuyuland. 
(C. Go Rosberg Jnr. and John Nottingham$ The'llyth of 'Mau Mau* Nationalism in 
Kenya (Stanford, 1966) 97, ) 

159 The K. C*A, differed from missionaries in that theydemanded African education 
in Covernment schools. 

160 Memorandum of the Kikuyu Central Assooiatibii. 'Fort Rail, to be 
_presented 

to 
The Hilton Young Commission (Nairobi, 1928)* 
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independentq and ýontinmed to regard its participants as swollen-headed youths 

whose sense of self-importance was fostered by Indians and by misguided Europeans 

of the type represented by Norman Leyst 161 

Within the C*S. 11. i the first station to notice the, existence of, the K"O. A. 
162 

as a challenge to its work was Tumutumut From a base in Fort Hall$ the K*C*Ao 

began towards the end of 1925 to infiltrate South Nyeri - an area which had for 

the most part stood aloof from Harry Thuku in 1922* Attempts were made to secure 

the appointment of K. C. A. members to the Local Native Council and to the various 

church bodies of Tamutumu mission 0163 
Tumutumu. and the K. C. A* clashed in the first instance over the issue of 

agricultural plots attached to mission out. -schoole. The sequel to the visit of 

the Phelps-Stokes Commission had been the development of practical work in agric- 

ulture in all schools attached to the C*S. M., The X*C*A. warned the Gethaka 

holders from whom the extra land for agricultural plots had been obtained that 

the missionts policy was to acquire more land for European settlers# The warning 

caused'great agitation in the villages and intensified fears for the security of 

land* In 1926 schools beam to be closed and garden plots were reclaimed6 In 

1927, particularly in the Mahiga districts Tumutumu That nearly half its out-ochoolo 

and ; nore than 4cthousand pupilo*164 Having, been persuaded that the warningv= 

161 
162 

PCEA/TTI 'Letters to McLachlan', Calderwood to MoLachlant 2nd February 1927, 
The first signs that 

' 
trouble was brewing came in 1924 whýn church ' members at 

Tumu: tumu. began to. ', show' a marked defiance of the rules against beer drinking 
and the payment of goats - mburi cia rika -4 age-Vade initiation ceremonies, - the celebtations attached to which were regarded by missionaries as, immoral. 

163 One such attempt is described by H. R. A* Philp in the chapter of his book, God 
and the African in Kenya (Londont 1932)g entitled, '"X", A Sinister Character", 

, ps below'indicate the extent *o which Tumat" 164 
u=lz schools were'affected: 

Number of Schools Number of Pupils 
1925 55 3,719 
1927 32 2 258 
1928 41 2: 855 
1929 52 4o344 
(PCýA/TT, ISpecialsIt Tumutumu. Report by Philpj ý931-) 
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unfounded, and having been offered no alternative opportunities in education 

by the K*CoA*l 165 
villagers began towards the end of 1927 to reopen the schools 

under mission auspices. 

While Tumutumu quickly recovered from the K. C. A. 's attempt to upset the out- 

school oysteml a far more serious threat to missionary work was seen to lie in 

the call for the reinstatement of the time-honoured custom of female circ=cision. 

Protestant missions had been preaching against the custom, on medical as well as 

on moral grounds, for the best part of two decades* The custom had been outlawed 

in the African church and many Christians had declared their opposition to it* 

The campaign in defence of female circumcision by the K*C. A. was regarded by 

missionaries as a challenge to the African church$ and a manifestation of a desire 

by evil men to return to the savage past, 

In retrospeotg tho K, C. Aofs defence of female circ=oision appears to have 

been a shrewd political move, designed to arouse mass support for the Association 

by bringing to the attention of a politically-unsophisticated people an issue which 

could be understood by all, and which would polarise frustrations and discontent, 

The arguments presented for the urgent necessity of defending the custom seem 

facile today - for example, that Diropeans opposed female circumcision because 

they wished to take Kikuyu Girls, and with themt the land - but it can be under.. 

stood how the X. C. A. 's campaign aroused a sense of common identity and tribal 

165 The K. C,, A. are recorded at; having tried to run the former mission achoolsi 
issuing instructions on teaching method and curriculum, but with little 
success* (PCEA/TTj *General School Reportalq 23rd. January 1929. ) K. C. A. 
leaders in the vicinity of Tumutumu included Hezekiah Mundial Allan Giouki 
and Paulo 11uhika - all of Muti* 
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nationalism. 
166 

In March 1928 the K*C*Ae held a large public meeting at Nypri at which 

resolutions were passed in favour of female circumoisiont the removal of penalties 

for beer drinking# and the revival of payments by Christians of rika goats. Tumu- 

tumu responded by suspending all church members who had attended the meeting* 

Deacons' Courts in all districts incorporated in the church were ordered to renounce 

the resolutions passed at the Nyeri meeting, and while most complied with the 

injunction, the courts at 11yeri, Mahigat Kangoita, Mihuti and Aguthi were dismissed 

for showing, an unwilling attitude# 
167 

It was felt that the K*C*Ao had made a rapid advance iý South Kyeri because 

there was no loyalist party to oppose them ouch as existed in southern Kiambu in 

the Kikuyu Associationb In 1928 Tumutumu. promoted the formation of the Progressive 

Kikuyu Party (P*K. P. ) to represent the views of "the larMnumber of Kikuyu in South 

Vyeri who hold moderate opinions in matters political", 
168 Under the leadership 

166 It seems strange that missionaries did not realise at a much earlier stage 
the danger they were courting in attacking female circumcision. A clear 
indication of this was given by Wambugug Paramount Chief of South Nyeri in 
19211 

"We cannot abandon the custom of our ancestors in this matter: if a girl 
is uncircumcised her father can take no dowry for here You white men 
came amongst us and we, seeing that you were good meng welcomed you with 
both hands. -We readily do all that you tell us to do: you tell us to lie 
down$ we lie down; you tell us to stand up, we do so. You impos6 taxes on 
us and we obey without a murmur; when your taxes become more than we can 
payq we will come as suppliants and tell you so* Bat in this matter'of 
our girls wo cannot see eyeAo eye with you and we cannot'agree to obey, 
you if you'attempt to coerce us. " 

(PCEA/TT, Illyeri'Distriot, Counail and Education Committee', Minutes ofa, 
meeting of Nyeri District Council, 9th June 1921. ) 

167 PC- FAITT, Tumutumu Kirk Session Minute Book, Minutes of Sessions 30th March 1928. 
168 PCEA 015# preamble to the Progressive Kikuyu Party'a 'Memorandum on Kikuyu 

Land Queetionst to the Land Commission, 1932s 
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of Chief Gideon Gaterel and with an executive council of Ilix: office-bearera and 

four membersg the P. K. P* stood for harmony between races, loyalty to Government, 

the. constitutional expression of grievaunces,, and opposition to female circumcision, 
169 

While'Tumut=n was battlihg, with the K. C*A. t Kikuyu remained comparatively 

unaffeoted until 1929, In April of that year, two Kikuyu women reoeived a emll 

court fine for compelling a G*XqS* girl to submit to a form of cliterodeotomy 

prohibited under a by-law of the Xiambu Local Native Counoil#170 Incensed by the 

refunal of the Supreme Court Judge to whom the case was referred to convict the 

women for oausing grievous bodily harm, Arthur made a publio protest against Govern- 

ment's seeming approval of female oircumaision*171 

From then onwards the oonflict between missions and the K. C&Ao became'fooussed. 

upon Kiambu., Joseph Kanglethe, President of the X,, C. A, launched an attack against 

Arthurl demanding to know lor what right he made opposition to female oirc=oision 

a duty of Afrioan Christians*172 The battle joined, Arthur prepared to rid'the 

church of the X. C*Aols influence* 

In August he submitted a memorand=, to the Provincial Commissioner in which 

169 'The, constitution, ancl rules of the p#x, p, are giv ven in Appendix VII, 'The 
division between the membership of the P. K. P. and the, XCA. was not as rigid 
as missionaries miGht have desired: the name'of the PýK. P. Is Secretary, 
Stanley Kiama, appears, on the letter written in February 1929, by Johnstone 
Kenyatta to the Colonial, Seoretary# pleading for the release of Harry Tbuku* 
(Kerqatta to Colonial Seoretaryq 14th February 1929, Correa-Dondence between 

--(Nairobi, - 1930) Z7 the'Kikuyq Central Association and, the Colonial Offio6 I 
170 Two forms of circumoisionvere practised: a major operation involving the 

removal of the labia malora as well as the olitoris,, and minor one involving 
the removal of the clitoris alone. The two women were charged with performing 
the prohibited major operation, 

, 171 Arthur wrote asI trongly-worded 1 otter, attacking the custom and I the KoCoA6's 
defence of itt to the Editor of the East African Standard which was published 
on August 10th, 1929. 

172 pCEA, C16, william Njorogel Kikuyu Churoh Elderi Ev-idenoe before the D. C. at 
Ki=bu, 29th July 1932, in Central, 

lTribunal, 
Case No. 56/32. ' 
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he demanded that dovernment should warn the M. A. that action would be taken 

unle'ss their defence of female circumcision was abandonea. 
173 A tour of missions 

in Kikuyu I Ihba and Meru durins the first week in Oetober revealed to Arthur that 

he could not expect united missionary support for the strong line uhich he proposed 

to take within the African church, 
174 And having discovered at Chogoria, the extent 

to which the X. C. As had won the sympathy of Elders and church memberst Arthur 

clecided to put Xikuyu to the test by asking each Afrioan in the pay of the mission 

to sign a document renounoing female circ=oision and the X. C. A** 'Nelve refused 

and were dismissed, -, thirty-cix. siened and the remainder promised to make a verbal 

declaration#175 

Shortly afterwards the doc=ent was presented to the Church Elders - unoons- 

titutionaU, y, since the approval of the Presbyter7 had not been sought. Wenty- 

eight signed, eleven refused and four remained undecided* 
176 knowing fall well 

what was about to happen, yet driven by a desire to test the--loyalty of his adherents, 

Arthur instructed that every congregation at Communion Service on gunday November 

ist be required to take a vow as Christians to reject 'female circumcision and the 

K*C*Ao# 

Within a week it was known that the C. S. M, at Kikuyu had lost all its commanicantsl'- 

save about two hundred-and-fifty from a roll of two-and-a-half thousand, and that 

there was acaroely a pupil left in any of the Outschools, 
177 In the'previous month 

173 "If it had not been for this Association ancl'its attitude. to female circumcision, 
the question. would by this time have been within reasonable hope of abolition, " 
(WA PC/CP 8/l/l, File A3Z No* 1.5/15/2, Arthur, 'Memorandum on the Circumcision 
of Kikuyu Native airlsIg 27th August 1929, ) 

174 PCEA/TTf 'Lettero'from Dro Arthuril Arthur to Philp, 8th October 1919. It in 
possible that the original suggestion for a confrontation with church Elders and 
members over female circumcision and the K*C*A. came not from Arthur himself, but 
from Knapp of the Gospel Mission at Kambui, (Statement made to the author bv 
the Rev* John Gatut Nairobit 10th April 1969, ) 

175 
,. 
KNCMt 17th October 1929e 

176 PcEA 016 Jonhua'Matenjwat' Llvi dence before the D. C. at Kiaml =1 28th Julv 1932, 
in Civil case ITO-'56/32o 

177 pCFA/TT, "Letters from Dk. Arthurlt Arthur to Philp, 7th November ý929. 
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as a result of Arthurte visitt Chogoria's Communion roll fell from a h=drod to 

I beventeen# all outschools were deserted, and only thirty out of a h: undred-ana- 

twenty remained in the central station school. 
178 

Tumutumu alone escaped the apocalypse., The battle with the K*C*Ao had 

been fought and won by 1929* Phiefs# elders and senior Christians'stood firm in 

their. loyalty to the mission whild, trouble raged at Chogoria. and Kikuyu. Additional 

factors contributing to Tumatumuls-eacape'were undoubtedly that the X*C, A4ý had 

shifted the m6iný'focus of their activity from Fort'Hall and 11yeri to Kiambut and 

that no church member at Tumutumu was required to sign a document or take a public 

vow*179 

Towar" the end of 1929f however, there was an increase in political activity 

around Tumutumue Philp heard that a new danoe-song, the Muthiripu, had been brought 

to Ryeri in December by Zakayo Walieru of Fort Hall, a former boarder in Tumutumu 

180 
school* The Muthiripu, a Kikuyu adaptation of a Swahili song, was first heard 

at Kabete in October 1929. Its findless stanzas permitted a wide range of, improvi- 

sation and local adaptation - the names of loyal chiefs and missionaries beinj 

held up to derision* Philp heard that some of his church Elders had been involved 

in 6 pbrformance of the song at Karatinag and that ChristOs name had been vilified, 

and Islam-praised& With the approval'of the'Kirk Session he asked the Presbytery'' 

for powers to excommunicate ariy Tumutumu, 'Christian who was known'to have dtten ded 
181 

meetings at which the Muthiripu was sung and danced. Had the Government not 

178 CS/RGiq Way 1930* The AsIello foll owedl Arthur's lead,, and, lost more than, ninety 
per cent of their adherents, The C*M*S. had, refused to take'so, uncompromising 
a line and were consequently'affected. to a far lesser degree* 

179 Stanley Kismaj'-a'membe'r of 
i T'u=' tu'mu' Kirk Sessiong tried t. o persuade Philp to 

aaree to all church'membe)rs being asked to sign. 'a'document'rej6otin& the X*CoA**' 
Philp refused, "saying that sufficient protection'was, given under elisting churoh`-ý , 
lavsý, (PCEAftTt Tumutunu Kirk Session Minute Book, Minute'10 of,,. Session, 18th 
January 1920. ) 

180 PCýA/TýI"Letters to D. C, iyeri'l#'Philp to Jo Pease, 21st December 1929, 
181 Tumutunu Kirk Session Minute 7 of Session, 18th January 1930- 
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banned the song in Jinuanr 1930, Philpte proposed course of action might have 

resulted in, trouble for Tumutuma similar to that experienced at Chogoria and 

Kikuý oI 

Within the ranks of the KoC,, A# there uas a former Kikuyu mission pupil cal- 

led-Johnstone Kenyatta. 182 Baptised Johnstone Xamuu'in 1914, and having left 

the mission during the war rather than sign an apprenticeship agreement, Kenyatta 

had worked as a labour supervisor on a European farm. at Maragual as an interpreter 
I 

in the Snpreme Courtl and as a meter reader in the viater departmento In 1928 he 

beoame General Secretar7 of the K*C. A* j and in 1929 he went to London to represent 

the Kikuyu point of view before the Secretary of State for the Colonieo. In 1916 

the C, S. M, had refused to recommend Xenyatta to any employer after he had. left'the 

mission in defiance of the apprenticeship requirement. 
183 In 19ý29t although he 

was not in Kenya during the November troubles at Kikuyu, the CS,, M, could no longer 
,. 

afford to ignore him. In Xv 1930 Kenyatta met the Foreign Mission Committee in 

Edinbýxrgh; the favourable impression he created caused Arthur not a little concernalW 

When he returned to Kenya in October 19309 Arthur Uied to draw him back into church 
185 

fellowship, Kenvatta declined the invitationg and thereafterg in his dealings 

with the mission# he was treated as a major representative of the K. C. A** 

At considerable cost to himself - hýe was asked to resign his neat on the 

Executive Counoil, in November 1929 - and at tbxdah greater cost to the C*S, M. t Arthur 

182 Popular stories have it'that Kenyatta adopted the nickname people Eave hiý on 
account of his'b'eaded belt muoibi ya kinyattao' 

183 PCrA A/281 philp, to'Arthurg 13th Aug=t 1916;, and PCEA/TT, ' Metters from Dr, 
Arthur'l Arthur to Philpq 17th August', 1916, 

14 PCEA 11/2, 'Fem4lo. 1lutilation and the X. G. A, #q private report by Barlow oný',. - Kerqattals, meeting: with the P*M, C, # 13th May 1930.. '. Peo also A=-, Beokg, $Some 
Observations on Jomo Kenyatta in Britain, 1929-19301, Cahiers D'Etudes 

185 
Africainesi'VI, 1'1966. 
PCEA'G/5j, Arthur to Kenyatta, 3rd October 1930a 
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had carried out what he felt was hits duty with regard to the politics of female 

circumcision. His apologial published in 1931 in the form of a lengthy memo- 

randum. on female oircumciokon, 
186 

attempted to irhow that'his action in November 

1929 was no more than a reinforcement in difficult circumstances of a policy 
187 

which the CoSoM had adopted many. years earlier, It also stated emphatically 

that much of the trouble might have been avoided$ had Government cooperated with 

missions in demonstrating to the, X. C*A, that they wore opposed to female circumcision* 

In truth, Arthur had committed the most serious error of judgement of his 

otherwise successful missionary career* He had failed to take note of Xiku. 7u 
188 

aspirations towards hif; her education and partnership in deciding the African futurej 

and had presented the K, C, A* with a victory which they could never have hoped might 

be possible. The disruption of 1929 opened the way for the first serious attempts 

at foundina Kikuyu independent schools and churcheaq 
189 

and intensified the deep 

antagonism between loyalist and independont African. Christians* As one of the first 

African ministers of the C*S*M. church recently observedt 

"We believed the X. C. A. to be anti-Christian* Only much later did we realise 
that our disagrevient with them did not mean that they were not Christian or 
sincere. Bat from 1929, we who remained in the church were called Europeans. 
Yore so from 1952 when the Emergency started and Mau Mau' wanted to kill us. 
They thought we opposed Uhuru. But it is a blessine that Kenyatta has forbidden 
many people to take their revenge upon us since Independence-, many wanted to 
because they still regarded us an Europeans and opponents of the nation. But 
it is against Government policy"*190 

186 Church of Scotland, Memorandum prepared by the Kikuyu Mission Council on 
Female Circumcision (Kikuyut 1sVDeoember 1931)- 

187 Thia'aspect of the Memorandum's, arcument is' definitely overstated* (Opinion 
of Mr. 'Robert Macpherson, Kikuyul 27th March 1968. ) 

188 In 1'919i Muna, Getau, one of XUU. Vuls first'teacherst oritioised'Arthur' for 
being too oonservative, in his attitude to advanced education for Africanal 
rl, tell you that you will not-escape hazards in this Kikuyu country since.. 
your cruelty has reduced the number of potential teachers who volunteor*to 
carry out God's work, hand-in-hand with you. " (PCE& A/36p Musa to, Arthur, 
12th September 1919# Translated, from Kikuyu by Mr., Lawrenoe Illungaie) 

. 
189 'See J. ý. 'Ndungug 'Gituamba and Kikuyu I InclWýendency in Church and Schooltq BeGe 

McIntosh (Ed. ) llkano. ' Studies in Traditional and Modem East African Hin'torv 
(Nairobil 1969)* 

190 Statement to the author by the Revs Charles Kareris TuMutumU, 14th May 1968. 
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BOURCES 

The first problem encountered during the period of research undertaken for 
this Thesis was that the home committee papers of the East African Scottish 
Mission had been Given for salvage in 1914, Fortunatelyq duplicates of the 

greater part of the committeess correspondence and papers were found in the 
J=es Stewart Collection in the Rhodesian Archives. Another problem existed 
in the absence of materials relating to the establishment of the Scottish 
Mission in 1891# and to its history in the period before 1893* Here aCainq 
the Stewart Collection, supplemented by the Robert Moffat Letters at Makereres 

was found to be invaluable# For the period 1893 to 1900, a continuous record 
of the missionts history is to be found in the Letterbook of the Superintendents 

of the That African Scottish Mission in the National Librax7 of Scotland* 

There is no'shortago of materials for the history of the Church of 
Scotland Xission in Kerqa# 1901 to 1923* The most extensive and valuable 

qollections are to be found in the General Secretary's Officat Presbyterian 
Church of East Africa# Nairobi, and in the Church of Scotland's foreign mission 
records in the National Library of Scotland. The author had access to these, 

as well as to the various collections listed below, but was refused access to 

the foreign mission papers relating to the Scottish mission in Kenya which 

are retained in the Church of Scotland Office at 121 George Stroetj Edinburgh. 

The reason given was the unfortunate experience which the Church had suffered 
at the hands of insensitive researchers - apparently from America - uho had 
been permitted in earlier years to consult what'are essentially the most 
controversial papers of the Scottish mission* Throuf; h close investigation, a 
reasonably accurate picture was obtained of the materials which are closed to 

researchers* it has--boen. found that duplicates exist in the Church Archives 

at Nairobi. 
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SOURCES 

1, PRDTART SOURCES 

t A. Personal interviews and/or written communications 

B. M=uscript, non-published or unprinted materials 

Official reports, correspondence, despatches and confidential printl 
1895 

-. 1223 

D, Published materials of primary importance 

1* PRESS 
(a) Newspapers 

(b) Periodicals 

(a) Pamphlets and reports 

2e BOOKS 

A. Artic]. CQ 

Be Pamphleis and reports 

C. Books 

11. SECOTID&RY SOURCES 

6 

Do Theses 
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T. PRIMARY SOURCES 

A. Peroonal intervievin and/or written comrmnications 

ARTHURj Mrs* EA., 13 woodburn Terrace, Edinburght wife of the late Rev., 

Dr o- J*W o Arthur, 

, 
BARLOW, Arthur Ruffellog the latel 28 Buchanan Streetl Dunformlinet C. S. M. 

missionary in Konya, 1903 - 1947. 

- Mrs, No, wife of the late A*R* Barlow, 

. 
BINS0119 C;, sT*, School of Oriental and African Studies, London, formerly of 

the Jeanes Schoolq Kabote. 

BROVIT, Miss A. Los the late, nurse at Tumutumu mission# 1925 - 1929. 

CALLMOOD, ltovoý Dro RC1,11*1 the latel missionar7 at Tw=tu= 1922 -, - 1936t 

head of the C#Sotl*l and first Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of 

East Africa. 

GATU, Rev* John# Principal Clerk to 'the General Assembly of the Presbyterian 

Church of East Africa, Nairobi, 

-GRIEVE, G. 6A. 9 the late, C, S, M* missionary at Chogoria. from 1921* 

WTAI ole SEET, of Ngong Villagol Konya, Elder of the Presbyterian Church 
I 

at Ugong. 

XAMMII Rov, Charles 11#9 ordained in 19269 minister in oharge of the Prei3by- 

terian Church at Vu=twuo 

MACKMION, Angus, of Founders Court, Lothbur7, London, of the f=ily of Sir 

William Mackizmono 

- Amown, of White Lion Court, Co=hills London. 

MACPEMOTIl Robert, Alliance High School, KwWat industrial missionary at 

Kikuyu from 1928, - 1 
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MOFFAT, Mro. A. C. j of Kenilworth, the Capel South Africa, wife of the 

late Dr, Robert Unwin 11offat, 

POLLOCK9 Mrs* G,, of Ronachan# ArCylshire, of the family of Sir William 

Maokinnon. 

SMIM, Jamest teacher at the Alliance High Schooll KenyN since 1927s 

B. Manuscript, non-published or unprinted materials 

ANTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY, British and Foreign# and Aborigines Protection Society: 

Correspondences Deposited at the Bodleian Library (Rhodes House), Oxford. 

Files dealing with the Scottish mission and general problems in British 

East Africa - land, Indians$ East African Association - include the 

following: 

MSS Brit. Wp.. S*2 2: 

00150 Scottish Mission (letters to Sir Thomas Powell Buxton) 

G-133 1916-19180 Forced Labour and Native Carriers 

0.135 1921-1924, Indians in British East Africa (This file is a useful 
I 

source of information on Dr. J*W, Arthurts aotivitienin London in 

in 1923 during the negotiations for a settlement Of the Kenya orisis, ) 

ARTIJURt John W. 9 C. S. M. Missionary in Kenya# 1906-1937: Correspondence and Papers. 

Hold ty the Library# University of Edinburgh* Although a large and full 

collection of materials dealing with every aspect of the CeSeMOB historyq 

the Arthur Papers were shorn of any document of a controversial or personal 

nature before they were deposited at Edinburgh. 

BARLOW, Arthur Ruffelle, C. S, M. Missionary in Kenya, 1903-19472 Papers, Somo 

of the Barlow Papers are at London Universityl particularly those dealing 

with Xikuyu language and ethno-history, while the portion which is''Of general 

historical interest is held by Edinburgh University. ThO Edinburgh collection 
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contains many valuable papers relating to early missionary work in Kenya, 

and to major political issues in the period up to 1935# Through the gener- 

osity of Mrs. N. Barlow the author was granted access to some private Barlow 

papers. - These contain letters written by David Clement Scott from Kikuyuq 

1903-1907, letters by A*It,, Barlow to his parents, 1906-19169 and diaries for 

the period, 1903-1911. 

BRUCE, Alexnnder Lowq Edinburgh merchant and co-founder with William Xackinnon 
I. 

of the Fast African Scottish Missions Private Papers* Held by relatives in 

Edinburghe Containing no reference to the Scottish mission, the Bruce papers 

nevertheless provide some interesting information which assists towards an 

understanding of the man himselfs his views on imperial commercel and the 

standards and ideals of his time* 

CHAMICK, Miss E. j C. M. S. Ilissionarv in Uganda, 1895-19149 and at Buteres 1914- 

19251 Reminiscences. Deposited at the Research Project Archives, History 

Departmentj University College Wairobi, File C/2/4. The m, -mu cript proved 

to be of use for comparative purposese 

CHIMCH OF. SCOTLAND: xissio; jary Records. Now hold by the Ilational, Library of 

Sootlandg Edinburgh. This collection contains the ma-viving foreign mission 

records of the Churches reunited in 1929 to form the Church of Scotland. In 

the case of the CqS*M* in Kenya, the collection consists mainly of letters 

sent to missionaries in the field by the Convenors and Secretaries of the 

Foreign Mission Com-nitteee The following Lettorbooks'were consultodt 

8015 Letterbook of the East African Scottish Mission 1893-1900 

Free Church of Scotland: (For the period when the East African Scottish 

Mission vda; lin contact with the Free Church) 

7753-7762 Clerkst Letterbooks 1885 - 1902 
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7773-7779 Seoretaries' Letterbooks 1887 - 1906 

7877 Letters from Livingstonia 1889 - 1894 
(Lettera from Dr, James Stewart at Kibwezi in 1891 were 

found in this file. ) 

Church of Sootlands (For C*S*14. in British Empire, 1901-1929) 

7534-7540 Convener's Letterboolm 1872 - 1907 

7556-7605 Letterboolm of Secretary W., M* McLachlan 1911 - 1929 

7606-7608 Letters from Missionaries 1933 

7612-7617 General Letters to the Secretary 1918 - 1924 

7619 Kikuyu Sub-Comittee Mi=te Book 1918 - 1922 

7625 Convenerts Letterbooks, Africa 1888 - 1926 

The value of this collection is reduced by the absence of a comparable 

number of incoming letters from missionaries in the field. While denied 

access to the main collection still held at the Church of Scotland's 

Department of Overseas Mission and Inter-Church Relations$ 121 George Streett 

Bdinburgh, the author was permitted to consult two bound volumes of mainly 

printed extracts from reports and minutesd, These weret 

'Kikuyu Missiong*British East Africa, 1891 - 19080 

'Nyasaland and Kikuyu, 1882 - 1908t 

DM, Florence, C. M. S, missionary at Rabai and Kaloleni: Private Diarys 1893 - 

1895* In private hands. Cons-Ated for comparative purposes. 

GORDON9 General Charlest Letterso Hold by the National Library of Scotland, 

Edinburgh (Aco- 4031)o There are forty-four letters, 1880 - 1884moot of 

which are from Gordon to Ilackinnon; a few are from Mackinnon to Gordong and 

from Mackinnon to Kirk and the Sultan of Zanzibar* The letters deal with 

the attempts made by Mackinnon to secure-Gordonts services'for an international 

state in the Congo., 
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GRIVEj G. A., C*SJT- Missionary and first, headmaster of the Alliance nigh 

Schooll Kenya: Correspondence. Held by the Libraz7, University of Edinburgh. 

Grieve's correspondence deals with the beginnings of higher African eaucation 

in Kenya. 

INDIAN CONGRESS, Kenya, Nairobi: Congress Files* The following files were 

consulted: 'Correspondence, 19221, and lCorrespondence with Kenya and Ugamdi 

Governmentst 19211# 

INTERNATIONAL MISSIONARY COMICIL, Edinburgh House, Londont Papers* Piles consultedf, 

'East Africa - Native Labour# 

'East Africa - Indianst 

IF-hst Afrioat- Kenya' 

The lant file contdins extremely valuable material on Kenya missionary view 

of Harry Thuku and the 'Indian Question6l 1921-229 

KENrA NATIONAL ARCIIIVESt Provincial and District Records. A selection of these 

which was examined includes the followings 

Central Provinces 

PC/Cp 1/1 Political Record Bookot Provinoialq 1901-1926 

to 1/4 to Kikuyu District, 1908-1919 

of 1/5 Rnbu District, 1907- 

of 116 to Chuka Sub-District, 1907-1918 

1/7 Fort Hall Distriotg 1902-1920 

PC/Cp 4/1-3 Annual Reportsj 1906-1924 

PC/Cp 614 Native Affairs - Native Policy Generally, 1917-1923 

615 Muoation of Natives, 1918-1920 

PC/Cp 8/1 Administrýtion - Female Ciro=oisiong 1928-1930 

it 8/5 to Associations, 1921-1930 

of 8/7 It Political Situation and'Unrest, 1924-19311 

9/23 Surrender by C. S. M. of Land at Kikuyu, 1934-1938 
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Distriots: 

I* Kiambu 

DC/KBU/l Annual and Handing over Rpports, 1907-1924 

"3 Political Record Books, 1901-1924 

2o Ryeri 

DOINYI11 Amual Reports, 1913-1931 

11 2 Political Records, 1916-1926 

In addition to the above, a number of files formerly deposited at C. M. S. 

Headquarters in Nairobi were examined. (See H=dlist, Refe ARC(CGO) 1150. ) 

Most of the files deal with a period much later than that covered by this 

Thesis. 

LANDS DEPARTMENT9 Nairobi, Ministry of Lands and Settlementt files oontiLining 

correspondence on mission spherest 1908-1920, marked 66911 and 669111* 

MACDONALD, J*R*Lol Captain: Diar7 written 1891-1892 during the Mombasa-Victoria 

11yanza Railway Surveyt a copy of which is deposited at Makerere University 

College Librax7. The Diax7 contains some usefal references to the Scottish 

Rission at Kibwezi. 

MACKINNON, William, President of the ImPerial British East Africa CompaV, 1888- 

1893, and principal founder of the East African Scottish Mission: Papers and 

Correspondence* Although not relating directly to the Scottish missioN two 

collections of Mackinnon papers proved invaluable for an understanding of the 

man himself and for his general imperial and commercial activities. 

1, Mackinnon Papers, School of Oriental and African Studies, Londont 

(a) Preois of mail, IoB. EeAo Cost London, to Mombasa, 10th July 1891 to 

10th April 1893 

(ý) Precia of mail, Mombasa to I*B*E*A* Cool Lonaon, 12th August 1891 to 

14th Februarv, 1893 

Miscellaneous correspondence relating to the construction of the Kibwezi- 

Mombasa roadt espeoially George Wilson to Maokinnonq July-August 1892, 
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Mackinnon Papers in the possession of Messrs., W=ay, Beith and Murray', 

Wes, inburphs 

(a) 'Sir William Mackinnon's Trusts, 2 Volumes 

(b) 'Trust, Diepocition and Settlement of Sir William Mackinnon, Bartog 

(With Codioils, 1893), 21st April 18841 

(a) 'Closed Record in the compe#tion in the action of multiple-poinding 

and exoneration at the inctance of Peter Iftokinnon and otherst P=uers 

and Real Raiseras against the said Peter Mackinnon and others, Defendersl 

* 
EdInburghl 12th December 18951 

Memorandum with reference to various Bu=ax7 and Charitable Purposes 

of Sir Willian X=kirmon's Willl 19181 

(f) 'Extraot Registered Disoharge by Sir William Crawford Currie =d others, 

as Residuary Legatees# in favour of Islay Xerr and others as Trustees 

of the late Sir William Mackinnon of Loup and Balinakillj Bt*q 9th April 

1947'e, 

MMELLp Got Kyeri farmer from 1904: Letterso A aelootion of these$ oontaining 

some important references to the Kenya land questiong was kindly shown to 

the author by Mr, R*A., 'Bullock of the Geography Department# University College 

Nairobi. 

MOFFAT, Robert Unwing Missionary at Kibwezi, 1891-1892t later, Yedical Officer 

in Ugandat Letters to his parentag 1891-1907* Letters for the period 1891 

ýo 1892 are a personal diary of events at the East African Scottish Xission, 

PAICE, Arnoldl Farmer at Naivasha and Kyeri, from 1907: lAttors to hit; mother. 

Held at the Royal Comonwealth Sooiety's Library, London* The Letters give 

the settler viewpoint on questions such as land, labour and the Indian problem. 

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF EAST AFRICAf Nairobi: Corresponclence, and Papers of the 

Church of Scotland Mission In Kenya* This was the most important source of 
(d) OTrustf Diaposition and Settlement1by Peter Mackinnon, 18th February., 

1897* 
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materials and was used extensivelys The author catalogued the corres- 

pondence and papers in 1967 and placed them in the following groupst 

PCEA A/1-38 General Mission Letters 

B/1-15 Correspondence and Papers re Mission and Church, Affairs 

C/1-9 Correspondence and Papers re Synod and Presbytery 

D/1-6 Minutes and Papers o fthe Representative Council of the 

Alliance 

E/1-7 Correspondence and Papers re Education and the Alliance 

High School 

F/1-10 Papers and correspondence re Land 

011-6 African Political Amsooiations 

H/1-5 Mission Financial Affairs 

1/1-4 Medical Work 

J/1-10 Language Study 

X/1-4 Miscellaneous 

Further Mission papers were located at Tumutumu in 1968. These have how 

been transferred to the central Church archives at St* Andrew9sq Nairobi, 

Thirty-three files - continuing Tumutumuls correspondence with Kikuyu, Edin- 

burgh and district officers# together with papers on education and political 

questions - have been consulted and used extensively. 

PRINGLE, J. W. j Captain, member of the 110mbasa-Viotoria Wyanza Railway Surveys 

DiarYe Copy in the Librax7j Makerere University College. The Diary oontaina 

an account of a visit to the Scottish Mission at Kibwezi. 

PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE9 London: F--O-2 57-9 (1893); F*O- 84 2145-53 (1891)1 

C-0- 533 275-90 (1921-1922) papers relating to Harry 7nukut and 306-307 

(1923) Indian Question - proposals for a solution to the Kenya crisis sub- 

mitted by Delamerel Arthurt Ainsworth and Lueard, 
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sA=RD, Henry Shelton, Generall U. S. Minister in Brusselst Correspondence 

and Papers* Held at the Sanford Memorial Libraryl Sanford, Floridat U. S. A. * 

Box 127 contains the correspondence between Mackinnon and Sanford on King 

Leopoldfs Congo schemes* Nine groups of letters are from Mackinnon to 

Sanfordl 1879-1891 and one is a selection of Sanford's draft replies* 

SCOTT, Lord Francisl leading Kenya settler: Correspondence and Papers. Held at 

the History Departmento University College Nairobi. The Scott Papers are 

a large and valuable collection which deals with practically every aspect 

of Kenya's development after 1920., The following two files were consulted: 

Section H., 'General Political Matters', files marked, 1XIV Indian Question', 

and IXV Convention of Associations'. 

SCOTTISH RECORD OFFICE, H. M. Register HouBeq Edinburgh: Africa Source List# 

Materials selected from this list for oonsultation included: 

1. Hopel Todd & Kirk Papers (Box 44)9 correspondence relating to the dis- 

creditable condu6t of missionaries at Blantyreq East Central Africa# 

1876-1884s 

2o Lothian/Newbattle Muniments, GD/40,139-216p miscellaneous correspondence 

and papers relating to Kenval 1917-1939* 

STWARTp Jamest Principal of Lovedale Mission, South Afrioaq 1870-1905t 

Correspondence and Papers. Hold at the former Archives of Rhodesia and 

Nyasaland, Salisbury. In this very large collection, there are fourteen- 

sections containinf; material on the East African Scottish Mission at Kibsiezi. 

These are: 

lo Stewart and Secretaryl W. P. Alexanderl to missionaries at Kibwozit 1891-1897* 

2* Miscellaneous correspondence to Stewart re Yibwezil 1891-1899 

3- Sir William Mackinnon to Stewart, 1891-1892 

Peter Mackinnon to Stewartp 1893-1894 ' 

Stewart to Peter Mackinnon, 1893 
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6. Cornelius Rahman, Kilmezil to Stewartl 1892 

7, Kilmezi, missionaries, cenerally, to Stewart, 1891-1894 

8. Kibwozi missionaries to EAS. M. Secretary, 1893-1897 

90 W*P*, Alexander to Stewart, 1894-1897 

100 A*L* Bruce to Stewart, 1888-1893 - 
110 Stewart to Bruce# 1891-1893 

129 Stewart to W. P* Alex=derp 1894 

13* Stewart's Diary and Notebookq 1891 

14* Miscellaneous Reports and Corr9spondence. 
I 

TANUNIA ITATIONAL, ARCIIIVES, Dar es Salaamt Files relating to-Carrier Corps 

conditions durin, - the 1914-18 war, and to the British missionary occupation 

of mission spheres in former German East Africas 

WI/U 19351 'Unclaimed Wages (in reppeot of liar Service due to Natives' 

WI/A 23428 'Askari Statue 1hr ea Salaam' 

04/1916-20/170 'Missionaries, repatriation of German and Austriang and 

. replacement' 

0228/1922/81 'A. M. Anderson-Sootch Missionary Society$ 

363ý/1/1926 laerman, Pvotestant Xission Pr9perty: Deed of Transfer to 

Conference of%Xissionary. Societiesto 

UGANDA NATIONAL ARCHIVM,, lhtebbei Files relating to Carrier Corps affairs and 

. conditions, 1914-1918# Files-oonsultedi 

5627 'War with Germanys Native War Memorials', 

5723 

5A7 

AA 
, 04, - 

4290/1-2 

'War with Gormany: Military Labour Corps: Statistical Branch' 

'War with GermWt Ordinancesin connection with Military-Labour 

Bure=l 

$War with Germanys Grants of Compensation to Native levies 

and port era I* 

'War with Germany: Porters for Uganda Foroest 
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE NAIROBI# Research Project Archives, Department of History: 

Oral traditionst testimony and miscellaneous written documentsi 

B/2/2(l) 111aiyaki wa Hingal 

lAfrican Independent Church and School at Gitu=bat 

C/3/1 'Alliance High School Documents' 

C/3/1(l) #History of the Prants-in-Aid Committee# Memo* by JeWo 

Arthur, 8th September 19291 

C/3/2 'Disciplinary practices at Freretownt Mombasal 18811 

D/2/1 - l(l) Undian Congress in Xenyal 

D/2/5 - 5(l) 'Kavirondo Political Associations' 

D1611 'Kikuyu Political Tracts' 

G1112 - 2(6) 'Docutents from the collection of Smith Mackenzie and Coo WO 

IV114 
. 
'A Bibliography of Education in Kenya, 

WILLIS, J*Jop C*M. S* Missionary at Maseno 1906-1911, Bishop of Ug=da 1912-19331 

Journ4 1908-1910, and typescript on the Kikuyu Conference 1913. Hold at 

the Libraryq Makerere UniV3roity College. 

C. Official reports, correspondence, despatches and confidential print, 1095_192a 

C-7646 (1895)t Correspondence Respectinr, the Retirement of the Imperial Britigh 

East Africa Company, April 1895, 

C. 8683, (1897)l Report ý! y Sir Arthur Hardinpe on the Condition-and Progress of 

the East Africa Protectorate from its Establishment to the 20th July 1897t 

December 1897o 

Cd-769 (1901)v "e ort by His Majesty-'s Commignioner on the East Afri0a 'Prot ect- 

oratet AuCast 1901, 

Cd, 1626 (igo5), Report by His Majestývs Commicsioner on the East Africa Proteot- 

orta. t. e ., 
June 1903. 
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Cd*2164 (1904)v Final-Report of the Ug-anda Railway Committeeg July 1904o 

Cd. 2331 (1905) 
, Report on the East Africa Protectorate for the Year 1903---ý 4# 

J=uary 1905 * 
Cdo2740 (1905)l Reports Relating to the Administration of the East Africa 

Protectorate, October 1905- 

Cd-3562 (1907), Correspondence Relating to the Flogging of Natives by- Certain 

Mr22eans at Nairobi, iru3, v 1907- 

Cd-4122 (1908)0 East African Protectorate. Correspondence re Affairs, 1908* 

COCP African 110*954,394001 Interim Report on Britiah East Africa by E. P. Ce 

Girouardl 12th November 1909a 

- 183811 Report on British East Afrioa by E#P*C. Girouard, 25th VAY 1910* 

183821 Secret Report on the Fast Africa Protectorate by B. P. Ce Girouard, 
I 

26th May 1910, 

Cd-5584 (1911) v Correspondence Relating to- the Masai, June 1911. 

COCP African NO*954i 8232: Report on British East Africa, 1912 by E*P*Co 

Girouardq 19th February 1912* 

Cmd-873 (1920)g Despatch to the Governor of the East Africa Protectorate relating 

to-Native Labour, and papers conneoted therewith, August# 19,20. 

Cmd-1311 (1921)l Correspondence reftardinp the position of Indians in East Africat 

1921. 

Cmd*1922, (1923) i Indiong in Kenyat July 1923- 

Do Published materials of trimary iM2ortance 

1* PRESS 

(a) Newspapers 

Rost African'Chronicle, The, 1921 

'East'African 
Standard, The,, 1905-29, 

Glas mw Herald, The,, 1897 v 1965 
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Leader of British Eact Africa, 
_The, 

1919-22, 

New'York Daily Tribunef The, 1893o 

* 
Scotsman, The, 1893-971 19139 1956. 

(b) Periodicals 

Central Africa, (London)t 1908* (A Konthly'Record of the Universities' Mission 

to Central Africat especially J*E, Hine, 'A Missionary Genius$, March$ 1908. ) 

In Par Fieldst 1912. (Missionax7 Magazine of the Church of Scotland: especially 

'The Late Urs, Livingstone Bruoel, 6th June 1916. ) 

International Review of Missions (London)s 1919-25* (J. H, Ritson, 'The Growth 

of Miscionar7 Cooperation since 1910", No, 8,1919; J*H, Oldham, 'Imperialism 

and Missions in Africa', No. 9j 1920; and J*H- Oldham, 'The Educational P0liQY 

of the British Gover=ent in Afrioal, 1925-) 

Kikuyu News (Edinburgh) s 1908-1958- (14onthly Record of the Church of Scotland 

Minsion, Kenya Colony. ) 

Life and Work in Nvasalandt 1907- (Blantyre Mission Jou=al: especially 

Alexander Hetherwiokq fDavid Clement Soottlo and M. M. Chicuse, 'A Native 

Appreciation', 222-31 September to October$ 19070 

Outposts, Theo (Edinburgh)t 1908* (Church of Scotland Quýrterly Publicationt 

espeoial3, y D, Cathelsj Me Late D. C. Ruffelle Scott$, IIj January, 1908. ) 

TAngazO (Nairobi)t 1921-22# (Broadsheet of the East African Association) 

UiFr=da (London): 1914-28. (CoMeSo Compendium Volumep of extraots mainly from 

the Intelligencer and Gleaner: espooially Walter Chadwick# #The Kikuyu 

ConferenoetIA JanuarYv 1914-) 

FMada Notes (Kampala)s 1907* (C*M*So Periodioalt especiallyg 'In Memori= of 

Dro D*C. Ruffelle Scott', VIII# December, 1907- 

, 
Times, Theq-1893s 1897., 

S- 
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c, j Pwnphlets and Reports 

ARTIIURq JiW.,, East Africa in Tranaition (Edinbursho 1942)e 

British East Africa Protectorate. later Kelya Colony and Protectoziate: 

Evidence of the Education Commissiori of the Past Africa Protectorate, 1919 

(Nairobi, lglg)* 

Native Labour Commirision, 1912-13. Report, (Nairobi, 1913)- 

Report of the Education Com. misgion of the East Africa Protectorate, 
-1919- 

(Nairobi, 1919)o 

Report- byllA. 6ol. O. P. V, 'atkins-, 
--'C*BoE,,, 

D*S#Oot Director of Military 

Labour to the B*E, A. Expeditionary Force, on the_Period from, August 4th 

1914 to September 15th 1919 (Nairobi, 1919)o 

Rulem for the Parchane of Land under Crown Lands Ordinance 1902s Mombasap 

21ot December 1902* 

CAPON, M., Towards Unity in Kenya (Nairobip 1962)o 

CHA MISi-AX., In Memoriam. David Clement Ruffelle Scott (Edinburght 1907)- 

Church of Scotland (Edinburgh)t 

Foreign Mission Committee Minutes, 1889-1930- 

Foreir. n Mission Committee Reports to the General Assembly, 1889ý-19309 

General Assembly Reports, 1889-1930w 

Kikuyu Mission Council Minutest 1908-1930., 

Kikuyu Sub-Committee Minutca. 1908-1930* 

Year Booksg, 1900-1930* 

Church of Scotl=d. Memorandumprepared bT the Mikuy; a Mission Council on 

Female Circumcision (Kikuyu), 1931)o 

Conquest forýChristln Kenya, (Xissionar7 Institute of Conso; lata, 1952)a 

Correspondence of the Kikuyu Central Association and the Colonial. Office, 1929. - 

1930 (Nairobi# 1930). 
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East African Scottish Mission, Reports 14V (Glaaeow, 1892-1901), 

Educational Code. Drawn up-by the Alliance, Nairobi, January 15th, 1919 
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Edinburgh; the Librariang Rhodes House Library, Oxford; the Librarian# School of 

Oriental and African Studies, London; the Librarian of the Newspaper Libraryq 

British Museum at Colindalel Miss E,. M,. Sheppardt Secrotary to the World Council of 

Churohesq Edinburgh House, ý, ondonj Mra Doll. Simpson# Librarian Royal Commonwealth 
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Sooiety, Londonj Mra A*R*C* Grantl Archivist, the Centre for kilitarv Archivest 

London Univeraity; the Keeper and his staff of the Public Record Officeg London; 

and Master David Gordon$ head of the fami3, v of General Charles Gordon# of Guilford, 

Surrey* 

(ii) For interviews an&/or written communioations, and for personal communications - 

the'late 11r, Arthur Ruffelle Barlowl and Mrs* No Barlow of Dunfermlinet Pyfel 

Mm., SX, Arthur of Edinburgh; the late Dr. R. G*M* Calderwood, Nairobi and Edinburght 

the Rev# Charles Kareri of the P*C*E*Aot Tumutumu; Xro Kantai Ole Beet of Ilgongi 

the late Miss A, L, Brown of Edinburgh; the late 11ro G, A. Grieve of Ediubtirgh; Xr, 

R,, Macpherson of Kikuyul Dr, Clive Irvine of Nairobi; Mr, Angus Mackinnon and lire 

Duncan Mackinnon of London; Mrs. G# Pollock of Ronachant Argyllj Mrs. C*E*So Shann 

of North Walshaml Mr. G. T, Benson of the School of Oriental and African Studical 

London; the Rev* Drs Andrew Ross of New College, Edinburgh University; Kre I*R, 

Smith of Oxford; Dro A, H, Jacobol Senior Research Fellow and Assistant Director of 

the Cultural Division of the Institute for Development Studies$ and Xro Rok, Bullock 

of the Geography Departments University College, Nairobi# 
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(vi) For many kind acts of personal, administrative assistance - M., E., Lo Weir, Esq. t 

M*A*j LJ,. B*j of Weir and, 11acGregor# S*S, C, l Edinburgh, 

(vii) And for fr endship. -renerous 
hospitality and great encouragement - 

Bethwell A. Ogott Professor of Historyg and Arthur T. Porter, Prineipalp University 

College, Nairobi; Mrs. N, Barlow of Dunfermline and Mrse E. M. Arthur of Edinburgh; 

the Rev,, John Gatu and Miss Mary Montgomery of the PC. E. A.; Mr., Richard Banoroftt 

formerly of t4e P*C. E. A.; the Have W. Anderson of St. Paults, Limurul Professor 

T. O. Ranger, formerly of the University Colleget Dar-es-Salaam; Professor N. Q9 King, 

formerly of Makerere University Collegel Miss Louise Pirouet and Mr. Tom Watson of 
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University College# Nairobi: Dr, J. A. Kierant Dr. J. S* Mangatg Dre G*S* Were$ Dro 

We King, Dr, A*I* Salim and Mr* Go Lowthere Inevitablyj there are, sone whose 

names are ommitted; to them also the author tenders his thanks* 
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AGREIMENT with KILTINDU respecting SALE OF LAND 

at, XIBWEZI RIVER EAST AFRICA, 7th Deccmberjý. 1221ý. * 

This is to certify that Kilundul on behalf of himself and his people on the 

one partl hereby agrees to sell to Dro James Stewart, representing the 

Committee of the Fast African Scottish Mission on the other part, to be the 

exclusive property of the Committee and free from all claims of any kind 

whatsoever# excepting only that of one right-of-way, the piece of land 

described as followst viz. s- 
The River Kibwezi to be the northern Boundaryl the western boundary to 

be in a line drawn from the fountain or source to the large thorn trees 

standing about one hundred yards north-east of the Imperial British East 

African Company0s stockade NO-4t thence in a southerly direction one mile 
into the adjacent jungle. 

From that line the boundary shall proceed in an easterly directiong 

passing mid-way through the jungle lying between the open plain adjacent to 

and west of KilunduOs old villaCe, to the point of junction with the eastern 
boundary; the eastern boundary shall be a line drawn from the River Kibwezi 

in a due southerly direotiong passing through the eastern jungle frinipof the 

first mentioned plain to the point of junction with the southern boundary* 

In confirmation of this sale and grant to the said mission, which has 

settled at this spot at the invitation of Kilundu and his peoplel as expressed 

on their part at a meeting hold on the l9th day of Octobert 1891t it is agreed 

that the said mission shall pay the price askedl namelyl forty dotis - equal 
to about one hundred and sixty yards of calico in cloth - and brass wire as 

agreed on* 
And the said mission, of its own accordl will further add a present over 

and above the said price, of a value at least equal to or exceeding that of 
the said price for the benefit of Kilundu and for distribution amongst his 

people* 
And it is made known that by this sale and the terms thereofg Kilundu 

further confirms his desire, expressed from the first, that the mission should 

settle in his district; and also his promise to give land for building and 

cultivation wherever a suitable site should be found. 

James Stewartg 'Report on the Establishment of the E. A. S. H., in the 
Territories of the I. B*E. A* Coy. ' (Glacgow, 1892) Appendix* 
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In consideration of the aforesaid payment, Kilundup on behalf of himself 

and the Wa-Kamba people in his districtj hereby transfers to Dro James 

Stewart, on behalf of the Committee of the East African Scottish Micsiont all 

right, title# and interest in the said land. 

In confirmation of this silo, we, the undersigned, do hereby attach our 

signatures on this the seventh day of December$ 1891* 

(Signed) 

(Sigmed) 

Signed in the prosenoe of. 

(Signed) 

His 
KILUNDU ýx 

Mark 

JAMES STEWART 

RsUo MCFFAT 

GEMGE, WILSON 

Witnessed by ust 7th Dooember 

1891 

His 
x 

Mark 
His 

x 
X=k 

(Signedý IWI YA VYATU 

(Signed) NGEZU WA KILUIMU 
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APPENDrX II 

Lovedale Gallas and the East African Scottish Mission. 
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Lovedale Gallas and the East African Scottish Mission 

In March 1888 two Zulus walked into the Edinburgh office of Robert Youngt a1erk 

of the Free Church of Scotland's Foreign Hiscion. Committee# The two Oen were 
Claudius Dickson of the Leith Gasworks whose wife was from Brechin, and,, James 

Tontellal a former Lovedale scholar and a ship's stoker who had been ahip--ý 

wrecked in the Red Sea and who wished to return to South Africa. 1 

Young had no difficulty in finding a place for Tontella as an extra hand 

on a Clan Line ship bound for the Cape* But a few months later there arose 

another more serious incident involving displaced Africans and the Red Sea* 

Captain Gisaing of 'H#M. S. Osprey* arrested a dhow in September 1888 which was 
found to have a cargo of two hundred and thirteen Galla women and children 
destined for the slave market at Nochas 2 On arrival at Aden, sixty-four Calla 

children were handed over to the Keith Falconer Mission at Sheikh Othman. 

The Free Churchp although in principle not opposed to accepting such a 

windfall of 'raw material, *, neVertheless had difficulty in deciding what to do 

with the freed slaves* There, was no question of trying to return them immed- 

iately to their homeland* They might have been Arusi Calla enslaved by the 

Abysciniane in the Rover Sheboyli region; or alternatively they might have been 

Tana River or Boran Calla captured by the Maheran and Darod Somali*3 Uay, 

after a period of training would they be sent home* And then they would be 
4 

evangelists in the vanguard of the missionary penetration of Gallaland. 
Sheikh Othman soon proved unsuitable as a training place for the Calla 

children, Not only was it impolitic to maintain so large a settlement of 
freed slaves in the midst of a local clave-owning populacel but it was found 

1 FCSP/NLS) 77539 Robert Young to Stewarts 7th March 1888,, 
2 R. H*W* Shopherdl Lovedales The Story of a Century (Lovedale Pressl 1941) 

229* 
3 E, Huxley, White Ilan's Country, I (Londono 1953) 30- 
4 James Stewart, 'Report on the Establishment of the East African Scottish 

Mission in the Territories of the I. B. E. Ao Coy., 1891 - 921 (Glasgow, 
1892) 20-21. 
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that the children did not thrive in the harsh climate of Southern Arabia. A 

solution to the problem of their immediate future came in early 1889 from 
William Mackinnono 

Mackinnon had taken a personal interest in the welfare of the Galla 

children* His wife supported a girl called Hawi and his nephewl Peter Mackinnon 

supported ancther*5 On learning that four of the children had died at Sheikh 

Othman# Mackinnon persuaded George Smith, secretary of the Foreign Mission 

Committee, to lot him have the Gallas for the proposed East African Scottish 
6 Mission "as a base from which to try for Gallaland*" This solution was opposed 

by Dr* James Stewarto 

The idea of vending the Gallas to a new Mission in virtually unknown 
territory did not recommend itself to Stewart* He was no more pleased when 
in November 1889 he heard that the Free Church Deputy, Dro Lindsayl had suggested 

7 
strongly that the Gallas be sent to Poona in Western India* Stewart's wife was 
in Edinburgh at this time, and through her he persuaded the Poreign Mission 

Committee to defer their decision until he himself arrived in Edinburgh on 
furlough for discussions. By April 1890 he had arranged to transfer the Gallas 

from Aden to Lovedale at the Cape* 

The manner in which Mackinnon viewed this reversal of his own plan is not 

on record. His cure disappointment, was no doubt assuaged by Stewart's promise 
to send the Gallas to the East AfricoaSoottish Mission in due time*8 But by 

1894 Stewart no longer had wW intention of keeping his promise. He had from 

experience a low opinion of the missionaries at Kibwezi. He was conscious of 

5 FCSP/NLSi 7773j George Smith to Rrs. Mackinnon, Ist April 18896 
6 FCSP/NLS- 77761 Smith to Stewartj 29th October, 1897* 

7 YCSP/NLS, 7774, Smith to Stewartp 31st October 1889. The Poona station 
was closed soon afterwards an a result of a financial crisis within the 
Foreign Mission Committee. ' (E. G. K. Hewat, Vision and Achievement. A 
Historv of the Foreirn Missions united in the Church of Scotland (Ed-inburghl 
1960) 54. ) 

8 In order to fin&the money necessary for the transfer of the Gallas to 
Kibiezil, and for their maintenancel Stewart had made a strong bid in 1892 
to the Freedman's Hivajonary Societytor the E10,000 Arthinj; ton Bequest 
for evangelistio work amongst the GaM. (SRj Stewart to Rev* Dr. G*D, 
Mathews j 6th June 1892. ),. 
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the dangers confronting a Mission so isolated in poteintiall 
.y 

hostile territory. 

And above allg he had been deeply offended by Mackinnon's action in canoelling 
his bequests to the Free Church09 and by the Mackinnon family's consequent 

refusal to transfer the Mission and its endowment to the Free Churche 10 

. 
When Dr., David Charters in 1894 made a strong appeal for the Gallas 

Stewart replied that while he had always expeoted to send the Gallas to 

Kibwezi as a base from which to establish a mission in Gallalandl or initially 

at least in upper Kikuyup Mackinnon's attitude to the Free Church had changed 
the situation, He continued: 

"As the Free Church has e-xpended a considerable amount of money from first 
to lastp probably between C41000 and L59000 on these Gallas, it is not 
likely that they would transfer them to a Mission which has given it, i the 
Free Church) the go-by or some would say almost a slap in the face. "', 

The Galla childrenj whoce presence at Kibwezi might have radically altered 
the East African Scottish Rissionla record of success and direction of advance$ 
do not gppear to have left southern Africa* Eight bpya and one girl died at 
Lovedalei 'Two were permanent invalias612 The majority left-to take up 

eiVloyment an. tpacherap olarkst artisans and domestic sorvants between Capetown 

in the uest, 
'Bulawayo 

in tho-north and Darban in the east* 
13 Fifty-one 

had been baptised - nine of these hav been admitted into the Church an inu 

full members I: gr profession of faith. 614 
By 1897 there were fifteen Galla 

9 See App6ndix III* 
10 See Chapter II. 
11 SPp Stewart to Charterst 6th J=e 1894* 
12 Rnnnr+ n-n'PnrP-lvn Missions to the (hmeral-Assembly of the 

vree unuron or boo-ciana ý=inuurgaj inAy -Luý,, +s ; ýi-ve 
13 Sixty-Eirhth Reportj May 18980 10# 
14 jWjj. The records suggest that the Galla, childrenLwere not happy in their 

early years at Lovedaloo The conduct of the boys 
i 
was, noted in 1894 to be 

poor, but improving* One micsio=7 at Lovedale, was'disoiýlined in 1892 

for sexual offences concerning the children* (Christian Express (Lovedale) 

October 1892. ) 
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youths remaining at Lovedale who were undergoing training as teachers* 

These Stewart intended to send to Abyssinia as the nucleus of a now 
Free Church Mission should the time come when the Emperor Menelik would 
lift his ban on foreign missionariese Before this plan could be realised 

a great famine occurred in India* The Galla support fund in Scotland was 

abandoned in favour of urgent appeals for famine relief in India* Stewart 

was advised to rid himself oZ the remaining, Gallas by March 1898*15 
1 

15 FCSP/NLs 7760s Smith to Stewart, lot April'18971 77761'sn. ith to 
Stewart, 29th October 1897; and 7761, Smith to Stewartj 3rd December 
1897* 
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APPENDIX III 

Extracts from the Trust-Disposition and Settlement 

of Sir William Mackinnonj dated 21st April 18841 

and the Codicil of 29th April 1893-, 
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TRUST-DISPOSITION AND SETTLEOW OF 

SIR WILLIAM MACKMON 

Extracts. 

Seventh. After the death of rV said wife, if she shall survive mep or on n7 
own# in case I muvive her, I direct aV trustees to deliver the portraits 
of r7 mother and of the King of the Beltians (presented by his Majesty 
to me)9 as well as the portrait of-rWeelf lately presented to her by 
friends# to cW nophewl Peter Mackinnonj ýosemount# Campbeltown, as his 

own absolute propertyl whom failing, to his nearest heir male of the name 
of Mackinnonj or failing such, to my own nearest heir of the name of 
XacNeill, 9 

Nineteenth* I direct qr trustees to set apart and invest in such securities 
as they shall see proper the sum of E5000 as an endowment for the minister 
of the Free Church at Clachan, the interest being payable to him at two 
terms in the year# Whitaunday and Martinmass by equal portions; but the 

same shall be payable only to a minister of the said Free Church adhering 
to the Disruption principles of 1843# declaring it to be c7 intention 

that no one holding viempopularly known as Voluntax7itm, or dissenting 
from the Disruption principles of the Proe Church of Scotland, or permit- 
ting innovations in the form of worship in use in the Free arA, Established 
Churches in 1843 and previously$ shall have ary claim to said endowment.. 
In case the incumbency of the said Free Church shall be at any time 

vacant, I empower my said trustees, in th4r discretiong during such 
vacancy to devote the interest or other annual produce of said C5000 to 

the promotion or support of any Evangelical Mission or other cognate 

objects as to qr said trustees shall seem proper; and in case at any time 

hereafter a reunion of the Free and Established Churches of Scotland 

*shall take place (the necessity for said V-5000 being thereupon superseded 
by the existing endowments of the Established Church)# or in case of a 

union of the Free Church and United Presbyterian or, any other Church 

shall take place on any other than the said Disruption principles of the 
Free Church$ I direct that the said capital sum of E5000 shall then be 

applied to Evangelical or Charitable or Educational objects connected with 
the Highlands of Scotland, according as rq said trustees shall deem expedient- 

* Private, Nwkinnon Papers. 
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Twenty-fourth. I direct the CUM of ElOiOOO sterling to be set apartt in cash 

or in secutities at probate value an Rr trustees shall coo fitj and 
invested in such way and manner as to my trustees shall seem properg in 

order that the interest or other annual produce thereof may be applied 
annually in assisting Evengelical. Missions in India connected with the 

said Free Church or the said United Churoht or such other Eveng6lioal 
1-4icsion as to ry trustees shall seem proper. 

Twenty-seventh. I direct and appoint rq said trusteee to set apart and invest 

as to them shall seem propert the sum of E201POO for the purpose of 
providing annuities of such amount as cW trustees shall appoint to old, 
retirecý or invalided Foreign Missionaries of the Free Church or their 

widows or familiesp who may be otherviise unprovided forl the application 
of such annuities to be entirely in the discretion of cW trusteest and 
in case the Free Church becomes united to the Established# United PresbyteriaX4 

or a: W other Churchl not holding by said Disruption principles (according 

to the absolute discretion and opinion of rV trustees) the said capital 

sum shall thereafter on the death of said annuitants as in consequence 

of their deaths respectively# being no longer required for providing said 

annuities revert to rV trustees and form part of aq trust estatee 

Twenty-nintho I hereby direct and appoint that the church which I vrected for 
the use of the Free Church congregation at Clachan shall be used for 

public worship according to the Presbyterian forml customary at and prior 
to 18431 and X apeoially provide and declare that no instrumental music 
in the worship to be conducted in said church shall at any time be allowed 
on any ground or pretext whatevert it being, deolarect that any departure 

from this condition shall constitute a ground for having declared a for- 

feiturol by the congrogation, worshipping in said crectionj of the use of 

caid churchl and qr trustees shall thereafter have power to use the said 
building for any evenaelical servicel'but-always so an that no instrumental 

music shall be employed'in connection with such service; And furtherp in 

regard to the cottage or manse built by me for the uce of the, minister of 
the said church#, I hereby provide and declare that the same-can and shall 

only be occupied by a minister adhering to the principles of-the Free Church 

of Scotland as deolaried in 18431 and in case of any contravention of the 
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conditions hereby stipulated with reference to the use of the said church 

or the occupation of the sqId mansel I declare that cq said trustees 

shall have power to sell or dispose of the said church and mansel or 

otherwise to deal with both in such wV and manner as they shall see 

proper, and either to give the use of the manse free to any old friends 

of mine, or to let the same from time to time to any desirable tenantt 

or otherwise todeal with the said house according as rq said trustees 

in their discretion shall see proper, which is hereby declared to be 

absolute in the matterl provided always that neither of said buildings 

can ever be used in connection with Eýiscopalian or Popish worship or 

occupationd, 

Thirty-secondo In caue I leave any heritable or real property in Indial 

Australiap or elsewhere than in Scotland, * I hereby declare it to be cq 
intention and desire that the same shall belong top and be divided among 
the oldest sons of the said John Mackinnon, Duncan Maokinnong and Duncan 

14acneillg respectively, each oldest son receiving one-third of such 

property* 

I declare it to be c7 intention and desire that the trust estate hereby 

conVeyed shall be administered according to the law of Scotland'j and that any 

attempt on the part of any'of the beneficiaries under this trust to have the 

estate administered by the Courts of EMIand or any other country shall be 

the occasion and ground of a forfeituro'bylho beneficiary or beneficiaries 

making ciuch attempt of all ben efiCiary'rights under the trust disposition and 

settlement', which forfeiture cV trustees are hereby instructed to enforce; 

without prejudical howevers to'the'rirht of, rq trustees and execrtitorn to make 

up titles to'arq part of the trust property or effects situated in'England 

-- or, elswhero * 

In 1895 the only estate, abroad belonging to Mckinnon which could be said 
, to-bo'heritable or real was'ýthe Consipore Tea'Estato in'Indial'and certain 
blocks of land on the Kibwezi-Dlombasa roqd in British East Africa. (Closed 

Record in the Competition and in the Action-62-0 Plultiple-poinding and 
. Phoneration 

' at the instance of Peter Mckinnon and others (Sir William 
Xackinnonla'Trustees)t ý. Eýkjj-qerq and Real--Raisers; against the said 
Peter Mckinnon and others# - Defenders, 12 December 18951'page 220) 
See Appendix 
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Codicil to rv Truat DispOsition and Settlement 

I hereby revoke, cancelf and annul and withdraw all and ever7 the 

bequests of evex7 kind made by me in rq Trust Disposition and Settlement, 

dated 21st April 1884, to or in favour of the Free Church of Scotland, or 

all or any of its schemes, whether for its missionax7 purposes or otherwise, 
I take this stop because of what I consider its departure in many ways from 

the constitution and principles of the Disruption Church of 18431 and last 

of all, by its acceptance of what is now known as "The Deolaratox7 AotjI 

which will in aq opinion have a baneful effect on the Church's future 

usefulness. 

(signed) W. MACKINNON# 
Balinakill, Clachan, 
Argyleshirej 29th April 1893- 
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APPENDIX TV 

Wai. vaki wa Hinga 

le 'Fort Smith* The Passing of Waivakitq by H, Ho Austin, 

2* 'The Prayers of Waiyakill by IlInxgua Njama. 
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FORTSMITH. 
. ý. ne P 

.. 
assing of Wyak, 

By Bri -General H. Austin', C. B., D. S. O. ' 
It is strange how the perusal of a stray paragraph in the papers 

often vividly recalls events of the past. Last night, whilst reading The Times, my attention was arrested by a ]lead" in-, ' King's Medal 
Cr forKLva Chiefs. ' I there learnt that an interestin" cerlemOny, with. 

out preýedent in the history of Kenva Colony, bad been performed 
at Government House, Nairobi, on tlýe King's Birthday. The King'ý' 
Mcdal for Native Chiefs was then presented by the Governor to one Kinvanjui, paramount chief of the Wa-Rikuyu, forgood services 
renjered during the can- C) ,, -* ipai-n against tile Germans in ast Africa. 

The disorderly happenings in Ireland and the varied interests of 
to-cI4 were iorthwith banished from my.. mind. Memory hurried me' 

thirty e back years to. -a tragedy of which I was a witness within th 
precincts of Fort Smith in Kikuyu. This'concerned tile inurderous 

tide by Wyaki, the then paramount ief of th assault M, -Kikuyu, ell e Wa 
on Mr. Purl-is, the representative of the Imperial British East Africa 
Company in Kikuyu. That unprovoked attack- reWlted in the d6wnfall. ' 
of Wyaki, and tliý installation by us of tile aforesaid Kinyanjui, then a 

mail, to reign in his stead. How well Kinyanjui bas performed young 0 the difficult duties which have devolved on him durin- the intervening 
years the paragraph referred to above makes clear. 

It is my' purpose in this ariiele, how . ever, to relate some . thing of 
the troublous times in Kikuyu before the advent of the Uganda Railway 
and during the treacherous sway of Wyaki. -That chieftain had, IrQ* 
the first, been largely instrumental in stirring- up the* truculent Wa- 
Kikuyu to oppose British occupation of this remote and fertile region, 
which is situated 350 miles from Mombasa on. the 'main route to 
Uganda. 

It was in 1890 that the Imperial jjlJtisb.. Easf Africa Company 
decided to establish a station in Kikuyu for the assistance of caravans 
procceding through 'Masalland. The task was entrusted to Captain 
(now Brig. -General Sir Frederick) Lugard, 'who selected a site near a 
spot known as Dagoretti. The Wa-Kikuyu feigned delight at the 
prospect of a British post in their midst, and Wyaki Nvent to the length 
of rnakiii,, blood-brothership with Lbgard. ' ý strong stockade A`vas, 00 CP 
erected to enclose store-liouses und buildings; and leavin 

1, 
Mr. George 

Wilson and sonic forty SNvabilis to hold the new station *I; iigard .- 
I, continued his journey to LTganda. 

For a tinic thiiigs progressed satisfactorily, but before ]oil- the 
nalural treacbery of the Wi-KiL-uvu revealed itself, nnd Wyaki 
inurdered two of Wilson's porters, who haa visited-his villa-e to buv 
food for the garrison of tlic*post. This led to hostilities, and Wilson 

From the Cornhill Magazinejý MV, 1923. 

I 
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was hard pressed whilst, endeavourhig to rnaintain his position. 1) ay 
by day his list of killed and wounded in the besieged post iiiereased. 
With great difficulty lie inanaged to get a runner through to Machako's 
Fort, some fifty miles nearer the coast, asking for a further supply of 
ammunition, and inen if they could be spared. The commandant. 
refused to send the assistance so urgently needed. Finally, when his 
ammunition was nearly exhausted, 'Wilson realised that the situation 
was becoming hopeless. He abandoned the fort, therefore, and fought 0 his way through the surrounding forests to the Athi Plains, whence 0 lie continued safely to Maclialm's. There 14 reorganized his force and 0 
set out once again to reoccupy Dagoretti; but on reaching that place 000 he found nothing left of the fort or its valuable stores, save some 
smoking ruins. 

Tile occupution of Kikuyu, however, was a matter of great mornent, 
to the Imperial British East Africa Company, as it afforded an 
important jumpiný. --off place for travýrsing the great foodless tract of 
country which intervened between Kikuyu and Lake Victoria. 
Kikuyu, relatively speaking, : flowed with the proverbial milk and honey, 
owing to the fertility of its soil, its succulent pasturages, and the 
numerous clear streams coursin- through its narrow vallevs. More- 
over, by reason of its altitude of over 6000 feet above ýea-level, it was 
one of the healthiest districts in. British East Africa. Cereals hnd 
live stock were procurable in abundance for the onward journey to 
Uganda; -ew practically wild, and were so whilst sweet potatoes p 
heap an article of diet that porters could purchase some six or eight 

pounds of them as rations for one string of small beads. They were 
certainly very filling at the price. 

A fresh effort was made, therefore, to establish a post in Kiku3u. 
This time the venture was undertal-en by Captain (now Colonel) 
Eric Smith of the 1st Life Guards, an enterprising officer of -wide East African c-xperience. He was assisted by 'Mr. Purl-is, a very.. 

-ie South African youn, - fellow, formerly a sailor, and with son handy 
. experielice. They set out from the coast in IS01 with a strong and 

well-equipped, caravan. Smith decided to beard the lion in his den. 
Instead of halting on the fringe of the cultivated areas within the 
forest belt of Rikuyu, lie boldly puslied on to Wyald's village itself. 
There be calmly proceeded to pitch his camp in the centre, of that 
disconcerted chieftain's stronghold. Ile now enjoyed six to four 
the best of the situation, and further nelotiations followed Nvith 
commendable promptitude. An excellent site for the proposed fort 
was without difficulty acquired from the nervous Wyalii-on a flat- 
topped opgn spur in close proximity to, and overloolcing, his village. 
A sniall stream flowed down the valley below, whence water was 
easily drawn under the protection of the fort; wbilst tile country 
round consisted of acres and acres of sweet potatoes. Food and 
water, therefore, were close at hand in the event of the Wa-Kihuyu 
Mcking over the traces and subjecting, tile fort to a sicge, in accordance 
with precedent. 

-1), itelied well- arined -, vorldiig For some months thereafter Smith dc-, 
parties daily to thd neighbouring forests to cut down suitable saplings 
for the construction of the stocliade, and the store-lious'as and (Iiiarters 
erected within its perimeter. In March 1802 the U. -anda Railway 
Survey Expedition, under the commaud. of Captain (now "'Major-Gencral 
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Sir Ronald) Macdonald, reached Fort Smith from 'Mombasa; and we 
found Smith and Purlds comfortably installed iiý the new station, 
which had nearly approached completion. It was by far the most 
imposing post between the coast and Uganda, and consisted of a, 
large oblong-shaped stockade surrounded by a deep ditch with a 
barbed-wire fence on the glacis. Entrance to the fort Nvas effected 
by means of two draw-bridges across the ditch. These were drawn,, 
up at night, and the flanhing defence of the perimeter was adequately 00 
provided for b, y means of bastions. Within the formidable enclosure 
brick quarters had been built for the officers, barracks for the men, 
and spacious stores for goods and grain,; whilst a lofty flag-staff arose 
from the centre of the velvet-turfed fort square, alld proudly-flow 
from its summit the Company's flag. 

N-ow that Smith and Purlds had evacuated Wyalci's village and 
talýen up their ;: ýýzsidenco in the fort, that potentate's protestations 
of pleasure at the settlement of white men in his territory began, 
gradually, to wear a bit thin. Before long, rumours were rife that 
Wyald was secretlý scheming against, tlie British with the Wa- 
Giliruguru, a nei, hbouring clan of Wa-Xil, -uvu with whom Wyaki was 0 0. . connected by marriage. But during our býief sojourn at Fort Smith 
the country bore an"atlnosph ere of 

0 
calm, though the founder of the 

post wis not without misgivings lost trouble might yet arise as the 
0a 

result of Wyaki's intrigues. Still, the situation was sufficiently 
satisfactory to admit of the dep'arture of Captain Eric Smith for the 
coast an4 England a few days after our arrival. 

The command of this important outpost of Empire then aevolved 
oil Purlds, who was supported by -a garrison of one hundred Swallilis. 
We, too, shortly continued our journey to Lake Victoria and Uganda; 
so Purlds was left entirely to his own resources in this turbulent 
region for the next four-and-a-lialf months. He proved fully equal 
to his. responsible -position. Step by step lie widened the area of his 
activities by tapping districts farther afield for food. He made friends 
with one Wanden-e, the cblef of -a district some twelve miles from 
the fort, whence quantities of grain were cheaply procured and stored 
in the fort for the -use of passing caravans. So peaceful for a time 
remained the outlook that small partie-s of a dozen armed 'Slwahili 
porters were soon in the liabit of travelling to and from Wandenge's 
village and the fort in perfect safety. 

The chief dan*ger to be apprebended seemed that of 'Masai raids 
into Kikuyu-froin the razin-, * grounds frequented by those war- 
lihe nornads, and by which the country was surrounded. This menace 
was shortly translated into action by a marauding band of six or seven 
hundred 1ý1 'Moran, or 'Masai warriors, who invaded Kikuyu territorv 
in May 1802 and devastated the country to within it few miles ýf 
Fort Smith. Wvald and the Wa-Kikuyu: ' in their plight, appealed to 
Purlds for aq. -istance in driving the raidem out of the country. / This 
lie at length coi', sented to give 

0 
when the Masai, carried away by their 

own ent'husia. sin as the result of their earlier succe,; scs, had the 
temerity to approach the precincts of Fort Smith. Turning out Avith 
Ili:, gariison armed with rifles, and baclýed by some 5,000 WaNikuyu- 
now boldly a-einbled under the white man's fearless guidance- 
Purlds gave battle to tl! e raiders on "May 23. The unexpected rifle. 
ffie proved too' much for the "Masai warriors, who fled precipitately. 
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holding their shields over their baclýs as though these would afford 00 protection against the impact of bullets. They thus offered excellent 
tar-ets. As soon as the Wa-Kilcuvu saw the 'Masai on the run they 
valorously gave chase, and speared a good many in addition to those 
who had been shot. 11urMs's sbaro of the spoil consisted of some 
Jift. y spears and ; Iiields. One of the latter, which was hanging up in 
Ins room on our return froin the lale, had two bullet holes in it, 
almost plumb through its centre. A great number of cattle and large 
flocks of a4oats and sheep were captured, too, from the discomfited 
raiders by the pursuing Wa-Kikuvu. 

This profitable intervention *on the part of Purkis should, one 
would think, have earned the unswerving loyalty of Wyaki, and 
have brought home to that chieftain the inestimable advantace of 
living under the protection of tbe British. But it was not so"; for 
that scheming rogue was soon at hi% old tricks again when his fears 
regarding the recent invasion of *the 'Masai gradually subsided. A 
few days before the return of the Survey Expedition to Fort Smith 
from Uganda, in August 1802, Purkis sustained a great loss in the 
death of his Swahili headman, 'Maklitub, who was murdered by the 
V%7a-Cluniguru. The man was necoinpanied by ten armed SNA-abilis 
when they were attacked; and of these six were killed, while the 
rvniainclcý escaped with great difficulty, bearing the evil tidingr. to 
Port Smith. 

-. This deplorable outrage placed Purkis in a serious dilemma; for 
"Maklitub was his ri-lit-liand man. ' The Guru-uru district was some 
fifteen miles distant from Fort Smith, and Purkis dare not venture 
so far afield to administer punishment on the tribe, as this would 
entail his leaving the fort in char.. ge of a 4Swahili subordinate during 
his absence. He knew Wyald's connexion xvith the Wa-Guruguru 
too well to take so great a risk, and yet his apparent inaction 
encouraged hostilo sections of the Wa-Kil; uYu to further deeds of 
defiance. Food partic-, mail carriers, and other.,,; who strayed from 
the fort were set upon, whilst NVyali and his followers covertly 
conAiderod the chances, of repeating at Fort Smith the succes's whicil 
had attended their effortq at DagOretti. 

Purkis's relief miky be imagined, therefore, when the Railway 
Survey Expedition marched in once more on its way to the coast. 
lie iLmediately applied to 'Nlacdonald for assistance, which was 

a ainst the Wa-Guru uru was promptly accorded; and an expedition ,0 
rapidly ýrganized. So secretly was this (lone that those of oitr. Indians 
and Swabilis, who were told off for the operations knew nothing of 

-tination wlien thev were aroused at 2 a. m. on the morning our do, 
(it Aivgust, 12. 'llie Wa-kikuvu guides, aniongst whom were the twoo 
friendly chiefs, Kin. yanjui ii; d Mlu, were inlerned for the ni. ht -in 
the fort lo!; t news of our intintinn should inadverivritly leak out amongst 
WYal; Vs followers. 

And so We set 011t -silciltl *v 
from our camp outsido Fort Smith in 

the qinall hours of the morn force some two hundred rifles strong 
It wq,:, divided into five companies, each under a British officer, 
including Purkis with fifty rifles from the fort garrison. The rest of 
the Survey E'xpedition, under an officer and British N. C. O., remained 
behind to protect the fort, and our camp without, during the absence 
of-the punitive force. 
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We were back a-ain at Fort Smith on the afternoon of the third 

clay, winding up with a fifteen-mile march from Wandenge's. During 
this period we had covered forty-five to fifty miles over difficult 
country, meting, out punislinjent tý those sectioi; s of the Wa-Guruguru 
who were implicated in thf., murder of 'Malditub and his small party. This necessitated the burnin- of someAhirt -five villa-Cq in the thickly 0 ly r) populated areas where opposition -, vas met with bcfore the recalcitrant 
tribesmen rendered their submission and promisci exemplary behaviour 
for the future. The services of Kinvanjui were invaluable throughout 
the dperations, both as guide and emissary. The initial night march into Guru,, ui-u without his assistance might well have resulted in a failure to surprise the natives, so intricate was the terrain traversed 
by the column in the dark. The country consisted of a seemingly 
endless succession of rid-es and deep, sicep valleys, up and dow'n 
which we were continuou'sly clambering. The district was profusely 
cultivated in the vicinity ;f villages; elsewhere it consisted chiefly 
ol alternate patches of tall, thick se"tub and short springy turf. Strips 
of forest existed alongý the slopes of the deeper ravines, and afforded 
considerable cover to those crouching xyUbin their shelter. The soil, 
generally of a rich loamy clay, soon becarne terribly slippery during 
the passage of men whose bare feet were dripping with the waters of 
the streams crossed at the *bottoms of the numerous valleys. The 
ýscent up the steep sides of such valleys was often very laborious 
in consequence, and made marching under. these conditions extremely 
fatluing.. 0 

'Most of the Guruguru villages of importance were concealed in 
thick patches of bush or-small woods. They were generally surrounded by thorn zaribas, whilst the walls of the ýircular"Iiuts Aýere of rou. h 
boarding and surmounted by dome-shaped roofs of grass thatch. 
Consequently, they burnt very readily, and some of the conflagrations 
were so truly impressive, and the columns of smoke visible from so 
great a distance, that they speedily stimulated the Wa-Guru-Uru' to 
come to terms. 

During our peregrinations of destruction we were guided to the 
' -litub was 01 

,., 
ýspot where Mal, , killed; and as that event was still of recent date, traces of the struggle -and the scene of the la,; t stand were 

clearly discernible. The scrub was much trampled down; portions 
of cloth were recognized as belonging to Swabilis wbo were speared 
with him; and there a shull, with two front teeth missing, was all 
that remained of another identified porter of his party. Ear ornaments, likewise, belonging to the attacking- Wa-Guruguru, were picked up close T7.2 to hand. and that was pretty well all left of the dead by the voracious hyaenas with which the country abounds. 

The expedition was distinctly disappointing in one respect; an .d 
that was our failure to capture -berds of cattle" and flocks of sheep, 
which the Wa-Guruguru were known to possess in large numbers. We secured no cattle, and only fifty or sixty goats and sheep. For 
this, we jearnt later, we had to thank Wyald, who had by some 
manns obtained an inkliner of the impending punitive expedition, and 
sent out warnings hot-foot to his Guruguru relatives. 0 Prior to our 
arrival in their territory, theref 

' ore, the), had driven their flocks and herds away to the fastnes'ses of the forest belt which fences their 
country in. There they were inaccessible to us in the short time 
we could spare for the punishment of the hostile natives. 
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On our return to Fort Sn-lith we adjourned to Purhis's mass. 

room to partake of a much-needed cup of tea after the labours of 
the day.. Purlds retired to his own room, which was next the mass, 
for a wash and brush-up before joining us at the repast. Whilst 
we were seated at tea. Wyaki suddenly arrived frum his village and 0 luolýed in at the window of the niessroom. Apparently seeing that 
Purl-is was n6t with us, lie continued along the veranda, in the 
direction of that officer's room. We were shortly afterwards startled 
b Cie sounds of a stru. -le, followed by stentorian shouts of ' Kill 
him! Kill biml ' in the excited tones of Purlds. We were out of 
the messroom in no time, and sawý Purkis and Wyaki locked together 
in the veranda, the former brandi'shing Wynki's sbn6 (a spatulate- 
shaped sword) over that chief's head. Captain (now Colonel) Prinle, 
R. E., who was first out of ilia messroom, was on to Wyalci in two 
bounds, and, seizincy Iiiin by the throat, bung on like a bulldog. In 
a few seconds Wyaki was overpowered and hurled to the ground, 
whilst the whole, garrison of the fort turned out like magic with their 
rifles in response to Purlds's shout-%. They would, without doubt, 
have slain Wyahi on the spot had we not been present. Rope was 
sent for instead, and Wyaki was soon bound hand and foot in such 
a manner that lie was scarcely able to move. Later, be was hand- 
caffed around the flag-staff, with a chain about his neck as an 
additional safeguard; and in this state lie spent the night in the fort 
square. 

Wyaki had obviously been drinking tembo. Annoyed at the injury 
inflicted on his Guruguru friend.,, lie had forced his way unbidden into 
Purlds's room and there begaii to taunt him with his failure to 
capture their cattle and flocks. Purlds ordered Wyaki to leave the 
rooin, whercupon Wyald suddenly drew his 8ime from its sbeath and 
was about to eui Purlds over when the latter fortunately 
detected the movement. Ile rapidly closed with Wvaki, dealt him 
a right-hander under the chin wiih his fist, and, snaýicliinr, the sim! 
out of Wyald's hand, caught him a crack- over the head with his own 
weapon, which was considerably bent by the blow. Tlle-, e taclics 

ght 
both comBatants into the veranda, and Purlds s shouts had broug 

had quickly drawn us to his w-sistance. It wa-. -; a pity Purlds).; blow 
was iiiterfýred with by the Irm-neq...; of the veranda roof; but it was 
sufficiently shrewd to inflict a pretty severe scalp wouild, which bled 
freely, aiid, Pringie was a san. -ifinary-looking object when lie had done 
with'the great Wyaki. 

tý 
The news of Wyal-i's attempt at assassi nation, and capture, 

spread like wildfire. The people of his village fled in mortal terror, 
drivino their flock. before Viem. The inhabitants of other villa-es 
in the nei-bbourhood of the fort likewise took to tbeir heels, fearing 
that the. N.; too, would be purihed for the sins of Wyald. Kinyanjui 
an'd Mlii, Nvlio were both present. iii the fort, and had witncQsed the 
alt"I'my, were at once despatelied by 'Macdonald to tell the people 
that we ic. arded t1he incident as a purely personal matter, and that 
we did not propose to figlit over it unless the first -how of hostility 

cime froin the Wa-Kilitivii. y were iDStructed, al,. -, o, to summon 'I lie 
-libouring vill.! -cs to a large shauri (council) all the heaOs of the ne, 

in the fort next morning, Sp that they might hear full details of the 
crime, and what it %\-. is intended to do with Wyald, 
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Next morning nineteen lesser chiefs put in an aýpear'a*nc'e An 

the fort, after assurances that no barm sliould come to then), and the whole ca-, e was there thratsbed out. They were told that fur 
such a barefaced attempt to murder Purlds there were only twd 
courses open to us-either that Nve should shoot or hang Wyald 
straight away, or that we should take him down to the coast with 
us as a prisoner, in order that lie might there be dealt with by the 
A dministrator- General of the Company. We had decided to adopt 'the latter course. 

The shauri of Wa-Kikuyu entirely concurred in our decision. 
They said that if we desired to kill Wyaki now, they agreed: if we 
took him away never to return, they agreed. He was a bad man, and 0 was always trying to raise trouble between them and the Ilzungu 
(Luropean), and they wislie(I now to be friends. The Shauri then 
asked that Nve should appoint another chief in his place, and it was 
resolved that for the present there should be a dual kingdom-IMu 
and Kiiiyanjui holding sway vice Wyald deposed. As these two men 
were great friends, and bbtli much attached to Purlds, it was hoped 
that there would be little trouble with the Wa-Kiluyu henceforth. 
Rinyanjui thus first rose. into prominence, and has since justified 
the confidence placed in him that August morning thirty years ago. 

These matters being satisfactorily arrano-ed, the villages around 
were quieldy reoccupied, and a holy calm once more settled upon 
the scene before nightfall. Wyaki's old father sent a messenger to 
the fort requestin " that be inight ransom his son with cattle and 
goats, the usual Kikuyu method of patching up the peace; but 
the proposal was, naWrally, not entertained. Next day sonic of 
N11yaki's people were perm'itted to visit him in the fort, prior to 
his departure for the coast with us the followingy day. His old mother brought round sheep for him to eat on the journey down, and when 
the first one was hilled in7 the fort Wyald begged 'Macdonald to tal-e 
one half of it for the use of the survey officers. It was certainly 
rather for-ivin" of the ro-ue. 000 

On August 17,181, )2, we continued our return journey to the 
coast, Wyaki accompanying. us in chains under an escort of Indians 
with fixed bayonets. He had precions little chance of escape, there- 
fore, should a rising take place, and an attack be made on us whilst 
penetrating the belt of forest. The Wa-Kiluyu were far too frightened, 
however, to attempt anythin, ý of the kind, and, except just outside the 
fort, where therS was a small gathering of tbeffi-fo se-e Wyald depart- 
for the coast, our ýaravan of over four hundred iouls was sfudiously 
avoided. We saw few natives tbrou, hout the march, save tit a 
distance-a very different state of things from our inarch into Kikuyu 
five montlis earlier, when the sliambas were alive with Wa-Kikuyu, 
and the route more or less lined with them. 

There is no need to follow Wval, *i farther on his journey towards 
the coast. He was never desiined to reach, it; for when the 
expedition arrived at the E-3cottish 'Mission Station at Kib\vezi, still 
some two hundred miles distant from 'Mombasa, Wyald succumbed to 
the sword-cut lie had received from Purlds. It had been carefully 
attended to, and lie had appeared little the worse for it at first; 
but complications set in later which pointed to his sliull having been 

AI 
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or:,;;, r. a"., y f. -actured. Men it was' reported to the Administrator- 

ou otir arrival at Mombasa, that Wvald had died during 
-t-ia ho proniptly replied, with a whimsical smile: "I think' 
. 110 showed g-eat tact. " 

Wyaki. then, lies buried at Ribwezi. By a curious turn of fate 
poor furkis, who continued to do excellent work in Kikuyu and 
Uganda for some years afterwards, - ultimately died at Hibwezi too, 
on his'way to the coast. These two enemies in ]HO thus peacefully 
sleep; their Iong sleep in close proximity to one apotber in the church- 
yard a! the old Xibwezi Mission Station. 
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The Proyers of Waiyaki. 

Preface 

Some people, when they hear what is contained in this book9 will be very surprised 

and perhaps they will think about it and say that I am lying* But marW of them 

will know what I am really sayingl and even know what I am aiming at* 
Oar people, the KikiWul I believe that what I have written in this pamphlet. 

is not much when compared with what actually happened, but I have included the 
important things; 'a lot I have left out* I have just highlighted these incidents 

so that you can see the bravery of Waiyaki, and so that when you are praying for 

our warriors you should have no doubts in your hearts at all nor should you ask 

yourselves why they should be prayed for. 

This is a short statement recording the prayers which the respected elderl 
Waiyakij prayed when he was dying, and showing how God heard his prayers and how 

He granted all that Waiyaki wanted* An elder of the generation of Njenga gave 
the author this information. I believe he was a companion of Waiyakilst there- 

fore if you should find any mistakes do not mind, for an old man can be forgetful 
because of his age* 

Therefore I pray the readers of this booklet to think hard until each one 
knows the real aim of this book9'and when he knows it he should ask himself 

questions like these: 

1) Where am I now? 
2) Shall I follow the race of the white people or the race of the black people? 
3) If I follow the white people where shall I land up? 
4) Where has the land of my grandfather gone, the land which had so much lush 

grass and many trees on it? 

5) WIW was Waiyaki really arrested? 
6) What is the real reason for the slandering of Konyatta and other African 

leaders? 

7) Shall I marry into the clan of the white people? 
8) Are there any sort of injections a black man can got to make himself white? 

Let he who has eare liaten# and he who has not cleaned his eyelashes do so 
now so that he can see afar@ 

1,1bu, ama Njamaj' Mahoya ma Waiyaki (Mbugua Book Writers, Rairobil 1952)0 
Translated by James ligugr-, Te-partment Of Ihglish9 University College Nairobi$ 
November 1968o 
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Waiyakit son of Hinga 

Because the Kikuyul from early times have attached great importance to their 

land and to their property the people of Waiyaki 'a time were very pleased with 
his actions and words because he was the ihost important leader then. 

When I say'that, I do not mean that there were no other, leaders* But I 

think a lot of people will know why Waiyaki is remembered more than the other 
leaders of those times* The reason is he was a person who loved his people and 
the land he inherited from his father# Gikuyuj and his motherl Mumbi. Thus -, 

when the white people came they tried vex7 hard to bribe people so that, through 

cunning, they might steal the rich eartho But Waiyaki himself did not like what 
the white people were tx7ing to do because he was aware of the importance of the 

rich earth* Also his destiny had been foretold by the prophet, Muso son of 
Kiberol who had prophesied what would happen* So with his arrq of marq people 
he endeavoured to prevent them. But because the Europeans came with guns it was 

not possible to drive them away completely, althrough the warriors were very 

strong and brave* 

During those days when Waiyaki was working against the white people they 

had cunning plans to arrest him* 

The Arrest of Waiyaki 

When the white people had completed their plans they sent for the respected 
leaderl Waiyakij telling him to go to the place where he had given the white 

people d plot of land to build on (it in the place called Wanyahoro near Kabete, 

or to use a European name "Fort Smith") so that they would negotiate a settlement. 
When he arrived one of the servants who had come with the white people said to him, t 

"Do not go in for the white man is very angr7ll. 
But because Waiyaki had no fears because he was a leader, and also because he 

knew that he was in his own country he was very stubborn when he heard that he 

should not enter, especially as it was he who had given them the land. 

Sol being a brave man he wan not afraid; so he entered* When he had entered 
he saw that the white man was really very angz7.6 He pulled out his sword, but 

the Earopeane combined to hold him and disarmed him,. Indeed he was wounded on 
the face, His hands were bound* When the young people saw that their leader 

was arrested they shed tears of rages But as you knowi Waiyaki was a fighter 

for justice and peace and a lover of his peoples He knew that if the young people 
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f ought the Earopeans they would be wiped out by the g=s. 

Waiyakits messare to the People 

When he saw that fighting might break out he spoke with a loud'voice sayingp 
"I beseech you, rq people, beware of fighting$ for it is not good that you 
should lose. your lived because of me. Let me be taken where I shall be 
takene If I diet I diet so be it", 

And the people present were astounded and offered much property# goats and cowap 

so that Waiyaki might be released, But the Europeans were adamant in their 

refusal* Had you heard the bleating of the goats, the lowing of the cows and 
the agonised cried of the men you would have said it is better to the than to 

live'in misery. 
When the Wropeans refused to release Waiyakil the people went home, heeding 

his words of wisdom, for without doubt he was highly respected* He remained 
there for two days, his hands bound# On the third day he journeyed lbstwards, 

It is ver7 significant that there were many guards with him, and when they were 
travelling and had reached NoIsTeDo (Native Industrial Training Depot) near 
Kabete a beehive, which no one had touched# fell from a tree, and the bees burst 

out and attacked the people who were guarding Waiyakio The warriors wanted to 

fighto now thqyV&Oýbeing helped by the beess But they remembered Waiyakits 

wordso 
And they went on with their journey and they reached Kibwezig near Mombasa. 

Waiyaki became very ill and he was buried there by those ver7 LN=peans, 

The Proyere of WaiYaki 

When Waiyaki died he prayed earnestly that God would resurrect himg because he 

saw that he had left his country in a state of much hardship* 

Lot us say that Waiyaki, when he died# went to the right hand of God, and, 
because God loved His people He heard Waiyaki*s prayers that it should be made 

pbssible for him to reach the white man's country to iearn hie customs so that 

he might return again to his own country to lead his people from slavery. 

The Resurrection of Wa&yaki 

So Waiyaki was born again as a young child with another name and he was brought 

up and became a man with hie own home, It. came to passt as God wished, Whose 

wisdom never failel that he followed the very route he had followed to Kibwezij 

and he went to, BiroPet wherep, through the kindness of Godi and the diligence of 
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our hero he worked with all his heart to overcome many hardships until he finally 

obtained what had caused him to co, to the land of the straneers for some eiGhteen 
years, 

When the time came for him to return home he came back and the people saw 
him with their own eyes and welcomed him with much praising for they knew what 
he had gone to got for them* But there were some who were not happy, because they 
had been bought by the white peoples 

Now the Waiyaki of whom I am speaking, the one who was born again is of course, 
Jomo Kenyattao Therefore be0ause I believe there is no one who does not wish that 
Waiyaki had lived, know ye all that he was resurrected. I believe there is no 
one who is not listening to his words of wisdom and love for the people, There- 
fore give to Kenyatta what you wish for Waiyaki, for whom you know the warriors 
cried with rage holding their shields and spears, led by Waiyakio Try to do like- 

wisel let us follow Jomo until we get back our land and our freedom; for these 

are the very things that Waiyaki was fighting for when he was detained. 
Remember Kenyatta has told us mapy times that our fight is not one of might, 

but is a war of right, and justice cannot be obtained unless we are unitedi so 
that we can demand our rights togethero 

, 
KaWattale words are like those of Waiyaki, for he too was fighting for 

justice and rights There is-a difference between the youth of todw and of the 

past. In the past if they heard that their property had been stolen by the Masai$ 

no one retreated because they knew the importance of their property and that 
they would be, mocked for the young are responsible for retrieving property* 
Thusýno one would have betrayed his country* If a young man found that his 

contemporaries had gone to uar he would not say: 
"they have gone, lot me"otV behind"* 

He would take up his arms and follow them shouting bravely even before he has 

seen the enerq* Thus if he had met with the eno, -q when he was alone he would 

not have retreated* He fought until his back ran with sweat because he know what 
he was ceekina* 

Wby is it that those people refused to be bought? 

or should we say m. Vbol that they did not want to be the recipients of 
"free things"? 

Or perhaps thW were not as clever as you who now know that your people and 
the rich earth can be sold for money* 
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These Dws. 

Many people these days prefer money to their integrity, their people and their 

land. For example if you see a man who in appearance seems adult, but inside 

he looks like dung on which rain has fallen, for if you look closely you can 

see he has big children; but if you look around you can see he has no 1snd to 

cultivate: then you see his home looks like a cow's shedt then you see he is 

employed for a very meagre salary for about 30/-* And in addition to all that 

he is always slandering K*A*Uo day and night, slandering the leaders when he 

knows that it is for him and his children that a place to stay is being sought* 
What is the worth of a creature like that??? 

Now he who is asleep should awake and wash his eyes so that he can see 

clearly and remember that our battle now is a battle of reason and unity. 
He should remember that today the spear is the peng the sword is the bookl the 

shield is reasont and the club is unilZrs Stop that slandering, lying gossip* 
Indeed it would be true to sW that these days instead of joining our army for 

freedom and land they have found ways of cheating white people to enrich them- 

selvesq and also to be thýýught honest because they are not together with the 

rest of the peoples 

Shall we say this means that when theV are speaking thus they think they 

are white people themselves* But the misery will come afterwards from their 

slandering people with unfounded allegationsl saying that there is nothing they 

can do* They will meet such shame that not even a three-ton lorry will be able 

to carry it all* 

Unthinking People 

If you say that such people are confusedq you speak the truth, because they have 

forgotten that God does not eat maize flour (i, G- is eternal) and that no one 

can inherit, another son's property whilst, that son is still alive* Thus 

L'uropeans cannot inherit that. which belongs to the Kikuyu when the children of 
Kikuyu are still alive unless those children are disunitedo 

And they also went to spit, out because they knew well that the curse of 

such a man as Wa4yaki can destroy a whole country and a whole people even when 
those people claim that they are Christians and cannot be affected by a dead 

man's curceo 
But'have you forgotten the words of Godts book while still claiming to be 

Christianu? For there we often read that you should love your neighbour as, 
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yourself* Nowy instead of loving your neighbour are you not seeking to destroy 
him by selling him for money to enrich yourself , while he remains in misery for 

ever? 
If in truth you know you have enough land and livestock do not stop another, 

who has nothing, from demanding back his property from those who took it from 

him. Also if truly you know that you are a Christian and you do not like the 

wealth of this earth let those who are not Christianst or those who like wealth 

ask for what they want, because God created every man with a unique heart and 
he cannot forgive sins that have not been committed, 

Do not deceive the people 

We should beg the man who persists in saying that he is a Christian to stop 

deceiving others* He does not love the earth* People who speak thus are jealous 

for fear that others might get as much land as the Christians havee If you look 

at the Christians you can see that many of them are well dressedo Their bodies 

are clean because they have good jobso So the man who believes that kind of 

talk is a fool for he has not looked carefully at the man telling him such things. 

They deceive us by saying they do not like wealthl but they are buqy 

betraying us for money, at night@ 

SHPIM ON YOU LYING CHRISTIANS 

STOP SELLING US UNDER COVER OF GODIS NANE 

Let us pray for our heroes 

Oh merciful Godl Creator of heaven and earth, you who gave Gikuyu and Mumbi good 

country, well wateredl fertile and spacious, we humbly pray for our heroes; for 

those who are de4l and for those who are Uying we ask that you should inspire 

them with greater strength and the courage of viotoryo For, oh God our Fathert 

the rich earth which you gave to us has been taken by foreigners, 

Hearken to our short prayer, oh Lord, and hear our crying, and help our 

heroes as you granted Waiyaki's prayers* Keep him at your right hand, and blese 

us as you blessed the children of Israel when they were in Egypt, and keep us 
I 

in peace for a long time, 

Open the eyes of these blind black people, oh Lordl for their eyes are 

completely shut* C)pen their eyes and show them the way so they are no longer 

stopped by obstacles in the way'(tree stumps). 

Send them your. holy water to clear their eyes* Lead them in the way of uhity 

and true understanding* 
Peace be to God, 
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APPENDIX V 

Memor=d= by Governor E*P*Co Girouard on 
policy for Afric= developmentg Narch 1910* 
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Confidential Memorandum. * 

It is essential for the prosperity of the Fast Africa Protectorate and more 

particularly for the welfare of the natives that the Government and the various 
Missionary Societies working in the Native Reserves should have one and the came 

object in view and should endeavour to work harmoniously ih the great task before 

them of raising the African races to a higher level, 

- 
As the Kikuyu have come more in touch with the White Man than any other up- 

country tribe in East Africa, and have consequently run greater risks of becoming 
denationalised, I invited delegates of the Church Missionary Society, African 
Inland Mission and Church of Scotland Mission# ioe* the Protestant Missionary 
bodies established in the Xikuyu Native Reserves, to meet me in order that I 

might hear their views and discuss with them the important question of laying 
down a policy to be followed with regard to the administration of these peopleo 

It wasl I thinkt agreed by all present that the only humane method of dealing 

with such raocs as the Kikuyug who have not reached a high stage of civilisation, 
is to develop them on their own lines and in accordance with their own ideas and 

customs, purified in so far as necessaryq, All the good:,. in their government, which 

makes for manlinessl self-respect and honest d&Lling should be retained, and only 
that which is repugnant to higher ideals of morality and justice rejected* The 

introduction of so-called civilicationj when it has a denationalising and demoral- 

ising tendenoyg should be avoided and discouraged* It is not from the present 

generation that we may look for muchq and great and enduring patience is expected 
from all those who work amongst the natives, whether as administrator or 

missionary; for exasperating as it may seem to seo-things go slowlyq it is worse 
to upset ideals and customs really little understood. SucceedinG generations are 
in our hands, and it in for ust the government and the missionary, to mould the 

people as best we can with the educative means at our disposal, Aa, these means 

are limitedl it is wisest to co=enoe with the education of the sbno. of Chiefs 

and principal elderol and prepare them for the duties they will in course of time 

be called upon to perform* The education of these boys will be undertaken by 

'PCEA. A/6, ýnolosurein secretariat-to ReE. Scott, Conf., M. P. 239/101 3rd", 
March 1910, 
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the Micsionary Societies with the assistance of the Governmentl and the fathers 

will contribute towards their keep. The course of education should extend over 
3 or 4 years, the boys being taught to read and write in their own tongue and 
in Swahili, whilst an elementary religious education and come training in tech- 
nical workt such as agriculture or carpentry, should be undertakene 

The Missionary Societies are, I understand, only too willing to support the 
Government by inculcating in the minds of their converts and of those with whom 
they come in touch the necessity of respect for parental and tribal authority* 
If such authority were not recognized the people would rapidly become denation- 

alieed, and instead of a Properly organized society a rabble would take its plaoeg 
which would end in the destruction not only of the tribal organization but also of 
the people themselVeso 

The use by natives of European dress is to be deprecated, and in this I 

believe the Missionary bodies are in full accord. If the loin cloth and "Kanzu" 

of the Coast native is not appreciated owing to the fear of Mohammedan influenool 

a sin, -,, let and short kniokerbookers would be a suitable dress for converts* 

It is W earnest wish that the natives should not be allowed, or be taught, 

to think that the Government and the Xiesionaries are not one and all working 
for their oommon good; and this oan onlylbe brought about by mutual support and 

at the same'time by striving to preserve and not to destroy the African nationalism, 

W-E. P*C, GIROUARD* 

GOVERNOR* 
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APPENDIX VI 

UNITED MISSIONARY DOCUMENTS 

Federation of Missionary Societies (1913)t Constitution. 
.I. 

2* Constitution of the Alliance of Missionary Societies 
(with Supplementary Recommendations) in British East Africa. 
Adopted at the United Conference of Missionaries at Kikuyuo 
July 26th, 1918o 
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federation of Missionary Societies@ 
CONSTITUTION. 

With a view to ultimate union of the Native 
Churches a Federation of Missionary 

Societies shall be formed. 

FUNDAMENTAL PROVISIONS, 
1. The basis of Federation shall consist in: - 

(a) The loyal acceptance of the Holy Scriptures . as our 
supreme rule of Faith and Practice: of the Apostles' and 
Nicene Creeds as a general expression of fundamental 
Christian belief: and in particular - of our belief in the 
absolute authority of Holv Scripture as the Word of God: 
in the Deity of Jesus Christ, and in the atoning death of 
our Lord as the ground - Of our forgiveness. 

(b) Recognition of common membership between the Churches 
in the Federation. 

(c) Regular administration of the two sacraments, Baptism and 
the Lord's Supper by outward signs. 

(d) A common form of Church organization. 
11. Each Society joining the Federation shall be aulonomous within 

its own sphere, and shall agree to begin to develo 
0p the Native Church 

along the following lines- 

For purposes of Chuich organization the following districts are 
agreed upon: - 

Within each district the Native Church shall be organized under 
parochial and district councils.,, 

The )arochial councils shall consist of the minister or teaýher in Sarge, 
and lay representatives chosen from the local Church, 

i, y 

1, 

_____________________ I 
- 

1 
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Its duties shall be, to assist the minister generally, and especially in the examination of applicants for admission to the Catechu- 
menate and Baptism: in the revision of the communion roll 
and in dealing with cases of discipline. 

The District Council shall consist of all ministers, European and 
native-, missionaries in Narge 

of Parishes: a European layman may be 
elected from each local Church of at least 50 members, and one native from each local Church numbering tip to 25; 2 from Churches numbering 
tip to 100; and one add tional member for each complete 100 thereafter. 
All ln full membership are entitled to a vote. Its duties shall be to 

. assist in establishing new centres of mission work in the district, and to . see that tile Word of God is purely preached within its bounds, the 
Sacraments duly administered, and discipline maintained. 

Each District Council shall meet twice a year. 

111. The Federation shall seek to foster the desire for union and by every possible mean. s prepare the mind of the native Christians for 
realizing such. 

To this end they shall encourage 
(a) Similar forms and usages in Public Worship. 
(b) Intervisitation on the part of Church members. 
(c) Common attitude towards heathen customs. 
(d) Common Church discipline. 
(e) Common course of instruction fo catechumens and native 

ministers. 
(f) *Systematic Bible study. 

AV. There shall be formed a Representative Council of the Federated Societies. 
, 

(a) Each district shall send representatives as follows: - ' ýuropeans. One male delegate for the first 5 missionaries or fraction thereof, I for the second complete 5: and I for every complete 10 thereafter. (Wives of missionaries not to be counted for purposes 
of representation. ) 

(b) The office-bearers of the Representative Council shall consist 
of a President and Sacretary to be elected annually. 
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(c) The Council shall meet annually, time and place to be decided 
by the previous meeting. if possible. 

(d) The Council shall be advisory and consultative: and executive 
except in m2tters pertaining to the policy of the different Societies or 
Churches. 

(e) An Executive Council shall be constituted consisting of the 
President, the Secretary. and 3 mein ers, whose duties shall be 

(i) To prepare the business for Representative Coýncil. 

(ii) To carry out the instructions of Representative Council. 

V. Membership. 

(a) Those societies accepting all the Constitution of the Fede. 
ration shall be eligible for membership in the Federation who 
are governed by recoginsed ýommittees of Societies and 
Churches, and whose property is vested in trustees. 

(b) The final decision as to membership of the Federation shall 
rest with the Representative Council. 

VI. The Representative Council shall cease to exist as soon ai 
the Synod of the Native Church shall come into existence. The 
Function of the Council is to manage affairs until -such time as the 
Native Church can do that for itself. 

MISSION COMITY. 

That the Societies-shall mutually respect one another*& spheres. - 

2. That in all cases'of local dispute between Missionary Societies 

and Churches, the matter be referred for settlement to a Court of 
Arbitration. consisting of representatives of 5 of. the principal Societies 
iin the Federation, but that their decisions shall not be final if they 
nvolve a question of Missionary Policy until the matter shall have been 

referred to the Societies concerned. The members of the Court of 
Arbitration shall be appointed by the Representative Council. 3 shall 
form a quorum, 
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3. Schoolboys', teachers, and trained agents. 
(a) No boy who has been at a Mission School may be accepted 

into that of another Mission without a letter from the head of 
the former school. 

(b) The Heal of a school may'not refuse such letter unless for a 
reasonable cause given in writing. or it be in a case where 
the boy is under punishment, when on the fulfilinent, of the 
same lie may receive a letter. 

'(c) Teachers and trained agents on joining another Mission shall 
not begin at a'wage higher than that which they have been 
receiving. 

(d) These rules are provisional until the Representative Council 
has dealt with such matters. 

MINISTRY. 

1. For the present that all recognised as Ministers in their own Churches shall be welcomed as visitors to preach in otber Federated 
Churches. 

11. In the future that each native candidate for the Ministry shall 
(a) be recommended by his own Parochial Council. 

(b) pass thr; ugh prescribed course of instruction. 

(c) subscribe to the fundamental provisions of the Federated 
Missions. 

(d) be duly set apart by lawful authority and by the laying on 
of hands. 

Ill. That a Committee' be appointed to draw tip a course of 
instruction for the Native Ministry. 

IV. That Procedure to the Native Ministry shall be by four stages: 
Junior Preacher, Senior Preacher, District Preacher, Minister. A 
candidate shall become ajunior Preacher by examination if previously 
recommended by his Parochial Council. After two years. on further 
recommendation and examination, lie may become a Senior Preacher. 
The stage of preparation for District Preacher is also two years'. while 
that for Minister consists of four years. --'Each of the foregoing stages 
shall include a period of study and of practical work, 

w 
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PUBLIC WORSHIP. 
1. That a certain amount of form common to all Churches which 

would be helpful in encoum., ing an inelligant and- hearty worsYp and 
would give a sense of unity among the young congregations be adopted. That there be included in the Service the Lorl's Prayer. the 10 Com- 
mandments, the Creed, a Prayer for King an] Governors, the Chiefs 
and p-, ople, and a Prayer for dzliverance from the' evil, custom3 of the 
country. 11'. That in. Church services the position of kneeling be assumed in Prayer, and of standing during singing. 111. That the following order of Public Worship be used with 
sufficient frequency to enable the members of all the Churches to become 
familiar with a common order. 

Order of Service suggested: - Hymn or Psalm (stand). 
Invitation to Worship (stand). 
Prayer (kneel). 
(Confession, Forgiveness, Lord's Prayer). 
Ten Commandments (kneel). 
Hymn or Te Deum (stand). 
Reading from Scripture (sit). 
Apostles' Creed (stand). 
Prayer (kneel). 
(For Church, for State, for Country, for all sorts and conlitions of 

men, General Thanksgiving). 
Hymn (stand). 
Sermon (sit). 
Hymn (stand). 
Benediction (kneel). 

MEMBERSHIP. 

1. That the course of instruction ana probation for Baptism shall last generally for two years after the first Public Profession. 
11. That admission to the Catechumenate shall be by Public 

Profession. 
111. That na-nes of applicants for Baptism shall be submitted to the 

Parochial Council. and it approved the persons may be baptis. -d_, by- the 
Minister. and thereby become members of the Church. 

IV. That those baptised in infancy shall pass through the Cate. 
cbumen's Class. 

V. That no Christian from another District may be enrolled as a.. Church member. without producing a leaving Certificate or leiter from 
bis former Church. 

II 
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SACRAM'ENTý. 

1. That the administration cf Sacraments shall be normally by 
recognised Ministers of the Church occupying the District. 

11. That the Sacrament of Baptism shall be administered either Sprinkling or by Immersion according to the usage of the particular Church. I 
111. That Baptism shall be administered to infants or to adults 

according to the usage of the particular Church 
IV. That in all Baptism the Form "I baptise thee into the Name 

of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, " be used. 
V. That no polygamist shall be baptised. 
VI. That the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper shall not be 

administered to anyone who is not a full member of the Church to which 
he belongs. 

VI 1. That a register of communicants shall be kept in each Church, 
and attendances at Communion shall be regularly recorded. Members 
residing temporarily in other Districts shall be supplied with cards on 
the back of which the Minister of the Church visited shall record 
attendances at Communion. 

'MARRIAGE, ETC. 

That a common policy shall be adopted in dealing with all vexed 
ý uestions with regard to marriage, for example, between Christians, 

atechumens, and heathen, also as regards tribal customs and heathen 
practices. 

" 

"" 

" 
"" 
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DISCIPLINE. 

That each Mission shall, finally decide in all cases of discipline 
in its o,;., n sphere, and their decision shall be respected by all other Missions in the Federation, provided that nothing in this constitution of 
the Federated Missions shall be . so understood as to prejudice the 
Episcopal jurisdiction of the Bishops over all the members'of their own Communion. 

J. 1. WILLIS, 
Bishop of Uganda, 

Chairman of Conference, 
June, 21st 1913, 
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W. G. Mombasa, Church Missionary Mission. 
Chairman C. M. S. Conference, B. E A. 

Charles E. Hurlburt, 
General Director, Africa Inland Mission. 

Heads of Mission John W. Arthur, 
Chairman of Mission Council of Church 

of Scotland Mission. 
W. Udy Bassett. 

United Methodist Mission. 
(H. W. Innis, Nioletic Independent Mission. 

Harry K. Binns, C. M. S. 
Henry H. Zemmer. A. I. M. 
esse E. Raynor, A. I. M. It,, - tee 

H. Downing. A. I. M. 
Delegates George W. Rhoad, A. I. M. 

John E. Hanishere. C. M. S. 
George Burns, C. M. S. 
James Yo'ungson, C. S. M. 
Walter Chadwick, C. M. S. 

Secretary of Confercýce. George W. Wright C. M. S. 

P. T. O. 
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G. Dennis, C. S. M. 
E. Bassett, U. M. M. 
M. L. Mason, C. M. S. 
H. T. Harris, C. M. S. 
E. W. Crawford. C. M. S. 
F. J. Butcher, C. M. S. 
H. J. Stumpf, A. I. M. 
N. G. Rhoad, A. I. M. 
W. 0. Tait, C. 5. M. 
A. E. Barnett. A. I. M. 
E. L. Davis. M. D.. A. I. M. 
E. Lockett, C. M. S. 
DanielM. Miller, A. I. M. 

CD H. Virginia Blakeslie, A. I. M. 
H. EljzabetliINIcK nstry. A. I. M. CD 

-% John T. Garriock, 8. S. M. 
0 Mary E. Mure, C. S. N4. 

Isabell G. Scott, C. S. M. 
0 W. Lewis Hetz, AIM, 

A. E. Zimmermann. A. I. M. 
A. E. Hurlburt, A. I. M. 
Laura N. Collins. A. I. M. 
Carrie Raynor, A. I. M. 
Fred Lam* A. I. M. 
Grace U. anning, M. M. 

g 

Madgc Hurst A. I. M. , Harr Leakey. C. M. S. 
M M Eli i C l S M hS c urtr e, za et . . . . Florence E. Deed, C M. S. 

Marion S. Stevenson, C. S. M. 
V. V. Ver6i. C. M. S. 
D. Verbi, C. M. S. 
Douglas Hooper. C. M. S. 

LSibella Burns, C. M 
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CONSTITUTION OF ALLIANGE OF'MISSIONARY. SOCItTIES 
IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA. 

Adopted at the United Conference of Missionaries at Kikuyu, 
JUIY 26th, zqi8. 

i. -PREAMBLE. 
The following Societies now working in the British East Africa 

Protectorate, namely, Church 2Nlissionary Society, Church of Scotland' 

. 
Mission, Africa Inland I'Slission, and United Methodist Church 
Mission, and the British and Foreign Bible Society, recognise 
the divine purpose of unity among Christians and lool, - 
forward to the establishment of a United Church within the 
Protectorate. In the meantime they resolve to form an Alliance by the' 
adoption of the subjoined Constitution, which is hereby approved and 
accepted by the Allied Societies concerned, with a view t6 moving 
along agreed lines of action appropriate to each Socieiy, so as 'to 
prepare the way for further organic unity. 

SECTION I. 

" I. 

" """"" 
""I 

II I 

" 

"; 
""" """ 

""" 

"" 'I, 
" 

" .: � ":. " 

" 
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MUTUAL RELATION AND Aiiis OP'THIC ALLIED SOCIRTIEý. 

An Alliance of Socieiies is hereby formed who agree: - 
I. -To respect one another's spheres, as set out in a map, which 

a duly authorized representative of each of the Allied Societies 
shall sign, as an acknowledgement of the assent of each such 
Society to the Alliance (provided that nothing in this Constitu- 
tion shall be so understood as to prejudice the Episcopal or- 
other. ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the local Church authorities 
in any of the Allied Societies over all the members of their own 
Communion). 

(a. ) Any Missionary shall be free to visit and minister to 
members of his own church living in the sphere of an 
Allied Society, provided that he shall first intimate his 
intention of so doing to the local representative of the 
Society occupying that sphere. 

(b. ) AII'missionary work within a district shall be under the 
jurisdiction of the Society responsible for that district. - 

2. To respect the autonomy of each Allied Society within its own 
sphere. 

3. -To foster the desire for union', and by every possible means to. 
prepare the minds - 

of. all Christians for early union. % 
4. To develop the local church organizations along similar lines of 

District and Parochial Councils. 
5 To recognize the status (see notes) of'every Christian which is, - 

ussigned to him by the branch of the Church of Christ to which '' 

'6" 

he belongs. 

: 

" "'/'". """ .7 
c- 

" 
... 
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Note (a). This refers to the position of n catechumen, or of a baptized 
-or communicant member of some branch of the Church of 
Christ in connection with the Allied Societies. 

Note (b. ) While earnestly desiring such a measure -of unity that 
full intercommunion between, the members of ihe Allied 
Missions may become possible, we recognize that in exist- 
ing conditions, such intercommunion between Episcopal 
and non-Episcopal Missions is not yet possible. 

Note (c. ) The Bishops of the two Dioceses concerned in the Alliance 
realize the dangers to'which native converts are exposed 
through isolation. They deeply regret that it is impossible' 
in the present circumstances to bid the members of their 
Church to seck the Holy Communion at the hands of 
ministers not episcopally ordained. But they will be grate. 
ful for such spiritual help as it may be possible for other 
Missions to give to those who may be for the time isolated' 
from the ministrations of their own Church. 

Note-K) The responsible authorities of the Allied *Missions will 
welcome as guests to their Communion any Communicant 
member of the Allied Missions for whom the ministrations 
of his own - 

Church are for the time inacessible, and as to 
whose moral and spiritual fitness they are satisfied, pro. 
vided always that - no obligation shall rest on any such 
member-to avail himself of this liberty. 

6. To discourage proselytising. 
7. To respect the decision, in all cases of discipline, made concern- 

ing their own members by the respective Allied Societies. 

Explanation. -The expression "Allied Societies" as used in this Con- 
stitution sball be understood to mean the local 
governing bodies of the Societies, Missions, or 
Churches occupying-, the different sphereý 

SECTION 11. 

BASIS OV ALLLIANCIC. 

1. The basis of alliance shall consist in: - 
(a. ) The loyal acceptance of Holy Scripture as our supreme'rule 

of Faith wid Practice; and of the Apostle's and Nicene Creeds 
asýa general expression of fundamental Christian belief; and 
in the absolute authority of Holy Scripture as the Word of 
God; in the Deity of Jesus Christ; end in the atoning death 
of the Lord-Jesus Christ as the ground of our forgiveness. 

'(b. ) The regular admin , 
istration of the two Sacramqnts, Baptism 

and the Lord's Supper, by the outward signs as commanded - 
by Christ. 

2. those Societies ýonlyýshall be eligible for' membership in . the 
Constitution of the Alliance,, whith'are governed by recognized 
Committees. of Missionary Societies; or. Churehes, 

-and- whose- 
property is vested iu TrusteVs. 
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No change shall be made in any Section of this Constitution, 
except at the request of the Representative Council, and with 
the consent of all the Allied Societies. 

SI=ION III. 

1' 

REPýZHSENTATIVE COUNCII_ 

i. There shall be formed a Representative Council to which each 
of the Allied Societies shall send representatives on the following basis 

, ach s' of representation. r, hall send Delegates as follows: - One delegate for the first five missionaries or fraction thereof, and 
one for every complete ten thereafter. I-leads of Missions will be 
ex-officio members in addition. 

The Council, except as provided in this Constittition; shall be 
wholly advisory, an(] shall. exercise no control over the Allied Societies 

'or Churches. 
3. The Council shall meet annually at least. It shall appoint its 

fficers, and frame by-lAws for the conduct of its own business. own0l, 
4- The duties of the Council shall be: - 

(a. ) To inake recommendations to the Allied Societies'for the 
furtherance of the objects of the Alliance, and from time to 
time to fraine and amend, with the ponsent of all the Allied 
Societies, any regulations which they find necessary to these 
objects. 

(b. )- Toconsider and ýdvise upon any question of Mission spheres 
or districts, or-any other matter concerning mutual relations 
of the Allied Societies. In the event of a difference of 
opinion on any question falling within the jurisdiction of the 
Council as above -defined, the Council shall have power,, if 

to make representations* on that question to the illey see fit , governing authorities of the Allied Societies concerned, 
(C. ) To take action without delay to secure the co-operation of 

African Christians in the work of the Council. 
5. Any application for admission to the Alliance shall, in' the 

first instance, be submitted to the Representative Council for them to 
consider whether the conditions in Section II are fulfilled. The appli- 
tiun shall then be referred to the Allied Societies for their opinion, and 
-the final decision shall be made by the Representative Council, where J 
an unanimous vote of representatives 'of Allied Societies shall be 
necessary for the application to be approved. 

SFCTION I 
, 

THOD TO i3k ADOPT ED BY elicH. ALLIFI) SOCIETY WITHIN ITS SPI19RIt. 

I, Admission to the catechunienate shall be by public profession; 
aud a minimum course of instruction, approved by the Representative- 
Council, as to its duration and general sufficiency, shall be required., 
before Baptismý 
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2. Those baptized in infancy shall pass through a course of 
instruction, similar to that which is required of adult candidates for 
Baptism, before being admitted to the Lord's Supper. 

B. -Sacrainents. 

I. The administration of the Sacraments shall be by recognized Ministers of the branch of the Church of Christ occupying the district; 
provided that in cases of urgent necessity, and in the absence of a , Minister, any Layman may administer Baptism. 

2. The Sacrament of Baptism, either by aff usion or-by immersion, 
and either to infants or to adults, shall be administered according to 
the usage of the Branch of the Church of Christ occupying the district, 
and such -Baptism. shall be recognized by all members of the Allied 
Societies. 

3. In Baptism,. water, and the form, "I baptise thee in (into) 
the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, " shall be used. 

4. No person living in polygamy shall be baptised. 
5. The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper shall not be administered 

to anyone who is not qualified to be a commuriicant in the branch of 
the Church of Christ to whch he belongs. 

C, -Alinistry. 
In the future each candidate for the native ministry, to be ordained 

. vithin the sphere of the Alliance, shall: - 
I. Pass through a prescribed course of instruction. 
2. Subscribe to the Basis of Alliance Section II, I, (a) and (b), 
3. Be duly set apart by the lawful authority of the Church to 

which he belongs with laying on of hands. - 

V. SECTION 

RELATIONSHIP TO NON-ALLiED SOCIETIES. 

1. That the Allied Societies shall seek at all times to cultivate 
friendly relations with Non-Allied Societies, and encourage with them 
such measures of co-operation. as are found possible.. 

2. That the Represen 
, 
tative Council holds itself in readiness to 

enter into arrangements as regards existing spheres of influence, as a- 
' temporary measure for evangelistic purposes, , with all such Non- 

Allied Missions as can, wholeheartedly subscribe to the fundamental 
doctrinal Basis of Alliance as set forth in Section 11,1 (a. ). 

3. That the Allied, Societies will not open meantime any Miro- 
pein Stations within these spheres, nor send native agents into them. 

4. That the -Allied Societies shall be free to visit and minister 
to their own members within these spheres 

and Non-Allied s. (a. ) That all, arrangenients between Allied 
Societies as to the recognition of spheres shall be reciprocal. 
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(b. ) That the Allied Societies invite those outside the Alliance 
to conform, as far as may be possible in each casF, with 
the general principles and organisation of the Alliance. * 

6. That-a Conference be arranged annually, or at such intervals 
-as may be deemed wise, in which all 'Missionary Societies and Euro- 
I)eans resident in British East Africa who subscribe to Section 11,1, 
(a. ) may be invited to take part. 

DECLARATION OP PURPOSE. 

:' 

In setting our hands to the foregoing Constitution, we, the 
representatives of the Allied Societies desire wholeheartedly to asso- 
-ciate ourselves with the following Resolution unanimously passed by 
the United Conference of lKissionary Societies met at Kikuyu, 
July 23rd to 26th, igi8: - 

We, being profoundly convinced for the sake of our Coilinion 
Lord and of those African Christians, to whom our'controversies are 
as yet unknown; of the need-for a Unit, 8d Church in British. East 
Africa, earnestly entreat the Home Authorities to take such steps as 
may be necessary, in consultation with the Churches concerned, to 
remove the difficulties which at present make this ideal ini 

. possible. 
In the meantime we adopt the Basis of Alliance not as the ideal, 

but as the utmost possible, in view of our present unhappy divisions 
And the Members of the Alliance pledge themselves not t o rest untii 
they can all share one Nlinistry. 

Uganda, Chairman of Conference. 
R. S. Mombasa, 
Charles E. Hurlburt, General Director, Africa Inland Mission. 
Pr-cr; "filil T 'Wnrfli; 

mrfýii fnr TTii; +, -A 

ýTi`ssion`ar'y 
go'cie 

John W. Arthur, Chairman of the Mission Council of the Church 
of Scotland Mission. 

Wm. J. N17. Roomý, on, behalf of the British and Foreign Bible 
Society. 

John R. Hamshere, Archdeacon Mombasa'. 
H. K. Binns, C. M. S. 
K. St. Aubyn Rogers, C. M. S. 
Harry Leakey, C-NI. S. 
Geo. Burns, C. M. S. 
Fredk. H. Wright, C. TNI. S. (Ugandal' 

. 
Mary Louisa Mason, C. M. S.., 
Arthur A. Hamilton, C. S.. \NI. ' 
Nlinnie Watson, C. S. M. 
Lee H. Downing, 'A. I. 11. 
C. F. Johnston, A. LINT. 
Laura IN. Collins,, A. I. 111. 
Fred. H. \IcKenrick, A. IX. 

McCreary, A. I. M. Geo. E. - 
H. W. Innis, A. 1.3\1. ý'- 
W. Lewis Hetzý A. I. M. - 

Ar Ar, 
- 

L. �.. LiUW 1 £L. kVi. "-: 

- �--�- _I -I ""_:. 
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SUPPLV. -A1F\. TARY RECOM'MENDATIONS. - TO THE 

A!, LIANCE-0F MISSIONARY SOCIETIES IN B. V. AFRICA. 

CHURCH ORGANISATION. 

llaror, ldal Comicil. -That the Parochidl Council consist of the 
'-\, Li; iister or teacher-in-charge, and lay representatives chosen from 
the local Church. That its duties be to assist the Minister generally, 
and especially in the examination of applicants for ad-inission to the 
Cat-echuni6nate and Baptism- in the revision of the Coninninion T'oll :* ": III 

I" in dealing with cases of discipline : and in administering the Parochial , 
'funds. 

District - Council. -That the 
, 

District Council consist of all 
M-Inisters resident in the district and missionaries in charge of 
Parishes: one lay representative from each local Church numbering 
up to twenty-five: two from Churches numbering not, less than fifty 
and up to a hundred : and one additional member for each complete 

'hundred thereafter. All in full membership to be entitled to a vote. 
That its duties be to establish new centres of Mission work in the 
district, to-administer the District funds, and to make provision that 
the Word of God is preached within its bounds, the Sacranientý duly. 
a(iministered, and discipline maintained. ' Each District Council to 
meet at least twice -a year. 

To POSTER mr.: DESIRE FOR UNION. 

That the Allied Societies encourage: 
(a. ) Similar forms and usages in Public Worship. 
(11. ) Intervýsitation on the, part of Church Members. 
fc. ) Common attitude towards heathen customs. 

' rch'discipline, (d. ) Common Chu 
(C. ) A course of instruction for catechumens and'naUve Ministers 

common to all without prejudice to such additional course of 
study as may be prescribed by the authorities of each Mission 
in its own sphere. - 

4. ) Systematic Bible study. 
MINISTRY. 

That for the present anyone recognised as a Minister in 
be welcomed as a visitor to preach in any other his own Church may 
, Allied Church, with the consent of the responsible authority of the 

Mission. 
That the procedure to the Native Ministry-be normally by three 

stages: junior Preacher, Senior Preacher, District Preacher. That 

a candidate become a'Junior Preacher by examination 'if previously 
recommended by his Parochial Council. That after ý two years, on 
further recommendations and examination, he may become a Senior 
Preacher. That the stage of preparation for District Preacher be also 
two years : while that for Minister consist of four years. Each of the 

- tudy and of practical work. - fQregoing stages is t, 0 include h'period of 
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PUBLIC WORSHIP. ' 

i. That a certain amouni of form common to all Churches -which 
-would be helpful in encouraging an intelligent and hearty worship 
and would give a sense of unity among the'young congregations be 
adopted. That there be included in the service the Lord's Prayer, 
the Ten Commandments, the Creed, a Prayer for King and Governor 
and all in authority, the Chiefs and people, and a Prayer for deliver- 
ancc from the evil customs of the country. 

2. That in Church services the position of kneeling be assumed 
in Prayer, and of standing during singing.. 

3. That the following order of Public Worship be used with 
sufficient -frequency to enable the members of all the Churches to 
become familiar with a common order. 

Order of Service suggested: 
Hymn, or Psalm. (Stand). 
Invitation to Worship. (Stand). 
Prayer. (Kneel). 

(Confession, Forgiveness, Lord's Prayer). 
' Ten Commandments. (Kneel). 

H mn, or Te Deum. y (Stand). 
Reading from Scripture. (Sit). 
Prayer. (Kneel). 

' (For Church and State, for Country, for all sorts 
and conditions of men, General Thanksgiving). 

(Stand). Hymn. 
Sermon. (Sit). 
Hymn. (Stand). 
Benediction. (Kneel). 

TINIEMBURSHIP. 

That the course of instruction and probation for Baptism last 
generally for two years after the first Public profession. 

That no Christian'from another District be. enrolled as -a Church 
member, without producing a leaving certificate or letter fibin his 
former Church. 

SACRAMENTS. 

That a register of'Communicants, b4i kept in each Church, and 
-attendance at Communion be regularly recorded. That 'members 
-residing temporarily in other districts be supplied with cards on the 
'back of which the Minister of the Church visited shall record attend- 
iances at Communion. 

MARRIAGE, ETC. 

That a common. policy be adopted in dealing with' all vexed f 
-questions with regard to marriage, for example between Christians, - 
. -catechumens, and heathen, also as regards tribal cust(mns and heathen 
-practices. -', 
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APPENDIX VII 

COM'titutiOnj POlicy and Lxecutive Membership 
of, the 

noaussivixii = PARTY 
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PROGRESSIVE KIKUYU PARTY* 

3rd April 1928 

-A, General 

Purpose of the Party is to organice the prognTessive elements Of the 

Kikuyu in order to obtain a greater rate of progress and to eliminate 
the retrogressive elemento, which are rapidly becoming predominant, 

2. The membership of the Party shall be open to 411 who will accept the 

Party declaration of policy as guiding principles for their political 
and sooial activities* 

3* . -Members may be requested to wear a blue badge in order to lead others* 

Branches may be formed with the conaent of the Executive, in and part 
of the oountry* 
Each branch shall have a Committee of threes to look after its interestso 
This Committee to report to the Executives all discussions and work done. 

5* The General Council of the Party shall consist of the Chairman of each 
Branch, plus a certain number to be elected by the free vote of the 

members. 

6* The General Council shall elect an Executive to direct action in the 

various parts# It shall consist oft- 
(1) The Chairman 
(2) The XicO Chairman 

Tho'Sooretary 

Assistant Secretary 
'Treasurer 

Assistant Treasurer 

anct not more than six other members6 

At least seven mast be'present for a logal meeting of the Mceoutivee 

TI 

PCFA/TT, Filet tProgressive Kikuyu Partyto 
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7* Meetings# 
(1) Executive Idien Necessary, 

(2) General Council, - Not less than twice a year* 
(3) Branches -, Whon, necessary, but at least once a month* 

The, Looal Chiefs ah&. 11 be notified of all meetings and invited to 

S Ze (6 a. m, t attend. meatings''which. rhall be hold only during the dn 0 
6 p. m' 

"Officers shall be notified of maetinGs where, 9. All Local'Administrative 

possible and invited to attend. @ 

10. All account ,i shall be audited,, preferably by the D9C& 

11. No. one who is not a M-uyu shall be present at a meeting without the 

wiitt'en'consent of the, ýD*Co 

120' If'dosired'an Adviscry'Committee of Europeans may bo chosen with the 

consent of the D. C, O but such Europeans shall hold no office in the 

Party* 

Bo Party, Policy 

'Party' 
ple dges I itself to loyalty to the King and to work by all 

legitimate, means for the true progress of the Kikuyu peoplec. 

2* la view of above, the party, would aak all its members to perform work 

of social value, as only through work can the ideals be realisede 

39 -. The Party pledges, itself to try, by all means in its power$ to obtain 

-a Land'Bill for the Reserves, such as will provide for progressive 0 

developmentj. e. g. ', by'theýBuilding of pormament Churchesl schools# 
hospitalog-shops, eto, 

4 ýho,, Party pledges'_ itself to try and return at least one of its members 

at each election and ý in each diotpict, to the local Kier= and the 

Local Native Councils*- 
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5* The Party pledges itself to work for the gradual elimination of drink, 

circumcision of women, payment of rika, goats; The Stabilisation of the 
ý-dowries (Marriage Prioe)j'the purification of Justicep the adequate 
protection of widows and orphans, the gradual abolition of unpaid 
communal laboure 

The Party pledges itcelf to further in every possible way the'spread 

of-the elementary education of both sexes, and to obtain assistance 
for promising pupils so that poverty may be no bar to their receiving 
a complete education* 

7* The Party pledggas itself to seek from Government all the assistance 
it, can give in all Social mattersl e. g. # Ilospitalsg dispensaries, 

schools$ veterinary services, public worksl etos 

0, ''Executive Council 

Chairman: 

Vice Chairman: 
Secretary: 

Assistant Secretarys 

Treasurer: 
Assistant Treasurer: 

Memlers: 

Chief Gideon Gatere 
(Chosen in absentia. ) 

Zakayo I-1hru wa Kigotha 
Meshak Xuraggi 

(Chosen in absentia. ) 

Stanley Kima 
Jason Kibutu 
Arthur It= via Njui. 

Alan Werat D=ieli Wambigil Zakaria Wathinwa, 
Paulo Gukuyo. 

I TWO momberr. arc ot. ill to be elected. 
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